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*rahhanen "erbeuten, plundern, rauben". The following cognate verbs are attested: ON rcina I,
with loss of medial 'h (Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957: 506) "to rob, plunder", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *rahanjanan "to rob, plunder". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OE ran loan word from ON? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 273) "open robbery,
rapine"; ON ran with loss of medial h' (Cleasby and Vigfusson 1957: 506) "robbery, any
unlawful seizure of holding or property", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *rahanan
"(open) robbery, plunder". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi(h)rähhisOn "speien, heftig spucken, (sich rauspern)" (Raven 111967: 115). No cognate verbs
are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *hrãJjs4an "to spit". The derivational
pattern of this verb is unclear. It may be an s-extension from an earlier gutteral extension,
deriving ultimately from the IE 'I*ker-, *kor-, *kr (Pokorny 11959: 567) "Schallnachahmung
für heisere, rauhe Tone, solche Tierstimmen und die sie ausstol3enden Tiere", from which base
the following may also be derived: OHG rahho gutteral extension (Pokorny 1 1959: 567)
"Rachen, Schlund, Kehie"; OE hrace gutteral extension (Pokorny 11959: 567) "throat, gorge";
OE hnffcan gutteral extension (Pokorny I 1959: 567) "to reach, retch, bring up blood or
phlegm"; OE hraca gutteral extension (Pokorny 11959: 567) "clearing of the throat; mucus";
ON hráka gutteral extension (Pokorny 11959: 567) "Speichel"; ON hrcikja gutteral extension
(Pokorny 11959: 567) "spucken". This analysis is somewhat contorted, and there are no suitable
data to allow for the reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb. Therefore an OHG verb (formed with
s-extension), the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
rahh O'z "berichten, sagen, erOrtern, erz.h1en, erwahnen, sprechen, lobsingen" (Raven II 1967:
115). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
rahha (Starck and Wells 1990: 470) "Sache, Angelegenheit, Erzahlung". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, int-, ir-, untar-, zuorãinEsz "(±gen. rei) streben oder trachten nach, neigen zu, sich bezeichnen auf, zu gewinnen
suchen, (vom Skorpion) drohen, zielen auf' (Raven II 1967: 246). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: 0MG rain (Schade 11882: 699)
"Ziel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
rammion "(vom Vieh) zum Begatten brtinstig werden, bespringen, sich begatten, rammeln,
Sundenbock" (Raven 111967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG ram, rammo (Kiuge 1989: 580) "Widder, Schafbock". Therefore
an OHG denominative verb (formed with 1-extension).
rffnen "wilten" (Raven 11963: 147). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
rangisãn "Zorn, J.hzorn, Feindseligkeit" (Raven 111967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *rang in rangleih (Seebold 1970:
472) "Ririgkampf". Therefore an 0MG denominative verb (formed with s-extension).
rapfen, rafen "verkrusten, verharschen, wieder blutig machen" (Raven I 1963: 147). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: ORG *rapfa
"Krtze, Raude, Schorf', which can be reconstructed from MHG rappe, rapfe (Lexer 111876:
343) "Krätze, Räude". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, widar-
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rãsen "wahnsinnig sein, rasen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 472). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG rãsen (Kluge 1989: 582) "rasen"; MDu. rasen (Kluge 1989: 582) "rasen"; OE
riisan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 277) "to rush, hasten; enter on rashly; rush upon, attack";
ON rása (Kluge 1989: 582) "rasen, sturzen"allowing us to reconstruct a NWGmc *r/anan
"rasen, toben". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: MLG räs (Kluge 1989:
582) "heftige Stromung"; OE rcffs (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 277) "rush, leap, jump, running;
onrush, storm, attack"; ON rás (Kiuge 1989: 582) "Lauf, Fahrt, Sturz; Offhung", which allows
us to reconstruct a NWGmc *ran "rush". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi(h)raskezzen "Funken spruhen, fahren lassen, von sich geben, ausrocheln, mit gluhendem Eisen
brandmarken" (Raven 11963: 148). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier
form *hraskatjan "to spit (of fire), emit sparks", intensive deverbative from OHG class II weak
verb rascön "sich rauspern, ausspucken" (which see). Therefore an Ol-IG intensive deverbative.
(h)rascon, (h)rescon "sich rauspern, speien" (Raven II 1967: 116). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form *raskjan. The derivational pattern of this verb is
unclear. It may be an 'sk-present' formation which derives ultimately from IE I*ker-, *kor_, *kr(Pokomy 11959: 567) "Schalhiachahmung fUr heisere, rauhe Tone, soiche Tierstimmen und die
sie ausstol3enden Tiere", from which base the following may also be derived: Dan. skiade initial
s' mobile and dental extension (Pokorny 11959: 567) "rasseln, rOcheln" (see under rähhisãn for
gutteral extensions to this root). Despite the archaic nature of 'sk-present' formations there are
no suitable data to allow for the reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb. Therefore an OHG verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: i(h)raspan "eilig zusammenraffen, eilfertig sammeln, scharren" (Raven II 1967: 116). No
cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form *hraspjan (Seebold 1970: 274)
class II deverbative from strong verb *hrespanan (Seebold 1970: 274) "reil3en". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG respan st vb (Seebold 1970: 274) "reifien, rupfen"; OFs.
hrespa strong? (Seebold 1970: 274). OE ge-hrespan pres only (Seebold 1970: 274) "to strip,
spoil". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zisam en erastJn "ruhen, schiafen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 481). cf. OHG resten I (Raven 11963: 154).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rasta
(Starck and Wells 1990: 472) "Ruhe, Rast, Wegmal3 von drei Wegstunden". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
ta/fr agan an "sprechen, reden" (Raven 111967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG natfrãga (Starck and Wells 1990: 473)
"Anfrage, Bitte urn Rat". Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with n-extension).
ra/fragan "befragen, ersuchen, urn Rat fragen, Beratung halten" (Raven II 1967: 116). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ri/fr iga
(Starck and Wells 1990: 473) "Anfrage, Bitte urn Rat". Therefore an OHG denorninative verb.
ni/scan "raten, träumen, durchstechen, eine schwierige Frage nach Vermutung zu beantworten
suchen" (Raven II 1967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG ritisca, rfftiski(Starck and Wells 1990: 473) "RtseI, Aufgabe
zum Raten". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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ratissãn "raten, vermuten, prophetische Redegabe haben" (Raven 111967: 117). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS rffdisön II (Starck and Wells 1990: 473) "vermuten, mutmal3en,
erraten", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *redisj7jan "vermuten, erraten". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG rätissa (Starck and Wells 1990: 473) "Rätsel,
aufgabe zum Raten", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *rëdisjã (Seebold 1970: 366).
Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
rifi-slagon "beraten, erwagen" (Raven 111967: 117). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG rat
(Starck and Wells 1990: 472) "Beratung, Rat, Vorrat"; cf. OHG slagon II (Starck and Wells
1990: 554) "zusammenschlagen, klatschen". Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
rffwãz "ruhen, Ruhe haben oder finden, sich authalten, an sich halten, stillstehen, im
angezettelten Ausgangszustand verweilen" (Raven II 1967: 247). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rffwa, rawi (Starck and Wells 1990:
474) "Ruhe, Rast, Erholung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giredinãn "darlegen, (be)sprechen, (aus)sagen, erzählen, reden, vortragen, einen Wortwechsel
fUhren" (Raven 111967: 117). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rethinãn (Starck
and Wells 1990: 475) "reden, erörtern, besprechen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*raJ,jnjan "zahlen; erzählen; reden". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see
under redön). Therefore a WGmc denominative verb (formed with n-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, int-, irredön, rediãn "reden, sagen, einreden, den Gottesspruch richten, erörtem, darlegen, erzählen"
(Raven 111967: 118). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rethiãn II (Kiuge 1989:
587) "reden"; OFs. rethia (K1ug 1989: 587) "reden", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
* rabj cyan "zahlen; erzahlen; reden". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG reda, redi redia, radio (Kluge 1989: 587) "Rede, Rechenschaft"; OS rethi (Starck and
Wells 1990: 475) "Rede"; OFs. rethe (Kluge 1989: 587). Gothic rajo (Kiuge 1989: 587)
"Rechenschaft, Abrechnung, Zahi", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc rczbjã (Kluge 1989:
587) "Rechenschaft". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:folla-, gi-fora-, girefsen "(aus)schelten, tadeln, (mit Worten), strafen, schuldig machen, verhohnen, beschimpfen,
zuchtigen, strafen, zurechtweisen, packen" (Raven I 1963: 147). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OS respian I with metathesis of'p' and 's' (Pokorny 11956: 865) "schelten, scharf
tadeln, bezichtigen"; OE repsan, refsan, rcpsan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 280) "to
reprove, blame"; ON refsa (Pokorny I 1956: 865) "zuchtigen, strafen", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *rafisjanan (Pokorny I 1956: 865) "to reprove, blame, punish
(physically)". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It appears to be an 's-extension
(possibly originally a denominative from an '-es stem noun, e.g Skt rapas-) from IE s1* rep(Pokorny 11956: 865) "an sich reil3en, raffen", from which base the following may also be
derived: Skt rapsa- (Pokorny 11956: 865) "Gebrechen, korperlicher Schaden, Verletzung";
Greek páictoJLat (Pokorny 11956: 865) "ich rupfe, reil3e ab, fresse"; Aib. rjep (Pokorny I
1956: 865) "ziehe aus oder ab, beraube"; Latin rapire (Pokorny 11956: 865) "raffen, an sich
reil3en, hastig ergreifen, rauben"; MIr. recht (Pokorny 11956: 865) "Zorn, Wut"; Lith. ap-répti
(Pokorny I 1956: 865) "fassen, ergreifen, begreifen". These IE parallels provide sufficient
evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb. Indeed, as stated above, it may represent a
pre-Gmc denominative. A denominative status is, however, by no means certain.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, ir-, widar-
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*reganen "regnen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OE rignan I (Bosworth and
Toiler 1898: 795) "to rain"; Gothic rignjan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "to rain", which allows us
to reconstruct a Gmc *regn/anan "to rain". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: (see under reganon). Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gireganan "regnen" (Raven 111967: 118). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu
regenen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "regnen"; OE regnian II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "to rain"; ON
regna, rigna II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "regnen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*regnJanan "to rain". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG regan
(Starck and Wells 1990: 476) "Regen"; OS regan, regin (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "Regen"; OFs.
rein (Kiuge 1989: 588) "Regen"; OE regn, rëii (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 279) "rain"; ON
regn (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "Regen"; Gothic rign (Pfeifer III 1989: 1394) "rain", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *regnan (Kluge 1989: 88) "rain". Therefore a NWGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi(h)regilan "ausrüsten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 476). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG regil, hregil (Starck and Wells 1990: 476)
"Rustung, Gewand, Bekleidung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: intrehhanãn "rechnen" (Kluge 1989: 586). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu
reken(en) (Kluge 1989: 586) "rechnen"; OFs. rek(e)nia (Kiuge 1989: 586) "rechnen"; OE
recenian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 279) "to pay", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*reknjan "to reckon up, pay, settle". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
MLG rekenu (Kluge 1989: 586) gerichtet"; OFs. rekon (Kiuge 1989: 586) "gerichtet"; OE recen
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 29) "ready, prompt, quick; rapid, violent", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *reknaz (Kluge 1989: 586) "gerichtet". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi(h)rehhsen "sich rauspern" (Raven 11963: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. Probably a class
I deverbative from class II weak verb (h)rãhhisàn (Raven 111967: 115) "sich rauspern, speien".
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
relit-festigan "sich rechtfertigen, sich als gerecht hinstellen, einer Sache nachkommen" (Raven
111967: 119). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG reht adj (Starck and Wells 1990: 477)
"recht, gerade, richtig"; cf. OHG -festigon II independantly unattested, but cf. OHGfestinan II
(Starck and Wells 1990: 149). Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
rehtkundlihhan "rechtglauboig sein; orthodoxus esse" (Raven 111967: 119). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: Probably from an otherwise
unattested OHG *rehtkundlihhi"rechtglaubig", which is probably a monastic innovation, used
to gloss Latin orthodox us "orthodox, having the correct belief'. Therefore an OHG deadjectival
verb.
rehton "Recht widerfahren lassen" (Raven II 1967: 119). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG reht subst (Starck and Wells 1990: 477)
"Gesetz, Gerechtigkeit, Rechtsspruch". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:follarehtsprahhJn "sich rechtfertigen, (ein freundliches Wort) gonnen" (Raven 111967: 119). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
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rehtsprãhhi (Starck and Wells 1990: 478) "Redekunst, Rhetorik". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
reibön "ausbessern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 478). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
reiden "kräuseln, schwingen, in zitternde Bewegung setzen, (mit heillem Eisen) die Haare
wellig oder lockig machen" (Raven 1 1963: 149). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG reid (Starck and Wells 1990: 478) "kraus,
lockig, grimmig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
*rejfen "einschntiren, einwickeln". The following cognate verbs are attested: OE r&pan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 277) "to bind, fetter, capture, enslave; yoke together", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *raip(jan "to bind, fetter, tie with a rope". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG ref(Starck and Wells 1990: 478) "Reif, Seil, Strick"; MLG r
(Kluge 1989: 590) "Reif'; OFs. rap (Kluge 1989: 590) "Reif'; OE rap (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 278) "rope, cord, cable"; ON reip (Kluge 1989: 590) "Reif'; Gothic skauda-raip (Kluge
1989: 590) "thong", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *raipaz, *raipan (Kluge 1989: 590)
"Band, Reif, Seil". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: birethhen "reichen, sich erstrecken, (an)fasssen, bringen" (Raven I 1963: 149). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG rken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1399) "reichen"; MDu reiken (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1399) "reichen"; OFs. rka, retza I (Kiuge 1989: 590) "reichen"; OE rcffcan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 276) "to reach out, stretch out; offer, present, give, grant; extend", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *rajkjanan "reichen". The derivational pattern of this verb is
unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an IE sJ*reig_ (Pokorny I 1956: 862) "recken,
ausstrecken, mit ausgestreckter Hand langen oder darreichen", from which base the following
may also be derived: ON reik (Pokorny 11956: 862) "Scheitel am Haar"; OIr. nag (Pfeifer III
1989: 1399) "Tortur (durch Recken der Glieder)"; OIr. ringid nasal-infix present (Pfeifer III
1989: 1399) "foltert, peinigt"; MWelsh dir-rwgn (Pokorny 11956: 862) "Tortur, Leid"; Lith.
réizti (Pfeifer III 1989: 1399) "(Korperteile) recken, straffen, stolzieren, stolz einhergehen";
Latin nigëre (Kluge 1989: 590) "starren, strotzen". Despite the fact that attested forms of the
verb are confined to WGmc, these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc
origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fram-, gi-, hina-iff-gi-, in-, ubar-, zuo-gireihhön

"sich erstrecken, beziehen oder zuruckflihren auf' (Raven II 1967: 119). No cognate

verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form *rajkq/an "reichen". The derivational
pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an IE 'i*reig- (see under
reihhen). Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confined OHG, these IE parallels
provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-, zuo-gi(h)reinen "reinigen, läutern, säubern, zuchtigen, sorgen, ktimmern, putzen, verbessern,
purgieren" (Raven 11963: 149). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS hrënian I (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1403) "reinigen"; Gothic hrainjan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1403) "to purify", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *hrainijanan "to clean". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG hreini (Pfeifer III 1989: 1403) "sauber, rein, unschuldig"; OS hrëni (Pfeifer

III 1989: 1403) "rein, sauber"; OFs. hrëne (Kiuge 1989: 591) "rein, sauber"; ON hreinn (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1403) "rein, sauber"; Gothic hrains (Pfeifer III 1989: 1403) "clean, honourable, pure",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *hrainiz "clean". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, in-
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(1:)reinisön "suhnen, entsundigen; piare" (Raven 111967: 119). No cognate verbs are attested.
ON hreinsa II (de Vries 1962: 253) "reinigen (poet.)", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *hreinsjanan "to clean, cleanse, purify". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: (see under (Iz)reinen). Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb (formed with
s-extension).
(/:)reinön "reinigen, kUnstlich bereiten; baptizare, medicare" (Raven II 1967: 119). The

following cognate verbs are attested: OS hrënön II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1403) "reinigen"; ON
hreina II (de Vries 1962: 253) "reinigen (poet.)", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*hrainq/anan "to clean". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under
(h)reinen). Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ITreisãn "(intrans.) aufbrechen, (trans.) vorbereiten, rUsten, f'Ordern, vollenden" (Raven II 1967:
119). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form *raisq/an (Seebold
1970: 371) class II deverbative from strong verb *rejsanan (Seebold 1970: 371) "aufgehen,
untergehen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG risan St vb (Seebold 1970: 371)
"fallen, niederfallen"; OS risan st vb (Seebold 1970: 371) "sich erheben"; OFs. nsa st vb
(Seebold 1970: 371) "entstehen"; OE risan St vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 283) "to rise,
stand up; to be fit, be proper"; ON nsa St vb (Seebold 1970: 371) "sich erheben, entstehen,
aufbrechen"; Gothic us-reisan st vb (Seebold 1970: 371) "sich erheben, aufstehen". Therefore
an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:funi*reiten "ordnen, anordnen, bereiten"; MHG reiten (Kluge 1989: 75) "ordnen, anordnen,
bereiten". The following cognate verbs are attested: MDu reiden, re(e)den (Kluge 1989: 75) "to
arrange"; OE r&dan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 276) "to arrange, direct, resolve, determine,
decide; put in order" (This verb became mixed in OE with the strong verb r&dan (Seebold
1970: 365) "to advise, council, persuade; consult, discuss, deliberate, plot, design; decree,
decide; rule, guide"); ON reióa I (Lehmann 1986: 280) "schwingen; schieben, darreichen;
fahren; treiben"; Gothic raidjan I (Kluge 1989: 75) "to establish, correctly determine, interpret",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rajôanan "to make ready (for riding), prepare (for a
journey), arrange, order, settle". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
gi-reiti (Pfeifer 11989: 153) "bereit"; MLG rae, reide (Pfeifer 11989: 153) "bereit, fertig";
OFs. r&1(e) (Kluge 1989: 75) "fertig"; OE rcide (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 276) "prepared,
ready, ready for riding (horse); skilled, simple"; ON reiôr (Lehmann 1986: 280) "durchreitbar";
Gothic ga-raibs (Kluge 1989: 75) "angeordnet", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *raióaz,
*raiójaz (Pfeifer I 1989: 153) "gerUstet zur Fahrt, passierbar, zur Hand". Therefore a Gmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gireizen "reizen, anregen, erregen, bewegen, beunruhigen, auffordern, verletzen, versehren,

beschadigen, sich quitlen, aufstacheln, erzOrnen, (ver)locken" (Raven 11963: 150). cf. OHG
rizzen I (Raven I 1963: 158). cf. OHG rizzãn II (Raven 111967: 122). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG rei(t)zen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1406) "reizzen"; ON reita I (Seebold 1970:
567) "reizen, aufhetzen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wraitejanan (Seebold
1970: 567) "reizen (vom Ritzen mit dem Sporn)", deverbative formation from strong verb
*wreitanan (Seebold 1970: 566) "ritzen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
rizan st vb (Seebold 1970: 567) "einritzen, schreiben, reil3en"; OS writan st vb (Seebold 1970:
567) "zerreillen, schreiben"; OFs. -writen pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 566) "-geschrieben"; OE
writan st vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 422) "to incise, engrave, write, draw, bestow by
writing"; ON rita st vb (Seebold 1970: 566) "einritzen, schreiben". Therefore a NWGmc
deverbative formation.
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reizãn "schreiben, kratzen, ritzen, mit der Folterklaue zerfleischen" (Raven II 1967: 120). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG reiz
(Starck and Wells 1990: 480) "Linie, Ritz, Schramme". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
recken "erzählen, erörtern, mundlich oder schriftlich erklaren, zitieren, auslegen, vorsagen,
diktieren, beanspruchen, strecken, erweitern, uben, ausbilden, festsetzen, erforschern,
ausbreiten, deuten, erdenken, auf etwas sinnen" (Raven I 1963: 150). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS rekkian I (Kluge 1989: 587) "erzahlen"; OFs. re/ca, reiza I (de Vries
1962: 440) "erzahlen"; OE reccan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 278) "to stretch, tend, go;
extend, hold out to, give; instruct, explain, interpret; tell, narrate; quote, correct, reprove; to
wield (to authority), give judgement, decide, direct, control; prove; count, reckon"; ON rekja I
(Kiuge 1989: 587) "recken, ausbreiten, erkiaren"; Gothic uf-rakjan I (Kiuge 1989: 587) "to
reach out, stretch out, stretch (the skin) back over, remove the marks of circumcision", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *ra/cejanan (Kluge 1989: 587) "ausstrecken, ausdehnen",
causative deverbative from strong verb *rekanan (Seebold 1970: 373) "zusammenscharren,
recken". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG rehhan St vb (Starck and Wells
1990: 477) "zusammenscharren, rechen"; MLG reken St vb/wk vb (Lehmann 1986: 284)
"(Feuer) rechen"; OFs. re/ca st vb (Lehmann 1986: 284) "zusammenscharren"; Mid Engi reken
st vb (Lehmann 1986: 284) "to stoke or rake (a fire)"; Gothic ri/can st vb (Lehmann 1986: 284)
"to heap up". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruh-,fir-,folla-, gi-, hina-, (in-), ir-, 171-ir-, Er-, Liz(h)rempfen "runzeln" (Starck and Wells 1990: 481). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
reconstruct an earlier form *hrampejan "to wrinkle", class I deverbative from strong verb
*hrempanan (Seebold 1970: 272) "einschrurnpferi, rumpfen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG rimpfan St vb (Seebold 1970: 272) "einschrumpfen"; MLG rimpen st vb
(Seebold 1970: 272) "runzeln"; MDu rempen st vb (Seebold 1970: 272) "runzeln"; OE
*hrimpan st vb attested in preterite participle ge-hrumpan (Seebold 1970: 272) "to twist, coil".
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
renfen "verzehren, schwachen" (Raven 11963: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear. Probably an orthographic variant of the verb rempfen (which see). Or possibly an OHG
denominative formation from an a source similar to that attested in MHG ramph, ramp (Lexer 11
1876: 340) "Ungluck, Niederlage".
rengan "den Mund aufsperren, grollen, die Zähne fletschen" (Raven 111967: 120). No cognate
verbs are attested. <Latin ringari deponant (Lewis and Short 1966: 1596) "to open the mouth
wide, show the teeth". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
*renken "drehend hin- und herbewegen, renken". Mil-TIG renken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1411)
"drehend ziehen, hin- und herbewegen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OE wrencan
I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1411) "to twist; spin intrigues, deceive, devise plots", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wrankjan "renken". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can
ultimately be derived from IE *wreng- (Pokomy 11956: 1154) from which are also derived:
Lith. reñgtis (Kluge 1957: 596) "sich schwerfallig bUcken, krummen"; Lith. rangJ ti (Kluge
1957: 596) "krummen"; OCS regnati (Kluge 1957: 596) "klaffen, den Mund auftun"; Latin
ringor (Kluge 1957: 596) "den Mund aufsperren und die Zahne fletschen, sich argern". This is a
nasal-infix form of IE *werg- (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "drehen", from which base the following
may also be derived: Mod.Du. werken (Pokomy 11956: 1154) "sich werfen, krummziehen";
Welsh gwraint (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "Wurmer"; OCS vrbgo, vre.ti (Pokorny 11956: 1154)
"werfen"; Latvian sa-vergt (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "einschrumpfen"; Latin vergere (Pokomy I
1956: 1154) "sich neigen"; Skt vrnakti, varjati (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "wendet, dreht". The
above represent gutteral extensions from IE I*wer (Pokorny I 1956: 1152) "drehen, biegen".
Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confined to WGmc, these IE parallels provide
sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-
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rennen "(Honig) sammeln, umhereilen, -schwärmen, (von Pferden) herumrennen oder
galoppieren, den Mut aufrichteri, mutig oder trotzig werden, abmatten, erschopfen, abhetzen,
(vom Wasser) reiBend oder brausend" (Raven I 1963: 152). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS rennian I (Kluge 1989: 594) "zusammenlaufen lassen, leimen"; OFs. renna, rinna I
(Kluge 1989: 594) "rennen"; GE cernan I, with metathesis of r' (Pfeifer III 1989: 1412) "to run,
ride, gallop; run to, reach, gain by running or riding"; ON renna I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1412)
"laufen machen, eingiel3en; verschlingen, bewegen, rennen"; Gothic ur-rannjan (Pfeifer III
1989: 1412) "aufgehen lassen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rannejanan (Kluge
1989: 594), causative deverbative from strong verb *rennanan (Kiuge 1989: 601) "rennen,
laufen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG rinnan st vb (Starck and Wells 1990:
486) fliel3en, rinnen, laufen"; OS rinnan st vb (Kiuge 1989: 601) fliei3en, rinnen"; OFs. rinna,
renna st vb (Kiuge 1989: 601) "rinnen, laufen, fahren"; OE rinnan st vb (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 283) "to run, flow; run together, blend, coagulate"; ON rinna, renna st vb (Kluge 601)
"fliel3en, laufen; schwimmen, uberstromen, berinnen"; Gothic rinnan st vb (Kluge 1989: 601)
"rennen, laufen". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: an a-, gi-, liz-, zi-, zi-gi-, zisamene-girentãn "aufzählen, Rechenschaft ablegen" (Raven 111967: 120). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: MHG rente (Pfeifer III 1989: 1412)
"Einkunfte, Ertrag, Vorteil, Gewinn". < OF rente (Pfeifer III 1989: 1412) "Ruckgabe",
regelmal3ige Lieferung, Tribut, regelmal3ige Einkunfte". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir(h)rëön "bestatten, beerdigen" (Raven 111967: 120). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG r, hrëo (Starck and Wells 1990: 481)
"Leiche, Tod, Begrabnis". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
ren "blöken, brullen, röhren, laut schreien (von Tieren und Menschen)" (Raven I 1963: 152).
The following cognate verbs are:attested: MLG râ-en, raren (Pfeifer III 1989: 1436) "brullen,
bloken"; MIDu re(e)ren (Pfeifer III 1989: 1436) "brullen, bloken"; cf. OE rãrian II (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 278) "to roar, bellow, cry, lament, mourn", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *raizjan, *rairjan "to roar, bellow". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It
appears to be an extended form which ultimately derives from IE "/*rei-, *r)- (Pokorny I
1956: 859) "(Schallwurzel) schreien, brUllen, bellen", from which base the following may also
be derived: Skt rãyati (Pokorny 11956: 859) "bellt"; Latin ravus (Pfeifer III 1989: 1436)
"heiser"; Russ. rcujatb (Pokomy 11956: 859) "klingen, schallen"; Lith. rIeti, rIeju (Pokomy I
1956: 859) "losschreien, schelten"; Latvian reju, rèju, net (Pokorny 11956: 859) "bellen". The
extension found in this verb is not attested outside Gmc and must consequently be regarded as a
WGmc formation. The verb cannot therefore be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore a
WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, umbi-birerten "einrichten, anordnen, ablenken, mischen, (von Gebarden) = harmonieren, anwenden,
sprechen" (Raven I 1963: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG rarta (Schutzeichel 1969: 147) "Ton, Stimme, Kiang,
Harrnonie". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, hina-, mi-, zisameneresken "plotzlich auffangen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 481). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG reski (Starck and Wells 1990: 481)
"hitzig, rasch". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giresten "ruhen, schlafrig oder gedankenlos sein, rasten, Mittagsruhe halten, aufleben, sich
erholen, ruhe geben, schlafen, verweilen, pausen, einlullen, sich schlafen, legen" (Raven 11963:
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154). cf. OHG rastãn 11 (Starck and Wells 1990: 481). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS restian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1374) "(aus)ruhen"; OFs. resta I (Onions 1966: 760) "to rest";
OE restan, rcestan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 280) "to rest, repose, give rest to, lodge; rest
from, remain, lie", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *rasfjan "to rest, repose; give rest
to, lodge". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rasta (Starck and Wells
1990: 472) "Ruhe, Rast, WegmaB von drei Wegstunden"; OS rasta, resta (Kiuge 1989: 583)
"Ruhelager, Totenlager"; OFs. rastelik (Onions 1966: 760) "restful"; OE rcst, rest (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 280) "rest, quiet, repose, sleep; resting place, bed, couch, grave"; ON rost
u-umlaut (Onions 1966: 760) "Rast, Meile"; Swed rast (Pfeifer III 1989: 1374) "Rast, Ruhe,
Pause"; Gothic rasta (Onions 1966: 760) "stretch of the way, mile (as a distance after which one
rests)", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rastaz, *rastiz, *rastuz "rest, repose". Therefore
a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi(h)retten "erretten, entziehen, bewegen, treiben" (Raven 1963: 315). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OFs. hredda I (Kluge 1989: 597). OE hreddan I (Kluge 1989: 597) "to free
from, recover, rescue, save, take away", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hradjan
"retten, von der Gefahr treiben, von der Gefahr wegstof3en". The etymology of this verb is
uncertain. It perhaps has an ultimate origin in IE sI*kret- (Pokorny 11956: 620) "schUtteln,
stol3en", from which base the following may also be derived: OHG (h)rad (Pokorny 11956:
620) "rasch, schnell"; OHG (h)redan st vb (Pokorny 11956: 620) "sieben"; MIr. crothaim
(Pokorny I 1956: 620) "schuttle"; Lith. kreçiii, kre.ti (Pokorny I 1956: 620) "schutteln,
schuttelnd streuen". This etymology is not, however, satisfactory on semantic grounds. It is also
insufficient to allow for this verb to be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore a WGmc verb,
the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir"scharlachrot frben, f.rben, einritzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 482). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rezza, reiza (Starck and
Wells 1990: 482) "scharlachrote Farbe, purpurrote Farbe, Farberote". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.

rezzãn

"fiebem, im Fieber liegen, in fieberhaftem Zustand sein" (Raven 111967: 247). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE hridian II, originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 194) "to shake, be feverish, have a fever", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*hrij)ëjan "to shake, be in fever". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is a
t-extens ion taking the zero-grade of ablaut and deriving ultimately from IE *(s)krei- (Pokorny I
1959: 936) "drehen, biegen" (see under ridãn). These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to
point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.

ridë1':

"die Haare binden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 483). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ridil, ridila (Starck and Wells 1990:
482) "Haarnadel, Haarband". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-

ridilön

ridön "zittern" (Raven 111967: 120). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE hridian II,
originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 194) "to shake, be feverish, have a fever",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hribqjan "to shake, be in fever". The derivational
pattern of this verb is unclear. It is a 't'-extension taking the zero-grade of ablaut and deriving
ultimately from IE *(s)krei_ (Pokorny 11959: 936) "drehen, biegen", from which base the
following may also be derived: OHG (h)rit(t)o (Pokorny 11959: 937) "Zittem, Fieber"; OE
hriô(u) postverbal? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 194) "fever"; OE hrió postverbal? (Pokorny I
1959: 937) "snow, storm, tempest"; ON hrId postverbal? (Pokorny I 1959: 937) "Sturm,
Unwetter; Angriff, Streit; Zeit, Zwischenraum"; MIr. crith postverbal? (Pokorny 11959: 937)
"Zittern, Fieber"; Welsh ctydpostverbal? (Pokorny 11959: 937) "Wiege, Fieber"; Breton skra
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(Pokorny 11959: 937) "vor Furcht zittern"; Latin crisãre < *creitsãre (Pokorny 11959: 937) "to
move the haunches, as in coitus (of women)". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to
point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
rff'en "vollreif werden, reifen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 483). No cognate verbs are attested.
Probably a class I deverbative from class Ill weak verb r'ën "reif werden", as the meaning is
durative (a typical feature of class III verbs). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
r ilen "reif, dürr (= vollreif) werden, reifen, ausdörren" (Raven II 1967: 247). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE ripian (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 283) "to become ripe, ripen",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *reipjan "to be or become ripe". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG r n fl (Starck and Wells 1990: 483) "reif'; OS ri
(Kluge 1989: 590) "reif'; OE ripe (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 283) "ripe, mature", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *reipjaz (Kiuge 1989: 590) "ripe". Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ginigilaiz "hegen und pflegen, sich abschliel3en gegen, verriegeln, sich schUtzen vor, erwärmen,

geschlectlich begunstigen, fest machen, verriegeln" (Raven 111967: 121). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rigil (Starck and Wells
1990: 483) "Riegel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ginigãn "(wie eine Perlenschnur) zusammenbinden beziehungsweise -nhen" (Raven H 1967:
121). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
riga (Starck and Wells 1990: 483) "Windung, Linie". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
nihhen "bereichern, reich machen" (Raven 1 1963: 157). No cognate verbs are attested. The

verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG nihhi (Starck and Wells 1990: 484)
"reich, wohihabend, machtig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ginilzhën "reich oder machtig werden" (Raven II 1967: 247). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under rihhen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
nilihisãn "herrschen, vorhanden sein, Tyrann" (Raven II 1967: 121). The following cognate

verbs are attested: OE ricsian, rilisian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 281) "to bear rule, reign,
govern, tyrannize; dominate, prevail", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *rikisjan "to
rule, reign, govern, dominate". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rihhi
(Kluge 1989: 590) "Herrschaft, Reich, Konigreich"; OS riki (Kluge 1989: 590) "Konigreich,
Reich"; OE rice (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 281) "rule, reign, power, might, authority, empire;
kingdom, nation, diocese"; Mod Swed rike (Pfeifer III 1989: 1397) "Reich, Herrschaft"; Gothic
reiki (Kluge 1989: 590) "Reich, Herrschaft, Obrigkeit", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*nikjan (Kluge 1989: 590) "Konigreich, Reich, Herrschaft". This represents a loan word from
primitive Celtic *rigjom (Pfeifer III 1989: 1397), which in turn derives from an IE *rgjom
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1397) "Herrschaft", which can be seen in: MIr rIge (Pfeifer III 1989: 1397)
"Konigsherrschafl"; Celtic PN Icorigium (Pfeifer III 1989: 1397). Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
rihten "richten, bereiten, lenken, regieren, anweisen, erklären, zusammensttlrzen, entstellen,

verunstalten, verschlechtern, ausbessern, herstellen, den Krieg leiten, urteilen, i-listen, bezahlen,
bestrafen, berichten, dichterisch gestalten, Fangarn aufstellen, aufstellen, wenden, rechtlich
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vergUten, einem etwas zu Recht (durch Eidschwur) beweisen, sich zurecht finden, den Tisch
decken, sich uberlegen, die Richtung geben, untertan machen, zahmen, das Wort richten"
(Raven 11963: 154). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rihtian I (Kiuge 1989: 599)
"aufrichten, berichtigen"; OE rihtan I (Kiuge 1989: 599) "to make straight; set right, amend,
correct, rebuke; guide, govern, direct, rule; set up, assign, restore, replace, erect"; ON rétta I
(Kiuge 1989: 599) "gerade machen, ausstrecken; einrichten, ordnen, bul3en"; Gothic ga-raihtjan
I (Kiuge 1989: 599) "richten", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rehtUanan (Kluge 1989:
599) "richten, bereiten, lenken". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
reht (Starck and Wells 1990: 477) "recht, gerade, richtig"; OS reht (Kluge 1989: 586) "recht";
OE riht (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 281) "straight, erect, direct; right, proper, fair, just,
equitable, lawful, permissible; upright, righteous; true, correct; fitting, appropriate; real,
genuine"; ON réttr (Kluge 1989: 586) "recht, gerade; gerecht"; Gothic raihts (Kluge 1989:
586)"right", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rehtaz (Kluge 1989: 586) "recht, gerade,
richtig". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, dara-,furi-flf-, gi-, in-, jill-, ir-, ii-, i-gi-,
if-irrimen "zhlen" (Raven I 1963: 157). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE riman I
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 283) "to count, number, reckon, tell, enumerate, relate; account,
esteem", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *riinfjan "to count, number". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG rim (Kluge 1989: 591) "Reihe, Reihenfolge,
Zahi"; OS rim (Kluge 1989: 591) "Zahl, Reihenfolger"; OFs. rim (de Vries 1962: 446) "Zahl,
Zahlung"; OE rim (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 283) "number, counting, reckoning"; ON rim
(Kluge 1989: 591) "Rechnung, Kalender", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *rimaz,
*riman (Kiuge 1989: 591) "Zahl, Reihenfolger". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir(h)ringen "zu einem Kreis formen" (SchUtzeichel 1969: 153). No cognate verbs are attested.
OHG (h)ring (Starck and Wells 1990: 485) "das KreisfOrmige, Kreis, Ring". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, uinbiringilon, gi-ringilo- "Ring- oder Schuppenpanzer, mit Haken versehen" (Raven 111967: 121).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
ringili(Starck and Wells 1990: 486) "Ringel, Ring am Panzerhemd,Ringelblume". Therefore an
OHG denominative preterite participle construction.
(h)ringan "sich im Kreise aufstellen, einen Kreis bilden" (Raven 111967: 121). No cognate
verbs are attested. For nominal base see under (h)ringen. Therefore an ORG denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi(h)riobz, (h)riubffn "schorf bilden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 487). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG riub (h)riubisubst (Starck
and Wells 1990: 489) "Rude"; OHG nob adj (Starck and Wells 1990: 487) "schorfig, raudig,
aussittzig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival / denominative verb.
(h)rllerön "sieben, im Siebe schütteln, reitern, dreschen" (Raven 111967: 122). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS hridrãn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 489) "durchsieben,
durchbeuteln"; OE hridrian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 193) "to sift, winnow", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hridrjan "to sift, seive". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: ORG rftera (Starck and Wells 1990: 489) "Sieb"; OS hridra (Starck
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and Wells 1990: 489) "Sieb"; OE hridder, hrider (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 193) "seive",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hridrö "seive". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb.
riuten "reuten, ausroden, ausrotten, urbar machen, zerstören" (Raven I 1963: 158). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form *reuôjanan "reuten, roden". The
derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It stands in ablaut relation to *rudcjanan. It can
ultimately be derived from an IE \J*reudh- (Pokomy I 1959: 869) "reuten, roden; Jatung
setzen", from which base the following may also be derived: OHG rod (Kluge 1989: 603)
"Rodeland"; OHG riuti (Kluge 1989: 597) "urbar gemachtes Land"; OFs. ta-rotha (Pokomy I
1959: 869) "ausrotten"; OE a-ryddan I (Pokorny 11959: 869) "berauben, pltindern"; OE rod
(Kluge 1989: 603) "Rodung"; ON ryója I (Pokorny 11959: 869) "roden; aufräumen, plundern";
ON rjóór (Pokorny 11959: 869) "Lichtung, offene Stelle im Walde"; ON ruO (Pokorny 11959:
869) "gerodete Stelle im Walde"; Avest. raoidya (Pokorny 11959: 869) "urbar zu machen".
Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confmed to OHG, the IE parallel attested in
Avestan is probably sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir(h)riuwã'z "beklagen" (Raven II 1967: 247). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base
see under (h)riuwãn. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
(h)riuwisãn "bereuen, Reue empfinden" (Raven 111967: 122). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE hr5owsian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 193) "to feel sorrow or penitence; to do
penance", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hreuwjs4ian "reuen, bereuen". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: (see under (I:)riuwãn). Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb (formed with s-extension).
(h)riuwãn "(intrans. reflex. +gn.) reuen, bUl3en, Bul3e tun, Gewissensbisse haben, klagen,
(trans.) bereuen, bekiagen" (Raven 111967: 122). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
hriuwön II (Starck and Wells 1990: 489) "reuen, bereuen"; OE hrëowian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 193) "to repent", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hreuwqjan "reuen,
bereuen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG (h)riuwa (Starck and
Wells 1990: 489) "Reue, Bul3e"; MLG r(o)uwe (Kluge 1989: 597) "Reue"; MDu rouw(e),
rauwe (Kluge 1989: 597) "Reue"; OE hrëow (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 192) "sorrow, regret,
penitence, repentance, penance", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hreuwo (Kluge
1989: 597) "Reue, seelischer Schmerz". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: birizzen "ritzen, schreiben, skizzieren, fluchtig aufzeichnen, reil3en, stechen, (leicht) verletzen,
kratzen, schneiden, brandmarken" (Raven I 1963: 158). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
reconstruct an earlier form *wrjftjan intensive gemination "ritzen", zero-grade intensive
deverbative from strong verb *wreitanan (Seebold 1970: 566) "ritzen" (see under reizen).
Alternatively, this verb may be a class I deverbative from the class II weak verb rizzãn.
Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: girizzãn "ritzen, stechen, schreiben, (zur Folter) zerschneiden, (mit der Folterzange) zerfleischen"
(Raven II 1967: 122). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form
*writtjan intensive gemination (Seebold 1970: 567) zero-grade class II intensive deverbative
from strong verb *wrejtanan (Seebold 1970: 566) "ritzen" (see under reizen). Therefore an
OHG intensive deverbative.
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rodön "(vom Acker) nach der Ernte brach liegen lassen" (Raven 111967: 123). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG roden, raden (Kluge 1989: 603) "roden"; OFs. rothia II (Kluge
1989: 603) "roden", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *rud7/an "roden". The
derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It stands in ablaut relation to *reudjan, but whether it
represents a zero-grade deverbative (possibly intensive) is unclear. It can ultimately be derived
from the ablaut zero-grade of IE \J*reudh- (Pokorny 11959: 869) "reuten, roden; Jatung setzen"
(see under riuten). Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confined to WGmc, the IE
parallel attested in Avestan is probably sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: i7z-irroffezzen, ropfezzen "verkünden, rulpsen, ausstol3en, hervorbringen, sprudeln lassen, Worte
herausstoBen" (Raven I 1963: 158). The following cognate verbs are attested: ON rypta I
(Pokorny I 1956: 871) "sich erbrechen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*rup(p)atjanan intensive gemination? "sich erbrechen, ruipsen, hervorbrechen", intensive
deverbative from a weak verb represented by ON ropa II (Pokorny 11956: 871) "to belch".
Therefore a NWGmc intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, zrohãn "brullen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 490). We can reconstruct an earlier form *ruhqjan "to
roar". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from the
ablaut zero-grade of IE 'sl*reuk- (Pokorny 11959: 867) "brullen, heisere Laute ausstol3en" (see
under ruhen). These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for
this verb.
romën "bauschig sein, zu eng sein, spannen (von einem Kleide)" (Raven II 1967: 247). No
cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
ropfan "zerfetzen" (Raven 111967: 123). cf. OHG roufen I (Raven 11963: 159). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG, IviDu roppen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1457) "ausreil3en, zupfen,
plucken, zausen"; ON ruppa II (Seebold 1970: 379) "ausrupfen, plundern", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *ruppc/anan intensive gemination "to pluck, pull violently, seize", class
II intensive deverbative from Gmc class I weak verb *raupjanan "to pick, pluck, pull violently"
(see under roufen). Therefore a NWGmc intensive deverbative.
rospon "(von Raben) schnattern, hin und her rufen, rauschen" (Raven 111967: 123). No cognate
verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
rostagz "vom Rost angefressen werden, rostig werden" (Raven II 1967: 247). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rostag (Starck
and Wells 1990: 492) "rostig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irrostagãn "rosten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 492). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal
base see under ros(ag'z. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
rosten "rosten, rostig werden, vom Rost angefressen sein" (Raven I 1963: 159). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG rosten (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "rosten"; MDu roesten (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1442) "rosten"; Swed rosta (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "rosten", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *rusq/anan "to rust". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG rost (Starck and Wells 1990: 492) "Rost, Meltau, GrUnspan"; OS rost (Pfeifer III
1989: 1442) "Rost"; Swed rUst (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "Rose', which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *r5t(j (Kiuge 1989: 606) "Rost", from an earlier form *rud_staz (Seebold 1970: 378)
"rust, the red colour of rust", from zero grade of strong verb *reudanan (Seebold 1970: 378)
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"roten"; cf. OE rUst with long medial 'u' (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "rust; moral canker". Therefore
a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irrãsten "rösten, braten, schmoren, don-en, kochen, reiben" (Raven I 1963: 159). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MHG rãsten (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "rösten, aufdem Rost braten";
MDu roosten (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "rOsten, auf dem Rost braten", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *raustijan "rOsten, auf dem Rost braten". cf. OFr rostir loan verb from an
unattested Frankish source (Onions 1966: 770) "to roast". cf. Provençal raustir loan verb from a
German source (Onions 1966: 770) "to roast". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG röst(a) (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "Rost, Scheiterhaufen"; OS rUst (Pfeifer III 1989:
1442) "Rost"; MDu roost (Pfeifer III 1989: 1442) "Rost", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *raust "Rost, Gitter, Scheiterhaufen". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: girUtagon, rCigUn "argern" (Starck aid Wells 1990: 493). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rotag (Starck and Wells 1990: 493) "rot,
rOtlich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
rU(ën "rot sein oder werden, errOten, rOtlich schimmern, ROte, SchamrOte, rote Schminke, der
Brombeerstrauch" (Raven 111967: 248). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE readian
II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 278) "to be or become red", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *rauójan "to be or become red". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG rUt (Starck and Wells 1990: 492) "rot, scharlachrot, braunrot"; OS rod (Kluge 1989: 606)
"rot"; OFs. rãd (Kluge 1989: 606) "rot"; OE read (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 278) "red"; ON
rauór (Kluge 1989: 606) "rot"; Gothic rauks (Kluge 1989: 606) "red", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *rauóaz (Kluge 1989: 606) "rot". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
(Jz)rottUn "auf der (h)rotta, d.h. einem harfenhnlichen Saiteninstrument spielen" (Raven II
1967: 123). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG (h)rotta (Starck and Wells 1990: 494) "Rotte (harfenartiges Saiteninstrument)". Therefore
an ORG denominative verb.
roubUn "rauben, berauben, ausplundern, verwüsten, Frauen schanden, entehren" (Raven II
1967: 123). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rUbUn II (Seebold 1970: 379)
"rauben"; OFs. rivia II (Seebold 1970: 379) "rauben"; OE reajIan II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 278) "to rob, plunder, take by force, waste, ravage"; ON raufa II (Seebold 1970: 379)
"zerbrechen, durchbohren, rauben"; Gothic bi-raubUn II (Seebold 1970: 379) "ausziehen",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *raubjanan (Seebold 1970: 379) "rauben", class II
deverbative formation from strong verb *reufanan (Kluge 1989: 584) "reil3en, rupfen". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OE rofen pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 379) "zerbrochen";
ON rjifa st vb (Seebold 1970: 378) "reil3en, brechen, zerstören". Therefore a Gmc deverbative
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irroufen "Haare und desgleichen ausreillen, zerfleischen, zerreil3en, zerfetzen, ausrupfen,
enthaaren, heftig ergreifen oder ziehen, zerstreuen = em Volk nach allen Richtungen vertreiben,
pflucken" (Raven 11963: 159). cf. OHG ropfon II (Raven 111967: 123). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS rUpian I (Holthausen 1967: 61) "raufen, verfilzen"; OE riepan I
(Lehmann 1986: 282) "to pluck, spoil, plunder"; Gothic raupjan I (Lehmann 1986: 282) "to
pluck, pick (ears of grain to eat)", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *raupjanan "to pick,
pluck, pull violently". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It may possibly ultimately
derive from an IE 'i*reub- (Pokorny 11956: 869) "reissen", from which base the following may
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also be derived: Latin rubus (Pokorny 1 1956: 869) "Brombeerstaude, Brombeere"; Latin
rUbidus (Pokorny 11956: 869) "roh, rauhrissig"; MIr. robb (Pokorny 11956: 869) "Tier?".
Outside Gmc, there are no attested verbal forms to allow for the reconstruction of a primary
verb. The IE parallels given above are also too diffuse semantically to allow clear and definite
connections to be seen. This verb is, therefore, best left unclassified. Therefore a Gmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, dana-, ir-, Liz-, i.iz-irrouhiten "räuchern, Weihrauch opfern, beten, beehren (in bezug aufGottern)" (Raven I 1963:
160). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu rãken I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1380)
"räuchern"; OFs. rka, rëza I (de Vries 1962: 443) "rauchern"; OE rffcan, riecan I (de Vries
1962: 443) "to smoke; fumigate; burn incense"; ON reykja I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1380) "rauchen,
räuchern", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *rauk?/anan "rauchen, räuchem". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rouh (Kluge 1989: 584) "Rauch"; OS
rãk (Kluge 1989: 584) "Rauch"; OFs. rëk (Kiuge 1989: 584) "Rauch"; OE rëc (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 278) "smoke"; ON reykr (Kiuge 1989: 584) "Rauch", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *raukiz (Kluge 1989: 584) "Rauch". Therefore a NWGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giroupen "rösten, braten, kochen" (Raven 11963: 160). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: girozzz "faulen, in Fäulnis ubergehen, sich zersetzen, verwesen, Dungung" (Raven II 1967:
248). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rotãn II (Kiuge 1989: 606) "faulen"; OFs.
rotia II (Kiuge 1989: 606) "faulen"; OE rotian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 284) "to rot,
putrefy", which allows us to rec?nstruct a WGmc *rutan (Seebold 1970: 381) "faulen", class
III durative deverbative from strong verb *reutanan (Seebold 1970: 381) "faulen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: ON rotinn past part. (Seebold 1970: 381) "verfault"; OSwed.
rutin past part. (Seebold 1970: 381) "verfault". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irruhen "brullen, das Brullen" (Raven 1963: 316). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
ryin I, with loss of medial h (Pokorny 11959: 867) "to roar", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *ruhjan "to roar". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It appears to be an
ablaut zero-grade formation deriving ultimately from IE '/*reuk- (Pokorny I 1959: 867)
"brullen, heisere Laute aussto!3en", from which base the following may also be derived: OCS
rykajo, rykati (Pokorny 11959: 867) "brullen"; Lith. riikti (Pokorny 11959: 867) "brullen";
Latvian rIicu, rItht (Pokorny 11959: 867) "brausen, brUllen". Despite the fact that attested forms
of the verb are confined to WGmc, these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a
pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir*rfihen "rauh machen"; MHG riuhen (Lexer II 1876: 469) "rauh machen". No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rLiui (Starck and Wells
1990: 496) "rauh, struppig, stottig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: girucken "den Platz verändern, sich abwenden von, sich wenden oder bewegen, fortrucken"
(Raven I 1963: 160). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. rucken, rocken
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1447) "rucken"; ON rykkja I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1447) "rucken, werfen"; cf. OE
roccian II (Kluge 1989: 607) "to rock (a child)", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*rukkjanan intensive gemination "rucken". Further etymology unclear. That the verb is derived
from an IE -'J*rek- (Pokorny 11956: 863) "emporragen" is unconvincing semantically.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, Jolla-, fora-, frain-, furdir-, furl-, gi-, ir-, nidar-,
ubar-, Uf-, ,vidar-, zuoriinen "räumen, einen Ort räumen, Raum machen, einlosen, sich entfernen, sich zurUckziehen,
sich ergeben, weichen, zuruckweichen (reflex.) = im Stiche lassen, abweichen, verlassen, einer
Sache freien Lauf lassen, weggehen" (Raven I 1963: 161). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS ribnian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1382) "räumen"; OFs. rëma I (de Vries 1962: 455)
"raumen"; OE rj7man I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 285) "to clear, open up; widen, extend,
prolong, enlarge; make room, retire, yield"; ON rma I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1382) "freimachen,
räumen; fliehen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *rUm/anan "to clear, make room,
make spacious". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG rzimi (Starck and
Wells 1990: 496) "geraumig, weit, breit"; MLG riJn (Kluge 1989: 585) "geraumig"; OFs. rthn
(Kluge 1989: 585) "geraumig"; OE rUm (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 284) "roomy, wide, long, spacious, ample, large, liberal, unoccupied; unfettered, open,
unrestricted, loose; noble, august"; ON rz2mr (Kiuge 1989: 585) "geräumig"; Gothic rUins
(Kluge 1989: 585) "spacious, roomy", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rzi,naz (Kiuge
1989: 585) "gerumig". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irrzinen "murmeln, raunen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 497). No cognate verbs are attested. As
cognate verbs in the related Gmc languages belong with the class II verb, this verb is best
regarded as a class I deverbative from the class II verb riinön or the class III verb rilnz (which
see). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-zrflnã'z "heimlich flustern, in den Bart brummen, mucksen, murren, murmeln, raunen, zischeln"
(Raven II 1967: 248). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under rUii'z.
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
rilnezzen "flustern, murmeln, murren, in den Ban brummein, leise vor sich hinsprechen"
(Raven I 1963: 162). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form
*rUnatjan "to whisper, murmer, tell secrets", intensive deverbative from the following complex
of weak verbs: OHG rUnen I (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "murmeln, raunen"; OHG rEin an II
(Raven 111967: 123) "flustern, raunen"; OHG riinën III (Raven 111967: 248) "heimlich und
leise reden, flustern". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
rUnezzUn, riinizzUn "murren, raunen, flUstern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 497). cf. OHG riinezzen
I (Raven I 1963: 162). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier form
*ranatjqjan "to whisper, murmer, tell secrets", intensive deverbative from the complex of weak
verbs cited under rilnezzen. Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
rUn an "flustern, raunen" (Raven II 1967: 123). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
rUn Un II (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "raunen, murren, flustem"; OE rilnian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 285) "to whisper, murmer, talk secrets, conspire", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *riinqjan "to whisper, murmer, talk secrets". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG rEna (Starck and Wells 1990: 496) "Geheimnis, Gefluster"; OS nina
(Kiuge 1989: 610) "Geheimnis"; OE rUn (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 285) "mystery, secrecy,
secret; counsel, consultation; runic character, letter"; ON rñn (Kluge 1989: 610) "secret, magic
sign, rune"; Gothic rEna (Kluge 1989: 610) "mystery, secret"; Run (Istaby) runaR (Lehmann
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1986: 287) "mystery, secret, rune", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *rö *rl7naz
"secrecy, mystery, secret sign, rune". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zuorunsen "ableiten, wegleiten (Wasser aus dem F1u13), entziehen, wegnehmen, entfernen,verleiten,
abflthren" (Raven I 1963: 162). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG runs, runsa (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "Flui3bett, Stromung,
Wasserlauf, Wassergang, F1u13, Flut". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
runzãn "(die Stime) runzeln" (Raven II 1967: 123). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG runza (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "Runzel,
Falte". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
ruobon "zählen, rechnen" (Raven II 1967: 123). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG ruoba (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "Zahl".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giruodarãn "rudern" (Raven II 1967: 124). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG ruodar (Starck and Wells 1990: 497) "Ruder,
Steuerruder". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
(J:)ruofen "rufen, anrufen, hochachten, Ehrfurcht empfmden, laut schreien, dringend fordem,
eine Einrede vorbringen, anklagen, erfiehen, ausrufen" (Raven 11963: 162). The following
cognate verbs are attested: ON hrcqia I (Seebold 1970: 279) "verleumden, schmahen, rufen";
Gothic hrãpjan I (Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*hrapjanan (Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen", class I weak deverbative from strong verb *hrãpanan
(Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG ruofan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen"; OS hropan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen"; OFs. hropa St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen"; OE hrãpan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 194) "to shout,
proclaim; cry out, howl, scream". Therefore a Gmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: aflar-, an a-, bi-, gi-, IT-, saman(w)ruogen "an-, verklagen, mit einer Kiage auftreten, eine Sache miteinander abmachen =
rechten, beschuldigen, tadein, preisgeben" (Raven 11963: 163). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OS wragian I (Kiuge 1989: 608) "rugen, anklagen"; OFs. wrogia I (Kluge 1989:
608) "rUgen, anklagen"; OE wrëgan (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 422) "to accuse, impeach";
ON rcegja I (Kluge 1989: 608), older vrcegja (de Vries 1962: 457) "anklagen, verleumden";
Gothic wröhjan I (Kluge 1989: 608) "to accuse", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*wr( ganan "to accuse". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: MHG ruege
(Kluge 1989: 608) "Anklage, Tadel"; OS wröht (Pfeifer III 1989: 1449) "Streit, Aufruhr"; OE
wrôht (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 423) "blame, reproach, accusation, slander; fault, crime, sin,
injustice; strife, enmity"; ON róg (Pfeifer III 1989: 1449), older vróg (de Vries 1962: 450)
"Streit, Zank, Verleumdung"; Gothic wrãhs (Pfeifer III 1989: 1449) "Kiage, Anklage", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wrog/o"Anklage, Tadel". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, giruohhalãcãn "vemachlssigen" (Raven II 1967: 124). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *ruohhalãs " nachlJ3ig, ohne Fursorge",
which can be reconstructed from MHG ruochelös (Lexer II 1876: 544) "unbekummert,
sorglos". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
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ruohhen "sich bekUmmern, sorgen, verachten, flirchten, beachten, berucksichtigen lassen,
Rucksicht nehmen auf, Verlangen nach etwas haben, verschmähen, geruhen" (Raven 1 1963:
164). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS rökian I (Seebold 1970: 374) "sorgen"; OE
reccan I (<*ran) pret. sg. röhte (Seebold 1970: 374) "to take care of, be interested in; care
for; desire (to do something)"; ON rakja I (Seebold 1970: 374) "sorgen", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *rãkjanan "to care for, take an interest in, help, put right". The
etymology and derivational pattern of this verb are unclear. It appears to be an ablaut O-grade
formation (with development of meaning) from IE 'I*reg- (Pokorny 11956: 854) "gerade,
gerade richten, lenken, recken, strecken, aufrichten; Richtung, Linie", from which base the
following may be derived: OHG reht (Pokorny 11956: 856) "recht, gerade"; OE racu (Pokorny
11956: 856) "Flu3bett, Lauf"; Gothic raihts (Pokorny 11956: 856) "recht, gerade"; OIr reg-,
rig- (Pokorny 11956: 855) "ausstrecken"; Latin regere (Pokorny 11956: 855) "gerade richten,
lenken, herrschen"; Greek ópyo (Pokorny I 1956: 855) "ich strecke mich, lange, reiche";
Avest. raz- (Pokorny 11956: 855) "richten, gerade richteri, ordnen"; Skt rjyati, nasalized rnjati
(Pokorny 11956: 854) "streckt sich, eilt (von Pferden)"; Ski raji- (Pokorny 11956: 855) "sich
aufrichtend"; Toch.A rak-, rak- (Pokorny 11956: 857) "hinbreiten, bedecken"; Toch.B räk(Pokorny 11956: 857) "hinbreiten, bedecken". OHG ruoh (Starck and Wells 1990: 498) "Acht,
Beachtung" and OHG ruohha (Starck and Wells 1990: 499) "Fursorge, Bemuhung" are most
likely post verbal. As stated above, the etymology of this verb is uncertain. If indeed, it does
derive from the root I*reg_, the semantic divergence exhibited by it, together with its a-grade of
ablaut, point to this verb being a post-Gmc derivation. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi(J:)ruomen "(sich) ruhmen, prahlen, hochmUtig sein, aufschneiden, preisen, loben,

verherrlichen" (Raven 11963: 164). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS hrömian I
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1451) "sich ruhmen"; OE hrieman, hr9)nan, hrëman I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 193) "to cry out; shout, rave; bewail, lament; boast", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *hraum/an "to boast, bry out, exclaim". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG (h)ruom (Pfeifer III 1989: 1450) "Lob, Ehre, Prahlerei"; OS hrãm (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1451) "Ruhm, Ehre"; OE hreinig, hreamig (Clark Hall arid Meritt 1969: 192)
"boasting, vaunting, exulting; clamorous, loud", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*hraum "Ruhm". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: hi-, fir-, gi(h)ruoren "(an-)ruhren, beruhren, (leicht) betasten, (gemtltlich) bewegen, dahinrasen,
zusammenschlagen, erschlagen, Trankopfer spenden, an Gewissensbisse leiden, spielen,
erreichen, betreffen, wehen, nahekommen, antreiben, einen Anstol3 geben, Saiten in Bewegung
setzen" (Raven I 1963: 165). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS hrorian I (Kiuge
1989: 609) "rühren, beruhren"; OFs. hrãra I (Kluge 1989: 609) "rUhren, beruhren"; OE hr'an I
(Kluge 1989: 609) "to move, shake, agitate"; ON hrcera I (Kluge 1989: 609) "bewegen,
ruhren", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *hrãrjanan "rühren, bewegen". The
derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from IE I*ker-, *krã.
(Pokorny 11956: 582) "mischen, durcheinanderruhren, kochen", from which base the following
may also be derived: Ski .nffyati (Pokorny 11956: 582) "kocht, brat"; Ski .riniti (Pokorny I
1956: 582) "mischt, kocht, brat"; Avest. sar- (Pokorny 11956: 582) "sich vereinigen mit, sich
anschliel3en an, es halten mit"; Greek tpvào, idpviijj, p&vvp.i (Pokorny 11956: 582) "ich
mische, verbinde, gleiche aus". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a preGmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, irruolezzen "hervorsturzen" (Raven 1 1963: 166). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology

unclear. Probably an intensive deverbative from an unattested source.
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(h)ruozzen "pflulgen, bearbeiten, aufwuhlen" (Raven I 1963: 166). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG (h)ruoz (Starck and Wells
1990: 500) "Ru13". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
(h)rusten "(sich) rüsten, ordnen, aufstellen, bereiten, schmUcken" (Raven I 1963: 166). The
following cognate verbs are attested: MLG rusten (Kluge 1989: 610) "(zu)rUsten"; MDu rusten,
rosten (Kiuge 1989: 610) "(zu)rusten"; OE hyrstan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1457) "to decorate,
adorn, ornament, equip", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hrustjan "ausrQsten,
schmticken". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG (h)rust (Kiuge 1989:
610) "Pferdeschmuck, RUstung"; OE hyrst (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 202) "ornament,
decoration, jewel, treasure; accoutrements, trappings, armour", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *hrustiz fern. (Seebold 1970: 275) "RUstung". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: girulilzhãn "rotlich schimmern, prachtvoll glnzen" (Raven 111967: 124). No cognate verbs are

attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: 0MG *rutig "rötlich", which can
be reconstructed from OE rudig (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 284) "rubicund, ruddy"; cf. OHG
rutemhafi (Seebold 1970: 378) "rotlich schimmernd". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
rU/an "verwtlsten, vom wutenden Nordwind (= Sturm) verödet werden" (Raven 111967: 124).
No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear. Possibly a Low German variant of the OHG
class II weak verb (h)rUzzUn (which see).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-gi(h)ruzzen, riuzen "schnarchen, stöhnen, rauschen, mit Gesang widerhallen, schwirren (d.h. von
Bogensehnen), schnarren (ubtr.) schiafen, ruben, mul3ig sein" (Raven 11963: 166). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier *hreutejan (Seebold 1970: 277) class I
deverbative formation from strong verb *hriitanan (Seebold 1970: 277) "schnarchen". This
strong verb is attested in the folIoving: OHG rUzan St vb (Seebold 1970: 277) "schnarchen"; OS
hriitan St vb (Seebold 1970: 277) "schnarchen"; OFs. hrUta pres only (Seebold 1970: 277)
"rocheln"; OE hriitan st vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 194) "to make a noise, whiz, snore";
ON hrjóta St vb (Seebold 1970: 277) "schnarchen, brullen". Therefore an OHG deverbative
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: widar(h)riizzãn "knarren, kreischen, sausen, schnarchen, schwirren, zischen, uberhaupt = Gerusch
machen" (Raven II 1967: 124). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct an earlier
*hrUtjan (Seebold 1970: 277) class II deverbative from Strong verb *hrUtanan (Seebold 1970:
277) "schnarchen" (see under (I:)ruzzeiz). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: t-
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sãen "säen, einpflanzen, zeugen" strong preterite participle (Raven 11963: 167). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS saian I (Seebold 1970: 386) "säen", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *seJan (Seebold 1970: 386) "säen", class I weak deverbative from
reduplicating strong verb *sëanan (Seebold 1970: 386) "säen". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG in-sãniu strong preterite participle (Seebold 1970: 386) "incultu"; OS
obar-seu strong preterite (Seebold 1970: 386) "sate daruber"; OE sffwan st. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 290) "to sow, strew seed, implant; disseminate"; ON sá St. vb (Seebold 1970: 386)
"säen, bestreuen"; Gothic saian St. vb (Kiuge 1989: 613) "saen". Therefore a WGmc
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, gi-, in-, ubar-, zisagen "sagen, in Worten ausdrucken, erzählen, nennen, epische Gedichte sprechend vortragen,
vorlesen, vorfllhren, erklaren, bezeugen, segnen" (Raven I 1963: 316). No cognate verbs are
attested. As this form lacks umlaut and gemination and as the cognate forms in the remaining
Gmc languages are either class III, show vestiges of class III inflexion, or can be shown to
derive from a class III verb, this verb is best regarded as a class I deverbative from the class III
weak verb. For a full etymology and treatment of the class III weak verb see under sag'z.
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, fir-, fora-, fram-, furl-, gi-, hina-, int-,
ubar-, un/ar-, widarsagi "(+dat pers. et acc. rei vel acc.+infm.) sagen, aussagen, deuten, anktindigen, anvertrauen,
verkünden, berichten, beweisen, behaupten, bejahen, erzählen, bekannt machen, erwahnen, an
etwas erinnern, erklaren, mitteilen, vortragen, vorlesen, predigen, bezeugen, preisen, mundlich
ilberliefern, sprechen. unterbre iten, versichern, verfolgen, der Zeuge, gleichwohl, geschichtlich"
(Raven 111967: 249). The precise phonology of the NWGmc parent verb from which the
various cognate forms in the individual languages are derived, is unclear in its details. There
appears to have been a form *sagëjanan "to say", from which can be derived: OHG sag&i ifi
"sagen"; MDu. saghen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1464) "sagen". Beside this, there appears to have been
a variant formed with a j-suffix *sagjejanan "to say", from which are derived: OE seggian
(Kluge 1989: 613) "to say, speak; inform, utter, declare, tell, recite"; OS seggian (Kluge 1989:
613) "sagen, sprechen"; OFs. sedza, sidza (Kluge 1989: 613) "sagen, sprechen"; ON segja
(Kiuge 1989: 613) "sagen, mitteilen". From this it appears that the original form was
*sagjanan, this being subject to a loss of the j-sufflx in certain dialects, giving the OHG and
MDu. forms. Alternatively however, the j-suffix may be secondary, on analogy with class I. The
history and development of this verb is further complicated by the instability of class III verbs
and their tendency to become levelled to class I or class II in the individual daughter languages
(excepting OHG). This, nevertheless, allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sag(j)anan "to say,
tell". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from the 'o'
ablaut grade of IE J*sekw_ (Pokorny 11956: 897) "bemerken, sehen; zeigen; (ursprunglich)
wittern, spuren; (junger) sagen", from which base the following may also be derived: Greek
váitw, vvicw (Pokorny 11956: 897) "ich sage an, erzahle, verkunde"; Latin inseque (Pokomy
11956: 897) "sag an"; Latin inquit (Pokorny 11956: 897) "er sagt(e)"; Oh. in-coisig (Pokorny I
1956: 897) "bezeichnet"; OIr. insce (Pokorny 11956: 898) "Rede"; OWelsh hepp (Pokomy I
1956: 897) "sprechen"; Lith. sekI, sèkti (Pokorny 11956: 898) "erzahlen"; Lith. sakau, sa/gti
(Pokorny I 1956: 898) "sagen"; OCS sociti (Pokorny I 1956: 898) "anzeigen". These lB
parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: (abur-), ana-, bi-, fib-, fir-, fora-, furl-, gi-, in(1)_,
ubar-
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salawen "beschmutzen, trUben, färben, verdunkein, schminken" (Raven I 1963: 167). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG salawi
(Starck and Wells 1990: 504) "dunkel, schwarz". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:flr-, gi-, irsalbön "salben, wUrzen, bestreichen" (Raven II 1967: 124). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS salbãn II (Kluge 1989: 615) "salben"; OFs. salvia II (Holthausen 1925: 89)
"salben"; OE sealfian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "to salve, annoint"; Gothic salbon II
(Lehmann 1986: 293) "to annoint", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *sa1bcjanan "salben".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG, OS salba (Kiuge 1989: 615)
"Salbe"; OE sea/f saif (Onions 1966: 785) "salve, healing, ointment", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *salbã "Salbe". Despite the fact that the attested forms of the noun are
confined to WGmc, which might suggest a post-verbal noun, the IE 'i*selp- (Pokorny 11956:
901) "Fett (Butter, Schmalz)" is clearly nominal, as can be seen from the following attestations:
Skt sarpi- (Kluge 1989: 615) "zerlassene Butter, Schmalz"; Greek ?toç (Kiuge 1989: 615)
"Ol, Fett"; Toch.A salyp (Kluge 1989: 615) "Salbe, Fett"; Toch.B salype (Kluge 1989: 615)
"Salbe, Fett". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, duruh-, gi-, ubarsaligon "selig preisen, segnen" (Raven 111967: 125). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG salig (Starck and Wells 1990: 504) "glucklich,
selig, gunstig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisalmo-sangan "(+dat pers.) lobsingen, Iobpreisen, Psalmen singen" (Raven 111967: 125). No
cognate verbs are attested. cf. 0MG salmo (Starck and Wells 1990: 505) "Psalm" < Latin
psalmus (Kluge 1989: 568) "Psalm" <Greek fcjióç (Kluge 1989: 568) "Psalm, Lied, Gesang,
Harfenspiel". cf. OHG -sangon II occuring also in the compounds hugi-sangan II (Starck and
Wells 1990: 289) "lobsingen" and wunni-sangon II (Starck and Wells 1990: 747) "jauchzen".
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
salzön "tanzen, hupfen" (Raven 111967: 125). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
sealtian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 300) "to dance". <Latin saltare (Schade 11882: 740)
"tanzen". Therefore a WGmc loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisama-bringen "zusmmenfugen" (Raven I 1963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an 0MG prefix formation.
sama-malzhan "selbst ausfUhren" (Starck and Wells 1990: 395). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
samane-brengen "bereiten, rUsten, an-, be-, verschaffen, erwerben" (Raven I 1963: 19). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
samanãn "sammein, (sich) versammein, (Feldfruchte) einbringen, das Pferd in stolzem Trabe
gehen lassen" (Raven 111967: 125). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS samnon II
(Kiuge 1989: 616) "vereinigen, sammein"; OE samnian II (Kluge 1989: 616) "to assemble,
meet, collect, unite, join, gather together"; ON safna, samna II (Kiuge 1989: 616) "sammeln",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *samen4ianan (Kluge 1989: 616) "sammeln". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zi samane adv. (Lehmann 1986: 295)
"zusammen"; OS saman adv. (Kiuge 1989: 616) "zusammen, zugleich, miteinander"; OFs.
samin (Lehmann 1986: 295). ON saman adv. (Kluge 1989: 616) "zusammen, zugleich,
miteinander"; Gothic samana adv. (Kluge 1989: 616) "in common", which allows us to
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reconstruct a Gmc *samana (Kluge 1989: 616) "zusammen, zugleich, miteinander". Therefore
a NWGmc deadverbial formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, zuo-gisaman-(h)ruofen "herrufen, appelieren, zusammenrufen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 498). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
saman-sindön "mitreisen, begleiten, Geleit geben" (Starck and Wells 1990: 526). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
saman-stozUn "zusammensto3en" (Starck and Wells 1990: 598). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
samant-haben "haben" (Raven 11963: 303). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
samant-lobön "beloben, rUhmen" (Raven 111967: 91). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
samant-siãzãn "zusammensto6en" (Starck and Wells 1990: 598). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
samant-wercãn "zusammenwirken" (Raven II 1967: 181). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
samant-wonãi "verharren, zusammenbleiben" (Raven II 1967: 276). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
sama-slocken "(Kräuter) zerstol3en, zermalmen" (Raven I 1963: 206). No cognate verbs are
attested. The etymology of this verb is uncertain. It is probably a prefix formation from an
earlier, unattested simplex *stokkjan, this ultimately deriving from the zero-grade of IE
'J*(s)teug- (Pokorny 11956: 1032) "stoBen, schiagen", from which base the following may be
derived: Ski tujati, tuuijati, tunakti (Pokorny 11956: 1032) "drangt, stol3t"; Mb. tz2ag (Pokorny I
1956: 1032) "Axt, Bogen"; MIr. slüag, tüagaim (Pokorny 11956: 1032) "schlage mit der Axt";
Mir. tócht (Pokorny I 1956: 1032) "StUck, Teil"; Lith. stángis (Pokorny I 1956: 1033)
"Messerstumpf'; Swed. stuka (Pokorny 11956: 1033) "Uberwaltigen"; Norw. stauka (Pokorny I
1956: 1033) "stol3en, verletzen, stottern"; MLG stoken (Pokomy 1 1956: 1033) "stechen,
stocken"; OHG stoc, gen. stockes (Pokorny I 1956: 1033) "Stab, Baumstamm
(<*abgeschlagener Ast oder Stamm)"; OE stocc (Pokorny 11956: 1033) "stock, stump, stake,
post, log; stocks"; ON stokk.r (Pokorny 11956: 1033) "Baumstamm, Pfahl, Block"; OHG stucki
(Pokorny 11956: 1033) "Brocken, Stuckchen"; OE slycce (Pokorny 11956: 1033) "piece,
portion, bit, fragment". These represent gutteral extensions from IE \f*(s)teu- (Pokomy I 1956:
1032) "stoBen, schlagen", this root occuring only in extended form. Therefore, it is perhaps best
to classify the unattested simplex as an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
sarpfisan, sarfisan "wUten, grausam sein" (Raven 111967: 127). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sarpf sarf(Starck and Wells 1990:
509) "rauh, hart, grausam". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (formed with s-extension).
sarrockön, gi-sarockat- "mit dem Feldherrnmantel (oder Kriegsmantel) angetan" (Raven II
1967: 127). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG sarroc (Starck and Wells 1990: 509) "Kriegsmantel, Feidmantel". Therefore an OHG
denominative preterite participle formation.
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satulon, satalãn "sattein, (vom Streitrol3) mit Brustschmuck geziert" (Raven II 1967: 127). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE sadelian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 286) "to
saddle"; ON sOOla II (Schade 111882: 745) "satteln", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*saóu1cjanan "to saddle, equip with a saddle". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG satul, satil (Kluge 1989: 618) "Sattel"; MLG, MDu. sadel (Kluge 1989: 618)
"Sattel"; OFs. sadel (Kluge 1989: 618) "Sattel"; OE sadol (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 286)
"saddle"; ON sOOull (Kluge 1989: 618) "Sattel", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*saOulaz (Onions 1966: 781) "Sattel". Proabably ablaut variant loan word from Slavic *sedulo
"saddle" (OCS sedlo "saddle"), as, according to both Caesar and Tacitus the ancient Germans
did not have saddles when riding. Furthermore, archeological evidence points to the saddle
having been invented by South Eastern horsemen (Kluge 1989: 618).
Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: intsatan "sattigen (acc. pers. et gen. rei)" (Raven 111967: 127). cf. MHG setten I (Lehmann 1986:
296). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sadian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 286)
"to be sated, get wearied", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sadjan "sättigen". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sat (Kluge 1989: 618) "satt, voll, mit
vollem Magen"; OS sad (Kluge 1989: 618) "satt, voll"; OE scd (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
286) "sated with, weary of, satiated, filled, full"; ON saôr (Kluge 1989: 618) "satt"; Gothic sa1bs
(Kluge 1989: 618) "full, satisfied", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *saO (Onions 1966:
781) "full, satisfied". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giseganon "segnen, sich besegnen, einweihen, em Dankgebet sprechen, bekreuzen und dabei den
Segensspruch oder Wunsch sprechen" (Raven 111967: 128). cf. OS segnãn II (Kluge 1989:
663) "segnen"; cf. OE segnian II (Kiuge 1989: 663) "to make the sign of the cross, cross
oneself, consecrate, bless"; cf. ON signa II loan verb from WGmc? (Kluge 1989: 663) "segnen,
weihen". These are all probably.independant developments. <Vulg. Latin segnare (Pfeifer III
1989: 1604) "das Zeichen des Kreuzes machen". <Latin signare (Pfeifer III 1989: 1604) "mit
einem Zeichen versehen, (be)zeichnen". < Latin signum (Pfeifer III 1989: 1604) "Zeichen,
Abzeichen, Kennzeichen, Siegel". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, gisegon "sägen, absagen, schneiden" (Raven II 1967: 128). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG saga (Starck and Wells 1990: 510)
"Sage". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: aba-, ziseigen "sinken lassen, ubersetzen, hinuberfIihren" (Raven I 1963: 168). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS sëgian I (Seebold 1970: 389). OFs. wold-sege (Seebold 1970: 389)
"Mord auf dem Feld"; OE sffgan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 287) "to cause to sink, settle,
cause to fall", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *saigejan (Seebold 1970: 389) "sinken
lassen", causative of strong verb *seiganan (Seebold 1970: 388) "to sink, fall, drop". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OHG sigan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "sinken, fallen,
tropfen, wanken"; OS sigan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "sinken, sich vorwrts bewegen"; OFs.
siga St. vb only present forms attested (Seebold 1970: 389) "untergehen, sinken"; OE sigan St.
vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 305) "to sink, set (of the sun),
decline; descend, fall, fall down, move, advance, go, go to, approach"; ON sIga st. vb (Seebold
1970: 388) "sinken, fallen, herabgleiten; zuruckweichen; zustandekommen,
zusanimenkommen". Therefore a WGmc causative deverbative.
seihhen "harnen, durchseihen, schmelzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 513). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG seychen loan word from OHG? (Pfeifer III 1989: 1606)
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"seichen"; MDu. sãken, seiken loan word from OHG? (Pfeifer III 1989: 1606) "seichen", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *saihwejan (Seebold 1970: 390) class I deverbative from
strong verb *seihwanan (Seebold 1970: 389) "seihen, tropfeln". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG si/ian St. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "seihen, herausseihen, durchseihen";
MDu. sien st. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "tropfen lassen, rinnen lassen, seihen"; OFs. sia st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 389) "seihen, tropfeln"; OF sëon st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "to
strain, filter; run, ooze, trickle, drop, drip"; ON sIa wk.vb but probably originally strong (Kiuge
1989: 664) "seihen". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
seiten-sprengen "springen machen oder lassen (zum Beispiel Wasser, Steine, em Pferd - daher
galoppieren - das Pferd = obj. wird ausgelassen, (be-)spritzen, herabtriefen" (Raven 1 1963:
198). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
selidãn "einen beherbergen, ibm eine Wohnung anweisen oder bereiten" (Raven II 1967: 128).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
selida (Starck and Wells 1990: 515) "Wohnung, Herberge, Unterkunft". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giselkenãi "aufhoren, sich beruhigen oder legen" (Raven II 1967: 252). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *se1knan (Seebold 1970: 392), class III deverbative
from strong verb *selkanan (Seebold 1970: 392) "erschlaffen" (see under gi-selken). Therefore
an OHG deverbative formation (formed with n-extension).
sellen "geben, hin-, ubergeben, zu eigen geben, Uberantworten (von Sachen und Personen),
herbei-, darbringen, uberliefern, berichten, erwagen, urteilen, verraten" (Raven I 1963: 319).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sellian I (Barnhardt 1988: 981) "geben"; OFs.
sella I (Barnhardt 1988: 981) "geben"; OE sellan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 302) "to give,
supply, lend; entrust; surrender; appoint; sell"; ON seija I (Barnhardt 1988: 981) "uberlegen,
leisten; verkaufen"; Gothic saijan I (Lehmann 1986: 294) "to sacrifice, offer sacrifice", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *sal(e)janan "to give, hand over". The derivational pattern of
this verb is imclear. It is possibly a causative deverbative "to cause to take" (which would allow
us to reconstruct a form *salejanan) from a pre-Gmc (or extinct Gmc) verb which derives
ultimately from IE 'J*sel- (Pokorny 11957: 899) "nehmen, ergreifen", from which base the
following may also be derived: Greek Xetv aorist 2nd infinitive (Pokomy 11957: 899) "to
take"; Latin consulere senãtum (Pokorny I 1957: 899) "den Senat versammein"; Oh. ad-seib
(Pokorny 11957: 899) "bezeugen"; Oh. seib (Pokomy I 1957: 899) "Besitz"; Welsh heiw
(Pokorny 11957: 899) "Besitz". The Gmc nominal forms such as: OHG sala (Pokorny 11957:
899) "Ubergabe eines Gutes"; ON sal (Pokorny 11957: 899) "Bezahlung", are best regarded as
post-verbal. The IE parallels given above provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc
origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, in-, int-, umbi-, umbi-bisenën "entkraftet, matt oder trage sein" (Raven 111967: 252). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE sëonian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "to languish", which allows us to
reconstruct a *sjnwan "to be sinewy, weak, languish". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG sena(w)a (Kluge 1989: 663) "Sehne", Bogensehne, Riemen, Darmsaite als
Fesel"; OS sinewa (Kiuge 1989: 663) "Sehne"; OFs. sine, sin(:) (Kluge 1989: 663). OE seono
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "sinew"; ON sin (Kluge 1989: 663) "Sehne", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *sinwö (Kluge 1989: 663) "Sehne". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb.
sengen "sengen, versengen" (Kluge 1989: 668). The following cognate verbs are attested: MDu.
sengen I (Kluge 1989: 668). OFs. sendza, sandza I (Kluge 1989: 668). OE sengan I (Kiuge
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1989: 668) "to singe, burn slightly", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sangjan
"versengen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is probably a causative
deverbative "to cause to burn" (which would allow us to reconstruct a form *sangejan) from
from an earlier verb which derives ultimately from IE. *senk_. This is a nasalized form of IE
sJ*sek (Pfeifer III 1989: 1617) "versiegen lassen; trocknen, austrocknen; (Gmc) verbrennen",
from which base the following may be derived: Du. sengel (Pokorny 11959: 907) "Funke";
Mod.Ice. sangur, sangt (Pokorny I 1959: 907) "versengt, angebrannt"; MHG sungen, sunken
(Pokorny I 1959: 907) "anbrennen"; Norw. (dial.) sengra, sengla (Pokorny I 1959: 907)
"brenzlich riechen"; OCS presociti (Pfeifer III 1989: 1617) "versiegen lassen, austrocknen";
OCS socilo (Pokorny 11959: 907) "Ofen". The nasalized form of this root does not appear to
have any parallels outside Gmc. In addition to this, the Gmc verbs signify "burning" as opposed
to "drying", which is clearly a Gmc innovation. It is therefore better not to assign this verb to a
pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisenken "sinken lassen, senken, versenken" (Raven 11963: 168). OS bi-senkian I (Seebold 1970:
394). OFs. sanza, senza I (Seebold 1970: 394) "versenken"; OE sencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 302) "to sink, plunge (in water), submerge, drown"; ON søkkva I (Seebold 1970: 394)
"versenken"; Gothic sagajan I (Lehmann 1986: 303) "to cause to sink", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *san/cwejanan (Seebold 1970: 394) "senken", causative deverbative from
strong verb *senkwanan (Seebold 1970: 394) "sinken". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG sincan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 394) "sinken, sich niederlassen, versinken"; OS
sin/can St. vb (Seebold 1970: 394) "sinken"; OFs. sin/ca st. vb (Seebold 1970: 393) "sinken"; OE
sincan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 307) "to sink, become submerged; subside"; ON
søk/cva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 393) "sinken"; Gothic sigqan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 393) "to sink".
Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:flr-, nidarsenten "senden, schicken, bringen, werfen, schiellen, schütten, legen, aussenden gegen" (Raven
11963: 169). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sendian I (Seebold 1970: 395)
"senden"; OFs. senda I (Seebold 1970: 395) "senden"; OE sendan I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 302) "to send, send forth, despatch; throw"; ON senda I (Zoega 1910: 355) "senden;
toten"; Gothic sandjan I (Lehmann 1986: 295) "to send", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*sanOejanan (Seebold 1970: 395) "senden", causative of strong verb *senj,nanan (Seebold
1970: 394) "gehen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OFIG sinnan St. vb, with
assimilation of iD' to 'n (Seebold 1970: 394) "reisen, sich begeben, trachten nach"; OFs. sinna
st. vb present only, with assimilation of k to 'flu (Seebold 1970: 394) "sinnen, beabsichtigen";
OE sinnan st. vb, with assimilation of '' to 'n' (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 307) "to meditate
upon, think of, care about; cease?". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, dara-, fir-, fur!-, gi-, hera-, (herasun-), (hina-),
nidar-, untar-, t-, widar-, ziseragan "Schmerz machen wegen etwas, verwunden, Schmerz verursachen, verletzen,
versehren" (Raven 111967: 129). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sffrgian II (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "to cause pain, afflict, wound, grieve", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sairagcjan, *sairig7jan "versehren". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG s&ag (Starck and Wells 1990: 518) "zerknirscht, erbittert,
betrtlbt"; OS sâag (Onions 1966: 847). OE sang (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "sorry,
grieved, sorrowful", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sairagaz, *sairigaz "sore,
grieved, sorrowful". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
sërawui "sich abhärmen, sich abzehren, innerlich abnehmen, dahinsiechen, entkräftet werden,
hinwelken, absterben, (vor Furcht) den Geist aufgeben" (Raven 111967: 252). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sag (Starck and
Wells 1990: 518) "zerknirscht, erbittert, betrubt". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (with
interchange of intervocalic glide w for g).
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: irsëren "verletzen, versehren, verwunden, bekummern, (reflex.) sich härmen, einem wie em Stich
durchs Herz gehen" (Raven 11963: 171). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sian I
(de Vries 1962: 576) "versehren; bedrangen"; ON scira I (de Vries 1962: 576) "werwunden",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sairijanan "to wound, afflict, make sore or painful".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG s (Starck and Wells 1990: 518)
"bitter, peinlich"; OS s& (Onions 1966: 847) "schmerzlich, traurig, leidend"; OE sãr (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "sore, sad, grievous, painful, wounding"; ON sárr (Onions 1966:
847) "verwundet, schmerzlich"; cf. Gothic sair (Kluge 1989: 664) "Wunde, Schmerz", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *sajr (Onions 1966: 847) "sore". Therefore a NWGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisëri "Trauer oder Schmerz empfinden" (Raven 111967: 252). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE sãi-ian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "to become painful; grieve, be sad, feel
sorry for", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sairan "to be or become sore, painful, to
grieve". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under s5ren). Therefore a
WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irs&ezzen "Wehe empfinden, gebaren wollen, schmerzen, sich beangstigen, sich in Wehen
winden" (Raven 11963: 171). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sifrettan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "to grieve, lament, complain", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *sairatjan, intensive deverbative from NWGinc weak verb *sairUanan (see under
sen). Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
sãrön "verletzen, bekUinmern" (tarck and Wells 1990: 518). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE sarian II originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 290) "to become painful;
grieve, be sad, feel sorry for", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sairjan "to wound,
inflict pain". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under sen). Therefore
a WGmc deadjectival verb.
sen'en, serden "widernaturliche Unzucht treiben; futuere" (Schutzeichel 1969: 163). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *sardejan class I deverbative
formation from strong verb *serdanan (Seebold 1970: 395) "(wideniaturliche) Unzucht
treiben". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG sertan St. vb (Starck and Wells
1990: 518) "Beischlaf ausuben, Unzucht treiben; futuo, vitio"; OE seordan st. vb, loan verb
from Nordic? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "to lie with, have sexual intercourse with, go
whoring"; ON serôa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 395) "(widernatilrliche) Unzucht treiben"; OSwed.
sari, st. vb pret. sg . (de Vries 1962: 470) "stupravit". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
sestön "aufstellen, anordnen, befestigen, stehen machen" (Raven II 1967: 129). No cognate
verbs are attested. < Latin sistere (Schade 111882: 757) "feststellen, festsetzen, bestimmen".
Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*setten "sättigen". MHG setten (Lehmann 1986: 296). The following cognate verbs are attested:
ON seója (de Vries 1962: 466) "sattigen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *saoUanan
"sattigen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under sat'z).
Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
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s.vazzen "einen See erzeugen, uberschwemmen" (Raven 1 1963: 171). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG SeO, së(Starck and Wells
1990: 417) "See, Meer". Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with intensive suffix).
sewã "einen See bilden, zum See werden" (Raven II 1967: 253). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG së('o) (Kluge 1989: 663) "See".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
sewenön "keltern, seihen, durchseihen, lilutern, im Rhythmus des Keltertretens" (Raven II 1967:
129). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *saigwenjan (Seebold
1970: 390) class II deverbative formation from strong verb *seihwanan (Seebold 1970: 389)
"seihen, tröpfeln". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG silian St. vb (Seebold
1970: 389) "seihen, herausseihen, durchseihen"; MDu. sien St. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "tropfen
lassen, rinnen lassen, seihen"; OFs. sia St. vb (Seebold 1970: 389) "seihen, tropfeln"; OE sëon
st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "to strain, filter; run, ooze, trickle, drop, drip"; ON sla
wk.vb but probably originally strong (Kluge 1989: 664) "seihen". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (with n-extension).
sezzen "(ein-)setzen, legen, (auf-)stellen, hingeben, pflanzen, stiften, begrunden, errichten,
Gesetze geben oder vorschreiben, bUssen" (Raven I 1963: 171). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OS settian I (Seebold 1970: 397) "setzen"; OFs. setta I (Seebold 1970: 397)
"setzen"; OE settan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 304) "to make to sit, set, lay, put, deposit,
place, fix; appoint, assign, institute, prepare, form, make, found, build"; ON setja I (Zoega
1910: 296) "setzen, stellen; bauen; machen"; Gothic satjan I (Lehmann 1986: 296) "to set,
lay,place", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *satejanan (Seebold 1970: 397) "to set",
causative of strong verb *setjanan (Seebold 1970: 396) "to sit". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG sizzen st. vb (Seebold 1970: 396) "sitzen, wohnen"; OS sittian st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 396) "sitzen, verweilen, sich setzen"; OFs. sitta st. vb (Seebold 1970: 396)
"sitzen, wohnen, sich befmden" OE sittan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 308) "to sit
(down), recline, rest; remain, continue; be situated, settle, encamp, dwell, occupy, possess,
abide, reside; lie in wait; besiege"; ON sitf a st. vb (Seebold 1970: 396) "sitzen, weilen; besitzen,
bewohnen"; Gothic sitan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 396) "sitzen, sich setzen". Therefore a Gmc
causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, ana-gi-, bi-, fir-, folla-, fora-, fora-gi-, fram-,
furdir-, furl-, furi-gi-, gagan-, in-, ingagan-, ingagan-gi-, in-gi-, int-, ir-, missi-, nidar-,
nidar-gi-, niu-, ubar-, ubar-gi-, zr-, u,nbi-, untar-, widar-, zi-, zisamene-, zuosidalen "siedeln, verbreiten, (hin)einströmen" (Raven I 1963: 176). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sidil, sidila (Starck and
Wells 1990: 521) "Sitz, Stuhi, Wohnsitz". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisigilen "besiegeln" (Raven 11963: 176). No cognate verbs are attested. OS siglian I (Starck and
Wells 1990: 521) "mit einem Sigel versehen", is probably best regarded as a loan verb from
High German.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *sigil "Siegel", can be reconstructed
from MHG sigel (Kluge 1989: 671) "Siegel". < Latin sigillum (Kluge 1989: 671)
"Siegelabdruck". < Latin signum (Pfeifer 1989: 1631) "Zeichen, Abzeichen, Bild, Siegel".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, bi-in-,fir-, in-, int*sigiran "siegen, besiegen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sigorian TI (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 306) "to be victorious, triumph over", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *segurjan, *segirjan "to be victorious, triumph". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OE sigor postverbal? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 306) "victory,
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triumph"; cf. OHG sigu (Starck and Wells 1990: 521) "Sieg". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb (formed with r-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ubarsigu-faginan "in Siegesfreude sein" (Raven II 1967: 129). No cognate verbs are attested. cf .
OHG sigu (Starck and Wells 1990: 521) "Sieg"; cf. OHG faginan II (Raven 111967: 36)
"erfreuen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
sihhurãn "schutzen, einen oder etwas sicher stellen, einem etwas fest versprechen" (Raven II
1967: 129). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sikorãn II (Schade 111882: 763)
"einen sicher stellen vor", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sikurjan "to make sure,
certain or secure". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: ORG sihhur (Starck
and Wells 1990: 522) "sicher, sorgenfrei; gefahrlos"; OS sikor (Kluge 1989: 671) "sicher"; OFs.
sikur (Kluge 1989: 671) "sicher"; OE sicor (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 305) "secure; sure,
certain, trustworthy", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sikuruz "sicher". <Vulgar Latin
sicUrus (Pfeifer III 1989: 1626). < Latin sëciirus (Pfeifer III 1989: 1626) "ohne Sorge,
unbekummert, furchtlos". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisiconden "folgen, gehorchen, sich fligen" (Raven I 1963: 177). No cognate verbs are attested.
See under sicondön. Therefore an OHG loan verb.
sicondãn "gehorchen, sich fugen" (Raven II 1967: 130). No cognate verbs are attested. Loan
verb from Latin -secundãre in obsecundffre (Raven II 1967: 130) "to favour, assist, second".
Therefore an OHG loan verb.
silabaren "mit Silber uberziehen, gesilbert" (Raven 11963: 177). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the foilowing nominal base: OHG silabar (Starck and Wells 1990:
523) "Silber". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ubarsindön "gehen, reisen, reiten, trachten, verlangen, entfiiehen, der Wanderer" (Raven II 1967:
130). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sfthön II (Starck and Wells 1990: 526) "den
Weg richten, reisen"; OE sióian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 308) "to go, depart, travel,
wander"; ON sinna II (de Vries 1962: 477) "reisen, folgen; helfen", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *senbjanan "to go, travel, journey, follow a path or route". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG sind (Starck and Wells 1990: 526) "Weg,
Richtung"; OS sith (Seebold 1970: 394) "Weg, Schicksal, Reise, Mal"; OE sió (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 308) "going, motion, journey; departure, death; undertaking, enterprise; road, way;
time, turn, occasion; fate, destiny, fortune"; ON sinn (de Vries 1962: 477) "Mal, Gang"; Gothic
sinbs (Seebold 1970: 394) "Mal", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *senaz (Seebold 1970:
394) "Weg, Gang, Mal". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: miti-, samansiohhalon "schwach sein, siechen, krankeln" (Raven II 1967: 129). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE sëoclian, siclian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 305) "to sicken, become
ill or weak", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *seuklq/an "to be sick, sicken". The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sioh (Starck and Wells 1990: 527) "krank,
schwach"; OS siok (Kluge 1989: 671) "krank"; OFs. siãk (Kluge 1989: 671) "krank"; OE sëoc
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 303) "sick, ill, diseased, feeble; wounded; morally sick, corrupt;
sad, troubled"; ON sjz1kr (Kluge 1989: 671) "krank"; Gothic siuks (Kluge 1989: 671) "krank",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *seukaz (Kiuge 1989: 671) "krank". Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb (formed with 1-extension).
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siohhën "ermatten, erschlaffen,, krank oder gebrechlich werden oder sein, lastig werden,
liebeskrank sein, siechen" (Raven II 1967: 253). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal
base see under siohhalön. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irsippön, sibbãn "verbunden, (ehelich) verbinden" (Raven 111967: 130). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE sibbian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 304) "to bring together,
conciliate, reconcile"; ON *sUja in s(Jjaór preterite participle (de Vries 1962: 473) "verwandt";
Gothic ga-sibon II (de Vries 1962: 473) "to be reconciled", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *sibj4ianan "to bind, bind in blood, reconcile". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG sibba (Starck and Wells 1990: 520) "BUndnis, Verwandtschaft,
Blutsverwandtschaft"; OS sibbia (Kluge 1989: 674); OFs. sibbe (Kluge 1989: 674); OE sibb
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 304) "relationship; love, friendship; peace, happiness"; ON sfsg.
(de Vries 1962: 473) "Gottin, Thors Weib"; ON s ?/jar p1. (Kiuge 1989: 674) "Sippe,
Verwandtschafi"; Gothic sibja (Kluge 1989: 674) "Verwandtschaft", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *sibjö (Kluge 1989: 674) "Sippe, Verwandtschaft". Therefore a Gmc
denominative verb.
sitãn "aus-, em-, verrichten, anordnen, (der Sitte gemai3) vermahien, tun, bewirken, im Sinne
haben, planen" (Raven 111967: 130). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-sidon II
(Schade 111882: 769) "machen, tun, ausfuhren, in Stand setzen"; OE ge-sidian II (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 305) "to arrange, set right, order"; ON sióa II (Lehmann 1986: 301) "to
reform"; Gothic sidon II (Lehmann 1986: 305) "to practise", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *seoq/anan "to arrange, set right, order, practice, do". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG situ (Starck and Wells 1990: 528) "Sitte, Gebrauch, Art und
Weise"; OS sidu (Kluge 1989: 674) "Sitte"; OFs. side (Kluge 1989: 674) "Sitte"; OE sidu
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 305) "custom, practice, manner, habit, rule, right; manner,
morality"; ON siOr (Kiuge 1989: 674) "Sitte"; Gothic sidus (Kluge 1989: 674) "custom", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *seôuz (Kluge 1989: 674) "Sitte". Therefore a Gmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, umbisitu-fangôn "erzahlen, schildem" (Raven 111967: 131). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG
situ (Kiuge 1989: 674) "Sitte, Gebrauch, Art und Weise"; cf. OHGfangan II (Starck and Wells
1990: 139) "antreiben". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
siuwen "(an)nahen, ausbessern, flicken" (Raven 1 1963: 320). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS siuwian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 529) "ausbessern"; OFs. sia I (Barnhardt 1988:
989) "nahen"; OE siwan, siowan I (Barnhardt 1988: 989) "to sew, mend, patch"; ON sj)ja I
(Bamhardt 1988: 989) "nahen; Planken eines Schiffes zusammenbinden"; Gothic siujan I
(Barnhardt 1988: 989) "to sew on", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *siujanan "to sew,
mend, patch". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from
IE '/*sii7- (vor Kons. und im Prs. siiiuO), siü- (im Präs. siuid) "nähen" (Pokorny 11957: 915),
from which base the following may be derived: OHG soum (Pokorny 11957: 916) "Besatz,
Saum, Rand"; OE seam (Pokorny 11957: 916) "seam, suture, junction"; ON saumr (Pokorny I
1957: 916) "Saum, Naht"; Latin suã, suere (Pokorny 11957: 916) "nithen, zusammenziehen";
OCS /o , iti (Pokorny 11957: 916) "nahen"; Lith. siuviL, sizti (Pokorny 11957: 916) "nahen";
Skt sJi'yati (Pokorny 11957: 916) "naht"; Skt syilinan- (Pokorny 11956: 916) "Band, Riemen,
Zugel, Naht"; Hittite sumanza (Barnhardt 1988: 989) "cord, rope". These IE parallels provide
sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, ir-, widar-, zuo-gi-
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scadon "schaden, Schaden tun oder verursachen, schmahen, lästern, verdammen, straff'l1ig
oder untertan" (Raven 111967: 131). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skathön II
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1487) "schaden"; OFs. s/cat hia II (Schade 11882: 771) "schaden"; ON skaOa
11 (Pfeifer 1111989: 1487) "schaden", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *ska4b/anan
"schaden". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scado (Kluge 1989:
622) "Schaden, Nachteil"; OS skatho (Kluge 1989: 622) "Schaden"; OFs. skatha (Kluge 1989:
622) "Schaden"; OE sceabe (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 293) "injury"; ON skaôi (de Vries
1962: 480) "Schaden, Verlust", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *s/cabãn masc.
(Kluge 1989: 622) "Schaden, Nachteil". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giscaffan "bilden, formen, anordnen, schaffen, gestalten, einrichten, festsetzen, besorgen,

bestellen, bestimmen, tun, zustande bringen, testamentarisch vermachen" (Raven 111967: 131).
The following cognate verbs are attested: ON skapa II (Seebold 1970: 407) "schaffen,
einrichten, ordnen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *skapq/anan (Seebold 1970:
407) class II deverbative from strong verb *skapjananjpresent (Seebold 1970: 406) "schaffen"
(see under skepfen). Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fora-, giscaflen "schaften, mit einem Schaft versehen" (Raven I 1963: 177). No cognate verbs are

attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scaft (Starck and Wells
1990: 531) "Schaft, Wurfspiel3, Speer". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
scahhen "landstreichen" (Raven I 1963: 177). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base
see under scãhh . Therefore an 0MG denominative verb.
scahh on "landstreichen" (Raven 11963: 177).

No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scah
(Starck and Wells 1990: 531) "Räuberei, Raub". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
seal "sollen, müssen, schulden" (Seebold 1970: 405). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS scal pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 405) "sollen, müssen, bestimmt sein"; OFs. s/ce! pret.-pres.
(Seebold 1970: 405) "sollen"; OE sceal pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 405) "should, ought to"; ON
s/cal pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 405) "sollen, müssen, werden"; Gothic s/cal pret.-pres. (Seebold
1970: 405) "sculdig sein, sollen". These allow us to reconstruct a preterite-present verb *skai
(Seebold 1970: 405) "schuldet". This verb can be traced back to an IE I*skel (Seebold 1970:
405) "schulden", from which base the following may also be derived: Lith. skeliü, skeléti
(Seebold 1970: 406) "schulden". Therefore a Pre-Gmc primary verb @reterite-present).
scalken "versklaven, zum Knecht machen" (Raven I 1963: 177). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scaic (Starck and Wells 1990: 531)
"Diener, Knecht, Lohndiener". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
scami "(+gen. pers. vel. rei) sich schämen, scheuen, verschmähen, Scham empfmden uber,

bereuen, Reue empfinden, eingestehen, zu Schande werden" (Raven II 1967: 253). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. s/camia II originally class III? (Lehmann 1986: 309)
"sich schamen"; OE scamian, sceamian II originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
291) "(intrs.) to be ashmaned, blush"; Gothic skaman III (Lehmann 1986: 309) "to be ashamed,
despair of', which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *skamejanan "to be ashamed, feel shame,
regret". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scama (Starck and Wells
1990: 532) "Scham, Sittsamkeit, Scheu"; OS skama (Kluge 1989: 623) "Scham"; OFs. s/came,
s/come (Kiuge 1989: 623) "Scham"; OE sc(e)amu (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 291) "shame,
confusion; disgrace, dishonour; insult; modesty; private parts", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *skam a(Kluge 1989: 623) "Scham". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb:firscamãn "sich schanien, Scham empfinden uber, scheuen, bereuen" (Starck and Wells 1990:
532). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. s/camia II originally class III? (Lehmann
1986: 309) "sich schamen"; OE scamian, sceamian II originally class III? (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 291) "(intrs.) to be ashamed, blush", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*skamq/anan "to feel shame, blush, regret". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: (see under scam eu). Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
scarban "in kleine Stucke schneiden, zerschneiden" (Raven II 1967: 132). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE scearfian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 292) "to cut off, scrape,
shred", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *s/carbjan (Seebold 1970: 415), class II
intensive deverbative from strong verb *skerfanan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 414) "abnagen". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OE sceorfan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 294)
"to scarify, gnaw". Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
scaron "scharen, in Scharen abteilen, in Schlachtordnung aufstellen" (Raven 111967: 132). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE scearian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 292) "to
allot", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skar 4/ an "to divide". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: (see under skerien). Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giscatawen "beschatten, schutzen, decken, schattenhaft andeuten" (Raven 1 1963: 178). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS skadowan I (Lehmann 1986: 307) "beschatten"; OE
scëadwian probably class II by levelling from class I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 291) "to
shadow, protect"; Gothic ufar-skadwjan I (Lehmann 1986: 307) "to overshadow", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *sJw/,wjanan "to shadow, shade, protect". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG scato (Kluge 1989: 626) "Schatten"; OS skado (Pfeifer 1111989:
1498) "Schatten"; OE sceadu (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 291) "shade, shadow, darkness;
shady place; arbour; shelter"; Gothic skadus (Lehmann 1986: 307) "shadow", which allows us
to reconstruct a Gmc *sJwJ,waz (Kluge 1989: 626) "shadow". Therefore a Gmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biscazzön "schatzen, Geld ansammeln, handeln, Geschäfte machen, einen Schatz anhäufen, sein
Vermogen vergroBern, Geld verdienen" (Raven II 1967: 132). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scaz (Starck and Wells 1990: 534)
"Münze, Geidsumme, Reichtum". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
skeidon " absondern, trennen, (unter)scheiden" (Raven 111967: 132). cf. OHG skidön II (Raven
II 1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *s/caió 4/an
(Seebold 1970: 403) class II deverbative from strong verb *skaiOanan (Seebold 1970: 402)
"scheiden". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG skeidan st. vb (Seebold 1970:
402) "scheiden, unterscheiden"; OS skedan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 402) "scheiden, ausscheiden";
OFs. skãtha st. vb (Seebold 1970: 402) "scheiden"; OE scãdan, scëadan st. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 291) "to divide, separate, part, Soul; discriminate, decide, determine, appoint;
differ, scatter, shed, expound; decree, write down"; Gothic skaidan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 402)
"scheiden, trennen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
skeinen "zeigen, erscheinen machen, zu erkennen geben, bekunden, Gnade erweisen" (Raven I
1963: 178). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sccffnan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
290) "to render brilliant, cause to shine; explain", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*skainejan "to cause to shine, light up, illuminate", causative of strong verb *skeinanan
(Seebold 1970: 409) "scheinen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG skinan st.
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vb (Seebold 1970: 409) "scheinen, leuchteri"; OS skinan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 409) "scheinen";
OFs. skina St. vb (Seebold 1970: 409) "scheinen, leuchten"; OE scinan St. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 295) "to shine, flash, be resplendent; shine upon, illuminate"; ON skIna st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 409) "scheinen, Ieuchten, glanzen; verbleichen"; Gothic skeinan st. vb (Seebold
1970: 409) "to shine". Therefore a WGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir*skeitilôn "scheitein". MHG skeitelen (Schade 111882: 786) "scheiteln". No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG skeitila (Kiuge 1989: 628)
"Scheitel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ziskellen "schallen, tönen machen, zerschmettern, erschallen machen" (Raven I 1963: 179). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE sciellan I (Seebold 1970: 413) "erschallen lassen"; ON
skella I (Seebold 1970: 413) "schUtteln", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *s/wllejanan
(Seebold 1970: 413) "to cause to resound", causative deverbative from strong verb *skellanan
(Seebold 1970: 412) "schallen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG skellan St.
vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 537) "tönen, schallen, schellen"; OE sciellan attested in present only
(Seebold 1970: 413) "to resound"; ON skjalla st. vb (Seebold 1970: 412) "erklingen". Therefore
a NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irskemmen "ab-, verkurzen, kurz machen oder fassen" (Raven 11963: 179). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scam (Starck and Wells
1990: 532) "kurz". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
sken ken "einschenken, schenken, bewässern, trinken lassen, mischen, vorsetzen, reichen,
giel3en, servieren" (Raven 11963: 179). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skenkian I
(Kluge 1989: 629) "einschenken, zu trinken geben"; OFs. skenka I (Kluge 1989: 629)
"einschenken, zu trinken geben" OE scencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 293) "to pour out,
to give to drink". The normally accepted etymology for this verb is WGmc *skankUan (Kiuge
1989: 629) "einschenken, zu trinken geben, (eigentlich) dan Gef'a13 schief halten (damit der
Inhalt ausläuft)", a factitive deadjectival formation from a NWGmc adjective which we can
reconstruct as *skankaz (Kiuge 1989: 629) "schrag, schief", despite its being attested only in
ON skakkr (Kluge 1989: 629) "schrag, hinkend". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giskenten "schänden" (Raven I 1963: 180). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG scanta (Kluge 1989: 624) "Schande". Therefore an
OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, giskepfen, skeffen "auf kunstvolle Weise herstellen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 538). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *skapjan "schaffen", clans I
weak deverbative from strong verb *skapjanan (Seebold 1970: 406) "schaffen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG skepfen St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 538) "schaffen,
erschaffen, gestalten, schopfen"; OS skeppian St. vb (Seebold 1970: 407) "schaffen, schopfen,
bestinimen"; OFs. skeppa St. vb (Seebold 1970: 406) "erschaffen, bestimmen"; OE scieppan st.
vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 294) "to create, form, shape, make; order, destine, arrange,
adjudge, assign"; ON skepja st. vb (Seebold 1970: 406) "schaffen, bewirken, bestimmen";
Gothic ga-skapjan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 406) "erschaffen, hervorbringen". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
skepfon "singen" (Raven 111967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. Possibly connected with
OHG scopf(Starck and Wells 1990: 545) "Dichter, Gedicht". Further etymology unclear.
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skerien "wohin weisen oder schaffen, einstellen, einordnen, aufzahlen, zuteilen, zuweisen,
einreihen, bestimmen, scharen, [sich beschaftigen]" (Raven 11963: 321). cf. OHG scarön II
(Raven 111967: 132). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skerian I (Starck and Wells
1990: 539) "zuteilen, bestimmen, durchzahlen"; cf. OE scearian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
292) "to allot", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *s/car(jan "to divide". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG scar(a) (Starck and Wells 1990: 533) "Schar,
Heer, Trupp"; OS scara (Barnhardt 1988: 993) "share in a common field, division, troop"; OFs.
hermskere (Barnhardt 1988: 993) "share of penalty"; OE scearu (Bamhardt 1988: 993) "cutting,
shearing, tonsure, division"; ON skor (Kluge 1989: 624) "Trupp", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *skarã (Barnhardt 1988: 993) "cutting, sharing, division, share".
Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giskernãn "Sport treiben, verspotten" (Raven II 1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG s/cern (Starck and Wells 1990: 539)
"Aushohlung, Scherz, Schauspiel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
skerãn "jauchzen, mutwillig sein, vor Mutwilleri schreien, mullig sein oder ruhen" (Raven H
1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *skerq/an "jauchzen".
The etymology and derivational pattern of this verb are unclear. It may possibly ultimately
derive from the IE I*(s)ker-, *(s)kero. , *(s)/crë. (Pokorny I 1959: 933) "springen,
herumspringen; (sich) drehend bewegen, schwingen", from which base the following may also
be derived: OE secge-scffare (Kiuge 1989: 630) "Heuschrecke"; MILG scheren (Pokomy 11959:
933) "spotten, hohnen; laufen, eilen"; ON s/can (Pokorny 11959: 933) "junge Mowe"; OCS
skoru (Kluge 1989: 630) "schnell, funk"; Lith. skerys (Kluge 1989: 630) "Heuschrecke"; Greek
icdpco (Kluge 1989: 630) "ich hupfe, springe, tanze"; Skt kirati (Pokorny 11959: 933) "streut,
vergiel3t, wirft, schleudert". Despite the semantic development of this verb and the confmement
of attested forms to OHG, the IE parallels given above provide sufficient evidence to suggest a
pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
*skerpfen, skerfen "scharfen, scharf machen". MHG skerpfen, skerfen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1495)
"scharfen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-skerpian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1495)
"scharfen"; OE scierpan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 292) "to sharpen; rouse, invigorate,
strengthen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skarp(jan "to sharpen, make sharp". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scarpf(Starck and Wells 1990: 533)
"scharf, herb, rauh"; OS s/carp (Kluge 1989: 625) "scharf'; OFs. skerp, slwrp (Kluge 1989: 625)
"scharf'; OE scearp (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 292) "sharp, pointed, prickly; acute, keen,
active, shrewd; severe, rough, harsh; biting, bitter, acid; brave"; ON skarpr (Kluge 1989: 625)
"eingeschrumpft, durr; scharf, rauh, hart", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *s/carpaz
(Kiuge 1989: 625) "scharf'. Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giskerten "bedecken, verunstalten, verletzen, scharten, häl3lich machen, bedrangen, versttimmeln,
zerfleischen" (Raven I 1963: 181). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE scyrdan,
scierdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "to harm, injure, destroy"; ON skeróa I (de Vries
1962: 490) "eine Scharte machen; vermindem", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*skaroUanan "to injure, harm, destroy, cut up, mutilate". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: ORG *scart "zerhauen, schartig, verwundet", can be reconstructed from OHG
scart-lidi (Seebold 1970: 414) "Beschnittenheit" and MHG schart(e) (Kluge 1989: 625)
"zerhauen, schartig, verletzt, verwundet"; OS s/card (Kluge 1989: 625) "zerhauen, verwundet";
OFs. skerd (Kluge 1989: 625) "zerhauen, schartig"; OE sceard (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
292) "mutilated, gashed, notched, hacked"; ON skarOr (de Vries 1962: 484) "schartig,
beschadigt, verstümmelt", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *skarôaz (Kiuge 1989:
625) "zerhauen, beschadigt, schartig". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
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skessOn "behauen" (Raven H 1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG skesso (Starck and Wells 1990: 540) "Fels, Gestein".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giskiben gi-skibit- "(preterite participle) wie Kunstgewebe geartet, mit kleinen Scheiben
verziehrt" (Starck and Wells 1990: 540). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG
schF'en (Pfeifer 11989: 1503) "in Scheiberi schneiden"; MDu. schiven (Pfeifer 11989: 1503)
"in Scheiben schneiden"; ON sk(fa I (Pfeifer 11989: 1503) "in Scheiben schneiden", which
allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *skibfjanan "to cut into slices, slice". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG skiba (Starck and Wells 1990: 540) "Scheibe, Kugel,
Plattchen"; OS skiva (Kluge 1989: 627) "Scheibe"; OFs. skive (Kluge 1989: 627) "Scheibe";
ON sk(fa (Kluge 1989: 627) "Scheibe, Schnitte", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*skibã(n) (Kluge 1989: 627) "Scheibe (ursprUnglich wohi eine von einem Baum abgeschnittene
Scheibe)". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giskidon "scheiden, trennen, (richterlich) entscheiden, unterscheiden; (Holz) spalten oder hauen"
(Raven II 1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *skiójan
class II ablaut zero-grade deverbative from strong verb *skaiOanan (Seebold 1970: 402)
"scheiden" (see under skeidãn). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, gi-untar-, untarskfsangon "Preis- und Danklieder der Schiffer für die gluckliche Fahrt" (Raven 111967:132).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
skjfsang, skefsang (Starck and Wells 1990: 541) "Gesang der Seeleute". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
skilihen "schielen, blinzen" (Raven 11963: 181). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
be-scy7an, be-scielan I, with loss of medial 'h' (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 44) "to look
askance", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skelhw/an "to look askance". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG skelah (Starck and Wells 1990: 536) "schief,
schrag, schielend, scheel"; OE scëol with loss of final h (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 293)
"squinting awry", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skelhwz (Kluge 1989: 627)
"schief, schrag". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
skimpfen "scherzen, spielen, verspotten, schimpfen" (Raven I 1963: 181). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG skimp! (Kluge 1989: 633)
"Scherz, SpaJ3, Kampspiel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firskinden "schinden, die Haut oder die Rinde abziehen, Raub und Gewalt antun" (Raven 11963:
181). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS bi-skindian I (Kiuge 1989: 633) "sich
abschälen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skenO/an "to skin, flay". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG *skint "Haut, Fell, Rinde" can be reconstructed
from: MHG schint (Kluge 1989: 633) "Obstschale"; MLG schinne (Pfeifer III 1989: 1520)
"Kopfschuppe"; OFs. skene (de Vries 1962: 493) "Rinde"; ON skinn (de Vries 1962: 493)
"abgezogene Haut, besonders von kleinen Tieren", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*skendaz "skin, hide". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: aba-, biskirmen "(be)schirmen, entgegenstellen, beschutzen, verteidigen" (Raven I 1963: 182). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG skirm
(Kluge 1989: 634) "Schirm". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giskiuhen "(zuruck-)scheuen, ermahnen, scheuchen, verschmähen, erschrecken, aus dem Wege
gehen, ausweichen, unterlassen, (ver)meiden" (Raven I 1963: 183). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *skiuhi "scheu" can be
reconstructed from: MHG schiech, schiehe, schie (Pfeifer III 1989: 1511) "verzagt,
abschreckend"; OE scëoh (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 293) "shy, timid". Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irscönen "schmucken" (Raven 1 1963: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG sconi (Starck and Wells 1990: 545) "schon, anmutig,
frohlich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
scopfezzen, scoffezzen "Possen treiben, Ausfluchte machen, dichten, lUgen" (Raven I 1963:
183). No cognate verbs are attested. The precise derivation of this verb is uncertain. It is
possibly from an unattested OHG weak verb *skopfon "dichten" (Compare OHG scopfunga
(Starck and Wells 1990: 546) "Gedicht", which is formed with the suffix -unga, a suffix
regularly added to deverbal substantives, and which may imply the existence of a weak verb
such as *skopfon). Or, alternatively, the verb may have been formed with an intensive suffix,
directly from the noun scopf(Starck and Wells 1990: 545) "Dichter; Gedicht". Therefore an
ORG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
scopfan, scoppan "beladen, stopfen, mit einer KrOste uberziehen, schoppen" (Raven II 1967:
134). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *skuppjan intensive
gemination "schoppen", class II deverbative from strong verb *skeubanan (Seebold 1970: 416)
"schieben". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG skioban st. vb (Seebold 1970:
417) "schieben"; OFs. skUva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 417) "schieben"; OE scan st. vb (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 298) "to shove, thrust, push; push with violence, urge, impel; push out,
expel, deliver up"; OSwed. skiuva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 417) "schieben"; Gothic af-skiuban St.
vb (Seebold 1970: 417) "schieben". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firscorri "(von Felsen und Klippen) hinaus-, (her)vorragen, schroff emporragen, hervorstehen,
vortreten, (von Gegenstanden) herruhren d.h. hergestelit oder verfertigt sein, steif sein,
abschussig, jäh, steil, schroff' (Raven 111967: 254). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG scorre (Pokorny 11956: 939) "schroffer Fels,
Klippe". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fram-,furi-, ubar-, if., lizscouwön "schauen, sp.hen nach, zu sehen suchen (forschend) betrachten, ansehen, erblicken,
erforschen, bedenken, berucksichtigen, uberlegen, RUcksicht nehmen auf, (reflex. +gen.) sich in
acht nehmen" (Raven II 1967: 134). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS s/cawön,
skawoian II (Kluge 1989: 626) "schauen"; OFs. skáwia, skö(w)ia II (Kluge 1989: 626)
"schauen"; OE scëawian II (Kluge 1989: 626) "to look, gaze, see, behold, observe; inspect,
examine; decree, grant, exhibit, display, show", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*skau(w)qjan (Kluge 1989: 626) "schauen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It
can ultimately be derived from an IE J*(s)keu_ (Pfeifer III 1989: 1500) "worauf achten,
beobachten, schauen; horen, fuhlen, merken", from which base the following may also be
derived: OHG skãni (Pokorny 11959: 587) "schön, glanzend"; ON skynja (Pokorny 11959:
587) "untersuchen, verstehen"; ON skygn (Pokomy I 1959: 587) "sehend"; Gothic skauns
(Pokomy 11959: 587) "schon"; OE hawian II (Pokorny 11959: 587) "schauen"; Gothic hausjan
I (Pokomy 11959: 587) "horen"; Latin cavë,-e (Kluge 1989: 626) "sich in acht nehmen, sich
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vorsehen"; Greek Oloa-Kóoç (Kluge 1989: 626) "Opferschauer"; Greek KOCU) (Kluge 1989:
626) "ich bemerke, fasse auf'; Skt Icavi- (Pokorny 11959: 587) "klug, weise; Seher, Dichter";
Skt a-kuvate (Pokorny 11959: 587) "beabsichtigt". Despite the fact that attested forms of the
verb are confined to WGmc, these IF parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc
origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, duruh-, fir-, fram-, furl-, gi-, ir-, nidar-,
Elf-, umbi-, widarscozzn "auf-, er-, schnell dahinschiellen (Ietztere Bedeutung von Sternschnuppen), (wachsen
und) Frucht ansetzen, spriel3en" (Raven 111967: 136). cf. OHG scuzzen I (Raven 11963: 189).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skotEln II (Starck and Wells 1990: 547)
"schleudern, werfen, spriel3en"; OE scotian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to move
rapidly, shoot, hurl a javelin"; ON skota II (Seebold 1970: 418) "schieben", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *skutjanan (Seebold 1970: 418) class II intensive deverbative from
strong verb *s/utanan (Seebold 1970: 417) "schiellen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG skiozan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 418) "schiel3en, schleudern"; OS skietan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 417) "schiellen"; OFs. skiata St. vb (Seebold 1970: 417) "schiel3en"; OE scëotan
st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 294) "to shoot, hurl missiles, cast; strike, hit, push, thrust;
run, rush, dart, press forward; contribute, pay; allot, assign; befall, fall to, happen"; ON skjóta
St. vb (Seebold 1970: 417) "schiellen, schieben, erschieBen". Therefore a NWGmc intensive
deverbative.
*scrafon "kratzen, schropfen". MHG schraffen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1574) "schropfen". The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE scrapian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to
scrape"; ON skrapa II (Seebold 1970: 425) "kratzen", which allows us to reconstruct a
*s/oap/anan (Seebold 1970: 425), class II deverbative from strong verb *skrepanan (Seebold
1970: 425) "schaben". This strong verb is attested in the following: MEG schreven, schreffen st.
vb (Pfeifer III 1989: 1579) "reil3en, ritzen, kratzen"; MDu. schrepen st. vb (Seebold 1970: 425)
"schaben, abschaben"; OE screpin St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to scrape, scratch;
prepare". Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
scrancolEln "schwach werden, straucheln, schwanken, wariken" (Raven II 1967: 136). No
cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *skrankiljan class II deverbative
from WGmc weak verb *skrankjan, *skjankc/an "verschränken". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (formed with 1-extension).
scrancãn "in verschränkter Stellung sein, mit sich verschränkenden Beinen unsicher
umhergehen, die Beine weit auseinanderspreizen, taumein, wanken, gekreuzt" (Raven II 1967:
136). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skrankön II (Pfeifer II 1989: 1568)
"ausspreizen, verschranken", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *ski.ank(w)4ian
"verschränken", class II frequentative / continuative deverbative from strong verb
*skrenk(w)anan (Seebold 1970: 424) "schrumpfen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: MDu. schrinken St. vb (Seebold 1970: 424) "sich zusammenziehen"; OE scrincan St.
vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 298) "to shrink, contract, whither, pine away"; OSwed.
skrunken St. vb preterite participle (Seebold 1970: 424) "geschrumpft"; Norw. skrakka St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 424) "einschrumpfen". Therefore a NWGmc frequentative/continuative
deverbative.
screvon "(ein)sclmeiden, abscheren" (Pokorny I 1956: 944). No cognate verbs are attested. We
can therefore reconstruct a *sk.rep7jan "reil3en, ritzen, kratzen, scimeiden, einschneiden", class
II deverbative from strong verb *sk).epanan (Seebold 1970: 425) "schaben". This strong verb is
attested in the following: MHG schreven, schreffen St. vb (Pfeifer III 1989: 1579) "reil3en,
ritzen, kratzen"; MDu. schrepen St. vb (Seebold 1970: 425) "schaben, abschaben"; OE screpan
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st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to scrape, scratch; prepare". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*screiãn "schreien, jammerri". The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. skraja II
(Seebold 1970: 419) "schreien", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skraiqjan (Seebold
1970: 419) class II deverbative from strong verb *skreianan (Seebold 1970: 419) "schreien".
This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG scrian st. vb (Seebold 1970: 419) "schreien";
OS scriun st. vb preterite sg. (Seebold 1970: 419) "schreien"; OFs. skria st. vb (Seebold 1970:
419) "schreien". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giscreiten "auseinanderspreizen" (Raven 1 1963: 183). The following cognate verbs are attested:
ON skreiOast II, reflexive development secondary (Seebold 1970: 421) "kriechen", which
allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *skjajOejanan (Seebold 1970: 421) deverbative formation
from strong verb *sJqjejJ,anan (Seebold 1970: 421) "schreiten". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG scrilan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 421) "gleiten, schreiten, vergehen"; OS
skridan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 421) "schreiten, gehen, vergehen"; OFs. scrida st. vb attested in
present forms only (Seebold 1970: 421) "schreiten"; OE scridan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 298) "to go, move, glide"; ON skrIóa St. vb (Seebold 1970: 421) "schreiten,
vorwartsgehen (von Schiffen, Schlangen); begehen, beschreiten". Therefore a NWGmc
deverbative formation.
screcken "treiben, schrecken, sprengen, (das Pferd) antreiben, verscheuchen, erschrecken"
(Raven 11963: 184). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *s/creklqJan
intensive gemination? "schrecken". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It may
represent an intensive deverbative deriving from an ealier unattested base. The Gmc complex to
which it belongs has its ultimate origin in IE *skreg- (Pfeifer III 1989: 1570). This is a
g-extension from the IE J*(s)ker-, *(s)kero.., *(s)/crO . (Pokomy 1 1959: 933) "springen,
herumspringen; (sich) drehend bewegen, schwingen", from which base the following may also
be derived: OE secge-sceare (Kluge 1989: 630) "Heuschrecke"; MLG scheren (Pokorny 11959:
933) "spotten, hohnen; laufen, eilen"; ON skári (Pokomy 11959: 933) "junge Mowe"; OCS
skoru (Kluge 1989: 630) "schnell, flunk"; Lith. skerys (Kluge 1989: 630) "Heuschrecke"; Greek
aicdpo (Kluge 1989: 630) "ich hupfe, springe, tanze"; Skt kirati (Pokomy 11959: 933) "streut,
vergief3t, wirft, schleudert". There are a number of factors which show that this verb cannot be
primary: (1) attested forms of this verb are confmed to OHG; (2) the verb has a class II variant
from which it may be a class change deverbative; (3) the intensive gemination exhibited by the
verb may indicate that the verb is an intensive deverbative; (4) the gutteral extension with which
it is formed is a Gmc or ORG innovation, as the IE forms given above are not formed with any
such gutteral extension. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, ir-, nidarscreckãn "umherspringen, (vom Hagel) vom Dach zurUckprallen, (vom Ro13) galoppieren, (von
siedenden Gewssem) aufwallen, hervorblitzen (auch von Personen), ausgleiten oder rennen
(von Tieren)" (Raven 111967: 136). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct
a *ski.ekkjan intensive gemination? "hupfen, springen, aufspringen". For the derivational
profile of this verb see under screcken. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of
which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: widarscrenken "schrg stellen, hintergehen, (intr.) seitwärts abweichen, be-, verschranken, schranken,
zu Fall bringen, uberlisten, fangen, auseinanderspreizen, die Arme kreuzen oder ubers Kreuz
legen" (Raven 11963: 184). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG schrenken (Kluge
1989: 652) "verschränken, beschränken, verhindern, quer, kreuzweise ubereinanderlegen";
MDu. sc(h)renken (Kluge 1989: 652) "zu fall bringen"; OE screncan I (Kluge 1989: 652) "to
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cause to stumble, ensnare, deceive; cause to shrink or shrivel", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *skrank(w)ejan "to cause to shrink, make shrunk" causative deverbative from strong
verb *skrenk(w)anan (Seebold 1970: 424) "to shrink". This strong verb is attested in the
following: MDu. schrinken st. vb (Seebold 1970: 424) "sich zusammenziehen"; OE scrincan st.
vb (Pokorny 11959: 936) "to shrink, contract, wither, pine away"; OSwed. skrun/cen (Seebold
1970: 424) "geschrumpft"; Norw. skrokka St. vb (Seebold 1970: 424) "einschrumpfen".
Therefore a WGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, gi-, ziscribilön "fortwährend schreiben, verfassen" (Raven II 1967: 137). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *scribi1jan class II (ablaut zero-grade?) frequentative /
continuative deverbative from strong verb *skribanan "schreiben". This strong verb is attested
in the following: OHG scriban st. vb (Seebold 1970: 420) "schreiben"; OS skriban st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 420) "schreiben"; OFs. skrii'a st. vb (Seebold 1970: 420) "schreiben"; OE
scr(an st. vb (Clark Hall arid Meritt 1969: 297) "to prescribe, ordain, allot, assign, impose";
OSwed. skrIva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 420) "schreiben". Probably a loan verb from the Latin verb
scrThere (Kluge 1989: 653) "schreiben", in which case the strong inflexion may be a secondary
development. Alternatively, *skribanan may be an inherited Gmc word with the original
meaning "to arrange, prescribe, order, allot" (compare the OE meaning) with secondary
influence from Latin scribere. Whatever the case, influence from Latin is certain.
Therefore an OHG frequentative I continuative deverbative (with I-extension).
scricken "springen, aufspringen, aufblitzen, aufschrecken, erschrecken" (Raven I 1963: 184).
The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG schricken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1570) "hände oder
Fu13e rasch bewegen, klatschen, springen, tanzen"; MDu. scricken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1570)
"grol3e Schritte machen, sich entsetzen, erschrecken", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*skikkan intensive gemination? "to jump, spring; jump (through fright), take fright, start".
The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It may represent an intensive deverbative
deriving from an ealier unattested base. The Gmc complex to which it belongs has its ultimate
origin in the IE J*skreg_ (Pfeifer III 1989: 1570) gutteral extension of IE I*(s)ker(')_ (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1570) "springen, herumspringen". This verb is clearly a variant form of *skj.ek(k)jan
formed with expressive variation of 'e' to 'i' (for an etymology of which see under screcken).
Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-gi-, dana-, dana-gi-, fir-, furl-, gi-, ir-, i.ir-,
nidar-, ubar-, 4f-, liz-, liz-gi-, zuo-giscripfen "(Tier, Wild) ausweiden, zerfleischen" (Raven I 1963: 186). No cognate verbs are
attested. Etymology uncertain. Possibly a deverbative formation *skrepjan "to scrape off, shred,
scarif,', gnaw" formed from the strong verb *skrepanan (Seebold 1970: 425) "schaben". This
strong verb is attested in the following: MDu. schrepen St. vb (Seebold 1970: 425) "schaben,
ausschaben"; OE screpan St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to scrape, scratch".
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
scrodãn, scruton "erforschen, untersuchen, emsig prufen" (Raven II 1967: 137). No cognate
verbs are attested. <Latin scrlitari deponant verb (Schade 111882: 808) "to turn over carefully,
search through, investigate, examine, inspect". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruhscrãtlin "schneiden, schnitzeln, kratzen" (Raven II 1967: 137). No cognate verbs are attested.
OE scradian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 297) "to shred, peel, prune, cut off', which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *skraudqjan class II deverbative from strong verb *sk.raudanan
(Seebold 1970: 418) "schneiden". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG scrötan st.
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vb (Seebold 1970: 418) "schneiden"; MLG schroden St. vb (Seebold 1970: 418) "schneiden".
Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
scrou,vezzen "ertönen, klingen, winsein, schwatzen, plaudern, zwitschern, kläffen, belfern"
(Raven 11963: 186). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear. Possibly an intensive
deverbative from an unattested source.
scrudilãn "untersuchen" (Raven II 1967: 137). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore
reconstruct a *skrudilqjan, *skrutilqjan class II frequentative / continuative deverbative from
OHG weak verb scrodãn, srutön "untersuchen". Therefore an OHG frequentative / continuative
deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
sculden "schulden, verschulden, beschuldigen, schmähen, verfolgen, verunglimpfen,
verurteilen, eine Geldstraffe auferlegen, schelten, VorwUrfe machen, verdienen" (Raven 11963:
186). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skuldian I (Holthausen 1967: 67)
"schulden"; OFs. ur-skelda I (de Vries 1962: 509) "einbUssen"; OE ge-scyldan I (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 298) "to accuse"; ON skylda II, probably originally class I as indicated by ablaut
(Fritzner II 1954: 410) "zwingen, verschulden", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*skuldUanan "schulden, verschulden". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG sculd (Starck and Wells 1990: 55Z) "Arik/age, Schci/d, Verge/icri, Pth1t' OS rfr/d
(Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuld"; OFs. skelde (Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuld"; OE scyld (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 298) "offence, fault, crime, guilt, sin; obligation, liability, due, debt"; ON
skyld (Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuld", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *skuldiz fern.
(Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuld". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, giscu1dign "schulden" (Raven 111967: 254). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see
under sculdigon. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
sculdigan "(+acc. pers. et gen rei) an-, beschuldigen, angeklagt" (Raven 111967:137). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE scydigian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "to sin;
place in the position of a criminal, render liable to punishment", which allows us to reconstruct
a WGmc *skuldig4ian "schuldigen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG sculdig (Starck and Wells 1990: 551) "straffhllig, schuldig"; OS skuldig (Starck and Wells
1990: 551) "straffllig, schuldig"; OFs. skeldech, skeldich (Schade 111882: 811) "schuldig"; OE
scyldig (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "guilty, criminal, sinful; liable, responsible, in debt
to", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skuldigaz "straffullig, schuldig". Therefore a
WGmc deadjectival verb.
sculdôA "verschulden, verpflichtet sein, sich einer Sache schuldig machen" (Raven II 1967:
137). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under sculden. Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:Jlr-, giscilmen "schaumen, (den schumenden Wein) ausgieBen" (Raven I 1963: 187). No cognate

verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG scum (Starck and
Wells 1990: 551) "Schaum". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
scunlen "reizen, antreiben, anfeuem, schunden" (Raven I 1963: 186). The following cognate

verbs are attested: OSfar-skundian I (de Vries 1962: 507) "antreiben, aufhetzen"; OE scyndan I
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "to hurry, hasten, drive forward, impel, excite, exhort"; ON
skynda I (de Vries 1962: 507) "schnell forwarts treiben", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *skundjanan. The etymology of this verb is uncertain. It is possibly a nasal-infix
formation deriving from IE 'J*(s)kut- (Pokorny 11956: 957) "rutteln" (see under scutten). Nasal
infix forms from this root are only attested within Gmc and the verb cannot therefore be
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regarded as a pre-Gmc formation. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which
is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, firscuohen "beschuhen, Schuhe tragen" (Raven I 1963: 187). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG schöien, schogen (de Vries 1962: 506) "beschuhen"; MDu. schoeyen (de 'dries
1962: 506) "beschuhen"; OE scogan 1, II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 296) "to shoe"; ON skza
II, with loss of medial h. Originally class 1? (de Vries 1962: 506) "beschuhen", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *skahjanan, *sköhjanan "to shoe, provide with shoes". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG scuo(h) (Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuh"; OS sköh
(Kluge 1989: 655) "Schuh"; OFs. skch (Kiuge 1989: 655) "Schuh"; OE scöh (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 296) "shoe"; ON skór (Kiuge 1989: 655) "Schuh"; Gothic skohs (Kluge 1989:
Gmc *sköhaz (Kiuge 1989: 655) "Schuh".
655) "shoe", which allows us to reconstruct
Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:flrscurgen "(an)stol3en, Stol3e versetzen, schurgen, schirken, schUren, losen, hinab-,
hinuntersturzen, sich abmilhen, erweitern, steife Körperteile wieder schmiegsam machen"
(Raven 11963: 187). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology obscure. Derivation bfrom IE
*skãu- (Pokorny I 1956: 954) "schneiden, trennen, kratzen, scharren, stochern, stobern", an
extension of IE \J*sek- (Pokorny 11956: 895) "sclmeiden", is unconvincing.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-,fir-, nidar-fir-, liz-, widarscurpfen, scurfen "schiirfen, (Bair. schurpfen), (Tier, Wild) ausweiden, aufbrechen,
zerfleischen, aufschneiden, ritzen, (aus Feuerstein) Feuer oder Funken schlagen" (Raven 11963:
188). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skurpian I (Holthausen 1967: 67)
"schurfen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *skurpjan class I zero-grade deverbative
from strong verb *skerpanan (Seebold 1970: 415) "schaben". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OE sceorpan St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 294) "to scrape, gnaw". Therefore a
WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, iizscutillin "schwingen, erschuttem, schUtteln" (Raven II 1967: 138). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *skut(t)il4ian class II frequentative I continuative
deverbative from OHG weak verb scutten I (Raven I 1963: 188). Therefore an OHG
frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
scutislin "erschrecken" (Raven II 1967: 138). We can therefore reconstruct a *skut(t)jjan
class II deverbative from OHG weak verb scutten I (Raven 11963: 188). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (formed with s-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ITscutten "schutten, schUtteln, erschuttern, stollen, schwingen, (reflex.) in ErschUtterung geraten,
ngstigen" (Raven I 1963: 188). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS skuddian I
(Kluge 1989: 656) "stol3en, mit einem Schwung ausgiel3en oder ausschuttern"; OFs. skedda I
(Kluge 1989: 656) "schUtten, erschUttem", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*skud(d)janan intensive gemination? "schUtten, schutteln". The derivational pattern arid
etymology of this verb are uncertain. It may possibly derive from JE 'I*(s)kut- (Pokorny 11956:
957) "rUtteln", from which base the following may also be derived: OE scildan St. vb (Pokorny I
1956: 957) "to run, hurry"; OHG scunten I, nasal-infix (Pokomy I 1956: 957) "abtreiben,
reizen"; OSfar-skundian I, nasal-infix (de Vries 1962: 507) "antreiben, aufhetzen"; OE scyndan
I, nasal-infix (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 299) "to hurry, hasten, drive forward, impel, excite,
exhort"; ON skynda I, nasal-infix (Pokorny 11956: 957) "schnell forwarts treiben"; ON skunda
II, nasal-infix (Pokomy 11956: 957) "beschleunigen"; OCS skytati se (Pokorny 11956: 957)
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"umherstreichen, umherirren"; Lith. kuth, kutéti (Pokorny 11956: 957) "aufrtltteln"; Lith. kutrits
(Pokorny 11956: 957) "beweglich, ruhrig, hurtig". Despite the confinement of attested forms of
this verb to WGmc, the Baltic and Slavonic parallels seen above provide sufficient evidence for
a pre-Gmc origin.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: aba-, aba-fir-, ana-gi-, bi-,fir-, gi-, ir-, zizscthven "von etwas einen Schattenril3 machen, etwas skizzieren, schildern, nachahmen" (Raven

11963: 189). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG scUwo (Starck and Wells 1990: 553) "Anblick". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
scuzzen "schwingend oder stol3end in schnelle Bewegung setzen, blitzen" (Raven 11963: 189).

No cognate verbs are attested. As cognate forms in the related Gmc languages belong with the
class II, this verb is best regarded as a class I deverbative from the class II weak verb scoz(z)ãn
(which see). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-,fram-
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slaffEn "schlaff oder erschopft werden, (vom Beil oder vom Menschen geistig) abgestumpft

werden, (von den Armen) schlaff herabhängen, vergehen" (Raven II 1967: 254). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: 01-IG slaf(Starck and
Wells 1990: 554) "schlaff, lassig, trage". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, gislaffon "erschlaffen, Mul3e haben, unbeschaftigt sein" (Raven 111967: 138). No cognate verbs
are attested. For nominal base see under slaffen. Therefore an ORG deadjectival verb.
slagezzen "klatschen, haufig schiagen, zittern, pochen" (Raven 1 1963: 190). No cognate verbs
are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *slagatjan (Seebold 1970: 426)
"intensive deverbative with grammatical change from strong verb *slahanan (Seebold 1970:
425) "schlagen" (see under slagan). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
slagan "zerschlagen, zusammenschlagen, klatschen" (Raven II 1967: 138). No cognate verbs
are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form*slagajan (Seebold 1970: 426) class II
deverbative from strong verb *slaganan (Seebold 1970: 425) "schlagen". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG slahan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 426) "schlagen, erschlagen,
schlachten"; OS slahczn St. vb (Seebold 1970: 426) "schlagen, toten"; OFs. slãst. vb, with loss
of medial h' (Seebold 1970: 426) "schlagen, töten, pragen"; OE slëan St. vb, with loss of medial
'h' (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 309) "to strike, beat, stamp, coin (money); forge (weapons);
throw, cast; sting (snake); pitch (tent); strike across (country), dash, break, rush, come quickly;
slay, kill; slaughter; cast into chains"; ON slá St. vb, with loss of medial 'h' (Seebold 1970: 426)
"schiagen, töten, schmieden, treffen; ausschlagen"; Gothic slahan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 425)
"schlagen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-1 ., it"-, zisameneslahtön "zum Opfer, d.h. zu kultischen Zwecken schlachten" (Raven 111967: 139). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG slahta (Starck
and Wells 1990: 556) "Gemetzel, Blutbad, Ermordung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
slapfen "schlagen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 556). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear. Possibly of immitative origin.
slapfon "(impers. +acc. reflex.) schläfern, schlafrig sein" (Raven 111967: 139). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form*slepjajan (Seebold 1970: 434)
class II deverbative from strong verb *slepanan (Seebold 1970: 434) "schlafen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG slafan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 434) "schiafen"; OS slapan
St. vb (Seebold 1970: 434) "schlafen"; OFs. slepa St. vb (Seebold 1970: 434) "schlafen"; OE
slãpan, sicipan, slipan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 309) "to sleep; be benumbed,
motionless, inactive; lie with; rest in the grave, die"; Gothic slepan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 434)
"schlafen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
*sleh_sprahhon, slehsprahhonto "schmeichlerisch" (Raven 111967: 138). No cognate verbs are
attested. cf. OHG sleht, sliht with loss of final -t in compounded form (Starck and Wells 1990:
557) "glatt, eben, sanft"; cf. OHG sprahhãn II (Raven 111967: 143) "sprechen". Therefore an
OHG prefix formation (occuring only in adverbial present participle form).
s1efen "gleiten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 557). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs.
slëpa I (Seebold 1970: 429) "schleifen, schleppen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*slaipejan "to cause to slide, drag", causative deverbative from strong verb *sleipanan (Seebold
1970: 429) "schleifen" (see under slipfen). Therefore a WGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-
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sleizzen "zUchten, zerreillen, spalten, rupfen" (Raven 11963: 190). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE sicitan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 309) "to bait (a boar), hunt with dogs",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *slaitejan (Seebold 1970: 430) class I deverbative
formation from strong verb *sleitanan (Seebold 1970: 430) "zerreif3en". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG slizan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 560) 'aufschneiden,
zerfleischen, zerreil3en"; OS slilan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 430) "schleiBen, spalten"; OFs. slila st.
vb (Seebold 1970: 430) "abtragen, ungultig erklären, einreil3en, ausreiBen"; OE slitan st. vb
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 310) "to slit, tear, split, shiver, rend to pieces, divide; bite, sting,
wound; backbite"; ON silta St. vb (Seebold 1970: 430) "reiBen, brechen, vernichten, zerreiflen".
Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, zislengen "schleudem" (Raven I 1963: 190). The following cognate verbs are attested: ON
sløngva I (Seebold 1970: 433) "fortschleudern", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*slangwejanan (Seebold 1970: 433) "to sling", causative deverbative formation from strong
verb *slengwanan (Seebold 1970: 432) "gleiten". This strong verb is attested in the following:
OHG slingan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 432) "verfallen, vergehen"; MLG slingen St. vb (Seebold
1970: 432) "sich wenden, kriechen"; OE slingan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 310) "to
worm, twist oneself, creep into"; ON slyngva St. vb (Seebold 1970: 432) "schwingen,
schleudem, verschlingen; bespritzen, umspruhen". Therefore a NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firs1ew "sich abharmen, (von Schneiden und vom menschlichen Verstand) sich abstumpfen,
(von Antlitz) sich entthrben d.h. erbiassen, ermatten, erschlaffen, lau, krafilos, welk, matt oder
stumpf werden, hinsiechen" (Raven II 1967: 255). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG slëo (Starck and Wells 1990: 557) "stumpf,
welk, lau". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irslihlalon "(kriechend) schmeicheln, Schmeichelei immer beipflichten" (Raven 111967: 139).
No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under slihten. Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb (formed with I-extension).
slihien "ebnen, glatten, ausgleichen, polieren, gerade machen, schlichten, besanftigen,
(streicheld) beruhigen, durch List gewinnen" (Raven I 1963: 191). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sleht, sliht (Starck and
Wells 1990: 557) "glatt, eben, sanft". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: hi-, gi-, (ingagan-), zisamene-gisliinen "schleimen, schärfen" (Raven I 1963: 191). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG slim (Starck and Wells 1990: 559) "Schleim".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
slipfen "gleiten, fallen, sich neigen" (Raven 11963: 191). cf. OHG slefen I (Starck and Wells
1990: 557). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG slippen (Barnhardt 1988: 1016) "to
glide, slip"; MidEngi slippen (Barnhardt 1988: 1016) "to slip past lightly, quickly or quietly, get
away, escape", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *slippjan intensive gemination
"schlupfen", zero-grade intensive deverbative from from strong verb *sleipanan (Seebold 1970:
429) "schleifen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG sl(an st. vb (Starck and
Wells 1990: 558) "schleifen, gleiten, schlUpfen"; MDu. slipen st. vb (Seebold 1970: 429)
"schleifen"; OFs. slipa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 429) "schleifen". Therefore a WGmc intensive
deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: hi-, gi-, ml-
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sloufen "hineinfligen, hineinbringen, schlupfen machen oder lassen, (einhüllen)" (Raven I
1963: 192). cf. OHG in-slipfen I (Starck and Wells 1990: 561). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS slopian I (Seebold 1970: 436) "losmachen"; OFs. slepa I (Seebold 1970: 436)
"umlegen"; OE slj7pan, sliepan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 310) "to slip (on or off)"; Gothic
af-slaupjan I (Lehmann 1986: 315) "abstreifen, ablegen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*slaupejanan (Seebold 1970: 436) causative deverbative from strong verb *sleupanan (Seebold
1970: 435) "schleichen, schlupfen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
untar-sliofan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 559) "sich einschleichen"; MLG slElpen st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 436) "schleichen"; GE slUpan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 310) "to slip,
glide, move softly"; Gothic sliupan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 435) "schleichen, schlupfen".
Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-gi-, intslUnigen "beschleunigen, eilen, sich beeilen" (Raven I 1963: 192). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *sliunig, *slUnig "eilig,
schleunig" can be reconstructed from: MHG sliunec, sliunic (Kluge 1989: 638) "eilig".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
smähen "im Wert gemindert, wertlos werden" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1542). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG smahi (Kluge 1989: 641)
"klein, gering, verächtlich". Therefore an ORG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, gismahlihhën "gemein, verachtlich oder wertlos werden" (Raven 111967: 256). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG smahlili (Starck and
Wells 1990: 561) "verächtlich, gering, unbedeutend". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir*smãl,tãn "hungern, vor Entbehrung dahinsiechen". MHG ver-smachten (Pfeifer III 1989:
1542) "Hunger und Durst leiden". The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG smachten
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1542) "hungern, hunger leiden, vor Entbehrung dahinsiechen", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *smãl'zt4ian "hungern, vergehen, dahinschwinden". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: ORG *smffht "Entbehrung, Hunger"; MHG smacht
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1542) "Geruch, das Schmachten, Verschmachten, hoher Grad von Hunger und
Durst"; MLG smacht (Pfeifer III 1989: 1542) "Entbehrung, entkräftender Hunger", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *smahta "Entbehrung, entkräftender Hunger"; cf. OHG smah
(Starck and Wells 1990: 561) "unbeträchtlich, klein". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gismak'i "schmecken" (Kluge 1989: 642). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG smac (Starck and Wells 1990: 561) "Geschmack".
Therefore an ORG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gismeckarOn "verfeinern, elegant einrichten, ausbilden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 562). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG smeckar
(Starck and Wells 1990: 562) "geschmackvoll, elegant, fein". Therefore an OHG deadjectival
verb.
smecken "kosten, schmecken, den Geschmack wovon empfmden" (Raven I 1963: 192). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. smekka, smetza I (Kluge 1989: 642) "schmecken,
kosten"; OE smceccan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 310) "to taste", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sma/c/qjan intensive gemination? "to taste". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG smac (Kiuge 1989: 642) "Geschmack"; OE smcc (Clark Hall
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arid Meritt 1969: 310) "smack, taste; scent, odour", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*smakkaz intensive gemination? (Kluge 1989: 642) "Geschmack". Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-.
sineizen "schmelzen, zerlassen, ausläutern, 'Wein verdauen' = nUchtern werden" (Raven I 1963:
193). No cognate verbs are attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *smaltjan
class I deverbative from strong verb *smeltanan ( Seebold 1970: 438) "schmelzen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG smeizan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 562) "flussig
machen, schmelzen, zerlassen, ausläutern, liebkosend beschwichtigen"; OS smeizan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 438) "schmelzen"; Modern West Fs. smelte st. vb (Seebold 1970: 438)
"schmelzen"; OSwed. smc1ta st. vb (Seebold 1970: 438) "schmelzen". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, i-, zismidãn "anfertigen, bauen, schmieden" (Raven 111967: 139). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS smithön II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1547) "schmieden"; OE smióian II (Pfeifer III 1989:
1547) "to forge, fabricate, design"; Gothic ga-smion II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1547) "(durch
Schmieden) bewirken", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *smibjanan "schmieden". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG smid (Kluge 1989: 643) "Schmied"; OS
smith (Kiuge 1989: 643) "Schmied"; OFs. smith (Kluge 1989: 643) "Schmied"; OE smM (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 312) "handicraftsman, smith, blacksmith, armourer"; ON smiór (Kiuge
1989: 643) "smith, handworker, artist dealing with wood and metal"; Gothic aiza-smiba (Kiuge
1989: 643) "coppersmith", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *smij,az "smith". Therefore a
Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, gismie1i "lächeln" (Raven 111967: 256). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. Swed. smila different
ablaut grade (Barnhart 1988: 1023) "to smile". cf. NE to smile probably loan word from
Scandinavian (Barnhart 1988: 1023). We can therefore reconstruct a *smeulan "to smile". The
derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is best seen as an 'l'-extension, deriving ultimately
from the IE I*(s)mi_, *(s),nei_ (Barnhart 1988: 1023), I* (s)meu_ (Pfeifer III 1989: 1549) "to
smile", from which base the following may be also derived: Skt smayate (Barnhart 1988: 1023)
"he smiles"; Greek t&o, u5w (Barnhart 1988: 1023) "I smile"; Latin mirari(Barnhart
1988: 1023) "to wonder, be surprised"; OCS smati se (Barnhart 1988: 1023) "to laugh";
Latvian smiët (Barnhart 1988: 1023) "to ridicule"; Toch.A smi- (Barnhart 1988: 1023) "to
smile". As none of the forms attested in the above IE languages are formed with a liquid
extension, such an extension must be a later formation. The verb cannot, therefore, be regarded
as pre-Gmc. Therefore an OHG verb (formed with 'l'-extension), the derivational pattern of
which is unclear.
smierën "fröhlich sein, lächeln" (Raven 111967: 256). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
reconstruct a possible earlier form *smeuran "to smile". For the derivational profile of this
verb see under smielën. Therefore an OHG verb (formed with 'r'-extension), the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
smieron "frohlich sein, Iacheln" (Raven 111967: 139). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
reconstruct a possible earlier form *smeur7jan "to smile". For the derivational profile of this
verb see under smielën. Therefore an OHG verb (formed with r'-extension), the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
smirwen "schmieren, einfetten, salben" (Raven I 1963: 322). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG, MDu. smeren (de Vries 1962: 521) "schmieren"; OE smieran, smirwan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 311) "to smear, annoint, salve"; ON smyrja I (de Vries 1962: 521)
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"schmieren, salben", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *smer-w?/anan (Kluge 1989:
643) "schmieren". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG smero, smer
(Starck and Wells 1990: 562) "Schmiere, Schmalz, Schmer"; OS smero (Kluge 1989: 643)
"Schmiere, Schmalz, Schmer"; OFs. smere (Kluge 1989: 643) "Eiter, Schmiere"; OE smeoru,
smeru (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 311) "anointment, fat, grease; lard, tallow, suet"; ON smjor
(Kiuge 1989: 643) "Butter, Fett", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *smerwaz (Kiuge
1989: 643) "Fett". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi*smjzen "schmitzen". MHG smitzen (Lexer II 1876: 1016) "schmitzen". No cognate verbs are
attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *smittjan intensive gemination, intensive
deverbative formation from strong verb *smeitanan (Seebold 1970: 437) "schmeiBen". This
strong verb attested in the following: OHG smizan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 437) "bestreichen;
beflecken, besudeln, entweihen, anstecken"; OS bi-smittan st. vb preterite participle (Seebold
1970: 437); OFs. smila st. vb (Seebold 1970: 437) "schmeil3en, werfen"; OE smftan st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 437) "to besmut, defile, dirty, contaminate"; Gothic bi-smait st. vb preterite sg.
(Seebold 1970: 437) "beschmieren, bestreichen". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisnabulãn, snabalön "das Futtersuchen von Vogeln = durchstobem" (Raven 111967: 139). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG snabul
(Starck and Wells 1990: 564) "Schnabel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
*snarhön "schnarchen". MHG snarchen (Kiuge 1989: 645) "schnarchen". The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG snarken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1553) "schnarchen"; Swed. snarka
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1553) "schnarchen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *snark4ianan
"schnarchen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It appears to derive ultimately
from lB *(s)nerg- (Pokomy 11959: 975) g-extension to IE \J*(s)ner- *(s)nur_ (Pokorny 11959:
975) "murren, knurren (schallnachahmend)", from which base the following may be derived:
MHG snarren (Pokorny 11959: 975) "schnarren; schwatzen"; Lith. niIirniu, niurnéti (Pokorny I
1959: 975) "brummen, knurren"; Greek vopcv (Pokorny 11959: 975). The gutteral extension
of this verb is not attested in the IE forms given above and thus represents a Gmc or NWGmc
innovation. The verb cannot, therefore, be considered pre-Gmc. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisnei!en "beschneiden" (Seebold 1970: 443). cf. OHG *snizzen I; OHG snitön II; The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE snffdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 312) "to cut, slice, lop off,
hew"; ON sncëóa I (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden, spalten; sticheln", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *snaióejanan (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden", class I deverbative
formation from strong verb *sneij,anan (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG snidan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden, mähen, ernten,
milen"; OS sniôan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden"; OFs. snilha st. vb (Seebold 1970:
443) "schneiden"; OE snióan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 312) "to cut, lance; cut off,
amputate; hew down, slay, kill; mow, reap"; ON sniôa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 443) "abschneiden,
berauben"; Gothic sneiban St. vb (Seebold 1970: 443) "ernten". Therefore a NWGmc
deverbative formation.
snellën "stark oder kraftig sein, lebendig sich regen, leben" (Raven 111967: 256). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG snel (Starck and
Wells 1990: 564) "schnell, hitzig, flunk, behend". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
snepflizzen "schlucksen, schluchzen" (Raven I 1963: 193). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear. This verb appears to be an intensive deverbative from an earlier verb
belonging to the Gmc onomatapoeic complex based on an initial 'sn- consonant cluster. The
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essential meaning centered on this complex was that of noises produced by the nose, sneezing,
sniffling, snot etc. Compare the similar onomatapoeic complex with initial fn- (see under
fnattan). This onomatapoeic base served as the highly productive root for a large number of
derivations. The vocalism of these derivations was varied frequently according to quantity or
quality for an expressive or onomatapoeic effect. These derivations also employed numerous
consonant extensions, often with expressive or intensive gemination or devoicing. The fluidity
and expressive nature of this complex makes identifying precise phonological relations difficult.
The derivations based on this root should therefore be seen as belonging together only loosely.
The following are examples of derivations, showing the productivity of this complex: MHG
snilben (Kluge 1989: 646) "schnarchen, schnauben"; MHG snilen (Kluge 1989: 646)
"schnaufen, keuchend atmen"; Mid.Engl. snffen (Barnhardt 1988: 1026) "to sniff'; Mid.Engl.
snyvelen (Barnhardt 1988: 1026) "to sniffle, run at the nose"; OE snofi (Barnhardt 1988: 1026)
"nasal mucus"; MHG snupfe (Barnhardt 1988: 1026) "head cold"; ON snoppa (Barnhardt 1988:
1026) "snout"; MLG snoppe (Barnhardt 1988: 1026) "nasal mucus"; OE ge-snot (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 313) "nasal mucus"; Swed. snyta (Pfeifer III 1989: 1551) "Rotz,
Nasenschleim"; OHG snuz (Starck and Wells 1990: 567) "Rotz, Nasenschleim"; OHG snen I
(Starck and Wells 1990: 567) "(aus)sclmeuzen, schnaufen, schnarchen, sich die Nase putzen";
OHG snabul (Pfeifer III 1989: 1551) "Schnabel, RUssel". This Gmc complex may possibly have
its ultimate origin in IE J*snff-, *sn(t_), *snu_, *sn_eu, *sn_et (Pokomy 11956: 971) "flie!3en,
Feuchtigkeit", but this is by no means certain. Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
snitãn "abschneiden (?)" (Raven II 1967: 140). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form*snióojan ( Seebold 1970: 443) ablaut zero-grade class II deverbative from strong verb *sneibanan (Seebold 1970: 443) "schneiden" (see under sneiten). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
sniumen "(?) beschleunigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 566). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OLF gi-sniumian I (Heyne 1867: 164) "eilen"; Gothic sniumjan I (Lehmann 1986:
317) "to hurry", which allows u to reconstruct a Gmc *sneumUanan "to hurry, hasten". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sniumi (Starck and Wells 1990: 566)
"schnell, rasch, schlau"; OS sniumo adv. (Heyne 1905: 326) "fast"; OE snëome adv. (Sweet
1911: 157) "fast, quick", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *sneumaz adj., adv. "fast,
quick". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
sniumön "beschleunigen, eilen" (Raven II 1967: 140). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under sniumen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir*snjen "schnitzen". MHG snizzen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1558) "schnitzen". No cognate verbs are
attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form*snittjan intensive gemination (Seebold
1970: 444) ablaut zero-grade intensive deverbative from strong verb *sneij,anan (Seebold 1970:
443) "schneiden" (see under sneiten). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: mlsnopflzzen "aufseufzen, schluchzen" (Raven 1 1963: 193). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology uncertain. Probably an abalut zero-grade intensive deverbative from the Gmc
complex centered on 'Sn-' (see under snepflizzen). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
snilden "schnauben, Uber den Sturz oder das Ungluck eines Menschen frohlocken, d.h. ihn
spotten oder verachten, verhohnen" (Raven I 1963: 193). No cognate verbs are attested. The
derivational pattern and etymology of this verb are uncertain. It probably derives from the Gmc
complex centered on 'sn- (see under snepflizzen). Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: Uz-
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snupflizzen "schluchzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 567). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology uncertain. Probably an abalut zero-grade intensive deverbative from the Gmc
complex centered on 'sn- (see under snepflizzen). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
snUzen "(aus)schneuzen, schnaufen, schnarchen, sich die Nase putzen" (Raven I 1963: 194).
The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. snuten (Kluge 1989: 648) "schneuzen";
OE sny7an I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 3130 "to blow the nose"; ON snjta I (de Vries 1962:
527) "sich schneuzen; betrUgen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *snihjanan
"(aus)schneuzen". The derivational pattern and etymology of this verb are uncertain. It probably
derives from the Gmc complex centered on 'sn- (see under snepflizzen). Therefore a NWGmc
verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: izsoffon, sofan "einbalsarnieren, wUrzen" (Raven II 1967: 140). The following cognate verbs are
attested: Gothic supon II (Lehrnann 1986: 331) "to salt, season", which allows us to reconstruct
a Gmc *supjanan "in gewurzte BrUhe eintauchen". The derivational pattern of this verb is
unclear. It derives from a Gmc group which has its ultimate origin in IE *seup-, *seub(Pokorny I 1959: 913) "saufen, trinken". This Gmc group to which the verb belongs is
extremely complex, and the relationship of some of the words to the others unclear. Perhaps the
most convincing etymology is to view *supjanan as a Gmc denominative from a Gmc noun
*supö (Lehmann 1986: 331) "seasoned brew, soup". This is, however, by no means certain, as
evidence to allow for the reconstruction of such a noun is limited and unclear. The noun might
be attested in OHG ga-sofo (Lehmann 1986: 331) "drink"; OE sopa (Robert 1989: 1844)
"draught, sup"; ON sopi (Zoega 1910: 395) "small draught, mouthful". Compare also the
following: OE soppe with gemination (Lehmann 1986: 331) "softened morsel"; ON soppa with
gernination (Lehmann 1986: 331) "wine, soup"; Norw.(dial.) soppa with gemination (Lehmann
1986: 331) "milk with softened morsels". The verb may, however, be pre-Gmc and derive from
an IE *seup, *seub- (Pokorny I 1959: 913) which base is attested in the following: OHG sE7fan
St. vb (Pokomy 11959: 913) "schlUrfen, trinken, saufen"; Skt silpa- (Pokomy 11959: 913)
"Bruhe, Suppe". Evidence to allow for a primary status for this verb is, however, insufficient.
Therefore a Grnc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
solagon "besudeln, sich in der Suhle walzen" (Raven II 1967: 140). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG solag (Starck and Wells
1990: 568) "kotig, schmutzig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisolãn "sich im Kote (des Schweinsieles) wälzen, (be)sudeln, besudelt werden" (Raven II 1967:
140). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE solian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 313)
"to soil, become defiled", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *su1jan "sudeln, besudeln".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG so!, sul (Starck and Wells 1990:
568) "Suhle"; OE so! (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 313) "mud, wet sand, wallowing-place,
slough", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sula "Suhle". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisorg'z "(+gen. rei) in Unruhe um die Zukunft sein, in angstlicher Besorgnis sein, in Sorge sein,
sorgen, sich kUmmern, seufzen, besorgt oder bekummert sein (urn), angstlich, angstvoll,
verdachtig, Achtsamkeit" (Raven 111967: 256). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
sorgon II, originally class III? (Pfeifer III 1989: 1655). OE sorgian II, originally class III?
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1655) "to sorrow, care, grieve, be sorry for, be anxious about"; ON syrgja I,
originally class III? (Pfeifer III 1989: 1655) "sorgen"; Gothic saurgan III (Pfeifer III 1989:
1655) "to be worried, care", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *surganan "to sorrow, be
worried, have cares". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sorga (Starck
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and Wells 1990: 568) "Sorge, Besorgnis, Unruhe"; OS sor(a)ga (Kluge 1989: 680) "Sorge"; OE
sorh, sorg (Clark Hal! and Meritt 1969: 313) "sorrow, pain, grief, trouble, care, distress,
anxiety"; ON sorg (Kluge 1989: 680) "Sorge, Trauer"; Gothic saurga (Kluge 1989: 680) "care,
sorrow", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *surgö "sorrow, care". Therefore a Gmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,forasoufen "(er)saufen, versenken, ertränken" (Raven I 1963: 194). cf. OHG supfen I (Raven I
1963: 218). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *saupejan
(Seebold 1970: 400) "ersäufen, versinken", causative deverbative from strong verb *sUpanan
(Seebold 1970: 399) "saufen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG sElfan st. vb
(Starck and Wells 1990: 605) "saufen, schlurfen, schopfen"; MLG supen St. vb (Seebold 1970:
400) "saufen, schlurfen, trinken, ertrinken"; OFs. silpa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 400) "saufen"; OE
sãpan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 327) "to swallow, sip, taste, sup, drink"; ON silpa St.
vb (Seebold 1970: 399) "saufen". Therefore an OHG causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, (nh-)bi-, umbisougen "saugen, nähren" (Raven I 1963: 194). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
sagian (Kluge 1989: 619), which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *saugejan (Seebold 1970:
398) "säugen", causative deverbative from strong verb *sfiganan (Seebold 1970: 398) "saugen".
This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG sUgan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 398) "saugen";
OS sagan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 398) "saugen"; OE sügan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
325) "to suck, suck in"; ON szga st. vb (Seebold 1970: 398) "saugen". Therefore a WGmc
causative deverbative.
*soumen "belasten, mit einem Saum versehen, als Saum auf Saumtiere legen". MHG soumen
(Lexer 111876: 1061) "als Saum auf Saumtiere legen und fortschaffen". The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS and-sãmjan I (Starck and Wells 1990: 570) "den Saumsattel abnehemn";
QE sieman I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 305) "to load, burden", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc saum/an "to load, burden, put a pack or harness on a beast of burden".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG soum (Starck and Wells 1990: 569)
"Burde, Last"; OS söm (Starck and Wells 1990: 569) "Burde, Last"; OE seam (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 569) "load, burden; bag; harness of a beast of burden", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sauma "harness of a beast of burden, load, burden" <Vulgar Latin sauma
(Kluge 1989: 620) "Packsattel" < Latin sauma (Kiuge 1989: 620) "Packsattel". Therefore a
WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: intspan an "anlocken" (Seebold 1970: 449). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a
possible earlier form *sparn7jan (Seebold 1970: 449) class II deverbative formation from strong
verb *spananan (Seebold 1970: 449) "locken" (see under spennen). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
spari "(+acc. pers. vel rei, +acc. rei et dat. pers.) aufrecht oder lebendig erhalten, aufschieben
(bis zu), aufsparen (bis), versparen, verschonen, hinhalten, uberlassen" (Raven II 1967: 257).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OS sparan II (Kluge 1989: 682) "sparen, schonen";
OFs. sparia II (Kluge 1989: 682) "sparen, schonen"; OE sparian II (Kluge 1989: 682) "to spare,
be indulgent or merciful to, save; to use sparingly, not to use; forbear, abstain from"; ON spara
(Kluge 1989: 682) "sparen, schonen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sparejanan
(Kluge 1989: 682) "sparen, schonen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG spar (Barnhart 1988: 1041) "sparsam"; OE spcer (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 314)
"sparing, frugal"; ON sparr (Barnhart 1988: 1041) "sparsam, karg", which allows us to
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reconstruct a NWGmc *sparaz (Barnhart 1988: 1041) "sparing, frugal". Therefore a NWGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gispehãn, spioliãn "aufpassen, (er)spahen, (aus)kundschaften" (Raven II 1967: 141). The
following cognate verbs are attested: MLG speen, spei(g)en (Kluge 1989: 681) "spahen"; MDu.
spien (Kluge 1989: 681) "spihen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *speh4ian
"spahen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an
IE 'J*spek (Pokorny 11959: 984) "spahen, scharfhinsehen", from which base the following
may also be derived: Latin specere (Pokorny I 1959: 984) "sehen"; Greek KèittoJtat with
metathesis (Pokorny 11959: 984) "ich schaue"; Skt pa.yati with loss of initial 's-' (Pokomy I
1959: 984) "sieht"; Avestan spasyeiti (Pokorny I 1959: 984) "spaht". Despite the fact that
attested forms of the verb are confined to WGmc, these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence
to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irspennen "reizen, (ver)locken, verfdhren, betrugen, uberreden" (Raven I 1963: 322). cf. OHG
spanan II (Seebold 1970: 449). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. spenen,
spennen (de Vries 1962: 533) "ziehen, leiten, verlocken, uberreden"; OE *for_spennan "to
entice, seduce, lead astray" can be reconstructed from the nomen post verbalum for-spennen,
for-spenning (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 132) "enticemant, seduction, evil attraction"; ON
spenja I (de Vries 1962: 533) "ziehen, leiten, verlocken, Uberreden", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *spanejanan (Seebold 1970: 449) class I deverbative formation from
strong verb *spananan (Seebold 1970: 449) "locken". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG spanan St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 570) "verlocken, anraten, zureden"; OS
spanan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 449) "antreiben, locken"; OFs. spona present only (Seebold 1970:
449) "verleiten, verlocken"; OE spanan St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 314) "to draw on,
allure, seduce, mislead, persuade, instigate". Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, intspentön "(+acc rei et dat pers.) (als Geschenk) austeilen, aufwenden, (hin)geben, schenken, bekanntmachen, spenden" (Raven II 1967: 141). No cognate verbs are attested, but cf. OE
ã-spendan I (Kluge 1989: 685). Loan verb <Medieval Latin spendere (Kluge 1989: 685) "ausgeben, verausgeben" <Latin expendere (Kluge 1989: 685) "abwagen, ausgeben". Therefore an
OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-,fora-gi-, gi-, irsperon, gi-sperat- "mit Lanzen bewaffnet, Lanzknecht oder lanzentrager" (Raven 111967: 142).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OE sperod preterite participle (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 315) "armed with a spear", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *speradaz "armed or
equipped with a spear". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sper (Kluge
1989: 684) "Speer, Wurfspiel3, Lanze"; OS sper (Kluge 1989: 684) "Speer"; OFs. sper(e), spin
(Kluge 1989: 684) "Speer"; OE spere, spe(o)ru (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 315) "spear,
javelin, lance"; ON spjor p1. (Kluge 1989: 684) "Speer", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *sperun (Kluge 1989: 684) "Speer". Therefore an OHG denominative preterite
participle construction.
sperren "sperren, schliel3en" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1669). The following cognate verbs are attested:
MLG spa-en, sperren (Pfeifer III 1989: 1669) "verschliel3en, ausdehnen"; MDu. sperren
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1669) "verschliel3en, ausdehnen"; ON sperra I (de Vries 1962: 534) "mit
Sparren versehen; Balken aufrichten; spreizen, Beine spreizen (wie die Sparren auf dem Dach);
verhindern"; Swed. sperra (Pfeifer III 1989: 1669) "verschliel3en"; cf. OE gesparrian II (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 315) "to shut, bar", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*spar(r)/anan "sperren, verhindern, schliel3en". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG sparro (Kiuge 1989: 683) "Sparren"; OS sparro (Kluge 1989: 683)
"Sparren"; Mid.Engl sparre (de Vries 1962: 532) "Balken"; ON sparri (de Vries 1962: 532)
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"Sparren, Balken, Pflock", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *spar(r)Un (Kluge 1989:
683) "Sparren, Balken". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, in-bi-, ml-, ir-, widarsperzibeinön "die Beine spreizen (von Vogeln), austreten (von Gewässern)" (Raven II 1967:
142). No cognate verbs are attested. Probably a derivative from an unattested compound
adjective *sperzibeina "spread-legged, with spread legs, bandy-legged", this from forms see in:
Swiss (dial.) sperzen (Schade 111882: 851) "zappein"; LG spartein (Schade II 1882: 851)
"zappeln"; OHG bein (Starck and Wells 1990: 44) "Bein, Knochen". Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
spilaworton "(vor Freude) viel reden" (Raven 111967: 142). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spilawort (Starck and Wells 1990: 575)
"torichtes Reden". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
spilden "verderben, veroden, töten, verbrauchen, verschwenderisch" (Raven I 1963: 195). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS spildian I (de Vries 1962: 535) "töten"; OE spildan I,
spillan I, with assimilation of'd' to 'I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 315) "to destroy, waste, ruin,
mutilate, kill, waste; spill (blood)"; ON spilla, spella 1, with assimilation of 'd' to 'I' (de Vries
1962: 535) "vernichten, verderben, entweihen, töten", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*spelj/anan "to destroy, ruin, waste". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OE spud (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 315) "annihilation, ruin"; ON spj all, spell with
assimilation of 'd' to '1' (de Vries 1962: 536) "Vernichtung, Schaden", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *spelJ,jaz, *speljan "annihilation, ruin, destruction". cf. OHG spud
(Starck and Wells 1990: 575) "verschwenderisch, freigebig"; cf. OS spildi (Starck and Wells
1990: 575) "verschwenderisch, freigebig". Therefore aNWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, gi-, irspilon "(vor Freude) hupfen, zappeln, (vom Lichte) glitzem oder funkeln, Scherz treiben, (auf
einem Instrument) spielen, Zeit vergeuden, frohiocken" (Raven 111967: 142). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS spilan II (Kiuge 1989: 687). OE spilian II probably loan verb
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1672) "to play", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *spiljan, *spel 4/an
"spielen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spil (Starck and Wells
1990: 574) "Schau, Schauspiel, Instrumentenspiel"; OS spil (Pfeifer III 1989: 1672). OFs. spil,
spel, spilia (Kluge 1989: 687), which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *spilan, *spelan "Tanz,
Zeitvertreib". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: miti-, zuospirdaren "stemmen, stutzen, emporsteigen, sich zu etwas anmachen" (Raven I 1963: 196). No
cognate verbs are attested. Etymology obscure. It is possibly an extended form which derives
from an unattested Gmc or pre-Gmc base which in turn has its origin in IE /*(s)per- (Pokorny I
1956: 990) "Sparren; Stange, Speer; mit Sparren verspreizen, stiitzen, stemmen, sich sperren",
from which base the following may also be derived: Latin sparus, sparum (Pokorny I 1956:
990) "kurzer Speer des Landvoikes als Jagd- und durftige Kriegswaffe"; OHG sper (Pokorny I
1956: 991) "Speer"; OHG sparro (Pokorny I 1956: 990) "Sparren, Balken"; Latin panes
(Pokorny 11956: 991) "Wand"; OCS podbpbro (Pokomy 11956: 991) "stUtzen"; OCS zapreti
(Pokomy 11956: 991) "schliel3en". This etymology is not, however, entirely convincing. There
are no data to allow this verb to belong to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore an OHG verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, ingagan-, widar-, zuospiwizzen "(aus)speien" (Raven 1 1963: 196). No cognate verbs are attested. Class I intensive
deverbative from strong verb *speiwanan (Seebold 1970: 450) "speien". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG spivan, spian St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 577) "sich erbrechen, speien"; OS spiwun preterite participle (Seebold 1970: 451) "speien"; OFs. spia St. vb
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(Seebold 1970: 451) "speien"; OE spiivan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 316) "to spit, spit
out, spew, vomit"; ON spjja st. vb (Seebold 1970: 450) "speien"; Gothic speiwan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 450) "speien, anspeien". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
spiwizzOn "wiederholt spuken" (Starck and Wells 1990: 577). No cognate verbs are attested.
Class II intensive deverbative from strong verb *speiwanan (Seebold 1970: 450) "speien" (see
under spiwizzen). The verb may alternatively, however, be a class II deverbative from the class I
verb, having undergone a staightforward change of class. Therefore an OHG intensive
deverbative.
spizzen "schrfen, spitzen, spitz machen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 577). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spizzi (Starck and Wells
1990: 577) "spitz, zugespitzt". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zispizzön "zuspitzen, spitz machen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 557). No cognate verbs are attested.
For nominal base see under spizzen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
spolken "herauspressen oder -sturzen" (Raven I 1963: 196). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear.
spornon, spurn on "spomen, mit FUl3en treten oder stof3en, betreten, mit der Ferse ausschlagen,
mit den Beinen strampein, sich sträuben gegen" (Raven 111967: 143). cf. OHG spurnen I
(Raven I 1963: 199). No cognate verbs are attested. As cognate verbs in the other Gmc
languages belong with the class I verb, this verb is best regarded as a class II deverbative from
the earlier class I verb. Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
sporon "mit Fui3en (zer)treten, schUtteln, machen" (Raven 111967: 143). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *spurjan with loss of nasal suffix (Seebold
1970: 454) class II deverbative from strong verb *spurnan with nasal suffix (Seebold 1970:
453) "treten" (see under spurn en). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: widarspottOn, spotOn "Hohn oder Gespött treiben, auslachen, verhöhnen, verspotten, sich freuen,
guter Dinge sein, (= gen.) Spal3 machen oder scherzen" (Raven 111967: 143). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. spotten (Pfeifer III 1989: 1680). OFs. spottia II (de
Vries 1962: 537). ON spotta II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1680) "verhohnen"; Swed. spotta (Pfeifer III
1989: 1680) "speien, spucken", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *spubAbjanan
intensive gemination "spotten, verhohnen; jemandem anspucken als Zeichen der Verachtung".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spot (Pfeifer III 1989: 1680)
"Spott"; OS spott (Pfeifer III 1989: 1680) "Spott"; OFs. spott (Kluge 1989: 690) "Spott, Hohn";
ON spott, spottr (Pfeifer III 1989: 1680) "Spott, Hohn", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *spu4bbaz intensive gemination (Kluge 1989: 690) "Spott". Possibly an intensive
formation from the strong verb *speiwanan (Seebold 1970: 448) "speien" (see under
spiwizzen). Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gisprahhOn "beraten, Gesprach haben" (Raven II 1967: 143). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sprahha (Starck and Wells 1990: 578)
"Sprache, Rede, das Sprechen". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,foraspran gUn "(auf)springen, dauernd springen oder hüpfen, vor Freude Sprunge machen, quellen,
pulsieren" (Raven II 1967: 144). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible
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earlier form *sprangjan (Seebold 1970: 457) class II frequentative / continuative deverbative
from strong verb *sprenganan (Seebold 1970: 457) "springen" (see under sprengen). Therefore
an OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ubar-, lizspratallin "zappein, lebendig sein, (vom Herz und den Eingeweiden) schiagen, pulsieren,
zittern, (ubtr.) (vom Haupthaar) wohlriechend" (Raven II 1967: 144). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *sprata1jan "zappeln, zittern", probably a
class II deverbative formed with 1-extension from an earlier non-extended verb (which is otherwise unattested) which derives ultimately from IE I*(s)p(h)erd(h), *('s)p(h)red('h)_ (Pokorny I
1959: 995) "zucken, springen", from which base the following may be derived: ON spraôka II
(Pokorny 11959: 995) "zappein"; Greek axipoIçw (Pokorny 11959: 995) "ich springe auf,
zapple, bin heftig bewegt"; Skt spardhate, spurdhati (Pokomy I 1959: 995) "wetteifern,
kampfen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation (formed with 1-extension).
sprehhlin "(mit Wortern) anfachen" (Raven 111967: 144). No cognate verbs are attested. We
can reconstruct a possible earlier form *sprekjan (Seebold 1970: 456) class II deverbative
from strong verb *sprekanan (Seebold 1970: 455) "sprechen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG sprehhan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 456) "sprechen, reden, sagen"; OS sprekan st.
vb (Seebold 1970: 456) "sprechen, reden"; OFs. spreka st. vb (Seebold 1970: 456) "sprechen,
behaupten, klagen"; OE spreka st. vb (Seebold 1970: 456) "to speak, say, make a speech".
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, hintarspreiten "ausbreiten, auseinanderbreiten, ausstreuen, entfalten, unordentlich wachsen, lose und
lockig herabhangen (des Haares), offen, Vorhang" (Raven 11963: 196). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. spreiden (Kluge 1989: 691) "ausbreiten"; OE spr&dan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 316) "to spread; stretch forth, extend"; OSwed. spréda I (Kiuge 1989:
691) "ausbreiten", which allows i.is to reconstruct a NWGmc *spraidejanan (Kluge 1989: 691)
"to spread, spread out, make stretched", causative of strong verb *spreidanan "to stretch forth,
spread, extend". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG spritan st. vb (Starck and
Wells 1990: 581) "ausbreiten, umherschweifen, ausspannen". Therefore a NWGmc causative
deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, nidar-, ingagan-, zi(r)-,
sprengen "springen machen oder lasssen (zum Beispiel) Wasser, Steine, em Pferd - daher
galoppieren - das Pferd (= obj.) wird ausgelassen, (be-)spritzen, herabtriefen" (Raven 11963:
197). cf. OHG sprangön II; OHG sprungez:en I; The following cognate verbs are attested:
MLG MDu. sprengen (Kluge 1989: 691)"sprengen, springerl machen oder lasssen"; OFs.
sprendza I (Kiuge 1989: 691)"sprengen, springen machen oder lasssen"; OE sprengan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 316) "to scatter, strew, sprinkle, sow; spring, break, burst, split"; ON
sprengja I (Kluge 1989: 691) "sprengen, laufen machen, springen lassen", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *sprangejanan (Seebold 1970: 457) "sprengen", causative deverbative
from strong verb *sprenganan (Seebold 1970: 457) "springen". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG springan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 580) "aufspringen, springen,
aufspringen, emporrichten"; OS springan st. vb (Kiuge 1989: 691) "springen, aufspringen,
emporrichten"; OFs. springa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 457) "springen"; OE springan St. vb (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 317) "to jump, leap, spring, burst forth, rise; spread, be diffused, grow;
want, lack"; ON springa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 457) "springen, rermen, bersten". Therefore a
NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, ir-, seiten-, liz-, zisprenzen "stUtzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 580). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
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springon "hervorschiel3en" (Starck and Wells 1990: 581). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *spring attested in urspring (Seebold
1970: 457) "Queue". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
spriuzzen "spreizen, sich stemmen oder stützen, unterstUtzen, sich fest daran klammern,
aufrecht oder emporhalten, strotzen, saftig werden, spriel3en, stopfen, geschwollen sein" (Raven
I 1963: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG spriuza (Starck and Wells 1990: 581) "Stange". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irsprizzalon "(Brennholz) spalten oder splitern" (Raven II 1967: 144). No cognate verbs are
attested. This verb possibly has dissimilation of'l' to 'r', which would enable us to reconstruct an
earlier form *sp1ittaljan intensive gemination "spalten". This, in turn, a class H ablaut
zero-grade deverbative (formed with 1-extension) from strong verb *spleitanan (Seebold 1970:
454) "spalten". This strong verb is attested in the following: MHG spLeen st. vb (Seebold 1970:
454) "spalten, bersten"; MLG, MDu. spliten st. vb (Seebold 1970: 454) "spalten"; OFs. spifta st.
vb (Seebold 1970: 454) "spalten, spliel3en". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation (formed
with I-extension).
sprungezzen "(vor Freude) dauernd springen, jubein, sich rasch hin und her bewegen, zittern,
hupfen" (Raven I 1963: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an
earlier form *sprungatjan (Seebold 1970: 458) class I zero-grade intensive deverbative from
strong verb *sprenganan (Seebold 1970: 457) "springen" (see under sprengen). Therefore an
OHG intensive deverbative.
spulgen "gewohnt sein, beschliel3en, beabsichtigen, wollen, pflegen, genieBen" (Raven 1 1963:
199). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
spunnen "locken; lactare" (Raven I 1963: 199). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG spunna (Starck and Wells 1990: 581) "fette
Milch, Muttermilch". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
spEJnon "deuten, erklarend sprechen" (Raven II 1967: 144). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gispuoen "von Statten gehen, gediehen, gelingen, glucken" (Raven I 1963: 199). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *sp4ian class I weak deverbative
formation from strong verb *spãanan (Seebold 1970: 455) "gelingen". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OE spãwan st. vb, w-glide a secondary formation (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 316) "to succed, thrive; (inipers.) to profit, avail, help". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*spuoten "gelingen, Erfoig haben". The following cognate verbs are attested: OS spãdian I
(Kluge 1989: 693) "fordern"; OE spec/an I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 315) "to speed, prosper,
succeed", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *spac4jan "to succeed, prosper". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHO spuot (Starck and Wells 1990: 582) "Erfolg,
Fortgang, Wesen"; OS sped (Kluge 1989: 693) "Gelingen"; OE sped (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 315) "luck, success, prosperity; richness, wealth, abundance; opportunity, power, faculty;
speed, quickness", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *spadiz, *spadjaz fern. "to success,
prosperity", abstract formation from strong verb *spaanan (Seebold 1970: 455) "gelingen".
Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi spurien "spUren, nachspUren, die Spur aufsuchen bzw. verfolgen, sich erkundigen, erforschen"
(Raven 11963: 322). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE spyrian II by levelling as
umlaut indicates origin in class I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 317) "to make a track, go, pursue,
travel, journey; follow out, ask about, investigate"; ON spyrja I (Kiuge 1989: 692) "fragen,
erfahren", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *spurUanan (Kluge 1989: 692)
"nachspuren". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spur (Kiuge 1989:
692) "Spur"; MLG, MDu. spor (Kluge 1989: 692) "Spur"; OE spor (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 316) "spoor, track, trail, footprint, trace, vestige"; ON spor (Kluge 1989: 692) "Spur",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *spuran (Kluge 1989: 692) "Spur". Therefore a
NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irspurilãn "auf-, aus-, nachspuren, (mit den Augen) durchsuchen" (Raven II 1967: 145). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG spur
(Starck and Wells 1990: 582) "Spur". Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with
1-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irspurnen "mit dem Fuf3e stol3en, (ver)stoBen, spornen, (zer)treten" (Raven 11963: 199). cf. ORG
spornön II (Raven 111967: 143). cf. OHG sporãn II (Raven 111967: 143). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE spyrnan I (Clark Flail and Meritt 1969: 317) "to stumble"; ON
spyrna I (de Vries 1962: 539) "mit dem FuI3e stollen", which allows us to reconstruct aNWGmc
*spurnjanan, class I deverbative from strong verb *spurnanan formed with nasal suffix
(Seebold 1970: 453) "spornen, treten (mit FuI3en)". This strong verb is attested in the following:
OHGfir-spurnan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 582) "anstoBen, zertreten"; OS spurnan present
only (Seebold 1970: 453) "zu Boden treten"; OFs. spurna present only (Seebold 1970: 453)
"treten"; OE spornan, spurnan St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 317) "to strike against, kick;
spurn, reject"; ON sporna st. vb (Seebold 1970: 453) "treten, fortstol3en". Therefore a NWGmc
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-fir-, bi-,firstabarãn "(von Krautern) im Winde flattern oder zucken, vom Winde hin und hergeweht
werden" (Raven 111967: 145). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
stabãi "steif sein oder werden, (vor Kälte) erstarren, mit Härte" (Raven II 1967: 257). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stab
(Starck and Wells 1990: 583) "Stab, Stock". Therefore an ORG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:Jir-, gi-, irstabãn "(unter Beruhrung des richterlichen Stabes oder nach Anleitung eines schriftlichen
Formulars) zu eigen ubergeben, den Eir versprechen, dringlich auffordern, (beschworen), in em
Amt einsetzen" (Raven 111967: 145). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under
stabën. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irstamalan, stammalön "stammeln, Stammier, sprachlos" (Raven 111967: 146). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. stamelen (Kluge 1989: 694) "stammeln", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *sram(m)(a)1jan "stammeln". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG stam (Starck and Wells 1990: 584) "stammelnd"; OE stam (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 318) "stammering"; ON stamr (Kluge 1989: 694) "stammelnd"; Gothic
stamms (Kluge 1989: 694) "stammelnd", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *stam(m)az
"stammeind". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb (formed with 1-extension).
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stami "stammein" (Raven 111967: 258). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see
under stamalön. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irstammarãn "stammein" (Raven II 1967: 146). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
stamarön II (Kluge 1989: 694). OE stamerian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 318) "to
stammer", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *stam(m)r4ian "stammeln". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: (see under stammalãn). Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb (formed with r-extension).
stampfon "stampfen, kleinstoi3en, (das Korn) zermalmen" (Raven II 1967: 146). cf. MI-IG
stempfen I (Kiuge 1989: 695). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. stampen II
(Kluge 1989: 695). ON stappa (<*stampa) II, with NGmc loss of labial in consonant cluster (de
Vries 1962: 543) "stampfen, zusammenpacken"; Swed. stampa (Pfeifer III 1989: 1694)
"stampfen, treten", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *stampjanan (Kluge 1989: 695)
"stampfen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stamp! (Starck and
Wells 1990: 584) "Keule, Stampfer"; OS stamp (Starck and Wells 1990: 584) "Keule,
Stampfer"; OE pilstampe (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 272) "pestle", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *stampaz (Onions 1966: 862) "pestle, mortar". Alternatively, the verb
may be pre-Gmc, deriving ultimately from IE I*(s)temb_ (Pfeifer III 1989: 1694) "(auf)stampfen, treten, beschimpfen", from which base the following may also be derived: Latin
temnere (Pfeifer III 1989: 1694) "verachten, verschmahen"; Greek a'ri.tl3co (Pfeifer 1111989:
1694) "schUttle unaufhörlich, mii3handle, schmahe"; Skt stamba- (Pfeifer III 1989: 1694)
"(Gras)bilndel". The denominative derivation is, however, to be preferred on semantic grounds.
Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
stapfan "schreiten, (im Schlui3verfahren) weiterschreiten, treten" (Raven II 1967: 146). cf.
OHG stepfen I (Starck and Wells 1990: 591). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG stapf(Starck and Wells 1990: 586) "Ful3stapfe, Schritt".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
starz "starren, stieren, erblicken, ansichtig oder gewahr werden, ansehen, auf jemandem
auflauern" (Raven 111967: 258). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE starian II (Kluge
1989: 696) "to stare, gaze"; ON stara (Kluge 1989: 696) "stieren, starren", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *starejaflafl "to stare". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG starablint (Pokomy 11956: 1022) "starblind"; OE stcerblind (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 318) "stone-blind"; cf. MLG star (Pokomy 11956: 1022) "Starrheit des Auges", which
allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *staraz (Pokorny I 1956: 1022) "star, besonders vom
Auge". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: nidarstarkth "erstarken, stark oder lebenskriftig werden, widerstandsfahig sein oder werden, (von
Krankheiten) arger werden, erstarken, steif sein, sich härten, wachsen oder gedeihen" (Raven II
1967: 258). cf. OHG sterken I (Raven 11963: 203). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE stearcian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 320) "to stiffen, become hard", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *starkjan "to be or become hard". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: Ol-IG starc, starah (Starck and Wells 1990: 586) "stark, kraftig, starr"; OS stark
(Kluge 1989: 696) "stark"; OFs. sterk (Kluge 1989: 696) "stark"; OE stearc (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 320) "stiff, rigid, obstinate; stem, severe, hard; harsh, rough, strong, violent,
impetuous"; ON sterkr, starkr (Kluge 1989: 696) "stark, gesund", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *starkuz (Kluge 1989: 696) "starr, unbeugsarn". Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-
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staten "aufstellen, errichten, an semen Ort bringen, aufhoren machen" (Raven I 1963: 200). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stãti
(Pokorny 11956: 1005) "fest, dauerhaft, stet, unbeweglich, unveränderlich". Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,furi-gi-, gistatigan "befestigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 587). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is

derived from the following nominal base: OHG statig (Starck and Wells 1990: 587) "fest,
standhafi". Therefore an OHG deadjectival . verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gistaton "sich niederlassen, in Sicherheit bringen, stilistehen, (ver)weilen" (Raven 111967: 146).

No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stata
(Starck and Wells 1990: 587) "Gelegenheit, Moglichkeit". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, int-
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steden "lariden, anlanden, anlegen, Schiffe ans Land ziehen oder bringen, festmachen" (Raven I
1963: 323). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG stad (Starck and Wells 1990: 583) "Uferplatz zum Aufstellen der Schiffe, Ufer, Gestade".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, zuo-, zuo-gistegon "betreten, emporsteigen" (Raven II 1967: 147). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stega (Starck and Wells 1990: 588) "Stiege,
Treppe". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
steinen "mit Edelsteinen verzieren oder schmucken, mit Steinen besetzen, mit Perlen versehen"
(Raven 11963: 201). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG st&ien (Lehmann 1986:
321). OE st&nan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 317) "to stone; adorn with precious stones",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *stajnUan "to adorn or set with precious stones". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stein (Starck and Wells 1990: 588)
"Stein, Fels"; OS stën (Kiuge 1989: 699) "Stein"; OFs. sta (Kiuge 1989: 699) "Stein, Fels";
OE stin (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 318) "stone, rock"; ON steinn (Kluge 1989: 699) "Stein,
Edeistein, Steinhaus; Farbe"; Gothic stains (Kiuge 1989: 699) "stone, rock", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *stainaz (Kiuge 1989: 699) "stone, rock". The OE mening of "to stone,
throw stones at" is probably a later development used to translate or gloss Latin lapidibus
obruere "to throw stones at, stone (to death)". Compare the OHG class II steinön "to stone (to
death)". Likewise, Gothic stainjan I (Lehmann 1986: 321) "to stone (to death)", is also probably
an independant formation used to translate the New Testament Greek tOa "I stone to
(death)" We can therefore reconstruct a lithos "stone". Although a common punishment in the
Middle East of the Biblical period, there is no evidence to suggest that stoning to death was a
common punishment among the ancient Germans. There is also an ON class I steina I (de Vries
1962: 546) "malen", but this differs too widely in meaning to be included here. Instead it is to
be considered as a denominative from steinn in the sense of "colour". Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irsteinãn "steinigen" (Raven II 1967: 147). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see
under steinen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
stecken "stechend befestigen, fest heften, kreuzigen, an das Kreuz schiagen" (Raven I 1963:
201). cf. OHG sticken 1; cf. OHG stucken I. The following cognate verbs are attested: OLF
stekkan weak verb? (Heyne 1867: 166) "fest heften, wohin stecken"; Gothic *stakjan "to stake
down, fasten", class I, can be reconstructed from hlekrastakeins (Lehmann 1986: 322)
"Zeltaufschlagen, Laubhuttenfest", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *staJjanan (Seebold
1970: 468) causative deverbative from strong verb *stekanan, *stikanan (Seebold 1970: 467)
"stechen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG stehhan st. vb (Starck and Wells
1990: 588) "stechen, stecken, stol3en"; OS stekan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 467) "stechen"; OFs.
steka st. vb (Seebold 1970: 467) "stecken". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-,furi-, gi-, in-, in-gi-, ubar-, umbisteckãn, stehhön "abtun, beseitigen, stol3en, stupfen, stechen, martern, qualen" (Raven II 1967:
146). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *stekjan, *stekkcjan
intensive gemination? (Seebold 1970: 468) class II intensive deverbative from strong verb
*stekanan, *stikanan (Seebold 1970: 467) "stechen" (see under stecken). Therefore an OHG
intensive deverbative.
stellen "stellen, auf-, feststellen, zum Stehen bringen" (Raven I 1963: 202). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS stellian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1710) "hinstellen"; OE stellan I
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 320) "to place, put, set", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*stallUan "an einem Standort aufstellen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
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OHG stal (Starck and Wells 1990: 584) "Stallung, Stelle, Stand, Standort; Gebaude zum
Einstellen von Vieh"; MLG, MDu. stal (Kluge 1989: 694) "Stand, Stelle, Stellung"; OFs. stal
(Barnhardt 1988: 1058) "stall"; OE steall (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 319) "standing place,
position, state; stall (for cattle), stable"; ON stalir (Kluge 1989: 694) "Sockel, Krippe, GerUst,
Altar; Stall", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *stallaz (Kiuge 1989: 694) "Standort,
Platz". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,furi-, gagan-, gi-, ingagan-, umbi*stem ., "jemandem oder einer Sache Einhalt tun". MHG stemen (Pokorny I 1956: 1021)
"Einhalt tun". No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form
*steman "Einhalt tun". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be
derived from an IE 'J*stem (Pokorny I 1956: 1021) "stol3en, anstol3en; stottern, stammeln;
hemmen", from which base the following may also be derived: OHG ungistuomi (Pokomy I
1956: 1021) "ungesttim"; ON stamr (Pokorny I 1956: 1021) "behindert, beraubt"; Latvian
stuomfti (Pokorny 11956: 1021) "stammeln, stolpern, stehen bleiben, sich bäumen, zaudem";
Lith. stumià, stimiau, stümti (Pokorny 11956: 1021) "stol3en, schieben". Despite the fact that
the verb is not attested in the Gmc languages outside OHG, these IE parallels provide sufficient
evidence to point to a possible pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*stemön "jemandem oder einer Sache Einhalt tun". MHG stemen (Pokorny I 1956: 1021)
"Einhalt tun". No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form
*stemjan "Einhalt tun". For the derivational profile of this verb see under stemãi. This verb
can therefore be reckoned as a possible pre-Gmc verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisi empfen "mahien, stampfen, zisilieren" (Raven 11963: 202). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MDu. stempen (Kluge 1989: 695) "stampfen"; OE stempan I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 320) "to pound, pound in a mortar", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *stampUan
"stampfen". For the derivational pattern of this verb see under stamp!an. Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
stenken "räuchern, su13 duften, Wohigeruch machen, die Götter mit Feuer ehren, ehrenvolle
Brandopfer darbringen" (Raven I 1963: 202). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
stencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 320) "to stink; to scatter"; ON støkkva I (de Vries 1962:
558) "forttreiben, sprengen"; Gothic ga-stagqan I (Lehmann 1986: 325) "to strike against",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *stankwejanan (Seebold 1970: 471) "to make a stench,
cause to stink; cause to spring, hit, drive away, bescatter", causative deverbative strong verb
*stenkwanan (Kluge 1989: 704) "stinken, stol3en". This strong verb is attested in the following:
OHG stincan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 471) "Geruch von sich geben, riechen, nach Faulnis riechen,
stinken"; MLG, MDu. stinken st. vb (Seebold 1970: 471) "Geruch von sich geben, stinken";
OFs. stiunka st. vb (de Vries 1962: 558) "Geruch von sich geben, stinken"; OE stincan st. vb
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 322) "to emit a smell, stink, exhale; rise (of dust, vapour)"; ON
støkkva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 471) "springen, bersten, spritzen, fliehen"; Gothic stigqan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 471) "to clash, do battle". On the semantic development of this verb see Pfeifer:
"Die Bedeutungsentwicklung durfte dann ausgehen von 'stoBen'; woraus Uber 'spritzen', im
Westgerm. 'ausdunsten, Geruch verbreiten" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1723). Therefore a Gmc causative
deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, istepfen "schreiten, ausschreiten, verlassen, aufgeben" (Raven 1 1963: 203). No cognate verbs
are attested. We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *stapejan, *stapjan "stapfen", class I
deverbative formation from strong verb *stapjanan (Seebold 1970: 462) "stapfen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG stãptun st. vb preterite plural (Seebold 1970: 462)
"schreiten, stapfen"; OS stop st. vb preterite singular (Seebold 1970: 462) "schreiten, stapfen";
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OFs. stapa, steppa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 462) "schreiten, treten"; OE stcppan st. vb (Clark I-Jail
and Meritt 1969: 318) "to step, go, advance". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, wia-gi-, in-, ubar-, igi-, lizslerken "(be)stärken, stark machen, stUtzen, unterstUtzen, befestigen, zeigen, beweisen" (Raven
I 1963: 203). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under starkz. Therefore an
OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisternãn, gi-sternat- "mit Sternen besetzen" (Raven 111967: 147). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sterno (Starck and Wells 1990: 592)
"Stern, Gestirn". Therefore an OHG denominative preterite participle construction.
stetihaflen "befestigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 592). No cognate verbs are attested. This verb
is probably best regarded as a deadjectival verb from an unattested OHG *stetihaft "fest, feststehend". However, it may also be possible that it represents a compound verb, formed from an
initial element OHG *steti . This is independantly unattested but is possibly a compound form
of OHG stetig (Starck and Wells 1990: 592) "feststehend". The second element is OHG class III
weak verb hafien (Starck and Wells 1990: 247) "kieben, hangen bleiben, festhalten". The
compound verb was probably originally class III, but would have undergone a class change (in
accordance with the later OHG tendency to level to class I). Therefore an OHG deadjectival
verb.
stflen "hin und feststellen, bauen, grUnden, dauernd unterhalten = pflegen und befOrdern,
(bud.) veranlassen, anstiften, ersinnen" (Raven 1 1963: 204). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG stften (Kluge 1989: 703) "stiften"; OFs. stfta (Kluge 1989: 703) "stifien". Of
uncertain etymology. It is perhaps from IE 'J*steip, *st ip- (Pokorny 11956: 1015) "Stange;
stecken; steif; zusanimendrangen", from which base the following may also be derived: OE stf
(Pokorny I 1956: 1016) "rigid,' stiff'; ON stUla (Pokomy I 1956: 1016) "dammen"; Lith.
stimpIi, stIpti (Pokorny 11956: 1016) "erstarren, verenden"; Latin stipes (Pokorny 11956: 1015)
"Stamm, Stange". This etymology is not, however, entirely convincing arid does not allow for
this verb to be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern
of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, irstivulen "stützen, sich fest anklammern, festhaiten, verwahren" (Starck and Wells 1990: 565).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
*stivul "Stutze", can be reconstructed from: MHG stivel (Starck and Wells 1990: 595) "Stütze".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, z7f.
stigon "im Stall unterbringen, in den Stall sperren, einstallen" (Raven 111967: 147). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stiga (Starck and
Wells 1990: 592) "kleiner Viehstall, Schweinestall". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
sticken "stopfen, ganz anfuilien" (Raven I 1963: 204). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
therefore reconstruct a *stekkjan intensive gemination? (Seebold 1970: 468) class I intensive
deverbative from strong verb *stekanan, *stikanan (Seebold 1970: 467) "stechen" (see under
stecken). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irsullen "beruhigen, besanftigen, bandigen, zur Ruhe oder zum Schwiegen bringen, kurieren,
abhelfen, etwas versäumen" (Raven 11963: 205). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
gi-stillian I (Kluge 1989: 703) "beruhigen"; OE stillan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 322) "to
be still, have rest, to still, quiet, calm, appease, hush; to stop, restrain, abate, relieve"; ON stilla I
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(Kluge 1989: 703) "stillen, mal3igen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *stellj?/anan
"to still, make still, calm, pacify". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
stilli (Starck and Wells 1990: 493) "still, ruhig"; OS stilli (Kluge 1989: 703) "still, ruhig"; OFs.
stille (Kluge 1989: 703) "still"; OE stille (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 322) "still, quiet, calm,
stable, fixed; gentle; silent; secret"; Icelandic stille (de Vries 1962: 548) "still"; cf. ON stilli
(Cleasby and Vigfusson 1874: 593) "resting place", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*srelljaz "still, quiet, calm". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisti1lz "ablassen, nachlassen, authoren, ruhig oder regungslos sein oder werden, sich beruhigen,
an Stärke verlieren" (Raven 111967: 258). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS stillön
II (Kiuge 1989: 703) "ruhig werden". Although OE stillan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 322)
"to be still, have rest" is class I, it preserves an additional durative meaning which suggests that
it has fallen together with an otherwise unattested OE class III verb. This class III durative verb
would have existed alongside the class I factitive verb at an earlier, pre-attested period. We can
therefore reconstruct a WGmc *stellejan "to be or become still or quiet". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: (see under sullen). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gistirnen gi-suirn o- "Steme tragend, gestirnt" (Raven 11963: 205). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sterno (Starck and Wells 1990: 592)
"Stern, Gestirn". Therefore an OHG denominative preterite participle construction.
stiufen "verwaist machen, der Eltern, der Kinder berauben" (Raven 11963: 205). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE a-slyTpan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 27) "to deprive,
bereave", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *steuj4/an "to deprive, deprive of a son or
daughter, bereave". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stiof-, stiuf(Kluge 1989: 702) "stief-"; MLG stef- (Kluge 1989: 702) Probably influenced by High German
forms; MDu. stief(Pfeifer III 1989: 1718) Probably influenced by High German forms; OFs.
stiãp- (Barnhardt 1988: 1065) "stief-"; OE stëop- (Barnhardt 1988: 1065) "step-"; ON stjñp(Barnhardt 1988: 1065) "step-", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *steup- "step(prefixed to terms of relationship to designate a degree of affinity resulting from the marriage of
a widowed parent)", probably originally an adjective *steupaz (Pfeifer III 1989: 1718) with the
meaning "abgestutzt, abgestumpft", which helps explain the meaning of the derived verbs.
Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irstiuren "steuern, lenken, (unter)stutzen, steinmen, umgeben" (Raven 1 1963: 206). The
following cognate verbs are attested: MLG stüren (Pfeifer III 1989: 1715) "in elne Richtung
bringen, lenken"; MDu. stUren, stieren (Pfeifer III 1989: 1715) "steuem, richten"; OFs. stiöra,
stiUra I (de Vries 1962: 557) "steuem"; OE stieran, stJ;Tran, stëoran I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 321) "to steer, guide, direct, govern, rule; restrain, correct, reprove, punish"; ON sifra I
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1715) "steuern, regieren; besitzen"; Gothic stiurjan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1715)
"aufstellen,geltend machen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *steurUanan "(originally) to
steer, dierect> to rule, govern, support". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG stiura (Pfeifer III 1989: 1715) "Sttltze, stUtzender Pfahl, stiltzendes Fundament,
Steuerruder; (übtr.) Unterstutzung, Hilfe, Beistand, rechtlich begrundete, regelmal3ige
Geldabgabe an die Obrigkeit"; OS heristiuria (Pfeifer III 1989: 1715) "Heersteuer, Sold"; OE
stëor (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 320) "steering, direction, guidance; rule, regulation; restraint,
discipline, correction; penalty, fine, punishment"; OFs. stiiiwe (de Vries 1962: 557) "StUtze,
Unterstutzung, Steuer"; ON sifri (de Vries 1962: 557) "Steuerruder", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *steuro,*steuriz "(originally) steering ruder> steering, direction> support,
rule> regulation". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, in-, untar-
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sliuwen "schropfen; phlebotomare" (Raven I 1963: 206). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear.
sb/lan "grunden, stehen machen" (Raven II 1967: 148). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stollo (Starck and Wells 1990: 596)
"FuBgestell, Sockel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
slop!an "stechen, die Haut durch winzige Stiche durchbrechen, stupfen" (Raven 111967: 148).
The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG stoppen (Onions 1966: 872). OFs. stoppia II
(Onions 1966: 872). OE stoppian II (Onions 1966: 872) "to stop up, close", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sboppjan "stopfen" <Late Latin stuppãre (Onions 1966: 872) "to plug,
stop up (with cork)" < Latin stuppa (Onions 1966: 872) "tow, oakum (Late Latin "cork")"
<Greek tinrini (Kluge 1989: 705) "cork". Therefore a WGmc loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-,furislãren "umstürzen, umwerfen, zerstören, zerstreuen, töten, vernichten, stören, verwflsten"
(Raven 11963: 206). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS be-st Crian I (Pfeifer III 1989:
1730) "zerstoren"; OFs. st&a I (de Vries 1962: 558). We can therefore reconstruct a WGmc
*staurjanan "stören, zerstören, vemichten". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It
stands in ablaut relation to *sturjanan (see under sturen) and can be traced back to a Gmc
complex based on the root I*staur- and indicating storm, disturbance, destruction: OHG sturen
(Starck and Wells 1990: 604) "vernichten"; ON sturla (Pokorny 11956: 1101) "in Unordnung
bringen, storen"; OHG sturm with rn-suffix (Pokorny 11956: 1101) "Aufruhr, Tumult, Sturm";
ON stormr with rn-suffix (Pokorny 11956: 1101) "Sturm, Unruhe, Kampfessturm". This Gmc
complex can, in turn, be derived from an IE I*tuer, *tur, stru (Pokorny I 1956: 1100)
"drehen, quirlen, wirbein, (auch von lebhafter Bewegung uberhaupt)", from which base the
following may be derived: OFIG dweran st. vb (Pokomy 11956: 1100) "schnell herumgehen,
durcheinander rUhren, rnischen"; OE J.iweran st. vb (Pokorny 11956: 1100) "to stir, churn";
Latin amptruffre (Pokorny I 1956: 1100) "bei den salarischen Religionsfeiern tanzen und
hupfen"; Greek &rpvw (Pokorny 11956: 1100) "ich treibe an, eile"; Avestan Owãa- (Pokorny
11956: 1100) "eilig". The s-mobile form of this root is confmed to Gmc, where it becomes
extremely productive. The verb is therefore best regarded as a WGmc formation only. Therefore
a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, zi(r)srornai "stutzen, erschrecken" (Pokorny 1 1956: 1022). The following cognate verbs are
attested: Swed sturna (Pokorny I 1956: 1022) "stützen", which ailows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *stzrnanan "stutzen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It appears to
represent a zero-grade n-extension (possibly from a preterite participle) and which ultimately
derives from an IE 'I*ster_, *ster3., *str (Pokorny 11959: 1022) "starr, steif sein, starrer, fester
Gegenstand, besonders Pflanzenstarnm oder -Stengel; steif gehen, stolpern, fallen, stolzieren".
See under storri but compare the following 'n'-extensions which are closely related: OHG
sturni (Pokorny 11959: 1022) "stupor"; OE St ierne, styrne (Pokorny 11959: 1022) "stem,
grave, strict, hard, severe, cruel". As the above have no parallels outside NWGmc, this verb
catmot be considered a pre-Gmc verb. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the derivational pattern of
which is unclear.
sborri "(vom Turm) hoch emporragen" (Raven II 1967: 259). No cognate verbs are attested.
The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can possibly ultimately be derived from an IE
'J*ster_, *ster, *stffr (Pokorny I 1959: 1022) "starr, steif sein, starrer, fester Gegenstand,
(besonders) Pflanzenstamm oder -Stengel; steif gehen, stolpern, fallen, stoizieren", from which
base the following may also be derived: OHG storro intensive gemination (Pokorny 11956:
1022) "Baumstumpf, Klotz"; Gothic and-staurran intensive gemination (Pokorny 11956: 1022)
"unmutig sein"; Greek arEpcóç (Barnhart 1988: 1060) "solid, stiff'; Latin consternãre (Pokorny
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11956: 1022) "besturzen, aus der Fassung bringen"; Lith. starInti (Barnhart 1988: 1060) "to
make stiff'; Lith. stérti (Kluge 1989: 696) "erstarren, den Mund aufsperen". The semantic
connections are nevertheless dubious, and do not present sufficient evidence for the verb to be
pre-Gmc. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
stouben "aus-, umher-, zerstreuen, stäuben, verseuchen, schrecken, verwirren, in Ordnung
bringen, an-, forttreiben, verjagen, anfachen, aufstacheln, beben, zittern machen" (Raven I
1963: 208). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *staubejan (Seebold
1970: 474) causative deverbative from strong verb *steubanan (Seebold 1970: 474) "stieben".
This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG stioban St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 594)
"stieben, stauben"; MLG, MDu. stuven st. vb (Seebold 1970: 474) "stieben". Therefore an OHG
causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, ir-, U-, zi(r)stouwen "sich bekiagen, sich beschweren, schelten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 597). No cognate
verbs are attested. As this verb lacks umlaut and as cognate verbs in the other Gmc languages
belong with the class II verb, this verb is best regarded as an OHG class I deverbative from the
earlier class Ii verb stouwön (which see). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irstouwon "anklagen, sich bekiagen, (einen Grund) angeben, jemandem wegen etwas Vorhalt
machen, einwenden, tadeln, kampfen, angreifen" (Raven II 1967: 148). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG MDu. stouwen (Kluge 1989: 697) "Einhalt gebieten". Loan verbs from
High German?; OE stãwian II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1702) "to retain, restrain", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sta(w)q/an w-glide is a secondary development "to hold back, restrain,
judge, punish, attack" <IE (Baltic, Slavonic and Gmc only) *st(72)i-, *st (h) ii. (Pokorny 11956:
1008), from which base the following may be derived: OHG stouwen I (Pokomy 11956: 1008)
"(an)klagen"; OCS staviti (Pokomy 11956: 1008) "stellen"; OCS staua (Pokorny 11956: 1008)
"Gericht"; Lith. stóviu, stovéti (Pbkorny 11956: 1008) "stehen"; Latvian stãvu, stâvet (Pokorny
11956: 1008) "stehen". These represent an extended form of IE '/*sta-, *stê_ (Pokomy 11956:
1004) "stehen, stellen". Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confmed to WGmc,
these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
stozãn, stãzzãn "(trans.) stoL3en, (reflex.) sich beunruhigen" (Raven II 1967: 149). The
following cognate verbs are attested: ON stauta (Seebold 1970: 463) "stof3en", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *stautjanan (Seebold 1970: 463) "stol3en", class II deverbative from
strong verb *stautanan (Seebold 1970: 463) "stol3en". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG stözan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 463) "stollen, stürzen, beruhren"; OS stãtan st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 463) "stol3en"; OFs. stãta st. vb (Seebold 1970: 463) "stol3en"; Gothic stautan
St. vb (Seebold 1970: 463) "schlagen". Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, saman-, samant-, zirstrackãi "straff, ausgestreckt. gespannt, gerade, strack sein" (Raven II 1967: 259). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG strac (Schade II
1882: 877) "ausgestreckt; gerade, straff'. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
strãlen "kammen, strählen, wieder-, herabkämmen" (Raven 1 1963: 208). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG strãi (Starck and Wells
1990: 598) "Kamm". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
strangi "kraftig oder stark werden" (Raven 111967: 259). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE strangian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "to be strong, prevail", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strangjan "to be or become strong". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base (see under srrengen). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
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strangon "sich abzweigen von, durch Teilung entstehen, (eigentlich) einen Strang bilden"
(Raven 111967: 149). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE strangian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 323) "to strengthen, confirm", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*strangjan "to strengthen, make strong". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
(see under strengen). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
s1ren "streben, eilen, trachten, eine Lichtung nehmen, sich heftig regen, sich bemuhen"
(Raven 11963: 323). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG strãven (Kluge 1989: 707)
"ragen"; MDu. strëven (Pfeifer III 1989: 1737) "nach etwas trachten", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *strãbyan "straff stehen, und sich vorwärts bewegen > auf eine
korperliche oder geistige Vorwartsbewegung gerichtet sein > seine Bemuhungen auf etwas
richten, wonach trachten". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *strëba
"straff, streif", can be reconstructed from: MLG stref (Kluge 1989: 707) "straff, streif'.
Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
strthön "sich regen, bewegen" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1737). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG str.'en (Kluge 1989: 707) "ragen"; MDu. strãi'en (Pfeifer III 1989: 1737) "nach
etwas trachten", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strebjan "straff stehen, und sich
vorwärts bewegen> aufeine korperliche oder geistige Vorwartsbewegung gerichtet sein> seine
Bemuhungen auf etwas richten, wonach trachten". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: (see under streben). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
streden "stehen machen, zum Stehen bringen, befestigen, zuruckbringen, beengen, hemmen"
(Raven I 1963: 323). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *srraejan
(Seebold 1970: 477) causative deverbative from strong verb *sfreóanan (Seebold 1970: 477)
"wallen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG stredan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 477)
"wallen". Therefore an OHG causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:flr*strejfen "streichen, gleiten". This verb can be reconstructed from: MHG strefen (Pfeifer III
1989: 1739) "gleitend beruhren, gleiten, ziehen, marschieren, abhäuten". No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *straipjan "streichen, gleiten, umherstreifen,
(ab)ziehen, schinden". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be
derived from IE *sfrejb.. (Pokorny 11956: 1029), from which base the following may also be
derived: MLG, Miju. stren (Pokomy 11956: 1029) "(ab)streifen"; MkIG str(e (Pokorny I
1956: 1029) "Streifen"; Norw. stripa (Pokorny 11956: 1029) "Streifen"; Swed. stripa (Pokorny
11956: 1029) "herabhiingender Haarbuschel"; OIr. srIab (Pokomy 11956: 1029) "Streifen,
Strahi". These represent a b-extension from lB 'J*ster "Streifen, Strich, Strähne, Strahi"; *stero_,
*strë.., *strei-, *streu_; (mit 'g, b, 'dh' (oder 't') erweitert): "über etwas hinwegstreifen,
-streichen" (Pokorny I 1956: 1028). There is insubstantial evidence here to allow for the
reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb and the verb should consequently be regarded as a later
formation. It possibly represents a denominative formation, but the phonology involved is
uncertain. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: abastreihhon "wiederholt zarte, kleine streicheinde oder greifahnliche Bewegungen machen,
streicheln, liebkosen" (Raven 111967: 149). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
stracian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "to stroke", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *straikôjan (Seebold 1970: 476) "streicheln", class II frequentative / continuative
deverbative from strong verb *streikanan (Seebold 1970: 476) "streichen". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG strihhan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 476) "streichen"; MLG, MDu.
striken st. vb (Seebold 1970: 476). OFs. strika st. vb (Seebold 1970: 476) "streichen"; OE
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strican St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 324) "to pass lightly over the surface, stroke, rub,
wipe; move, go, run"; ON strj.Wcva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 476) "streichen". Therefore a WGmc
frequentative / continuative deverbative.
strecken "strecken, ausstrecken" (Raven 11963: 208). The following cognate verbs are attested:
MLG, MDu. strekken (Kluge 1989: 707) "strecken, ausstrecken"; OFs. strekka I (Kiuge 1989:
707) "strecken, ausstrecken"; OE streccan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "to stretch,
spread out, prostrate; reach, extend", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strakkUan
intensive gemination? "to make tense or taut > to stretch". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHGframstrac (Pfeifer III 1989: 1732) "starr"; MHG strac (Pfeifer III
1989: 1732) "gerade, straff, steif, unmittelbar"; MLG strak (Pfeifer III 1989: 1732) "straff,
starr"; Miju. strac (Pfeifer III 1989: 1732) "straff, starr"; OE strcc (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
323) "firm, strict, severe, stern, rigid, obstinate, hard; strenuous, vehement, violent", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strakkaz intensive gemnination? "tense, taut". Therefore a
WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-,fora_, nidar-, untarstrengen "drangen, treiben" (Raven 11963: 209). cf. OHG strangön II (Raven 111967: 149). cf.
OHG strangen III (Raven 111967: 259). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE strengan
I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "to strengthen"; OFs. strenza I (de Vries 1962: 552)
"befestigen"; ON strengja I (de Vries 1962: 552) "fest anziehen, drucken, festbinden,
schliel3en", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *strang/anan "to make strong or firm".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG strang (Starck and Wells 1990: 598)
"stark"; OS strang (Starck and Wells 1990: 598) "stark"; OE strang, strong (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 323) "strong, powerful, able, firm, bold, brave; constant, resolute, strenuous; strict,
severe; arduous, violent"; ON strangr (de Vries 1962: 552) "heftig, hart, streng", which allows
us to reconstruct a NWGmc *strangaz (Barnhart 1988: 1078) "strong, hard, powerful", with
variant form *strangjaz in: OHG strengi (Kluge 1989: 708) "stark, tapfer, unfreundlich".
Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irstrengison "kräftigen, starken" (Raven 111967: 149). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG strengi (Starck and Wells 1990: 599) "stark,
kraftig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (formed with s-extension).
strewen, strouwen "streuen, aus-, bestreuen, bereiten, vereinzelt und breit hinwerfen, ausbreiten,
ausschUtten, niederwerfen, Betten und Bettzeug" (Raven 11963: 324). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS streuwian, strãian I (Kluge 1989: 708) "streuen"; OFs. strwa I (de Vries
1962: 552) "streuen"; OE streowian, strewian levelling to class II? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
324) "to strew, scatter"; ON strá Neubildung zum schwach gebildeten Prät. strthda (Pfeifer III
1989: 1742) "streuen"; Gothic straujan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1742) "to spread out", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *straujanan "to spread or scatter (straw)". The derivational pattern of
this verb is unclear. Lehmann (Lehmann 1986: 327) regards this verbs as a denominative
formation from the Gmc substantive *strawan "straw, hay", which is attested in: OHG strã,
strou (Kluge 1989: 709) "Stroh"; OS strö(Lehmann 1986: 327) "Stroh"; OFs. str5(Lehmann
1986: 327) "Stroh"; OE strëaw (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "straw, hay"; ON strá
(Lehmann 1986: 327) "Stroh", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *strawan (Lehmann 1986:
327) "straw, hay". This is, however, not entirely convincing and the noun is better regarded as
postverbal (i.e. "that which is strewn or spread> straw") from Gmc *straujanan. In which case,
the verb can be shown to derive from IE *streu- (Pokorny I 1956: 1030) "streuen, ausbreiten",
from which base the following are derived: OBret strouis (Pokomy I 1956: 1031) "stravi";
Breton streuein (Pokorny 1 1956: 1031) "streuen"; Latin struere (Pokorny I 1956: 1030)
"übereinander breiten, schichten, aufbauen"; Latin struës, strurx (Pokorny I 1956: 1030)
"Haufe, Menge". This is an extended form of lE \l*ster, *stero- (Pokorny I 1956: 1029)
"ausbreiten, ausstreuen", from which base the following may be derived: OIr. sernim (Pokomy I
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1956: 1030) "breite aus"; OCS pro-staro, strëti (Pokorny I 1956: 1030) "ausbreiten"; Lith.
slrãja (Pokorny 11956: 1030) "mit Stroh ausgelegter Stall"; Latin sternere (Pokorny 11956:
1029) "hinstreuen, ausbreiten; niederstrecken"; Albanian shtrinj (Pokorny 11956: 1029) "breite
aus"; Greek tópvi5u, ctopvv5j.tt (Pokorny 11956: 1029) "ich bestreue, strecke hin"; Avestan
star (Pokorny 11956: 1029) "streuen"; Skt strnati, strnoti (Pokorny 11956: 1029) "streut (hin),
bestreut". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-, lizstricken "umstricken, zusammenschnuren, eine Schlinge setzen" (Raven I 1963: 209). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE strician II (Kluge 1989: 708) "to knit together, mend",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strik(Jan, *strickjan "stricken". The WGmc verb was
probably class II, as indicated by the OE class II verb. The OHG class I verb thus probably
represents a class I deverbative (in accordance with the later OHG tendency to reduce to class I)
from class II, replacing the earlier (OHG unattested) class II verb. The WGmc verb is itself
ultimately a The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stric (Starck and Wells
1990: 599) "Strick, Schlinge, Falistrick"; MLG sink (Pfeifer III 1989: 1743) "derbe Schnur,
Fangnetz, Falle"; MDu. stric, strec, stricke (Pfeifer III 1989: 1743). We can therefore reconstruct a WGmc *strikkaz intensive gemination? "Strick". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bistripa1i "wild lärmen, laut rufen oder schreien, der Schall" (Raven 111967: 260). No cognate

verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
striunen "streunen, sich beunruhigen oder Sorge machen, gewinnen, Ftigsainkeit oder

Gehorsam" (Raven I 1963: 209). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS striunian I
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1742) "schmucken"; OE strienen I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 324) "to
acquire, gain, amass; beget", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *streunjan "streunen".
Further etymology uncertain. There is a related substantive, attested in the following: MHG
striun (Pfeifer III 1989: 1742) "Hundenname (vor 1300), (eigentlich) der schnuppemd
Suchende, Umherstreifende"; NLG strün(e) (Pfeifer III 1989: 1742) "liederliches
Frauenzimmer, Dime, (eigentlich) die sich herumtreibende"; OS gi-striunni (Pfeifer III 1989:
1742) "Gewinn"; OE strëon (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 324) "gain, acquisition, property,
treasure; traffic, usury; procreation". This noun is, however, best regarded as postverbal. The
most convincing etymology is an 'n-present' formation from IE *streu- (Pokomy 11956: 1030)
"streuen, ausbreiten" (see under strewen). Evidence for an 'n-present' formation from IE *streu_
seems to be confined to WGmc, and this verb must therefore be regarded as a WGmc
innovation. Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gistroufen "(Weinranken oder Reben) sammein oder pflucken, (von Bäumen) Seide abstreifen"

(Raven 11963: 210). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. sir ãpen (Barnhardt
1988: 1077) "to plunder, strip"; OE be-stniepan, be-stripan, be-strjpan I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 45) "to strip, plunder", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *straupjan "to plunder,
strip". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an 1E
*streub- (Pokorny I 1956: 1029), from which base may also be derived: MUG strupfen
(Pokorny I 1956: 1029) "streifen, abrupfen". This represents a 'b-extension from IE I*ster
(Pokorny 11956: 1028) (see under stre/èn). There is insubstantial evidence here to allow for the
reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb and the verb should consequently be regarded as a later
formation. It possibly represents a denominative formation, but the phonology involved is
uncertain. Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
stnilben "struppig, zerfetzt sein oder machen, sträuben, rauh emporstehen, (ungekammte

Haare)" (Raven 11963: 210). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS strz7vian I (Pfeifer
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III 1989: 1735) "starr emporrichten", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strEibUan
"struppig machen, rauh emporstehen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG strUb (Starck and Wells 1990: 601) "sich kräuselnd, starrend, rauh, emporstehend (von
Haaren, Federn), struppig, krauskopfig"; OS struf (Pfeifer III 1989: 1735) "rauh, uneben,
holperig, struppig, wirr", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strUbaz "rauh, uneben,
struppig". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
strUbë'i "in zitternder Bewegung aufschauern, struppig oder rauh sein oder werden, sich
sträuben, (von den Haaren) ungekammt" (Raven II 1967: 260). No cognate verbs are attested.
For nominal base see under strUben. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
strUhhãn "strauchein, stolpern, stürzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 601). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *strjJJçjan (Seebold 1970: 478) class II deverbative
(with irregular ablaut) from strong verb *streukanan (Seebold 1970: 478) "streichen". This
strong verb is attested in the following: ON strjzka st. vb (Seebold 1970: 478) "streichen,
abwischen, dahineilen, entkommen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
strilten "berauben, verjagen, mit Gewalt wegnehmen, verbreiten" (Raven I 1963: 210). The

following cognate verbs are attested: OE ge-strydan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 324) "to rob,
deprive", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *strjidejan (Seebold 1970: 478) "to rob,
deprive", class I deverbative formation from strong verb *strEidanan (Seebold 1970: 478)
"plundem". This strong verb is attested in the following: OE strUdan st. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 324) "to ravage, spoil, plunder, carry off'. Therefore a WGmc deverbative
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zisluden "fest machen, festsetzen" (Schade II 1882: 886). The following cognate verbs are
attested: ON szyója (de Vries 1962: 557) "stUtzen"; ODan. styde (de Vries 1962: 557) "stutzen",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *stuoUanan "to support". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG *studa "Stütze, Pfosten" can be reconstructed from: MHG
stud (Pfeifer III 1989: 1754) "Stütze, Pfosten"; OE studu (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 324)
"column, pillar, post, buttress"; ON stoô (Pfeifer III 1989: 1754) "Sttitze, Säule, Pfeilen", which
allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *stuclã"support, pillar". Therefore a NWGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gislUJihön, gi-stUlihat- "(von der Tunika) mit Armein versehen, gearmelt oder langarrnelig"

(Raven 111967: 150). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG stihha (Starck and Wells 1990: 602) "langer, weiter Armel". Therefore an
OHG denominative preterite participle construction.
stucken "(neckend) angreifen, uberfallen, erzUrnen" (Raven 11963: 210). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *stukkjan intensive gemination zero-grade intensive
deverbative from strong verb *stekanan, *stikinan (Seebold 1970: 467) "stechen" (see under
stecken). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
stullen "stillstehen, auffialten, lähmen" (Raven 11963: 210). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stulla (Starck and Wells 1990: 602)
"Zeitpunkt, Augenblick". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, gistumbalen "stummeln" (Raven 11963: 211). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG stumbal (Starck and Wells 1990: 602) "verstummelt,
stumpfsinnig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: bislumbalon "mit dem Schwerte niedermetzeln, (ver)stümmeln" (Raven II 1967: 150). No
cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under stumbalen. Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bislungen "stupfen, antreiben" (Raven I 1963: 211). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
therefore reconstruct a *stungjan ( Seebold 1970: 470) class I zero-grade deverbative (possibly a
class I deverbative from an earlier class II zero-grade deverbative *stungan) from strong verb
*stenganan ( Seebold 1970: 470) "stechen" (see under stungan). Therefore an OHG deverbative
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, in-, irstungan "(voll)stopfen, dicht zusammendrangen, festdrUcken" (Raven II 1967: 150). No
cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *stungjan class II deverbative (with
irregular ablaut) from strong verb *stenganan (Seebold 1970: 470) "to sting". This strong verb
is attested in the following: OHG stingan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 593) "schropfen"; OE
stingan st. vb? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 322) "to sting, stab, pierce, push through, thrust";
ON stinga st. vb (Seebold 1970: 470) "stechen"; Gothic us-stagg St. vb preterite singular
(Seebold 1970: 470) "stich aus". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: instuoen "büBen, Strafe leiden, anklagen, schelten, hemmen" (Raven I 1963: 210). The following
cognate verbs are attested: Gothic stojan I (Lehmann 1986: 327) "to judge"; cf. OE stãwian II
w-glide secondary, originally class I? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 323) "to retain, restrain",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *stjanan " to judge, administer justice; stand trial, do
penance". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from TB
(Baltic, Slavonic and Gmc only) *st(h)ãu-, *st(h)i . (Pokorny 11956: 1008), from which base
the following may also be derived: OHG stouwen I (Pokorny 11956: 1008) "(an)klagen"; OCS
staviti (Pokorny 11956: 1008) "stellen"; OCS staua (Pokomy 11956: 1008) "Gericht"; Lith.
stóviu, stovéti (Pokorny 11956: 1008) "stehen"; Latvian stãvu, stävet (Pokomy 11956: 1008)
"stehen". These represent an extended form of IE /*sta-, *sta.. (Pokomy I 1956: 1004) "stehen,
stellen". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irstupfen "stol3en, stechen" (Raven 1 1963: 212). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG slupj stopf (Starck and Wells 1990: 604)
"Stich, Stachel, Tupfelchen". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
sturen "zerstören, plagen" (Raven I 1963: 212). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
far-sturian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 604) "to subvert"; OE styrian II by levelling, as umlaut
indicates origin in class I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 325) "to stir, move, rouse, agitate, excite,
urge"; Middle Swed. slyr(i)a (Onions 1966: 870) "to make a disturbance"; Norw. styrja (Onions
1966: 870) "to make a disturbance", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sturjanan
"stören, zerstören". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It stands in ablaut relation to
*staurjanan (see under stUreli) and can be traced back to Gmc J*stur-which is the ablaut
zero-grade of Gmc J*staur, on which is based a complex denoting storm, disturbance,
destruction (see under stören). The s-mobile form of this root is confined to Gmc, in which
group it becomes extremely productive. The verb is therefore best regarded as a NWGmc
formation. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, it-, zi-
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sturmen "stürmen, Ilirmen, toben" (Raven I 1963: 212). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE styrman I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 325) "to storm, roar, rage, cry out, shout";
ON styrma I (Cleasby and Vigfusson 1874: 601) "to blow up a storm, to storm", which allows
us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sturmyanan "to storm, make a storm, blow up a storm, rage". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sturm, storm (Starck and Wells 1990:
325) "Sturm, Tumult, Aufruhr"; OS storm (Kluge 1989: 711) "Sturm"; OE storm (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 323) "tempest, storm; rush, onrush, attack, tumult, disturbance"; ON stormr
(Kluge 1989: 711) "Sturm, Unruhe, Kampfessturm", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*sturmaz (Kluge 1989: 711) "storm". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
sturzen "stürzen, in Verzagtheit versetzen, zuruckhalten, ermorden" (Raven I 1963: 212). The
following cognate verbs are attested: MLG MDu. storten (Kluge 1989: 712)"sturzen"; OFs.
sterta I (Kluge 1989: 712y'sturzen"; OE styrtan 1 (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 325) "to start,
leap up", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sturt/an (Kluge 1989: 712) "stUrzen, steif
sein, starren". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It may possibly derive from the
ablaut zero-grade of IE *(s)terd- (Pokorny 11956: 1023). From which base the following may
also be derived: MHG stur:el (Pokorny 11956: 1023) "Stengel"; OHG sterz (Kiuge 1989: 701)
"Schwanz"; OE steort (Pokorny 11956: 1023) "tail, i.e. that which stands upright"; ON stertr
(Pokomy 11956: 1023) "Schwanz"; ON sterta (Pokorny 11956: 1023) "spannen"; ON stirtla II
(Pokorny I 1956: 1023) "aufrichten"; OE steartlian 11 (Pokorny I 1956: 1023) "to kick,
struggle"; Norw. tart (Pokorny 11956: 1024) "Stiel3bein"; Welsh tarddu (Pokorny 11956:
1024) "to break out, spring, issue"; Greek 'rópEXov (Pokorny I 1956: 1024) "eine
Doldenpflanze". These represent a dental extension from IE 'J*(s)ter_, *(s)tero.., *(s)tr.
(Pokomy I 1956: 1022) "starr, steif sein, starrer, fester Gegenstand, besonders Pflanzenstarnm
oder -stengel; steif gehen, stolpern, fallen, stoizieren". There is insubstantial evidence here to
allow for the reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb and the verb should consequently be regarded as
a later formation. It possibly represents a denominative formation, but the phonology involved
is uncertain. Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, in-, ir*stuen "stützen, untersützen". The following cognate verbs are attested: MDu. stutten (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1754) "von unten etwas mit einer Stutze halten"; MLG stütten (Pfeifer III 1989: 1754)
"von unten etwas mit einer StUtze halten, dagegenhalten", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *stutrjan intensive gemination? "stutzen". Possibly an intensive deverbative (with
expressive devoicing 'd'> 't') from NGmc weak verb *stuO/anan "stUtzen" (see under studen).
Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: untarsilbaren "säubern, sieben (d.h. sichten)" (Raven I 1963: 213). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sibar, silbiri (Kiuge 1989: 619)
"sauber, rein"; OS sJbri, sUbar (Kluge 1989: 619) "sauber, rein"; OE syfre (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 334) "clean, pure, chaste, sober, abstinent, temperate". These represent a WGmc
loan word, via Vulgar Latin silber "mal3ig, besonnen", from Latin söbrius (Kluge 1989: 619)
"mal3ig, besonnen". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisz7[toi, stiftean "seufzen, aufseufzen, aufstohnen, aufchzen" (Raven II 1967: 150). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: MHG sufi (Kluge
1989: 670) "Seufzer < das EinschlUrfen des Atems". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irsUien, gi-siiiit- "mit Brettern, Tafein, Säulen, Balken versehen (pret. part.)" (Raven I 1963:
213). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. Gothic ga-suljan I (Lehmann 1986: 297) "to found".
This is best regarded as an independant formation. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG sill (Starck and Wells 1990: 213) "Säule". Therefore an OHG denominative
preterite participle construction.
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*sulen "besudeln". MHG sum, sum (Pfeifer III 1989: 1761) "besudeln". The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS suiwian I (Lehmann 1986: 72) "to make dirty"; OE sylian II by levelling,
as umlaut indicates origin in class I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 334) "to sully, soil, pollute",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sul(w)ijan "to dirty, make dirty, soil"; cf. with variant
ablaut grade Swed. (dial.) saula (Pfeifer 1111989: 1761) "beschmutzen"; cf. with variant ablaut
grade Gothic bi-sauljan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1761) "beflecken". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG sol, sul (Starck and Wells 1990: 568) "Kotlache, Schmutz,
Schlamm, Suhie"; MLG sole (Pfeifer III 1989: 1761) "Schlamm, Schmutz, Dreck"; OE sol
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 313) "mud, wet sand, wallowing place, slough", which allows us
to reconstruct a WGmc *sul(w)an "mud, puddle, dirt, wallowing place"; cf. Norw. (dial.) saula,
soyla (Lehmann 1986: 72) "dirt". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisuizen "sulzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 606). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is

derived from the following nominal base: OHG suiza (Starck and Wells 1990: 606) "Sulze,
Salzlake, salzwasser". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
sulzãn "sülzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 606). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base
see under suizen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
silmen "zum Eigentum werden" (Raven 11963: 213). The following cognate verbs are attested:

MLG sumen (Kluge 1989: 620) "zogern, verzogern, säumen, hindern". Loan verb from OHG?
Further etymology obscure.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir(suntar-)gi-leggen "abliefern, beiseite-, niederlegen, uberweisen" (Raven I 1963: 311). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
sunfarön "sondern, treimen" (Raven II 1967: 151). The following cognate verbs are attested:

MLG sunderen (Kluge 1989: 679) "sondem"; MDu. soderen (Kluge 1989: 679) "sondem"; OE
ge-sundrian II (Kluge 1989: 679) "to sunder, separate, divide"; ON sundra II (Kluge 1989: 679)
"sondern, zerschneiden, vemichten", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *sundrt7janan
"sondern". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG suntar adv. (Kiuge
1989: 679) "besonders, abseits, alleine stehend"; OS sundar adv. (Kiuge 1989: 679). OFs.
sunder adv. (Kluge 1989: 679). OE sundor adv. (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 326) "asunder,
apart; severally; differently"; ON sundr adv. (Kiuge 1989: 679) "entzwei, gesondert"; Gothic
sundro adv. (Kluge 1989: 679) "alone, apart", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *sundr"alone, apart". Therefore a NWGmc deadverbial formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisuntan, sunteãn "sundigen; peccari" (Raven 111967: 151). The following cognate verbs are

attested: OS sundiãn, sundeön II (Schade II 1882: 896) "sundigen", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sundjjan "sUndigen". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG sunta, suntea (Pfeifer III 1989: 1764) "Sunde, Vergehen, Schandtat"; OS sundia
(Starck and Wells 1990: 608). OFs. sende, sonde (Pfeifer III 1989: 1764). OE synn, sin(n) with
assimaltion and loss of'd' (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 335) "injury, mischief, enmity, feud; sin,
guilt, crime", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sundj a (Pfeifer III 1989: 1764) "Sunde
(gegen Gott); peccatum". This noun is only attested with an ecclesiastical context. It was used to
translate Latin peccatum, and represents a semantic loan from a Gmc legal term for "guilty of a
punishable offence", literally: "the one it is". The adjective is an abstract derivative from Gmc
present participle *san1b-, *sund- (Kluge 1989: 714) "wahr, seiend". (Compare Gothic sunjis
(Lehmann 1986: 329) "truthful'). This derives ultimately from IE *es_, *5- (Pfeifer III 1989:
1764) "to be". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, gi-
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suohhen "suchen, begehren, ersuchen, einladen, versuchen, bitten, verlangen, aufsuchen, (oft)
besuchen, verfolgen, aufzufinden trachten, erstreben, untersuchen, durchstobern, forschen,
verhandein, trachten nach" (Raven I 1963: 213). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
sökian I (Seebold 1970: 384) "suchen"; OFs. sãka, söza I (Seebold 1970: 384) "suchen"; OE
sëcan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 301) "to search for, seek, inquire, ask for, look for; strive
after, long for, wish, desire; expect from; visit, go to; approach; pursur, follow"; ON scekja I
(Seebold 1970: 384) "suchen, besuchen; angreifen; vor Gericht bringen"; Gothic sokjan I
(Lehmann 1986: 318) "to seek, look for". The derivational pattern and etymology of this verb
are uncertain. It is possibly a deverbative formation, in which case we may reconstruct a Gmc
*sãkejanan (Seebold 1970: 384) "suchen". This would thus represent a class I deverbative from
the strong verb *SaJçjnan (Seebold 1970: 383) "rechten, streiten". This strong verb is attested in
the following: OHG sahhan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 383) "Vorwürfe machen, schelten,
Rechtsstreit fiihren"; OS sakan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 383) "tadeln"; OFs. seka St. vb (Seebold
1970: 383) "streiten"; OE sacan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 286) "to struggle, dispute,
disagree, wrangle, fight; accuse, blame, bring a criminal or civil action against anyone, lay
claim to"; Gothic sakan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 383) "streiten, schelten, Vorwurfe machen". This
is not, however, convincing semantically. Alternatively, and more plausibly, the verb may be
primary, deriving ultimately from IE './*sffg, sag- (Pokorny I 1959: 876) "(witternd)
nachspuren; (altes Jagerwort)", from which base the following may be derived: Laitin sagire
(Pokorny 11959: 876) "spüren, wittern, ahnen"; OIr. saigid (Kiuge 1989: 713) "sucht, erstrebt,
geht einer Sache nach"; Welsh haeddu (Pokorny 11959: 876) "verdienen"; Welsh cy-r-haedd
(Pokorny 11959: 876) "erreichen"; Greek fryéojtcxt (Pokorny 11959: 876) "ich gehe voran,
fithre; (post Homeric) glaube, meine"; Hittite .ak(7ç)-, .ek(k)- (Kluge 1989: 713) "wissen,
erfahren, merken". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin
for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-gi-, avur-, bi-, duruh-, fir-, fram-, gi-, ir-, ubar-,
untar-, widar-, zuo-, zuo-gisuonen "sUhnen, versöhnen, entscheiden, richten, schlichtend bestimmen, zum Frieden bringen"
(Raven 11963: 217). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-sãnian I (Kluge 1989:
714) "aussohnen"; MLG sãnen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1761) "versohnen"; MDu. soenen, suenen
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1761) "versohnen; kussen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *sönan
"versohnen, sulmen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG suona (Starck
and Wells 1990: 610) "Urteil, Gericht, Gerichtsverhandlung, Versohnung, Suhne"; OS söna
(Kluge 1989: 714) "Gericht"; OFs. söna, sëna (Kluge 1989: 714) "SUhne", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc sönã "Versolmung, Genugtuung, Suhne". Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-,fora-,fora-gi-, gi-, zisuozen "sul3en, sf13 machen" (Raven 11963: 218). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
swãlan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 331) "to make sweet, sweeten", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *sw5tO)jan "to sweeten, make sweet". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: 0MG suozi (Starck and Wells 1990: 611) "sf13, lieblich, angenehm,
reizend"; OS swöti (Kluge 1989: 716) "suB"; OFs. swte (de Vries 1962: 577) "sul3"; OE swat
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 334) "sweet"; ON setr (Kluge 1989: 716) "sf13", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *swatjaz "sweet". Therefore a WGrnc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisupfen "(ein)schlurfen, austrinken" (Raven 11963: 218). cf. OHG soufen I (Raven 111967:
194). No cognate verbs are attested. However, compare OF soppian II (Clark Hall arid Meritt
1969: 313) "to soak, sop", which points to there having been a WGmc class II zero-grade
deverbative *supp4ian intensive gemination "schlurfen" Important to note here is the
productivity of zero-grade intensive deverbatives in class II. The WGmc verb *suppq/an derives
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from the strong verb *sapanan (Seebold 1970: 399) "saufen" (see under soufen). OHG supfen
is consequently to be regarded as a class I deverbative from this earlier WGmc intensive
deverbative. Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisupfezzen "den Wein beim kosten ausspeien" (Raven I 1963: 218). No cognate verbs are
attested. Class I intensive deverbative from OHG class I weak verb supfen "(ein)schlurfen"
(which see). Therefore an OHU intensive deverbative.
siiren "säuren" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1480). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see
under sUrz. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisUri "sauer, scharf sein oder werden, sauer sehen, unglucklich beziehungsweise unmutig sein"

(Raven 111967: 260). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE a-sUrian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 27) "to be or become sour", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *siirgan "to
be or become sour". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG stir (Starck and
Wells 1990: 611) "sauer, bitter, scharf'; MLG stir (Kluge 1989: 619) "sauer"; MDu. suur
(Kluge 1989: 619) "sauer"; OE stir (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 327) "sour, tart, acid"; ON szrr
(Kluge 1989: 619) "sauer, bitter", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *siiraz (Kiuge
1989: 619) "sauer". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irstisen "sausen, zischen, summen, knirschen, (vom Feuer) sich loschen" (Raven 11963: 219). No
cognate verbs are attested. As cognate verbs in the related Gmc languages belong with the class
II verb, this verb is best regarded as an OHG class I deverbative from the earlier class II verb
sUsan. Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
sUsUn "sausen" (Raven 111967: 152). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu.

susen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1483) "sausen"; Swed. susa (Pfeifer III 1989: 1483) "sausen"; Dan. suse
(Pokorny I 1959: 1039) "sausen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can
ultimately be derived from an IE (Balto-Slavonic and Gmc only) I*szir- (Pfeifer III 1989:
1483). This is an onomatopoeic root indicating a whistling, whizzing, rustling noise. From
which base the following may also be derived: OCS sysati (Pokorny 11959: 1039) "sausen,
pfeifen, zischen"; ORuss. susol (Pokorny I 1959: 1039) "Zieselmaus, Hausratte". The forms
attested outside Gmc are too limited for this verb to belong to a pre-Gmc stratum, and probably
represent independant onomatapoeic formations. Therefore a NWGmc verb, the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
swahhezzen "schwingend durch die Luft sausen, (vom Speer) kreiseln, inder Bewegung
schwingen; zittern, schwanken" (Raven 1 1963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested. Class I
intensive deverbative from OHG class II weak verb swahhãn (which see). Therefore an OHG
intensive deverbative.
swahhUn "gering, kraftlos oder schwach werden oder machen" (Raven II 1967: 152). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *swah
"schwach, kraftlos" can be reconstructed from: MHG swach (Kluge 1989: 657) "schwach".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
swangaren "vermahlen, ehelich verbinden, schwangern" (Raven 11963: 219). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG swangar (Starck and
Wells 1990: 613) "schwanger, trachtig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
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swãren "beschweren, unterdrucken" (Raven 1 1963: 219). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG swãr (Starck and Wells 1990: 613)
"schwer, lastig, voll". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giswãri "(+dat. pers.) schwer druckend aufliegen (von der Hand), d.h. schwer oder lastig scm"
(Raven II 1967: 260). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under swãren.
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb ana-ir-, gi-, irswarzn "dunkelfarbig beziehungsweise schwarz sein oder werden" (Raven II 1967: 261). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE sweartian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 329) "to
become black", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *swartan "to be or become black".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under swerzen). Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irswebarön "schwimmen, schweben" (Raven II 1967: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. We
can therefore reconstruct a *swjb(a)r/an class II ablaut zero-grade deverbative from strong
verb *swefanan (Seebold 1970: 484) "schweifen" (see under sweiban). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (formed with r-extension).
swebben "einschlfem, ersticken, d.h. 'schwefelig" (Raven 11963: 324). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS swebbian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 614) "einschläfern, ersticken"; OE
swebben I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 329) "to put to sleep, lull; kill"; ON svejja I (Seebold
1970: 483) "einschläfem, beruhigen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *swabejanan
(Seebold 1970: 483) "to cause to sleep, put to sleep", causative of strong verb *swefanan
(Seebold 1970: 482). This strong verb is attested in the following: OE swefan (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 329) "to sleep, slumber, rest; sleep in death; cease"; ON sofa (Seebold 1970: 482)
"schiafen; entschlafen, einschlafen". Therefore a NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: int-, irswebi "(von Flussigkeiten, vom Wasser) schweben, branden, sich flieBend hin und her bewegen, schwimmen, ebben und fluten, anhangen, treu bleiben, vertrauend, Unvolikommenheit,
Schnitzer" (Raven II 1967: 261). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a
*swibejan (Seebold 1970: 484) class III durative deverbative from strong verb *swefanan
(Seebold 1970: 484) "schweifen" (see under sweibön). Therefore an OHG deverbative
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bisweden "wrmen" (Seebold 1970: 496). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore
reconstruct a *swadejan (Seebold 1970: 496) class I deverbative formation from strong verb
*swej,anan (Seebold 1970: 496) "schwelen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
swedan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 496) "verbrennen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giswegalan "floten" (Raven II 1967: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG swegala, swegel (Starck and Wells 1990: 614) "Rohr,
Pfeife, Schwegel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
sweibãn, swebãn "sich drehen, sich bewegen, schweifen, rollen, (neg.) stillstehen, in der Lufi,
(im Boot sitzend) schweben, wogen, schlecht riechen, stinken" (Raven 111967: 152). cf. OHG
swebën III (Raven II 1967: 261). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a
*swaib(7jan (Seebold 1970: 485) class II deverbative from strong verb *swefanan (Seebold
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1970: 484) "schweifen". This strong verb is attested in the following: MHG sweff St. vb preterite
singular (Seebold 1970: 485) "schwang sich (vom Pferd, auf die Mauer"; OPs. swiva St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 484) "unsicher sein, schwanken"; OE swff'an St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
332) "to revolve, sweep, wend; intervene"; ON sv(fa St. vb (Seebold 1970: 484) "herumschweifen, sich herumtreiben, lose Sein, sich enthalten, fernhalten". Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
swefen "umstürzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 615). No cognate verbs are attested. Class I
deverbative formation from strong verb *swaipanan (Seebold 1970: 479) "schwingen". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OHG swefan St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 615)
"kampfen, ringen"; OS for-swep st. vb preterite singular (Seebold 1970: 479) "vertrieb"; OFs.
*swëpa can be reconstructed from mith-swepene (Seebold 1970: 479) "mit Fegen"; OE swapan
st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 329) "to sweep, drive, swing, rush (of wind); sweep up, take
possession of'; ON sweipa St. vb present only (Seebold 1970: 479) "werfen, umhullen".
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisweigen "(ver)schweigen" (Raven 11963: 219). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore
reconstruct a *swaigejan "to make silent", causative deverbative formation from WGmc class
III durative weak verb *swigjan "to be silent" (see under OHG swig a's). Therefore an OHG
causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gisweinen "schwächen, verringern" (Raven I 1963: 220). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
therefore reconstruct a *swainejan (Seebold 1970: 483) "schwinden machen, verringern,
schwächen", causative deverbative from strong verb *sweinanan (Seebold 1970: 483)
"schwinden" (see under swin on). Therefore an ORG causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firsweizen "rösten, braten, flussig machen, schmelzen (in der Opferschale)" (Raven 11963: 220).
The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. swen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1593)
"schwitzen"; OE sw&tan I Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 328) "to sweat, exude; labour, toil;
weld"; ON sveitask reflexive development secondary (Pfeifer III 1989: 1593) "schwitzen,
bluten", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *swaitanan "to sweat, make sweat, cause to
sweat". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG sweiz (Starck and Wells
1990: 220) "SchweiB"; OS swër (Kluge 1989: 660) "Schweii3"; OFs. swa' (Kluge 1989: 660)
"Schweifl"; OE sw& (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 329) "sweat, perspiration"; ON sveiti (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1593) "Schweill, Blut", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *swaitaz, *swajtj
"sweat, perspiration". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
swelkën "verwelken" (Starck and Wells 1990: 616). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG *swelc "welk, durr", which can be
reconstrructed from: MHG swelk (Schade II 1882: 911) "welk, dun". Therefore an ORG
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irswellen "aufschwellen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 616). The following cognate verbs are attested:
ON svella I (Seebold 1970: 490) "schwellen machen, vermehren"; Gothic *swalljan can be
reconstructed from the post verbal substantive uf-swalleins (Lehmann 1986: 373) "vanity, being
puffed up", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *swallejanan (Seebold 1970: 490) "to cause
to swell, make swollen", causative deverbative from strong verb *swellanan (Seebold 1970:
489) "to swell, swell up". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG swellan st. vb
(Starck and Wells 1990: 616) "schwellen, aufgeschwollen sein, strotzen"; OS swellan st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 490) "schwellen"; OFs. swella st. vb (Seebold 1970: 490) "schwellen, sich
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erheben"; OF swellan St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 330) "to swell"; ON swella St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 490) "anschwellen". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, widarswenken "schiagen, schwingen, peitschen; verberare" (Raven I 1963: 220). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OFs. svenga I (Seebold 1970: 493) "begiel3en"; OE swengan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 330) "to shake, shatter; swing, rush, fly out"; Gothic af-swaggwjan I
(Lehmann 1986: 7) "to cause to waver", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *swangwejanan
(Seebold 1970: 493) "to cause to swing or waver", causative deverbative from strong verb
*swengwanan (Seebold 1970: 493) "schwingen". This strong verb is attested in the following:
OHG swingan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 620) "schwingen, peitschen, geii3eln"; OS swang
preterite singular (Seebold 1970: 493) "sich schwingen, sttirzen"; OFs. swinga st. vb (Seebold
1970: 493) "begieBen"; OE swingan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 333) "to beat, strike,
smack, whip, scourge, flog, chastise, afflict; swing oneself, fly". Therefore a Gmc causative
deverbative.
swenlen "schwenden, schwinden machen, vernichten, vergehen" (Raven I 1963: 220). No
cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *swandejan (Seebold
1970: 492) "schwindenmmachen", causative deverbative from strong verb *swendanan
(Seebold 1970: 492) "schwinden". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG swintan
st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 620) "schwinden, vergehen, verwesen"; OS far-swindan st. vb
(Starck and Wells 1990: 620) "verschwinden, schmelzen, vergehen"; OE swindan st. vb (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 333) "to vanish, consume, pine away, languish". Therefore an OHG
causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, iTswermen "hinausflihren (von Bienen), schwärmen" (Raven 11963: 220). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE swierman. swirman I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 333) "to swarm",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *swarm/anan "to swarm, swarm together". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG swarm (Starck and Wells 1990: 613)
"Schwarm, Schar, Bienenschwann, Taumel"; OS swarm (Kiuge 1989: 658)
"(Bienen)schwarm"; OE swearm (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 329) "swarm, multitude"; ON
svarmr (de Vries 1962: 565) "Unruhe, Lärm", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*swarmaz "swarm, swarm of bees, multitude". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zisameneswerzen "schwärzen, schwarz machen" (Raven I 1963: 220). cf. OHG swarz&z III (Raven II
1967: 261). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. swerten (de Vries 1962: 565)
"schwrzen"; Norw. sverta I (de Vries 1962: 565) "schwarzen"; Icelandic sverta I (de Vries
1962: 565) "schwarzen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *swartUanan "to make
black, blacken". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG swarz (Kiuge
1989: 659) "schwarz"; OS swart (Kluge 1989: 659) "schwarz"; OE sweart (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 329) "swarthy, black, dark; gloomy; evil, infamous"; ON svartr (Kluge 1989: 659)
"schwarz"; Gothic swarts (Lehmann 1986: 333) "black", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*swartaz (Kiuge 1989: 659) "black". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giswigen "schweigen, sich schweigend fUgen, nicht reden, still sein, sich ruhig verhalten, verschweigen, Schweigsamkeit" (Raven 111967: 261). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS swigon II (Kiuge 1989: 659) "schweigen"; OE swigian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 332)
"to be or become silent, keep silence, be quiet or still", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*swigan (Kluge 1989: 659) "schweigen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It
represents a gutteral extension, ultimately deriving from an IEJ*swi (Pokomy 11959: 1052)
"schwinden, nachiassen, schweigsam werden", from which base the following may also be
derived: OHG swinan St. vb (Pokorny 11959: 1052) "schwinden, abnehmen"; Greek 'àco
(<*swigáo) (Pfeifer III 1989: 1591) "ich schweige"; Skt svia (Pokorny I 1959: 1052)
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"nachiassen". As the forms attested above differ too widely from the WGmc verb in terms of
extensions, it cannot, therefore, be regarded as pre-Gmc. Therefore a WGmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, gi-, untarswi/ilzãn "(ab)schweifen, umherschweifen, unstet" (Raven 111967: 153). cf. OHG gi-sweihhen I
(Raven 11963: 220). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE swician II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 332) "to wander, be treacherous, deceive, cheat; blaspheme; cause to offend",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *swikjan (Seebold 1970: 486) class II zero-grade
deverbative from strong verb *5wej/rjflafl (Seebold 1970: 486) "ausweichen". This strong verb
is attested in the following: OHG swihhan st. vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 618) "sich abwenden,
schwinden, abweichen, vergehen, im Stich lassen, betrugen, hintergehen, verflihren"; OS
swikan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 486) "im Stich lassen, untreu werden"; OFs. swika st. vb (Seebold
1970: 486) "entfernen, im Stich lassen"; OE swican St. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 332) "to
wander, depart; cease from, yield, give way; fail, fall short, be wanting, abandon, desert, turn
traitor; deceive"; ON svIkva st. vb (Seebold 1970: 486) "täuschen, betrugen". Therefore a
WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:furiswilizzUn "(intrs.) (langsam und ohiie Flamme) verbrennen, schwelen, gerostet werden, segen,
vergluhen, durchgluhen" (Raven 111967: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore
reconstruct a *swe1attjan intensive gemination class II intensive deverbative from strong verb
*swelanan (Seebold 1970: 488) "schwelen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
erswilit present only (Seebold 1970: 488). OE swelan present only (Seebold 1970: 488) "to
bum, be burnt up; inflame (of wound)". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
swi11i "die Schwielenbildung vor sich gehen lassen (an der Haut), Schwielen haben, schwielig
werden" (Raven II 1967: 262). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG swil (Starck arid Wells 1990: 619) "Schwiele". Therefore an
OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-, intswinön "schwinden" (Seebold 1970: 484). cf. OHG sweinen I (Raven I 1963: 220). The
following cognate verbs are attested: ON svina, svena, svIna II (Seebold 1970: 484)
"schwinden, verschwinden", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *5 w in ojanan (Seebold
1970: 484) class II zero-grade deverbative from strong verb *sweinanan (Seebold 1970: 483)
"schwinden". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG swinan st. vb (Starck and Wells
1990: 618) "abnehmen, schwinden, matt sein"; Modern West Frisian swine loan verb? (Seebold
1970: 483) "schwinden". Therefore aNWGmc deverbative formation.
swintilãn "(impers. +dat. pers.) schwindeln, sich verwundern, in Ratlosigkeit versetzen" (Raven
111967: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG *swjntjl "Schwindel" can be reconstructed from: MHG swindel (Starck and Wells
1990: 620) "Schwindel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, inswirãn "(den Besitz eines Grundstücks) besttigen (vom Verkäufer gegenuber dem Käufer,
durch einen symbolischen Akt als Wiederholung und Vollendung der Tradition), bepfhlen"
(Raven 111967: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: MHG swir (Pokorny 11956: 1050) "Uferpfahl, Pfahl"; OE swear (Pokorny I
1956: 1050) "pillar, column, prop; bolt, bar". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-
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swizzen "schwitzen, Samen durchtränken" (Raven I 1963: 221). No cognate verbs are attested.
We can tentatively reconstruct an earlier form *switjanan "to sweat". The derivational pattern of
this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from the ablaut zero-grade of IE I*sweid_
"schwitzen"; *sweides-, *sw(e)id_ro-, *swoido_ "Schweil3" (Pokorny I 1956: 1043), from which
base the following may also be derived: Skt svdyati, svedate (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "schwitzt";
Skt svedah (Pokorny I 1959: 1043) "Schweil3"; Armenian kirt-n (Pokorny I 1959: 1043)
"Schweii3"; Greek i6pdç (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "Schweil3"; Greek i3póco (Pokorny 11959:
1043) "ich schwitze"; Albanian dirsë, djersê (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "SchweiB"; Albanian djers
(Pokomy 11959: 1043) "schwitze"; Latin sUdor (Pokorny 1 1959: 1043) "Schweil3"; Latin
sUctifre (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "schwitzen"; Welsh chwys (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "Schweil3";
Latvian sviédri p1. (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "Schweil3"; Latvian svistu, svist (Pokorny 11959:
1043) "schwitzen"; Latvian svidEt (Pokorny 11959: 1043) "schwitzen machen". Despite the fact
that attested forms of the verb are confined to OHG, these IE parallels provide sufficient
evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb. Indeed, the verb may represent a pre-Gmc
denominative from the substantive *swojdos "Schweil3" which substantive is well-attested in IE.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, IT-, i-
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T
taen "säugen" (Raven 1 1963: 221). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct
a *djanan "to suck, suckle", 'Hochstufe grade of ablaut from IE I*dhe(,) (Pokorny 1 1956:
241) "saugen, säugeri", from which base the following may also be derived: MHG tien, dien
(Pokomy 1 1959: 242) "saugen, die Brust geben"; Gothic daddjan < *daj/anan (Pokorny I
1959: 242) "to suckle"; OSwed. deggia < *daj/anan (Pokorny I 1959: 242) "to suckle";
OSwed. dIa (Pokorny 11959: 242) "saugen"; Norw., Dan. die (Pokorny 11959: 242) "saugen";
OCS dojo 'Hochstufe' (Pokorny 11959: 242) "sauge"; Lith. du, d' (Pokomy 11959: 242)
"saugen"; OIr. denaid (Pokorny 11959: 241) "er saugt"; Latin femina (Pokomy 11959: 241)
"Frau" (<*"die Saugende"); Latinfelix (Pokorny 11959: 241) "fertile, happy < the fertility of
the mother's breast"; Greek efiec 'Hochstufe' present passive infinitive (Pokorny 11959: 241)
"säugen, melken"; Arm, diem ' Hochstufe' (Pokorny I 1959: 241) "sauge"; Skt dhayari
'Hochstufe' (Pokorny 11959: 241) "saugt"; Skt dhayah 'Hochstufe' (Pokorny 11959: 241)
"ernährend, pflegend". Despite the fact that the 'Hochstufe' form of the verb are confined to
OHG, the 'Hochstufe' ablaut grade attested in the IE forms given above provides sufficient
evidence to point to a primary origin for this verb.
*tagadingon "zeitlich verschieben, einen Tag bestimmen". The following cognate verbs are
attested: ON daginga II (Fritzner 11954: 234) "to discuss something at a meeting arranged
beforehand", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *dagajiengojanan "einen Tag
bestimmen (fUr eine Volksversammlung)". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG tagading, tagoding (Starck and Wells 1990: 621) "Frist, Volksversammlung"; OS
dagathing (Starck and Wells 1990: 621) "Frist, Volksversammlung"; ON dagbing (Fritzner I
1954: 234) "a meeting arranged beforehand", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*dagaengan "Frist, Volksversammlung". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gitagallan "sich erfreuen, sich vergnugen, sich die Zeit vertreiben, Scherz und Spiel treiben, guter
Dinge sein" (Raven 111967: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: 0MG tagalti (Starck and Wells 1990: 621) "Spiel, Belustigung".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
tagi "tagen, Tag werden, verbleiben, taghell leuchten, einen Tag bestimmen" (Raven II 1967:
263). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
tag (Starck and Wells 1990: 620) "Tag". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
tallazzen "(den Pferden den Hals) klopfen, streicheln" (Raven 11963: 221). No cognate verbs
are attested. Etymology obscure. Probably an intensive deverbative from a base similar to that
attested in: OHG tollãn (Raven 111967: 156) "(den Pferden den Hals) klopfen, das Pferd
ttscheh, streicheln"; NHG tolle (Grimm dWb XXI 1935: 637) "Schlag, Streich". Therefore an
OHG intensive deverbative.
lalãn "ummauern" (Raven 111967: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
tantarön "faselri, wahnwitzig oder wahnsinnig sein" (Raven 111967: 154). No cognate verbs
are attested. Etymology unclear.
tarkanen, terkenen "verdecken, verhehlen, verschleiern, sich verstellen, verbergen, verhüllen"
(Raven 11963: 221). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG terki(Starck and Wells 1990: 625) "F.rbung, Verhullung(?)". Therefore an
OHG denominative verb (formed with n-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-.
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tarnen "verbergen, unsicher machen" (Raven I 1963: 222). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS dernian I (Kiuge 1989: 721) "verbergen"; OE diernan, dyrnan I (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 85) "to keep secret, hide, restrain, repress; hide oneself'; We can therefore
reconstruct a WGmc *darntjan "verbergen". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG tarni (Starck and Wells 1990: 622) "unsichtbar, verborgen, verhullt"; OS darno
(Kluge 1989: 721) "verborgen"; OE dierne, dyrne (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 85) "hidden,
secret, obscure, remote: deceitful, evil, magical", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*darnjaz (Kluge 1989: 721) "verborgen". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: Il-, gitarUn "(intrans.) schaden, (trans.) beschadigen, verspotten, Eintrag tun, em Leid zufligen,
hintergehen, Missetäter". No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under terien.
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gitavalãn, gi-tavalal- "mit Brettern versehen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 623). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG tavala, tabela (Starck and
Wells 1990: 623) "Tafel, Schreibtafel, Spielbrett". Therefore an OHG denominative preterite
participle construction.
teilen "teilen, unter sich teilen, sich teilen in, verteilen, in Teile zerlegen, unterscheiden,
auszahlen" (Raven 11963: 222). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS dëlian I (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1794) "teilen, verteilen"; OFs. dëla I (de Vries 1962: 222) "teilen, verteilen"; OE
a'tfflan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 82) "to divide, part, separate, share; bestow, distribute,
dispense, spend, hand over to; take part in, share with"; ON deila I (de Vries 1962: 75) "teilen";
Runic daliun (for *dajljjun) I, 3rd pers. p1. pret. indic. (Lehmann 1986: 87) "divided"; Gothic
dailjan I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1794) "to divide, distribute", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*dail/anan "to divide". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG teil (Starck
and Wells 1990: 623) "Teil, Anthil"; OS del (Kluge 1989: 725) "Teil"; OFs. del (Kluge 1989:
725) "Teil"; OE dcEl (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 82) "portion, part, share, lot; division,
separation, quantity, amount"; Gothic dails (Kluge 1989: 725) "portion", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *dailiz masc (Kluge 1989: 725) "Teil". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-,fora-ir-, gi-, ir-, ubar-, untar-, zi(r)teilön "teilen (d.h. die guten von den schlechten Sitten trennen), verteilen, Sparsamkeit" (Raven
111967: 154). No cognate verbs are attested. As cognate forms in related Gmc languages belong
to class I this verb is probably best regarded as a class II deverbative from the class I weak verb
teilen (which see). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zi*temmen "dammen, mit einem Damm umgeben, stauen, hemmen, Gränze setzen, hindern,
endigen". MHG temmen (Pfeifer 1 1989: 253) "mit einem Damm umgeben, stauen, hemmen,
Grenzen setzen, hindem, endigen". The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG dammen,
demmen (Pfeifer 11989: 253) "dammen"; OFs. damma, demma I (Kluge 1989: 127) "dammen";
OEfor-demman I (Pfeifer 11989: 253) "to damn up, block up"; ON demma I (Pfeifer 11989:
253) "to dam"; Gothic faur-dammjan I (Pfeifer 11989: 253) "to fence in, hinder", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *dammyanan "to damn, damn up". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: MHG tam(m) (Pfeifer I 1989: 253) "Damm"; MLG, MDu. dam
(Pfeifer 11989: 253) "Damm"; OFs. damm, domm (Kluge 1989: 126) "Damm"; Mid.Engl. dam,
dam(m)e (Pfeifer 11989: 253) "dam"; ON damm (Kiuge 1989: 126) "dam", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *damm "dam". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,firtemparan "mal3igen, mischen, verbinden mit, einteilen, wägen, (pass.) sich zuruckhalten, (den
Samen) in Schiangengift eintauchen, d.h. vergiften, (den Samen) mit Salpeter behandein, (ubtr.)
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schmeicheln" (Raven 111967: 154). No cognate verbs are attested. <Latin temperare (Schade I
1882: 925) "to temper". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, zisameneterien "schaden, verletzen, hinderlich oder nachteilig sein, Schaden zufligen, etwas zuleide tun,
schuldig" (Raven 11963: 325). cf. OHG tarön II. The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
derian I (Schade 111882: 926) "to damage, injure, hurt"; OFs. dera I (Schade 111882: 926) "to
damage, injure, hurt"; OE derian I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 84) "to damage, injure, hurt",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *a'ar?jan "to injure, hurt, damage". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG tara (Starck and Wells 1990: 622) "Verletzung"; OE
daru (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 82) "hurt, injury, damage, calamity", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *darö "hurt, injury". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, miiitiligon "(ver)tilgen, vernichten, abschaffen, entfernen" (Raven 111967: 155). Also appears in
variant form dilãn. < OE dilegian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 86) "to destroy, blot out;
perish". Monastic loan verb particulary with meaning "to blot out". <Latin de1e (Kluge 1989:
730) "to destroy". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firtimbar& "dunkein, dunkel oder trUbe werden, an Helligkeit abnehmen" (Raven 111967: 263).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
timbar (Starck and Wells 1990: 626) "dunkel, trUbe". Therefore aNWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bitiiulön "betitein, mit einem Titel versehen, bezeichnen" (Raven 111967: 156). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG titulo (Starck and Wells
1990: 627) "Aufschrifl, Titel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giliuren "teuer machen oder scm, Gott preisen oder loben, verherrlichen" (Raven I 1963: 225).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OE dëorran I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 84) "to
hold dear, glorify, endear", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *deurjUan "teuer machen,
loben". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG tiuri (Starck and Wells
1990: 627) "teuer, wertvoll, kostbar"; OS diuri (Kluge 1989: 727) "teuer"; OFs. diãre, diUre
(Kluge 1989: 727) "teuer"; OE dëore (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 84) "dear, beloved; precious,
costly, valuable; noble excellent"; ON djrr (Kluge 1989: 727) "teuer, kostbar", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *deurjaz (Kluge 1989: 727) "teuer". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gitiurisãn "verherrlichen, verklaren" (Raven II 1967: 156). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under tiuren. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (formed with s-extension).
toben "toll sein, toben, larmend herumschwärmen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 627). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS dobön II originally class III? (Kluge 1989: 731) "to be
insane"; OE dofian II originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 86) "to be doting",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *dubejan (Kluge 1989: 731) "toben, verwirrt scm",
class III durative deverbative from strong verb *deubanan (Seebold 1970: 155) "erlahmen" (see
under tobJn). Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-
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lob On "wüten, toben, rasen, nicht bei Verstand sein, tobsuchtig scm, Wein mit Wasser mischen,
wahnsirinig, heillos, abgelebt, der Herumstreicher, der Wutende" (Raven II 1967: 156). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS dobOn II originally class III? (Kluge 1989: 731) "to be
insane"; OE dofian II originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 86) "to be doting",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *dubjan (Seebold 1970: 155) "toben", class II
zero-grade durative deverbative from strong verb *deubanan (Seebold 1970: 155) "erlahmen".
This strong verb is attested in the following: ON dofenn pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 155)
"erlahmt, stumpf, schlaff, haibtot"; OSwed. duven pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 155) "schal,
schiaff'. Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
tOden "töten, urns Leben bringen" (Raven 1 1963: 226). The following cognate verbs are

attested: OS bi-dUdian I (de Vries 1962: 76) "toten"; OFs. dëda I (de Vries 1962: 76) "töten";
OE d7dan, diedan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 91) "to kill"; ON deyóa I (de Vnes 1962: 76)
"toten"; Gothic daubjan I (de Vries 1962: 76) "to kill", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*dauOUanan "to kill, render dead". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
tOt (Starck and Wells 1990: 629) "tot, gestorben"; OS dad (Kiuge 1989: 734) "tot"; OFs. dad
(Kiuge 1989: 734) "tot"; OE dead (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 82) "dead; torpid, dull; still";
ON dauór (Kluge 1989: 734) "tot"; Runic weladAde (de Vries 1962: 74) "tot"; Gothic daubs
(Kluge 1989: 734) "dead", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *dauóaz "tot, gestorben",
preterite participle adjective from strong verb *daujanan (Seebold 1970: 147) "sterben".
Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, IrtadOn "sterben"

(Raven 111967: 263). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE dëadian II
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 82) "to die", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *daudan
"to be dying, to die". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under
Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.

loden).

lobazzen, topazzen "abtrUnnig sein" (Raven 11963: 226). No cognate verbs are attested. We can

therefore reconstruct a *tobatjan intensive deverbative from OHG class II lob On or class III
tobOn "toben" (which see). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
lock On "auf-, niedertauchen, fliel3end sich hin und her bewegen, aneinander schlagen" (Raven II
1967: 156). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *dukkqian intensive
gemination (Seebold 1970: 157) class II intensive deverbative from strong verb *dUkanan
(Seebold 1970: 156) "tauchen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG tuhhun pret.
sg. (Seebold 1970: 156) "tauchten"; MLG dOken st vb (Seebold 1970: 156) "tauchen"; MDu.
duiken st vb (Seebold 1970: 156) "tauchen"; OFs. dEika St vb (Seebold 1970: 156)
"untertauchen". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
tollOn "(den Pferden den Hals) klopfen, das Pferd tatscheln, streichein" (Raven 111967: 156).
No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology obscure. Compare NHG tolle (Grimm dWb XXI
1935: 637) "Schlag, Streich".

"betupfen, mit Punktchen versehen" (Raven II 1967: 157). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG topfo (Starck and Wells
1990: 629) "Stich, Zeichen, Mal". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.

topfan

"niederschlagen, ver-, vor-, stol3en, ansturmen; das Burgtor durch wiederholte
Schlage zerschmettern" (Raven 11963: 226). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
Probably an intensive deverbative, but a derivational base that is convincing semantically and
phonologically cannot be found.

torrazzen
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touben "vermindern, schwächen" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1787). The following cognate verbs are
attested: ON deyfa I (Lehmann 1986: 88) "to make blunt"; Gothic ga-daubjan I (Lehmann
1986: 88) "to harden", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *daubijanan "to make deaf,
stupify, render senseless> to harden, make blunt, render worthless". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG toub (Starck and Wells 1990: 630) "taub, gehorlos, stumpf,
unempfindlich, unsinnig"; MHG toub, toup (Pfeifer 111 1989: 1787) "taub, gehorlos, leer,
wertlos, abgestorben"; MLG dof(Kluge 1989: 723) "taub, gehorlos"; MDu. doof(Kluge 1989:
723) "taub, gehorlos"; OFs. d(Kluge 1989: 723) "taub, gehorlos"; OE deaf (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 82) "deaf; empty, barren"; ON daufr (Kluge 1989: 723) "taub"; Gothic daufs
(Kluge 1989: 723) "deaf', which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *daubaz (Kluge 1989: 723)
"taub, gehorlos". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi1oub "taub werden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 630). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE a-deaJlan II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 3) "to become deaf', which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *daubëjan "to be or become deaf'. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: (see under touben). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
toubOn "zährnen, bezwingen" (Pfeifer III 1989: 1787). No cognate verbs are attested. As

cognate forms in related Gmc languages belong to class 1 this verb is probably best regarded as
a class II deverbative from the class I weak verb touben (which see). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
toufen "taufen, (reflex.) Christ werden" (Raven 1 1963: 226). The following cognate verbs are

attested: OS dOpian I (Kluge 1989: 723) "taufen"; OFs. dëpa, deppa I (Holthausen 1925: 15)
"taufen"; OE dipan, diepan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:91) "to dip, baptize"; ON deypa I
(Kluge 1989: 723) "tauchen"; Gothic daupjan I (Kluge 1989: 723) "to baptize", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *daupijcinan Originally "to make deep". The later meaning "to baptize"
in the individual languages is an ecclesiastical loan translation of Greek pcit'riçw (Pfeifer III
1989: 1788) "I (repeatedly) dip in or under water", and Late Latin baptizãre (<Greek) (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1788) "taufen, betäufeln". The verb is ultimately a derivation, with altered ablaut
grade, from the nominal base attested in the following: OHG tiof(Starck and Wells 1990: 626)
"tief, unterst, untergrundlich"; OS diop (Kluge 1989: 729) "tief'; OFs. diap (Kluge 1989: 729)
"tief'; OE dëop (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 84) "deep, profound; awful, mysterious; heinous;
serious, solemn, earnest"; ON djipr (Kluge 1989: 729) "tief'; Gothic diups (Kluge 1989: 729)
"deep", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *deupaz (Kluge 1989: 729) "tief'. Therefore a
Gmc deadjectival verb (with altered ablaut grade).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-

bug attested in OHG only with prefix gi- "taugen, geziemend sein" (Seebold 1970: 149). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS dog pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 149) "taugen"; OFs.
dã(e)ch pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 149) "taugen"; OE dëah pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 149) "to
be suitable"; Gothic daug pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 149) "taugen, frommen". These allow us to
reconstruct a preterite-present verb *daug (Seebold 1970: 149) "taugt". This verb can be traced
back to an IE J*dheugh (Pokorny I 1956: 271) "beruhren (sich gut treffen), drucken,
ausdrUcken, melken, reichlich spenden", from which base the following may also be derived:
Skt duhati, dogdhi- (Pokomy 11956: 271) "melkt, milcht"; Greek yâvco (Pokomy 11956:
271) "I hit, hit a mark, hit upon, meet, meet with, suffer"; Greek t6xco (Pokomy 11956: 271)
"I make ready, build, work"; Jr. dáan < *dhughna.. (Pokorny 11956: 271) "Gedicht"; ft. thal <
*dhughlo (Pokorny 11956: 271) "passend"; Lith. daug- (Pokorny 11956: 271) "viel"; Lith.
dauginti (Pokorny I 1956: 271) "mehren". Therefore a Pre-Gmc primary verb
(preterite-present).
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tougalen "verbergen" (Raven I 1963: 227). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE

dieglan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 91) "to hide, cover, conceal"; We can therefore
reconstruct a WGmc *daug1jan "to hide, conceal". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG tougal (Starck and Wells 1990: 630) "dunkel, verborgen"; OE diego!
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 85) "secret, hidden, obscure, unknown, deep", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *dauglaz "hidden, secret, obscure". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
louganen "besorgen, verwalten, verheimlichen, verbergen" (Raven I 1963: 227). No cognate

verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG tougan (Starck
and Wells 1990: 630) "heimlich, dukel, verborgen". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
touwãn "Tau geben, tauen, benetzen" (Raven II 1967: 157). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE difawian II (Bosworth and ToIler 1976: 198) "to dew, bedew"; ON doggva II (de
Vries 1962: 92) "tauen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *dauw7/anan "tauen". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG tou (Starck and Wells 1990: 630) "Tau";
OS milidou (Kiuge 1989: 723) "Mehltau"; OFs. daw (Kluge 1989: 723) "Tau"; OE dëaw (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 83) "dew"; ON dogg (Kluge 1989: 723) "Tau", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *dauwan (Kluge 1989: 723) "Tau". Therefore a NWGmc denominative
verb.
töwen, touwen "(eines blutigen Todes) sterben, töten, bestrafen" (Raven 11963: 325). cf. OHG
dawalUn II. The following cognate verbs are attested: OS dajan I (Seebold 1970: 148)
"sterben", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *daujan "sterben", class I deverbative from
strong verb *daujanan (Seebold 1970: 147) "sterben". This strong verb is attested in the
following: ON deyja St vb (Seebold 1970: 148) "sterben, versterben"; Gothic diwan St vb
(Lehmaim 1986: 93) "to die". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irtnffg "trage, verdrossen, langsm werden, launisch oder verdrielilich sein, säumen, tändeln,
verzogem, sich benehmen oder betragen, in Verlegenheit geraten" (Raven 111967: 263). No
cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under tragön. Therefore an OHG deadjectival
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irrz "trage oder langsam werden, stumpf sein" (Raven 111967: 157). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS trãgon II (Starck and Wells 1990: 631) "stumpf sein, untatig sein,
verdrossen sein", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *trffg(j)4ian "trage sein, verdrossen
sein". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG trigi (Starck and Wells 1990:
631) "trage, 1ssig, verdrossen"; OS trãg (Starck and Wells 1990: 630) "trage"; OE trãg (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 348) "evil, mean, bad", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *trag/az
"trage, Iassig, unwillig". cf. with ablaut ON tregr (Kluge 1989: 734) "unwillig, langsam".
Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
trahtãn "(+gen.) trachten, streben, betrachten, uberlegen, woran denken, erörtem, nachdenken,
erwägen, behandeln, uber etwas abhandeln, wahrnehmen" (Raven 111967: 157). The following
cognate verbs are attested: cf. OS gi-trahton II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1822) "erwägen"; cf. OFs.
trachtia II (Kluge 1989: 734) "trachten"; cf. OE trahtian II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1822) "to treat,
comment on, expound, consider; interpret, translate". <Latin tractãre (Pfeifer III 1989: 1822)
"behandeln, betreiben, sich mit etwas bescMftigen, bearbeiten, untersuchen, uberdenken".
Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, ir-, zUO-
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trffnen "tränen, Tränen vergiel3en" (Raven 11963: 227). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG trahen (contracted form = fran) (Kluge 1989:
736) "Trne". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
trebanön "drangen, qualen, plagen" (Raven II 1967: 158). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG triban, preterite participle of OHG
strong verb triban (Starck and Wells 1990: 634) "treiben, antreiben, fortreiben". Therefore an
OHG deadjectival verb (from preterite participle).
trehlzanãi "unter der Asche gluhen oder glimmend (vom Feuer), erlöschen, (von der Glut)
nicht zu warm sein" (Raven II 1967: 264). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore
reconstruct a *trehhanëjan class III deverbative formed with n-extension from strong verb
*trekanan (Seebold 1970: 506) "ziehen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
bi-trehhan St vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 633) "die Glut mit Asche verdecken"; MHG trechen st
vb (Seebold 1970: 507) "ziehen"; MHG be-trechen st vb (Seebold 1970: 507) "bedecken
(Feuer)"; MLG treken st vb (Seebold 1970: 507) "schaudern (?)"; OFs. treka St vb pres only
(Seebold 1970: 506) "zücken". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation (formed with
n-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bitreiben "treiben" (Raven 11963: 227). cf. OHG tribãn II. The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE drcEfan I (Seebold 1970: 163) "to drive, drive out"; ON drefa I (Seebold 1970:
163) "bespritzen"; Gothic draibjan I (Seebold 1970: 163) "plagen", which allows us to
reconstruct a *draibejanan (Seebold 1970: 163) "treiben, vertreiben", class I deverbative
formation from strong verb *dreibanan (Seebold 1970: 162) "treiben". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG triban st vb (Seebold 1970: 163) "treiben, sich beschaftigen
mit"; OS drIban St vb (Seebold 1970: 163) "triben, vor sich her treiben, vertreiben"; OFs. driva
st vb (Seebold 1970: 163) "treiben, drangen"; OE dran St vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 88)
"to drive, force, hunt, follow up, pursue; drive away, expel; practise, carry on; rush against,
impel, drive forwards or backwards; undergo"; ON dr(fa St vb (Seebold 1970: 163) "treiben
(Wind, Wetter), treiben lassen, hindrangen (Menschenmasse); bedecken"; Gothic dreiban st vb
(Seebold 1970: 163) "verbannen". Therefore a Gmc deverbative formation.
trenken "tränken, zur Tranke bringen, laben" (Raven 11963: 227). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OS drenkian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1827) "tranken"; OFs. drentza I (Seebold 1970:
165) "ertranken"; OE drencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 88) "to give to drink, to ply with
drink, make drunk; soak saturate; submerge, drown"; ON drekkja I (Seebold 1970: 165)
"tränken, ertrnken"; Gothic dragkjan I (Seebold 1970: 165) "to give to drink", which allows us
to reconstruct a Gmc *drankejanan (Seebold 1970: 165) "trnken", causative of strong verb
*drenkanan St vb (Seebold 1970: 165) "trinken". This strong verb is attested in the following:
OHG trincan St vb (Seebold 1970: 165) "trinken"; OS drinkan st vb (Seebold 1970: 165)
"trmnken"; OFs. drinka St vb (Seebold 1970: 165) "trinken"; OE drincan St vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 88) "to drink; be entertained; swallow up, engulf'; ON drekka st vb (Seebold
1970: 165) "trmnken"; Gothic drigkan St vb (Seebold 1970: 165) "trinken, sich betrmnken".
Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-, ubartrennen "auftrennen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 633). No cognate verbs are attested. MDu.
trennen (Kluge 1989: 737) is probably a loan from High German as there are no cognates in any
of the remaining Gmc languages. We can reconstruct an earlier form *trannejan (Seebold 1970:
507) "auftrennen, auflosen", causative deverbative from strong verb *trennanan (Seebold 1970:
507) "entrmnnen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG in(t)-trinnan St vb (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1836) "fliehend entkommen, sich fluchten, abtrunnig sein". Therefore an OHG
causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: jut-, zi-, zi-in-
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trepezzen "im schalleriden Trabe galoppierend" (Raven I 1963: 228). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *trapatjan "to tread nosily, galop", intensive
deverbative from a weak verb attested in: OE treppan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 349) "to
tread"; cf. with ablaut NHG (dial) trappen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1830) "stampfen, hart treten"; cf.
with ablaut MLG, MDu. trappen (Pfeifer III 1989: 1830) "stampfen, hart treten"; cf. with ablaut
Mod.Ice, Swed. (dial.) trappa (Pfeifer III 1989: 1830) "stampfen, hart treten". Therefore an
OHG intensive deverbative.
tretanãn "(von den Rindern) mit Fu3en ausschlagen, (Qbtr.) storrisch sein, sich strauben"
(Raven 111967: 158). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG tretan, preterite participle of OHG strong verb tretan (Kluge 1989: 739)
"treten, zertreten, zerstampfen". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (from preterite participle).
tretten "(einen Weg) oft betreten, zertreten, zerquetschen" (Raven I 1963: 229). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG tredden I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1838) "niedertreten, stampfen,
nachspuren"; OE treddan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 348) "to tread on, trample;
investigate"; ON treója I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1838) "niedertreten", which allows us to reconstruct
a NWGmc *tradejanan (Kluge 1989: 739) intensive deverbative formation from strong verb
*tredanan (Kluge 1989: 739) "treten". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG tretan
st vb (Kluge 1989: 739) "treten, zertreten, stampfen"; OFs. treda st vb (Kluge 1989: 739)
"treten"; OE tredan st vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 348) "to tread, step on, trample". The
strong verb *tredanan (Kluge 1989: 739) is a new ablaut formation from the earlier strong verb
*trudanan (Kluge 1989: 739) "treten", this latter attested in: ON troóa st vb (Kluge 1989: 739)
"treten, beschreiten, stopfen; zertreten"; Gothic trudan st vb (Kluge 1989: 739) "to tread (on)"
Therefore a NWGmc intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firtrettön "treten auf, niedertreten" (Raven II 1967: 158). The following cognate verbs are

attested: OE treddian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 348) "to tread, step, walk", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *treddjan intensive gemination? (Seebold 1970: 506) class II
intensive deverbative from strong verb *tredanan (Kluge 1989: 739) "treten" (see under
tretten). Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
tribãn "betreiben, sich mit etwas beschaftigen" (Raven II 1967: 158). No cognate verbs are
attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *dribjan (Seebold 1970: 163) class II zero-grade
deverbative from strong verb *dreibanan (Seebold 1970: 162) "treiben" (see under Ireiben).
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:follatrinsön "stohnen; thrnus" (Starck and Wells 1990: 635). No cognate verbs are attested. Loan
formation from Latin thrënus (Lewis and Short 1966 :1869) "song of mourning, lamentation,
dirge, elegy" <Greek Opflvoç (Lewis and Short 1966 :1869) "song of mourning, lamentation,
dirge, elegy". Therefore an OHG loan formation.
trisewön "Schatze authauferi" (Schutzeichel 1969: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. For

nominal base see under trisiwen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
trisiwen "Geld anhäufen" (Raven I 1963: 229). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG triso, treso (Starck and Wells 1990: 633)
"Schatz, Schatzkammer". The 'w' in the verbal derivative is possibly by analogy with OHG
triuwen "to trust", and the semantic connections of entrusting money etc. Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
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friuten, trilten "lieb machen, liebkoseri; sich einschmeicheln; beschlafen" (Schutzeichel 1969:
198). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
trilt (Schützeichel 1969: 198) "vertraut, lieb". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
triuwen, triiwen "treuen, gedeihen, hervorragen, wachsen" (Raven I 1963: 229). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS triuwian I (de Vries 1962: 599) "treuen"; OFs. triUwa I (de Vries
1962: 599) "treuen"; OE trëowan, triewan, trjwan, triwan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 348)
"to believe, trust in, hope, be confident, rely (on); trust"; ON tryggja, t,yggva I (de Vries 1962:
599) "zusichern", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *trewwU)/anan "to trust, rely on".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG gi-triuwi (Barnhardt 1988: 1172)
"treu, getreu, zuverlassig"; OS triuwi (Barnhardt 1988: 1172) "treu"; OFs. triuwe (Barnhardt
1988: 1172) "treu"; OE triewe, trëowe, trUwe, trjiwe (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 348) "true,
honest, faithful, trustworthy; genuine"; ON tryggr (Barnhardt 1988: 1172) "treu, vertrauensvoll,
sicher"; Gothic triggws (Barnhardt 1988: 1172) "trustworthy, faithful", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *treU)az "true, trustworthy, faithful, honest". Therefore a NWGmc
deadjectival verb.
tropfezzen "tropfeln, (herab-) träufeln" (Raven 11963: 229). No cognate verbs are attested. We
can therefore reconstruct a *druppatjan intensive gemination (Seebold 1970: 170) zero-grade
intensive deverbative from strong verb *dreupanan (Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen, triefen" (see
under troufen). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
tropfon "tropfen, (vom Opferblut) ausdrUcken, d.h. auslaufen lassen, herabtrufe1n" (Raven H
1967: 158). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *druppjan intensive
gemiriation (Seebold 1970: 170) class II intensive deverbative from strong verb *dreupanan
(Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen, triefen" (see under troufen). Therefore an OHG intensive
deverbative.
trören "Regen hinabgiel3en, regnen" (Raven I 1963: 229). The following cognate verbs are
attested: ON dreyra I (Seebold 1970: 171) "bluten, (eigentlich) fallen lassen"; Gothic
ga-drausjan I (Lehmann 1986: 95) "to plunge down", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*drauzejanan (Seebold 1970: 171) "to cause to fall, drop", causative deverbative from strong
verb *dreusanan (Seebold 1970: 170) "fallen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OS
driosan st vb (Seebold 1970: 170) "to fall"; OE drëosan st vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 88)
"to fall, perish"; Norw (dial.) drjósa st vb (Lehmann 1986: 95) "to fall"; Gothic driusan St vb
(Lehmann 1986: 95) "fallen, niederfallen". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
träten "(sich) trösten" (Raven I 1963: 229). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
tröstian I (de Vries 1962: 598) "trosten"; ON treysta I (de Vries 1962: 598) "trösten, stärken",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *traust/anan "to console". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG trãst (Starck and Wells 1990: 637) "Trost, Hilfe, Hoffuung";
OS trãst (Pfeifer III 1989: 742) "Trost"; OFs. trãst (Kluge 1989: 742) "Trost"; ON traust
(Kluge 1989: 742) "Trost, Starke, Hilfe"; cf. Gothic trausti (Kiuge 1989: 742) "Vertrag,
Bilndnis", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *traustan "Trost". Therefore a NWGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:Jir-,folla-, gitroton "keltern, Trauben mit den Fullen zertreten, (ubtr.) = martern" (Raven 111967: 158). No
cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *trudjan (Seebold 1970: 506) class
II deverbative from strong verb *trudanan St vb (Kiuge 1989: 739) "treten". This strong verb is
attested in the following: ON troda St vb (Kluge 1989: 739) "treten, beschreiten, stopfen;
zertreten"; Gothic trudan St vb (Kiuge 1989: 739) "to tread (on)" Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation.
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Iroufen "traufeln, herabtriufeln" (Raven I 1963: 230). cf. OHG tropfon II. The following

cognate verbs are attested: OE driepan, drj7pan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 90) "to let drop,
cause to fall in drops; moisten"; ON dreypa I (Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen lassen", which
allows us to reconstruct a *draupejanan (Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen lassen", causative
deverbative from strong verb *dreupanan (Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen, trieferi". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG triofan st vb (Seebold 1970: 169) "triefen, träufeln,
flief3en"; OS driopan St vb (Seebold 1970: 169) "triefen, träufeln, flieBen"; OFs. driapa st vb
(Seebold 1970: 169) "triefen, herabhängen"; OE drãopan St vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 88)
"to drop, drip"; ON drjzpa St vb (Seebold 1970: 169) "tropfen"; OSwed. drjpa St vb (Seebold
1970: 169) "tropfen". Therefore a NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bitroumen "träumen" (Raven 11963: 230). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS drãmian

I (de Vries 1962: 83) "singen, jubeln"; OE drieman, dr-jman, drëman I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 90) "to sing aloud, rejoice"; ON dreyma I (de Vries 1962: 830 "träumen", which allows
us to reconstruct a NWGmc *draumUanan "to dream; be in ecstasy, rejoice, sing". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG troum (Starck and Wells 1990: 637) "Traum";
OS drôrn (Kluge 1989: 737) "Traum; Jubel, Freude"; OFs. dram (Kluge 1989: 737) "Traum";
OE dream (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 87) "joy, gladness, delight, ecstasy, mirth, rejoicing;
melody, music, song, singing"; Mid.Engl dream (Stratmann and Bradley 1971: 174) "sound,
music, dream"; ON draumr (Kluge 1989: 737) "Traum", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *cfrauma: (Kluge 1989: 737) "dream; ecstasy, delight, mirth, singing, sound".
Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
trU,, triiwãz "(+gen. rei) glauben, trauen, zutrauen, Zuversicht haben, sich getrauen, (trans.)
anvertrauen, hoffen, sich verlassen oder vertrauen auf, für moglich halten, vennuten" (Raven II
1967: 264). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS trUan II (Kiuge 1989: 737)
"(ver)trauen"; OE Irfiwian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 349) "to trust; inspire with trust;
persuade"; ON tria (de Vries 1962: 599) "vertrauen, glauben"; Gothic trauan ('au' < earlier
'flw'?) (Lehmann 1986: 346) "to trust", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *trthvanan "to
trust". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG trEJwa (Lehmann 1986: 346)
"belief, trust"; MLG trEiwe (Lehmann 1986: 346) "belief, trust"; OE triiwa (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 349) "fidelity, faith, confidence, trust, belief; pledge, promise, agreement,
covenant; protection"; ON trz1 (de Vries 1962: 599) "Treue, Gelobnis; Glaube, Religion", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *trUwã (Lehmann 1986: 346) "faith, trust; belief'. Therefore a
Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-gi.-, fir-, gi-, missitrufieren "truftem, hin- und herwerfen, Weizen ausklopfen und das Getreide reinigen" (Raven I

1963: 230). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form
*druftrUan "triftern, hin- und herbewegen, Korn sieben", class I interative or frequentative I
continuative deverbative formed with r-extension from NWGmc weak verb *druftjanan "triften,
Kom sieben", seen in: NHG tr?fien < *(rjijen (Grimm dWb XI (ii): 502) "das Getreide schUtteln
oder sieben"; Norw dryfia (Grimm dWb XI (ii): 502) "worfeln, schwingen"; Swed (dial) drofta
(Grimm dWb XI (ii): 502) "Korn sieben"; Dan drøfie (Grimm dWb XI (ii): 502) "Getreide
schwingen, sieben". Therefore an OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with rextension).
truginan, Iruganan "heuchein, abbilden, trUgen, verf'1schen, Verdacht schOpfen" (Raven II
1967: 158). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:

OHG trugina (Starck and Wells 1990: 638) "Betrug, List". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-
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trugi-kosan "Trug reden" (Raven 111967: 159). No cognate verbs are attested.
cf. OHG *trugi in (rugilihho (Seebold 1970: 168) "rankevoll", cf. also OS drugi-thing (Seebold
1970: 168) "trUgerisches Ding"; cf. OHG kösön II (Starck and Wells 1990: 342) "sich
besprechen, reden, aussagen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
truckanen "trocknen, trocken machen" (Raven 11963: 230). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG truckan (Kluge 1989: 741) "trocken".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gitrunkanz "trunken werden oder sein" (Raven II 1967: 264). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE druncnian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 89) "to be drunk", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *drunkejan "to be or become drunk". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG truncan (Starck and Wells 1990: 638) "betrunken"; OS drunkan
(Onions 1966: 291) "betrunken"; OFs. drunken (Onions 1966: 291) "betrunken"; OE druncen
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 89) "drunken, drunk"; ON drukkinn (Onions 1966: 291)
"betrunken"; Gothic *drugkans which can be reconstructed from drugkanei (Onions 1966: 291)
"drunkeness", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *drunkanaz preterite participle adjective
from strong verb *drenkanan (Seebold 1970: 165) "trinken". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival
verb.
truoben "betrilben, (reflex.) betrübt werden, aufregen, trüben" (Raven I 1963: 230). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS dröbian I (Heyne 1905: 200) "to afflict"; OE drefan I
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1851) "to stir up, excite, disturb, trouble, vex, afflict"; Gothic drobjan I
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1851) "trtiben, irre machen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*drãb/anan "betrüben". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG truobi
(Starck and Wells 1990: 639) "trube, aufgewuhlt"; OS dröbi (Kluge 1989: 742) "confused,
cloudy"; OFs. drãve (Kluge 1989: 742) "trUbe"; OE draf (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 88)
"dirty, muddy, swampy, turbid, &oubled, confused, gloomy", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *dröbaz,* drãbjaz (Kluge 1989: 742) "trübe". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, duruh-, gitruobi "sich betrüben, betrubt werden, (trübe) oder duster gestimmt werden" (Raven 111967:
264). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under truoben. Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
triiri "traurig oder betrübt sein, den Blick (schicklich) niederschlagen" (Raven 111967: 264).
No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *driizqThn "den Kopf sinken
lassen, die Augen niederschlagen (als Bezeichnung einer Trauergebarde?)". The etymology of
this verb is uncertain. It may be considered a durative deverbative from the strong verb
*dreusanan (Seebold 1970: 170) "fallen" (see under troren), but this has obvious drawbacks
semantically. Alternatively, it may derive (having undergone a development of meaning) from
the ablaut zero-grade of the IE J*dhreus-, *dhr (Pokomy I 1956: 274) "herabfallen,
herabtropfeln, zerbrechen", from which base the following may also be derived: OHG trör
(Seebold 1970: 171) "Blut, tropfende Flussigkeit"; OHG traren (Seebold 1970: 171) "regnen";
OS driosan st vb (Seebold 1970: 170) "fallen, hinfallen"; OE drilsian II (Pokorny 11956: 275)
"to droop, become sluggish, stagnant, turbid"; OE drosan St vb (Seebold 1970: 170) "to fall,
perish; become weak, frail"; OE drifor (Seebold 1970: 170) "blood"; OE dëawdrias (Seebold
1970: 170) "full of dew"; Norw. (dial.) drysia (Pokorny 11956: 274) "herabrieseln"; Gothic
driusan St vb (Seebold 1970: 170) "fallen, niederfallen". There is no evidence here, however, to
allow for this verb to belong to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
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rugon "verändern, Abwechslung in etwas bringen, verschieden auslegen" (Raven 111967: 159).
No cognate verbs are attested. The derivational pattern and etymology of this verb are unclear.
It may possibly ultimately derive from the ablaut zero-grade of IE *dhuãk-, *dhuk, *dhllk,
*dheuk- (Pokorny 11959: 265), k-extension to IE 'J*dheu-, *dheu . (Pokorny 11959: 261)
"stieben, wirbeln, besonders von Staub, Rauch, Dampf wehen, blasen, Hauch, Atem; dampfen,
ausdunsten, riechen, stinken; stUrmen, in heftiger, wallender Bewegung sein, auch seelisch; in
heftige, wirbeinde Bewegung versetzen, schutteln", from which base the following may also be
derived: OHG tougan k-extension (Pokorny I 1959: 265) "dunkel, verborgen, geheimnisvoll,
wunderbar"; OE deag k-extension (Pokorny 11959: 265) "Farbe; fucus"; Lith. dvekti, dveküoti
k-extension (Pokorny 1 1959: 265) "atmen, keuchen"; OHG toum (Pokomy I 1959: 261)
"Dampf, Dunst, Duft"; Skt dhi7ma- (Pokorny 11959: 2651) "Rauch, Damp?'; ON djja (Pokorny
11959: 263) "schutteln"; Greek 01xJ (Pokomy 11959: 262) "ich sturme einher, brause, tobe,
rauche". The semantic divergence of this verb and its confinement to OHG do not allow for the
reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb. The verb cannot therefore be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum.
Therefore an 0MG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
tuhha!en "jemandem etwas antun, einwirken" (Raven 1 1963: 231). No cognate verbs are
attested. Etymology unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firlulden "feiem" (Raven 11963: 231). The following cognate verbs are attested: Gothic dulbjan I
(Lehmann 1986: 97) "to celebrate", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *duIb/anan "to
celebrate". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: 0MG tult, dult (Lehmann
1986: 97) "festival, fair"; Gothic duiks (Lehmann 1986: 97) "festival", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *dulji: fern. "festival, fair, celebration". Therefore a Gmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruhtumbãi "unverstandig sein oder werden" (Raven 111967: 265). The following cognate verbs
are attested: MLG dumben (Starck and Wells 1990: 641) "sich albem benehmen"; OE
ã-dumbian II (Clark Mall and Meritt 1969: 4) "to become dumb, keep silence", which allows us
to reconstruct a WGmc *dzirnban "to be or become dumb". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: (see under tumbön). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irtumbezzen "unsinnig oder tOncht scm" (Raven 11963: 232). No cognate verbs are attested. We
can therefore reconstruct a *fun;batjan intensive deverbative from ORG class II tumbJn or class
III tumb en (which see). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
tumbãn "sich albern benehmen, unsinnig handeln" (Starck and Wells 1990: 641). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG dumben (Starck and Wells 1990: 641) "sich albern benehmen";
OE if-dumbian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 4) "to become dumb, keep silence", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *dimbjan "to be or become dumb". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: 0MG tumb (Starck and Wells 1990: 641) "durnm, einfltig, stump?';
OS dumb (Kluge 1989: 159); OFs. dumb (Kluge 1989: 159) "dumm"; OE dumb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 90) "dumb, silent"; ON dumbr (Kluge 1989: 159) "stumm, dumrn"; Gothic dumbs
(Kluge 1989: 159) "dumb", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *dumbaz (Kluge 1989: 159)
"stumm, unerfahren, tOricht". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
lummen "klopfen, schiagen, zucken" (Raven I 1963: 232). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear. Probably onomatapoeic for a dull, heavy sound or thud. Compare Modem
English "thump". Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-
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tilmilUn "sich drehen, taumein, umtosen, (vom Feuer) aufbrausen, wirbein" (Raven II 1967:
159). No cognate verbs are attested. Frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with
1-extension) from OHG class II weak verb tthnön (Raven 111967: 159) "taumeln". Therefore an
OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bitthnön "taumeln, umherziehen, teilnehmen, sich wild oder ungesttim herumdrehen, sich wild im
Kreise bewegen" (Raven II 1967: 159). No cognate verbs are attested. The derivational pattern
of this verb is unclear. It is probably an 'rn-extension', deriving ultimately from the 1E \/*dheu_,
*dheu . (Pokorny I 1959: 261) "stieben, wirbeln, besonders von Staub, Rauch, Dampf; wehen,
blasen, Hauch, Atem; dampfen, ausdQnsten, riechen, stinken; stürmen, in hefliger, wallender
Bewegung sein, auch seelisch; in heftige, wirbeinde Bewegung versetzen, schUttein", from
which base the following may also be derived: OHG toum (Pokorny 11959: 261) "Dampf,
Dunst, Duft"; Skt dhiina- (Pokomy 11959: 2651) "Rauch, Dampf"; ON dja (Pokorny 11959:
263) "schutteln"; Greek Oixo (Pokomy 11959: 262) "ich sti.irme einher, brause, tobe, rauche";
Skt dhUnoti (Pokorny 11959: 262) "schuttelt, bewegt hin und her, facht an"; Arm. de-dev-im
(Pokorny 11959: 262) "schwanke, schaukie". The confinement of this verb to OHG, together
with the divergent use of extensions in the IE forms given above, does not allow for the
reconstruction of a pre-Gmc verb. The verb cannot therefore be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum.
The 'rn-extension' found in this verb may be due to influence from the nominal form preserved
in OHG toum, or the verb itself may be a denominative verb from a nominal source with
n-vocalism similar to that attested in Skt dhUina-. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
tungen "Dtingung" (Starck and Wells 1990: 641). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
ge-dyngan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 91) "to dung", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *dungjan "to dung, spread manure". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG tunga (Barnhardt 1988: 306) "Dungung"; OS dung (Barnhardt 1988: 306) "Dung";
OFs. dung (Barnhardt 1988: 306) "Dung"; Mod.Ice. dyngja (Barnhardt 1988: 306) "manure,
dung"; Swed. dynga (Barnhardt 1988: 306) "dung, manure", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *dungaz, *dungjaz "dung, manure, muck". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gitunihhön "betUnchen, mit kalk bestreichen, (Mauerwerk) wiederherstellen, uberziehen,
bekleiden" (Raven 111967: 159). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG tunihha (Starck and Wells 1990: 641) "Tunche, Gewand". <Latin
tunica (Kiuge 1989: 745) "Gewand". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
tuncalen "dunkel oder trube machen, verdunkeln, verschmachten lassen, die Sehkraft verlieren"
(Raven I 1963: 232). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG tuncal (Starck and Wells 1990: 641) "dunkel, verborgen, unverständlich".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,jirtunca1z "dunkein, dunkel oder trube werden" (Raven II 1967: 266). No cognate verbs are
attested. For nominal base see under tuncalen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
*tuohhen "Tuch weben, das Tuch verfertigen". MHG tüchen (Lexer II 1876: 15720 "Tuch
weben, das Tuch verfertigen". No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG tuoh (Starck and Wells 1990: 642) "Tuch, Hulle, Lappen".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gituomen "urteilen, richten, vor Gericht stellen, ruhmen, ehren" (Raven I 1963: 233). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS dömian I (de Vries 1962: 92) "urteilen, richten, vor
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Gericht stellen"; OFs. dãma I (de Vries 1962: 92) "urteilen, richten, vor Gericht stellen"; OE
dëman I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 84) "to judge, determine, decide, decree, sentence,
condemn; assign; deem, consider, think, estimate; praise, glorify"; ON dcma I (de Vries 1962:
92) "urteilen, richten"; Gothic domjan I (de Vries 1962: 92) "to judge, distinguish, justify",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *dom?janan "to judge, consider". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG tzeoin (Starck and Wells 1990: 642) "Urteil, Gericht";
OS döm (Lehmann 1986: 93) "Urteil, Gericht"; OFs. dam (Lehmann 1986: 93) "Urteil,
Gericht"; OE dôm (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 86) "doom, judgement, ordeal, sentence; decree,
law, custom; justice; opinion, advice; choice, authority, power, praise"; ON dómr (Lehmann
1986: 93) "Urteil, Gericht"; Gothic doms (Lehmaim 1986: 93) "discernment, distinction", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *dömaz "judgment, discernment". Therefore a Gmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, gi-, irtupfen "benetzen, betupfen" (Raven 11963: 233). The following cognate verbs are attested: CE
dyppan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 91) "to dip, immerse; baptize"; Mod.Swed doppa (Pfeifer
III 1989: 1861) "eintauchen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *duppjan intensive
gemination (Seebold 1970: 156) zero-grade intensive deverbative from strong verb *dEibanan
(Seebold 1970: 155) "tauchen". This strong verb is attested in the following: MLG be-duven st
vb (Seebold 1970: 155) "bedeckt sein (meist vom wasser)"; CE difan st vb (Seebold 1970: 155)
"to duck, dive"; ON düfa st vb (Seebold 1970: 155) "(ins Wasser) drUcken". Therefore a
NWGmc intensive deverbative.
turnalon "zerstören, vernichten, fallen, untergehen" (Raven 111967: 159). No cognate verbs are
attested. Etymology unclear.
lumen "lenken, steuren, wenden" (Raven I 1963: 233). No cognate verbs are attested. Loan
verb <Latin tornifre (Kiuge 199: 745) "to turn, revolve". OE lyman I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 358) "to turn, move round, revolve", is probably best seen as an independant borrowing
from Latin. Therefore an OHG loan verb.
turren "niederschlagen, anstUrmen" (Raven 11963: 233). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
therefore reconstruct a *durjan "to attack, show courage, dare, defeat", class I zero-grade
deverbative from preterite-present verb *dars (Seebold 1970: 147) "wagt". This verb is attested
in the following: OHG -tar, -turrun, -torran, -torsta pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 147) "wagen,
sich herausnehmen"; OS dar, dorsta pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 147) "wagen"; OFs. dur pret.
pres. (Seebold 1970: 147) "wagen"; OE dear, durron, dorste pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 147) "to
dare, venture, presume"; Gothic -dams, -daursun, -daursta pret. pres. (Seebold 1970: 147)
"wagen". Therefore an ORG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irlurrJn, gi-turrat "mit Turmen versehen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 645). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG turra (Starck and Wells
1990: 645) "Turm". Therefore an OHG denominative preterite participle construction.
liizzen "schaukeln, schuttelnd bewegen, stillen, beschwichtigen" (Raven I 1963: 233). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *t1
"still, verstockt", can be reconstructed from: MHG tüz (Lexer 111876: 1592) "stille, verstockt".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
twalison "zogern" (Raven 111967: 160). No cognate verbs are attested. Class II deverbative
(formed with s-extension) from OHG class II weak verb twalãn (which see). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (formed with s-extension).
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twalãn "sich aufhalten, sich verzogern, zogern, verweilen, säumen, verziehen, trage sein"
(Raven 111967: 160). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS dwalãn II (Starck and Wells
1990: 646) "zogern, säumen, verweilen"; OFs. dwalia II (Seebold 1970: 172) "irren"; OE
dwalian II (Seebold 1970: 172) "to go astray; lead astray, deceive"; ON dvala II (Seebold 1970:
172) "verzogern, aufschieben", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *dwa1janan class II
frequentative / continuative deverbative from strong verb *dwelanan (Seebold 1970: 172)
"verharren" (see under Iweilci:). Therefore a NWGmc frequentative / continuative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, juthvarãn "sich durcheinander bewegen, durcheinander wogen, in unruhiger Bewegung sein,

regellos herumwirbeln" (Raven II 1967: 159). No cognate verbs are attested. The derivational
pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an IE *dheuer-, (*dhuer_,
*dheur-) (Pokorny 11959: 266) "wirbeln, stürmen, eilen; Wirbel = Schwindel, Torheit". This is
an r-extension from IE sJ*dheu-, *dheuö- (Pokorny I 1959: 261) "stieben, wirbein, besonders
von Staub, Rauch, Dampf; wehen, blasen, Hauch, Atem; dampfen, ausdUnsten, riechen, stinken;
stUrmen, in heftiger, wallender Bewegung sein, auch seelisch; in heftige, wirbeinde Bewegung
versetzen, schutteln", from which base the following may also be derived: Lith padIirmai
r-extension (Pokorny I 1959: 267) "mit Ungestum, sturmisch"; Skt dhorati r-extension
(Pokorny 11959: 266) "trabt"; Skt dhura- r-extension (Pokorny 11959: 266) "gewaltsam";
OHG toum (Pokorny 11959: 261) "Dampf, Dunst, Duft"; Skt dhE7ina- (Pokorny 11959: 2651)
"Rauch, Dampf'; ON djja (Pokorny 11959: 263) "schutteln"; Greek Oixo (Pokorny 11959:
262) "ich sturme einher, brause, tobe, rauche". Despite attested forms of this verb being
confmed to OHG, these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for
this verb.
twellen "(ver)zogern, ti-age oder säumig sein" (Raven 11963: 233). cf. OHG twalön II. The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS bi-dwelian I (Seebold 1970: 172) "(ver)zogern"; OELF
dwellan (Starck and Wells 1990: 646) "zurtickhalten, verweilen, säumen"; OFs. dwelia I
(Seebold 1970: 172) "irren, verweilen"; OE dwellan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 91) "to lead
astray, hinder, prevent, deceive; to be lead astray, wander, err"; ON dvelja I (Seebold 1970:
172) "verzogern, sich aufhalten", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *dwalejanan class I
deverbative from strong verb *dwelanan st vb (Seebold 1970: 172) "verharren". This strong
verb is attested in the following: OHG twelan st vb (Seebold 1970: 172) "sich saumig sein,
einschlafen"; OSfar-dwolan pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 172). OE ge-dwolen pret. part. (Seebold
1970: 172) "beirrt, verirrt". Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, gi-, hit-, ir-
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U
ubar-bolãn "hervor-, uberragen" (Raven II 1967: 21). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-burren, ubar-burien "zur Schau stellen, prunkend zeigen, sich einer Sache uberlegen
erweisen, d.h. triumphieren uber, Ubergehen, unterlassen, nachtragen" (Raven 1963: 287). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an, OHG prefix formation.
ubar-dennen "tiberspannen" (Raven I 1963: 289). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-dingen "harren, hoffen" (Raven I 1963: 29). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-fangalon "die Pflicht uberschreiten, unrecht handein" (Raven II 1967: 37). We can
therefore reconstruct an *uberi_fang(a)ljan (Seebold 1970: 186) class II deverbative from
strong verb *fanhanan (Seebold 1970: 185) "fangen" (see underfangi). Therefore an OHG
deverbative formation (formed with I-extension and prefix ubar-).
ubar-fangon "ab-, ausschweifen? uberschreiten?" (Raven II 1967: 38). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-ferren "Uber das Meer setzen oder hinuberfahren, Uberschiffen" (Raven 11963: 293). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-fuoren "hiriuberfiihren, uberfUhren" (Raven 11963: 50). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ofer-f&an I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 255) "to traverse, cross, pass along, over,
by or through; come upon, meet with". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-ginuhtsamãn "hervorragen, sich auszeichnen" (Raven 111967: 54). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-gi-sezzen "versetzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 520). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-gulden "vergolden" (Raven 11963: 62). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG guld, gold (Starck and Wells 1990: 243) "Gold".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with prefix uber-).
ubar-guzan "iii Uberflul3 zuströmen" (Raven 111967: 60). No cognate verbs are attested. As the
simplex was probably originally class II (see under guzen), this verb is probably best regarded
as a straightforward OHG prefix formation.
ubar-habi "grol3ere Teile offen lassen, d.h. gröl3ere Lucken in der Herausgabe einer Schrift
lassen" (Raven II 1967: 222). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
ubar-hengen "hinuberschreiten, hinubergehen, etwas llberschreiten" (Raven I 1963: 69). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-huggen "verachten, Ubermiltig sein" (Raven 11963: 307). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE ofer-hycgean I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 257) "to despise"; Gothic
ufar-hug/an I (Lehmann 1986: 192) "to be elated". Therefore a Gmc prefix formation.
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ubar-ilen "vortibereilen; stillstehen, zuruckbleiben" (Raven 11963: 80). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS ovir-ilian 1 (Starck and Wells 1990: 299) "vorübereilen". Therefore a
WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-keren "drehen, wenden, winden, lenken" (Raven I 1963: 90). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-koborãn "mit jemandem rechten, Ubertreffen, überwinden" (Raven II 1967: 78). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-lebãz "noch am Leben sein, noch leben, uberleben" (Raven 111967: 235). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE ofer-libban III (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 257) "to survive".
Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-leggen "rugen, vorwerfen" (Raven 11963: 312). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE ofer-lecgan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 257) "to place over, overburden, surfeit"; Gothic
ufar-lagjan I (Lehmann 1986: 373) "to lay upon". Therefore a Gmc prefix formation.
ubar-leiten "tiberleiten, hinUberflihren" (Raven 11963: 106). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ofer-lcffdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 257) "to oppress; translate". Therefore a
WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-(h)1in'i "hervorragen, sich auszeichnen, gedeihen, gl.nzen" (Raven II 1967: 237). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-maganan "schwer liegen, drUckend sein, tiberhandnehmen, herrschen" (Starck and Wells
1990: 398). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-mahh on "ausreichen, uberziehen" (Raven II 1967: 97). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-meginan "schwer liegen, drUckend sein, uberhandnehmen, herrschen" (Starck and Wells
1990: 398). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
ubarmuotigan "stolz oder ubermutig werden" (Raven II 1967: 160). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE ofermad(i)gian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 257) "to be proud,
arrogant", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc * ubarmaoag)jan "to be or become proud
or arrogant". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ubarmuotig (Starck
and Wells 1990: 649) "hochfahrend, dunkelhaft, hochmtitig"; OS ovarmadig (Starck and Wells
1990: 649) "hochfahrend, dunkelhaft, hochmutig"; OE ofermadig (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
257) "proud, arrogant", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *ubarm5agaz,
*ubarm3agjaz "proud, arrogant". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
ubarmuotisön "ubermutig sein, sich uberheben" (Raven 111967: 160). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under ubarmuotãn). Therefore an OHG deadjectival / denominative verb (formed with s-extension).
ubarmuotãn "stolz werden" (Raven II 1967: 161). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG ubarmuot subst (Starck and Wells 1990: 649)
"Uberheblichkeit, Hochmut"; OHG ubarmuoti adj (Starck and Wells 1990: 649) "hochmutig,
stolz, hochfahrend". Therefore an OHG deadjectival / denominative verb.
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ubar-nahiën "schlafen gehen (mit dem Pfand)" (Raven II 1967: 245). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-reilihen "ubertragen, übertreffen" (Raven I 1963: 149). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-rucken "Qberschreiten" (Raven 1 1963: 161). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-sãen "übersäen" (Raven I 1963: 167). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
ubar-sagen "überfiihren" (Raven I 1963: 319). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-sag.z "einen einer Unwahrheit oder eines Unrechtes Uberfiihren" (Raven 111967: 252).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-salbãn "Ubersalben" (Raven II 1967: 125). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-sezzen "hinüber-, darUbersetzen" (Raven I 1963: 176). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ofersettan I (Clark Mall and Meritt 1969: 176) "to set over, overcome". Therefore
a WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-sigiran "(be)siegen" (Raven II 1967: 129). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-silabaren "mit Silber uberiehen, ubersilbert" (Raven 11963: 177). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
ubar-scorrz "Uberragen" (Raven II 1967: 254). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
ORG prefix formation.
ubar-scricken "uberströmen, sich ereifern, herumtanzen, hervorquellen" (Raven I 1963: 185).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-sprangan "(vor Freude) aufspringen" (Raven 111967: 144). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
ubar-stecken "durchstechen, -bohren" (Raven I 1963: 202). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-stepfen "uberspringen, ubertreffen, uberschreiten, uberwallen" (Raven I 1963: 203). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
ubar-suohhen "ubersuchen, zu viel suchen" (Raven 1 1963: 217). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE ofer-secan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 258) "to overtax". Therefore a
WGmc prefix formation.
ubar-teilen "urteilen, verurteilen, Recht sprechen uber" (Raven 1 1963: 224). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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ubar-Irenken "(die Erde) tranken; betrunken machen" (Raven I 1963: 228). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE ofer-drencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 255) "to make
drunk; give copiously to drink". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
ubarlruncanön "betrunken sein" (Raven 111967: 161). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ubartruncan (Starck and Wells 1990: 635)
"betrunken, trunken, berauscht" preterite participle of OHG ubar-trincan st vb III (Starck and
Wells 1990: 635) "sich betrinken". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
ubar-undUn "uberströmen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 656). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-warti "Uberschauen" (Raven II 1967: 271). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-wenten "uberwinden" (Raven I 1963: 258). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ubar-werën 1 "(+acc. rei) Uberdauern" (Raven II 1967: 272). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-zetten "hervor-, uberragen" (Raven 1963: 333). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
ubar-ziinbarãn "darUber bauen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 763). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ubbön, uppon "vereitein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 650). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: 0MG ubbi, uppi (Starck and Wells 1990: 650)
"Nichtiges; inane". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
lif-beiten "fortschreiten" (Raven 11963: 6). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iif-burren, iif-burien "authelfen, (von Sachen) uberragen, feststellen, aufrichten, hinblicken =
die Augen aufrichten" (Raven 1963: 288). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
ilfen, qffen "hervorbringen, emporheben, erhöhen, hinauftun, erkennen, erproben" (Raven I
1963: 234). cf. OHG ãfon II (Starck and Wells 1990: 651) "aufhaufen"; The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE yppan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 431) "to bring out, open, manifest,
disclose, display, reveal, betray, come forth, be disclosed"; ON yppa I (de Vries 1962: 679)
"autheben, offhen; erheben, loben"; <NWGmc *uppijanan "to reveal, make open". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG 41'adv. (Starck and Wells 1990: 651) "oben,
obenauf'; OS upp adv (Holthausen 1967: 81) "auf, hinauf'; OFs. up, op adv (de Vries 1962:
635) "auf'; OE Up, upp adv (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 388) "up, up stream, up country
(inland); upwards"; ON upp adv (de Vries 1962: 635) "auf'; <NWGmc *up(p)a adv "auf'
(beside Gothic iup < *eupa (Kluge 1989: 47) "auf"). Therefore a NWGmc deadverbial
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giUf-folgen "(+dat. pers.) hinauffolgen, bzw. begleiten" (Raven 111967: 215). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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af-fuoren "erhöhen" (Raven I 1963: 50). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iff-gi-katen "(heben) wechseln, aufdem RUcken liegend" (Raven 11963: 89). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uf-gi-rihten "zusammenstellen, zurechtlegen" (Raven I 1963: 156). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Eif-gi-stepfen "aufwarts gehen" (Raven I 1963: 203). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iif-gneisten "funkein, flackem, Funken sprUhen" (Raven I 1963: 59). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ii-haben "auf-, empor-, festhalten" (Raven I 1963: 303). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
i4'-habâi "tragen, d.h. da die Kammern im Oberen Teil des Gebaudes die Galerien trugen,
waren sie kleiner (oder kllrzer) als die der unteren und mittleren Stockwerke" (Raven II 1967:
223). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uf-hahen "autheben" (Starck and Wells 1990: 281). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Elfman "durch deutliche Auslegung verkUnden" (Raven II 1967: 161). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG iiadv. (Starck and Wells
1990: 651) "oben, obenauf". Therefore an OHG deadverbial formation (formed with
n-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi17f-ir-burren, iif-ir-burien "auf-, erheben, in die 1-lOhe heben" (Raven 1963: 287). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iif-ir-(h)leinen "steil, uberaus schwierig, schwer zu unternehmen, zu bewaltigen, zu ertragen"
(Starck and Wells 1990: 367). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
if-ir_recken "rege machen, erregen, wachrufen" (Raven I 1963: 151). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
lif-ir-rihien "aufrichten, in die Hohe rich ten, auferrichten" (Raven 11963: 156). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Ef-ir-scricken "aufspringen" (Raven 11963: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Ef-ir-wElnen "sich bekürnmern, entmutigen, verzweifeln, sich einstellen von Verachwng,
selbstgethilig" (Raven I 1963: 250). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
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iif-kapfz "hinaufschauen, in die Höhe sehen, den Kopf zurUckwerfen, mit dem Kopfe (aus
dem Wasser) emporragen und herumgucken" (Raven II 1967: 230). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iif-keren "nach oben kehren" (Raven 1 1963: 90). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ãf-ladan "zurufen" (Raven II 1967: 85). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
Uf-leggen "auflegen" (Raven 1 1963: 312). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
ii-Ieiten "errichten, emporfUhren, hoch bauen" (Raven 1 1963: 106). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

z7fon "an-, aufhäufen" (Raven 111967: 161). No cognate verbs are attested. cf . OHG ilfen I
(Raven 11963: 234). OEyppian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 389) "to rise up, swell", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *uppjan "to reveal, make open". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: (see under ilen). Therefore a WGmc deadverbial formation.
iif-recken "(von Kriegsfahnen) prunkend zeigen, (nach einem Ziel) hinrichten, hinwenden"
(Raven 11963: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uf-rihien "aufrichten, emporrecken, aufstehen, füllen, herauskommen" (Raven 11963: 157). No

cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:furiUf-rucken "sich nach oben bewegen" (Raven I 1963: 161). No cognate verbs are attested.

Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iif-sezzen "aufsetzen" (Raven I 1963: 176). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iif-scorrti "hervortreten" (Raven II 1967: 254). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
ORG prefix formation.
af-scorzon "aufschurzen" (Raven II 1967: 134). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG *scurz "Schurz, Schurze", can be reconstructed
from: MHG schurz (Kluge 1989: 656) "Schurz, Schurze"; OE scyrte (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 299) "skirt". Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with prefix it).
Uf-scouwan "sich aufrichten" (Raven 111967: 136). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.

li-scricken "aufstehen, aufspringen, sich schnell aufraffen" (Raven I 1963: 185). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Eif-slagUn "aufschieben, verzogern, Zeit gewinnen" (Raven 111967: 138). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-
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4f-sljfulen "starkeri, laben, em heftiges Verlangen befriedigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 595).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uf-wirezzen "erwagen (?)" (Raven I 1963: 250). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Uf-venten "in die Hohe wenden, aufreillen" (Raven 11963: 258). No cognate verbs are attested.
OS upp-wendian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 710) "aufrichten, aufwarts wenden". Therefore a
WGmc prefix formation.
qf-wimmen, Eif-wiuinen "aufwallen, sich aufwärts oder in die Höhe bewegen" (Raven I 1963:
267). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
EJf-zilen "sich nach oben richten" (Raven 11963: 278). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iif-zimbaran "(gute Werke) stiften" (Raven II 1967: 196). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uf-zucken "aufzucken" (Raven 11963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
ulihezzen "trauernd" (Starck and Wells 1990: 652). No cognate verbs attested. Etymology
obscure. The verb is probably best regarded as a derivative from an interjection (OHG
unattested) *uh, *oh, formed with the intensive suffix -atf an.
umbi-bi-gurten "umgurten" (Raven I 1963: 62). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-habz "umgeben" (Raven 111967: 222). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-halsen "umhalsen" (Raven I 1963: 64). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-heggen "umzäunen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 261). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-rëren "(mit Pfeilen) anfallen oder angreifen" (Raven 11963: 153). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-sellen "umgeben" (Raven I 1963: 320). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
(umbi-)bi-wenten "verandern" (Raven 11963: 257). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bi-zilnen "umzäunen, versperren, vermauern" (Raven 1 1963: 281). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bougen "umbeugen" (Raven I 1963: 11). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
*ymb ..biegan I, attested in verbal noun ymb-bignes (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 429) "bending
round, bend, circuit, sweep (of a river) ". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
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umbi-breilen "(unten) sich ergiel3en oder verbreiten" (Raven I 1963: 14). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-bringen "herumtragen, herumreichen, verbreiten" (Raven I 1963: 19). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-decken "rings herum bedecken" (Raven I 1963: 25). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-denken "wieder an etwas denken, uberlegen" (Raven I 1963: 27). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE ymb-Jiiencan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 431) "to think about,
consider, ponder". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
umbi-drangon "umdrangen, dicht umringen" (Raven II 1967: 29). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
u,nbi-feslinan "ummauern, verschanzen, befestigen" (Raven 111967: 41). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-fizusan "betrugen" (Raven 111967: 44). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
umbi-fuoren "herumtragen, verbreiten" (Raven I 1963: 50). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ymb-f&an I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 429) "to go about, journey round".
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-gangurCz "umherstreifen, herumschleichen" (Raven 111967: 51). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-grummon "zemagen, ubtr. geringschatzen, verleumden" (Raven 111967: 58). No cognate
verbs are attested. The etymology of this verb is uncertian. Probably a prefix formation from an
earlier unattested simplex, which may in turn derive from the zero grade of TE 1I*ghrem
(Lehmann 1986: 159) 'to resound loudly, be angry"", from which base the following may also
be derived: Avestan granra- preterite participle (Lehmann 1986: 159) "angered"; Greek péoç
(Lehmann 1986: 159) "noise, neinhing"; OCS gromu, ..grbmeti (Lehmann 1986: 159)
"thunder"; OPruss. grumins (Lehmann 1986: 159) "thunder"; Lith. graméti (Lehmann 1986:
159) "to fall with a crash"; Lith. grurnéti (Lehmann 1986: 159) "to thunder dully, threaten".
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unibi-gurten "umgUrten" (Raven I 1963: 63). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
ymb-gyrden I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 430) "to gird about (of clothing), to put a girdle
round to surround, encircle, encompass, enclose". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
umbi-haben "umringen, umgebea. umstellen, umstellt halten' (Raven 11963: 304). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-habã, "umgeben, umringen.. unistellen, umstellt halten" (Raven II 1967: 223). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unthi-ha1bfl "umgeben. umrin geL umzingeln" (Raven 111967: 60). No cognate verbs are
attested.. The verb is derived front the following nominal base: OHG haTha adj (Starck and
Wells 1990:249) "halb". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb (formed with prefix wnbi-).
umbi-haLcen "umhalsen" (Raven 11963:64 . No co gnate %erbs are attested.. Therefore an OHG
prefix fonnaiion.
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u,nbi-hellen "umhullen" (Raven 11963: 304). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
umbi-hullen "umwerfen, sich umhullen, bekleiden" (Raven 1 1963: 77). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-huohãn "verspotten" (Raven II 1967: 70). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-këren "wenden, drehen, kéhren, lenken, (sich) wälzen, (sich) umdrehen, rollen,
umwenden, (im Kreise) herumflhhren, -drehen, hin und her drehen" (Raven I 1963: 90). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-leggen "erquicken, umlegen" (Raven 1 1963: 312). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-leiten "herumfUhren, umherfiihren" (Raven 11963: 106). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ymb-lcëdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 430) "to lead round". Therefore a
WGmc prefix formation.
umbi-1uogi "schauen, umsehen" (Raven H 1967: 241). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OE
ymb-lãcian II mit Verscharfung oder Variation des Auslauts (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 430)
"to look round". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-(h)liistaren "von alien Seiten oder hell erleuchten, erhellen, hell kalorieren, (ubtr.) genau
besichtigen oder betrachten" (Raven I 1963: 121). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
01-IG prefix formation.
umbi-marcãn "(Einfachheit durch keine Grenzen) einschlief3en" (Raven II 1967: 100). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-(h)ringen 1 "umringen, umherstehen, umgeben, herumflihren, umhergehen, umzäunen"
(Raven 11963: 157). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-sellen "umschwirren" (Raven I 1963: 320). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
umbi-sezzen "umsetzen, jagen" (Raven I 1963: 176). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE ymb-settan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 430) "to set round, surround, beset, encompass".
Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
umbi-sitãn "bedrangen, uberlisten, umringen" (Raven II 1967: 131). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-scouwãn "umherschauen" (Raven II 1967: 136). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ymb-scifawian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 430) "to look round or around".
Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
umbi-soufen "untergehen, versinken, verschlungen werden" (Raven 1 1963: 194). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-stecken "(mit Lilien) umgeben" (Raven I 1963: 202). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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umbi-slellen "umstellen, (mit Knechten zur Seite) umgeben" (Raven I 1963: 202). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-warãn "umfassen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 698). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-weizen "unter etwas hineiritun (die Schiange in den Busen)" (Raven I 1963: 255). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-(1:)werben "rings herumtragen, -drehen oder -fahren, (sich) umdrehen" (Raven I 1963:
259). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
umbi-zerben "sich umdrehen" (Raven 1 1963: 277). The following cognate verbs are attested:
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unbliden "sich betrUben, traurig sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 655). No cognate verbs attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unblidi (Starck and Wells 1990:
655) "traurig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
unblidã'i "traurig sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 655). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under unbliden. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
undalãn "wanken" (Starck and Wells 1990: 655). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal
base see under unden. Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with I-extension).
unden "wogen, Wellen schlagen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 656). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OS Eithian I (Holthausen 1967: 82) "fluten, rauschen"; OE yOan I (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 432) "to fluctuate, flow, surge; roar, rage", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*unj,(j)?/an "to fluctuate, flow, surge". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG unda (Starck and Wells 1990: 655) "Welle, Woge, Flut"; OS Uihia (Holthausen 1967: 82)
"Woge, Welle"; OE yo (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 432) "wave, billow, flood; sea, liquid,
water"; ON unnr, uór (de Vries 1962: 635) "Welle", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*unbO)o"wave, billow, flood". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
*undi_scahhãn, undi-scahhãnli "auf den Wellen schweifend; fluctivagus" (Starck and Wells
1990: 656). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG unda (Starck and Wells 1990: 655) "Welle,
Woge, Flut". The OHG verb *scahhön II, attested only in this compound, can be regarded as a
class II deverbative from the strong verb *skakanan (Seebold 1970: 404) "schtltteln". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OS skãk preterite sg. only (Seebold 1970: 404) "weggehen"; OFs. skeka present only (Seebold 1970: 404) "fortlaufen"; OE sceacan St. vb (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 291) "to shake, move quickly to and fro, brandish; go, glide, hasten, flee,
depart; pass from, proceed"; ON s/ca/ca st. vb (Seebold 1970: 404) "schtltteln". The whole compound is certainly a loan translation. This opens up the possibility that *scahhön itself never
existed as an independant verb, rather the (itself unattested) OHG strong verb may have been
given a class II ending here, by analogy with the general tendency for OHG to make the second
element of verbal compounds class II. 01-10 *undiscahhãn occurs only as an adjectival present
participle and is used to gloss the Latin flucrivagus (Lewis and Short 1966: 761) "driven about
by the waves", compound ofJluctus subst. (Lewis and Short 1966: 762) "flowing, waving; flow,
flood, wave, billow, surge" and vagus (Lewis and Short 1966: 1952) "strolling about, rambling,
roving, roaming, wandering, unfixed, unsettled, vagrant", this in turn from the deponent verb
van (Lewis and Short 1966: 1952) "to stroll about, go to and fro, ramble, wander, roam, range,
rove". Therefore an OHO prefix formation (occuring only in present participle form).
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undön, undeon "wogen, Wellen schlagen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 656). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE golan, yOgian I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 432) "to fluctuate,
flow, surge", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unJ,O)jan "to fluctuate, flow, surge".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under unden). Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ubarundulten "hitzig sein, leidenschaftlich sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 656). No cognate verbs
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG undult (Starck and Wells
1990: 656) "Ungedult". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
unifren "herunterreil3en, entehren" (Starck and Wells 1990: 657). No cognate verbs attested. As
cognate verbs in the other Gmc languages belong with the class II verb un-ön, this verb is best
regarded as a class I deverbative formation from the class II weak verb.
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunrãn "die Ehre schmahen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 657). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ge-un&ian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 370) "to dishonour", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *unaizjan "to dishonour". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG un&a (Starck and Wells 1990: 657) "Sittenverletzung, Unehre,
Unverschamtheit"; OHG un&i (Starck and Wells 1990: 657) "Unverschamtheit"; OE unãr
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 370) "dishonour", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unaizö
"dishonour". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunfesten "gef.hrden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 657). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG unfesti (Starck and Wells 1990: 657) "schwach,
unbefestigt, beweglich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
unfrewen, unfrouwen "traurig sein, trauem" (Starck and Wells 1990: 658). No cognate verbs
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unfro (Starck and Wells
1990: 658) "traurig, schwermutig, unerfreulich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunfruoti "gefuhilos werden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 658). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unfruot (Starck and Wells 1990: 658)
"gefllhllos, unsinnig, unverstandig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
ungjfrthtigan "verunreinigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 660). No cognate verbs are attested.
Probably derived from an unattested OHG adjective *ungfrehtig "unrein". Compare the
morphologically less complex OHG ungfreht (Starck and Wells 1990: 660) "unrein", from
which *ungfrehtig is probably derived.
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
ungiliinnigon "sich tibermutig benehmen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 660). No cognate verbs are
attested. Probably derived from an unattested OHG adjective *ungihirmig "ubermutig, rastlos,
unauthötlich". Compare MHG ungehirm subst (Lexer 11 1876: 1836) "Ungestum, Rohheit,
Gewalt, Unheil". Compare also Old East Low Franconian ungehirmelic (Starck and Wells 1990:
660) "unaufborlich"; MHG ungehirme adj (Lexer 111876: 1836) "rastlos, nicht ablassend von".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
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ungililihon "sich unterscheiden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 661). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ungelician II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 377) "to dislike", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *unga1eikjan "to be different or dissimilar, to have a difference of
opinion, dislike". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ungilih (Starck
and Wells 1990: 661) "ungleich, unähnlich, ungleichartig"; OS ungiliko (Holthausen 1967: 80)
"unahnlich"; OE ungelic (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 377) "unlike, different, dissimilar,
diverse", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *ungaleikaz "unlike, different, dissimilar,
diverse". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
ungimagãi "entkräftet sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 661). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear in its details, but probably ultimately from OHG unmag (Starck and Wells
1990: 668) "nicht vermogend, machtlos". The gi- is probably thus best regarded as intrusive, on
analogy with the large number of adjectival formations constructed with un-gi- attached to an
adjectival preterite participle. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
ungizumften "in Widerspruch stehen, in Zwiespalt leben, nicht Ubereinstimmen" (Raven I
1963: 241). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG ungizumfi (Starck and Wells 1990: 665) "Mll3helligkeit, Uneinigkeit, Zwietracht, Streit".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
unheilã'z "toll sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 665). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
unhalian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 380) "to pine away", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *unhailan "to be ill, mentally ill or mad; to be weak, pine away". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG unheil (Starck and Wells 1990: 665) "seelenkrank,
wahnsinnig, krank"; OE unhal (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 380) "sick, ill, weak", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *unhailaz "sick, ill, weak, mentally ill, mad". Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb.
unküsken "verunreinigen, schanden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 667). No cognate verbs attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: ORG unkiisc (Starck and Wells 1990:
667) "unverschthnt". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biunliumunthaftan "zum Vorwurf machen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 668). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unliumunthaft (Starck and
Wells 1990: 668) "schmachvoll". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunliuinuntãn "beruchtigt machen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 668). No cognate verbs are attested.
OHG unliumunt (Starck and Wells 1990: 668) "boser Leumund, Verleumdung". Therefore an
OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunmagi "ermatten, entkräftet werden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 668). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unmag (Starck and Wells
1990: 668) "nicht vermogend, machtlos". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunmahten "in Ohnmacht oder Schwachheit versinken" (Raven I 1963: 242). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE ge-unmihtan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 382) "to deprive of
strength", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unmahtjan "to deprive of strength". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unmaht (Starck and Wells 1990: 668)
"Scwche, Machtlosigkeit, Unvermogen"; OE unmiht, unmeaht, unmieht (Clark Hall and Meritt
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1969: 382) "weakness", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unmahtjz fern. "weakness,
powerlessness". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
unreinen, unhreinen "unrein machen, verunreinigen, entweihen, schänden, beflecken,
besudein" (Raven I 1963: 242). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG unhreini, unreini (Starck and Wells 1990: 670) "unrein,
unkeusch, ungeheiligt". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giunrihten "em Unrecht begehen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 671). No cognate verbs attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *unreht "Unrecht", can be reconstructed
from: MHG unrecht (Lexer 111876: 1925) "Unrecht"; OE unriht (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
383) "wrong, sin, vice, wickedness, evil, injustice, oppression; wrong act". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
unsti11i "ubermutig werden, sich unangemessen benehmen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 673).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OE ge-unstillian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 385)
"to disturb, disquiet, agitate", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unste11jan "to be
restless, disturb". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unstilli (Starck
and Wells 1990: 673) "unruhig, schwankend, mutwillig"; OE unstille (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 385) "moving, changeable, restless, unquiet, uneasy", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *unstelljaz "unquiet, restless, uneasy, disturbing". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunsilbaren "unsauber sein oder machen, verunreinigen, beschmutzen, entstellen, verunstalten,
vernichten, wüst liegen, sundigen oder in Verworfenheit Ubel handein" (Raven 11963: 242). As
cognate verbs in the other Gmc languages belong with the class II verb unsiibarãn, this verb is
best regarded as a class I deverbative formation from the class II weak verb.
Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from tIis verb: bi-, giunsiibarãn "unsauber machen, schmutzig sein, entstellen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 673). cf.
OHG siibarãn I (Raven 11963: 242). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS unsiA'rãn II
(Holthausen 1967: 81) "verunreinigen, beflecken", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*unsUbrjan "to make unclean". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
unsElbar (Starck and Wells 1990: 673); OE unsjfre (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 385) "impure,
unclean, filthy"; cf. OS unsi1varnussi (Holthausen 1967: 81) "Unsauberkeit", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *unsiibraz "unclean, dirty". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giunrar-ambahien "bewirken" (Raven 1 1963: 2). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
untar-auhhãn "knechten, unterjochen" (Raven II 1967: 11). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-bringen "subinferre (nur stark belegt)" (Raven 11963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-brorton "durchsticken, durchziehen" (Raven 111967: 23). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-dempfen "mit ekethaftem Rauch umhullen (= blenden)" (Raven 11963: 225). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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untar-dionãn "unterwerfen" (Raven II 1967: 28). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
untar-diuten "unterjochen, -werfen" (Raven 1 1963: 29). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-doubãn "bezwirigen, sich uberheben?" (Raven II 1967: 28). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-faizen "entrinden, schnitzeln, meii3eln, mitten herausreif3en, unnotige Aste abschneiden"
(Raven 11963: 37). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-fellen "zerstören, unterwühlen, untergraben, niederreii3en, vernichten" (Raven I 1963:
39). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unlar-filan "arbeiten, ausgestalten, ringsum glatt polieren oder glatten" (Raven 111967: 42). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
untar-folgâi "nachfolgen, (mit der Rede) fortfahren" (Raven 111967: 215). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE under-lgian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 373) "to follow,
follow after, succeed". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
untar-gripfen, untar-kripfen "(heimlich) wegnehmen, -entziehen, -entwenden" (Raven I 1963:
97). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-habën "aufrecht halten, (unter-)stUtzen" (Raven II 1967: 223). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-hahsenen "die Ful3sehne durchsclmeiden" (Raven I 1963: 63). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-heggen "einzäunen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 261). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-hilfon "hinzufiigen, hinaufbringen, erhohen" (Raven 111967: 69). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-jouhhen "unterjochen, unterwerfen, knechten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 317). No cognate
verbs are attested. Compare, however, ON undir-oka II (Cleasby and Vigfusson 1872: 653) "to
yoke under, subjugate". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG joh, juh
(Starck and Wells 1990: 316) "Joch". "Joch". Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed
with prefix untar-).
untar-kirnen "neu herrichten, abgetragene Kleider auffrischen, kUnstlich oder betrugerisch
ausstaffieren, (ver)f'älschen, einschieben, durch Einschieben verbalihornen" (Raven I 1963: 92).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-knupfen "unten anknupfen oder anbinden, unterbinden" (Raven 11963: 94). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
untar-leggen "unterlegen, unterwerfen, stärken, beugen unter" (Raven I 1963: 312). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE under-lecgan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 373) "to
underlay, prop, support". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
untar-(h)Iinâz "niedersinken, unterliegen" (Raven 111967: 238). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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untar-mahhãn "anschliei3en" (Raven II 1967: 98). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
unlar-marcãn "ab-, begrenzen, darstellen, schildern" (Raven II 1967: 100). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giuntar-misken "untermischen, hineintun, einfi.igen, einschieben" (Raven I 1963: 130). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-ral:hãn "dazwischen sprechen" (Raven II 1967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
untar-sagen "(be)sprechen, vortragen, besingen" (Raven I 1963: 319). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-senten "untersenden, unterbrechen, senken, sinken lassen" (Raven 11963: 1700
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-sezzen "untersetzen, abstehen, sich unterscheiden" (Raven I 1963: 176). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE under-settan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 373) "to place
beneath, set under". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
untarskeitãn "unterscheiden, sich unterscheiden, abgrenzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 676). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
untars/ceit (Starck and Wells 1990: 675) "Unterschid, Unterscheidung". Therefore an ORG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giuntar-skidãn "trennen, unterscheiden" (Raven II 1967: 133). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giuntar-skipfen "sperren, verzäunen, (Obtr.) abschliel3en"; No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear.
untar-sleihhen "erubrigt [semi" (Raven 11963: 190). No cognate verbs are attested. (see under
in-sleihhen). Therefore an ORG deverbative formation (formed with prefix untar-).
untar-stiuren "auf einem Kissen von Hyazinthen ruhen (= sich stutzen lassen)" (Raven 11963:
206). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-strecken "unterbreiten, darbieten" (Raven I 1963: 209). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-stuzzen "(von unten) stützen, unterstUtzen" (Raven I 1963: 213). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unlar-suohhen "versuchen, prufen" (Raven I 1963: 217). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS undar-sokian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 610) "prufen"; OE under-sëcan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 378) "to examine, investigate, scrutinize". Therefore a WGmc prefix
formation.
untar-swig&z "eine Zwischenpause machen, eine Zeitlang authören, unterbrechen" (Raven II
1967: 262). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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unlar-leilen "unterscheiden, voneinander teilen, aufschieben, spalten" (Raven I 1963: 224). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-zellen "anraten, zureden" (Raven I 1963: 276). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
untar-zimbarön "unterbauen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 763). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
untar-zilnen "absperren, verzäunen" (Raven 1 1963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
unwãtllhhen "vernichten, entstelln, häl3lich machen" (Raven I 1963: 243). No cognate verbs
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unwatlih (Starck and Wells
1990: 677) "hiii3lich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
unwerdäi "unwurdig werden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 677). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE unweorOian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 3870 "to slight, treat with contempt,
dishonour; become worthless, vile, dishonour oneself', which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*unwerJ,an "to become worthless". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG unwerd (Starck and Wells 1990: 677) "unwurdig, wertlos, verchtlich"; OE unweord
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 387) "unworthy, dishonourable, unimportant, humble", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *unwerJ, "unworthy, worthless". Therefore a WGmc
deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irunwillon "sich erbrechen wollen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 678). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG unwillo (Starck and Wells 1990:
678) "Ekel". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
unwirden "geringschatzen, verachten, verachtet machen, widerstreben, verwerfen, spotten"
(Raven 11963: 243). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG unwerd (Starck and Wells 1990: 677) "unwurdig, wertlos, verãichtlich". Therefore
an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giuobarãn "prufen, Qben" (Starck and Wells 1990: 679). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
therefore reconstruct a *obarq/an class II frequentative, continuative deverbative (formed with
1-extension) from NWGmc class I weak verb *objanan "Uben, arbeiten, zustande bringen" (see
under OHG uoben). Therefore an OHG frequentative I continuative deverbative (formed with
1-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: iruoben "(aus)Uben, hegen, pflegen, gebrauchen, verehren, bearbeiten, verrichten, zu Ansehen
bringen, behandeln, umgehen mit, sich beschaftigen, einreiben" (Raven I 1963: 244). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS ãbian I (Kiuge 1989: 747) "einen Festtag begehen";
ON fa I (Jóhannesson 1959: 86) "Uben", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *öbjanan
"uben, arbeiten, zustande bringen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can, however, ultimately be derived from an IE 'I*op (Pokorny 11959: 780) "arbeiten, zustande bringen;
Ertrag der Arbeit, Reichtum", from which base the following may also be derived: Skt apas(Pokorny 11959: 780) "Werk"; Avestan hv-apah- (Pokorny 11959: 780) "gutes Werk"; Greek
ôiitvii (Pokorny 11959: 780) "Nahrung, Brotfrucht"; Latin opus, opens (Pokorny 11959: 780)
"Arbeit, Beschaftigung, Handlung, Werk"; Hittite happinahh- (Pokorny 11959: 780) "reich
machen"; OE efnan, cfnan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 5) "to carry out, do, perform, fulfil;
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cause, endure, suffer"; ON øfr (Pokorny 11959: 780) "gewaltig, heftig"; ON efna II (Pokorny I
1959: 780) "ausfuhren"; ON efna I (Pokorny 11959: 780) "wirken, tun"; OHG uoba (Pfeifer III
1989: 1866) "Feier" (this noun is probably postverbal as there are no cognate forms outside
OHG); OHG uobo (Pfeifer III 1989: 1866) "Landbebauer" (this noun is probably postverbal as
there are no cognate forms outside OHG). As the substantive is better attested for the pre-Gmc,
IE period, this verb is possibly an extended ablaut-grade denominative verb (which would allow
us to reconstruct a form *öbijanan), formed in the pre-Gmc period from an lE substantive
*opos (Pokorny I 1959: 780) "Werk". The verb can accordingly be assigned to a pre-Gmc
stratum.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giuozurnen "verachten" (Raven I 1963: 244). No cognate verbs attested. Etymology uncertain.
Probably best regarded as a denominative formation from an unattested OHG *uozorn
"Verachtung", as the rare OHG prefix uo- (cognate with OS o- (Holthausen 1967: 56) and OE
5- (Holthausen AEW 1934: 239)) appears only together with adjectives and sunstatives (with
the sole exception of this verb). Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
urdanken "erfInden, Unwahres erdichten oder ersinnen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 681). No
cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG urdanc
(Starck and Wells 1990: 681) "Erdichtung, Mutmal3ung, List". ThereforeOHG denominative
verb.
urgouwison "Ekel empfmden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 681). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear. Probably formed with s-extension from an unattested OHG nominal source
*urgouwi "ekelig". Compare OHG urgawida (SchUtzeichel 1969: 217) "Widerwille", which is
probably derived from this or a similar unattested source. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb
(formed with s-extension).
urheizzen "herausfordern" (Raven I 1963: 245). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
urhëtian I (Holthausen 1967: 81) "herausfordem", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*urhaitijan "herausfordem". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG urheiz
(Schade 111882: 1061) "Aufforderung, Herausforderung; aufrUhrerische Rede, Aufruhr", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *urhaitaz "Aufforderung, Herausforderung". Therefore a
WGmc denominative verb.
urkunden "bezeugen, bekunden, beweisen, zum Zeugen nehmen, anrufen" (Raven I 1963:
245). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
urkunda (Starck and Wells 1990: 682) "Bezeugung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giurkundSn "bezeugen, bekunden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 682). No cognate verbs are attested.
For nominal base see under urkunden. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giurkusten "verderben, umbringen" (Raven I 1963: 246). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG urkust (Starck and Wells 1990: 682) "List,
Ranke". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
urlouben "erlauben" (Raven I 1963: 246). No cognate verbs attested. The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG urloub (Starck and Wells 1990: 682) "Erlaubnis". Therefore
an OHG denominative verb.
urlusten "verleiden, ekeb, verdriel3en" (Raven I 1963: 246). No cognate verbs attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG urlust (Starck and Wells 1990: 682)
"Unlust, Widerwille, Ausschweifung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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urlustison "ekein, verdriei3en" (Starck and Wells 1990: 682). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under urlusteii. Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed with
s-extension).
iirön "aufseuchen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 683). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
ursagen "Entschuldigungsgrunde anführen, Ausrede machen, sich rechtfertigen" (Raven II
1967: 252). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG ursaga (Starck and Wells 1990: 683) "Ausrede, Aussage". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
ursinnãi "unsinnig sein, aberwitzig sein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 683). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ursinni (Starck and Wells
1990: 683) "wahnsiimig, unsinnig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
urtellen "entscheiden, beurteilen, Richter" (Raven 11963: 224). No cognate verbs attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG urteil (Kluge 1989: 753) "Urteil"; This
verb is best regarded as denominative as ORG ur- represents the stressed form used in nominal
constructions of OHG verbal prefix ir-. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
ustinãn "verrichten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 685). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
obscure. Possibly formed with n-extension from an unattested nominal source with the meaning
"FleiB". Compare OHG ustar (Starck and Wells 1990: 685) "begierig"; OHG ustar ustri
(Starck and Wells 1990: 685) "FleiB, Regsamkeit".
Eizarôn "durchbohren" (Starck and Wells 1990: 686). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear. Possibly derives from OHG Uzaro (Starck and Wells 1990: 686) "aul3er". Therefore an
OHG deadjectival verb.
ii-beiten "aus-, fortschreiten" (Raven I 1963: 6). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: (dara-)
i?z-brengen "wegtragen, verleiten" (Raven 11963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-bringen "wegtragen, vertreiben, herausflthren, emporflihren" (Raven I 1963: 19). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-buosumen "ausbuchten" (Raven 1 1963: 21). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
Ut-bãsmian I (Karg-Gasterstadt and Frings 11968: 1508). Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
ãz-buosuman "ausbuchten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 23). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
tizen "ausschlieI3en, Uberliefern, vermindern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 687). cf. OHG ãzãn II
(Starck and Wells 1990: 687). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE9tan I (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 432) "to drive out, banish; squander, dissipate"; ONta I (de Vries 1962: 680)
"aussetzen, ausstoBen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *jJ/anan "to drive out,
expel, banish". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: ORG i adv (Starck and
Wells 1990: 685) "heraus"; OS ut adv (Holthausen 1967: 82) "heraus, hinaus"; OFs. th' adv
(Kluge 1989: 49) "heraus"; OE lit adv (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 389) "out; without,
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outside"; ON at adv (de Vries 1962: 636) "hinaus"; Gothic ut adv (Lehniann 1986: 49) "aus",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *ut adv "out, outwards". Therefore a NWGmc
deadverbial formation.
Uz-feimen "schaumen, Schaum machen" (Raven I 1963: 38). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-feiman "schaumen" (Raven 111967: 40). cf. OHGfeimen I "schäumen". Therefore an OHG
prefix formation (with change of class to class II).
iiz-f
ieren "sich seitlings hinausbegeben, verstohien hinausgehen" (Raven I 1963: 40). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-flr-dewen, EJz-f
ir-dou,ven "ausgraben" (Raven I 1963: 291). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-flazzen "seihen, abschwitzen, veredehi, ausläutern" (Raven 11963: 42). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-frummen "aussenden" (Raven I 1963: 298). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
ii-fuoren "ausflthren" (Raven I 1963: 51). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iiz-gi-dennen "ausrotten, zugrunde richten" (Raven I 1963: 289). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
iiz-gi-halan "ausrufen, erwecken" (Raven 111967: 61). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-gi-hangi "zurtickgekrummt" (Raven II 1967: 225). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-gi-leiten "hinausflihren, hervorsturzen, Tranen flielien" (Raven I 1963: 105). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-gi-scricken "aufspringen, hervorspringen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 549). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-gi-zucken "(Schiffe) ans Land ziehen" (Raven 11963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Crz-holãn 1 "aushohlen" (Raven 111967: 67). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
Uz-ir-drewen, iiz-ir-drouwen "aufdrangen, gebieten" (Raven 11963: 292). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-ir-kwicken "jemanden aus seiner ruhigen Lage oder Stellung heraus-, hervor-, fortbewegen,
lebende Wesen im aligemein auf-, forttreiben, aufrufen, reizen" (Raven 11963: 91). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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i7-ir-rodãn "ausrotten, reuten" (Raven II 1967: 123). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.

Gz-ir-roufen "zerstreuen, (em Volk) vertreiben, abreil3en" (Raven I 1963: 160). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-ir-wegen "aus den Angeln heben" (Raven I 1963: 329). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-ir-welzen "herausreil3en, aus-, herausbrechen" (Raven 1 1963:
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

254).

iiz-ir-wurzalãn "vollig ausrotten, vertilgen" (Starck and Wells 1990:
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

No cognate verbs are

752).

No cognate verbs are

iiz-ir-wurzãn "vertilgen, ausrotten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 752). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uz-k&en "sich hinaus begeben" (Raven 11963: 90). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
üz-lellen "herausfuhren, Tranen flieI3en lassen" (Raven 11963: 106). The following cognate

verbs are attested: OE Ut-lcffdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 390) "to lead out, bring out".
Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
iiz-lenken "entschnallen, die Gurtenschnalle lösen, den GUrtel abziehen" (Raven 11963: 107).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
(h)lanc "HUfte, Gelenk" (Kiuge 1989: 438). Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed
with prefix i2r-).

iiz-lãsen "auslosen, herausreif3en" (Raven I 1963: 117). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-lougezzen "ausspeien, ausspruhen, von sich geben, ausgiel3en, sich erbrechen" (Raven I
1963: 120). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uz-1uogi "hervorragen, hervorstehen (wie kreisformige Traghenkel)" (Raven 111967: 241).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

ian "ausschliel3en, tiberliefern, vermindern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 687). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE (itian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 390) "to put out, expel;
alienate (property)"; OFs. Utia II (de Vries 1962: 680) "ausschliel3en", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *Utjan "to put out, drive out, expel, banish". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: (see under iizen). Therefore a WGmc deadverbial formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giãz-rascãn "sich ausräuspern" (Raven 111967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Uz-recken "ausffihren, Risen, erleidigen, freimachen, darlegen, ausfmdig machen" (Raven I
1963: 152). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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Uz-rennen "herausflief3en, hervorgehen, entstehen, zutage oder unter die Leute kommen"
(Raven 11963: 153). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Uz- rofezzen "Worte sprudein lassen" (Raven 1 1963: 159). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
üz-roufen "ausreiBen, ausraufen, vertreiben" (Raven I 1963: 160). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
i-(h)rizan "sumsen oder summen (von Bienen)" (Raven II 1967: 124). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-senten "aussenden, fortwerfen" (Raven I 1963: 170). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-scorr&z "abreil3en, abschussig, schroff, steil" (Raven II 1967: 254). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
ii-scr!cken "hervorspringen" (Raven 11963: 185). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
iiz-scurgen "vorschieben" (Raven I 1963: 188). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an

OHG prefix formation.
Eiz-scurpfen "ausweiden, zerfleischen" (Raven I 1963: 188). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-scutten "verscheuchen, vertreiben, ausschutten" (Raven I 1963: 189). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

iiz-smelzen, iiz-smelzit- "in Wasser oder in einer Bruhe gesotten" pret. part. (Raven I 1963:
192). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
üz-snUden "ausbiasen, ausatmen" (Raven 11963: 193). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
liz-sn iizen "(aus)sclmeuzen" (Raven I 1963: 194). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
0MG prefix formation.
iiz-sprangan "entstehen?, entspringen" (Raven II 1967: 144). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.

iiz-sprengen "hervorsprudeln lassen, aussenden" (Raven I 1963: 198). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-stenken "duften, (Blumenduft) einhauchen" (Raven I 1963: 202). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
liz-stepfen "herabspringen" (Raven I 1963: 203). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Uz-stouben "zerstreuen, aufscheuchen, vertreiben" (Raven I 1963: 208). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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iz-strewen "ausstreuen" (Raven 11963: 324). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iiz-swizzen "ausschwitzen" (Raven I 1963: 221). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
Uz-wartâj "(durch die Zinnen) ausschauen" (Raven II 1967: 271). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
iJz-wãzen "hervorsprudeln, herausbiasen, herausstUrmen" (Raven I 1963: 251). No cognate
verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
iiz-welzen "vom Grunde aus zerstören, herausreil3en" (Raven 11963: 255). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
üz-wen "herausrufen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 738). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-wisken "weggehen" (Raven 11963: 267). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
iiz-wurzalãn "vertilgen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 751). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-wurzãn "vertilgen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 752). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
iiz-zessUn "emporbrausen, (von Wasserwellen) aufwallen" (Raven II 1967: 195). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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wadalOn "umherschweifen, wandern, wandein, unruhig sein, sich heftig bewegen, wallen,
brausen, (vom GerUcht) sich verbreiten, am Wege begehrend (= bettelnd)" (Raven II 1967:
169). No cognate verbs are attested. The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is most
likely a dental extension from IE 'I*aw(e)-, *awë(i)-, *wë.. (Pokomy I 1959: 81) "wehen,
blasen, hauchen", from which base the following may also be derived: OHG wadal (Pokorny I
1959: 81) "Wedel, Schweif, Mondwechsel, Facher"; OHG wallOn (Pokorny I 1959: 81)
"wandem, umherziehen, wallfahrten"; OCS vetrh(Pokomy 11959: 81) "Luft, Wind"; Lith. vetra
(Pokorny 11959: 81) "Sturm, Unwetter"; Greek &frrrp (Pokorny 11959: 81) "Weher"; Skt
vaah-(Pokomy 11959: 81) "Wind". These data are insufficient to allow for the reconstruction
of a pre-Gmc verb. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.

waen "wehen, windig sein" (Raven I 1963: 246). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OSwed. via wk vb (Seebold 1970: 539) "wehen"; MLG wei(g)en wk vb (Pfeifer III 1989: 1947)
"wehen"; MIDu. waeyen wk vb (Pfeifer III 1989: 1947) "wehen", which allows us to reconstruct
a NWGmc *wanan class I weak deverbative from the reduplicating strong verb *wanan
(Seebold 1970: 539) "wehen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OFs. waia st. vb
(Seebold 1970: 539) "wehen"; OE wàwan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 398) "to blow (of
wind)"; Gothic waian St. vb (Seebold 1970: 539) "to blow". Therefore a NWGmc weak
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, duruh-,fir-, ziwafanen "wafthen, rUsten, mit Angriffs- und Schutzwaffen versehen, bewaffnet" (Raven I
1963: 247). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG wãpenen (de Yries 1962: 671)
"bewafflien"; ON vcipna I (de Vries 1962: 671) "bewaffhen", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *wepnUanan "to arm, equip with weapons"; cf. OE wcffpnian II, originally class I?
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:394) "to arm". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG wan (Starck and Wells 1990: 688) "Waffe, Schwert"; OS wffpan (Kluge 1989:
772) "Waffe"; OFs. wãpen, wapen (Kluge 1989: 772) "Waffe"; OE wcipen (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 394) "weapon, sword; p1. arms; membrum virile"; ON vdpn (Kluge 1989: 772)
"Waffe"; Gothic wepna p1. (Kluge 1989: 772) "weapons", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*wepnan (Kluge 1989: 772) "weapon". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irwagon "wanken, sich wiegen, hin und her schwanken, schwingen, sich hin und her bewegen, in
Bewegung sein, sich neigen, wogen, brausen, zittern oder zucken, drohen" (Raven II 1967:
170). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wagian I, probably originally class II due to
lack of umlaut (Seebold 1970: 543) "bewegen"; OE wagian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
396) "to move, shake, swing, totter"; ON vaga II (Pokorny 11959: 1120) "hin und her bewegen,
schaukeln", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wagcjanan "hin und her bewegen,
schaukeln", class II o-grade frequentative I continuative deverbative from strong verb *weganan
(Seebold 1970: 542) "bewegen" (see under wegen). Therefore a NWGmc frequentative /
continuative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, nidarwahharOn, wakarOn "sich wach halten, (reflex.) wach sein, wachen Uber" (Raven 111967: 170).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
wahhar, wakar (Seebold 1970: 535) "wach, munter". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-
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wahhi "wach scm oder bleiben, uberwachen, (vom Löwen) die Augen im Schlafe offen
halten, Wache halten, munter oder lebendig sein, auf der Hut sein" (Raven 111967: 268). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS wa/can II (Seebold 1970: 535) "wach sein, erwachen";
OFs. wakia II (Seebold 1970: 535) "wach sein, erwachen"; OE wacian II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 391) "to be awake or active, keep awake, watch"; ON va/ca (Seebold 1970: 535) "wach
sein, erwachen; sich bewegen, zeigen"; Gothic wa/can III (Seebold 1970: 535) "to wake, be
awake", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wakanan (Seebold 1970: 535) "wachen, wach
sein", class III durative deverbative (with loss of nasal infix) from strong verb *wa/O7aflafl
(Seebold 1970: 535) "erwachen" (see under wecken). Therefore a Gmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruh-,furi-, ITwahhsen "mit Wachs bedecken, wichsen, wchsen" (Raven I 1963: 247). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS wachsian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 690) "mit Wachs
Uberziehen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wahsUan "to wax, cover with wax". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wahs (Kluge 1989: 771) "Wachs"; OS
wahs (Kluge 1989: 771) "Wachs"; OFs. wax (Kluge 1989: 771) "Wachs"; OE weax (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 400) "wax"; ON vax (Kluge 1989: 771) "Wachs", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *wahsan (Kluge 1989: 771) "wax". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwahtãi "tatig sein, Dienst oder Arbeit verrichten, besorgen, Wacht halten" (Raven H 1967:
268). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
wahta (Starck and Wells 1990: 691) "das Wachen, Wache". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
(h)walbUn "drehen, drehbar sein" (Raven II 1967: 170). The following cognate verbs are
attested: ON hvalfa II (Seebold 1970: 281) "umwenden", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *hwalbjanan (Seebold 1970: 281) "wölben", class II deverbative formation from
strong verb *hwelbanan (Seebold 1970: 281) "(sich) wolben" (see under *(lz)welben).
Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zisamene-giwalgan, walagan "wandein, (von Sterbenden) sich am Boden wälzen, erwgen, planen" (Raven
111967: 170). No cognate verbs are attested. This verb probably derives (with voicing of final
gutteral) from a strong verb *wa1/nan "hin und her bewegen", which is attested in the
followoing: OE wealcan st. vb (Pokomy 11959: 1144) "rollen, sich hin und her bewegen,
preisen, ausdrücken, kneten". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biwaIlön "wallen, wallfahrten, wandem, pilgem, im Exil leben, gehen, umherstreifen, von Ort zu
Ott ziehen, hin und her ziehen, wandeln, (von Sternen ) Wandelsterne, (von Tieren =)
beweglich, als besitzloser Wanderer die Lebensbahn betreten, das Fliei3en, mit nider und i(
bezeichnet die Stufenfolge der TOne in der Musik" (Raven 111967: 171). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OFs. walla (Seebold 1970: 538) "wallen", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *wa//o7an (Seebold 1970: 538) "wallen", class II deverbative from strong verb
*wallanan (Seebold 1970: 538) "wallen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
wallan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 538) "aufbrausen, aufwallen"; OS wallan st. vb (Seebold 1970:
538) "wallen, hervorstromen"; OFs. walla st. vb present only (Seebold 1970: 538) "wallen,
sieden"; OE weallan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 399) "to be agitated, rage, toss, well,
bubble, seethe, foam, be hot, boil; swarm; flow; rise (of a river)". Therefore a WGmc
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, ir-, widar-
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,vallinön "walten, die Oberaufsicht haben, vorstehen" (Raven 111967: 171). No cognate verbs
are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *wal(jn4ian class II deverbative (formed with
n-extension) from strong verb *waldanan (Seebold 1970: 536) "walten". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG waltan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 536) "walten, herrschen tiber,
beschutzen"; OS waldan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 536) "herrschen uber"; OFs. walda St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 536) "walten, regieren, sorgen für"; OE wealdian st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 398) "to rule, control, determine, direct, command, govern, possess; wield (a weapon),
exercise"; ON valda st. vb (Seebold 1970: 536) "herrschen, gebieten, verschulden"; Gothic
waldan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 536) "herrschen Uber, walten". Therefore an OHG deverbative
formation (formed with n-extension).
waltisãn "herrschen, Gewalt haben, machtig, berUhmt, reichlich versehen sein, regieren" (Raven
111967: 171). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *wa1tisjan class II
deverbative (formed with s-extension) from strong verb *waldanan (Seebold 1970: 536)
"walten" (see under waltinön). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation (formed with sextension).
walzön "sich (im Kot, am Boden, wie em Rasender) walzen, Tränen vergiel3en, d.h. an den
Wangen herunterrollen, (vom Schiff: schlingem, stampfen, gieren) d.h. heftig hin mid her
bewegen" (Raven 111967: 171). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a
*waltijan (Seebold 1970: 554) class II deverbative from strong verb *weltanan (Seebold 1970:
554) "wälzen" (see under weizen). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
wamezzen, wimezzen "wimmein, hervorquellen (von Worten), wimmern, quaken, schreien,
(tibtr.) tönen" (Raven 11963: 247). cf. OHG wamizzön II "hervorquellen, weinen". No cognate
verbs are attested. Probably an intensive deverbative from a weak verb attested in the following:
OHG wemãn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 709) "wogen"; OS wemmian II (Starck and Wells
1990: 694) "hervorsprudeln". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
wanal:eilen "krank oder gebrechlich machen, schwächen, l.hmen" (Raven I 1963: 247). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wanaheil
(Starck and Wells 1990: 694) "schwachlich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.

wanawizzen "sich betören oder verblenden" (Raven 11963: 247). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wanawizzi (Starck and Wells 1990:
694) "unsinnig, toricht". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
wan en "denken, erwarten, glauben, hoffen, meinen, vermuten, wähnen, [verderben,

vermindern]" (Raven I 1963: 247). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wãnian I
(Starck and Wells 1990: 694) "abschätzen, meinen, vermuten"; OFs. wëna I (de Vries 1962:
671) "abschatzen, meinen"; OE wënan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 402) "to ween, fancy,
imagine, believe, think; expect, hope; fear (for), despair (of); esteem; wonder"; ON vcffna I (de
Vries 1962: 671) "hoffen, wahnen, versprechen"; Gothic wenjan I (de Vries 1962: 671) "to
hope for", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wë,j/anan "to hope, expect; think, imagine".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wan (Starck and Wells 1990: 694)
"Mutmallung, Hoffliung, Erwartung, Vermutung"; OS wan (Kluge 1989: 773) "Hoffliung,
Erwartung"; OFs. wën (Kluge 1989: 773) "opinion"; OE wffn (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 402)
"belief, hope, fancy, opinion, expectation, supposition; probability; estimation"; ON van (Kluge
1989: 773) "Erwartung, Hoffliung; Tierfalle"; Gothic wens (Kluge 1989: 773) "hope", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wënö (Kluge 1989: 773) "Hoffnuiig, Erwartung". Therefore a
Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, gi-, int-, ir-, Eif-ir-
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wanco1n "wanken, in Verirrung sein" (Raven II 1967: 172). No cognate verbs are attested.
Class II frequentative / continuative deverbative from OHG weak verb wancOn (which see).
Therefore an OHG frequentative I continuative deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
wancOn "ausweichen, (aus)schweifen, entgehen, hinken, schwanken, wackein, wanken,
zweifeln, das Augenzwinkern" (Raven 111967: 172). cf. OHG wenken I. The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS wankOn II (Starck and \Vells 1990: 695) "schwanken, wanken"; ON
vakka II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1938) "umhertreiben", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*wankq/anan "schwanken, wanken". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can
ultimately be derived from an IE J*weng- (Pokorny 11959: 1148) "gebogen sein", from which
base the following may also be derived: OHG wincan st. vb, but probably originally weak
(Pokorny 11959: 1148) "winken, schwanken"; Lith. vengiu, vengti (Pokorny 11959: 1148)
"meiden, vermeiden; ausbiegen"; Albanian yank, vangu (Pokorny 11959: 1148) "Felge"; Skt
vangati (Pokorny 11959: 1148) "geht, hinkt". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to
point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, widarwannUn "zittern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 695). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: hina-, itwan On "sich vermindern, schwinden, verderben, ab-, wegnehmen" (Raven II 1967: 173). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS wan On II (Onions 1966: 991). OFs. wonia II (Onions
1966: 991). OE wanian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 397) "to diminish, lesson, curtail, injure,
impair, take from; infringe, annul; dwindle, decline, fade, decay; wane (moon)"; ON vana II (de
Vries 1962: 643) "verringern; zerstören", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*wanjanan "to diminish, wane, become wanting". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG wan (Starck and Wells 1990: 694) "mangelnd, fehlend"; OS wan (Lehmann
1986: 394) "mangelnd, fehlend"; OFs. wan (Lehmann 1986: 394) "mangelnd, fehlend"; OE
wan (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 396) "wanting, deficient, lacking, lacking, absent"; ON vanr
(de Vries 1962: 644) "ermangelnd"; Gothic wans (Lehmann 1986: 394) "lacking, deficient",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wanaz "lacking, wanting, deficient". Therefore a
NWGmc deadjectival verb.
wantalOn "sich ändern, sich bewegen, ausbeuten, handeln, hantieren, sich beschaftigen,
betreiben, verfabren, sich etwas zu Ende reden, Gesprach filhren, borgen, vergehen (von der
Zeit), befreien, vergUten, hinderlich sein, widerstreben, ruckgangig machen, verschlechtern,
(ver)wandeln, wechseln, umgestalten, umgekehrt" (Raven 111967: 173). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS wandlOn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 696) "verändem, zuruckrufen,
handein"; OE wandlung (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 397) "changeableness", which allows us
to reconstruct a WGmc *wand(a)ljan "to change", class II frequentative I continuative
deverbative from WGmc class II weak verb *wandqjan (see under wantOn). Therefore a WGmc
frequentative I continuative deverbative (formed with I-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,Jir-, gi-, it*wantarOn "wandern". MHG wandern (Kluge 1989: 776) "wandern". The following cognate
verbs are attested: OFs. wandria II (Kluge 1989: 776). OE wandrian II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 397) "to wander, roam, fly round, hover; change; stray, err", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wand(a)rqfan "to wander", class II frequentative I continuative
deverbative from WGmc class II weak verb *wandjan (see under wanton). Therefore a WGmc
frequentative I continuative deverbative (formed with r-extension).
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wanton "abwechseln, sich wandein, verwandeln, wenden" (Raven II 1967: 174). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE wandian II (Seebold 1970: 555) "to hesitate, desist, omit,
neglect; fear, stand in awe; have regard to, care for", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*wandqjan (Seebold 1970: 554) "winden", class II deverbative from strong verb *wendanan
(Seebold 1970: 554) "winden, drehen" (see under wenten). Therefore a WGmc deverbative
formation.
(h)warbalOn "Sich (im Kreise) drehen, umherwandern, umherschweifen, sich (einem Ziele
nach) bewegen, (von Gedanken oder Sorgen) rasch und wiederholt zurUckkehren, (die Arnie)
hin und herwerfen oder schwingen, (das Ruder in der Welle) biegen, (von den Jahren) kreisen"
(Raven II 1967: 174). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a
*hwarba1cjan class II frequentative / continuative deverbative formed with 1-extension from
Gmc weak verb *hwarbjan (Seebold 1970: 283) "hin und her gehen" (see under (h)warbOn).
Therefore an OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
(h)warbOn "sich aufhalten oder verweilen, verkehren, (von Ränken und Tucken) ersinnen,
prellen, (Worte der Trauer und Sorge) zuruckkehren" (Raven 111967: 174). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS hwarbOn II (Seebold 1970: 283) "wandeln, gehen"; OE
hwearfian II (Seebold 1970: 283) "to turn, roll or toss about; revolve; wave; change; wander,
move, pass by"; ON hvarfa II (Seebold 1970: 283) "umherstreifen, wandern, sich hin und her
bewegen"; Gothic hwarbon II (Seebold 1970: 283) "hin und her gehen, bewegen", which allows
us to reconstruct a *hwarbjanan (Seebold 1970: 283) class II frequentative / continuative
deverbative from strong verb *hwerbanan (Seebold 1970: 283) "sich wenden" (see under
(h)werben). Therefore a Gmc deverbative formation.
wãren "beweisen" (Raven 11963: 250). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG war (Kiuge 1989: 773) "wahr". Therefore an OHG
deadjectival verb.
I
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giwifrezzen "als wahr versichern oder darlegen, zustimmen" (Raven I 1963: 250). No cognate
verbs are attested. Class I intensive deverbative from OHG class I weak verb wffren (Raven I
1963: 250) "beweisen". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:
warmen, wermen "sich wärmen, warm machen, dörren, rösten" (Raven 1 1963: 251). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS wermian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1940) "warmen"; OE
werman, wierman, wyrman I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 427) "to warm, warm oneself'; ON
verma I (de Vries 1962: 656) "wärmen"; Gothic warmjan I (Lehmann 1986: 394) "to warm",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *warmUanan "to warm, make warm". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHO warm (Starck and Wells 1990: 697) "warm, eifrig"; OS
warm (Kluge 1989: 777) "warm"; OFs. warm (Kluge 1989: 777) "warm"; OE wearm (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 400) "warm"; ON varmr (Kluge 1989: 777) "warm", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *warm(Jz (Kluge 1989: 777) "warm". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irwarmën "warm sein oder werden, erwärmen" (Raven II 1967: 269). No cognate verbs are
attested. OE wearmian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 400) "to become warm", which allows us
to reconstruct a WGmc *warmejan "to be or become warm". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: (see under ivarmen). Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irwarn On "(+gen. et acc. reflex.) ablehnen, beschUtzen, ausrUsten, sich versehen mit, ordnen,
durch Beredsamkeit befestigen, unterrichten, sich huten, sich in Acht nehmen, Vorkehrungen
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treffen, freundlich warrien, kammtragend = (ubtr.) mit einem Federbusch geschmuckt oder mit
einem Helmbusch versehen, bewaffnen, sich (mit der gleichen gesinnung) wappnen, sich
uberlegen, begabt" (Raven II 1967: 174). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
wearnian, warnian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 397) "to warn, caution; to take warning, take
heed, guard oneself against"; MLG warnen (Onions: 993) "to warn", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *warnjan (Kluge 1989: 777) "sich voraussehen, warnen", class II
nO-formation deverbative from NWGmc weak verb *warjanan (Kluge 1989: 773) "beachten,
bewahren" (see under *warOn) Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation (formed with nextension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*warOn "währen, bewahren, beachten". MHG warn (Lexer III 1878: 693) "beachten, behuten".
The following cognate verbs are attested: OS warnOn II (Kluge 1989: 773) "wahren"; OFs.
waria II (Kluge 1989: 773). OE warian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 397) "to be wary,
beware; guard, protect, defend; warn"; ON vara II (Kluge 1989: 773) "warnen, waren,
gedenken", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *warjanan (Kiuge 1989: 773)
"beachten, bewahren". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHCI wara (Starck
and Wells 1990: 696) "Achten auf Ansehen"; OS wara (Kiuge 1989: 773) "Achtsamkeit,
Sorge"; OFs. ware (Kluge 1989: 773) "Achtsamkeit, Sorge"; OE waru (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 397) "shelter, protection, care, custody, guard, defence, vindication"; ON van (Kiuge
1989: 773) "Achtsamkeit, Sorge", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *warO (Kiuge
1989: 773) "Aufmerksamkeit". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, umbiwãr-rahh On "die Wahrheit logisch oder disputierend (d.h. durch Vernunftschlul3) beweisen,
syllogisieren" (Raven 111967: 175). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG war (Starck and
Wells 1990: 696) "wahr, wahrhaftig"; cf. OHG rahhOn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 471) "sich
woruber aussprechen, worauf :hinweisen auseinandersetzen". Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwartOn "(+gen. pers. vel rei, +dat.) achten auf, beobachten, behUten, sich huten vor, auf der Hut
sein, anschauen, den Blick richten auf, hinblicken auf, schauen auf, denken an, sorgen fUr,
uberblicken, erspahen, fasten, betrachten, in Angst geraten, erwarten, wahmehmen, rechnen auf,
sich enthalten von, warten auf' (Raven 111967: 269). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS wardOn II, originally class III? (Kiuge 1956: 840) "behuten, ausschauen, bewachen,
versorgen, sich htiten"; OFs. wardia II, originally class III? (Kluge 1956: 840) "besorgen"; OE
weardian II, originally class III? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 399) "to watch, guard, keep,
protect, preserve; hold, possess, occupy, inhabit"; ON varóa II, originally class III? (Kluge
1989: 777) "abgrenzen, schutzen, warten, verantworten; bewachen", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *wardejanan (Kluge 1989: 777) "ausschauen, bewachen". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG warta (Kluge 1956: 840) "spahendes
Ausschauen; Ott von dem aus gelauert wird"; OS warda (Kluge 1956: 840) "Warte(n), Wache";
OE wearde (Kiuge 1956: 840) "watch, keeping watch, protection"; ON varôi, varóa (Kluge
1956: 840) "Steinwarte", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wardO "Warte, spahendes
Ausschauen". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, duruh-, fir-, fun-, gi-, hera-nidar-, hina-,
ir-, ubar-, z7-, widar-, zuo(lz)wassOn "(von Distein) borstig oder stachelig emporstrauben" (Raven II 1967: 271). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHO (h)was
(Starck and Wells 1990: 699) "scharf, rauh, stachelig". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
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wararen "jauchzen, jubein" (Raven I 1963: 251). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology
unclear.
wfften "(be)kleiden, umgeben, etwas urn sich wickeln" (Raven I 1963: 251). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS wffdian I (de Vries 1962: 671) "(be)kleiden"; ON vciôa I (de
Vries 1962: 671) "bekleiden", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *w3Uanan "to clothe,
dress, equip"; cf. OE wcidian II, originally class I? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 392) "to clothe,
dress, equip, furnish". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wit (Starck
and Wells 1990: 700) "Kleidung, Gewand"; OS wad (Starck and Wells 1990: 700) "Kleidung,
Gewand"; OFs. wi (de Vries 1962: 637) "Kleidung"; OE wffd (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
392) "robe, dress, apparel, clothing, garment, covering; sail"; ON váO (de Vries 1962: 637)
"Gewebe, Zeug, Stuck; Zugnetz; p1. Kleider", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wëdã
(Kluge 1989: 778) "Gewebe, p1. Kleid". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, jillwi/an "(sich) kleiden, bekleiden, Kleidung tragen" (Raven II 1967: 176). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE ge-wcidian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 392) "to clothe, dress,
equip, furnish", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wi/an "to clothe, dress". The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: (see under wa/en). Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, intwegen "bewegen", zittem, schutteln, steif oder borstig stehen (vom Wachsen des Getreides),
emporstrauben, erbeben, kreisen, zucken, pendeln'(Raven I 1963: 328). cf. OHG wagon II
(Raven 111967: 170). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS weggian I (Seebold 1970:
543) "bewegen, rutteln"; OE wecgan I (Seebold 1970: 543) "to move, agitate, drive hither and
thither; be moved"; Gothic wag/an I (Seebold 1970: 543) "schutteln", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *wagejanan (Seebold 1970: 543) "to set in motion, move", causative
deverbative from strong verb *weganan (Seebold 1970: 542) "to move". This strong verb is
attested in the following: OHG wegan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 543) "wägen, wiegen, bewegen";
OS wegan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 543) "wägen"; OFs. wega St. vb pres. only (Seebold 1970: 543)
"wiegen, bringen"; OE wegan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 542) "to carry; support, sustain, bear, bring;
move; wear; weigh, measure"; ON vega St. vb (Seebold 1970: 542) "in Bewegung setzen,
autheben, wiegen, wägen"; Gothic ga-wigana pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 542) "gerilttelt".
Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fora-ir-, gi-, ir-, nidar-, i-ir-, widarwegJn 1 "vermitteln, instiindig bitten, helfen, sich verwenden, Furbitte einlegen thr jemanden,
jemanden mit Bitten besturmen oder behelligen" (Raven 111967: 176). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OFs. wegia II (Seebold 1970: 543) "beistehen", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wegqjan (Seebold 1970: 543) class II deverbative from strong verb
*weganan (Seebold 1970: 542) "bewegen" (see under wegen). Therefore a WGmc deverbative
formation.
wegan2 "wandern" (Raven II 1967: 176). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG weg (Starck and Wells 1990: 703) "Weg, Pfad".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irwehsalOn "andern, verändem, Veränderungen unterwerfen, urn-, verwandeln, vertauschen mit,
wechseln, Wortwechsel fUhren, verschieden sein, (Ubtr.) zerfallen, der andere (von zweien),
abwechselnd, unverzogene Miene" (Raven 111967: 176). cf. OHG wihsalen, wehsalen I (Raven
11963: 262). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wehslOn II with shortening of first
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vowel (de Vries 1962: 671) "wechseln"; OFs. wixlia (de Vries NEW 1963: 843) "wechseln";
ON vIxla II (de Vries 1962: 671) "wechseln", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*weihsalqjanan "wechseln". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OTrIG wehsal
with WGmc shortening of first vowel (Kluge 1989: 779) "Wechsel, Tauschhandel,
Wechselseitigkeit"; OS we/isa! with WGmc shortening of first vowel (Kluge 1989: 779). OFs.
wixie with WGmc shortening of first vowel (Kluge 1989: 779) "Tausch, Handel"; ON vIxia
(Kluge 1989: 779) "Wechsel, Austausch", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *weihsaian
"Wechsel". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, gi-, !r
weibön "schwanken, schweben, hin und her treiben, (von der Kleidung) wellenartig hangen,
(vom Haar) lockig sein, (vom Zugel) schiaff herabhangen, unstet sein" (Raven 111967: 177).
No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *waib7jan "schwanken,
schweben". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an
IE 'sJ*we:p_, *weib- (Pokorny 11959: 1131) "drehen, sich drehend, schwingend bewegen", from
which base the following may also be derived: OE wilan II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 396)
"to be agitated, astonished, amazed, gaze at, wonder at, admire; hesitate"; OE wcëfan I (Pokorny
11959: 1132) "to clothe"; ON vefa I (Pokomy 11959:1132) "schwingen, werfen, umwickeln";
ON vfa II (Pokorny 11959: 1132) "umhullen"; Gothic bi-waibjan I (Pokorny 11959: 1132) "to
surround, clothe"; Skt vepate (Pokorny 11959: 1132) "regt sich, zittert"; Avestan vip- (Pokorny
I 1959: 1132) "werfen, entsenden (Samen)". As the Gmc complex based on this IE root is
represented by a large number of verbs, *waibãn probably derives from one of these. It is,
therefore, best not considered pre-Gmc, despite Indo-Iranian parallels. Therefore an OHG verb,
the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
weidinJn "weiden, abweiden, (vom Rind beim Weiden) umherstreifen, jagen, der Vogelsteller,
das Mutterschaf (mit geborenem, d.h. folgendem Lamm), der Weideplatz" (Raven 111967:
177). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under weidön. Therefore an OHG
denominative verb (formed with n-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biweidãn "weiden, auf die Weide tlihren oder auf der Weide sein, (im Wald weidend)
herumstreifen, ernahren,jagen" (Raven 111967: 178). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG weida (Starck and Wells 1990: 705) "Weide,
Futter, Jagd". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:furiweigaran "widerstreben, sich (einer Tatigkeit) widersetzen, (sie) zu verhindern suchen" (Raven
111967: 178). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG weigar (Starck and Wells 1990: 706) "verwegen". Therefore an OHG deadjectival
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irweigen "angstigen, qualen, belastigen, peinigen" (Raven 11963: 252). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS wegian I (Schade 111882: 1114) "qualen, peinigen"; OE wcffgan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 392) "to trouble, afflict; deceive, falsify; frustrate", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *waigejan "to cause to become weak, afflicted, troubled; to trouble,
afflict", causative deverbative from strong verb *wiganan (Seebold 1970: 544) "kampfen". This
strong verb is attested in the following: OHG ubar-wehan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 544)
"tiberwinden"; OS wigand substantivized present participle (Seebold 1970: 544) "Kampfer";
OFs. wigandlike (Seebold 1970: 544) "wie em Kampfer"; OE ge-wegan St. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 401) "to fight"; ON vega St. vb (Seebold 1970: 544) "kampfen, töten, rächen;
gewinnen"; Gothic weihen St. vb (Seebold 1970: 544) "to fight". Therefore a WGmc causative
deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-
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weihhen "weich machen, erweichen, schwachen, lenken, biegsam machen" (Raven I 1963:
252). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. wëken (de Vries 1962: 651) "weich
machen"; OE wcffcan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 391) "to weaken, oppress, trouble"; ON
veikja I (de Vries 1962: 651) "beugen"; Mod.Icel veikja I (de Vries 1962: 651) "schwachen",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wajkjjanan "to weaken, make weak". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG weih (Starck and Wells 1990: 706) "weich,
schwach, krank"; OS wãk (Kluge 1989: 782) "welch"; OE wãc (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
391) "weak, soft, feeble, effeminate, cowardly, timid, pliant; slender, frail"; ON veikr (Kiuge
1989: 782) "weich, schwach", which allows us to reconstruct aNWGmc *waikaz (Kluge 1989:
782) "weich". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giweihhi "weich werden, schlaff werden (vom Bogen), d.h. versagen oder zerbrechen,
erschlaffen" (Raven II 1967: 271). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE wacian II
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 391) "to become weak, languish; be cowardly", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *waikejan "to be or become weak". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: (see under weil, hen). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irweihhãn "weich machen, erweichen, schwächen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 706). No cognate
verbs are attested. For nominal base see under weihl,en. Therefore an 01-IG deadjectival verb.
weinön "(intrans.) weinen, wimmern, (von kleinen Kindern) quaken, jammern, klagen,
wehklagen, heulen, (trans.) beweinen, beklagen" (Raven 111967: 178). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG we(i)nen (Kiuge 1989: 784) "weinen"; MDu. wenen (Kiuge 1989: 784)
"weinen"; OFs. wainia, weinia, wãnia II (Kluge 1989: 784) "weinen"; OE wffnian II (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 397) "to compjain, bewail, lament, bemoan"; ON veina II (Kluge 1989: 784)
"jammern"; Gothic *wainon can be reconstructed from the adjective wainahs (Kiuge 1989: 784)
"elend", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wainöjanan (Kluge 1989: 784) "weinen". The
precise derivational pattern and development of this verb is unclear in its details. It is probably
best regarded as a derivation from the Gmc interjection *wai (Kluge 1989: 781) "weh!" and
formed with a nasal suffix nã-. This interjection is attested in: OHG wah, we(Kluge 1989: 781)
"weh!"; OS w(Kluge 1989: 781) "weh!"; OE wa(Kluge 1989: 781) "ah! oh! alas!"; ON vei
(Kluge 1989: 781) "weh!"; Gothic wai (Kluge 1989: 781) "woe!".
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, ir(h)weiãn, (h)weigan "(vom Pferde) wiehern, (von Menschen) aufschreien, (Mädchen) geil
anlocken, jauchzen (Luther), (er)klingen, ertönen" (Raven II 1967: 179). No cognate verbs are
attested. The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It appears to belongs to a Gmc
onomatapoeic complex which represents hissing, whizzing, whining, neighing or sounds.
Examples of derivations from this complex include the following: ORG (h)wispalan (Pokorny
1956: 628) "zischen, wispem"; OE hwinan I (Kluge 1989: 791) "jammern"; OE hwinian II
(Pokomy 1956: 628) "to hiss, whizz, whistle, whine"; OE hwiscettan I (Pokorny 1956: 628) "to
squeak (of mice)"; OE hwisprian II (Pokorny 1956: 628) "to whisper, murmer"; ON hvIna
(Pokorny 1956: 628) "sausen"; ON hviskra (Pokomy 1956: 628) "fltlstern"; ON hvIsla
(Pokorny 1956: 628) "pfeifen, flustern"; Modern Icelandic hvIa (Pfeifer III 1989: 1974)
"wiehern"; Modern Swed. hvUa (Pfeifer III 1989: 1974) "laut oder heftig schreien". This
complex appears to be a Gmc innovation with no relations in the other IE branches. The verb
cannot, therefore, be considered pre-Gmc. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of
which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zuo-ir-
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weiz "wissen" (Seebold 1970: 533). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS w' pret.-pres.
(Seebold 1970: 533) "wissen, verstehen"; OFs. w pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 533) "wissen";
OE wat pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 533) "to know"; ON veit pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 533)
"wissen, deuten auf"; Gothic wait pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970: 533) "wissen". These allow us to
reconstruct a preterite-present verb *wait (Seebold 1970: 533) "weif3". This verb can be traced
back to an IE \J*weid- (Seebold 1970: 534) "sehen, erblicken", from which base the following
may also be derived: Latin videre (Seebold 1970: 535) "to see"; OIr. ro-fetar (Seebold 1970:
534) "to know"; OIr. ro-finnedar (Seebold 1970: 535) "finds out, discovers"; Greek Foi6a
(Seebold 1970: 534) "1 know (I have seen)"; Greek eiov 2nd aorist (Seebold 1970: 535)
"erblickte, erkannte"; Skt veda (Seebold 1970: 535) "to know"; OCS vede (Seebold 1970: 534)
"to know"; OCS vizdo, videti (Seebold 1970: 535) "to see, perceive"; Lith. veizdati (Seebold
1970: 534) "scauen, sehen, nach etwas sehen"; Lith. pavydeti, pa-vfriziu (Seebold 1970: 535)
"beneiden"; OPruss. waist Umbildung (Seebold 1970: 534) "wissen". Therefore a Pre-Gmc
primary verb (preterite-present).
weizen "zeigen, erkennen lassen, hinweisen auf' (Raven I 1963: 253). cf. OHG wizzz III
(Raven 111967: 274). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. wa I (Seebold 1970:
534) "bezeugen, beurteilen", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *waitejjpan (Seebold
1970: 534) "to cause to see or know, to show", causative deverbative from preterite-present
verb * wait (see under weiz). Therefore a WGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwecken "wecken, erwecken, aufwecken, wach machen" (Raven I 1963: 253). cf. OHG wahh&z
II (Raven 111967: 268). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wekkian I (Kiuge 1989:
780) "wecken"; OE weccan I (Kluge 1989: 780) "to awaken, arouse; call up, bring forth"; ON
vekja I (Kiuge 1989: 780) "erwecken, reizen; beginnen"; Gothic us-wackjan I (Kluge 1989:
780) "to awaken", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wakejanan (Kiuge 1989: 780) "to
wake up, cause to wake", causative deverbative (with loss of nasal infix) from strong verb
*waknanan (Seebold 1970: 535) 'erwachen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OE
wcnan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 535) "to come into being, awake, come forth, spring from, arise,
be born"; ON vakinn St. vb past part. (Seebold 1970: 535) "wach"; OSwed. vaken st. vb past
part. (Kluge 1989: 771) "wach". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: int-, ir-, widar*(h)welben "wölben". MHG we/ben (Lexer III 1878: 749) "bogenfbrmig gestatten, wolben". cf.
OHG (h)walbön II. The following cognate verbs are attested: OS bi-welbian I (Kiuge 1989:
798) "uberwolben, bedecken"; MLG welven (JOhannesson 1956: 263). OE be-hiiylfan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 39) "to cover, vault over"; ON hvelfa I (Kluge 1989: 798) "wölbern,
kentern", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *hwalbejanan (Seebold 1970: 281)
"wolben", deverbative formation from strong verb *hwelbanan (Seebold 1970: 281) "(sich)
wolben". This strong verb is attested in the following: MHG waib preterite sg. (de Vries 1962:
247) "dehnte sich aus (?)"; OFs. bewiven preterite participle hapax legomen (Seebold 1970:
281) "obrutus" (although possibly a secondary formation from causative); ON ho/finn preterite
part. (de Vries 1962: 247) "gewolbt"; Norw. kvelva st. vb (de Vries 1962: 247) "sich wolben";
Swed. (dial) st. vb hvälva (de Vries 1962: 247) "sich wolben". Compare also Gothic hwilftrjos
p1. (Pfeifer III 1989: 1988) "Sarg (ursprunglich vielleicht zwei ausgehohlte, ubereinandergelegte
Einbäume)". Therefore a NWGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biwelkãi, welhâ "welk, lauwarm, weich, truge, schiaff sein oder werden, welken" (Raven II
1967: 271). cf. OHG wi/ken, we/ken I (Raven 11963: 263). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG weic, we/h (Starck and Wells 1990: 708)
"welk, weich, feucht". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-
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wellen "wählen, auswählen, auf Grund einer getroffenen Wahi schenken, darreichen" (Raven I
1963: 329). The following cognate verbs are attested: ON veija I (Seebold 1970: 441) "wahlen";
Gothic waljan I (Seebold 1970: 551) "to select", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*waiejanan (Seebold 1970: 551) "wahlen", class I deverbative from strong verb *welanan
(Seebold 1970: 551) "wollen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG wili irreg.
pres. sing. (Seebold 1970: 551). OS will irregular pres. (Seebold 1970: 551). OFs. wei(i) irreg.
pres. (Seebold 1970: 551). OE wile irreg. pres. (Seebold 1970: 551) "wants"; ON viii, villa
usually i-present (Seebold 1970: 551). Gothic will pret. optative with function of present
(Seebold 1970: 551). Therefore a Gmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, itwellãn "wallen, wogen, Wellen schlagen" (Raven II 1967: 179). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG weila (Starck and Wells 1990: 708)
"Welle, Woge, Flut". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
weizen "walzen, drehen, rollen" (Raven 11963: 254). cf. OHG walzãn II (Raven 111967: 171).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OE wcltan, wieltan, '4yitan I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 426) "to roll"; ON velta I (de Vries 1962: 653) "walzen"; Gothic waitfan I (Pfeifer III
1989: 1936) "to beat into", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *waltejanan "to cause to roll",
causative deverbative from strong verb *weltanan (Seebold 1970: 554) "wälzen". This strong
verb is attested in the following: ON velta st. vb (Seebold 1970: 554) "sich wälzen (vom
Wasser, von miteinander Ringenden)". Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, dana-, gi-, in-, it-, nidar-gi-, ir-, umbi-, liz-, lizit-, zuo-, zuo-gi*wemmen "beflecken, verderben. The following cognate verbs are attested: OE wemman I
(Lehmann 1986: 393) "to defile, besmirch, profane, injure, ill-treat, destroy; abuse, revile";
Gothic ana-warnrnjan I (Lehmann 1986: 393) "to stain", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*warnrn/anan "to stain, defile, disgrace, desicrate, destroy". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG *warn "Fleck, Schande" can be reconstructed from: OS warn
(Lehmann 1986: 393) "evil, crime"; OFs. warn (Lehmann 1986: 393) "spot, blot"; OE warnrn
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 396) "stain, spot, scar; disgrace, defect, defilement, sin, evil,
crime; injury, loss, hurt, misfortune"; ON vamm (Lehmann 1986: 393) "Schaden, Gebrechen;
Flecken"; Gothic wamm (Lehmann 1986: 393) "spot", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*wamrnaz "crime, disgrace, defilement, shame". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, irwemon "wogen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 709). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OS wernian I
(Starck and Wells 1990: 709) "hervorsprudeln"; ORG wirnidãn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 730)
"hervorsprudeln, wimmeln, schaudern"; ORG wimmeren I (Starck and Wells 1990: 731)
"wimmein". Further etymology unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: Jollawenescaflan "den Schaft, das ist den Speer schwingen, wie em geschwungener Speer im Lichte
flimmern" (Raven 111967: 179). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology uncertain. Probably
derives from an unattested OHG *wenescaft "a type of spear". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
wenken "(ab)weichen, wanken, fehien, ablassen von, unzuverlassig oder unsicher sein, sich
wenden" (Raven 11963: 255). No cognate verbs are attested. As cognate verbs in the other Gmc
languages belong with the class II verb, this verb is best regarded as a class I deverbative from
the class II weak verb (see under wanc on). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, it-, widar(h)wennen "schwingen, schärfen, wezzen, zittemd bewegen" (Raven I 1963: 330). No cognate
verbs are attested. Etymology unclear.
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Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwennen "(sich) gewohnen" (Raven I 1963: 331). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS
wennian I (Onions 1966: 996). OFs. wenna, wennia I (de Vries 1962: 654). OE wenian, wennan
I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 403) "to accustom, habituate, inure, train; entertain; tame, wean";
ON venja I (de Vries 1962: 654) "gewohnen, zahmen", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *wanjanan "sich gewohnen an <befriedigt sein mit, lieben". The derivational pattern
of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from IE 'sI*wen_, *wen. (Pokorny 1 1956:
1146) "(er)streben; wunschen, lieben, befriedigt sein; erarbeiten, Mühe haben; erreichen,
gewinnen, siegen", from which base the following may also be derived: OE wine (Pokorny I
1956: 1147) "friend, protector, lord; retainer"; OE wynn (Pokorny 11956: 1147) "joy, rapture,
pleasure, delight, gladness"; Olr. fine (Pokorny I 1956: 1147) "Verwandtschaft, Stamm,
Familie"; Gaulish PN veni-carus (Pokorny I 1956: 1147). Latin venus (Kluge 1989: 265)
"Liebe, Reiz, Liebesgenul3"; OCS uniti (Kluge 1989: 265) "wollen"; Skt vanati, vanoti
(Pokorny I 1956: 1146) "wunscht, verlangt, gewinnt"; Hittite wen-, went- with specialized
development of meaning (Kluge 1989: 799) "beschlafen, kopulieren"; OHG gi-won (de Vries
1962: 644) "gewohnt" is probably best regarded as postverbal; OE ge-wun (de Vries 1962: 644)
"wonted, customary, usual" is probably best regarded as postverbal; ON vanr (de Vries 1962:
644) "gewohnt" is probably best regarded as postverbal. These IE parallels provide sufficient
evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, jut-, irwenten "wenden, von einer Absicht abwenden oder zuruckhalten, richten, fiihren, hin- oder
wegleiten, ruckgiingig machen, verwenden" (Raven 11963: 256). cf. OHG wanton II (Raven II
1967: 174). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wendian I (Seebold 1970: 555)
"wenden, drehen"; OFs. wenda I (Seebold 1970: 555) "wenden, drehen"; OE wendan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 402) "to turn, direct; wend one's way, go; happen; change, alter"; ON
venda I (Seebold 1970: 555) "wenden, drehen, verandern"; Gothic wandjan I (Seebold 1970:
555) "to turn", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wandejanan (Seebold 1970: 555)
"wenden, winden machen", causative deverbative from strong verb *wendanan (Seebold 1970:
554) "winden, drehen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG wintan St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 555) "winden, drehen, schlangeln, wickeln, wenden"; OFs. winda St. vb
(Seebold 1970: 555) "winden"; OE windan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 410) "to wind,
plait, curl, twist; turn, start, go, roll"; ON vinda St. vb (de Vries 1962: 665) "winden, wenden,
drehen, flechten, schwingen"; Gothic bi-windan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 555) "umwinden".
Therefore a Gmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, dana-, dara-, (dara-)bi-, fir-, gi-, (hera-),
ir-, missi-, ubar-, ii-, (umbi-)bi-, widar-, zuo(h)werben "(um)wenden, kehren, (sich) umdrehen, bewegen, schwingen, kreisfirmig
herumdrehen" (Raven 11963: 258). cf. OHG (h)warbOn II (Raven 111967: 174). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS hwervian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 712) "umdrehen,
herumschwingen, kehren"; OE hwierfan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 199) "to turn, revolve,
change, transfer, convert, return; wander"; ON hverfa I (de Vries 1962: 271) "wenden, kehren",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *hwarbejanan (Seebold 1970: 283) "to cause to
turn", causative deverbative from strong verb *hwerbanan (Seebold 1970: 282) "sich wenden".
This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG (h)werban St. vb (Starck and Wells 1990:
711) "werben, wirbein, sich drehen, wenden, verkehren; (Leben) verbringen, (Zeit) verfliel3en
lassen, handein, in em Kloster eintreten"; OS hwerban St. vb (Seebold 1970: 282) "hin und her
gehen, wandeln, sich hinwenden"; OFs. hwerfa St. vb present only (Seebold 1970: 282)
"wenden, wandein"; OE hweorfan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 198) "to turn, change;
move, go, come; wander about, roam; return, turn back, turn from, depart; die; be converted";
ON hverfa St. vb (Seebold 1970: 282) "sich wenden, sich bewegen, begeben; umgeben,
umkreisen"; Gothic hwairban st. vb (Seebold 1970: 282) "wandeln; einen Lebenswandel
fiihren". Therefore a NWGmc causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, ir-, umbi-, widar-, zuo-
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werderen "vergleichen" (Raven I 1963: 259). No cognate verbs are attested. Probably a
frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with r-extension) from OHG class II weak verb
werdãn (which see). Therefore an OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed with
an r-extension).
werdlilzhön "gewurdigt werden, wQrdigen, wert halten" (Raven 111967: 179). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG werdlih (Starck and
Wells 1990: 714) "wurdig, wert, beliebt". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwerdön "verehren, schatzen, fur wert erachten, geruhen, gewerten" (Raven II 1967: 179). cf.
OHG wfrden I. The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-werthon II (Lehmann 1986:
391). OE weoróian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 404) "to esteem, honour, worship,
distinguish, celebrate, exalt, praise; adorn, deck; enrich, reward"; ON verOa II (de Vries 1962:
655) "wert machen"; Gothic wairkon II (Lehmann 1986: 391) "to value", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *werJjanan "to value, esteem, honour". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: (see under wirden). Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, intwerdsamãn "aufseinen Wert prUfen, wurdig befmden" (Raven 111967: 180). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG werdsam (Starck and
Wells 1990: 714) "wert". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
werën' "bleiben, bestehen, fortdauern, wiihren, auf ewig, die Ewigkeit, lebenskraftig" (Raven II
1967: 272). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS werön II (Seebold 1970: 561)
"bleiben"; OE werian II (Seebold 1970: 561) "bleiben", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*wezan (Seebold 1970: 561), class III durative deverbative from strong verb *wesanan
(Seebold 1970: 561) "sein, bleiben". This strong verb attested in the following: OHG wesan
irreg. vb (Seebold 1970: 561) "sein, geschehen"; OS wesan irregular vb (Seebold 1970: 561)
"sein, da sein, geschehen"; OFs. wesa irreg. vb (Seebold 1970: 561) "sein"; OE wesan irreg. vb
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 405) "to be; to happen"; ON vesa, vera irreg. vb (Seebold 1970:
561) "sein, sich aufhalten, sich ereignen, bedeuten"; Gothic wisan irreg. vb (Seebold 1970: 561)
"sein, weilen, bleiben". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: durh-,folla-, ubarwer&z2 "(+acc. pers. et gen. rei, c. dat. pers. et acc. rei) ausreichen, aufrecht erhalten, befolgen,
beobachten, beschenken, geben, einem etwas gew1iren, genugen, erflillen, gehorchen,
hinlanglich sein, huten, befriedigen, leisten, uberwachen, verwahren, voliziehen, zahien,
bezahlen, angemessen oder tauglich" (Raven II 1967: 272). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, intwerfon "schleudern, hin und her werfen, umhertreiben, entsagen oder verzichten mUssen,
anfangen = (eigentlich) ein Gewebe anlegen" (Raven 111967: 180). cf. OHG worfon II (Raven
II 1967: 188). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *werp/an
(Seebold 1970: 558) class II deverbative from strong verb *werpanan (Seebold 1970: 558)
"werfen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG werfan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 558)
"werfen, zufligen"; OS werpan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 558) "werfen"; OFs. werpa St. vb (Seebold
1970: 558) "werfen, aufwerfen"; OE weorpan st. vb (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 404) "to
throw, cast; throw off, out, expel; open; drive away; sprinkle; hit"; ON verpa St. vb (Seebold
1970: 557) "werfen, bewerfen; von sich werfen, aufgeben"; Gothic wairpan st. vb (Seebold
1970: 557) "werfen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
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*wergen "verfiuchen, verdammen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-waragian I
(Lehmann 1986: 153) "to punish as a criminal"; OE wiergan, wcrgan, wyrgan I (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 408) "to abuse, outlaw, condemn, curse, proscribe, blaspheme; do evil"; Gothic
ga-wargjan I (Lehmann 1986: 153) "to outlaw, condemn", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *warganan "to outlaw, condemnn, to make into an outlaw or *wargaz". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG warg (Starck and Wells 1990: 697) "Ubeltater;
geachteter Verbrecher"; OS warag (Lehmann 1986: 153) "criminal"; OE wearg (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 399) "(wolf), accursed one, outlaw, felon, criminal"; ON vargr (Lehmann 1986:
153) "Wolf, Ubeltäter, Verachteter"; cf. Gothic launa-wargs adj. (Lehmann 1986: 153)
"unthankful", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wargaz "wolf, criminal, destroyer, one
expelled from the tribe because of a serious crime and left to fend for himself, outcast".
Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: funwenien 1 " schutzen, wehren, verteidigen, verbieten, hindern, vermindem, nachteilig sein, sich
sträuben" (Raven 11963: 331). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS werian I (Kiuge
1989: 781). OFs. wera I (de Vries 1962: 656). OE werian I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 405)
"to guard, keep, defend, ward off, hinder, prevent, forbid; restrain"; ON verja I (de Vries 1962:
656) "wehren, schUtzen, verteidigen"; Gothic warjan (Kiuge 1989: 781) "to hinder, forbid",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *warjanan (Kluge 1989: 781) "wehren". The derivational
pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from IE \I*wer, *weru-, *urjj..
(Pokorny I 1956: 1160) "verschliellen, bedecken, schutzen, retten, abwehren", from which base
the following may also be derived: OE wer (Pokorny 11956: 1162) "weir, darn, fish-trap"; ON
ver (Lehmann 1986: 394) "cover"; ON vor (Lehmann 1986: 394) "fenced-in landing place";
Run.Nordic waru (Pokorny 11956: 1161) "der umschliel3ende Steinkreis urn em Grab"; Oft.
ferenn (Pokomy I 1956: 1161) "Gurtel"; Mid.Welsh gwerthyr (Pokorny I 1956: 1161)
"Festung"; Greek pojtcxt (Pokomy I 1956: 1161) "ich schirme, errette; halte fest, halte
zuruck"; Greek paa0a (Pokorny 11956: 1161) "abwehren, beschützen, bewahren, retten"; Skt
vrnóti (Pokomy I 1956: 1160) "to surround, ward oft"; Avestan -veonav-(Pokorny I 1956:
1160) "bedecken, hullen". These IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc
origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, ml-, inwenien2 " (sich) kleiden, bekleiden, umhullen" (Raven 11963: 332). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS werian I (Lehmann 1986: 395). OE wenian I, II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 405) "to clothe, cover over, put on, wear, use"; ON verja I (Lehmaim 1986: 395)
"umhullen, bekleiden"; Gothic wasjan I (Lehmann 1986: 395) "to dress, be dressed", which
allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wazjanan. The derives from an IE I*wes (Pokorny I 1956:
1172) "kleiden", from which base the following may be derived: Skt vaste (Pokomy 11956:
1172) "kleidet sich, zieht an"; Skt vardyati (Lehmann 1986: 395) "dresses"; Avestan vaste
(Pokorny I 1956: 1172) "kleidet sich, zieht an"; Greek vvIxo, vvjt, 2nd aorist .aaa
(Pokorny 11956: 1172) "I dress, clothe (someone), (Middle) I put on clothes"; Arm. z-genum
(Pokorny 11956: 1172) "ziehe mich an"; Albanian vesh (Pokorny 11956:1172) "ich kleide an";
Latin vestire (Pokorny 11956: 1172) "kleiden"; Latin vestis (Pokorny 11956: 1172) "Kleidung"
is best regarded as post-verbal; Hittite wa.s-, we.-, Luvian wa.()- (Pokorny 11956: 1172) "bekleiden, anziehen"; Toch.B wastsi, wästsi (Pokorny I 1956: 1172) "garment"; Gothic wash
(Pokorny 11956: 1172) "Kleidung" is best regarded as post-verbal. Therefore a Gmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwercãn

"arbeiten, handeln, tätig sein, wirken, bearbeiten, behandeln, machen, tun, verfertigen,

ins Werk setzen" (Raven 111967: 181). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS gi-werkon
II (Schade 111882: 1128). ON verka II (Schade 111882: 1128) "to work", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *werk4ianan "arbeiten, werken". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG werc, werah, werh (Starck and Wells 1990: 717) "Werk, Arbeit, Werg"; OS
werk (Kluge 1989: 788) "Werk, Arbeit"; OE weorc (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 403) "work,
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labour, action, deed; exercise; affliction, suffering, pain, trouble, distress"; ON verk (Kiuge
1989: 788) "Werk, Arbeit", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wer/çn (Kluge 1989:
788) "Werk, Arbeit". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, samantwern'i "sich qualen, sich plagen, sich kUmmern, MUhe haben, bedrangt sein, an elner
qualenden Hungersnot leiden, abmagern, in uble Nachrede bringen, verdachtigen, zermalmt
werden" (Raven 111967: 273). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE weornian II (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 404) "to pine away, become weak, fade, wither, destroy", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *wernjan "sich qualen, sich plagen, an einer Hungersnot leiden".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG werna (Starck and Wells 1990: 717)
"Heil3hunger qualende Not, Qua!, Sorge", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *werna
"Qua!, Not, Hunger". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
werten "verletzen, schwaren, verderben, beschadigen" (Raven I 1963: 259). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS a-wardjan I (Seebold 1970: 560) "verderben"; OE wierdan,
wyrdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 408) "to spoil, injure, destroy, violate, obstruct"; ON
veróa I (de Vries 1962: 655) "vernichten"; Gothic fra-wardjan I (Lehmann 1986: 127) "to
destroy", which allows us to reconstruct a (NW)Gmc *warôejanan "to spoil, destroy" back
formation simplex from the prefixed causative deverbative *fra-warOejanan "to destroy, cause
to spoil" (see under fir-werten). This verb has to be a back formation rather than a simplex on
semantic grounds: the simplex strong verb werAbanan (Seebold 1970: 559) has the meaning "to
become" and a straightforward deverbative formation from this is unlikely to possess a meaning
as radically different as "to spoil, destroy" without the aid of a prefix.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: folla-, gi-, irwesani "abmagern, verdorren, verwelken, vertrocknen, welk, gekocht oder gesotten sein,
unbestandig" (Raven II 1967: 273). The following cognate verbs are attested: The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHO wesan (Starck and Wells 1990: 718) "matt".
Therefore an OHG deadjectival 'erb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, irweitiskeffon "wetten, sich vereiden" (Raven II 1967: 181). No cognate verbs are attested.
Precise etymology uncertain. This verb probably represents a denominative formation from an
otherwise unattested OHG *wettiscaf which is best regarded as a compound formation from
OHG wetti (Kluge 1989: 789) "Pfand" and OHG scaf (Seeboldd: 407) "Beschaffenheit".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
wetlãn "wetten, sich vereiden oder verburgen, verpfanden, als Kampfpreis einsetzen, dringend
verlangen, nach strengem Recht fordern" (Raven 111967: 181). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG wedden (Pfeifer III 1989: 1968) "Strafgeld zahien, Pfandbesitz nehmen, einen
Vertrag eingehen, einen Einsatz geben"; OE weddian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 400) "to
engage, pledge oneself, covenant, promise, vow; give to wife, betroth; wed, marry"; ON veOja
II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1968) "zum Pfand setzen, wetten"; Gothic ga-wadjon II (Pfeifer III
1989:1968) "verloben (durch Burgerschaft)", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*waójjanan "zum Pfand setzen, wetten". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG wetti (Starck and Wells 1990: 720) "Pfand"; OS weddi (Kluge 1989: 789) "Pfand"; OFs.
wedd (Kiuge 1989: 789) "Pfand"; OE wed(d) (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 400) "pledge,
agreement, covenant, security; dowry"; ON veó (Kluge 1989: 789) "pledge, surety"; Gothic
wadi (Kluge 1989: 789) "Pfand", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *waôjan (Kiuge 1989:
789) "Einsatz". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi(Jz)wezzen "schärfen, wetzen, reizen, bearbeiten, schwenken, anfeuern, brUchig werden" (Raven
11963: 260). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu. wetten (Kiuge 1989: 789).
OE hwettan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 198) "to whet, sharpen, incite, encourage"; ON
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hvetja I (Kiuge 1989: 789) "wetzen, anreizen"; Gothic ga-hwatjan I (Kluge 1989: 789) "to
entice, mislead", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *hwatjanan (Kluge 1989: 789) "to
whet, sharpen, make sharp". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG (h)was
(Starck and Wells 1990: 699) "scharf rauh, stachelig"; OS hwat (de Vries 1962: 270) "scharf
rauh, stachelig"; OE hwt (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 197) "sharp, brisk, quick, active; bold,
brave"; ON hvatr (Kluge 1989: 789) "rasch, feurig; tapfer, rustig, flunk", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *hwataz (Kluge 1989: 789) "sharp". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-
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widamen "widmen, ausstatten, dotieren" (Raven I 1963: 261). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG widamo (Kluge 1989: 790)
"Aussteuer, Wittum, Mitgift". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.

widar-ahtã,z "auf-, abwagen, zwei Gegenstande abwagend vergleichen, gegenuber halten"
(Raven 111967: 5). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-antwurten "anftihren, anzeigen" (Raven I 1963: 4). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-bi-/c&en "zuruckkehren, zurUckkommen" (Raven I 1963: 88). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-biidãn "umgestalten, ein Abbild von etwas darstellen, emeuem" (Raven 111967: 19). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-bougen "ruckwarts gekrummt" (Raven I 1963: 12). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-brahien "hineinschlagen, anstol3en, zerschlagen, zerschellen" (Raven I 1963: 13). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-bringen "zurucktragen, zuruckbringen, zurückflihren, erwidern, beurteilen" (Raven I

1963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
widar-brutten "halsstarrig, hartnackig" (Raven I 1963: 21). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-dewen, widar-douwen "(von den Eingeweiden) heraustreten" (Raven I 1963: 291). No
cognate verbs are attested. Thererore an ORG prefix formation.
widar-drucken "nieder- oder zuruckdrucken" (Raven 11963: 31). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-eiscãn "eine Geldschuld drangend zurtickfordern" (Raven 111967: 34). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widaren "zurückweisen, verschmähen, dawider sein" (Raven 11963: 261). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG widar adv. (Starck and
Wells 1990: 722) "entgegen, zurtick, wiederum". Therefore an OHG deadverbial verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, irwidar-funden "zuruckkehren" (Raven I 1963: 46). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-fuoren "wiederftihren" (Raven I 1963: 51). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-gi-antwurten "melden, uberbringen" (Raven I 1963: 4). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.

widar-gi-brittian "verunstalten, verstUmmeln, zUgeln, bandigen" (Raven II 1967: 22). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-gi-halan "em Abbild von etwas darstellen, emeuern oder widerholen" (Raven II 1967:
61). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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widar-gi-Uren "zuruckrufen, zur Ruckkehr auffordern, (mit sachlichen Objekten) =
zurQckziehen, -wenden" (Raven I 1963: 89). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
widar-gi-ladon "wieder einladen, d.h. sich revanchieren" (Raven 111967: 85). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-habâz "bestehen bleiben, uberwinden, obsiegen, widerstreben, zuruckstrahlen,
zurückhalten, den Zorn mildem, nach dem Höchsten streben" (Raven 111967: 223). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-huggen "wieder gedenken" (Raven I 1963: 307). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-ilen "zurucklaufen, zurückeilen, eilig zurUckkommen, -kehren, wiederkehren" (Raven I
1963: 80). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS withar-ilian I (Starck and Wells 1990:
299) "zuruckkehren". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
widar-këren "widerkebren, zurUckdrehen, umdrehen, zurucktragen, -bringen, umwenden,
umkehren, ruckwrts biegen oder drehen, zuruckfahren, -fuhren, -bringen, abwenden,
ablenken" (Raven I 1963: 90). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
widar-kãsön "dagegen sprechen, widerreden, in der Meinung abweichen" (Raven 111967: 81).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-krazzan "abkratzen" (Raven II 1967: 82). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-kunden "zurtickberichten, -verkünden, -melden, -anzeigen, verkundigen" (Raven 11963:
99). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-ladon "wieder einladen" (Raven 111967: 85). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-1eb', "wieder zu Verstand komrnen, sich erholen, (durch Bul3e) wieder zu sich kommen,
bul3en" (Raven II 1967: 235). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
widar-leggen "(den Segen aufetwas) ruhen lassen" (Raven I 1963: 312). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-leiten "zuruckfiihren, zuruckbringen" (Raven 11963: 106). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
widar-lobãn "vereitein" (Raven 111967: 91). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
widar-mezzon "ausgleichen, vergleichen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 412). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
widar-muoten "schelten, streiten" (Starck and Wells 1990: 426). No cognate verbs are attested.
The 0MG substantive widarmuot (Starck and Wells 1990: 724) "Widarwartigkeit, Argernis" is
probably postverbal, rather than that the verb is denominative.
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Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-naen "wiedernähen, -flicken, -herstellen" (Raven I 1963: 134). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-niuwãn "erfrischen, erneuern" (Raven II 1967: 110). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
vidarön "entgegen sein, entgegen treten, sich widersetzen, (ver-)weigern, verachten, verschmähen, ab-, zurOckweisen, zuwider sein, ablehnen, sich sträuben (gegen), widerstreben,
nicht wollen, in jemanden dringen" (Raven 111967: 181). cf. OHG witaren I. The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE wiOerian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 415) "to resist, oppose,
struggle against; irritate, provoke", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wJ,r4ian "to resist,
oppose, be contrary". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG widar
prep./adv. (Kluge 1989: 790) "gegen, wider"; OS withar prep./adv. (Kluge 1989: 790). OE
wider prep./adv. (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 414) "against"; ON vidr prep./adv.(Kluge 1989:
790) "gegen, wider"; Gothic wi/ira prep./adv.(Kluge 1989: 790) "against, opposite"; OFs.
wither (Lehmann 1986: 408), which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wibra- prep./adv.(Kluge
1989: 790) "gegen, wider". Therefore a WGmc deadverbial formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, gi-, irwidar-rapfen "wieder blutig werden oder machen" (Raven I 1963: 147). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-refsen "als nicht stichhaltig zurUckweisen, widerlegen, der LUge zeihen" (Raven 11963:
148). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHU prefix formation.
widar-rucken "zuruck-, rückwärts-, nach hinten fallen" (Raven 11963: 161). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-(1z)ruzzen "zuruckschrecken, verschmähen, Widerwillen gegen etwas haben, lossttirzen,
entsetzlich oder struppig sein" (Raven 11963: 167). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-sagen "widersprechen, widerrufen, abschlagen, verneinen" (Raven I 1963: 319). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-senten "zurUcksenden" (Raven 11963: 171). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-sezzen "wider-, dagegen-, ersetzen" (Raven I 1963: 176). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-siuwen "wiedernähen, wiederflicken" (Raven 11963: 321). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-scouwon "zuruckschauen" (Raven II 1967: 136). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-screckãn "(vom Glanz) zuruckprallen" (Raven II 1967: 137). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-scurgen "zurucksto!len, sich entgegenstemmen, zuruckschlagen bzw. -weisen,
verbergen" (Raven I 1963: 188). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
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widar-sperren "wiederaufschliei3en, (er)öfthen" (Raven I 1963: 195). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-spirdaren "stUtzen, stemmen, widerstreben, Widerstand leisten, sich weigern" (Raven I
1963: 196). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-sporon "ausschlagen" (Raven II 1967: 143). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-spurnen "mit dem FuBe treten = ausschlagen" (Raven 11963: 200). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
H'idar-suohhen "wiederholen" (Raven 11963: 217). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
widar-swellen "mit Wirbein winden und wandern (des Jordanflusses)" (Raven I 1963: 220). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
widar-wallön "entgegengesetzt sein" (Raven II 1967: 171). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-wancãn "vorher benachrichtigen, d.h. mahnen oder warnen, (die Flucht) ergreifen"
(Raven 111967: 172). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
widar-warta "(die Ful3stapfen) beobachten beziehungsweise befolgen" (Raven 111967: 271).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widarwarton "sich voneinander entziehen, sich widersetzen, sich sträuben gegen etwas" (Raven
111967: 182). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE widerweardian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 415) "to oppose", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wjafliarOjan "to
oppose". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG widarwart (Starck and
Wells 1990: 725) "ungunstig, entgegengesetzt, widerwrtig"; OE widerweard (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 415) "contrary, perverse, adverse; rebellious, hostile; inconsistent; unfavourable,
noxious, bad", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wibarwarOaz "contrary, adverse,
unfavouranble". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
widar-wegen "sich zurUckziehen oder -wenden, zur Ruckkehr auffordem" (Raven 11963: 329).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-wecken "wecken" (Raven 11963: 254). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
widar-wenken (Raven I 1963: 256). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
widar-wenten "abwenden, hinwegraffen" (Raven I 1963: 258). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-(h)werben "in entgegengesetzter Richturig verfolgen" (Raven 11963: 259). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-wflen "erneuern, umgestalten" (Raven I 1963: 261). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-zeihhanen "(wieder) lesen und nachahmen" (Raven I 1963: 273). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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widar-zellen "wiederzählen, wiederholen" (Raven I 1963: 277). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
widar-zucken "zurtickziehen" (Raven I 1963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
wieren "mit Feingold arbeiten, d.h. mit Gold- bzw. Silberdraht Schmuck herstellen" (Raven I

1963 :261). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG wiera (Starck and Wells 1990: 725) "Schmuck aus Gold- oder Silberdraht". Therefore an
OHG denominative verb.
*wffen MHG wfen (Lexer III 1878: 879) "waz, ob sT der schuolemeister wifte?". No cognate
verbs are attested. Etymology uncertain. Possibly a denominative (with development of
meaning) from OHG wffa "Hacke, Haue; Lex Bajuwariorum 9, 12: signum, quod propter
defensionem ponitur aut iniustum iter exciudendum vel pascendum vel campum defendendum
ye! applicandum secundum morem antiquum, quod signum 'wifam' vocamus: em Merkzeichen,
das einen, verbotenen Weg anzeigt oder em Grundstuck zu betreten oder zu beweiden warnt,
was noch heute zu geschehen pflegt durch bogenfarmig in die Erde gesteckte Gerten oder durch
einen Strohwisch aufeiner Stange, em Hegewisch" (Schade 111882: 1148).
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firwf1en "weben, Gewebe" (Raven I 1963: 261). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG *wft "Gewebe", can be reconstructed from:
OHG giwft (Seebold 1970: 541) "Gewebe"; MIHG wfl (Schade 111882: 1149) "feiner Faden,
feiner Zwirn, Honigwabe"; OE wft, wefi, wefia (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 401) "weff'.
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fun-, widar*wigilen "unterweisen, schirmen, wamen". MHG wigellen (Lexer III 1878: 880) "einen
getrllulich schirmen oder warnen". No cognate verbs are attested. <Latin vigilare (Lewis and
Short 1966: 1990) "to watch, be or keep awake, not to sleep, be wakeful; to be vigilant".
Therefore an OHG loan verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firwilien "heiligen, weihen, einweihen, einsegnen, Christus" (Raven 11963: 261). The following

cognate verbs are attested: OS wihian I (Kluge 1989: 783) "weihen, segnen, ordinieren"; OFs.
vi(g)a I (Kluge 1989: 783) "weihen"; ON vIg/a I (de Vries 1962: 661) "weihen"; Gothic weihan
I (Lehmanri 1986: 398) "to consecrate", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weihUanan
(Kluge 1989: 783) "weihen, numinos machen". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG wTh (Starck and Wells 1990: 726) "heilig"; OS wih (Kluge 1989: 783) "heilig";
Gothic weihs (Kluge 1989: 783) "holy", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weihaz (Kiuge
1989: 783) "heilig, geweiht, numinos"; Compare also OE wh, wig (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 408) "idol, image"; Compare also ON ye (de Vries 1962: 648) "Tempel, heiliger Ott;
Gerichtsstatte". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwihhãn "sich (schnell) bewegen, tanzend darstellen, mimisch oder pantomimisch auffuhren"

(Raven II 1967: 182). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *weik4ian
(Seebold 1970: 546) class II deverbative from strong verb *weikanan (Seebold 1970: 545)
"weichen". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG wThhan st. vb (Seebold 1970:
546) "weichen, korperlich nicht fest sein, sich unterwerfen, nachgeben"; OS wëk preterite sg.
(Seebold 1970: 545) "wich"; OFs. wilca St. vb (Seebold 1970: 545) "weichen"; OE wican st. vb
(Clark Hall arid Meritt 1969: 406) "to yield, give way, fall down"; ON vIkva St. vb (Seebold
1970: 545) "weichen, wenden, vorw1rtsbewegen". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
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,vi,salen, ,vehsale,z "ändern, wechseln, (um)tauschen" (Raven I 1963: 262). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS wehslian I (de Vries NEW 1963: 843) "wechseln"; MDu.
wisselen (de Vries NEW 1963: 843) "wechseln"; OE (Northumbrian) wixian I (Clark I-Ia!! and
Meritt 1969: 416) "to change, barter, exchange, reciprocate, lend", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wjhsiUanan with WGmc shortening of first vowel "to change, exchange".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under wehsaiãn). Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, liiiwilken, welken "weich machen, erweichen" (Raven I 1963: 263). cf. OHG welkën III. No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG weic,
weih (Starck and Wells 1990: 708) "feucht, welk, weich". Therefore an ORG deadjectival verb.
willikããn "schmeicheln, zu Gefallen reden, (subst.) = gef1liges Reden" (Raven 111967: 182).
No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG willi- compound-form variant of OHG wiilo (Starck and
Wells 1990: 730) "Wille, Wunsch, Vorhaben"; cf. OHG kãsãn II (Raven II 1967: 80)
"sprechen, besprechen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
wihiwurten "em freundliches Wort gonnen" (Raven 11963: 263). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE wiliwyrdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 410) "to be complaisant", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *weijöwurd(/an "to give a friendly word". The derivational
pattern and etymology of this verb are uncertain. The verb is probably derived from an
unattested WGmc substantive *weijãwurdan "friendly word, word of good will". Alternatively,
the verb may be a compound formation, in which the first element is the stem form of Gmc
weijan "Wille" (OHG wiii(i)o (Starck and Wells 1990: 730) "Wille"). The second element may
be formed on analogy with Gmc *andawurd/anan "antworten" (for the etymology of which see
under OHG aniworten).
wihlãn, wullãn "sich erbrechen wollen, Obeilceit empfmden, Ubelsein oder Erbrechen haben"
(Starck and Wells 1990: 730, 747). No cognate verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct
a *wuiljjan (Seebold 1970: 553) class II (zero-grade?) deverbative (formed with j-extension?)
from strong verb *wellanan (Seebold 1970: 553) "wallen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG bi-weilan st. vb (Seebold 1970: 553) "beflecken"; OS bi-weilan st. vb (Seebold
1970: 553) "beflecken"; OFs. bi-welia st. vb (Seebold 1970: 553) "beflecken"; OE woiien-tear
(Seebold 1970: 553) "stromende Träne"; ON vella st. vb (Seebold 1970: 553) "wallen,
brodein". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
willön "zu Willen sein, nach jemands Willen handeln, +dat pers jemandem in Gunst geneigt
sein, durch die Dornen der Leidenschaft, befriedigen, bewilligen, wollen oder begehren,
Erscheinung oder Vision" (Raven 111967: 182). cf. OHG weilen I (Seebold 1970: 551). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE willian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 410) "to wish,
desire", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *weij4ian "to wish, desire". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG willo (Starck and Wells 1990: 730) "Wille,
Wunsch, Verlangen"; OS wiliio (Seebold 1970: 551) "WilIe"; OFs. willa (Seebold 1970: 551)
"Wille"; OE wilia (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 410) "mind, will, determination, purpose;
desire, wish, request; joy,delight, pleasure; desirable thing, valuable"; ON viii (Seebold 1970:
551) "Wille"; Gothic wiija (Seebold 1970: 551) "will, pleasure", which allows us to reconstruct
a Gmc *weljon (Seebold 1970: 551) "Wille". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi(h)wilön "bleiben, weilen, feststehen" (Raven 111967: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG (h)wila (Starck and Wells 1990: 728)
"Zeitpunkt, Zeit, Weile". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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wilãn "verschleiern, mit dem griechischen Mantel (oder dem Palium) bekleidet)" (Raven II
1967: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG wE (Starck and Wells 1990: 728) "Schleier". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
(h)wil-wanton "ändern, wechseln" (Raven II 1967: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. cf .
OHG (h)wil (Starck and Wells 1990: 728) "Zeitpunkt, Zeit, Weile"; cf. OHG wanton II (Starck
and Wells 1990: 696) "wechseln". Therefore an OHG prefix fonnation.
wimidOn "wimmeln (von Wurmen in der Nahrung), wehen (vom Getreide in der leichten Brise),
zusammenschaudern (vom Mensch), hervorquellen (von Wörtem), grausam seth" (Raven II
1967: 183). No cognate verbs are attested. Probably a class II deverbative formed with a dental
extension from an earlier weak verb represented by the following: OHG wimmen, wiumen I
(Starck and Wells 1990: 741) "hervorsprudeln, -quellen, wimmeln"; OS wemian I (Starck and
Wells 1990: 709) "hervorsprudeln". Therefore an OHG deverbative formation (formed with
dental extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwimmen, wiumen "hervorsprudeln, -quellen (von Flussigkeiten), wimmeln" (Starck and Wells
1990: 741). No cognate verbs are attested. cf . OHG wimidOn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 730)
"hervorsprudeln, wimmeln". Etymology unclear. Probably onomatapoeic, of immitative origin.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: t.
wimezzen, wiumezzen "hervorsprudeln, wimmein" (Starck and Wells 1990: 730). No cognate
verbs are attested. Intensive deverbative from OHG class I weak verb wimmen, wiumen (which
see). Therefore an 0MG intensive deverbative.
wimmeren 1 "(mit WUrmem) wimmeln, (von der Seele) uberdrussig werden" (Raven I 1963:
263). No cognate verbs are atteted. Class I frequentative / continuative deverbative (formed
with r-extension) from OHG class I weak verb wimmen, wiumen (which see). Therefore an
OHG frequentative / continuative deverbative (fromed with an r-extension).
wimmeren2 "zusammenziehen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 731). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology unclear. Possibly a frequentative deverbative from an unattested source.
windemOn "Wein lesen, Weinlese halten" (Raven 111967: 183). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG windema (Starck and Wells 1990:
731) "Weinlese". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
winiscaffen "Freundschaft schliel3en" (Raven 11963: 263). cf. OHG gi-winniscaffOn II. No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG winiscaf
winiscafi (Starck and Wells 1990: 732) "Bundnis, Friedensverhaltnis". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
(h)winis On "jammern, winseln, (von Tieren) knurren oder murren, mucksen, die Zunge spitzen,
d.h. em Knurren hören lassen" (Raven II 1967: 184). No cognate verbs are attested. The
etymology and derivational pattern of this verb are unclear. It may be an ablaut zero-grade 's'extension deverbative from an earlier simplex belonging to a Gmc onomatapoeic complex
representing the sounds "zischen, pfeifen" (see under OHG (1:) we! au). This is, however, by no
means certain. The derivation and etymology of this verb are perhaps, then, best left unclear.
Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
winken "mit den Augen winken, em Zeichen machen, blinzeln, wanken oder dem Verfall
neigen, beengend" (Raven 11963: 263). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu.
winken (Pfeifer III 1989: 1978) "die Augen schliel3en"; OE wincan, wincian I, II (Clark Mall
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and Meritt 1969: 410) "to close one's eyes, blink", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*wenkjanan "to wink, wave, give a sign, nod <(earlier) to move sideways, stagger, totter". The
derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an IE \I*we_n_g
(Pokorny 11956: 1148) "gebogen sein", from which base the following may also be derived:
ON vakka with ablaut (Pokorny 11956: 1148) "umhertreiben, schiendern"; OHG wankãn with
ablaut (Pokorny 11956: 1148) "schwanken, wankeri"; Lith. végiu, vengti (Pokorny I 1956:
1148) "meiden, vermeiden, eigentlich: ausbiegen"; Albanian yank, vangu (Pokorny I 1956:
1148) "Felge"; Skt vangati (Pokorny 11956: 1148) "geht, hinkt". Despite the fact that attested
forms of the verb are confined to WGmc, these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point
to a primary origin for this verb.
winkezzen "winken" (Raven I 1963: 263). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
wincettan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 410) "to close one's eyes, blink", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wenktjan "to wink", class I intensive deverbative from WGmc class I
weak verb *wenkjan (see under ,vinken). Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
winnen "abweiden" (Raven I 1963: 263). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG winne (Starck and Wells 1990: 733) "Weide".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
winni "weiden, abweiden, Riedgras fressen, verzehren" (Raven II 1967: 274). No cognate
verbs are attested. For nominal base see under winnen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: biwinlaren "uberwintern, den Winter wo zubringen" (Raven 11963: 263). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG winteren (Onions 1966: 1008). OE *-vjnteren 1, attested in preterite
pai-ticiple ge-wintred (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 412) "grown up, adult, aged", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *wenfr(/anan "to become winter; (over)winter; live to see many
winters". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wintar (Starck and Wells
1990: 734) "Winter"; OS wintai' (Kluge 1989: 794) "Winter"; OFs. wintar (Kluge 1989: 794)
"Winter"; OE winter (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 411) "winter; p1. (in computing time) years";
ON vetr (Kluge 1989: 794) "Winter"; Gothic wintrus (Kluge 1989: 794) "winter", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *wintruz (Kluge 1989: 794) "Winter". Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwintUn "mit der Wurfschaufel und der Gabel worfeln, schwenken, jagen, dan Wehen des
Windes" (Raven II 1967: 184). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG winta (Seebold 1970: 555) "Worfschaukel". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-

wint-werfan "(die Feinde) niederstol3en, (em erbarmliches Lied) ableiern" (Raven 111967: 184).
No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG wint (Starck and Wells 1990: 733) "Wind, Lufthauch";
cf. OHG werfan II (Starck and Wells 1990: 716) "werfen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
wiohen "(Lupinenstiele) entfemen, d.h. jaten" (Raven I 1963: 263). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wiohha, wihha, wi/i (Starck
and Wells 1990: 730) "Docht; lucinia, lucubrum, scirpus". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
wipfilon "Schlol3linge oder Weinranken abschneiden" (Raven 111967: 184). No cognate verbs
are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wipfel (Starck and
Wells 1990: 736) "Wipfel, oberster Trieb am Weinstock". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
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wipfön "dahineilen, fluchtig und wiederholt vorUberziehen" (Raven 111967: 185). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can therefore reconstruct a *wippjan intensive gemination (Seebold
1970: 547) class II zero-grade intensive deverbative from strong verb *weipanan (Seebold
1970: 546) "winden". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG bi-wfen preterite
participle (Seebold 1970: 546) "unglucklich, verdammt"; Gothic weipan st. vb (Seebold 1970:
546) "kranzen, kronen". Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
wirden "wurdigen, ehren, wert machen, schätzen, auszeichnen, verherrlichen, liebmachen"
(Raven 11963: 264). cf. OHG werdãn II (Raven 111967: 179). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OFs. wirtha I (de Yries 1962: 667). OE ge-wyrOan, ge-wierdan I (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 428) "to value, apprase"; ON virda I (de Vries 1962: 667) "abschätzen, wurdigen",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *werJ./anan "to value, render valuable, esteem". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG werd (Starck and Wells 1990: 712)
"wer, wtlrdig, ehrenswert"; OS werth (Lehmann 1986: 391) "wert, wurdig"; OFs. werth
(Lehmarm 1986: 391) "wert, wurdig"; OE weoró (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 404) "worth;
worthy, honoured, noble, honourable, of high rank; valued, dear, precious; fit, capable"; ON
verdr (Lehmann 1986: 391) "wert, wurdig"; Gothic wairAbs (Lehmann 1986: 391) "worth,
worthy", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weraz (Kluge 1989: 788) "wert, wUrdig".
Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, hitwirken "arbeiten, tatig sein, schaffen, handeln, etwas ins Werk setzen, machen, tun, bewirken,
erftlllen, verrichten, ausuben, weben, volibringen, bereiten, anfertigen, ausgraben" (Raven I
1963: 264). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wfrkian I (Holthausen 1967: 88)
"wirken, tun, machen, bereiten, erwerben"; cf. OFs. wirkia II, originally class I? (Kluge 1989:
795) "wirken", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *werk/anan (Kluge 1989: 795)
"wirken; schmerzen; für etwas sorgen". Precise etymology unclear. Possibly primary, the verb
being a normal ablaut grade variant of Gmc *wurkjanan "to work", and deriving ultimately
from IE 'J*werg- (see under wurken). That the verb has normal grade ablaut may possibly also
be due to influence from the nrmal grade ablaut in the substantive *werkn "work". More
probable, however, is that this verb is a straighiforward denominative formation from the
following nominal base: OHG werc, werah, werh (Starck and Wells 1990: 717) "Werk, Arbeit,
Werg"; OS werk (Kluge 1989: 788). OE weorc (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 403) "work,
labour, action, deed, pain, trouble, distress; fortification"; ON verk (Kluge 1989: 788) "Werk,
Arbeit", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *werkan (Kluge 1989: 788) "Werk".
Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: eban-, fir-, folla-,furi-, gi-, int-, ir-, missiwirsirãn "schlechter machen, verschlechtern" (Raven II 1967: 185). cf. OHG ir-wirsëa III
(Starck and Wells 1990: 737). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG wirsiro comparative adj. (Starck and Wells 1990: 737)
"schlimmer, ärger, schlechter". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwirton "schmausen" (Raven II 1967: 185). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG wirt (Starck and Wells 1990: 737) "Wirt, Gastfreund".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
wirtskeflen "wirtschaften, schmausen, em Ga.stmahl ausrichten oder abhalten" (Starck and
Wells 1990: 737). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG wirtscafi (Starck and Wells 1990: 737) "Gastfreundschaft, Gastmahl,
Schmaus". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
wisen "(zum Gerichte) weisen, an-, unter-, zurechtweisen, belehren, unterrichten, zeigen,
anzeigen, kundtun, leiten, fiihren, begleiten, berufen, Anweisung geben" (Raven I 1963: 266).
The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wisian I (Kluge 1989: 785) "berufen, kundtun,
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belehren"; OFs. wisa I (Kluge 1989: 785) "weisen"; OE wian I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
412) "to direct, instruct, guide, lead; point out, show"; ON visa I (Kiuge 1989: 785) "weisen,
hinzeigen"; Gothic fulla-weisjan I (Lehmann 1986: 130) "to persuade", which allows us to
reconstruct a Gmc *weis/anan "wissend machen, unterrichten, zeigen, weisen". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG wis (Starck and Wells 1990: 738) "weise,
kundig, verstandig, kiug"; OS wis (Kiuge 1989: 785) "weise"; OFs. wis (de Vries 1962: 668)
"weise"; OE wis (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 412) "wise, learned; sagacious, cunning,
experienced, sane; prudent"; ON viss (Kluge 1989: 785) "weise"; Gothic unweis (Pfeifer III
1989: 1955) "nicht wissend", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weisaz (Kluge 1989: 785)
"wissend, kiug, weise". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: dara-, dara-gi-,folla-,fram-gi-, gi-, Uz-, zisamenewisken "(ab)trocknen, (ab)wischen, Staub kehren" (Raven 11963: 267). The following cognate
verbs are attested: MLG wischen (Kluge 1989: 796) "wischen". Loan verb from High German?
MDu. wisschen (Kiuge 1989: 796) "wischen". Loan verb from High German? We can therefore
reconstruct a WGmc *wiSkUan "wischen, mit einem Wisch reinigen". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG *wisc "Wisch" attested in: OHG arswisc (Starck and Wells
1990: 35) "Arschwisch; podiscus, cacatergito"; OHG ovanwisc (Starck and Wells 1990: 457)
"Ofenlappen"; MHG wisch (Pfeifer III 1989: 1983) "Strohbundel, Wisch"; MLG, MDu. wisch
(Kiuge 1989: 796) "Wisch"; ON visk (de Vries 1962: 668) "Wisch, Strohbundel"; OSwed. visk
(Pfeifer III 1989: 1983) "Besen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wiskaz (Kiuge
1989: 796) "Wisch, Strohbundel, Besen". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: aba-, int-, lizwislin "(+gen. vel acc.) sich in der Richtung nach etwas hin begeben, aufsuchen, heimsuchen
(kirchlich), gnadig ansehen, nach jemandem sehen, sich einer Sache oder einer Person
annehmen, nicht wissen, sich mit einem Geschenk bei festlicher Gelegenheit bei jemandem
einfmden, die Heimsuchung" (Raven 111967: 185). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE wisian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 412) "to direct, instruct, guide, lead; point out,
show"; ON visa II (Pfeifer III 1989: 1956) "weisen, hinzeigen"; Gothic ga-weisUn II (Lehmann
1986: 153) "to persuade", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weisjanan "to show, direct,
instruct, make wise or knowledgeable". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
(see under wisen). Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: dara-, gi(h)wispallin "lispeln, flUstern, fein zischen oder pfeifen, wispern, knarren" (Raven II 1967:
186). No cognate verbs are attested. The derivational pattern and etymology of this verb are
obscure. It possibly represents an 1-extension deverbative from an earlier simplex belonging to a
Gmc onomatapoeic complex representing hissing, whizzing, whining, neighing or sounds. (see
under (Iz)weilin). There an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: itwis-rahhUn "disputieren, mit jemandem einen gelehrten Streit fuhren, (die Stoiker)" (Raven II
1967: 186). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG wis (Starck and Wells 1990: 738) "weise,
kundig, verstandig, klug"; cf. OHG rahhön II (Starck and Wells 1990: 471)'sich woruber
aussprechen, worauf hinweisen, auseinandersetzen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
wis-sprahhlin "gelehrt disputieren, wissenschaftlich streiten" (Raven 111967: 186). No cognate
verbs are attested. cf. OHG wis (Starck and Wells 1990: 738) "weise, kundig, verstandig, klug";
cf. OHG -sprahhön II occurs only in compounded form "sprechen". Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
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witbreitön "(Ruhm) verbreiten" (Raven 111967: 186). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG witbreiti (Starck and Wells 1990: 740)
"Weite, Umfang". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giH'Jien "erweitern, fortpflanzen" (Raven I 1963: 267). The following cognate verbs are attested:
MDu. widen (de Vries 1962: 659) "weit machen, erweitern"; ON vIóa I (de Vries 1962: 659)
"weit machen, erweitern"; Swed. (dial) vida (de Vries 1962: 659) "weit machen, erweitern",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc * wejdjjanan "to make wide, widen". The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG wit (Starck and Wells 1990: 740) "weit,
geraumig, umfangreich"; OS wid (Kluge 1989: 786) "weit"; OFs. wid (Kluge 1989: 786)
"weit"; OE wid (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 407) "wide, broad, vast", long"; ON vIdr (de Vries
1962: 660) "weit, geräumig", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *weidaz (Kluge 1989:
786) "wide". Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwil-gangan "(von der Krähe) stolz und mit gemessenem Schritte dahinschreiten" (Raven II
1967: 187). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG wit (Starck and Wells 1990: 740) "weit,
geräumig, umfangreich"; cf. OHG -gangãn II occurs only in compounded form "gehen".
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
wit-se/ian "die Augen weit offnen" (Raven 111967: 187). No cognate verbs are attested. cf .
OHG wit (Starck and Wells 1990: 740) "weit, geraumig, umfangreich"; cf. OHG -sehön II
occurs only in compounded form "sehen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
wiitãn das Haupthaar ordnen, (von Priestern) eine Kopfbinde tragen" (Raven II 1967: 187). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG witta
(Starck and Wells 1990: 740) "Kopfbinde". < Latin vitta (Starck and Wells 1990: 740)
"Kopfbinde". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwiluwãz "des Gatten beraubt oder verwitwet sein" (Raven 111967: 274). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wituwa (Starck and Wells
1990: 741) "Witwe". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:flr-, irwizagan, wizsagãn, wissagan "wahrsagen, weissagen, prophezeien, das Weissagen,
Prophezeien" (Raven 111967: 187). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. witgia II
(Seebold 1970: 533) "weissagen"; OE wftegian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 413) "to
prophesy, predict", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *weitagjan "to prophesy, predict".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wisago, wissago (Starck and Wells
1990: 741) "Prophet, Wahrsager, Weissager"; OE witega (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 413)
"wise man, lawyer; prophet, soothsayer; prophecy", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*weitagaz "prophet". This is probably a substantivization of an adjectival form, itself not
attested. Ultimately from Gmc *wait (Seebold 1970: 533) "weil3". The OHG variant forms
wizsagön, wissagön are probably due to popular etymology and analogy with compounds
formed with the verb sagön. Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
(h)wizen "weil3en, weiI3 machen, (die Augenrander mit Schminke) umzeichnen" (Raven I 1963:
267). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE hwitan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 199)
"to whiten; brighten, polish"; Gothic ga-hweitjan I (Lehmann 1986: 200) "to whiten", which
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allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *hweitanan "to whiten, make white". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG (h)w (Starck and Wells 1990: 741) "weil3, glnzend"; OS
hwIl (Kluge 1989: 785) "weil3"; OFs. hwil (Kluge 1989: 785) "weil3"; OE hwil (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 199) "white, bright, radiant, glistening, clear, fair"; ON hvItr (Kluge 1989: 785)
"weii3"; Gothic hweits (Kluge 1989: 785) "white", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*hweitaz (Kluge 1989: 785) "weiB". Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
(h)wi "weil3 sein oder werden, grau oder weil3grau sein, glanzen" (Raven 111967: 274). OE
hwilian H (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 199) "to whiten (intrs.), become white, be white", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *hweitejjan "to be or become white". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: (see under (h)wen). Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irwizinon "strafen, qualen, foltern, peinigen, zerfleischen, verstummeln, Leiden durchmachen,
verurteilen" (Raven II 1967: 187). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wilnãn II
(Starck and Wells 1990: 742) "plagen, strafen, verurteilen"; OE witnian II (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 414) "to punish, chastise, torture, afflict", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*wejtjnjan "to punish, afflict, torture". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG wizi (Starck and Wells 1990: 742) "Strafe, Bestrafung, Verurteilung"; OS will (Lehmann
1986: 127). OFs. wile (Lehmann 1986: 127). OE wile (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 413)
"punishment, torture, contribution in money and food to sustenances of king or his officers;
woe, misery, distress"; ON will (Lehmann 1986: 127) "Strafe"; Gothicfra-weit (Lehmann 1986:
127) "revenge, vengeance", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *weitiz "punishment".
Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, giwizön "(+dat. pers.) wahrsagen,1 weissagen, prophezeien" (Raven II 1967: 188). No cognate
verbs are attested. The derivational pattern and etymology of this verb are unclear. It possibly
represents a deadjectival formation from OHG wis "weise, klug", formed with medial 'z' due to
confusion with wago "Prophet". This is, however, by no means certain. Therefore an OHG
verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
wizzäz "klug, verstandig werden" (Raven II 1967: 274). The following cognate verbs are
attested: Gothic witan III (Seebold 1970: 534) "sehen, beobachten, bewachen" (formale und
bedeutungsmai3ige Zuordnung nicht sehr sicher" (Seebold 1970: 534). We can therefore
reconstruct a Gmc *witanan (Seebold 1970: 534) "to know, be knowledgeable", class III zerograde durative deverbative from preterite-present verb * wait (see under weiz). Therefore a Gmc
deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irwolakwetten "(sich) heiligen", weihen, segnen, bestatigen, bekraftigen, anerkennen" (Raven I
1963: 268). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG wolaqueti(Starck and Wells 1990: 744) "Begrul3ung". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
wolcanön "wolkig werden, voll Wolken, wolkenbringend" (Raven II 1967: 188). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wolcan (Starck
and Wells 1990: 745) "Wolke". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
wonz "einem angehoren, bleiben, ausharren, bei einem sein, dauern, gewohnt sein oder
werden, grubeln, nachdenken, lernen, vertraut werden, verharren, wohnen, (+gen.) (zu tan)
pflegen" (Raven 111967: 274). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS wonJn, wunãn II
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(Kluge 1989: 797) "wohnen"; OFs. wonia II (Kluge 1989: 797) "wohnen"; OE wunian II
(Kluge 1989: 797) "to inhabit, dwell, abide, exist; remain, Continue, stand; be used to,be want
to", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wunan (Kluge 1989: 797) "wohnen, (frUher)
lieben, schatzen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived
from an the ablaut zero grade of lB 'J*wen, *weno- ( Pokorny 1 1956: 1146) "(er)streben;
wUnschen, lieben, befriedigt sein; erarbeiten, Muhe haben; erreichen, gewinnen, siegen", from
which base the following may also be derived: OE wine (Pokomy 1 1956: 1147) "friend,
protector, lord; retainer"; OE ynn (Pokorny I 1956: 1147) "joy, rapture, pleasure, delight,
gladness"; OIr. fine (Pokorny 11956: 1147) "Verwandtschaft, Stamm, Familie"; Gaulish PN
veni-carus (Pokorny 11956: 1147); Latin venus (Kluge 1989: 265) "Liebe, Reiz, Liebesgenul3";
OCS uniti (Kluge 1989: 265) "wollen"; Skt vanati, vanoti (Pokorny 11956: 1146) "wunscht,
verlangt, gewinnt"; Hittite wen-, went- with specialized development of meaning (Kluge 1989:
799) "beschlafen, kopulieren". Despite the fact that attested forms of this verb are restricted to
WGmc, the IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruh-,folla-, gi-, int-, missi-, salnantworfezzen, worpfezzen "hin- und herwerfen, schleudern" (Raven I 1963: 268). No cognate
verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *wurpatjan (Seebold 1970: 558)
intensive deverbative from the zero-grade of strong verb *werpanan (Seebold 1970: 558)
"werfen" (see under werfon). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
worfan "etwas nicht besitzen, etwas sich versagen, fembleiben, etwas meiden, makellos"
(Raven 111967: 188). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE worpian II (Seebold 1970:
558) "to cast, throw, pelt", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wurpjan (Seebold 1970:
558) class II zero-grade deverbative from strong verb *werpanan (Seebold 1970: 558) "werfen"
(see under werfon). Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
wortalãn "schwatzen, geschwatzig seth, viel Worte machen" (Raven 111967: 189). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is dçrived from the following nominal base: OHG wortal (Starck
and Wells 1990: 746) "wortreich". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
wunnisamUn "frohlocken" (Raven 111967: 189). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
ge-wynsumian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 426) "to rejoice, exalt; make glad, make
pleasing", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *}i/unnjsamjan "to rejoice, be merry". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wunnisam (Starck and Wells 1990: 747)
"wonnig, ergotzlich"; OS wunsam (Holthausen 1967: 91). OE wynsum (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 426) "winsome, pleasant, delightful, joyful, merry; kindly", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *wunnjsam "winsome, joyful". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: giwunnisangon "jauchzen, frohlocken, vor Freude singen" (Raven II 1967: 189). No cognate
verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG *wunnisang
"joyful song", can be reconstructed from: OE wynsang (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 426)
"joyful song". Therefore an Ol-IG denominative verb.
wunsken "wunschen, erwunschen, ersehnen; (+acc.) etwas durch Zauberei schaffen" (Raven I
1963: 268). The following cognate verbs are attested: MLG wonscen, wunscen (Pfeifer III 1989:
1995). OE wjscan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 428) "to wish"; ON skja I (de Vries 1962:
680) "wunschen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wunskUanan "to wish". The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wunsc (Starck and Wells 1990: 747)
"Wunsch, Wille"; MLG wunsch (Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunsch"; MDu. wonsch (Kluge 1989:
800) "Wunsch"; OE *wjjy attested in wUscbarn (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 426) "(dear) little
child"; ON ósk (Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunsch", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*wunskaz, *wunsko(Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunsch". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, ir-, zuo-, zuo-gi-
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wuntarön "(+acc. reflex. et gen. rei) sich wundern fiber, bewundem, an-, bestaunen, Wunder
tun, auf wunderbare Weise tun, sich verwundern Uber" (Raven II 1967: 189). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS wondrön II (Holthausen 1967: 91) "wundem"; OE wundrian II
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 425) "to wonder, be astonished; admire; make wonderful,
magnify", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wundrqjan "to wonder, marvel". The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wuntar (Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunder,
Wunderzeichen, das Staunen"; OS wundar (Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunder"; OE wundor (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 425) "wonder, miracle, marvel, portent, horror"; ON undr (Kluge 1989:
800) "Wunder", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wundran (Kiuge 1989: 800)
"Wunder". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irwunfön "verwunden, verletzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 748). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE wundian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 425) "to wound"; ON unda II (de Vries
1962: 634) "verwunden"; Gothic ga-wundon II (Lehmann 1986: 413) "to wound", which allows
us to reconstruct a Gmc *wundjanan "to wound". The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG wunt (Starck and Wells 1990: 747) "verwundet, wund"; OS wund (Kluge
1989: 800) "wund"; OE wund (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 425) "wounded, sore"; Gothic
wunds (Kiuge 1989: 800) "wounded", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wundaz (Kluge
1989: 800) "wund, verwundet"; cf. ON und (Kluge 1989: 800) "Wunde". Therefore a Gmc
deadjectival verb.
wuofen "trauern, heulen, jammern, schreien, weinen, (weh)klagen" (Raven 1 1963: 269). The
following cognate verbs are attested: ON pa I (Lehmann 1986: 409) "rufen, schreien";
OSwed. Opa (de Vries 1962: 684) "rufen, schreien"; Gothic wopjan I (Lehmann 1986: 409) "to
call loudly, call out", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wopjanan (Seebold 1970: 564) "to

call out cry", class I weak deverbative from strong verb *wapjanan (Seebold 1970: 564)
"weinen, rufen, schreien". This 'strong verb is attested in the following: OHG wuofan st. vb
"weinen" (But according to Seebold (Seebold 1970: 564) the strong present endings are
probably secondary). OS wapian St. vb (Seebold 1970: 564) "wehklagen, jarnmern, beklagen";
OFs. wëpa st. vb (Seebold 1970: 564) "schreien, beschreien"; OE w4an St. vb (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 404) "to weep, complain, bewail, mourn over", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *wöpjanan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 564) "to call out, cry, weep". Therefore a Gmc weak
deverbative (North Sea Gmc being the only branch to preserve the strong verb). However,
according to Wissmann (Nomina Postverbalia 184, 46f) the strong preterite is a secondary
formation on analogy with the strong verb *hröpanan (Seebold 1970: 279) "rufen" (see under
ruofen).
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firwuof-karan "trauem" (Starck and Wells 1990: 748). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG

wuof(Starck and Wells 1990: 748) "das Weinen, Jammer, Trauer"; cf. OHG karön II (Starck
and Wells 1990: 322) "aufseufzen, beweinen". Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
*wuoflmahhen, wuoft-malihenti "trauerbringend" (Raven I 1963: 269). No cognate verbs are
attested. cf. ORG wuoft (Starck and Wells 1990: 748) "das Weinen, Jammer, Trauer". cf. ORG
mahhön II. This verb (if indeed it was ever a verb rather than simply a present participle
adjective) was probably originally class II *wuofinahhan, but became class I in accordance with
the later ORG tendency to reduce to class I (class I endings carrying less stress than class II
endings). Therefore an OHG prefix formation (occuring only in present participle form and
involving a change of verbal class to class I for the verb mahhãn).
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wuofr-screian "heulen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 748). No cognate verbs are attested. cf . OHG
wuofi (Starck and Wells 1990: 748) "das Weinen, Jammer, Trauer"; cf. OHG -screiãn II
independently unattested, occuring only in compound form "schreien". Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
wuohharl:afien "fruchtbar machen, befruchten" (Raven I 1963: 269). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wuohharhaft (Starck and
Wells 1990: 749) "fruchtbar". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
wuolen "(auf)wUhlen, verstellen" (Raven I 1963: 296). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS wölian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 749) "aufwilhlen, zugrunde richten", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wofjan "wuhlen". The derivational pattern of this verb is
unclear. It is formed with the extended 0-grade of ablaut and derives ultimately from JE J*we1-,
*welo-, *wlë- (Pokorny 11956: 1140) "drehen, winden, walzen", from which base the following
may also be derived: OHG wallan st. vb (Pokorny 11956: 1142) "aufbrausen, aufwallen"; ON
vella st. vb (Pokorny 11956: 1142) "wallen, brodein"; Gothic wulan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 552)
"wallen, urn sich greifen"; OE wealwian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 399) "to roll, wallow";
Gothic walwjan I (Pokorny 11956: 1142) "wälzen"; OCS valiti se (Pokorny 11956: 1143) "sich
welzen"; OCS vlbna (Pokorny 11956: 1143) "Welle, Woge"; Lith. veliii, vélti (Pokomy 11956:
1143) "walken, walzen"; OIr.fihlid gemination from original n-present (Pokorny 11956: 1142)
"biegt"; Latin vola (Pokomy 11956: 1142) "Rundung, HOhlung der Hand"; Albanian vjel
(Pokorny 11956: 1142) "ubergebe mich, erbreche"; Armenian gelum (Pokorny 11956: 1141)
"drehen, umdrehen, winden"; Greek eiXo, 'O2.o (Pokorny 11956: 1141) "ich drehe, winde,
rolle, walze"; Skt valati (Pokorny 11956: 1140) "wendet sich, dreht sich, roilt, bewegt". There
is no evidence in the forms given above for the existence of an extended ablaut grade outside
Gmc, and such must be regarded as a WGmc formation. The verb probably represents a
deverbative formation, but the phonology involved is uncertain. Therefore a WGmc verb, the
derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, irwuosten "verwüsten, verheeren, ausplundern, verlassen" (Raven I 1963: 270). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS wãstian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1999) "verwusten, verheeren,
plundern"; OE wëtan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 406) "to lay waste, ravage", which allows
us to reconstruct a WGmc *ivasq/an "to lay waste, make barren". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG wuosti (Kluge 1989: 801) "leer, Ode, einsam"; OS wOsti (Kluge
1989: 801) "leer, ode"; OE wëste (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 406) "waste, barren, desolate,
deserted, uninhabeted, empty", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *wôstiz (Kluge 1989:
801) "unbebaut, leer, Ode, unschOn". Therefore a WGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irwuoten "wUten, rasen, toben, sich abtoben, stürmen, angreifen, betäubt oder in
leidenschafthicher Aufregung sein, waimsinnig" (Raven 11963: 270). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OS wãdian I (de Vries 1962: 684) "wUten"; OE wëdan, w&dan I (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 400) "to be or become mad, rage"; ON ceôa I (de Vries 1962: 684) "wutend
machen", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *wjanan "to make mad, insense, to
rage". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ferwuot (Lehmann 1986:
409) "raging"; OE wad (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 417) "senseless, mad, raging;
blasphemous"; ON óór (Kluge 1989: 801) "wütend, rasend"; Gothic wo1bs (Lehmann 1989:
409) "possessed by demons", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wö5az "besessen, erregt".
Therefore a NWGmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: fir-, irwurgen "(er)wurgen, durch Wurgen tOten, ersticken, umbringen, (reflex.) sich anstrengen aus
der Kehle oder dem Schiunde etwas hwerauszubringen, (bildlich) sich abqualen oder abmuhen"
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(Raven I 1963: 270). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS *wurgan can be
reconstructed from the agent-noun wurgarin (Pfeifer III 1989: 1996) "Wtirgerin"; MDu.
wroegen, wrugen (Kluge 1989: 800) "würgen"; OE wyrgan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 427)
"to strangle"; ON yrgja I (de Vries 1962: 679) "wurgen", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *wurgjanan "wurgen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is an ablaut
zero-grade formation which can ultimately be derived from lE "J*wer_gh- (Pokorny 11956:
1154) "drehen, einengen, wurgen, pressen", from which base the following may also be
derived: MHG er-wergen st. vb (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "erwürgen" (The strong form here is
probably secondary); OFs. wergia II (Onions 1966: 1013) "to kill"; OHG war(a)g (Pokorny I
1956: 1154) "Räuber, Verbrecher"; OS wurgil (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "Strick"; ON vargr
(Pokorny I 1956: 1154) "Wolf, geachteter Verbrecher"; Gothic launa-wargs adj. (Lehmann
1986: 153) "unthankful"; Lith. verziui, vërzti (Pokorny 1 1956: 1154) "einengen, schnUren,
pressen"; Albanian z-vjerth (Pokorny 11956: 1154) "entwohne". The forms given above can
allow us to reconstruct an IE ablaut e-grade primary verb *werghati, from which *wurgjanan
may be a zero-grade deverbative formation during the NWGmc period. Therefore a NWGmc
verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, irwurken "wirken, tun, machen, erzeugen" (Raven 11963: 271). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS workian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 750) "arbeiten, bewirken, schaffen"; OFs. werka
I (Kluge 1989: 795) "wirken, tun, machen"; OE wyrcan I, preterite worhte (Clark Hall and
Meritt 1969: 427) "to prepare, perform, do, make, work, effect, produce"; ON yrkja I (Kiuge
1989: 795) "wirken, arbeiten, machen"; Run. worahto 1 pers sg. preterite indicative worahto
(Lehmann 1986: 397). Gothic waurkjan I (Lehmann 1986: 397) "to do, work; accuse, blame",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *',vitrkjanan "wjrken". The derivational pattern of this
verb is unclear. It can ultimately be derived from an JE 'i*wrg-. This is the ablaut zero-grade of
IE I*werg-, *wreg- (Pokorny 11956: 1168) "wirken, tun", from which base the following may
also be derived: OHG werc, werah, werh (Pokorny 11956: 1168) "Werk"; OIr. do-áirci (Kiuge
1989: 795) "macht, bringt hervor"; Albanian rregj (Pokorny 11956: 1168) "reinigen"; Greek
5éw (Pokomy 11956: 1168) "ich tue, wirke, mache"; Avestan varor (Pokorny 11956: 1168)
"Werk"; Avestan vereziieiti (Pokorny I 1956: 1168) "arbeitet"; OHG ga-wurht zero-grade
(Pokorny 11956: 1168) "Tat, Handlung" is probably post-verbal. These IE parallels provide
sufficient evidence to point to a primary origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-,folla-,furi-, gi-, intwurmön, wormãn "wurmsichtig, mit eingelegter Arbeit" (Starck and Wells 1990: 751). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wurmo,
wormo (Starck and Wells 1990: 751). Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
wurzalãn "wurzeln, verwurzeln" (Schutzeichel 1969: 243). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wurzala (Starck and Wells 1990: 751).
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, z-, Uz-irwurzen "wUrzen, mit wohlschmeckenden und wohlriechenden Kräutem bereiten" (Raven I
1963: 271). No cognate verbs are attested. As cognate verbs in the other Gmc languages belong
with the class II verb, this verb is best regarded as a class I deverbative from the class II weak
verb (for an etymology of which, see under wurzön). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
wurzön "wurzen" (Raven 111967: 190). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE wyrtian II
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 428) "to season, spice, perfume", which allows us to reconstruct a
WGmc *wurt(jan "wUrzen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG wurz
(Starck and Wells 1990: 751) "Wurz, Wurzel, Pflanze, Kraut"; OS wurt (Kiuge 1989: 801)
"Wurz"; OE wyrt (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 428) "herb, vegetable, plant, spice; crop, root";
ON urt (Kluge 1989: 801) "Wurz, Kraut"; OSwed. yrt (Lehmann 1986: 397) "plant"; Gothic
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(Kiuge 1989: 801) "root", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *wurtiz (Kluge 1989:
801) "plant, root". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, U-, EZ-irwaurts
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z
zabalãn "zappeln, zucken, im Todeskampfe liegen, keuchen, in den letzten Zugen liegen, in
Zuckungen versetzen, der Eingang, freie Bewegung" (Raven II 1967: 191). No cognate verbs
are attested. Etymolgy unclear.
zãdalön "Mangel leiden, darben, durftig sein" (Raven II 1967:19 1). No cognate verbs are

attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zãdal (Starck and Wells
1990: 752) "DUrftigkeit, Mangel, Hungersnot". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzagz "(+dat. pers.) verzagt sein, nicht an eine Sache heran wollen, unentschlossen sein,

angstliche Bedenken haben, sich abschwachen, den Glanz velieren" (Raven 111967: 276). No
cognate verbs are attested. The etymology of this verb is uncertain. It probably represents a
merger formation with a reduced form of the prefix at-, from an earlier *atagan. This may, in
turn, be a prefix formation from an otherwise unattested simplex *agan. This is then best
regarded as a class III durative deverbative from the preterite-present verb *og (Seebold 1970:
362) "filrchten". This verb is attested in the following: Gothic og pret.-pres. (Seebold 1970:
362) "flirchten". Compare the Gothic class I deverbative us-ag/an I (Seebold 1970: 362)
"erschrecken". Compare also the prefixed Oh. ad-agathar (Seebold 1970: 362) "fiirchtet" - this
too ultimately deriving from lB I*agh- (Kluge 1989: 804) "fiirchten". Therefore an OHG verb,
the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irzalãn "aufzhlen, rechnen, ab-, be-, nachrechnen, sich mit Zahlen abgeben, eine Rechnung
aufmachen mit, erwgen, uber etwas nachdenken, (den Weberkamm) durchfahren oder
durchschiel3en" (Raven 111967: : 191). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS talon II
(Kluge 1989: 804) "aufzahlen"; OFs. talia II (de Vries 1962: 581) "aufzahlen"; OE talian II
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 337) "to count, calculate, reckon, account, consider, think, esteem,
value; argue; tell, relate; impute, assign"; ON tala II (de Vries 1962: 581) "reden, sprechen",
which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *ta1/anan "to number, count, reckon, relate, recount,
tell, talk of'. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see under zellen). Therefore
a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizãlOn "rauben, wegreil3en, retten, hinschlachten, schrecklich morden" (Raven 111967: 191). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zifla
(Starck and Wells 1990: 753) "Gefahr, Schaden, Nachstellung". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
zamOn "zahmen, Pferde zureiten, zuchtigen" (Raven II 1967: 192). No cognate verbs are

attested. For nominal base see under zemmen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizanden "einbeil3en, kosten" (Raven I 1963: 271). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is

derived from the following nominal base: OHG zand, zant, zan (Starck and Wells 1990: 753)
"Zahn". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zanigOn "mit den Zähnen packen und zemagen, mit dem Griffel durchfurchen, d.h.

aufzeichnen, Schrift hinzeichnen, schreiben" (Raven II 1967: 192). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is probably derived an otherwise unattested adjective *zanig, *zanag "having
teeth, of or relating to teeth, dental". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zi-
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zannen "den Mund weit offnen, (wie Hunde) die Zahne fletschen" (Raven 111967: 276). No
cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under zennen. Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
zanön "zerfleischen, zerfetzen, zernagen" (Raven II 1967: 194). No cognate verbs are attested.
For nominal base see under zennen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzartãn "(+dat pers.) liebkosen, schmeicheln, (von der Stimme) matt oder gleichgultig,
verzartelt, wollustig" (Raven 111967: 192). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see
under zerlen. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzascön "(Häuser) an sich raffen" (Raven 111967: 193). No cognate verbs are attested. We can
reconstruct an earlier form *taskq/an. The etymology of this verb is unclear. It may possibly
derive from a Gmc complex represented by the following: Swed (dial) tasa (Pokomy 11959:
178) "Wolle zupfen, Heu ausbreiten"; NLG tasen (Pokorny 11959: 178) "pflucken, rupfen";
NHG zaser (Pokorny 11959: 178) "Faser"; Norw tasma (Pokorny 11959: 178) "langsam
arbeiten"; Norw taspa (Pokorny 11959: 178) "langsam und schieppend gehen"; MHG zaspen
(Pokomy I 1959: 178) "scharren, schieppend gehen"; Dan taesa (Pokomy I 1959: 178)
"entwirren, auffasern, aufzupfen". Therefore an OHO verb, the derivational pattern of which is
unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzehhãn "ausrUsten, in Ordnung bringen, ausbessern, instand setzen, (wieder) herstellen,
beflecken, besudein, mit Trug f.rben, verflschen, schminken, in Kunstweberarbeit anfertigen,
tranken, frben, zechen, eine Schnur oder em Kopfband von blauem Purpur, der Stirnreif, die
klammer oder Verbindung beziehungsweise Fuge" (Raven 111967: 193). No cognate verbs are
attested. cf. OE teohhian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 339) "to determine, intend, propose;
consider, think, judge, estimate". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
zehha (Starck and Wells 1990: 755) "gemeinsarner Beitrag". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, gizeigãn 1 "zeigen, anzeigen, andeuten, bedeuten, dartun, bezeichnen, angeben, beweisen,
erweisen, hinweisen, aufdecken, entdecken, offenbaren, heil3en, verordnen" (Raven II 1967:
193). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. in-ta (Seebold 1970: 500) "kiagen",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *taigc/an (Seebold 1970: 500) class II deverbative
from strong verb *teihanan (Seebold 1970: 500) "zeihen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG zihan st vb (Seebold 1970: 500) "zeihen, behaupten"; OS af-tilian st vb
(Seebold 1970: 500) "versagen"; OFs. ur-ti(g)a st vb (Seebold 1970: 500) "verweigern"; OE
tffon st vb (Seebold 1970: 500) "to accuse, censure; proceed against successfully"; ON tIgenn st.
vb pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 500) "angesehen"; Gothic ga-teihan St. vb (Seebold 1970: 500)
"anzeigen, verkundigen". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, irzeigan2 "anstacheln, stofien" (Starck and Wells 1990: 756). No cognate verbs are attested.
Etymology uncertain. Compare zeckãn II "anstacheln" (which see).
zeihhanen zeilzhnen "zeichnen, kennzeichnen, bezeichnen, mit einem Merkmale versehen,
bildlich andeuten, Zeichen oder Wunder tun, anzeigen, versiegeln" (Raven 11963: 271). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OS tëknian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 2011) "zeichnen"; OE
tcffcnan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 336) "to mark by a token, denote, designate, mark out";
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Gothic taiknjan 1 (Pfeifer III 1989: 2011) "to show, manifest", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *taiknjanan "zeigen, bezeichnen". The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG zeihhan (Starck and Wells 1990: 756) "Zeichen, Wunderzeichen, Aufschrift"; OS 1ff/can
(Kluge 1989: 807) "Zeichen"; OFs. taken (Kluge 1989: 807) "Zeichen"; OE tãcen (Clark Hall
and Meritt 1969: 336) "token, symbol, sign, signal, mark, indication, suggestion; portent,
marvel, wonder, miracle; evidence, proof; standard, banner"; ON teikn (Kluge 1989: 807)
"Zeichen"; Gothic taikn (Kluge 1989: 807) "Zeichen", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*taiknan (Kluge 1989: 807) "Zeichen, Erscheinung". Therefore a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, avur-gi- bi-,fora-, gi-, int-, widar-, zuozeihhanãn "zeigen" (Raven 111967: 194). The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. tffknia
II (de Vries 1962: 585) "zeichnen"; OE tãcnian (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 336) "to mark,
indicate; betoken, denote, signify, represent; symbolize; portend; demonstrate, express"; ON
teikna II (Pfeifer III 1989: 2011) "Zeichen geben, bezeichnen", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *taiknjanan "zeichnen, bezeichnen". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: (see under zeiihanen). Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizeinen' "(mit einem Stbchen) zeigen oder weisen, zeigend etwas deuten" (Raven 11963: 273).
No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zein
(Starck and Wells 1990: 756) "Pfeilschaft, Rohr, Stab". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gizeinnen2 "zainen, Metallfäden schmieden, Metall zu Stäben strecken, zu Faden schmieden,
Draht ziehen" (Raven 11963: 273). The following cognate verbs are attested: ON teina (Schade
I 1882: 1241) "in fila ducere", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *tainanan "zainen".
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zein (Starck and Wells 1990: 756)
"Pfeilschrift, Rohr, Stab"; OS ten (Starck and Wells 1990: 756) "Pfeilschrift, Rohr, Stab"; OE
tan (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969? 338) "twig, rod, switch, branch; rod of divination"; ON teinn
(de Vries 1962: 585) "Zweig, Stab"; Gothic tains (Lehmann 1986: 340) "twig, branch, rod",
which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *tainc-,z "twig, branch, rod". Therefore a NWGmc
denominative verb.
zeinön "(mit einem Stabe) zeigen, zeichnen, em Zeichen machen, andeuten" (Raven II 1967:
194). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under zeinen. Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gizeisalön "(durch)hecheln, kardatschen" (Raven II 1967: 194). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zeisala, zeisalo (Starck and Wells
1990: 757) "Schutt-Karde". Therefore an ONG denominative verb.
zeisen "(Wolle) zupfen, zausen" (Raven 11963: 274). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OE tcffsan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 337) "to pull, tear, comb, card, tease", which allows us
to reconstruct a WGmc *taisejan (Seebold 1970: 498) "zupfen", deverbative formation from
strong verb *tajsanan (Seebold 1970: 498) "zupfen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: OHG zeisan St vb (Starck and Wells 1990: 757) "zupfen, krempeln, zausen".
Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
zeckön "antreiben, (an)stacheln, (Unter Verfolgung) abziehen, giel3eln" (Raven 111967: 194).
No cognate verbs are attested, which allows us to reconstruct a *tekkjan intensive gemination
"stechen, anstachein". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It may possibly ultimately
derive from an IE 'si*deigh- (Pokorny 11959: 187) "prickeln, kitzeln? zwickendes Insekt", from
which base the following may be derived: OE tinclian II nasal infix (Pokomy 11959: 187) "to
tickle"; Norw (dial) tikka (Pokorny 11959: 187) "leicht anstoBen"; OHG zecko, zehho (Starck
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and Wells 1990: 755) "Zecke, Holzblock"; MIr. dega (Pokorny 11959: 187) "Hirschkafer";
Arm. liz (Pokorny 11959: 187) "Zecke". These data are, however, insufficient to allow this verb
to be assigned to a pre-Gmc stratum. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which
is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zuozelgen "gebrochene Knochen einrichten, ausbessern, wiederherstellen; das Feld bestellen
nachdem es zur Brache gelegeri ist, was gewohnlich urn das dritte Jahr geschieht, die
sogenannte Dreifelderwirtschaft treiben" (Raven I 1963: 274). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zelga (Starck and Wells 1990: 757)
"Flurabteilung unter Dreifelderwirtschaft, besteiltes Feld". Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
zellen "(er)zählen, an-, berechnen, mustern, sagen, nennen, auswählen, bevorzugen,
ausschliei3en, bestimmen, betrachten als, halten fir, vergleichen mit, zuzählen, zuteilen, in em
Verhältnis setzen, als Anteil geben, mundlich oder schriftlich mitteilen" (Raven 11963: 274). cf.
OHG zalön II (Raven 111967: 191). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS tellian I
(Kluge 1989: 804) "(er)zählen"; OFs. tella I (de Vries 1962: 586) "(er)zahlen"; OE tellan I
(Kiuge 1989: 804) "to tell, reckon, count, number, compute, calculate; estimate, consider, think,
esteem"; ON teija I (Kluge 1989: 804) "zählen, rechnen; erzählen, sprechen", which allows us
to reconstruct a NWGmc *ta1/anan "to number, count, reckon; tell". The verb is derived from
the following nominal base: OHG zala f. zal n. (Starck and Wells 1990: 753) "ZahI, Menge,
Berechnung"; OS tala f. (Kluge 1989: 804) "Zahl"; OS tal n. (Pfeifer III 1989: 2002) "ZahI,
Reihe"; OE talu f. (Kiuge 1989: 804) "tale; series, calculation, list; narrative"; OE tcd n. (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 337) "number, series; opinion; tribe"; ON tala f. (Kiuge 1989: 804)
"Zahl, Berechnung; Unterredung"; ON tal n. (de Vries 1962: 581) "Zahi, Zhlung; Recimung,
Rede, Unterhaltung", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *talj f. *talan n. (Kiuge 1989:
804) "ZahI". Therefore a NWGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, bi-, dara-, gi-, ml-, ir-, untar-, widar-,
zisamenezelten "im Pa13 gehen oder im sanflen (wackelnden) Schritt das Pferd gehen lassen, auf dieser
Art reiten" (Raven 11963: 277). No cognate verbs are attested. MLG telden (Kluge 1989: 809)
"im Pal3gang schreiten", is a loan word from High German. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG *zelt "Pal3gang", which can be reconstructed from MHG zelt
(Kluge 1989: 809) "PaJ3gang, das ist wiegender Gang eines Reittiers, wobei es abwechselnd die
beiden rechten und die beiden linken Beineje zugleich authebt"; MLG telde (Kluge 1989: 809)
"Pal3gang". <Old Spanish thielda (Pliny: thieldãnes p1.) "= Bezeichnung einer Art im PaBschritt
gehender asturischer Pferde". Loan word into OHG area first, then to LG area, probably
spreading from south to north before ORG sound shift. cf. 0MG :eltãri (Kluge 1989: 809)
"Zelter, Pal3ganger"; OS telderi (Kluge 1989: 809) "Zelter, Pal3ganger". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
zemmen "zähmen" (Raven 1963: 333). OHG zamãn II (Raven 111967: 192). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu tern(rn)en (Kluge 1989: 804). OFs. temia II, umlaut
indicates origin in class I (Kluge 1989: 804) "zahmen"; OE ternian II, umlaut indicates origin in
class I (Kiuge 1989: 804) "to tame, subdue"; ON temja (Kluge 1989: 804) "zähmen,
gewohnen"; Gothic ga-rarnjan I (Kiuge 1989: 804) "to tame", which allows us to reconstruct a
Gmc *tarnjanan (Kluge 1989: 804) "to tame, make tame". The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG zarn (Starck and Wells 1990: 753) "zahm, ans Joch gewohnt";
MLG, MDu tarn (Kiuge 1989: 804) "zahm"; OFs. tarn, torn (Kiuge 1989: 804) "zahm"; OE tarn
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 337) "tame; tractable, gentle, mild"; ON tarnr (Kluge 1989: 804)
"zahm", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *tarnaz (Kluge 1989: 804) "zahm". Therefore a
Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-
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zennen "zum zweitenmal Zahne bekommen, zahnen" (Raven I 1963: 277). cf. OHG zanãn III
(Raven 111967: 192). cf. OHG zannën III (Raven 111967: 276). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG :and, zant, zan (Starck and Wells
1990: 753) "Zahn". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: irzerben "sich (um)drehen, walzen" (Raven 1 1963: 277). No cognate verbs are attested as such.
However, OE tearflian II < *tarbaljan (Pokorny I 1956: 212) "to turn, roll, wallow", is
probably a continuative, frequentative deverbative (formed with I-extension) from a verb
cognate with OHO zerben, but which is otherwise unattested in OE. We can therefore
reconstruct a WGmc *tarbjanan "to turn, roll". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear.
It can ultimately be derived from an IE \J*derbh-, *dorbho- (Pokomy 11956: 211) "winden,
zusammendrehen; zusammengedrehtes Grasbundel, Rasen", from which base the following may
also be derived: MHG zirben (Pokorny 11956: 212) "sich im Kreise drehen, wirbeln"; OHG
zurba, zurf(Pokorny 11956: 212) "Rasen"; OE torf(Pokorny 11956: 212) "Torf Rasen"; ON
tyrfa (Pokomy 1 1956: 212) "mit Rasen bedecken"; Skt drbhdti (Pokorny I 1956: 211)
"verknupft, flickt zusammen, windet"; Avest. drwOa (Pokorny 11956: 211) "Muskelbundel";
Arm. tom (Pokorny 11956: 212) "funiculus, laqueus"; Russ. derbovátb (Pokorny 11956: 212)
"vom Moos, vom Rasen saubern; den Anwuchs ausroden"; Russ. derbItb (Pokorny 11956: 212)
"rupfen, zupfen, raufen". Despite the fact that attested forms of the verb are confined to WGmc,
these IE parallels provide sufficient evidence to point to a primary origin for this verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: utnbizerren "reiI3en, zer-, abreil3en" (Raven I 1963: 277). The following cognate verbs are attested:
MLG, MDu terren (Kluge 1989: 810) "zanken, plagen"; OSfar-terian (Seebold 1970: 503)
"vernichten, zerstören"; OE ge-teran (Seebold 1970: 503) "unterscheiden", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *tarejan (Seebold 1970: 503), class I deverbative from strong verb
*teranan (Seebold 1970: 502) "reil3en". This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG
zeran St vb (Seebold 1970: 503) "em Ende machen (einem Kampf), zerstoren"; OE teran st vb
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 340) "to tear, lacerate"; Gothic ga-tairan st vb (Seebold 1970:
503) "zerreil3en, zerstören". Therefore a WGmc deverbative formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: nidar-bizerten "liebkosen, (+acc.) zärtlich behandeln" (Raven 11963: 277). cf. OHG zartãn II (Raven II
1967: 192). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base:
OHG zart (Kluge 1989: 805) "zart; Liebling". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzessön "wallen, schäumend wogen, (vom Wasser) brausen, branden: das Brausen des Meeres"
(Raven 111967: 195). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG zessa (Starck and Wells 1990: 758) "Woge, Brandung". Therefore an ORG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, lizzetten "(verteilend) streuen, zerstreuen, zerstreut fallen lassen, ausbreiten, auseinanderbreiten"
(Raven 1963: 333). The following cognate verbs are attested: ON teOja (Pokorny 11959: 178)
"Mist ausbreiten, dungen, misten, uber den Acker zetteln", which allows us to reconstruct a
NWGmc *tadjanan "(verteilend) streuen, ausbreiten". The derivational pattern of this verb is
unclear. It is probably best regarded as a dental extension from an IE I*da., * d, *dai(Pokorny 11959: 175) "teilen, zerschneiden, zereil3en", from which base the following may also
be derived: Gothic ungatass (Pokorny 11959: 177) "ungeregelt"; OHG zetten (Pokorny 11959:
177) "(verteilend) streuen, ausbreiten"; ON tad (Pokorny 11959: 178) "(ausgebreiteter) Mist".
Probably postverbal = "that which is spread"; OHG zota, zata (Pokorny 11959: 178) "Zotte,
zusammen herabhangende Haare, Fäden oder Wolle"; MEG zoten (Pokorny I 1959: 178)
"langsam gehen"; Engl. tottle, toddle, totter (Kluge 1989: 816); East Fs. todden (Pokorny I
1959: 178) "ziehen, schleppen"; Greek öcthoj.tcxt (Pokomy 11959: 177) "ich teile, zerreiBe,
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verzehre". Apart from the Greek verb given above, the Gmc verbal complex from this JE root
has few parallels ouside the Gmc group. This verb is therefore best not considered as primary.
Therefore a NWGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, ubarzi-beiten "zwingen" (Raven I 1963: 7). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zi-blaen "aufblasen, aufblähen" (Raven I 1963: 9). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zi-bolön "hin-, zerstreuen, zerschellen" (Raven II 1967: 21). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-breiten "ausbreiten" (Raven I 1963: 14). No cognate verbs are attested. OE tã-brcidan I
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 343) "to make broad, enlarge, extend, make great (in size or
number); expand, diffuse, open wide, spread abroad". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zi-danson "von Gewissensbissen gepeinigt werden" (Raven II 1967: 25). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-dennen "auswerfen, (Segel) ausdelmen, (den Korper) aufblahen oder spannen,
zerschmettern" (Raven I 1963: 289). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zi-dicken "verdichten, dicht machen" (Raven 11963: 28). cf. OHO dickãn II (Raven 111967:
25). cf. OHG dickën III (Raven 111967: 208). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation (with change of class to class I).
zieren "zieren, schmUcken, schminken, schön oder prachtig machen, verherrlichen, ruhmen,
preisen" (Raven I 1963: 277). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the
following nominal base: OHG zieri (Starck and Wells 1990: 761) "geschmuckt, geziert, zierlich,
schön, anmutig". Therefore an ORG deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gizi-fellen zir-fellen "zerfallen, zerstören" (Raven I 1963: 39). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ta-fihlan I (Karg-Gasterstadt and Frings III 1979: 728) "to cause to fall in different
directions, demolish, destroy, break to pieces". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zi-flozzen "zerspUlen" (Raven I 1963: 42). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zi-fuogen "auseinanderbrechen, trennen" (Raven I 1963: 47). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-fuoren zir-fuoren "n iederreil3en, vemichten, entkräfien, zerstreuen, verj agen,
auseinanderlaufen, zerfliel3en, sich auflösen" (Raven I 1963: 51). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE tã-fEran I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 344) "to go in different directions,
separate, disperse; deal out, distribute". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zi-gengen "zergehen machen, vernichten" (Raven 11963: 56). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OE ta-gengan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 344) "to separate". Therefore a WGmc
prefix formation.
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zi-gi-rernien "tempern, hrten, ausgluhen, umschmelzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 481). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-hi-trennen "vernichten, zunichte werden" (Raven 1 1963: 228). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-kiecken "zerbersten, zerplatzen" (Raven I 1963: 308). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
zi-knussen, zir-knussen "zerschlagen, verwerfen, niederschlagen" (Starck and Wells 1990:
339). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE tã-cnyssan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
343) "to crush to pieces, smash, shatter". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zi-kwellen "angeschwollen, aufgeblasen sein, uberschwellen" (Raven I 1963: 308). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-leggen zir-leggen "absondern, trennen, aufschrecken, auseinandertreiben, absterben,
hinschwinden" (Raven 11963: 312). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zllãi "(reflex. +gen.) sich bemuhen, befleif3igen, bestrebt sein, sich beeifern, eifrig streben nach,
em Ziel stecken. anfallen, (von Truppen) eine Schwenkung machen lassen, (Träume) deuten,
Kundschafter oder Spitzel sein, sich verlassen auf, heranzukommen suchen, bertlhren" (Raven
II 1967: 276). No cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under zilãn. Therefore an
OHG deadjectival verb.
zi-lidãn "ausgraten, die Knochen abnagen oder zerbrechen" (Raven 111967: 88). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE tã-liôian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 345) "to dismember,
separate; relax, cancel". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zillen "an-, beruhren" (Raven 11963: 278). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG nil (Starck and Wells 1990: 762) "Ziel, Ende, Greaze".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: i

i-

zilon "(gen. reflex.) sich beeifern, sich beeilen, sich schnell auf em Ziel hinwenden" (Raven II
1967: 195). The following cognate verbs are attested: OS titan II (Holthausen 1967: 74)
"erlangen"; OLF tilön II (Lehmann 1986: 344). OFs. tilia II (Lehmann 1986: 344) "to
cultivate"; OE titian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 341) "to aim at, aspire to, strive after, tiy,
endeavour; procure, obtain, gain, provide; exert oneself, work, make, generate; tend, cherish,
cultivate, till, plough; trade, traffic; treat, care"; Gothic ga-titan II (Lehmann 1986: 344) "to
acheive", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *tiljanan "to make good or suitable, acheive,
aim, strive for, till, cultivate, work, labour". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OS til (Holthausen 1967: 74) "passend"; OFs. til (Lehmann 1986: 344) "good"; OE til
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 341) "good, apt, suitable, useful, profitable; excellent; brave;
abounding"; ON tilr (Lehmann 1986: 344) "gut, passend, zweckmai3ig"; Gothic ga-tils
(Lehmann 1986: 344) "fitting". cf. ORG zil subst (Starck and Wells 1990: 762) "Ziel, Ende,
Grenze", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *tilaz "good, apt, fitting, suitable, right".
Therefore a Gmc deadjectival verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, [hera-]
zi-lãsen zir-lãcen "lösen, erlosen, auflosen, zerlösen, losmachen, entbinden, hierhin und dorthin
wenden (= sich sprode gebarden), herumgehen, den Mut ausleeren, ( lähmen), brechen,
zerbrechen, trennen, zerteilen, zerlegen" (Raven I 1963: 117). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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zimbaren "zimmern, (er)bauen" (Raven I 1963: 278). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS timbrian I (Holthausen 1967: 75) "zimmern, erbauen"; OE timbran I (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 341) "to build, construct, erect; cut timber; edify; do"; Gothic tim(b)rjan I (Kluge 1989:
813) "to build (up), strengthen, benefit, edify", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*temranan "to build, construct (from timber)". The verb is derived from the following nominal
base: OHG zimbar (Kluge 1989: 813) "Wohnraum, Wohnung; Holzbau, Bauholz"; OS timbar
(Kluge 1989: 813) "Zimmerwerk"; OFs. timber (Kluge 1989: 813) "Zimmerwerk"; OE timber
(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 341) "timber, building material; building, structure; trees, woods";
ON timbr (Kluge 1989: 813) "Bauholz; Gebäude", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc
*temran (Kluge 1989: 813) "timber, construction material, (timber) structure". Therefore a Gmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,Jir-,furi-, gizimbaran "errichten, zimmern, bauen, aufbauen, erbauen, von neuem schaffen, den Wohnsitz
aufschlagen, Belagerungswerke oder em Gebäude auffithren, mit einem Hau- oder
Schneidewerk bearbeiten, errichten" (Raven 111967: 195). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS timbrön II (Holthausen 1967: 75) "zimmern"; OFs. timbria, timmeria H (Kiuge
1989: 813) "ziinmem"; OE timbrian II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 341) "to build, construct,
erect; cut timber; edify; do"; ON timbra II (Kluge 1989: 813) "zimmern", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *temr/anan "to build, construct (from timber)". The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: (see under zimbaren). Therefore a NWGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-, gi-, ubar-, i untar-, zizi-musken "zerquetschen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 428). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-nezzen "befeuchten, benetzen, bespritzen, besprengen, (ein)tauchen, trnken, ausgiel3en,
uberfluten, Uberspulen" (Raven 11963: 140). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zinsen "mit Abgaben oder Tribut belegen" (Raven 11963: 279). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zins, zens (Kiuge 1989: 814)
"Abgabe, Tribut". <Latin census (Kluge 1989: 814) "Schatzung, Steuer". Therefore an OHG
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizinsilön "arglistig anstiflen, heimlich Boses ersinnen oder schinieden" (Raven 111967: 196). No
cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zinsilo
(Starck and Wells 1990: 764) "Zundstoff'. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zircãn "umgehen, umgeben, uniringen, umkreisen; circumire" (Raven II 1967: 196). No
cognate verbs are attested. <Med Latin circifre (Niermeyer 1976: 180) "to make the round of
the diocese; to make the round of inspection in a monastery; to inspect, search, detect
transgressions; to surround; besiege". Therefore an OHG loan verb.
zi-rennen "frischen, schmelzen, flussig machen, kochen" (Raven I 1963: 153). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE tã-iernan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 345) "to run to, run
together; flow away, be dispersed; run hither and thither, wander about". Therefore a WGmc
prefix formation.
zi-saen "zerstreuen" (Raven I 1963: 167). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
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zisamene-beiten "verbinden, vereinigen" (Raven I 1963: 7). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-bringen "vergleichen, zusammenbringen" (Raven I 1963: 19). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-drucken "zusammenheften, durchstechen, umschlingen, umarmen" (Raven 1 1963:
3 1). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-folla-haben "zusammenhalten" (Raven I 1963: 303). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-fuogen "zusammenfiigen" (Raven I 1963: 47). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-auhhon "zusammenffigen, unmittelbar verbinden" (Raven II 1967: 11). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-fuogen "zusammenfiigen" (Raven I 1963: 47). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-heften "zusammenheften" (Raven I 1963: 66). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamine-gi-hEfon "zusammentragen" (Raven II 1967: 69). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-liinen "zusammenleimen" (Raven I 1963: 111). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamane-gi-mahh ã', "Ehe, ehelich verbinden" (Raven II 1967: 97). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-rennen "zum Gefrieren bringen, starr machen, erstarren, härten, untatig werden,
(Gold- und Silber) zusammenschmelzen" (Raven 11963: 153). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix fonnation.
zisamene-gi-slihien "be-, umkr.nzen" (Raven I 1963: 191). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-walbon "zusammenkommen, d.h. zurückkommen" (Raven II 1967: 170). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-gi-zuckon "zusammenziehen, (das augenhicht) erlösen" (Raven II 1967: 198). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-haben "mischen, zusammenhalten" (Raven I 1963: 304). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-hafien "zusammenhaften, -hangen, eng verbunden oder ungetrennt sein,
ununterbrochen fortlaufen" (Raven II 1967: 224). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-halsen "umschlingen, umarmen" (Raven I 1963: 64). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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zisamene-heflen "verbinden, zusammenheften" (Raven I 1963: 66). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-k1ebtz "zusammenhafien beziehungsweise -kieben" (Raven II 1967: 230). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-knupfen "zusammenknupfen" (Raven I 1963: 94). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-leggen "zusammenlegen, Worte logisch zusammenknupfen, zusammenfassen"
(Raven 11963: 312). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamane-miskellin "vermengen, zusammenmischen" (Raven II 1967: 105). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-misken "mischen, mengen, mischend truben" (Raven I 1963: 131). No cognate verbs
are attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-rasplin "zusammenhufen, -bringen" (Raven II 1967: 116). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-rerten "passend zusammenbringen" (Raven I 1963: 154). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-sezzen "zusammensetzen, zesammenfligen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 520). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-slagan "zerschlagen" (Raven 111967: 139). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-swermen "(von Bienen) zusammenströmen, schwarmen" (Raven I 1963: 220). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-temparlin "mischen, zurechtmischen, d.h. das wort fest verwachsen sein, (das Wort
mit dem Glauben) vereinigen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 624). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-wisen "zusammenrufen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 738). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-zellen "zusaminenzàihlen" (Raven I 1963: 277). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an 0MG prefix formation.
zisamene-zi-heflen "zusammenheften" (Raven I 1963: 66). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zisamene-z linen "umzäunen" (Raven 11963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zi-seglin "sägen" (Raven 111967: 128). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zi-senten "hinuberbringen" (Raven 11963: 171). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
tli-sendan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 346) "to send to; send apart, send out, disperse".
Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
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zi-sezzen "öffentlich bekanntmachen, zersetzen" (Raven I 1963: 176). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-skeitilãn "(vom Haupthaar) scheitein, ordnen oder flechten" (Raven II 1967: 132). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-screnken "auseinanderspreizen" (Raven I 1963: 184). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-sleizzen "verschmahen, verachten, zerschleil3en, zerreil3en, zerfleischen, zersetzen" (Raven I
1963: 190). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-smeizen "zerschmelzen, tauen, verflussigen" (Raven 1 1963: 193). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zispen' "zispern, mucken, mucksen, munkeln, die Zunge gegen jemanden spitzen" (Raven I
1963: 279). No cognate verbs are attested. Etymology uncertain. Probably an onomatopoeic
verb of imitative origin.
*zispen2 "schleifend gehen; treten auf" (Lexer III 1878: 1135). No cognate verbs are attested,
which allows us to reconstruct a *tespjan, *tispjan (i-vocalism?) "schleifend gehen, treten auf'.
The etymology of this verb is unclear. It is possibly a p-extension which derives from a Gmc
complex represented by the following verbs: MEG zispen (Lexer III 1878: 1135) "schleifend
gehen; treten auf"; ON tispla (Torp 1963: 788) "in Streifen zerreil3en"; Norw taspa (Pokorny I
1959: 178) "langsam und schleppend gehen"; OHG zeisan st vb (Pokorny 11959: 178) "rupfen,
sammeli"; NLG tasen (Pokorny 11959: 178) "pflucken, rupfen"; Swed (dial) tasa (Pokomy I
1959: 178) "WoIle zupfen, Heu ausbreiten"; ORG zir-zE7sãn II u-vocalism (Pokorny 11959:
178) "zerzausen". This Gmc complex does not appear to have any connections outside Gmc.
The verb cannot therefore be regarded as primary. Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational
pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:fir-, irzispilãn "lispein, (von kleinen Kindern) quaken" (Raven 111967: 196). No cognate verbs are
attested. Probably a frequentative / continuative deverbative from the OHG weak verb zispen I
(Raven I 1963: 279) "zispern, mucken". Therefore an OHG frequentative / continuative
deverbative (formed with 1-extension).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zuo-gizi-spizzen "zertreten" (Raven 1 1963: 196). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zi-spreilen, zir-spreiten "aus-, verbreiten, herurnstreuen, auseinandertun, auseinanderbreiten,
zerstreuen, (Segel) ausspannen, beredsam oder uberzeugend sprechen" (Starck and Wells 1990:
580). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE tã-sprcEdan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
347) "to spread out". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zi-sprengen "vemichten, absonderri, in Unordnurig bringen, zerstreuen" (Raven I 1963: 198).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an ORG prefix formation.
zi-stören zir-stören "zerstören, zerstreuen, ausrotten, vernichten, verwüsten, unterdrticken,
unterjochen, vertilgen, niederwerfen, niederreif3en, niederstollen, abhelfen" (Starck and Wells
1990: 596). OS tã-stãrian I (Pfeifer III 1989: 1730) "zerstören". Therefore a WGmc prefix
formation.
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zi-stouben zir-stouben "erschrecken, Unruhe stiften (passiv), zerstauben, vertreiben,
wegtreiben, wegstollen, verwirren, in Verwirrung setzen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 596). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-stãzon zir-stözön "gegen etwas anschlagen, heraus-, zerschlagen, herausstoBen" (Raven II
1967: 149). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-strillen "zerstören, zur Sicherheit beseitelegen oder absondem" (Raven I 1963: 210). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-sturen "sich unterwerfen" (Raven I 1963: 212). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zi-suonen "entscheiden, aburteilen, unterscheiden" (Raven I 1963: 218). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-teilen zir-teilen "zerteilen, umher-, zerstreuen, gewaltsam trennen, vertreiben, verderben, die
Tage auf die Halfte bringen, die Lebensmittel erreichen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 624). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE tã-d&lan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 343) "to
divide, separate, scatter, disperse; dismember, cut off, destroy; distribute; discriminate,
distinguish; be divided; express, utter"; Gothic dis-dailfan I (Lehmann 1986: 87) "to distribute".
The phonological relationship of the Gothic prefix dis- to the WGmc forms of the preverb is
complex and uncertain. The semantic connections are, nevertheless, obvious enough to assume
a relation between the two prefixes, in which case it may be possible to postulate a Gmc form
*tiz- (compare Latin dis-). Therefore a Gmc prefix formation.
zi-teilãn "verteilen, zerteilen" (Raven 111967: 154). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zi-trennen "auftrennen, zerreiBen" (Raven I 1963: 228). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
*Zjjefl "zeitig eintreffen". MHG zften (Lexer III 1878: 1138) "reif werden". The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE tidan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 340) "to betide, happen; to
fall to one's lot", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *tioUan "to become ripe; betide". The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zil (Kluge 1989: 808) "Zeit"; OS tid
(Kluge 1989: 808) "Zeit"; OE tid (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 340) "time, period, season,
while; hour; feastday, festal tide"; ON tIó (Kiuge 1989: 808) "Zeit, Stunde", which allows us to
reconstruct a NWGmc *tidiz f. (Kluge 1989: 808) "Zeit". Therefore a WGmc denominative
verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizittarãn "(vom Schritt) wanken oder ausgleiten, trunken dahintaumein" (Raven 111967: 196).
The following cognate verbs are attested: Eng titter (Pfeifer III 1989: 2039). ON titra II (Pfeifer
III 1989: 2039) "beben, zittern, zwinken", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc
*tit(t)rjanan (Pfeifer III 1989: 2039) "zittern". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear.
It appears to be an onomatopoeic or intensive reduplicating present formation, deriving
ultimately from the IE *drã- (Pfeifer III 1989: 2039), extension of IE J*der()_ (Pfeifer III
1989: 2039) "laufen, treten, trippeln", from which base the following may also be derived: Skt
daridrãi reduplicating present (Pfeifer III 1989: 2039) "läufi hin und her, schweift herum, ist
arm"; Skt drati (Pfeifer III 1989: 2039) "läuft, eilt"; Greek &1to-5t6pKw reduplicating present
(Pfeifer III 1989: 2039) "ich laufe weg, entlaufe, entrinne"; Greek pcgóç (Pfeifer 1111989:
2039) "das Ausreil3en, Flucht". The IE parallels given above provide sufficient evidence to
point to a pre-Gmc origin for this verb.
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ziugan "zustande bringen" (Pfeifer III 1989: 2022). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG ziug (Kluge 1989: 810) "Stoff, Ausrustung,
Gerat". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizi-wãën "verwehen, zerwehen, zerstreuen" (Raven I 1963: 247). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-weiben "zerstreuen, ausstreuen, zerhauen, versprengen, verteilen" (Raven I 1963: 251). No
cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG weibOn II (Starck and Wells 1990: 705) "schwanken,
wellen, herabgleiten". Therefore an OHG prefix formation (with change of class to class I).
zi-zanihhOn "zerfleischen" (Raven II 1967: 192). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation (with variation of medial g / hh).
zi-zimbarOn "das Erbaute auseinandernehmen, zerstören" (Starck and Wells 1990: 763). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-zuckOn, zi-zockOn "berauben, plundem" (Raven 111967: 197). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-zurnen zir-zurnen "disputieren, leidenschaftlich hin und her reden beim schmausen" (Starck
and Wells 1990: 773). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zi-zthon zir-zEiOn "(von der Kleidung) frei herabwallen, (vom Mieder oder der Brustbinde)
losgurten, zugrunde richten, losmachen, zerstören" (Raven 111967: 198). No cognate verbs are
attested. MEngi tO-touse (Pfeifr III 1989: 2008) "zerzausen". Therefore a WGmc prefix
formation.
zogOn, zoggon "annehmen, sich auswhlen, schwanken, entziehen" (Raven II 1967: 196). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. togia II (Seebold 1970: 504) "gewaltsam ziehen";
OE togian II (Seebold 1970: 504) "to draw, drag"; ON toga II (Seebold 1970: 504) "ziehen,
reil3en", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *tugjanan (Seebold 1970: 504) class II
frequentative / continuative deverbative formation from strong verb *teuhanan (Seebold 1970:
503) "ziehen" (see under zucken). Therefore a NWGmc frequentative / continuative
deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: danazohen "ziehen machen, treiben, locken" (Raven I 1963: 279). No cognate verbs are attested.
This verb is probably best regarded as a class I deverbative from earlier *tuhan (Seebold
1970: 504) a class III durative deverbative from the strong verb *teuhanan (Seebold 1970: 503)
"ziehen" (see under zucken). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
zorfien "hell machen, erhellen" (Raven I 1963: 279). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG zorfi (Starck and Wells 1990: 768) "hell,
hervorstechend, glnzend". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zorcalUn "hinschwinden, krank darnieder liegen" (Raven 111967: 197). No cognate verbs are
attested. Etymology unclear.
zorn on "Uber etwas aufgeregt, entrtistet oder zornig sein, daran zweifeln". No cognate verbs are
attested. For nominal base see under zurnen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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zotaren, zataren "(vom Haare) herabhangen, zotteliges Haar haben" (Raven I 1963: 279). No
cognate verbs are attested. Continuative / frequentative deverbative formed with r-extension
from OHG *zotãn, *zatãn extant in MHG zoten (Lexer III 1878: 1154) "in Zotten
niederhangen" (see under "zotãn). Therefore an 0MG frequentative / continuative deverbative
(formed with r-extension).
*zotãn, *zatãs, "in Zotten niederhangen". MHG _-oten (Lexer III 1878: 1154) "in Zotten
niederhangen". cf. OHG zotaren, zataren I (Raven I 1963: 279) "(vom Haare) herabhangen,
zotteliges Haar haben". No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG zata, zota, zato (Kiuge 1989: 816) "Mälme, Zotte, zottiges Haar, zusammen
herabhngende Haare Fäden oder Wolle". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
*zottãn "zottein". No cognate verbs are attested. The etymology of this verb is complex. It is
probably best regarded as an intensive deverbative, formed with intensive gemination, from the
OHG weak verb*zotãn which verb is attested in MHG zoten (Pokorny 11959: 178) "in Zotten
niederhangen, langsam gehen". Compare the following verbs which are loosely related to this
verb: NHG zotteln (Pfeifer III 1989: 2043) "in Fetzen hangen, mit schmutzigen,
herunterhangenden Kleidern gehen, langsarn, nachiassig, ohne Ziel daherschlendern"; MLG
toddelen (Pfeifer III 1989: 2043) "in Zotten, in einzelnen Teilen herabfallen"; Engl tottle,
toddle, totter (Kiuge 1989: 816). EastFs todden (Pokomy 11959: 178) "ziehen, schieppen".
Therefore an ORG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: nãl,zoubarãn "zaubern, Zauberei treiben, bezaubem" (Raven II 1967: 197). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zoubar (Starck and Wells
1990: 768) "Behexung, Gaukelei, Zauberei". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,firzougen "zeigen, zum Vorschein bringen" (Raven 11963: 279). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS tagian (Schade II 1882: 1297) "erzeigen, beweisen". These verbs probably
represent a WGmc merged compound of earlier prefix form which can be seen in Gothic ataug/an (Lehmann 1986: 48) "to show", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *at_auganan "to
show, reveal, bring before the eyes". This WGmc merger is possibly due to a confused
boundary division between the prefix and the verb. This is probably on analogy with forms
deriving from the Gmc J*teih-, *taih- "zeigen, weisen", for example: OHG zeigãn (Pokomy I
1956: 188) "zeigen"; 0MG :1/ian st vb (Pokorny 11956: 188) "anschuldigen"; OF tëi.n st vb
(Pokorny 11956: 188) "anzeigen, verkundigen"; Gothic ga-teihan st vb (Pokorny 11956: 188)
"anzeigen, verktindigen"; Gothic taikns (Pokorny 11956: 189) "Zeichen, Wunder"; ON teikna
(Pokomy 11956: 189) "zeigen, bedeuten, bezeichnen". Therefore a Gmc prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: duruhzowen, zouwen, zewen "Eisen schmieden, bearbeiten, machen, verfertigen, frben" (Raven
1963: 333). cf. OHG zawën, zowën III (Kluge 1989: 806). The following cognate verbs are
attested: MLG, MDu. touwen (Lehmann 1986: 342) "zurichten"; OS tãgian I (Kluge 1989:
806). ON tceja I (Kluge 1989: 806) "helfen"; Run. tawido 1st sg. pret. (Lehmann 1986: 342) "I
did, made"; Gothic taujan I (Lehmann 1986: 342) "to do, make", which allows us to reconstruct
a Gmc *tp.vanan "to do, make". cf. OE twian II, originally class I? Lengthening of 'a'
secondary? (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 338) "to prepare, make ready, make; till, cultivate;
harass, afflict, insult". The further etymology of this verb is unclear.
zugidan "nähren, ernahren" (Raven II 1967: 197). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG *zugida attested in follazugida (Starck and
Wells 1990: 169) "Untersttitzung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
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zugil-brehhon "Zugel zerreiBen" (Raven 111967: 197). No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG
zugil (Starck and Wells 1990: 769) "Zugel"; OHG brehhon II "brechen". Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zu/sten "aufziehen, zuchten" (Raven I 1963: 280). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG :uht (Starck and Wells 1990: 769) "Zucht,
Nahrung, Nachkommenschaft". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizuhtig'z "Junge saugen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 770). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zuhtig (Starck and Wells 1990: 769)
"saugend, sittsam". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zuhtãn "zuchten, nahren, (auf Purpurkissen) sich hegen lassen" (Raven II 1967: 197). No
cognate verbs are attested. For nominal base see under zu/sten. Therefore an OHG denominative
verb.
zucken, zuhhen "an sich reii3en, sich bemachtigen, zucken, rauben, zucken, fiihren, ergreifen,
raffen, gewaitsam wegziehen oder entreiBen" (Raven 11963: 280). cf. OHG zog(g)an II (Raven
111967: 196). cf. OHG zockãn, zuhhön, zuhhãn II (Raven 111967: 196, 197). The following
cognate verbs are attested: MLG, MDu tucken (Kiuge 1989: 817) "zucken"; OFs. tetzia
(Seebold 1970: 504) "sich zueignen"; OFs. und-tetzia (Seebold 1970: 504) "entreillen", which
allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *tukkjan intensive gemination (Seebold 1970: 504) "zUcken",
zero-grade intensive deverbative from strong verb *teuhanan (Seebold 1970: 503) "ziehen".
This strong verb is attested in the following: OHG ziohan st vb (Seebold 1970: 504) "ziehen,
ernahren"; OS tiohan st vb (Seebold 1970: 504) "ziehen, erziehen"; OFs. na st vb (Seebold
1970: 503) "ziehen, auflommen fir, sich wenden an"; OE tãn St vb (Seebold 1970: 503) "to
pull, tug, draw, drag, row (boat); draw together; withdraw, take; entice, allure, induce, lead,
bring; bring up, educate; bring td, attract; arrogate; bring forth, produce; restrain; betake oneself
to, roam"; ON togenn st. vb pret. part. (Seebold 1970: 503) "gezogen"; Gothic tiuhan St vb
(Seebold 1970: 503) "ziehen, wegtlihren". Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-,fir-,fora-, gi-, ir-, iif, i7z-gi-, widarzuckãn, zockön, zuhhãn "rauben, rupfen, an sich reillen, fortreil3en, sich zusammenziehen,
wanken, wegstehlen, plundem, zerren, raffen, erraffen, [drangen], em Jammergeschrei erheben,
runzelig oder traurig" (Raven II 1967: 197). No cognate verbs are attested, which allows us to
reconstruct a *tukkojan intensive gemination (Seebold 1970: 504) "raffen, plundem", intensive
formation from strong verb *teuhanan (Seebold 1970: 503) "ziehen" (see under zucken).
Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ana-, gi-, ir-, zi-, zisamene-gi-, zizumften "passend ausstaffieren" (Raven 11963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG zumfi (Starck and Wells 1990: 770) "Vertrag".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizund&z "brennen, entbrennen, funkeln, gluhen" (Raven 111967: 277). cf. OHG zunten I (Raven
I 1963: 281). No cognate verbs are attested, which allows us to reconstruct a *tundan
(Seebold 1970: 502), zero grade class III durative deverbative from strong verb *tenbnanan
(Seebold 1970: 502) "breimen" (see under zunten). Therefore an OHG deverbative formation.
zilnen "(ver)zäunen, zaunartig flechten, umgeben" (Raven I 1963: 281). The following cognate
verbs are attested: OE tjinan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 353) "to hedge in, fence, enclose,
shut", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *tUn/an "to enclose (with a fence or protective
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defence)". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG ziin (Kluge 1989: 806)
"Zaun"; OS ut7n (Kluge 1989: 806) "Zaun"; OFs. tan (Kluge 1989: 806) "Zaun"; OE tan (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 350) "enclosure, garden, field, yard; farm, manor; homestead, dwelling,
house, mansion; group of houses, village, town"; ON tan (Kluge 1989: 806) "Eingehegter
Grasplatz vor dem Hause; Hofplatz; Stadt", which allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *tiinaz
(Kluge 1989: 806) "Zaun". Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi-,fir-, 11:1-, umbi-bi-, untar-, zisamenezunten "in Brand setzen, entzunden" (Raven 11963: 281). cf. OHG zundën III (Raven 111967:
277). No cognate verbs are attested. We can reconstruct a possible earlier form *tunóejan
(Seebold 1970: 502) "zunden, entflammen", causative deverbative from the zero-grade of
strong verb *renJanan (Seebold 1970: 502) "brennen". This strong verb is attested in the
following: MHG zinde, zinne St. vb ilbertragene Bedeutung (Seebold 1970: 502) "ich
entbrenne"; OE tinneó st. vb Ubertragene Bedeutung (Seebold 1970: 502) "entbrennt".
Therefore an OHG causative deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi-, intzuo-ambahten "verwalten, bedienen" (Raven I 1963: 2). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-auhhãn "hinzuffigen, weiter oder kunftig antun" (Raven 111967: 11). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-betön "anbeten, verehren, erflehen" (Raven II 1967: 16). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-bi-meinen "zuschreiben" (Raven 11963: 126). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-bouhnen, zuo-bouhhanen "zustimmen" (Raven 11963: 12). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-brennen "ringsum anbrennen oder versengen, hart mitgenommen oder verletzt werden"
(Starck and Wells 1990: 76). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zuo-bringen "herbeibringen, treiben, fuhren, herzuflthren, hetzen, jagen, vertreiben" (Raven I
1963: 19). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-denken "zudenken" (Raven I 1963: 27). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zuo-dingen "etwas (gerichtlich) durchsetzen, Gericht halten, eine Entscheidung herbeifithren,
suchen, hoffen, danach streben" (Raven 11963: 29). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-fesrinan "befestigen" (Raven II 1967: 41). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-fleiscon "zerfleischen, mit Haken zur Folter den Korper zerreil3en" (Raven II 1967: 45). cf.
OHGfleisken I (Starck and Wells 1990: 163). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation (with change to class II).
zuo-fuogen "hinzufiigen" (Raven 11963: 47). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
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zuo-fuoren "zufuhren, erschUttern, beunruhigen, herbeilocken" (Raven I 1963: 51). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE to-feran I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 344) "to go in
different directions, separate, disperse; deal out, distribute". Therefore a WGmc prefix
formation.
zuo-gi-au/:hon "zusetzen" (Raven II 1967: 11). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-felgen "mit der Hand ergreifen, zu eigen geben, verkaufen, hingeben" (Raven I 1963:
36). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-fesfin an "befestigen" (Raven 111967: 41). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-fuogen "hineinfligen, anfUgen, zufligen, anschliel3en, verbinden, vereinigen" (Raven I
1963: 47). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-halan "annehmen" (Raven II 1967: 61). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-heflen "an etwas anfugen oder anlegen, anlehnen, eng anschliel3en, nahebringen,

hinzufiigen, hinsteuem oder anlaufen von Schiffen" (Raven I 1963: 65). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-hengen "beistimmen, bejahen" (Raven I 1963: 69). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-knupfen "zusammenknupfen, -fugen, verbinden, vereinigen, anknUpfen, anbinden"
(Raven 11963: 94). No cognate yerbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-knussen "(minderwertige Gedanken gegen Christum) anschlagen" (Raven 11963: 309).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-leiten "mieten, dingen, zusammenffihren, heran-, herbeiflthren oder -ziehen" (Raven I
1963: 105). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-lenten "entziehen, vorenthalten, heimlich entfernen, unten wegziehen, erwagen" (Raven
11963: 107). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-1nen "zusammenleimen" (Raven 11963: 111). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-losen "rollen oder zwinkern der Augen" (Raven I 1963: 116). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-(Jz)lacàz "rollen oder zwinkern (der Augen)" (Raven 111967: 240). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-inahhan "uberweisen, beimessen, anknUpfen, hinstreben" (Raven 11 1967: 97). No

cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-meinen "zuschreiben" (Raven 11963: 126). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an

OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-neizzen "zertrümmen, zerrütten, antun" (Raven I 1963: 137). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHO prefix formation.
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zuo-gi-reihhãn "aufstellen" (Raven II 1967: 119). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-reichen "erreichen, (hin)gelangen" (Raven I 1963: 149). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-samanan "zu-, beigesellen" (Raven II 1967: 127). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-siuwen "annähen" (Raven I 1963: 321). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi.-scricken "sich beeilen" (Raven 11963: 185). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-steden "anlegen" (Raven 11963: 323). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zuo-gi-suohhen "erwerben" (Raven I 1963: 217). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-welzen "(vor)wälzen" (Raven I 1963: 255). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-wunsken "durch Adoption annehmen, an Kindesstatt annehmen, adoptieren" (Raven I
1963: 268). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-gi-zispilan "zuflustern" (Starck and Wells 1990: 766). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formaton.
zuo-haftäi "anhaften, anhangen, fest zusammenhaften, hinzufiigen" (Raven 111967: 224). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-haldëii "anlehnen, hinneigen, geneigt" (Raven 111967: 225). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-halön "herbeirufen" (Raven 111967: 61). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zuo-heften "unten anknupfen, anbinden, unterbinden, verbinden, vereinigen, hinzufiigen"
(Raven 11963: 66). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-hengen "erwägen" (Raven I 1963: 69). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zuo-ilen "nach etwas trachten, zu etwas hinstreben, hineinstQrzen, auf etwas losstUrzen oder
stürmen, rennen, stUrzen, beschleunigen, (sich) beeilen, eilen" (Raven I 1963: 80). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-ir-fullen "noch dazu anfullen" (Raven 11963: 46). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore
an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-ir-weiãn "(Mädchen) geil anlocken" (Raven II 1967: 179). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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zuo-këren "anfugen, anschliel3en, heran-, nahebringen, wenden, kehren, hinwenden, -lenken"
(Raven 11963: 90). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-klebën "(am Weibe) hangen, sich zur Verfiigung stellen, anhaften, ankleben" (Raven II
1967: 231). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE to-c1flan II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 343) "to cleave to, adhere, stick to". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zuo-kunden "ankundigeri, verkundigen, berichten" (Raven 1 1963: 99). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-ladãn "annehmen, herbeirufen" (Raven II 1967: 85). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-(h)lahhã'z "(+dat. pers.) zulächeln" (Raven 111967: 232). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-leggen "zulegen, etwas an etwas anlegen bzw. -halten, umlegen" (Raven I 1963: 312). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: (dara-), (hera-).
zuo-Ieiten "zuleiten, hinzufiihren, hinleiten" (Raven 11963: 106). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-(h)lini "sich anklammern an, festhalten an, sich lehnen an" (Raven II 1967: 238). No
cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-(h)1osz "aufmerksam anhoren, (vom Ohr) aufinerken, achtgeben, horchen, auf-,
zuhorchen" (Raven II 1967: 238). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zuo-(h)1iitaren "begeistern, aufmerksam sein" (Raven 1 1963: 121). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-manôn "ermahnen" (Raven 111967: 99). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG
prefix formation.
zuo-merken "begrenzen, geradeaus richten" (Raven 11963: 128). The following cognate verbs
are attested: OE tã-mearcian I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 345) "to distinguish, describe, note
down, enrol". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zuo-nãhen "näher-, herankommen, durchsetzen, voliziehen, vom Fleck eilen, eilen, sich beeilen,
sich tummeln, beschleunigen, lagern, belagem" (Raven 1 1963: 135). The following cognate
verbs are attested:None. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-rahhãn "zusprechen, zueignen" (Raven II 1967: 116). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-rucken "vorrUcken, vorschreiten, vorwartsschreiten" (Raven 1 1963: 161). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-riinãn "zuflüstern, (liii Ohr) flUstern, hören" (Raven II 1967: 123). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
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zuo-sezzen "zusetzen" (Raven I 1963: 176). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE
tö-settan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 346) "to dispose". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zuo-spilãn "mit jemandem sein Spiel treiben" (Raven II 1967: 142). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-spirdaren "sich anstrengen oder bemuhen" (Raven I 1963: 196). No cognate verbs are
attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-s!eden "landen, anlegen" (Raven I 1963: 323). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-suohhen "nachfragen" (Raven 1 1963: 217). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-trahtön "betrachten, trachten". No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix
formation.
zuo-wart'i "achten auf, hinabschauen, uberblicken, betrachten, (einen Platz)einnehmen"
(Raven 111967: 271). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-welzen "(vor) wälzen" (Raven I 1963: 255). No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an
OHG prefix formation.
zuo-wenlen "hinwenden" (Starck and Wells 1990: 710). The following cognate verbs are
attested: OS tö-wendian I (Starck and Wells 1990: 710) "hinwenden"; OE tã-wendan I (Clark
Hall and Meritt 1969: 347) "to overthrow, subvert, destroy". Therefore a WGmc prefix
formation.
zuo-(h)werben "(von Schiffen) seitwth-ts steuern, aufachten oder wahrnehmen" (Raven I 1963:
259). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE to-hwyrfan I (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969:
345) "to overturn". Therefore a WGmc prefix formation.
zuo-wunsken "an Kindesstatt annehmen" (Raven I 1963: 269). No cognate verbs are attested.
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-zeihhanen "zuschreiben, bestimmt zuweisen, beimessen" (Raven 11963: 273). No cognate
verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zuo-zeckn "(in Scherz oder Spiel) verwandein, sich spielend befassen" (Raven 111967: 195).
No cognate verbs are attested. Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zurheilâz "gebrechlich (werden)" (Starck and Wells 1990: 772). No cognate verbs are attested.
The verb is derived from the following nominal base: This must be derived from a nominal
source as zur- is a nominal prefix and the equivalent of the verbal prefix zir-. Although no such
nominal source is attested, an OHG adjective *zurheili "gebrechlich" can be attested on this
evidence. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zurheilãn "gebrechlich werden" (Raven II 1967: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under zurheikn. Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zurlustison "ekeln, Ubelkeit oder Ekel empfinden" (Raven 111967: 198). No cognate verbs are
attested. For nominal base see under zurlustãn. Therefore an OHG denominative verb (formed
with s-extension).
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zurluston "Widerwillen haben, Uberdru3 haben, kleinniutig sein, sich gegen etwas sträuben"
(Raven 111967: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following
nominal base: OHG zurlust (Starck and Wells 1990: 773) "UberdruB, Verdrossenheit".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zurnen "zürnen uber, sich erzUrnen, zornig oder bose sein auf bzw. Uber etwas, die Zahne
knirschen" (Raven 11963: 282). cf. OHG :ornön II (Raven 111967: 197). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zorn (Starck and Wells
1990: 768) "Zorn, Eifer, Entrustung". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: ir-, zi(r).
zurwanen "verzweifeln, nicht zuruckerwarten" (Raven I 1963: 282). No cognate verbs are
attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zurwani (Starck and Wells
1990: 773) "argwohnisch". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zusken "brennen" (Raven 1 1963: 282). No cognate verbs are attested, which allows us to
reconstruct a *tuskjan "brennen". The derivational pattern of this verb is unclear. It is best
regarded as an ablaut zero-grade 'sk-present' verb, deriving ultimately from IE I*dth, *dou,
*du- (Pokorny 11956: 179) "brennen; verletzen, qualen, vernichten, feindselig", from which
base the following may also be derived: ON tjón (Pokomy 11956: 180) "Schaden, Unrecht,
Verhohnung"; Lith. dziáuti (Pokorny I 1956: 180) "zum Trocknen hinlegen"; Oft. dóin
(Pokorny 11956: 180) "senge, brenne"; Welsh cynneu (Pokorny 11956: 180) "anzunden"; Latin
duellum, bellum unclear suffix (Pokorny 11956: 180) "Krieg"; Alb dhune (Pokorny 11956:
180) "Leid, Schmerz, Gewalt, uble Tat; Schmach, Beleidigung"; Greek &tho (Pokorny 11956:
180) "ich zUnde an"; Greek öiv&o (Pokomy 11956: 180) "ich verursache Schmerz, betrube";
Arm erkn (Pokorny 11956: 180) "Geburtswehen"; Skt dunoti (Pokorny 11956: 179) "brennt,
qualt". Despite the archaic nature of 'sk-present' formations, there are no other attested 'skpresent' verbs from the root *di, either in the other Gmc languages or in the [E group as a
whole. The verb must therefore be a post-Gmc innovation and cannot be regarded as primary.
Instead, it may possibly represent a zero-grade deverbative formed with the 'sk-present' suffix.
Therefore an OHG verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: bi*zziiön "zausen". The following cognate verbs are attested: OFs. tilsen (Kluge 1989: 806)
"zausen"; Middle Engi. tö-touse (Pfeifer III 1989: 2008) "zerzausen", which allows us to
reconstruct a WGmc *tUsjan "zausen". The etymology of this verb is unclear. It probably
derives from a Gmc complex represented by the following: Norw. (dial.) tosa (Pokorny 11959:
178) "zerfasem, zupfen; pfuschen, langsam arbeiten"; Norw. (dial.) tossa (Pokorny 11959: 178)
"streuen, ausbreiten"; MLG tösen (Pokorny I 1959: 178) "reil3en, zerren, zausen"; Norw. tasma
(Pokorny 11959: 178) "langsam arbeiten"; Norw. taspa (Pokorny 11959: 178) "langsam und
schleppend gehen"; MHG :aspen (Pokorny 11959: 178) "scharren, schleppend gehen"; Dan.
taesa (Pokorny 11959: 178) "entwirren, auffasern, aufzupfen"; MHG zUse (Pokomy 11959:
178) "Gestrupp". Therefore a WGmc verb, the derivational pattern of which is unclear.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: zirzwangUn "quälen, kneifen, kneipen" (Raven II 1967: 198). No cognate verbs are attested. For
nominal base see under zwengen. Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zwehãn, zweãn "zweifeln, schwanken, unentschieden sein" (Raven 111967: 198). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OE tw5on II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 351) "to doubt, hesitate",
which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *1wehjan "to doubt, hesitate, be uncertain". The verb
is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zweho, zweo (Starck and Wells 1990: 773)
"Zweifel, Zweideutigkeit"; OE twão (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 351) "doubt, ambiguity",
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which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *twehö "doubt, uncertainty". Therefore a WGmc
denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizweiãn "sich entzweien" (Raven II 1967: 199). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is
derived from the following nominal base: OHG :wei cardinal num neut (Kiuge 1989: 820)
"zwei". Therefore an OHG deadjectival verb.
zweckon "sich entzweien, rupfen, zupfen" (Raven 111967: 199). cf. OHG zwicken I (Raven I
1963: 283). The following cognate verbs are attested: OE twiccian II (Clark Hall and Meritt
1969: 352) "to pluck, gather; catch hold of", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc *twikk7jan
intensive gemination and devoicing "to pick, pluck", intensive deverbative from a verb similiar
to that attested in OHG zwigön (Raven 111967: 200) "pflucken, rupfen, abweiden, entzweien".
Therefore a WGmc intensive deverbative.
zwengen "zupfen, kneifen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 774). cf. ORG zwangôn II (Raven 111967:
198). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived from the following nominal base: ORG
zwanga (Starck and Wells 1990: 773) "Zange". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zwg"alen "ungewil3 oderr zweifelhaft machen (+acc. pers.)" (Raven 11963: 283). The following
cognate verbs are attested: OS iwfflian I (Kluge 1989: 820) "zweifeln"; Gothic twefljan I
(Kiuge 1989: 820) "to cause to doubt", which allows us to reconstruct a Gmc *twlj/anan "to
cause to doubt, make doubtful". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG
zwival (Starck and Wells 1990: 776) "Zweifel"; MLG, MDu twii'el (Kiuge 1989: 820)
"Zweifel"; OFs. twu1 (Lehmann 1986: 351) "Zweifel"; Gothic twefls (Kluge 1989: 820)
"doubt", which allows us to reconstruct a Grnc *twfflaz (Kiuge 1989: 820) "Zweifel". Therefore
a Gmc denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb:firzwffa1-kaan "doppelsinnig oder zweideutig reden; fan ambiguis" (Raven II 1967: 200). No
cognate verbs are attested.
cf. OHG zwival (Kluge 1989: 820) "Zweifel". cf. OHG kãsön (Starck and Wells 1990: 342)
"sich besprechen, reden, aussagen". Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zw'alãn "zweifeln, anzweifeln, rnil3trauen, kein Zutrauen zu etwas haben, Bedenken tragen, im
Urteil wanken, ungleich sein" (Raven 111967: 199). The following cognate verbs are attested:
OS tw7ian II (Holthausen 1967: 76) "zweifeln", which allows us to reconstruct a WGmc
*g-w'(a)lcjan "to doubt, be doubtful". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: (see
under zwIalen). Therefore a WGmc denominative verb.
zwfalton "vermehren, verdoppeln, urn das Doppelte vergrol3ern" (Raven 11 1967: 199). The
following cognate verbs are attested: OE twfeald(i)an I, II (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 352)
"to double", which allows us to reconstruct a WGrnc *fljifa1ôjan "to increase twofold,
double". The verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zwfa1t (Starck and Wells
1990: 774) "doppelt, zweifach, zweiseitig"; OE twfeald (Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 352)
"two-fold, double, ambiguous"; ON lv(faldr (Lehmann 1986: 351) "twofold, double", which
allows us to reconstruct a NWGmc *tw(/alôaz "twofold, double". Therefore a WGrnc
deadjectival verb.
zwigãn "entzweien, zugrunde richten, weiden, (bis an die Graswurzeln) abweiden oder
abfressen, pflucken" (Raven 111967: 200). No cognate verbs are attested. The verb is derived
from the following nominal base: OHG *zwig "Zweig", can be reconstructed from OE twig
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(Clark Hall and Meritt 1969: 352) "twig, branch, shoot, small tree". cf. OHG zwig (Pfeifer III
1989: 2051) "Zweig". Therefore an OHG denominative verb. (Note: If the WGmc verb
*rwikfc4an is an intensive deverbative from it (see under zø'eckön), then this verb has to be a
WGmc formation - and we have to assume that potential cognates have not survived in the other
WGmc languages. However, as it is not fully certain whether *twikkojan is indeed an intensive
deverbaive from this verb or another source, this verb is probably best left classified as an OHG
denominative).
Prefix formations derived from this verb: itzwicken "zwicken, zupfen" (Raven 11963: 283). No cognate verbs are attested, which allows us
to reconstruct a *1-wikkjan intensive gemination and devoicing "to pick, pluck" (see under
zweckön). Therefore an OHG intensive deverbative.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gizwiOn "abrupfen, abfressen" (Starck and Wells 1990: 775). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: OHG zwi (Starck and Wells 1990: 774)
"Zweig". Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
zwirnEn "zusammendrehen, zwirnen" (Kiuge 1989: 822). No cognate verbs are attested. The
verb is derived from the following nominal base: MI-IG zwirn (Kiuge 1989: 822) "Zwirn".
Therefore an OHG denominative verb.
Prefix formations derived from this verb: gi*zwiro_gi_hiwen, zwiro-gi-hiwit- "zwiefach verheiratet" (Raven 11963: 283). No cognate verbs
are attested. cf. OHG zwiro (Starck and Wells 1990: 775) "zweimal". cf. OHG hiwen (Starck
and Wells 1990: 279) "heiraten". Therefore an OHG prefix formation (occuring only in preterite
participle form).

zwiror-gi-farawen "zweirnal frben, -benetzen, -bestreichen, eintauchen" (Raven I 1963: 37).
No cognate verbs are attested. cf. OHG zwiro (Starck and Wells 1990: 775) "zweimal".
Therefore an OHG prefix formation.
zwizzirãn "piepen, zwitschern, ertönen" (Raven 111967: 200). The following cognate verbs are
attested: ME lwiteren (Kluge 1989: 822) "to twitter"; Mod EngI to twitter. We can therefore
reconstruct a WGmc *twit(t)irjan intensive gemination? "to twitter". Further etymology
unclear. Probably an expressive, onomatapoeic verb, of imitative origin.

3.3. Summary
Now that the data have been presented and an etymological profile been
established for each individual verb, it is possible to further analyse the OHG
weak verbs on the basis of their stratum (or relative age), conjugational class
and derivational pattern. This analysis constitutes the next chapter, Chapter
Four.
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ANALYSIS

4.

4.1. Preliminary
In the previous chapter the OHG weak verbs were presented and an
etymological profile established which defined the relative age and pattern of
derivation of each individual ve.b. It is now possible to analyse further the OHG
weak verbs on the basis of these results. This will be achieved by categorising
the OHG weak verbs according to their stratum (or relative age), conjugational
class and derivational pattern. Accordingly, this will allow us to draw
conclusions about the growth of the weak verbs as a class. It may indicate which
class or classes emerged first and which was most productive at what period. It
may also point to possible connections between the derivational pattern of a
given weak verb and the conjugational class to which it is assigned. Following
on from this, it may therefore be possible to indicate significant roles played by
the derivational pattern of a given weak verb in determining the conjugational
class to which it is assigned.
The argument will be recalled that it is possible to reveal the relative age
of a verb from the presence or absence of cognate verbs (see 2.3.). On this
principle the verbs are assigned firstly to one of five strata: OHG, WGmc,
NWGmc, Gmc, or pre-Gmc (Indo-European).
Those verbs which have been shown to belong to the four younger strata,
namely OHG, WGmc, NWGmc and Gmc, are then further classified according
to their method of derivation (or what in 2.4. has been termed "derivational
profile"). This is not possible, however, for the oldest stratum, TB, as a
derivational base cannot always be reconstructed. As detailed in Chapter Two,
the derivational profile comprises the following categories: verbs derived from a
verb base (deverbatives); verbs derived from an adjective base (deadjectives);
verbs derived from a substantive base (denominatives); verbs derived by means
of a prefixed element (prefix formations); and verbs borrowed from another
language (loan verbs). In a number of cases, however, it has proved impossible
to assign a verb to one of these derivational categories, and these verbs are
classified under the section heading "Derivational Pattern Unclear". For a
complete list of those verbs which have been classed as derivational pattern
unclear, the reader is asked to refer to Appendix 1.
There are also a number of instances where there are no morphologically
related forms attested either in OHO, the related Gmc languages or in the lB
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language group as a whole. This means that it is impossible to trace an
etymology for such a verb - or at least to propose any convincing etymology.
These verbs are listed in Appendix 2.
In addition to being classified according to their derivational profile, the
verbs have also been divided on the basis of their conjugational class, i.e.
whether they belong to conjugational class I, II or III.
Finally, morphological and semantic factors involved in a particular
derivational process are examined, where they are considered to be of relevance
or importance to such a process. In this respect we can indicate key roles which
these factors play in the derivational process. We can also point to possible
connections between such morphological and semantic factors and
conjugational class.
Before beginning the analysis proper, a word should be said about the
chronological order in which the five historical strata will shortly be presented.
Having read through the previous chapter, the reader will be aware that the
etymological reconstructions comprising the data have begun with the OHG
period, which represents the most recent stratum chronologically. This is
because OHG is the only period for which historically attested forms are extant.
Comparison with cognate forms attested in the related languages thus allows us
to work backwards so as to arrive at a reconstructed proto-form dating from one
of the chronologically older strata (the methods of this historical reconstruction
are outlined in more detail in Chapter Two). However, this chapter will present
the data in the reverse chronological progression, i.e. it will begin with the
oldest stratum and progress forwards to the youngest stratum. An analysis of the
data which begins with the oldest historical stratum and work forwards
chronologically has been chosen, as this will enable us to trace more clearly the
origin and development of certain key trends. It may enable us to establish
formal semantic oppositions which become significant for later analogical
processes. I will now illustrate what I mean by this by taking a pertinent
example: an examination of sections 4.4.2.3. and 4.5.2.3. will show that the
majority of class III deadjectival formations belonging to the Gmc and NWGmc
strata exist in a stative semantic relation to their derivational base. However, a
similar examination of section 4.6.2.3. will reveal that in the following WGmc
stratum class III not only contains stative deadjectives but also a large number
of inchoative ones. The phenomenon whereby certain class III deadjectival
formations adopt an inchoative semantic function can therefore clearly be seen
as a development which characterizes the WGmc period.
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Finally, before individually examining each historical stratum in detail it
will be advantageous to give the reader an overall picture showing the entire
diachronic development of the OHG weak verbs from their origins in the
pre-Gmc stratum through to their historical attestations in the OHG period. Such
an overview will consequently allow the reader to see the percentage of weak
verbs attested in one historical stratum in relation to each of the other strata and
thus chart chronologically the overall pattern of growth of the OHG weak verbs.
This overview comprises the next section of this chapter.

4.2. General Overview
The data contain a total of 4685 OHG weak verbs. This figure includes 81 verbs
which have been reconstructed as OHG verbs. These are not actually attested as
such, but may be assumed to have existed in OHG on the principles laid out in
2.2. This total can be divided into the five strata outlined in 4.1. above: The
OHG stratum comprises 3312 verbs (70.69% of the total); the WGmc stratum
contains 826 verbs (17.63%); the NWGmc stratum 209 verbs (4.46%); the Gmc
stratum 238 verbs (5.08%) and the pre-Gmc or Indo-European stratum 100
verbs (2.13%). The pie cha# shown in Figure 1 illustrates the percentage of new
weak verb formations in each stratum:
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Figure 1: OHG Weak Verbs - Formation distribution across the strata.

If prefix formations are ignored (since these are modifications of verbs already
extant, it is not significant whether they derive from strong or weak verbs) the
data yield the following results: Out of a total of 2054 unprefixed OHG weak
verbs, 1224 (59.59% of all OHG unprefixed weak verbs) belong to the OHG
stratum, 369 (17.96% of all OHG unprefixed weak verbs) belong to the WGmc
stratum, 209 (10.18% of all OHG unprefixed weak verbs) belong to the
NWGmc stratum, 152 (7.4% of all OHG unprefixed weak verbs) belong to the
Gmc stratum, 100 (4.87% of all OHG unprefixed weak verbs) belong to the
pre-Gmc, lB stratum.
The above figures allow us to draw a number of important conclusions
concerning the general, overall development and growth pattern of the OHG
weak verbs across the historical strata.
The pre-Gmc or TB stratum represents the oldest stratum to which
reconstructed weak verbs can be assigned. This stratum comprises primary
verbs, that is verbs which cannot be shown to be derivations formed in any of
the respective historical Gmc strata and which correspond to related verbs in
certain of the other IE languages outside the Gmc group - It should be noted
here, however, that although the verbs themselves may be pre-Gmc, their
adoption of the dental preterite must be considered an early Gmc, and not
pre-Gmc development, since the dental preterite itself is confined to Gmc. The
pre-Gmc or IE stratum represents the smallest of the five strata containing, as
we have already seen, 100 verbs (2.13% of all OHG weak verbs). Although
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small, this stratum is, however, extremely important to our research as it
contains a core group of weak verbs which represent the first verbs to take the
weak inflection. This figure of 100 weak verbs whose origin is pre-Gmc is
relatively low if we compare it with corresponding figures for the strong verbs.
The majority of strong verbs are semantically very basic', possessing a primary
status with clear JE parallels2 . Indeed, according to Keller approximately 330
strong verbs (this figure includes forms found only fragmentarily or dialectally)
were extant in Gmc3 , and if we bear in mind that the vast majority of these Gmc
strong verbs have pre-Gmc, lB origins we can easily see how the strong verbs
outnumber their weak counterparts at this period. In summary then, the weak
verbs can be seen to have originated in a relatively small group which, at this
time, represented a fairly minor and unimportant verbal inflection.
The pre-Gmc stratum was followed by the Gmc period which, as the
above figure of 238 (152 if prefix formations are ignored) weak verbs which can
be reconstructed for this stratum shows, witnessed a significant increase in the
number of new weak verbs created.
The NWGmc period represents the next historical stratum. As can be
seen from the above figure of 209 weak verbs dating back to this stratum,
NWGmc also witnesses a significant number of new weak verb formations.
Indeed, if it is borne in mind that the NWGmc period represents a far shorter
period chronologically than the earlier Gmc period (see 2.3.), then the weak
verbs can be seen to have increased significantly in productivity during the
NWGmc era.
Following the NWGmc stratum is the WGmc period. The above figures
show that 826 (369 if prefix formations are ignored) weak verbs were formed
during this period. This clearly indicates that, in comparison with the previous
NWGmc period, the weak verbs underwent a dramatic increase in productivity
during the WGmc period.
This increase in productivity enjoyed by the weak verbs is, however,
even more dramatic during the OHG stratum in which an unprecedented 3312
(1224 if prefix formations are ignored) new weak verbs were formed. At the
same time however, the number of strong verbs extant in OHG numbers only
288. Furthermore, if we compare the number of strong verbs extant in OHO
with the number that can be reconstructed for the Gmc or Pre-Gmc strata (see
Keller (1978: 94).
Seebold (1970).
Keller (1978: 94-96).
I have based this figure on the OHG strong verbs listed in Braune & Mitzke (1967) and
Armitage (1911).
2
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above), it is clear that the strong verbs have ceased to be productive and now
represent a group significantly smaller in number than that of the weak verbs.
Moreover, the strong verbs attested in the Gmc languages are, as previously
stated, semantically very basic, a further indication of the fact that they do not
comprise later and more complex derivations but represent survivals of a basic,
primary TB stock. It should, however, be noted that a small number of strong
verbs were nevertheless newly created during the OHG period, a typical
example of which is given by Braune: "aus dem schwachen Verbum I
althochdeutsch scricken "aufspringen" pret. scricta hat sich seit dem elften
Jahrhundert em starkes Verbum scrëckan entwickelt, daB das pert. praet. nach
Klasse IV bildet: erscrockeno "obstupefacti"5.
In summary, then, this section has charted the growth of the weak verb
from its origin in a relatively small number of reconstructed pre-Gmc primary
verbs through to the OHG period and historically attested forms. It has been
seen that each succeeding stratum was more productive than the previous. This
expansion in the productivity of weak verb formation occurred at an ever
increasing rate, each new stratum yielding a greater number of new formations
than the previous stratum. The growth in the number of weak verb formations
was particularly dramatic in the later strata, with the result that by the OHG
period, the final stratum o1 our data, the weak verb inflection accounted for the
overwhelming majority of verbal forms attested, and constituted the only
productive method of deriving new verbs. The growth of the weak verbs is
summarized in the following graph, in which the five historical strata through
which the OHG weak verb evolved are presented on the horizontal x-axis and
the number of new formations per stratum are given on the vertical y-axis:

Braune & Mitzka (1967: 281).
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Figure 2: Increase in productivity of the weak verb @er stratum).

Now that we have seen the growth pattern of the OHG weak verbs across the
five historical strata and, in particular, how the weak inflection began with a
relatively small number of pre-Gmc primary verbs and became increasingly
productive with each successive stratum, we can now turn our attention to
examining in more detail the weak verb formations within each of these strata. It
is hoped that a detailed examination, stratum by stratum, of the OHG weak
verbs will cast light on wiich morphological or semantic types of formation
were productive at which period. It is also hoped that such an analysis will
provide accurate and detailed information pin-pointing the historical period or
periods over which certain key developments concerning these
morpho-sernantic formations took place. A complete and reliable set of data
detailing the main morpho-semantic patterns or trends might therefore enable us
to suggest possible explanations concerning why such developments should
have occurred.

4.3. Pre-Germanic Weak Verb Formations
There are 100 weak verbs (2.13% of all the weak verbs attested in OHG) which
may be considered as belonging to the pre-Gmc stratum. This figure includes
the eleven preterite-present verbs attested in OHG. In the following analysis of
the pre-Gmc weak verb formations no attempt has been made to classify them
according to IE present types, as IE present stem markers are often generalized
in the daughter languages, rendering any attempt to derive firm conclusions
about a given reconstructed verb's conjugational class extremely difficult.
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Consequently, I have employed traditional root etymologies, rather than
reconstruct a verb's IE conjugational type based on equations with cognate verb
forms attested in the other JE languages.
I shall begin my analysis of the pre-Gmc weak verb formations with the
preterite-present verbs, as these verbs exhibit a number of idiosyncratic and
archaic features, and may therefore provide important information concerning
the origin, or at least the early stages, of the dental suffix and the weak verbs as
an inflectional class.

4.3.1. Preterite-Presents
There are eleven preterite-present verbs attested in OHG, all of which can be
shown to originate in the pre-Gmc or TB stratum. This sum comprises 11.00% of
all pre-Gmc, primary weak verbs. These verbs are listed in the first colunm of
the following table. The second colunm contains the reconstructed Gmc form of
the verb while the third cites the reconstructed Gmc form of the verb's preterite
participle. Column four gives the ablaut grade which the verb takes in the
singular forms of its present tense. Colunm five gives the ablaut grade taken by
the verb in the plural forms of its present tense and throughout its preterite tense.
Finally, the TE root to which the verb may be traced back etymologically is
given in column six.
OHG
Weak
Verb
an

Reconstructed
Gmc
Form
*ann

Reconstructed
Preterite
Participle
*anbaz

Ablaut
Grade in
Singular
o-grade

Ablaut
Grade in
Plural!
Preterite
zero-grade

Proposed IE
Root

]*(o)na- *ong*furftaz
o-grade
zero-grade
I*terp_, *trepdarf
*barf
eig
*aih
*thaz
o-grade
zero-grade
J*aik_, *ai_
*-nah
o-grade
*enek-, *nek-,
gi-nah
zero-grade
*nuhkaz
_________ _________ ______________ ___________ ___________ *enk-, *nkgi-tar
*dars
*durstaz
o-grade
zero-grade
I*dhers_
I*gen-, *gen-,
kann
*kann
o-grade
*kunnbaz
zero-grade
__________ __________ _______________ ____________ ____________ *gn-, *gnO..
mag
*mag
*muhtaz
o-grade
zero-grade
I*magh,
__________ __________ _______________ ____________ ____________ *maghmuoz
scal
toug
weiz

*mOt
*skal
*daug
*wait

*mOs(s)az
*skulbaz
*duhtaz
*wissaz

o (extended) 0 (extended) 'I*medo-grade
o-grade
o-grade

zero-grade
zero-grade
zero-grade

*ske1_
J*dheugh'J*weid-

Table 1: Preterite-Present Verbs
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The preterite-present verbs are of great importance to the study of the Gmc weak
verb. They form a very small group, but one which can be clearly traced back to
the pre-Gmc IE stratum, representing vestiges of an unreduplicated JE perfect6.
'What makes these verbs interesting, however, is that this unreduplicated perfect
form is used as the present tense in Gmc. 1-lence the Gmc preterite-present verb
*wait "I know" corresponds to an IE form *woida "I have seen" (compare
Greek oia, Skt veda "I have seen > I know"). As they are based on IE
unreduplicated perfect forms they are subject to an ablaut change from o-grade
in the singular to zero-grade in the plural. An exception to this is provided by
the verb *möt "I can, I may" which possesses an ablaut grade of ö (the extended
grade of o) in both singular and plural forms, this ablaut pattern corresponding
exactly to that occurring in the preterite of the strong verbs class VI. Likewise,
the verb *mag "I can, am able to" does not show the characteristic zero grade of
ablaut in the root vowel of the preterite participle in its attested forms, e.g. OHG
mahta, Gothic mahta. The presence here of the o-grade of ablaut in the root
syllable is probably best explained as the result of analogical levelling.
The preterite-presents can thus be seen to have key similarities with the
strong verbs, the latter themselves making use of ablaut. The similarity ends,
however, when we recall that these o-grade singular and zero-grade plural ablaut
forms were used, as theirL name suggests, within the present tense. This, of
course, means that the preterite-present verbs could not employ the usual system
of ablaut changes to indicate inflectional changes between present and preterite.
An alternative means of marking the past, or to be more precise, preterite tense
was therefore necessary. As will be discussed in greater detail below, this
problem appears to have been solved by the formation a new type of preterite,
which employed a dental suffix attached directly to the stem without any
intermediate thematic, or linking, vowel.
This dental suffix appearing in the preterite tense of the preterite-present
verbs corresponds in form and function to the dental suffix of the weak verbs
proper, and we must therefore regard the preterite-present verbs as weak verbs,
albeit as a special category. The problem of the origin of the dental suffix of the
weak verbs is therefore one which involves the preterite-present verbs and, as
we shall discuss in more detail later, the archaic and idiosyncratic features
outlined above which characterize the preterite-present verbs, offer convincing
grounds for us to assume that the preterite-presents may represent the original
group of verbs to have adopted the dental suffix of the weak preterite.
6

Krahe (II 1962: 82). On the problems associated with this IE unreduplicated perfect, see
Szemerényi (1990: 314) and Meid (1971: 18ff).
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Nevertheless, the origin of the dental suffix and thus of the weak verb
inflectional type is an area of Gmc philology beset by difficulties and, as I have
already pointed out in my introduction (see 1.2.), no satisfactory explanation has
yet been found which can explain the precise details as to how and why such a
dental suffix came to be used to mark the preterite tense. Neither has it been
possible to successfully relate this dental suffix to or derive it from other
morphological features or structures which characterize Gmc or which are
extant in the TB languages outside Gmc.
As we shall shortly see, theories which relate the dental suffix of the
weak preterite to the dental suffix of the preterite participle, the latter clearly
deriving from an IE formation in *-to-7, are particularly attractive in relation to
the preterite-present verbs 8, although it is clear that they cannot satisfactorily
explain every detail concerning the formation of the Gmc dental preterite.
However, if we are to justify the adoption of the dental suffix present in the
preterite participle by a non-finite tense system, we must examine how such a
suffix could have been adopted by or spread to the preterite tense of certain verb
forms in Grnc, creating a completely new inflectional category, that of the weak
verbs. We must also try to discover key reasons which may have motivated Gmc
to develop this new and innovative tense.
As has already been, emphasized in Chapter One, in order to understand
how the dental suffix came to form the preterite tense of the weak verbs it is
important to attempt to isolate a distinct group of verbs which can be shown to
represent the first verbs to have innovated in this manner. This key group of
verbs represents, as it were, the historical core of the weak inflection, forming
the base from which all subsequent weak verb derivations spread out.
I have already shown in the data section, Chapter Three, that the
preterite-present verbs are not derivations but represent primary verbs, with
definite IE cognates and thus clearly belong to the pre-Gmc, IE stratum. I have
also shown that the preterite-presents comprise a unique and archaic group,
using IE unreduplicated perfect forms to express the present tense and that, as
they have their origin in TE unreduplicated perfect forms, they consequently
possess the same ablaut change from o-grade in the singular to zero-grade in the
plural as that occurring in the preterite forms of the strong verbs of class I-V. I
shall now discuss the importance of the ablaut grades realized in the root vowel
The reader will recall that the nature and function of the *-to_ suffix as it appears in the various
daughter languages of IE has previously been discussed in detail at 1.2.
8
See in particular Ball (1968) and Meid (1971) which, as I have already pointed out in 1.2.,
present convincing arguments for the "-to- theory, and which establish the preterite-present
verbs as among the most archaic weak verb formations, mirroring the findings of the present
work.
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of the preterite-presents in more detail, and the possible motivation which these
ablaut grades may have provided for the adoption of a dental suffix in the
preterite forms of the preterite-presents.
The ablaut grade taken in the new dental preterite used by the
preterite-present verbs is the zero grade (with the exception of *möt "I can, I
may" which will be discussed further below). The fact that the preterite-present
verbs take the zero grade of ablaut in the plural of their present tense is of great
importance to our analysis of the problem of the origin of the dental suffix.
Firstly, the zero grade of ablaut occurring in the plural present tense forms of the
preterite-present verbs corresponds to the ablaut grade occurring in the preterite
participle of these same verbs. (It will be recalled that the zero grade of ablaut
appearing in these preterite participles stems from their origin in IE verbal
adjectives and/or participles formed with the suffix *-to- attached to the root of
the verb, the suffix carrying the accent and thus causing zero grade ablaut in the
root syllable). A spread, or perhaps we can say intrusion, of the dental suffix
used to form the preterite participle to the forms marking the preterite tense can
thus be supported by the evidence of the vocalism of the root syllable. Indeed,
the very fact that the preterite-present verbs exhibited an ablaut alteration from
o-grade in the singular to zero-grade in the plural of their present tense forms in
effect excluded them from fbllowing any of the strong verb ablaut grade patterns
distinguishing the preterite from the present tense 9. The vocalism of their root
vowel also eliminated the preterite-presents from belonging to the other Gmc
inflectional category used to mark the preterite tense, reduplication' 0 . This
exclusion must surely be reckoned as the major motivating factor behind the
adoption of the dental suffix'1.
At this point it should be mentioned that the preterite participle and
preterite tense forms not only correspond to each other in regard to the ablaut
grade of their root vowel but also in the form taken by the dental suffix (e.g.
Gothic kunba lst/3rd sg. pret. indic. beside kun2bs pret. part., or OS wissa lstl3rd sg.
pret. indic. beside wissa pret. part.). This fact that the stem and dental suffix of the
weak verb are the same in the preterite and past participle must also be seen as a
further indication that the one was derived from the other and, as the preterite
participle can be shown to be an lB formation, the dental preterite must therefore
be derived from the preterite participle'2.

9 Meid (1971: 107).
10

Meid (1971: 107).
" Meid (1971: 107).
12
BaIl (1968: 186).
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Remaining with the issue of ablaut grades and the vocalism of the root
vowel, it should be noted that the verb *möt "I can, I may", however, takes ö
(the extended form of the ablaut o-grade) and not the usual zero grade of ablaut
in its preterite participle and preterite tense. The preterite participle based on
*-to of this verb may have been formed under the influence of the regular zero-

grade preterite participles in *-to- of the other preterite-present verbs, but there
is also abundant evidence that the suffix *-to- was often used in IE in
combination with ablaut grades other than the zero grade when forming
substantives from verbal roots (the accent often falling on the root syllable of
the derivation). For example the o-grade is extant in Greek (póptoç "load,
burden", formed from ippco "I carry" 3, while the lB verb base seen in the Gmc
strong verb flojanan and Greek (Ionic) (bo) "I swim" yields Gmc flCx5az
"flood" (cf. Greek irXo'róç "swimming"), the derived adjective preserving the
o-grade of ablaut present in the derivational base' 4. Such o-grade postverbal
substantives in *-to- could easily have become confused with zero-grade verbal
adjectives or participles in *-to- leading to the formation of o-grade adjectives or
participles such as *mössaz pret. part. (for an explanation of the s occurring here
see below) from *möt. More important to our present analysis, however, is the
fact that *möt, like its counterparts with a zero-grade preterite participle, was
unable to fit any of the abaut patterns of the strong verbs used to distinguish
between the present and the preterite tense. An alternative means of marking the
preterite tense was therefore also required for this verb.
It is important to note in regard to the preterite-present verbs (and also a
small number of class I and class III primary verbs which I shall discuss later)
that there is no intervening thematic vowel separating the root from the dental
suffix of the preterite participle or preterite tense forms. This is in contrast to the
remainder of the weak verbs which are regularly formed with the aid of a
thematic vowel, -i-/-e-, -o- and -ë- in classes I, II and III respectively.
Furthermore, the absence of an intervening thematic vowel has caused a
number of assimilatory changes in respect to the consonant combinations
appearing in the following preterite participles: *wissaz (Gothic wissa, ON
vissa, OE wisse, OS wissa, OHG wissa); *mössaz (OHG mosa, OS mösta, OE
moste, Gothic ga-mosta, the forms with -st- present in the latter three participles
are easily explained as arising through analogy with forms where the t was
regular, e.g. Gothic qiJanlqast 2nd sg. pret. indic. which in turn is on analogy with
forms such as lisan/last' 5); *duhtaz (OE dohte, OHG tohta); *muhtaz (Gothic

' Meillet (1912: 250).
' Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 143).
' BaIl (1968: 168).
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mahta, ON mátta, OE meahte, OS mahta, OHG mahta/mohta). The consonant
combinations of these preterite participles can be shown to have developed
along the following lines *widtós> *wittós with assimilation of *-d- to *-t-- in
the cluster *-dt- (see the next paragraph) > *wissaz with change of medial *-tt.to * .-ss- (see the next paragraph); *möttós> *mössaz with change of medial *-tt-.
to *ss- (see the next paragraph); *dugtós> *duktós with assimilation of *g to
*-k- in the cluster *-gt- (see the next paragraph) > *duhtaz with the Gmc
development of k to h; *mugtós> *muktós with assimilation of *g to *-k- in
the cluster *-gt- (see the next paragraph)> *muhtaz with the Gmc development
of *-k- to *-h-.
These consonant combinations present in the above preterite participles
are the result of very early and most likely lB assimilatory sound changes. The
change of *-dt- to *-tt- and *-gt- to *-kt- is almost certainly IE, e.g. Latin regere
"to guide, direct" beside rectus, Greek ôp&ya "I reach, stretch (out)" beside
ópsicto' 6, while the subsequent change of *-tt.. to *ss-. is a development
common to the western-most languages of the IE speech area, i.e. Gmc, Celtic
and Italic' 7 , and which must therefore be seen to have occurred prior to the Gmc
period when the Gmc, Celtic and Italic groups would still have been in close
contact. In contrast, *tt- regularly developed into *-st in central and eastern
areas (i.e. in Slavonic, Baltjc, Greek, Avestan) but resisted change and remained
as *-tt- in the dialect or dialects of Indo-Aryan which gave rise to Sanskrit'8.
Hence the IE verbal adjective and preterite participle *widtós' 9 can be seen to
have developed (via an intermediate form *wittós which exhibits the IE
assimilatory devoicing of the initial consonant in the cluster *_dt-. to give *-tt-)
along the following lines: a change of *tt- to *ss- gave rise to Gmc *wissaz
"known, seen", Latin visus (this in place of the expected form *vissus through
the influence of vidi) and Celtic fess "scita"; a change of *-tt-. to *-st- gave rise
to Greek &-F1'roc "unknown, unrecognized" and Avestan vista-; finally, the
participle resisted change in Sanskrit, leading to vittah "seen"20.
The preterite participles of the preterite-presents are therefore clearly
archaic, exhibiting IE assimilatory sound changes involving the consonant
combinations which would have arisen after the suffixation of *-to-. As stated,
this archaic pattern of verb root plus dental suffix without an intermediate
thematic vowel also occurs in the inflected preterite tense forms of the
16

Krahe (II 1969: 109).
' Szemerényi (1990: 108).
Szemerényi (1990: 108).
' Szemerényi (1990: 108).
20
Szemerényi (1990: 108).
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preterite-presents. Furthermore, the assimilatory sound changes characterising
the preterite participle of the verbs discussed above also occur in the preterite
tense forms of these same verbs. If our analysis that the dental suffix present in
the preterite participle based on IE *-to found its way into the weak preterite is
correct, then these assimilatory changes can consequently be seen to have been
carried over analogically from the preterite participle to the preterite stem form.
The dental preterite tense forms without thematic vowel must consequently
belong to an early stage in the development of the dental preterite of the weak
verb and one which antedates the later weak verb forms with thematic vowels21.
It can thus be seen that there is strong evidence to indicate that the dental
of the preterite participle based on IE *-to- provided a key starting point for the
Gmc dental preterite. However, as I have already pointed out, it is clear that the
dental of the preterite participle cannot provide a complete explanation for all
details or aspects of the Gmc weak preterite. Most importantly, we are still lefi
with the problem of how this dental suffix present in the preterite participle
came to be incorporated into a finite tense system thus forming a new, suffixed
preterite tense, quite distinct from that of the strong verbs which, as we are
aware, were subject to ablaut or reduplication.
A possible solution to this problem might lie in the fact that a dental
element was already preseit in certain preterite forms within the pre-existing
Gmc system of strong verb conjugation, as for example Gothic bart, ON bart
2nd sing. pret. indic. (<Gmc *bar_ta "carried"), Gothic bëruAb 2nd plural pret. indic. (<
Gmc *ber-uJ, < *b-te 22), Gothic nemeib 2nd sing. pret. optative (<Gmc *nni).

These pre-existing dental elements might hence have provided a model which
gave the motivation for the dental element of the preterite participle to become
extended into a finite tense formation. It will of course be remembered that a
number of existing theories have attempted to derive the Gmc dental preterite
from the endings of certain finite verb forms, whether IE or Gmc. Thus Must
(1951) saw the second person singular ending of the strong inflection as a
convincing starting point for the weak preterite, while Bammesberger (1986)
believed that the second person plural ending formed the basis of the dental
preterite of the preterite-present and primary j-present verbs. This was owing to
the fact that the endings of the lB perfect (having lost its reduplication23) and
athematic root aorist paradigms were originally identical in this person (e.g.
*wid_te> *wisse), but after the ending of the perfect stem became restructured

to *witb on the basis of the third person plural ending (e.g. * wit-un) an
Meid (1971: 107).
Compare Bammesberger (1986: 75).
23
See Szemerényi (1990: 312-315).
22
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opportunity was created for the unaffected aorist form (e.g. *wisse < *widte) to
form the basis of a new preterite paradigm and thus take on the personal endings
characterizing the weak preterite, e.g. *wiss-ö(m), *wiss-ës, *wiss_ëf,) etc.24.
Nevertheless, it has clearly been seen in 1.2. that theories which attempt
to derive the dental preterite from an individual finite verb form or forms
encounter considerable problems, and it must consequently be seen that such
theories cannot, on their own, provide a full or complete explanation for the
derivation of the dental preterite. It must therefore be stressed that the dental
element present in pre-existing strong verb preterite forms should only be
regarded as providing the impetus for the dental of the preterite participle to
spread to finite tense forms and form the basis of new preterite tense, possibly as
a result of confusion between it and these finite forms already containing a
dental element.
It is also apparent that similarities with the dental element in the already
extant finite verb "to do" may have helped in the formation of certain personal
endings of the dental preterite, or at least exercised an important influence on
their subsequent development, those most convincingly affected being the
Gothic plural endings which are distinct from the corresponding forms in
NWGmc and which have most likely been reformed on analogy with the
reduplicated perfect endings of *óon (see 1.2. for a detailed discussion of the
composition theory and the verb *ódn). However, the dental preterite should not
be seen as deriving from a compound or periphrastic construction formed with
the verb "to do", as the composition theory encounters a number of serious
problems (see 1.2.) which render it unsuitable as a means to satisfactorily
explain the origin of the Gmc dental preterite. Rather, as already stated, the
importance of the verb *óön lies in the fact that it almost certainly asserted a
significant influence on the developing dental preterit, playing a key role in '-./
shaping certain of its personal endings.
In this section, then, I hope to have shown that the *-to- theory provides
the most convincing starting point for the formation of the dental preterite, but
that it must, nevertheless, not be viewed as offering a panacea to explain all

24

Bammesberger is disccused in more detail at 1.2. The reader should compare also the
Behagel-Wackernagel theory which attempted to derive the dental preterite from the second
person singular secondary ending of the IE medial aorist in *-thës, and the hypothesis of Collitz
(1912) which equated the Gothic passive paradigm in -da (e.g. bairada "am, is carried") with
the first and third person singular of the weak preterite, also in -da, and consequently traced the
origin of the dental preterite back to the IE ending of the third person singular medio-passive
perfect. Both the Bahegel-Wackemagel theory and Collitz also receive more detailed treatment
in 1.2.
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factors at play within the overall development of the dental preterite. Instead, the
weak preterite as a whole is probably best regarded as a mixed formation which
has been subject to various influences and analogical reformations, all of which
have helped shape it to varying degrees. The present work therefore
corroborates
much of the research more recently carried out on the Gmc weak preterite
which, as the reader will recall from 1.2.25, emphasizes the limitations of
theories which attempt to explain the dental preterite in terms of a single origin
or influence, and which consequently stresses the importance of an approach
which analyzes or tries to understand the weak preterite in terms of various
factors or influences.
I also hope to have revealed that the archaic and unique structure (i.e.
perfect forms with present meaning, present tense forms exhibiting ablaut) of
the preterite-present verbs offers important evidence to suggest that these verbs
might comprise the earliest group to have adopted this new type of inflection
employing a dental suffix. The present work thus reinforces the findings of Ball
(1968), Meid (1971) and Banimesberger (1986) which also assign the
preterite-present verbs to the earliest groups of weak verbs. Having thus
analysed the primary verbs belonging to the preterite-present group, I shall now
turn my attention to the primary verbs comprising the weak verb inflectional
classes I, II and III.
Although the preterite-presents are important on account of their form
and archaic nature, this same archaic structure did not afford them the
opportunity to expand as a group and become a productive morphological type.
They thus represent a closed set represented by only eleven examples in this
survey. The weak verbs of the inflectional classes I, II and III, on the other hand,
represent an open set which, as we shall see as we examine each historical
stratum, becomes increasingly productive through each successive stratum,
providing a clear inflectional category to which the vast majority of new verbal
derivations came to be assigned.
The weak verbs of classes I, II and III differ radically from the
preterite-presents in other important ways. Their present tense does not
correspond to an IE perfect form with present meaning and, consequently, they
do not exhibit the ablaut alteration in their present tense which characterizes the
preterite-presents. Furthermore, the majority are also formed with the aid of an
intervening or thematic vowel separating the verb root from the dental suffix, in
the case of class I this thematic vowel being -i-, in class II -o-, and in class III
Thus Birkhan (1978), Bammesberger (1986).
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verbs -ö-. Nevertheless, key links between the preterite-presents and the primary
verbs of classes I, II and III can be seen in the value of the root vowel. As stated
earlier in this section, it can quite convincingly be argued that the quality of the
vowel appearing in the root syllable of the preterite-presents, i.e. ablaut zero
grade or in the case of *möt to ö (the extended grade of o), would have
effectively excluded them from following any of the strong verb ablaut grade
patterns distinguishing the preterite from the present tense. It therefore follows
that, if the majority of the primary weak verbs of classes I, II and III possessed
vowels in their root syllable which also excluded them from inflecting according
to any of the existing strong verb ablaut patterns, they too would have had the
same motivation for adopting the dental suffix and its corresponding set of
endings to mark the preterite tense as the preterite-presents had. The quality of
this root vowel, and the implications of this with respect to existing the ablaut
patterns of the strong verbs will thus constitute an important part of my
investigation into the primary verbs of classes I, II and III.

4.3.2. Class I Primary Verbs
There are forty-two class 1 weak verbs which can be shown to belong to the
pre-Gmc stratum. This sum comprises 42.00% of all pre-Gmc, primary weak
verbs. These verbs are listed in the following table, together with the ablaut
grade appearing in their root syllable and the lB root to which they may be
traced back etymologically.
OHG Weak
Verb
berren
bringen
denken
dennen
dOsen

Reconstructed
Form
*barjanan
*brenganan
*ankjanan
*banejanan

dewen

*JDaujanan

o-grade

fowen
fuogen

*fujanan

zero-grade

'I*peu-, *peu-, *pu

*fogjanan

root vowel =

J*pak-

fuolen

*fOljanan

root vowel =

J*pol-, *poI-

fuoten

root vowel = o
0-grade

I*pa(-t)-

horen

*fOdjanan
*hauzj anan

lien

*rljanan

root vowel = I

I*ilos

Ablaut Grade of
Root Vowel
o-grade
e-grade
o-grade
o-grade

Proposed IE Root
'*bherI*bhrenk-, *bhropj
'*teng-, *tongJ*ten-, *tan'I*dheues-, *dhus,
*dheus-, *dhtis-

J*ta_, *t- • *tai_, *toi-,
___________________ ____________________ ____________________ *ti-; [*tau_], *tau-, *tu
*rawjanan
drewen
o-grade
I*treu-, *trn
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(h)leinen
*hlainjanan
meinen
*mainjanan
menden
*mandjanan
mengen 1*mangjanan
mengen2*mangjanan
*marzjanan
merren
muoen
*mOjanan

o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
0-grade
0-grade

*klei_, *kloi'J*mein-, *moinJ*mendh'*men
'J*mennk-, *menk_
I*mer_, *mer-s'I*mO-, *mo-lo*meu, *meu-, *mu-

muzzen

*mutjanan

root vowel =
zero-grade

naen
neizzen
niusen
refsen
reihhen
renken
riuten
(h)ruoren

*njanan
*naitjanan
*neusjanan
*rafisjanan
*raikjanan
*wrankjanan
*reuOjanan

root vowel =
o-grade
e-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
e-grade

sellen
siuwen

*hrOrjanan
*saljanan
*siujanan

root vowel = 0
o-grade
root diphthong = iu

scutten
strewen
stuoen

*skud(d)j anan
*straujanan
*stojanan

zero-grade
0-grade
root vowel = a

suohhen

*sOkjanan
*switjanan

root vowel =
zero-grade

*djanan

root vowel =

wennen
werien

*objanan
*wanjanan
*warjanan

root vowel = o
o-grade
o-grade

winken
wurken
zerben

*wenkjanan
*wurkjanan
*tarbjanan

e-grade
zero-grade
o-grade

swizzen
täen
uoben

I*(s)n_, *(s)ni_
- J*neidI*neu-si*rep(_s)_, *rap(_s)_
'd*reig_
V*wreng-, *wrong'*reudhI*kerg-, *kra*sel_
J*j_, *sru
________________________
'*streu
I*st(h)au-, *st(h)uI*sag-, *sgI*sweid_, *sweides-,
*swojdo0P
I*wen-, *wen
j*wer, *weru-, *uru
*we-n-gI*wrg-, *werg-, *wreg1*derbh-, *dorbh-

Table 2: Class I Primary Verbs

As stated earlier, the class I verbs belonging to this stratum may well represent
secondary formations derived during the pre-Gmc period, and are therefore to be
seen as primary only in respect to the Gmc group. However, owing to the
historical remoteness of the period, it is impossible to arrive at any firm
conclusions concerning the derivational profile of each verb. They are
consequently best examined individually, and the reader should therefore refer
to the entry for each respective verb in the data section (Chapter Three) for
further etymological information. Nevertheless, the above verbs can be
examined in respect to the ablaut grade or vocalism appearing in the root
syllable of their present stem. As mentioned previously, the ablaut grade taken
by a particular verb may have provided a key motivating factor for that verb's
adoption of the dental suffix, as we shall now explore.
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From the above table it can be seen that twenty-one verbs (5 0.00% of all
class I primary verbs) take the o-grade of ablaut in the root vowel of their
present stem; eight verbs (19.05% of all class I primary verbs) take a, the
extended ablaut grade of o, in the vowel of their root syllable; five verbs
(11.90% of all class I primary verbs) take the zero grade of ablaut in their root
vowel; four verbs (9.52% of all class I primary verbs) take the e-grade of ablaut
in their root vowel; two verbs (4.76% of all class I primary verbs) take a, the
extended ablaut grade of e, in the vowel of their root syllable; one verb (2.38%
of all class I primary verbs) takes the vowel un its root syllable; and one verb
(2.3 8% of all class I primary verbs) is formed with the diphthong iu in its root
syllable.
As can clearly be seen from these figures, verbs with a-vocalism
corresponding to the IE o-grade of ablaut comprise the largest group within the
class I primary verbs. The fact that these verbs took the o-grade of ablaut in their
present stem would therefore effectively have excluded them from inflecting as
strong verbs of classes I-V, as verbs belonging to the ablaut series of these
strong verb classes required an interchange between the e-grade of ablaut in the
present stem, o-grade in the preterite singular stem, and zero-grade in the
preterite plural stem. Nevertheless, verbs with the o-grade of ablaut in their
present tense could inflect as strong verbs belonging to the sixth ablaut series.
Strong verbs of this class had a vocalism in their present stem (Gmc a <IE o or
a) and övocalism throught the preterite, e.g. Gothicfaran "to lead",f& 3rd pret.
sg.

"he led",fJrum 1st pret. p1. "we led". However, the above data appear to show

that a significant number of verbs with o-vocalism in their present stem rejected
this ablaut orientated inflection in favour of the dental suffix, although precisely
why this happened is unclear.
The adoption of the dental preterite by verbs with Gmc a-vocalism in
their present stem would have had important implications for the extension of
the weak verb formation, as will now be discussed. As will be examined in
greater detail in 4.4.1.1., the o-grade of ablaut (> Gmc *a) was a typical
characteristic of causative deverbatives in 1E 26. Therefore, the association of the
dental suffix with verbs formed with a-vocalism in their present stem may have
created a situation for the dental suffix to spread analogically in the formation of
causative deverbatives, as these latter were formed with the o-grade of ablaut.
In view of this, many of the above primary verbs formed with the IE
o-grade of ablaut may, in reality, represent lB causative deverbatives, or at least
0-grade deverbative formations not necessarily causative in meaning but based
26 ,-

orugmann (IV 1895: 318).
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on the pattern of causatives. Indeed, a number of the above verbs with o-grade
ablaut can be analysed as deverbatives with a typically causative or factitive
meaning. Thus: *hlain(e)janan (OHG (h)leinen) "to lean, cause to lean", which
may represent a pre-Gmc 0-grade causative deverbative from an e-grade IE verb
seen in Latin clinllre (Latin ifrom IE *ej27) " to bend, lean, bow" (compare the
zero-grade verbs: Greek ic2ivco "I lean, incline, cause to lean", Lith. slini "I
lean, bend down", these probably zero-grade deverbatives from the same
e-grade verb base); *sal(e)janan (OHG sellen) "to give <cause to take" , which
may represent a pre-Gmc o-grade causative deverbative from an IE e-grade verb
seen in Greek XEiv (aorist infinitive) "to take" and OIr. ad-seib (b-extension)
"attests"; *wran/cjanan (OHG bi-renken) "to move backwards and forwards"
which may represent a pre-Gmc o-grade causative deverbative from an IE
e-grade verb seen in Lith. rengtis "to stoop, bend or bow in a clumsy manner"
(compare the Lith. o-grade cauative deverbative rangJti "to bend"), OCS
regnati (with metathesis of n and g) "gapes, yawns, opens the mouth", Latin
ringor "I open wide the mouth, show the teeth, vex, perplex"; *],an(e)janan
(OHG dennen) "to stretch, make tight", which may represent a pre-Gmc o-grade
causative deverbative from an e-grade IE verb seen in Sanskrit tanóti "stretch"
(Sanskrit a from IE *e28 . Compare also the Sanskrit causative deverbative
tanáyati "to make taut", All?anian n-denj "I stretch, extend, pull", Latin tendere
(d-extension) "to stretch, extend". Likewise, the verb *mangjanan (OHG
men gen2) " to mix" can be seen to represent an o-grade deverbative (although not
inherently causative in meaning) from an e-grade IE verb seen in Sanskrit
,,
.
.
macate, mancate to grind to a pulp (Sanskrit. a from IE *e29), Lith.
minkyti
to
knead (dough)", Albanian mekem "I make damp, become faint or rigid"
(compare also with a-vocalism Greek coo "I press, squeeze, knead, stroke,
wipe"). Causative deverbatives are examined in more detail in 4.4.1.1.
Similarly, there are a significant number of verbs taking the a-grade and
zero-grade of ablaut in the root vowel of their present stem, as well as two verbs
formed with land iu in their present stem. These too would have been excluded
from inflecting as strong verbs of classes I-V or class VI, and would therefore
have had the same motivation for adopting the dental preterite as the verbs with
o-vocalism discussed above. Primary verbs which are characterized by the
zero-grade of ablaut will be discussed in 4.3.4.
It is interesting to note that there are four class I primary verbs which
belong to a sub-group traditionally referred to as the "verba pura". The term
27
28

Sihier (1995: 52).
Brugmann (11888: 49).
Brugmann (11888: 49).
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verba pura designates "those verbs which can be derived from monosyllabic
roots and end in the long vowels Proto-Germanic *..5- and * . o-"30. Those taking
the o-grade of ablaut are *mjanan (OHG muoen) "to tire, trouble" and
*stjanan (OHG stuoen) "to punish, restrain", while those taking the 5-grade of
ablaut are *nejanan (OHG nãen) "to sew" and *dë]anan (OHG ta:en) "to suclde".
There are also six verbs which belong to the sub-group traditionally referred to
as "verba impura", i.e. verbs "in which the long root vowels Proto-Germanic
*-5. and *-o- are followed by a consonant" 31 . These all take the 5-grade of
ablaut: *fögjanan (OHG fuogen) "to join, bind", *fdljanan (OHG fuolen) "to
feel", *fodjanan (OHG fuoten) "to feed", *hrörjanan (OHG (h)ruoren) "to

touch, move", *solcjanan (OHG suohhen) "to seek, look for", *öbjanan (OHG
uoben) "to work, practise". As Matzel points out, a number of strong verbs of
class VII, i.e. verbs which are subject to reduplication and ablaut-gradation, also
belong to the category of "verbum purum" and "verbum impurum" on the basis
of their root structure. For example, Gothic saian (<Gmc *sSanan), pret. sai-sö
"to sow" (vebum purum), Gothic hwopan (< Gmc hwöpanan), pret. hwai-hwöp
"to boast" (verbum impurum). The pre-Gmc clas I verba pura and verba impura
were probably also subject to reduplication at one stage, but adopted the dental
preterite on the model of the preterite-present and class I primary verbs at a very
early period in the development of Gmc32 . This assumption can be supported by
the fact that six WGmc class I deverbatives (e.g. WGmc *glqjan (OHG gluoen),
WGmc *J5Jan (OHG krffen): see 4.6.1.1.) and five class I OHG deverbatives
(e.g. blaen, mãen, spuoen: see 4.7.1.1.) which have the root structure of verba
pura represent derivations from earlier reduplicating verbs.

4.3.3. Class II Primary Verbs
There are thirty class II weak verbs which can be shown to belong to the preGmc stratum. This sum comprises 30.00% of all pre-Gmc weak verbs. These
verbs are listed in the following table, together with the IE root to which they
may be traced back etymologically and the ablaut grade of their root vowel.

30

Matzel (1988: 30).
Matzel (1988: 30).
32
Matzel (1988: 31). Matzel's analysis of the verba pura convincingly shows that the dental
element of their preterite derives from the dental of the preterite participle (1988: 35-41). His
findings thus correspond closely to the analysis of the present work (see 4.3.1.).
31
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boron

Reconstructed Form Ablaut Grade of
Root Vowel
zero-grade
*hurOjanan

doson

*dausOjanan

root diphthong =
au'

duncOn

*unkOjanan

zero-grade

eiscOn

*aiskOjanan

j*ajS-

fegon

*fegojanan

root diphthong =
'ai'
e-grade

forscOn

*forskojanan

o-grade

I*perk, *prek_, *prk_

gaton

*gadojanan

root vowel = 'a'

1*ghadh-

OHG Weak
Verb

Proposed IE Root
I*bher_, *bhar_
J*dheues-, *dhus-,
*dheus, *dhQs_
'I*teng-

*pek-

zero-grade
'*gh_, *ghg-, *ghi-,
gescon
*giskojanan
_________________ ____________________ _________________ *ghizero-grade
J*gh-, *ghn-, *ghi-,
*gjojanan
gewon
_________________ _____________________ __________________ *ghF.
*halOjanan

root vowel = 'a'

/*kla_, *kalg-

*hulOjanan

zero-grade

'J*kla-, *kal-

*kallOjanan

root vowel = 'a'

J*gal(so)_

*lallOjanan

root vowel = 'a'

leckon

*liknOjanan

zero-grade

'J*ia_
I*leigh-

lobon

*IubOjanan

zero-grade

I*leubh-

mahhOn

*makOjanan

root vowel = 'a'

'*mag-

mangon

*mangojanan

root vowel = 'a'

'I*men-

murmuron

*murmurojanan

zero-grade

l*murmur, *monnor-

reihhOn

*raikOjanan

o-grade

I*reig-

(h)ridOn

*hrikojanan

zero-grade

rodon

*ruôojanan

zero-grade

*(s)lcej_
j*reudfl

rohOn

*ruhojanan

zero-grade

J*reuk_

skerOn

*skerOjanan

e-grade

/*(s)ker_, *(s)kero-,

scouwon

*skauojanan

o-grade

I*(s)keu-

spehon

*spehojanan

c-grade

I*spek-

stemOn

*sternojanan

c-grade

J*stem_

stouwOn

*stOjanan

twaron

*twarOjanan

root vowel =
o-grade

wancOn

*wankojanan

o-grade

'I*sta-, *5tg
)*dheuer_, *dhuer-,
*dheur'*weng-, *wong-

zittarOn

*titrojanan

root vowel = 0

'I*dra-

halon
holon
kallon
lalln

Table 3: Class II Primary Verbs

As with the class I primary verbs, the above class II verbs belonging to this
stratum may well represent secondary formations derived during the pre-Gmc
period, and are therefore to be seen as primary only in respect to the Gmc group.
However, owing to the historical remoteness of the period, it is impossible to
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arrive at any firm conclusions concerning the derivational profile of each verb.
They are consequently best examined individually, and the reader should
therefore refer to the entry for each respective verb in the data section (Chapter
Three) for further etymological information. Nevertheless, as with the class I
primary verbs, an examination of the ablaut grade or vocalism taken in the root
syllable of the above verbs will yield significant results.
From the above table it can be seen that eleven verbs (3 6.67% of all
class II primary verbs) take the zero-grade of ablaut in their root vowel; five
verbs (16.67% of all class II primary verbs) take the o-grade of ablaut in the
vowel of their root syllable; six verbs (20.00% of all class II primary verbs) take
the vowel a in their root syllable (this a not corresponding to the TB o-grade of
ablaut); four verbs (13.33% of all class II primary verbs) take the e-grade of
ablaut in their root vowel; two verbs (6.67% of all class II primary verbs) have
ô, the extended ablaut grade of o, as the vowel of their root syllable; one verb
(3.33% of all class II primary verbs) has the diphthong ai in its root syllable;
and one verb (3.33% of all class II primary verbs) has the diphthong au in its
root syllable.
As can clearly be seen from these figures, verbs taking the zero-grade of
ablaut comprise the largest group within the class II primary verbs. The fact that
these verbs took the zero-grade of ablaut in their present stem would therefore
effectively have excluded them from inflecting as strong verbs of classes I-V, as
verbs belonging to the ablaut series of these strong verb classes required an
interchange between the e-grade of ablaut in the present and zero-grade in the
preterite plural stem. For a more detailed discussion concerning the significance
of primary verbs with the zero-grade of ablaut, see 4.3.4. below.
Similarly, there are a significant number of verbs with a-vocalism (this
a-vocalism either stemming from lB o and thus corresponding to the o-grade of
ablaut in IE, or stemming from TB a and thus quite distinct from the o-grade of
ablaut), as well as one verb with the diphthong ai and two verbs with ö
(extended ablaut grade of o) in the root vowel of their present stem. These too
would have been excluded from inflecting as strong verbs of classes I-V, and
would therefore have had the same motivation for adopting the dental preterite
as the class I primary verbs with a-vocalism resulting from the IE o-grade of
ablaut (see 4.3.2.).
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4.3.4. Class III Primary Verbs
There are fourteen class III weak verbs which can be shown to belong to the preGmc stratum. This sum comprises 14.00% of all pre-Gmc, primary verbs. These
verbs are listed in the following table, together with the IE root to which they
may be traced back etymologically.
OHG Weak
Verb

Ablaut Grade of
Root Vowel
e-grade (extended)

dagn

Reconstructed Gmc
Form
*bibjanan
*agjanan

0-grade

J*bhoj_, *gj_
j*tak-

doln

*uljanan

zero-grade

i*tel-, *telô ., *tl(i)-,

fj

*fijjanan

zero-grade

i*p(i), *pi

folgn

*fulgejanan

zero-grade

I*pelgh-, *polgh-?

giwn

*gjanan

zero-grade

J*ghi-, *ghi-

grUn

*grQjanan

(h)linn

*hlinejanan

root vowel = a
zero-grade

I*ghreu-, *ghrflI*klei-, *kloj-

lobn

*lubjanan

zero-grade

(h)losen

o-grade

ridn

*hlausjanan
*hrijanan

zero-grade

J*kleu-, *kleu_, *klflJ*(s)krej-

sagn

*sagJaflafl

o-grade

I*sekw_, *sokw_

stemn

*stemjanan

e-grade

*stem-, *stom-

wonn

*vunjanan

zero-grade

bibn

Proposed IE Root

*luebh-

'I*wen-, *wen

Table 4: Class III Primary Verbs

As with the class I and II primary verbs, the above class III verbs belonging to
this stratum may well represent secondary formations derived during the
pre-Gmc period, and are therefore to be seen as primary only in respect to the
Gmc group. However, owing to the historical remoteness of the period, it is
impossible to arrive at any firm conclusions concerning the derivational profile
of each verb. They are consequently best examined individually, and the reader
should therefore refer to the entry for each respective verb in the data section
(Chapter Three) for further etymological information. Nevertheless, as with the
class I and II primary verbs, an examination of the ablaut grade or vocalism
taken in the root syllable of the above verbs will yield important results.
From the above table it can be seen that eight verbs (57.14% of all class
III primary verbs) take the zero grade of ablaut in the root vowel of their present
stem; three verbs (2 1.43% of all class III primary verbs) take the o-grade of
ablaut in the vowel of their root syllable; one verb (7.14% of all class III
primary verbs) takes the e-grade of ablaut in its root vowel; one verb (7.14% of
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all class III primary verbs) takes e, the extended ablaut grade of e, in the vowel
of its root syllable; and one verb (7.14% of all class III primary verbs) takes the
vowel Uin its root syllable.
It is interesting to note from the above table that the majority of class III
primary verbs take the zero-grade of ablaut. This is an important feature to note,
as verbs taking the zero-grade of ablaut in their present stem would have been
unable to conform to any of the strong verb ablaut series. Such verbs would
require an alternative means of marking the preterite tense, and this would have
provided an important motivating factor for them to adopt the dental suffix and
hence the weak inflection. Moreover, the zero-grade of ablaut in the present
stem of these class III primary verbs (a significant number of class II, and five
class I primary verbs are also zero-grade, see 4.3.2. and 4.3.3.) corresponds to
the ablaut grade present in the preterite participle and preterite plural of the
preterite-present verbs. We may therefore have an analogical extension in
operation whereby zero-grade verbs of classes II and III (and to a lesser extent
class I) have adopted the dental suffix through their similarity in form with the
zero-grade dental-suffixed preterite forms of the preterite-present verbs (see
4.3.1).
These zero-grade primary verbs may be old durative or stative
deverbatives which were traditionally derived in IE from aorist stems and took
the zero-grade of ablaut in their root vowel 33 . Thus the above class III verb
*hlin/anan (OHG (h)linën) "to lean, be leaning" is typically durative in
meaning and exists beside two other zero-grade verbs seen in Greek icX'tvw "I
lean, incline, cause to lean", Lith. lini "I lean, bend down" (the Greek and Lith.
verbs in question are, however, not overtly durative in meaning, but this may be
the result of restructuring within these languages). This may therefore point to
an IE zero-grade (durative) deverbative deriving from an e-grade IE verb seen in
Latin clinare (Latin ifrom IE *e1 34) "to bend, lean, bow". The verb *buljanan
(OHG dolën) "to suffer, endure" is also typically durative in meaning and exists
beside ablaut zero-grade verbs seen in Sanskrit tulayati "raises, lifts" and OLatin
tulere "to bring, bear". The source verb for these zero-grade durative
deverbatives is unclear but probably has reflexes in Latin tolerãre "to suffer,
endure, bear, converse", Greek taX&co, aorist 't?ivczt "bear, endure, take
responsibility for" and OIr. tienaid < *tlnffti (n-present) "removes, carries off,
steals". Likewise, the verb *wun4ianan (OHG won en) originally "to love,
cherish" then later "be accustomed to" and eventually "to live", is typically
Meillet & Vendryes (1927: 269), Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 249).
Sihler (1995: 52).
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durative in meaning and exists beside an OCS zero-grade verb uniti "to want".
This may therefore point to an IE zero-grade durative deverbative deriving from
an JE verb base seen in Sanskrit vanati, vanoti "wishes for, desires, wins";
Hittite wen-, went- (with specialized development of meaning) "to sleep with,
copulate" (compare Latin venus "love, attraction, sexual pleasure", Gaulish PN
veni-carus, OIr. fine "tribe, relation, family", OE wine "friend, protector, lord;
retainer", OE iynn "joy, rapture, pleasure, delight, gladness" all of which
probably ultimately derive from this same IE verb base). Similarly, the verb
*J,ageJanan (OHG dagen) "to be silent", although not zero-grade in its
morphology, is typically durative in meaning and exists beside a Latin verb,
tac&e "to be silent" (compare Umbrian tases, tacez preterite participle
"silent(ly), in a murmer"), which shares the same vocalism and is
correspondingly durative in meaning. The reader should also note that the verb
tacëre belongs to class II (i.e. verbs in -e) in Latin, a typical feature of this
verbal class in Latin being the formation of verbs with a stative/durative
meaning35 . Indeed, the derivational suffix - present in Latin class II verbs in
-e has been shown to correspond phonologically and morpho-semantically to
36
This therefore suggests
the derivational suffix - in Gmc class III verbs in
that the Gmc -- suffix became clearly defined semantically at a period prior to
the separation of the Gmc group, and probably arose in a Gmc-Italic complex of
mutual influence.
As argued in 4.3.1., the preterite-present verbs may represent the
proto-types for the weak inflection, possessing an ablaut variation in their
present forms akin to the strong inflectional type but, at the same time, a
preterite participle in IE *-to- as well as a dental suffix throughout the preterite
tense, these latter characteristics making them typical of the weak verb
inflectional type. A further distinguishing feature of the preterite-present verbs
is the fact that they are inherently durative in meaning37 and take the zero-grade
of ablaut throughout their preterite forms. An analogical process whereby the
weak inflection became extended from the preterite-present verbs to zero-grade
stative deverbatives can therefore be envisaged in view of this similarity
between these class III zero-grade durative deverbatives and the
preterite-present verbs. A further discussion of durative deverbatives is to be
found in 4.4.1.3.
In addition to zero-grade durative deverbatives belonging to class III,
many zero-grade primary verbs belonging to class II (see 4.3.3.) may originally
36

Sihler (1995: 531).
Szemerenyi (1990: 257), Wagner (1956: 161-173), Bennett (1962: 135-141).
Sihier (1995: 566).
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represent frequentative and/or intensive deverbatives. Thus the verb *bunkjan
(OHG duncön) "to immerse in water, dip, wet, dampen" may represent a
zero-grade frequentative or intensive deverbative from an IE e-grade verb seen
in Greek 'cy'yw "I make soft, wet, dampen" and Latin ting(u)ere "to wet,
moisten, dye, colour". Similarly, the verb *wankqjanan (OHG wancön) "to
wobble, waggle, totter, stagger" may represent a zero-grade frequentative or
intensive deverbative from an IE e-grade verb seen in Sanskrit van gati "goes,
limps", Lith. vengiu, vengti "to bend away from, avoid" (compare also Albanian
van/c, vangu "carriage wheel rim" which probably represents a post verbal
substantive from an otherwise unattested Albanian verb). Class II frequentative
and/or intensive deverbatives are subject to a fuller examination in 4.5.1.2..

4.4. Germanic Weak Verb Formations
This stratum comprises 238 verbs and accounts for 5.08% of the total number of
weak verbs attested in OHG. Of these 238 verbs, 186 (78.15%) belong to class
I; 33 (13.87%) belong to class II; and 19 (7.98%) belong to class III.

4.4.1. Germanic Deverbatives
There are forty-seven deverbatives which can be traced back to the Gmc period.
These verbs account for 19.75% (30.13% if prefix formations are ignored) of all
Gmc derivational formations.

4.4.1.1. Class I Germanic Deverbatives
There are thirty-seven Grnc class I deverbatives. This sum comprises 78.72% of
all Gmc deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak
Verb
beiten
beizen
brennen
ezzen

Gmc Weak
Verb
*baiôejanan
*baitejanan
*bratmejanari
*atejanan

Derivational Base
*beióanan sty i
*beitanan sty I
*brennanan sty iii
*etanan stY V

Semantic
ReJation
unclear
causative
causative
causative

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
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fellen
ferren
*gengen
hullen
*kennen
leggen
leiben
1ren
(h)llben
(h)neigen
nenden
nerien
recken
rennen
(h)ruofen
senken
sezzen
sloufen
stecken
stenken
swellen
swenken
treiben
trenken

*fallejanan
*farejanan
*gangejanan
*huljanan
*kannejanan
*lagejanan
*laibejanan
*laizejanan

*fallanan redpl
*faranan sty VI
*ganganan redpl
*helanan sty IV
*kann pret pres
*legjanan sty V
*-leibanan sty I
*Iais pret pres

causative
causative
no change
no change
causative
causative
causative
causative

unchanged
o-grade
unchanged
zero-grade
unchanged
o-grade
o-grade
unchanged

*hleibejanan

*hleibanan stY I

no change

unchanged

*hnaigwejanan
*nankejanan
*nazejanan
*rakejanan
*rannejanan
*hrOpjanan
*sankwejanan
*satejanan
*slaupejanan
*stakejanan
*stankwejanan
*swallejanan
*swangwejanan
*draibejanan
*drankejanan
*drauzejanan

*hneigwanan sty I
*nenkanan sty III
*nesanan stY V
*rekanan stY V
*rennanan sty HI

causative
no change
causative
causative
causative
no change

o-grade
o-grade
0-grade
o-grade
o-grade
unchanged

*hrOpanan redpl
*senkwanan sty III
*setjanan stY V
*sleupanan sty II
*stekanan sty Iv
*stenkwanan sty III
*swellanan sty IV
*swengwanan stY
*dreibanan sty I
*drenkanan stY III
*dreusanan sty II

trOren
*wagejanan
wegen
*weganan sty V
wecken
wakejanan
*waknanan stY VI
*welanan sty IV
wellen
*walejanan
*waltejanan
welzen
*weltanan sty III
wenten
*wandejanan
*wendanan sty HI
*waröejanan
werten
*fra-waróejanan
_______________ __________________ prefixed wkv
fir-werten
*fra-warôejanan
*fra-werkanan sty
wuofen
*wopjanan
*wopjanan redpl

causative
causative
causative
causative
causative
causative
iii causative
no change
causative
causative

III

o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade

causative
causative
unclear
causative
causative
unclear

o-grade
unchanged
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
unchanged

causative
no change

o-grade
unchanged

Table 5: Gmc Class I Deverbatives

The vast majority of the above verbs (twenty-seven verbs or 72.97% of all Gmc
class I deverbatives) have a causative relationship to their derivational base. We
can therefore conclude that the basic or original function of class I in the Gmc
period was the formation of causative deverbatives.
The operation of Verner's Law, or grammatical change, is clearly
discernible in many of these Class I deverbatives. This law states that voiceless
fricatives became voiced in voiced surroundings if the preceeding syllable was
unstressed in IE times38 . The derivational suffix, IE *-éyo-, with which class I
deverbatives were formed, bore the accent in the TE period, while the primary,
38

For greater discussion concerning the operation and chronology of Vemer's Law, the reader
should refer to Bennet (1968: 2 19-223).
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strong verbs from which they are derived bore the accent on the root syllable, a
system of accentuation which must have been characteristic of the early stages
of Gmc, before the shift in the stress accent of Gmc to the initial syllable had
been fully completed. Thus we have forms such as *nazejanan (OHG nerien)
"to cause to escape, save, rescue" in which the original accent would have been
on the derivational suffix. This derives from the strong verb *nesanan (OHG ginesan) "to escape" the original accent of which would have been on the root
syllable. On account of grammatical change, the derived verb has then
undergone voicing of the palatal-alveolar fricative s to z.
The root vowel in the majority of the above verbs (twenty-eight verbs or
75.68% of all class I deverbatives) stands in an ablaut relation to its strong verb
derivational base. Thus, the derived weak verb was normally formed with the
o-grade of ablaut, while the strong verb had the e-grade of ablaut. As a result,
derivations from strong verbs of classes I to V (these classes belonging to the
e/o-ablaut series) take the same root vowel as that in the preterite singular of
their derivational base.
A notable exception to the above e/o-ablaut interchange is provided by
the verb *huljanan (OHG hullen) which derives from the class IV strong verb
*helanan and takes the zero or weak grade of ablaut. It does not differ in
meaning from its derivational source. A class I deverbative from the same
strong verb etymon, *halejan (an) (OHG hellen), and taking the expected ograde of ablaut can be reconstructed, however, for the WGmc stratum, where it
exists alongside the older derivative *huljanan with no difference in meaning
from the latter. Another exception is furnished by *hleibejanan (OHG (12)liben)
which preserves the e-grade of its strong verb derivational base rather than
taking the expected o-grade of ablaut.
It should also be noted that derivations from strong verbs of class VI,
preterite-present verbs or reduplicating verbs do not take ablaut, the root vowel
remaining the same as that of the verb functioning as its derivational base: thus
*wöpjanan (OHG wuofen) "to cry" from the reduplicating verb *wopanan "to
cry". This is due to the fact that strong verbs of class VI, preterite-present verbs
and reduplicating verbs take root vowels other than e in their present forms.
They cannot, therefore, belong to the e/o-grade ablaut series, thus ruling out the
possibility for an e/o-grade ablaut relationship to derivations such as that
exhibited by verbs derived from strong verbs of classes I to V. Nevertheless,
derivations from strong verbs of class VI, preterite-present verbs or
reduplicating verbs are subject, like all class I derivations, to grammatical
change. For example, *laizejanan (OHG lten) "to cause to know, teach"
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derives from the preterite-present verb *lais "to know", remaining unaffected by
ablaut but undergoing grammatical change, i.e. voicing of the palatal-alveolar
fricative s to z.
Causative deverbatives taking the o-grade of ablaut in their root vowel
and carrying the accent on the derivational suffix (IE *-eyo-) have clear IE
parallels. However, in attested forms it is only in Sanskrit that this suffix
remains distinct. In the other languages of the IE group IE *-eyo- became fused
with other present suffixes without possibilty of distinction by the time of the
first written records 39 . These causative deverbatives can now be examined as
they occur in the individual language groups within the IE family.
Causative deverbatives with ablaut alteration are well preserved in
Sanskrit where they remain highly productive. Typical examples include the
following: tarsáyati "makes thirsty, makes to thirst" from the verb trsyati "is
thirsty, thirsts"; bodháyati "to awaken, cause to be aware" from the verb budhati
"to be aware or awake"; rocáyati "to illuminate" from the verb rucáyati "to
shine".
Although the formation of causative deverbatives is relatively restricted
40

in Greek , the ablaut alternation between IE e-grade in the base verb and
o-grade in the causative derivative can still clearly be observed, as can be seen
from the following examples: cpo[êw "I frighten, make afraid" from the verb
páf3opot "I am afraid" (this might, however, be a denominative from the
substantive base pó3oç "fear, flight, panic" 41); coáw "I excite, agitate" from
the verb cth3ojiat "I am in awe, feel awe".
Although o-grade causative deverbatives represent a relic class in Latin,
a number of o-grade causatives are found inflecting as class II verbs in -e42.
Typical examples include the following: docãe "to teach" from the verb base
decere "to be fitting, suitable"; torrâe "to make dry, dry" from the verb base
seen in Sanskrit trsyati "is thirsty, thirsts" (see above) and Greek 'tpojicxt "I
become dry".
OIr. also preserves a few examples of o-grade causative deverbatives43.
Thus: ro(i)thid "sets in motion" from the verb rethid "runs"; fu-lug(a)i
"conceals" from the verb la(z)gid "lies"; ad-su(i)di "holds fast" from the verb
sa(i)did "sits"; im-hadi "agitates" from the verb luid "he went".

Brugmann (IV 1895: 318).
Buck (1933: 260).
Sihier (1995: 504).
42
Sihler (1995: 531-532).
Thurneysen (1946: 336).
40
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The derivation of o-grade causative deverbatives by means of the IE
suffix *-eyo- therefore represents a method of derivation which Gmc has clearly
inherited from IE. Indeed, as discussed in 4.3.2., many of the pre-Gmc primary
verbs with ablaut o-grade may actually represent IE causative deverbatives.
Moreover, in 4.3.2., 4.3.3. and 4.3.4. it was hypothesized that the dental preterite
of the preterite-present verbs became extended at an earlier date to two main
morphological types, these being verbs which had the ablaut o-grade in the root
syllable of their present stem (= Gmc a), and verbs which had the ablaut
zero-grade in the root syllable of their present stem. Therefore, the association
of the dental suffix with verbs formed with the o-grade of ablaut or, in Gmc
terms a-vocalism, in their present stem may have created a situation for the
dental suffix to spread analogically in the formation of causative deverbatives,
as these latter were formed with the o-grade of ablaut (= Gmc *a). In the Gmc
period this appears to be precisely what is happening - that is a significant
number of new weak verbs are created which represent casuative deverbatives.
Although the majority of class I deverbatives stand in a causative
relation to their derivational base, a gradual erosion of this function is, however,
already discernible during the Gmc period, a process which increases with each
subsequent stratum (see 4.5.1.1., 4.6.1.1., 4.7.1.1.). Thus, seven (18.92%) of the
thirty-seven class I Gmc dverbatives are formed with no obvious change in
meaning from that of their derivational base.
Three of these non-causative deverbatives, namely *gangejanan ( OHG
gengen) "to go", *hröpjanan (OHG (h)ruofen) "to shout, call", and *wopjanan
(OHG wuofen) "to cry", are derived from reduplicating strong verbs.
Reduplicating verbs represent an archaic method of verbal inflexion which
became ever more marginalized throughout the development of Gmc, and their
replacement by class I weak derivations (or perhaps it is more accurate to say
their transition into verbs inflecting as class I weak verbs) clearly shows the
productivity enjoyed by the weak verbs at the expense of other methods of
verbal inflexion. It should further be noted that in two of these derivations from
reduplicating verbs, *hröpjanan and *wopjanan, the ablaut grade of the root
vowel also remains unchanged. If we examine these latter two verbs more
closely we can see that they, and their reduplicating verb counterparts, are
formed with the extended ablaut grade, a, together with a j-suffix. As has been
stated above, reduplicating verbs became increasingly uncommon. This would
appear to be particularly so in the case of those formed with the ö grade of
ablaut together with a j-suffix. A j-suffix was, on the other hand, an essential
element in the formation of the weak verbs. The j-suffix present in the
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reduplicating verb bases may therefore have been a key analogical factor behind
the transition of the above reduplicating verbs into weak verbs.
The remaining weak derivations involving no obvious change in
meaning are: *draibejanan (OHG treiben) "to drive" from *dreibanan "to
drive"; *huljanan (OHG hullen) from *helanan "to hide conceal"; *hlejbejanan
"to save, protect, help" (OHG (h)liben) from *hleibanan "to save, protect,
help"; *nanJ,ejanan (OHG nenden) from *nenJ,anan "to take courage, dare". It
is interesting to note that *draibejanan and *huljanan involve an alteration in
the ablaut grade of the root vowel. These may represent some of the earliest
examples of derived weak verbs that remain unchanged in meaning, but which
are formed on analogy with regular patterns for weak verb derivations. Thus,
*draibejanan may have been formed on analogy with the regular o-grade ablaut
pattern used when deriving weak verbs which exist in a causative relation to
their strong verb counterpart.
Furthermore, the verbs *baióejanan (OHG beiten), *walejanan (OHG

wellen) and *warôejanan (OHG werten), although exhibiting a change in
meaning from that of their derivational base, do not show any clear
morpho-semantic process in their derivation. These and the above deverbatives
formed with no discernible change in meaning clearly point therefore to a
loosening, during the Gmc period, in the causative relationship between class I
derivatives and their strong verb derivational bases.
The verb *waróejanan (OHG werten) presents an interesting example of
derivation. We would expect this to be a straightforward deverbative from the
simplex strong verb *werbanan. However, this is unlikely on semantic grounds,
as the verb *waróejanan has the meaning "to spoil, destroy" while *we,1banan
has the meaning "to become". A change in meaning as radical as this is highly
unlikely without the aid of a verbal prefix. A more convincing solution is to
view *fra-waróejanan "to spoil, destroy" as a deverbative from *frawerJjanan
"to spoil, destroy", the prefixed form of the strong verb. The unprefixed form
*waróejanan can then be seen as a back formation from *fra-waróejanan with
loss of the prefix *fra- but retention of the prefixed verb's meaning.

4.4.1.2. Class II Germanic Deverbatives
There are three Gmc class II deverbatives, which comprise 6.3 8% of all Gmc
deverbative formations. With only three verbs, class II is the smallest and least
productive class used in forming deverbatives during this period. With so little
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evidence it is extremely difficult to draw any firm conclusions concerning the
morphology or semantics of class II Gmc deverbatives.
Two of the Gmc class II deverbative derivations involve a definite
alteration in meaning, although the semantic relation between source and
derived verb is not easy to classify: *metqjanan (OHG mezzön) "to moderate,
control" which derives from the class V strong verb *metanan "to measure,
mete out, estimate"; *raubq/anan (OHG roubdn) "to rob, plunder, lay waste to"
which derives from the class II strong verb *reufanan "to pluck, pull, tear". The
verb *hwarbojanan (OHG (h)warbön), on the other hand, appears to be
frequentative or continuative in meaning. Both *raubojanan and *hwarbojanan
are formed with the o-grade of ablaut, while *met qfanan preserves the e-grade
of its strong verb derivational base.
A more detailed discussion concerning the nature and function of class II
deverbatives is given in the section dealing with NWGmc class II deverbatives
(4.5.1.2.).

4.4.1.3. Class III Germanic Deverbatives
There are seven Gmc class III deverbatives, which comprise 14.8 9% of all Gmc
deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:

habn

*habjanan

Derivational
Base
*hafjanan sty VI

hangn

*hangjanan

*hanhanan redpl

durative

o-grade

kunnn

*kunnjan

*kapj pret pres

durative

zero-grade

1ebn

*1jbjan

*-leibanan stY I

durative

zero-grade

mornn

*mumjanan

*murnanan sty III

durative

zero-grade

wahhn

*wakjanan

*waluianan sty VI

durative

o-grade

wizzn

*witjanan

*wait pret pres

durative

zero-grade

OHG Weak
Verb

Gmc Weak
Verb

Semantic
Relation
durative

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
o-grade

Table 6: Gmc Class III Deverbatives

As can be seen from the above table, the majority (57.14%) of these verbs are
formed with the zero-grade of ablaut in their root vowel, while the remainder
(42.86%) are formed with the o-grade of ablaut. It is therefore evident that, in
terms of morphology, class III was used to derive predominantly zero-grade, as
well as a significant number of o-grade, deverbatives during the Gmc period.
In terms of semantics, all of the above verbs stand in a durative relation
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to their derivational base. This durative meaning exhibited by the Gmc class III
deverbatives corresponds to the stative function shown by the Gmc class III
deadjectival and denominative formations (see 4.4.2.3. and 4.4.3.3.), pointing to
class III having an overall function in forming derivations with a stative/durative
meaning during the Gmc period.
As was shown in 4.3.4., durative deverbatives represent a method of
derivation which can clearly be seen to be inherited from IE, such verbs being
derived from aorist stems in TB and usually, but not inevitably, formed with the
zero-grade of ablaut in their root vowel, as in Gmc 44. Thus Latin placâe "to
please, be agreeable or acceptable to" which may originally represent a
zero-grade durative deverbative from a verb base similar to or represented by
the verb plicäre "to soothe, calm, quiet, appease, reconcile"; candte "to be of a
shining white, to shine, glitter" which may originally represent a durative
deverbative (with unchanged vocalism) from a verb base similar to or
represented by the verb ac-cendere "to kindle, set on fire"; pendte "to be
hanging, to hang suspended" which may originally represent a durative
deverbative (with unchanged vocalism) from a verb base similar to or
represented by the verb pendere "to cause to hang down, to weigh". For the
significance of the -e. suffix in these Latin verbs and its connection to Gmc
verbs of class III, see 4.3.44 A number of such zero-grade durative deverbatives
are also attested in Balto-Slavonic, hence Lith. sviteti "to shine brightly" which
may originally represent a zero-grade durative deverbative from a verb base
similar to that seen in the verb sveisti "to clean".
In 4.3.4. it was shown that a significant number of class III primary
verbs took the zero-grade of ablaut in the root syllable of their present stem, and
it was consequently hypothesized that the dental preterite of the preterite-present
verbs became extended at an early date to verbs which had the ablaut zero-grade
in the root syllable of their present stem. Following on from this, it can therefore
be seen that the association of the dental suffix with verbs formed with the
zero-grade of ablaut in their present stem may have created a situation for the
dental suffix to spread analogically in the formation of durative deverbatives, as
these latter were formed with the zero-grade of ablaut. In the Gmc period this
appears to be precisely what is happening - that is a number of new weak verbs
are created which represent zero-grade durative deverbatives. However, class III
durative deverbatives do not undergo the significant rise in productivity in the
Gmc stratum which class I causative deverbatives enjoy during this same period
(see 4.4.1.1.).
Meillet & Vendryes (1927: 269), Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 249).
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4.4.2. Germanic Deadjectives
There are forty-nine deadjectival verbs which can be traced back to the Gmc
stratum. These account for 20.59% (3 1.41% if prefix formations are ignored) of
all Gmc derivational formations.

4.4.2.1. Class I Germanic Deadjectives
There are forty class I Gmc deadjectives. These represent 81.63% of all Gmc
deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
balden
berahten

Gmc Weak Verb
*balpijanan
*berhtijanan

blTden

*blTlp(j)ijanan
*bIauijanan

bloden
breiten
egilen
engen
fremiden
frTten
fullen
furhten, forahten
*geilen
ginuogen
gremmen
heften
heilen
herten
hOhen

Derivational Base
*balbaz
*berhtaz
*blTlp(j)az

Semantic Relation
factitive
factitive
stative

*blaubaz

factitive

*braiôaz
*agluz
*ang(w)uz
*framajaz

factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive

*braióijanan
*ag1ijanai
*ang(w)ijanan
*framabj ijanan
*frióijanan
*fullijanan
*furhtijanan
*gailijanan
*ganOgijaflan
*gramijanan
*haftijan
*hailijanan
*harôijanan
*hauhjjanan

*friôaz
*fullaz
*furhtaz
*gailaz
*ganogaz
*gramaz
*haftaz
*hailaz
*haróuz
*hauh

factitive
stative
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

hOnen
irren
lezzen
liuhten
losen

*haunijanan

*hauniz

factitive

*erzjijanan
* latijanan
* leuhtijanan
*lausijanan

*erzjaz
* lataz
*leuhtaz
*lausaz

stative
factitive
stative
factitive

mren

*mrijanan

*mriz

factitive

nahen
nezzen
(h)reinen
*reiten
rihten
sniumen

*nhwijanan
*natijanan
*hrainijanan
*raiôijanan
*rehtijanan
*sneumijanan

*nhwaz
*nataz
*hrainiz
*raiôaz, *raiójaz
*rehtaz
*sneumaz

inchoative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
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*dauôijanan

*dauóaz

factitive

*daubijanan
*daupijanan

*daubaz
*deupaz

wihen

*drbijanan
*warmijanan
*hwatij anan
*weihijanan

*drObaz, *drObjaz
*warmaz
* hwataz
*wejha

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

wrsen

*weisijanan

*weisaz

factitive

(h)wlzen
zemmen

*hweitijanan

*hweitaz

factitive

*tamijanan

*tamaz

factitive

tOden
touben
toufen
truoben
warmen
(h)wezzen

Table 7: Gmc Class I Deadjectives

As can be seen from the above table, the vast majority (80.00%) of these
deadjectives are factitive in meaning. The remainder of class I Gmc deadjectives
are made up of stative (17.50%) and inchoative formations (2.50%). However,
these stative and inchoative formations are insignificant in comparison to the
factitives. This predominantly factitive nature of class I deadjectives mirrors
precisely the causative sense held by class I deverbatives (see 4.4.1.1.), and
corresponds to the tendency of class Ito form denominatives exhibiting a factive
meaning during the Gmc period (see 4.4.3.1.), from which it may be concluded
that the overall function of class I lay in forming factitive/causative
derivations45 . For the close connection between factitive deadjectives and
causative deverbatives, the reader should refer to 4.4.2.1.
In comparison to classes II and III, class I is extremely productive,
producing 80.63% of all Gmc deadjectival formations, and it is therefore clearly
evident that class I formations represented the main method in Gmc of deriving
verbs from adjectives (the majority of these being factitive in sense). Indeed,
class II deadjectival formations may be a relatively late innovation, and as such
cannot be distinguished from class I semantically, owing to the fact that the
former are also primarily factive in meaning (4.4.2.2.). Furthermore, although
class III has a clear function in producing stative or inchoative derivations
(4.4.2.3.), these are small in number, suggesting that deadjective formations
exhibiting a stative meaning were relatively unimportant in Gmc in comparison
to the class I type with factitive meaning.
Deadjectival formations making use of the TB *.-yo.. present tense
forming suffix and exhibiting a factitive semantic relation to their derivational
base have numerous TB parallels.

These are the findings of traditional research, see in particular Willmanns (II 1930: 70ff.),
Kramer (1971).
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The derivation of factitive deadjectivals was important in Latin, where it
primarily occurred in class I verbs in -the and, to a lesser extent, class IV verbs
in -ire, as can be seen from the following: Class Ifoedare "to make foul, defile"
from foedus "foul, dirty, filthy"; laxãre "to make spacious, widen, loosen" from
laxus "wide, loose, spacious"; sãnãre "to heal, cure, make well" from sãnus
"sound, healthy"; saturãre "to satisf', make satisfied" from satur "full, sated";
solffre "to make solitary" from solus "alone, solitary". Class IV lenire "to make
soft, soften" from lenis "soft"; molifre "to soften" from mollis "soft".
Factitive deadjectivals are also a characteristic feature of Old Irish.
These declined in OIr. according to the a-conjugation46, as can be seen from the
following examples: mára, móra "makes great, magnifies" from mar, mór
"great, large"; so Ira "frees, sets free" from soIr "free"; marba "kills" from marb
"dead"; glana "purifies, makes pure" from glan "pure, clean".
A large number of factitive deajectival formations are attested in Greek,
and are particularly prominent in verbs in -6Ci. Typical examples include the
following: vEóco "I make new" from vaóg "new"; frytóco "I make well" from
'ytiç "well"; ir2c'ców "I broaden, make broad" from tXct; "broad"; iaóco "I
make equal" from og "equal".
Deadjectival verbs standing in a factitive relation to their derivational
base and formed with the suffix -ya- commonly occurred in Sanskrit. These
conjugated in the Parasmaipada or active voice and normally took the accent on
the -yá- suffix. However, the accent could also fall on the final syllable of the
adjective's stem (the ending was thus -áya-), in which case such verbs were
categorized by Sanskrit grammarians as belonging to the tenth class which, it is
important to note, was the class used to derive causatives in Sanskrit. Typical
examples of factitive deadj ectivals include the following: jiváyati; sithilayati "to
slacken, make slack" from sithilah "slack"; sitalayáti "makes cool, cools" from
sitalah "cool"; sukhayáti "to gladden, delight, refresh, give pleasure to" from
sukham "happy, glad, pleasant, mild".
The formation of factitive deadjectivals was also important in
Balto-Slavonic, as can be seen from the following: OCS beliti "to make white"
from belu "while"; celiti "to make well, heal" from celu "whole, unharmed,
well"; pluniti "to fil, make full" from plunu "full".
Nevertheless, caution must be excercised when attempting to establish
an etymological relationship between these deadjectival formations appearing in
the IE groups discussed above and the Gmc forms. After the break-up of IE (and
46
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probably also prior to that period), it appears there was considerable
restructuring and analogical levelling, especially among the various thematic
vowels accompanying the present tense forming suffix *..yo, with the result that
it is difficult to discern any firm connections between Gmc factitive
deadjectivals in *-Uan and the deadjectives present in the other IE branches.
However, the very fact that factitive formations are present in several of the JE
branches, suggests that the derivation of factitive deadjectives was a feature of
IE.

4.4.2.2. Class II Germanic Deadjectives
There are six class II Gmc deadjectives. These represent 12.24% of all Gmc
deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:

*aiganojanan

Derivational Base
*aiganaz

Semantic Relation
factitive

faginon

*fagenojanan

*fagenaz

stative

werdOn

*werojanan

*werb

factitive

wrson

*wejsjanan

*weisaz

factitive

wuntOn

*wundOjanan

*wundaz

factitive

zilon

*tilojanan

*tilaz

factitive

OHG Weak Verb
eiginon

Gmc Weak Verb

Table 8: Gmc Class II Deadjectives

These deadjectives are primarily factitive, with the exception of fagenojanan
(OHG faginon) which exhibits a stative meaning. There is therefore no real
semantic distinction between classes I and II in respect to deadjectival
formations, both classes being used to form factitive verbs. However, in
comparison to class I, class II is still relatively small and unproductive as a
means of creating deadjectival formations. This is in contrast to denominative
formations where class II plays a far more prominent role, producing 27.45% of
all Gmc denominative formations (see 4.4.3.2.). It is therefore likely that class II
deadjectival formations represent a later innovation, possibly resulting from an
analogical spread from the older deverbative derivational type which can be
explained by the similarity between adjectives and preterite participles (see
below), or alternatively arising under the influence of class II denominative
formations, these latter representing a well-established and productive
derivational pattern in Gmc. Furthermore, class II deadjectivals have no clear
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semantic function to distinguish them from the larger and more productive class
I deadjectival group, both classes being primarily factitive in nature. This fact
might also therefore point to class II deadjectives having been a later innovation
which adopted a morpho-semantic feature already well established in class 1.
It is interesting to note that two of these verbs (33.33% of all Gmc class
II deadjectivals) derive from preterite participles functioning as adjectives.
Thus, *aiganojanan (OHG eiginon) "to make one's own, claim, possess"
derives from *aiganaz, the preterite participle of the preterite-present verb *aih
(OHG eig) "to have, possess", while *fagenjanan (OHGfaginon) "to rejoice,
be glad" derives from *fagenaz the preterite participle of the class V strong verb
*fehanan "to be glad, rejoice". As stated above, class I causative deverbatives
were relatively productive during the Gmc period and clearly represent an
ancient method of verbal derivation, as can be seen from parallel formations in
the other TB groups outside Gmc (4.4.1.1.). Such deadjectival formations from
preterite participles functioning as adjectives may, on account of this close liiik
between preterite participles and adjectives, have provided a means by which
the older deverbative method of derivation could have been extended so as to be
used regularly in the formation of deadjectives.

4.4.2.3. Class III Germanic Deadjectives
There are three class III Gmc deadjectives. These represent 6.12% of all Gmc
deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
armen

*anjan

Derivational Base
*armaz

fasten

*fastjanan

*fastijz

stative

gilihhen

*galeikjanan

*galeikaz

stative

Gmc Weak Verb

Semantic Relation
stative, inchoative

Table 9: Gmc Class III Deadjectives

These verbs are exclusively intransitive and stative (except armn which also
shows an inchoative meaning beside a stative one). In respect to the formation
of deadjectival verbs, it therefore appears that the function of class III was to
form derivations with a stative (and closely related inchoative) meaning. The
largely stative function is also shared by Gmc class III denominative formations
(4.4.3.3.), and corresponds to the durative nature of class III deverbatives
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(4.4.1.3.), clearly showing that the overall function of class III lay in forming
derivations with a stative (durative) meaning48.
The limited size, however, of this group shows that, during the Gmc
period, little importance was actually attached to the formation of deadjectival
verbs with a stative meaning. A reason for this may be that Gmc preferred the
more analytical construction whereby a state or condition was simply expressed
by means of the auxiliaries "to be" or "to become" coupled with the relevant
adjective.
However, deadjectival formations making use of the lB present tense
forming suffix *-.yo and standing in a stative and/or inchoative relation to their
derivational base have a number of TB parallels.
The formation of inchoative deadjectivals was particularly important in
Balto-Slavonic, as can be seen from the following examples: OCS celteti
"becomes well, heals" from celu "whole, unharmed, well"; OCS o-slabeti
"becomes weak, weakens" from slabu "weak"; OCS rudeti se "becomes red,
blushes" from rudu "red"; Latvian rudët "becomes reddish" from Latvian ruds
"reddish" (cf. Lith. rudas "red-brown"); Lith. senéti "becomes old" from senas
"old".
Stative deadjectival formations occur, to a limited extent, in Latin class
II verbs in -&e: rubâe "to be red" from ruber "red, ruddy"; albere "to be
white" from albus "white"; sene "to be old" from senex "old". However,
inchoative deadjectival formations in -esc- (the origin of this suffix being quite
distinct from * ..yo .. presents) represent a more numerous and productive type in
Latin, many examples of which stand in a formal semantic opposition to statives
in -ãe: albescere "to become white" from albus "white"; nigrescere "to become
black, grow dark" from niger "black"; senescere "to grow old" from senex
"old". It should be noted that the derivation of inchoative verbs by means of the
suffix -esc- (< TE present tense formating suffix *-sk-, cf. OHG forscon "to
search"; OIr. arco "I ask"; Latin poscere "to demand"; Skt prcchami "I ask")
represents a secondary development which is confined to Latin49.
Stative and/or inchoative deadjectivals are a feature of Old Irish. These
were usually formed by adding the suffix -ag1- (after palatals (-igl-), the
resulting verb being inflected as a deponent of the i-class in OIr. 50 . Typical
examples include the following: ir(a)igedar "is green" from ir "green";

These are the findings of traditional research, see in particular Willmanns (II 1930: 70ff.),
Kr.mer (1971).
' Szemerényi (1990: 293).
° Thurneysen (1946: 337).
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lobr(a)igedar "is weak or ill" from lobur "weak, ill"; imd(a)igedar "is
numerous" from imd(a)e "numerous".
A number of stative deadjectival formations are attested in Greek, and
are particularly prominent in verbs in

Co 51 .

Typical examples include the

following: &-öDva'cáco "I am weak, unable" from -i)va'roç "weak, unable";
-7tEt9(t) "I am disobedient" from &-7rEte1ç "disobedient"; è-Oapaco "I am
in good courage" from -eapaiç "of good courage".
Deadjectivals standing in a stative semantic relation to their derivational
base and formed with the suffix -ya- also occur in Sanskrit. These conjugated in
the Atmanepada or middle voice and regularly lengthened the a of the stem to ã
Typical examples include the following: sithilayati "to slacken, make slack"
from sithilah "slack"; sukhayati "to feel pleasure, be agreeable" from sukham
"happy, glad, pleasant, mild".
However, as has been mentioned in 4.2.2.1., establishing an
etymological relationship between the Gmc forms and these IE deadjectival
formations is extremely tenuous, although an exception to this may be the Latin
class II verbs in -âe52 . It is therefore safest to regard the Gmc class III stative
deadjectival formations as later, independent formations.
Worthy of note is the verb *armëJanan (OHG armn). This is best
considered a Gmc deadjectival formation from the adjective *armaz "poor, in
need". Its original Gmc meaning would consequently have been "to be or
become poor, to be in need", which meaning is preserved in OHG and OS.
However, in Gothic and OE the verb has taken on the Christian meaning of "to
have pity on" at the expense of the primary Gmc meaning. This new meaning
represents a semantic loan from the christianized Latin verb misere "to feel
pity, have compassion, pity, compassionate, commiserate". In OHG this
Christian sense was only attached to the prefixed form of the verb *bi-armën.
The form *bj-arm p1 is itself unattested due to the fact that it became contracted
to the form barmën at an early stage in OHG.
Likewise, the verb *fast/anan (OHG fastãn) is best considered as a
Gmc deadjectival formation from the adjective *fastuz "fast, firm, steadfast". Its
original meaning would consequently have been "to hold fast". However, in a
number of the Gmc languages it has the additional meaning of "to fast, abstain
from food". This latter meaning obviously derives from the former, on the basis
that someone who fasts standsfirm or steadfast in his abstention from food. The
verb may already have developed this additional meaning of "to fast" in the
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Gmc period. Alternatively, however, the idea of fasting may be a semantic loan
from the Christian Latin verb iiUnãre "to fast, abstain from food". In the case of
Gothic, the source verb would, of course, have been the Greek vrc'rEIxo "I fast,
abstain from food".

4.4.3. Germanic Denominatives
There are fifty-one denominative verbs which originate in the Gmc period, this
sum accounting for 21.43% (32.69% if prefix formations are ignored) of all
Gmc derivational formations.

4.4.3.1. Class I Germanic Denominatives
A total of thirty-two Gmc denominative verbs belong to class I. These represent
62.75% of all Gmc denominative formations. The following table presents these
verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of
their formation:
OHG Weak
Verb
ambahten
antwurten
arbeiten
buozzen
goumen

Gmc Weak Verb
*ambahtijanan
*andawurôijanan
*arbaiijanan
*bOtijanan
*gaumijanan

Semantic
Derivational Base
Relation
__________________________
agentive
*ambahtaz (m. a-stem)
factitive
*andawurôjan (n. ja-stem)
*arbaiiz (f. i-stem)
objective
factitive
*boto (f. 0-stem)

*gaumO (f. 0-stem)
*hatiz (n. cons.stem)
*hatijanan
*hezzen
*hugijanan
*hugiz, *huguz (m. i/uhuggen
____________________ ______________________ stem)
*hungrijanan
*hungruz (m. u-stem)
hungaren
*lewan (n. a-stem)
*lwijanan
*Ien
*Iaistijanan
*laistaz (m. a-stem)
leisten
*laubijanan
*laubaz, *Iauban (ruin, alouben
____________________ ______________________ stem)
*Iaugnijanan
lougenen
*laugnO (f. 0-stem)
*niaIijanan
*mablan (n. a-stem)
mahalen
*murbran (n. a-stem)
*murrijanan
murdiren
*naglaz (m. a-stem)
*naglijanan
nagalen
*namnijanan
nemnen
*namOn (m. n-stem)
*nauóiz (f. i-stem)
*nauöijanan
nOten
ougen

*augijanan

*regenen
ruogen

*regnijanan
*wrOgijanan

*augon (n. n-stem)
*regnan (n. a-stem)
*wrOgjO (f. jo-stem)

factitive
stative
instrumental
___________________
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
___________________
factitive
objective
factitive
instrumental
factitive
stative
instrumental
factitive/stative
factitive
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scatawen
stiuren

*skawijanan
*steurijanan

teilen
*temmen
tulden
tuomen

*dailijanan
*dammijanan
*dulkjjanan
*dOmijanan

wnen
*wemmen
*wergen
zeihhanen
zimbaren
zwlvalen

*wnijanan
*wammijanan
*wargijanan
*tajlciijanan
*temrijanan

*weno (f 0-stem)
*wammaz (m. a-stem)
*wargaz (m. a-stem)
*taj1cJi (n. a-stem)
*temran (n. a-stem)

*twlflijanan

*twTflaz (m. a-stem)

*skakwaz (m. a-stem)
*steurO (f. 0-stem)
*dajljz (m i-stem)
*dammaz (m. a-stem)
*dulkjz (f. i-stem)
*dOmaz (m. a-stem)

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
agentive
factitive
instrumental
factitive

Table 10: Gmc Class I Denominatives

The above figures clearly show that class I represented the largest and most
productive method of deriving denominative verbs during the Gmc period, class
I, as stated above, accounting for 62.75% of all Gmc denominative formations.
Out of the thirty-two class I Gmc denominatives listed in the above
table, twenty (62.50%) stand in a factitive semantic relation to their derivational
base, four (12.50%) are stative, four (12.50%) instrumental, two (6.25%)
agentive, and two (6.25%) objective. These figures show that the overwhelming
majority of class I denominatives formed during the Gmc period were factitive
in nature. The predominantly factitive nature of Gmc class I denominatives
corresponds to the primarily factitive character of Gmc class I deadjectival
formations (4.4.2.1.), as well as the chiefly caustive function of Gmc class I
deverbatives (4.4.1.1.), and thus provides further evidence showing that the
main function of class I during the Gmc period was to form causative/factitive
derivations. For the close connection between factitive denominatives and
causative deverbatives, the reader should refer to 4.4.2.1.
Denominative formations making use of the TE *..yo present tense
forming suffix and exhibiting a factitive semantic relation to their derivational
base have numerous IE parallels.
Denominative verbs standing in a factitive relation to their derivational
base were regularly formed in Latin. These derivations were normally class I
verbs in -e or class IV verbs in -fre, as can be seen from the following typical
examples: finire "to bound, limit, border, put to an end, conclude, finish" from
finis "boundary, limit, border, end"; geläre "to make frosty, cause to freeze"
from gelu "frost, icy cold"; partire "to share out, distribute, divide" from pars,
partis "part, portion, share".
Similarly, factitive denominatives may be found in Greek where they
typically take the ending -óü, as can be seen from the following examples:
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ypipów "I make into a bridge" from 'yp5pa "bridge"; 5aKóo "I make into
rags, tear into rags" from 5âKoç "rag"; ôpviOów "I turn into a bird" from pvg,
5pvieo; "bird".
Denominative verbs standing in a factitive relation to their derivational
base and formed with the suffix -ya- commonly occurred in Sanskrit. These
conjugated in the Parasmapada or active voice and normally took the accent on
the -yá- suffix. Typical examples include the following: adhvaryáti "performs a
sacrifice" from advarah "sacrifice"; ghatayati "makes a jar" from ghatah "jar";
vãjáyati "hastens, conquers, spurs on, makes something use its power" from
vajah "speed, power, prize, booty"; vasnayáti "haggles, sets a price" from
vasnah "price".
Factitive denominatives formed in Balto-Slavonic include the following:
OCS znamenaja "I mark, term" from zname, znamen- "mark"; branja "I strive"
from brany "strife"; mista "I take vengeance" from misti "vengeance". Lith.
kruvyju "I heap (up) from kruvà "heap"; ginczyjus "I strive" giflczias "strife";
Latvian gudju "I make myself decorous or agreeable" from guds "demeanour,
honour"; skáust(ju "I tighten, wedge tight" from skáusts "wedge".
Factitive denominatives are also a characteristic feature of Old Irish.
These were declined in OIr. according to the a- or i-conjugations 53 : nerta
"strengthens" from nert "strength"; ranna "divides" from rann "part, portion";
for-cenna "ends, terminates" from cenn or for-cenn "end"; rádi "speaks" from
rád "speech"; ad-rImi "counts, enumerates" from rim "number"; sluindi
"indicates, names" from slond "indication".
However, as has been mentioned in 4.2.2.1., establishing an
etymological relationship between the Gmc forms and these lB denominative
formations is difficult, and it is therefore safest to regard the Gmc class I
factitive denominative formations as having been derived independently.
However, as in 4.2.2.1., the existence of factitive formations in several of the IE
branches, suggests that the derivation of factitive denominatives was a feature of
JE.

4.4.3.2. Class II Germanic Denominatives
There are fourteen Gmc denominative verbs which belong to class II. These
represent 27.45% of all Gmc denominative formations. The following table
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presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb

Gmc Weak Verb

ellinon

*aljanojanan

Derivational Base
*aljanan (n. n-stem)

fiscon

*fiskOjanan

*fiskaz (m. a-stem)

objective

fridon

*fripojanan

*friuz (m. u-stem)

factitive

kar0n

*karojanan

stative

koufon

*kaupojanan

*karo (f. 0-stem)
*kaupan (n. n-stem)

ladon

*Iaojanan

*lako (f. 0-stem)

factitive

lahhinon

*lkjaz (in. ja-stem)
*leuban (n. n-stem)

agentive

liudOn

*lkin0janan
*leuojanan

luston

*lustOjanan

*Iusftjz (m. u-stem)

stative

salbon

*salbOjanan

*salbO (f. 0-stem)

instrumental

sippon

*sibjOjanan

factitive

sitOn

*seojanan

*sibjO (f. jo-stem)
*seöuz (m. u-stem)

objective

smidon

*smiojanan

*smibaz (m a-stem)

agentive

wettOn

*waójOjanan

*waójan (n. n-stem)

objective

Semantic Relation
stative

factitive

factitive

Table 11: Gmc Class II Denominatives

Out of the fourteen class II Gmc denominatives listed in the above table, five
verbs (35.71%) stand in a factitive relation to their derivational base, three
(21.43%) are objective, three (21.43%) stative, two (14.29%) agentive, and one
(7.14%) instrumental. These figures show that class II has no clear semantic
function at this time. This is in contrast to classes I and III which derive a
majority of factitive and stative denominatives respectively. For a further
discussion of class II denominatives, see 4.5.3.2. Furthermore, in comparision
with class I which accounts for 62.75% of all Gmc denominative formations,
class II clearly represents a less important or productive means of deriving
denominatives, the latter comprising a significantly lower 27.45% of all Gmc
denominatives.
Although we might expect a significant number of Gmc class II
denominatives to derive from feminine 5-stem nouns in light of the traditional
theory which sees denominatives formed with the thematic vowel * .o.. before
the present tense forming suffix *-je-/-jo- as having its motivation in feminine
5-stem nouns54, this does not appear to be the case in the above table. Indeed,
the above results indicate that class II was formed from substantive bases
belonging to a variety of inflectional classes: masculine and neuter a-stem
nouns, feminine 5-stem nouns, u-stem nouns and consonantal n-stem nouns. As
Thus typically, Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 23 8-239).
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a result of these diverse substantive bases, it is impossible to draw any firm
conclusions in regard to morphological factors which may have influenced the
derivational process of the above verbs.
Nevertheless, there are numerous instances in the other TB languages of
denominative verbs which have the linking or strengthening vowel * - a- ( Gmc
* -o-) before the present tense forming suffix *-je-I-jo- and which are formed
from feminine a-stem nouns (= Gmc ö-stem nouns).
Thus, Latin class I verbs in -are regularly derived verbs from feminine
a-stem nominal bases (Latin final -a <Primitive Italic final * -a 5), as can be
seen from the following typical examples: curare "to take care of' from cara
"care"; lacrim are "to cry" from lacrima "tear"; plantare "to plant" from planta
"plant".
Likewise, the majority of Greek denominative verbs in -&oI-âopat are
derived from from feminine n-stem substantives 56 (Attic and Ionic r from * a =
Doric a57), as can be seen from the following examples: vü&co "I win" from
vti "victory"; 'tijtho. "I honour" from 'riJn "honour".
Denominatives from feminine a-stem substantives can also be found in
Sanskrit: prtanayati "he fights, battles" from prtanã "battle"; man ifyati "he is
attached, well disposed" from manã "attachment"; ducchunayati "he desires
mischief, misfortune" from duccunã"misfortune".
Balto-Slavonic examples of denominatives from feminine a-stem nouns
include the following: OCS kotoraja se "I fight" from kotora "fight" (OCS final
-a <IE final * -a58); vonjajo "I smell" from vonja "smell"; Lith. bylóju "I speak"
from byth "speech" (Lith. final -a < IE final * g ) ; dovanóyu "I give" from
dovanà "gift";pasakoju "I recount" frompãsaka "tale".
Denominative verbs were also formed in OIr. from feminine substantive
bases in - The situation in OIr. is, however, obscured by the fact that all final
vowels, whether originally long, short or derived from diphthongs, disappeared
in every position except after i. Thus, Primitive Celtic *teuta > OIr. tiath
"people"60 . Typical examples of denominatives from what were originally
feminine a-stem substantives include the following: rannaim "I divide" from
rann "part"; Iccaim "I heal" from icc "health".

Sihier (1995: 78).
Sihler (1995: 521).
Sihler (1995: 49).
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Brugmann (11888: 465).
60
Thurneysen (1946: 59). For more details of these a-stem nouns in Oh., see the same author
(1946: 183).
56
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The widespread occurrence in the various IE daughter languages of
denominative verbs deriving from feminine 5-stem nouns and formed with the
present tense forming suffix * -a- points to a close correlation between this suffix
and feminine 5-stem substantives. This close correlation has, as stated above,
been taken as an indication that derivative verbs formed with *..S. are an ancient
IE type and that, as a verbal suffix, this *..S. developed out of the final -ã of
feminine 5-stem substantives61 . However, as the above Gmc class II
denominatives show, this close relation between denominative verbs formed
with *-S. and feminine 5-stem nouns broke down at an early period prior to the
full separation of Gmc, with the result that the suffix * a. (Gmc *-o-) came to be
used to derive verbs from any type of substantive. A parallel development can
be seen in Latin, where class I verbs in *S. have also become generalized and,
as a result, immensely productive, as can be seen from the following examples
of derivations from non-S-stem nouns: generare "to beget from genus, -ens
"birth, descent, origin" (beside older gignere with reduplication in the present);
laudare "to praise" from laus, laudis "praise"; nöminãre "to name" from nömen,
-mis "name".

4.4.3.3. Class III Gernanic Denominatives
The five denominatives which belong to class III account for 9.80% of all Gmc
denominative formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-sernantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb

Gmc Weak Verb

Derivational Base

Semantic Relation
stative

darben

*barbjanan

hazzn

*hatjanan

*karbO (f. a-stem)
*hatiz (n. cons.stem)

scamn

*skamjanan

*skO

sorgn

*surgejanan

*surgO (f. O-stem)

stative

tiiin

*truwejanan

*trflwO (f. O-stem)

stative

(f. -stem)

stative
stative

Table 12: Gmc Class III Denominatives

All of the above verbs stand in a stative semantic relation to their derivational
base. This mirrors precisely the stative function of class III deadjectives and the
durative function of class III deverbatives. However, like the Gmc class III
deadjectival and deverbative formations (4.4.1.3. and 4.4.2.3.), denominatives
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belonging to class III represent a small and relatively unproductive group during
the Gmc period.
It is interesting to note that the majority of these formations are from
feminine ö-stem substantives. A possible reason for this may lie in the fact that
stative denominatives are usually derived from abstract nouns, these abstract
substantives normally following the feminine o-declension 62 . Accordingly, the
derived verb will denote that its subject is in, or is characterized by, the abstract
state or condition signified by the substantive base, for example *hatjanan
(OHG hazzën) "to be in a state of hate, to be characterized by hatred" from
*hatiz "hate, hatred"; *skamëjanan (OHG scamën) "to be in a state of shame, to
be characterized by shame" from *skamö "shame"; *surgejanan (OHG sorgen)
"to be in the state of worrying, to be characterized by worry" from *surga "care,
worry". Indeed, all of the above class III denominatives have as their
derivational base substantives expressing an abstract state or condition.
Denominative formations making use of the IE present tense forming
suffix *-yo- and standing in a stative relation to their derivational base have a
number of lB parallels.
Denominatives standing in a stative relation to their derivational base
can be found in Greek. Typical examples include the following: &Xyo "I feel
pain" from &Ayoç "pain"; pt?co "I love, feel love" from ptXoç "love"; cftyw
"I am silent" from di'y1 "silence"; ciyáw "I am cold" from ç51'yoç "frost".
A number of denominatives standing in a stative relation to their
derivational base can also be found in Latin, where they are typical of class II
verbs in -e. Thus: callëre "to be thick-skinned" from callum "hard skin or
flesh";florae "to bloom, flower, flourish, prosper" fromfla "flower, blosom";
frigce "to be cold" from frigus "cold, coolness, cold". As with the Latin stative
deadjectival formations (4.4.2.3.), these denominative formations are often
paired with inchoatives formed with the suffix -escere and deriving from the
same nominal base. Thus frigescere "to become cold" from frigus "cold,
coolness, coldness"; florescere "to to begin to blossom, come into flower" from
fibs "flower, blossom". This should be compared with the later OHG
development where class III comes to form a large number of denominatives
which are both stative and inchoative in nature (4.7.3.3.).
Stative denominatives formed with the suffix -ya- also occur in Sanskrit.
These were usually conjugated in the Atmanepada or middle voice and regularly
lengthened the a of the stem to ã Typical examples include the following:
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sabdãyate "is noisy" from sabdah "noise"; man ayati "he is attached, well
disposed" from manã "attachment".
Stative and/or inchoative denominative formations appear in
Balto-Slavonic, as can be seen from the following examples: OCS gnevaja se "I
am angry" from gnevu "anger"; su-vraskaja "I am wrinkled" from vraska
"wrinkle"; zelaja "I understand" from zeija "wish, longing"; o-syreti "turns to
cheese" from syru "cheese"; Lith. akmenyjus "I turn to stone from akmu "stone"
Closely related to stative verbs are agentive formations, i.e. derivations
in which the substantive base is the (implied) subject of the verb (see 4.4.3.1. for
examples of agentive denominatives in Gmc). These are prominent in
Balto-Slavonic: OCS besovati "is frenzied, is (like) a demon" from besu
"demon"; kralyevati "is a king" from kralji "king"; vracevati "is a physician"
from vraci "physician"; vuz-ma-zaja "I make a man of myself, take courage"
from mazi "man". Likewise in Sanskrit: pitrij'ati "is fatherly" from pitar"father"; rijiyate "is kingly" from rffjã "king"; satruyati "acts like an enemy"
from satruh "enemy". Examples of agentive denominatives can also be found in
Greek (poetical) KotpavEQ) "I rule" fom Ko'tpavoç "ruler", and in Latin servire
"to be a servant or slave" from servus "servant, slave"; militãre "to serve as a
soldier, be a soldier" from miles, -itis "soldier".
However, as with the deadjectives, it is extremely difficult to establish
any firm etymological relationship between Gmc class III denominatives and the
denominative formations appearing in the IE groups discussed above. After the
break up of IE (and probably also prior to), it appears there was considerable
restructuring and analogical levelling, especially among the various linking or
strengthening vowels accompanying the present tense forming suffix *-yo, with
the result that it is difficult to discern any firm connections between Gmc stative
denominatives in -n and the those present in the other IE branches, except
perhaps between the Latin class II verbs in -ãe63 . It is therefore safest to regard
the Gmc class III stative denominative formations as later, independent
formations. However, the very fact that stative formations are present in several
of the IE branches, may suggest that the derivation of stative andlor inchoative
denominative verbs was IE motivated.
However, as has been mentioned in 4.2.2.1., establishing an
etymological relationship between the Gmc forms and these IE deadjectival
formations is problematic, the most convincing link being with Latin class II
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deadjectives in -e64. The safest analysis, therefore, is probably to regard Gmc
class III stative deadjectival formations as later, independent formations.

4.4.4. Germanic Prefix Formations
There are eighty-two Gmc prefix formations. This figure represents 34.45% of
all Gmc derivational formations. Gmc had a wide range of prefixes at its
disposal for forming new verbs from simplexes, and these prefixes possessed a
large and complex semantic range. They could therefore provide Gmc with an
elaborate system of derivation whereby various prefixed verbs could be formed
which were able to modify the meaning of their simplex verbs in a large number
of ways. Such prefix formations, depending on the prefix used in the
derivational process, could involve anything from no obvious change to a
complete reversal in the meaning of the simplex verb.
The majority of the prefixes used in Gmc derivational morphology have
their ultimate origin in IE or Gmc directional and locational adverbs or
prepositions. These locational or directional particles probably started out only
in a loose connection with certain verbs, prior to their becoming verbal prefixes
in the strict sense of the word. This process, whereby such particles become
verbal prefixes, is usually referred to as univerbation. The majority of these
prefixes have retained their basic meaning in many Gmc prefix formations,
expressing concrete, spatial or temporal relationships. However, their semantic
range often became extended beyond the spatial or temporal, enabling them to
modify verbs in more abstract and complex ways. Furthermore, the close
semantic relationship between prefix and verb often results in instances where
the meaning of the formation is non-transparent and cannot be deduced by an
analysis of the constituent morphemes. Consequently, it is impossible to assign
any one meaning to each of the prefixes used in Gmc derivational morphology.
The ultimate origin of the Gmc prefixes in IE or Gmc directional and
locational adverbs or prepositions is clearly evident from the fact that the
majority of them may still occur as independent adverbs or prepositions: thus
*ana occurs independently as an adverb or preposition with the basic meaning
"on" in all of the Gmc languages (OHU ana-, OS ana-, OFs., OE on-, ON a-,
Gothic ana-) and as a verbal prefix in formations such as *ana-lagejanan in
these same languages (with the exception of ON). Nevertheless, a number of the
prefixes used in Gmc differ in their form from that taken by the related adverb
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or preposition, e.g. the corresponding adverbial or prepositional form of the
prefix *fra- (OHGfir-) occurs as *frama (Gothicfram, OEfrom). Furthermore,
the prefix *ga- cannot be used independently as an adverb or preposition, either
in Gmc or the later strata. According to Skinner65, two strata of prefix formation
can therefore be distinguished: an earlier one utilizing those Gmc prefixes
which, by becoming attached to the verb at such an earlier stage, have
completely or partially lost an independent identity, in other words are bound
morphemes; and a later one in which the prefixes used still maintain an
independent adverbial or prepositional identity, in other words are still free
morphemes.
The process of forming derivations with the aid of prefixes also occurs in
the other IE languages and many of the JE adverbs or prepositions used in Gmc
as verbal prefixes are also utilized as verbal prefixes in parallel IE languages.
However, whether the Gmc verbal prefixes actually had the status of verbal
prefixes in IE, or whether the process of univerbation occurred independently in
the various cognate IE languages, is uncertain. Certainly, the process of forming
derivations with the aid of prefixes has its motivation in the pre-Gmc period,
and many of the IE locational or directional adverbs and prepositions would
have acquired at an early stage a close connection with the verbs which they
served to modify.
It should be noted here, however, that many prefix formations which
have been reconstructed for the Gmc period in the data section (Chapter Three)
may not, in fact, derive from a common Gmc ancestor but may rather represent
parallel but independent formations. The above figure of eighty-two Gmc prefix
formations must accordingly be treated with some degree of caution.
As the number of Gmc prefix formations given here is fairly numerous,
the same approach has been followed in regard to examining these derivations
as that outlined for the OHG stratum (4.7.4.). The relative productivity of the
various verbal prefixes employed during the Gmc stratum, together with their
main derivational functions and semantic significance, is therefore summarized
in Table 13 below. The first column lists the Gmc prefix (the OHG form is cited
immediately afterwards in brackets). The number of Gmc formations made with
this prefix is entered in the second column. The third column indicates the
number of formations made with this prefix in terms of their percentage of the
total number (82) of prefix formations created in Gmc. The fourth colunm
surnniarizes each function or semantic role signalled by the prefix. The semantic
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definitions which follow are based on those used by KüImhold 66, Marchand67
and Wilmanns68:
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Marchand (1969: 127-208).
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67
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Prefix

Number of % of Total
Prefix Signals:
Formations
2
*ana- (ana-)
2.44% approach, contact
no semantic distinction
*at- (az-)
1
1.22% direction or movement towards, contact
4
*bi- (bi-)
4.88% encirclement, surrounding
privation
no semantic distinction
2.44% commencement, beginning
2
*en(i)- (in-lint-)
*fijr- (far-/fir-)
3
3.66% location or direction in front of, before
action, event or circumstance referring to the
future
antecedent action, event or circumstance
*fra- (far-/fir-)
5
6.10% motion away from
action performed deviates from the correct
manner, is wrong, bad or erroneous
action performed is reversed or negated
action performed is destructive, ruinous
_________________ _____________ _____________ intensity
46
*ga- (gi-)
56.10% perfective action
no semantic distinction
*tiz?- (zir-)
1.22% action which results in separation of whole
1
into its parts, usually to destruction or ruin
*uber- (ubar-)
2.44% location or direction above, over or beyond
2
excess, action which has gone beyond an
agreed or desirable limit or standard
______________ ___________ __________ superiority
*uz.. (ir-)
12
14.63% direction out of or away from, removal
direction upwards
commencement, begirming
______________ ___________ __________ intensity
Table 13: Gmc Prefix Formations

For specific examples illustrating the various semantic functions denoted by the
Gmc verbal prefixes in the above table, the reader is asked to refer to the data
section (Chapter Three).

4.4.5.

Germanic Loan Verbs

The Gmc verb *kaupojanan (OHG koufon) "to buy" may represent a Gmc loan
verb, but this is far from certain. It may alternatively represent a denominative
formation from the loan substantive *kaupön (OHG koufo) "small tradesman,
innkeeper". For a more detailed description of the verb koufon, the reader should
refer to its entry in the data section, Chapter Three.
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4.4.6. Germanic Weak Verbs - Derivational Pattern Unclear
Those weak verbs which have been analysed in the data section, Chapter Three,
as originating during the Gmc stratum but which cannot be assigned
satisfactorily to any of the five derivational categories discussed above (i.e.
deverbative, deadjectival or denominative verbs, prefix formations and loan
verbs) belong to this grouping. A total of five Gmc weak verbs are thus
classifiable. This figure represents 2.10% (3.21% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all Gmc weak verb formations. Of these four Gmc weak verbs with
no clear derivational pattern, two belong to class I, two belong to class II, and no
verbs inflect according to class III.
A complete list of the OHG weak verbs formed in the Gmc stratum but
with no clear derivational pattern can be found in Appendix One. However, as
these weak verbs with no clear derivational pattern form a diverse set and do not
therefore lend themselves easily to any satisfactory method of classification,
they are best referred under their entries in the data section (Chapter Three). A
general description of certain groups belonging to this category, such as
onomatopoeic, expressive or sound symbolic formations, is given in section
4.5.6.

4.4.7. Pre-Germanic and Germanic Weak Verbs - Summary
In the above analysis it has been argued that the preterite-present verbs may
represent the earliest verbal types to have adopted the weak inflection. A
number of factors have been shown to support this view. Firstly, the
preterite-present verbs are characterized by an ablaut alternation between
o-grade in the singular and zero-grade in the plural, this ablaut alternation
corresponding to that exhibited by the strong verbs of classes I-V. However, in
contrast to the strong verbs, the preterite-present verbs utilize their ablaut
alternation between o-grade and zero-grade in their present tense and not, as
would be expected, in their preterite. This is owing to the fact that the
preterite-present verbs represent archaic vestiges of an TB unreduplicated
perfect, these perfect forms being used as present tense forms in Gmc. As a
result of the ablaut alternation pervading their present tense in Gmc, the
preterite-present verbs could not therefore employ this same ablaut alternation to
indicate inflectional changes between present and preterite forms. To rectify this
situation it seems most likely that the dental suffix used to form their preterite
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participle (= IE *-tó- suffix) came to be used in conjunction with personal
endings, the result being the formation of a completely new preterite tense, the
main distinguishing characteristic of which was the dental suffix. However, how
this actually came about remains unclear and highly controversial, no
satisfactory explanation having yet been advanced which can successfully
explain the process by which the dental suffix spread from the preterite
participle to the preterite tense forms. As discussed, a number of authorities see
the endings of the verbs "to do" as having played a key role in this spread of the
dental suffix. However, the alternative theory which rejects the central role of
the preterite participle and states that the dental preterite developed as a result of
a periphrastic construction involving the verb "to do" whereby the latter came to
be fused with the verb stem, is difficult to justify and should be treated with
caution. A further explanation attempts to explain the personal endings of the
Gmc dental preterite as deriving ultimately from TE preterite forms based on
stems formed with JE -a and -e- suffixes together with the secondary personal
endings. The same hypothesis sees these preterite tense endings in IE -a- and -ëas having become weakened as a result of the shift in the stress accent to the
initial syllable in Gmc, to the extent that they became ineffective as a means of
marking the preterite. To compensate for this weakening and reinforce the
distinction between present and preterite tense, a new preterite based on the
stem of the preterite participle was thus formed.
Having become established in the preterite-present verbs, it appears that
the dental preterite was then able to spread analogically to other distinctive
groups of verbs. A crucial factor behind the spread of the weak preterite appears
to have been the ablaut grade or vocalism in the present tense forms of the verb
adopting the dental preterite. Thus, verbs whose present stem vocalism
effectively excluded them from conforming to the existing ablaut grades of the
strong verbs would have had a strong motivation for seeking an alternative
method of marking the preterite tense. The dental suffix would have
consequently provided such an alternative means preterite inflection.
The two largest and most important morphological types to have first
adopted the dental preterite after the preterite-present verbs have been shown to
be verbs formed with the zero-grade of ablaut (= Gmc u vocalism) and verbs
formed with the o-grade of ablaut (= Gmc a vocalism). However, other
important types included verbs with ö-vocalism and verbs formed with a
diphthong other than early ei (= late Gmc i).
It is interesting to note that the majority of class I and a significant
number of class II primary verbs are formed with the o-grade of ablaut. It has
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been suggested that the class I o-grade primary verbs may in fact originally have
represented IE o-grade causative deverbatives, a phenomenon which can be
justified by the fact that the derivation of o-grade causatives from e-grade
primary verbs has clear parallels in the IE languages outside Gmc and thus
represents an ancient method of derivation inherited by Gmc from IE. The fact
that the dental suffix came to be used in the preterite of o-grade causative
deverbatives had important implications for the growth and extension of the
weak inflectional category. As the majority of deverbatives created during the
Gmc period belong to class I and are causative in relation to their derivational
base, it can therefore be seen that the derivation of such causatives afforded the
weak inflection the opportunity to increase greatly in size and importance.
Indeed, in comparison to class I, very few deverbatives are created in classes II
and III during the Gmc stratum, these same classes consequently remaining
largely unproductive and marginal.
It is also interesting to note that the majority of primary verbs belonging
to classes II and III, as well as an important number of class I primary verbs, are
formed with the zero-grade of ablaut. It has been suggested that the class III
zero-grade primary verbs may in fact originally have represented JE zero-grade
durative deverbatives from lB aorist stems, while class II zero-grade primary
may be earlier TB frequentative and/or intensive deverbatives. The extension of
the dental suffix to these zero-grade verbs, probably the result of association
with the zero-grade of ablaut characterising the preterite participle and preterite
tense forms of the preterite-present verbs, would also have had important
implications for the growth and spread of the weak verb as a derivational
category. A small, but important number of class III zero-grade durative
deverbatives have been seen to have been created during the Gmc period, and
these may consequently have allowed the weak verb inflection to spread
analogically. They may also have helped to ensure that the dental suffix did not
become restricted to class I causative deverbatives during its ensuing
development, class I causatives comprising a far larger and more productive
derivational type during the Gmc stratum.
As well as deverbatives, deadjectival formations also account for a large
percentage of Gmc weak verb derivations. As with the deverbatives, class I
accounts for the most productive means of forming deadj ectives during the Gmc
stratum, the majority of these class I deadjectivals standing in a factitive relation
to their derivational base and thus corresponding to the causative nature of the
Gmc class I deverbatives. In comparison to class I, classes II and III are
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extremely restricted and remain relatively unproductive as a means of forming
deadjectival verbs.
It is interesting to note that a number of class II deadjectives can be
shown to derive from preterite participles functioning as adjectives. Such
derivations from adjectival preterite participles may thus have enabled the weak
inflection to have spread analogically. In other words, the dental suffix may
have regularly come to be used in conjunction with deadjectival verbs in
addition to its well-established link with deverbatives, these latter, as has been
shown, clearly representing an ancient derivational type with firm IE parallels.
This analogical extension can probably best be explained as resulting from a
confusion in form between verbal and adjectival derivational bases.
In contrast to classes I and II which are predominantly factitive in nature,
it has been shown that class III was used in the formation of stative, and to a
lesser extent, inchoative deadjectival verbs during the Gmc period, although, as
stated, class III remains extremely marginal at this time.
The above findings have also indicated that denominative verbs
represented an important derivational category in Gmc. As with the deverbative
and deadjectival formations, class I accounts for the largest and most productive
method by which denominative verbs were formed in the Gmc stratum.
Nevertheless, class II also represents a sizeable and important means of
denominative derivation at this time. Class III, however, remains highly
restricted and marginalized throughout the Gmc era, the number of new
denominatives created in this class being extremely small. In terms of
semantics, the majority of class I and II denominatives stand in a factitive
relation to their derivational base. However, objective and, to a lesser extent,
stative formations also play a prominent role among the Gmc denominatives of
classes I and II. As with deverbative and deadjectival formations, class III is
used exclusively to derive denominatives exhibiting a stative semantic function.
It is interesting to note that denominative verbs were formed from a wide
variety of substantive bases during the Gmc period and that the morphological
make-up of each base seems to not have played a decisive role as regards which
weak verb conjugational class a particular denominative would be assigned to.
The above analysis has also revealed that the formation of new verbs by
prefixing a directional or locational particle to a simplex verb base constituted
an extremely important method of verbal derivation during the Gmc period. As
a result, the Gmc stratum can be seen to contain a large number of prefix
formations employing various affixed particles, all of which could be used to
modify the basic meaning of the simplex verb in a wide range of ways, so as to
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express more exact concrete spatial or temporal relations, or to enable the
resulting formation to denote a more abstract and complex meaning than that of
its simplex base.
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4.5. Northwest Germanic Weak Verb Formations
This stratum comprises 209 verbs and accounts for 4.46% of the total number of
weak verbs attested in OHG. Of these 209 verbs, 122 (58.37%) belong to class
I; 77 (36.84%) belong to class II; and 10 (4.78%) belong to class III.

4.5.1. Northwest Germanic Deverbatives
There are sixty-one deverbatives which can be traced back to the NWGmc
period. These verbs account for 29.19% of all NWGmc derivational formations.

4.5.1.1. Class I Northwest Germanic Deverbatives
There are thirty-nine NWGmc deverbatives which belong to class I. This sum
comprises 63.93% of all NWGmc deverbative formations. The following table
presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak NWGmc Weak
Verb
Verb
belgen
*balgejanan
bougen
*baugejanan
burren
*burejanan
*Jarzejanan
derren
*rangejanan
drengen
*rautejanan
drOzzen

Derivational
Base
*belganan sty III
*beuganan sty II
*beranan sty Iv
*kersanan sty III
*krenhlanan sty iii
*breutanan sty ii

erren
*arjanan
*flougen
*flaugejanan
______________ *luagejanan
*flautejanan
flozzen

*arjanan redpl
no change
*fleuhanan sty Iii causative
*leuhanan sty III
causative
*fleutanan stY iii

fuoren

*faranan s

grunzen
gruozen
gurten
hengen
kiawen
kwellen
kwetten
leiten
lecken
gi-lepfen
*meizen
mullen

Vi

Semantic
Relation
unclear
no change
unclear
no change
causative
causative

causative

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
o-grade
o-grade
zero-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
unchanged
o-grade
o-grade
dehnstufe of 'o

*fOrejanan
*grunnatjanan
*grOtejanan
*gurdjanan
*hangejanan
*klaujanan

*grunnjanan wkv intensive
causative
*grtanan redpl
*gerdanan sty Iii
no change
causative
redpl
*hanhanan
*klaujanan redpl
no change

zero-grade
o-grade
unchanged

*kwalejanan
*kwaôejanan
*laióejanan
*lakejanan
*lapejanan
*maitejanan
*muljanan

*kwelanan sty IV
*kwekanan sty V
*leibanan sty i
*lekanan sty V
*Iapanan stY Vi
*maitanan redpl
*malanan sty Vi

causative
causative
causative
causative
unclear
no change
intensive

o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
unchanged
unchanged
zero-grade

unchanged
dehnstufe of o
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reizen
roffezzen

*wraitejanan
*rup(p)atjan

skellen
*skallejanan
*skraiôejanan
screiten
slengen
*slangwejanan
______________________________ ______________________________
sneiten
*snaiOejanan
spennen
*spanejanan
spreiten
*spraidejanan
sprengen
*sprangejanan

*wreitanan sty I
*rupOjanan wlcv
*skellanan

sty iii

yI
*skreibanan st
*slengwanan sW

unclear
intensive

0-grade
unchanged

causative
unclear
causative

o-grade
o-grade
o-grade
_____________________________
o-grade
unchanged
o-grade
o-grade

III______________________________
*sneibanan sty i
*spananan sty VI
*spreidanan sty I
*sprenganan sw

no change
no change
causative
causative

_____________________________ _____________________________ III

______________________________ ______________________________

spurnen
swebben
tretten
troufen
twellen

*spurnjanan
*swabejanan
*tradejanan
*draupejanan
*dwalejanan

*spurnanan sty III
*swefanan sty V
*tredanan 5w V
*dreupanan Sw H
*dwelanan sty IV

waen

*wjanan

*wjanan redpl

unclear
causative
intensive
causative
unclear
no change

unchanged
o-grade
o-grade
0-grade
o-grade
unchanged

no change

o-grade

*(h)welben
(h)werben

*hwelbanan sw
*hwalbejanan
_________________________________ III
*hwa-bejanan
*hwerbanan sw
_________________________________ III

_________________________________ _________________________________

causative
_________________________________

o-grade

Table 14: NWGmc Class I Deverbatives

From the above table it can be seen that of the class I deverbatives derived
during the NWGmc stratum, eighteen (46.15%) are causative in sense, while ten
(25.64%) involve no obvipus change in meaning, seven (17.95%) show a
definite change of meaning but one which cannot adequately be classified, and
four (10.26%) denote intensity. The predominantly causative nature of NWGmc
class I derivations represents a continuation of the causative function which
class I already possessed in Gmc (4.4.1.1.). In addition to this, practically all the
causative deverbatives belonging here are formed with the o-grade of ablaut,
this too representing a straightforward NWGmc continuation of the Gmc
pattern.
Nevertheless, the formation of causative deverbatives has become less
important in NWGmc than in the previous Gmc stratum, where causatives
accounted for 72.97% of all class I deverbatives. Parallel to the demise of
caustives is the significant increase in the number of weak deverbatives fonned
in NWGmc with no obvious change in meaning from that of the derivational
base. The percentage of NWGmc verbs thus formed is considerably higher than
the corresponding number derived in the Gmc stratum. This points to a gradual
breaking down of the pattern strictly adhered to in Gmc in which class I was
predominantly used to form causative deverbatives, in favour of forming weak
variants with no overall change in meaning, or other derivational types such as
intensives.
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As mentioned above, four class I intensive deverbatives can be
reconstructed for the NWGmc stratum. Two of these are formed with the
intensive suffix -atjanan: *grunnatjanan (OHG grunzen) "to grunt, grumble,
moan" which derives from the weak verb *grunnjanan "to grunt" and
*ruppatjanan (OFIG ropfen) "to belch, spew out" which derives from the weak
verb *rupcfanan "to vomit, belch". Although weak verbs formed with the
intensive suffix -atjanan are comparatively rare in NWGmc, they witness a
significant increase in productivity during the WGmc period. The reader should
therefore refer to 4.6.1.1. for further discussion concerning the intensive suffix
-atjanan.
An important sub-group within the NWGmc class I deverbatives is
represented by verbs derived from the relatively small and gradually
diminishing reduplicating class of strong verb, the stem of many reduplicating
verbs being composed of aj-suffix. This derivational sub-group comprises three
weak verbs: *arjanan (OHG erren) "to plough" deriving from the reduplicating
verb *arjanan "to plough"; *klaujanan (OHG klãwen) "to claw, scratch"
deriving from the reduplicating verb *klaujanan "to claw, scratch"; and
*we7anan (OHG wãen) "to plough" deriving from the reduplicating verb
*wjanan "to blow, be windy". In both instances the derived verb is formed
with no ablaut modification and no obvious change in meaning. It is therefore
probable that the j-suffix present in the stem of the reduplicating verb became
re-interpreted as the j-suffix which marked class I weak verbs. A further factor
contributing to the replacement of the above reduplicating verbs with weak verb
variants would have been the increasingly marginal status which such
reduplicating verbs occupied during the development of Gmc to OHG. These
examples thus represent an important instance of an older and less productive
verbal type being analogically replaced by the younger and more productive
weak verb inflexional type. This replacement of reduplicating verbs with weak
verb variants continues further throughout the WGrnc stratum (4.6.1.1.).

4.5.1.2. Class II Northwest Germanic Deverbatives
There are twenty-one NWGmc class II deverbatives, which comprise 34.43% of
all NWGmc deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
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auhhon

*aukOjanan

Derivational
Base
*aukanan redpl

bahhon

*bakojanan

*bakanan sty Vi

no change

unchanged

bannon

*bannOjanan

*bannanan redpl

unclear

unchanged

braston

*brastojanan

*brestanan st
y UI

frequentative

o-grade

falton

*falóojanan

*falbanan redpl

no change

unchanged

*farzOn

*faOjanan

*fertanan sty iii

no change

0-grade

fazzon

*fatOjanan

*fetanan stY V

unclear

o-grade

grennon

*granjojanan

*grennanan sty

unclear

o-grade

lockon

*lukkOjanan

*leuganan sty ii

intensive

zero-grade

nascOn

*gnagskojanan

*gnaganan stY VI unclear

unchanged

ropfOn

*ruppojanan

*raupjanan wkv

zero-grade

scaffon

*skapojanan

*skapjanan stY IV no change

unchanged

scozzon

*skuttojanan

*skeutanan sty Ii

zero-grade

*scrafon

*skrapojanan
*

*skrepanan stY v no change

OHG Weak
Verb

NWGmc
Weak Verb

III

*skrenkwanan sty
scrancon
_______________ skrankwojanan III
*stautanan redpl
stozon
*stautojanan

Semantic
Relation
no change

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
unchanged

intensive
intensive

o-grade

frequentative

o-grade

no change

unchanged

no change

zero-grade

swinon

*swinojanan

*sweinanan sty I

twalon

*dwalOjanan

*dwelanan stY IV frequentative

o-grade

wagon

*wagojanan

*weganan sty V

o-grade

(h)walbon
__________________________
zogon

*hwalbojanan

*hwelbanan
I

*tugojanan

III

*teuhanan sty II

frequentative
sty

unclear

o-grade
___________________________ ___________________________
frequentative
zero-grade

Table 15: NWGmc Class II Deverbatives

A significant number (38.10%) of NWGmc class II deverbatives are formed
with no obvious change in meaning, while a further 19.05% of deverbatives in
this group exhibit a difference in meaning from that of their derivational base
but one which does not conform to any of the normal semantic patterns. From
these figures it therefore appears that class II represents, in contrast to classes I
and III, which both had predominantly factitive and stative functions
respectively, the least determined or fixed class in semantic terms. This view
was also taken by Wilmanns who summarized the semantic significance of the
weak verb inflexional classes as follows: "... in der ersten (Conjugation) treten
die Factitiva oder Causativa, in der dritten die Durativa und Inchoativa, doch
finden sich Verba von gleicher Bedeutung auch in der anderen Kiassen. Am
unbestimmtesten ist die zweite" 1 . This lack of any definite, fixed semantic
function may consequently have established itself as a regular pattern, allowing

'Wilmanns (1930: 49).
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class II to take on the general role of creating deverbatives outside the usual
semantic categories of caustive or durative and inchoative.
The semantically diffuse nature of class II is also evident in the NWGmc
class II denominatives, which show no particular preference as regards the type
of semantic relation held to their derivational base (see 4.5.3.2.). A convincing
argument attempting to explain this lack of any definite semantic function in
regard to class II was put forward by Pollard 2, who saw the ambiguity as
resulting from the fact: "daB die -on Verba nicht mehr eine einzige Bedeutung
besitzen, sondern daB mehrere Bedeutungen sich mit diesem Suffix verknupft
haben".
Five verbs belonging here (23.8 1% of all NWGmc class II deverbatives)
appear to display a frequentative meaning (frequentative may also be referred to
by the terms as 'continuative' or 'iterative', the latter favoured by German
philologists). In contrast to the later WGmc and OHG strata which generally
form frequentative deverbatives with the aid of 1 or r extensions (see 4.7.1.2.),
no such liquid extensions were employed in NWGmc. As the above table
shows, the normal pattern for forming frequentative deverbatives during
NWGmc is for them to take the o-grade of ablaut. The zero grade of ablaut
could also occur in frequentative formations during NWGmc, e.g. *tugjanan
(OHG zogon) "to drag, keep pulling at", but was not as productive.
The frequentative nature of class II deverbatives will now be the subject
of more detailed discussion as there is a strong body of opinion that one of the
earliest specific functions of class II among the Gmc weak verbs was to convey
a frequentative aspect.
The most thorough investigation into the Gmc class II weak verbs is
probably Wissmann's Nomina Postverbalia (1932). In this Wissmann classified
the majority of class II o-grade and zero-grade deverbatives as frequentative3.
His findings have influenced a great deal of subsequent research concerning the
class II weak verbs, most notably that of Kramer 4 and Meid5 . Furthermore, clear
comparisons can be drawn with forms outside Gmc, allowing us to conclude
that deverbatives with a frequentative meaning were employed as a derivational
method in IE, particularly those taking the o-grade of ablaut in their root
syllable6 . However, in addition to the o-grade, frequentative deverbatives could

2

Pollard (1935: 13).
Wissmann (1932: 10-26).
' Kramer (1971: 39).
Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 240-24 1).
6
Szemerényi (1990: 255), Hiersche (1963: 149-159).
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also take the ô- and a-grades of ablaut and also, as stated above, the zero-grade
in 1E7.
Typical examples of frequentative deverbatives in the IE languages
outside Gmc include: Greek 7tothojtat (o-grade) "I fly, flutter" and itothojiat
(O-grade) "I fly frequently" from ithojiat "I fly"; 'tpcilt&co (O-grade) "I turn
hither and thither, turn constantly" from 'cp7cco "I turn"; iti &o "I hop" (grade); Latvian vadaju (o-grade) "I lead back and forth" from vedu "I lead";
lëkiu (a-grade) "I hop"; Latin celare (a-grade) "I hide, conceal, keep secret"
from *kelãre in occulire "to hide"; sëdãre (c-grade) "to calm, keep placid" from
sedi-e "to sit"; educãre (zero-grade) "I teach" from dUcere "I lead"; labare
(zero-grade) "to wobble, stagger" from lãbi "to glide".
The -a- (Gmc -o-) element in the above Gmc and IE deverbative
formations has been analysed by Meid as simply a suffix used to express
frequentative or intensive meaning 8. In support of this theory it can be argued
that the iterative/intensive nature of the suffix may have arisen from its
similarity to the -a- of various aorist forms9. Thus Meid makes a fundamental
distinction in respect to origin between denominative and deverbative class II
verbs, the former having their origin in denominative derivations from feminine
ö-stem nouns (this is discussed in more detail in 4.4.3.2.), the latter representing
orginally derivations formed with a frequentative/intensive suffix'°.
Although a completely satisfactory explanation concerning their origin is
perhaps impossible to achieve, it is nevertheless beyond doubt that the
formation of o-grade deverbatives denoting a frequentative aspect represent an
extremely archaic feature. This was also the opinion reached by Pollard who, in
his dissertation on classes I and II of the Gmc weak verb, also came to the
opinion that the older and more predominant identifying characteristic of the
class II weak verbs was their indication of a frequentative or intensive meaning:
"Alter und ausgepragter ist... die Gruppe der intensiva und iterativa"11
Despite their archaic nature, however, frequentative formations still
represent a relatively small group in Gmc (4.4.1.2.) and NWGmc. The fact that
frequentatives are limited in scope in these strata somewhat contradicts,
however, the findings reached by Wissmann (see above), but as will now be
explained there are a number of criticisms to Wissmann's analysis.

Szemerényi (1990: 255).
Krahe & Mejd (III 1969: 240-24 1).
Kury}owicz (II 1968: 222).
'° Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 23 8-23 9).
Pollard (1935: 14).
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If the individual meanings of the o-grade and zero-grade class II
derivations are subject to close scrutiny, many of Wissmann's so-called
frequentative classifications are dubious, the actual meaning denoted by the
weak verb derivation showing no obvious or implicit frequentative aspect.
Indeed, in a large number of cases the meaning remains unchanged from that of
its derivational base (see Table 15 above). Consequently, this thesis has
followed Wilmanns' standpoint outlined above, i.e. that the class II deverbatives
are largely diffuse semantically rather than predominantly frequentative in
nature. Nevertheless, frequentative deverbatives do play an important role
among the class II deverbative formations derived during the NWGmc stratum,
and their significance should in no way be underestimated.
It is perhaps noteworthy in respect to the above theory concerning the
original frequentative function of class II deverbatives, that frequentative
deverbatives are confined entirely to class II during the two earliest strata, Gmc
and NWGmc, there being no evidence for class I or class III frequentatives
formations in these periods (see 4.4.1.1., 4.4.1.3., 4.5.1.1., 4.5.1.3.).
Finally, an important, though limited, method of forming class II
deverbatives in the NWGmc period was by means of intensive gemination
coupled with zero-grade ablaut modification, the resulting derivation possessing
an intensive meaning. Three such NWGmc verbs are attested: *lukköjanan
(OHG lockön) "to attract, entice (through lies), seduce" from the strong verb
*leuganan (OHG hogan) "to lie, deceive"; *ruppqjanan (OHG ropfon) "to pull
violently, pluck" from the weak verb *raupjanan (OHG roufen) "to pull, pick";
*skuttfanan (OHG scozzOn) "to move rapidly, shoot, shoot off quickly" from
the strong verb *skeutanan (OHG skiozan) "to shoot". Intensive gemination
occurring in deverbative formations is discussed in more detail in 4.6.1.2.

4.5.1.3. Class 1111 Northwest Germanic Deverbatives
The one NWGmc deverbative which belongs to class III represents 1.64% of all
NWGmc deverbative formations. This verb, *begejanan (OHG bag en),
represents a NWGmc deverbative from the strong verb *beganan. It has not
undergone any clear change in meaning from that of its strong verb etymon, nor
is it formed with any alteration of ablaut grade, but retains the dehnstufe e-grade
of ablaut held by the strong verb. The fact that there is only 1 NWGmc
deverbative belonging to this class clearly shows that class III was unproductive
and insignificant as a means of forming deverbatives in the NWGmc period.
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4.5.2. Northwest Germanic Deadjectives
There are forty-six deadjectival verbs which can be traced back to the NWGmc
stratum. These account for 22.0 1% of all NWGmc derivational formations.

4.5.2.1. Class I Northwest Germanic Deadjectives
There are thirty NWGmc class I deadjectives. This sum comprises 65.22% of all
NWGmc deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak Verb NWGmc Weak Verb Derivational Base
*upjuz
durmen
*kunnjjanan
elten
*alOijanan
*alôaz
*ergen
*argijanan
*argaz
*faihijanan
*faihaz
fhen

Semantic Relation
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

festen
garawen
grimmen
heizen
helden
helzen
kunden
leiden
lemmen

*fastijanan
*garwij anan
*gremmijanan
*haitijanan
*ha1ijanan
*haltijanan
*kunijanan
*laiJ,ijanan
*Iarnijanan

factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

lengen

*langijanan
*lenhtijanan

*fastuz, *fastjaz
*garwaz
*gremmaz
*hajtaz
*halkaz
*haltaz
*kunj,az
*lajkaz
*lamaz, *lamon
*langaz
* lenhtaz

*magrijanan
*m issij anan
*aujijanan

*magraz
*mjssaz
*aubjaz

factitive
stative
factitive

*romijanan
*sairijanan

*rrjmaz
*sairaz

factitive
factitive

*saóijanan
*skaróijanan
*stelljijanan
*strang(j)ijanan
* swartij anan
*treww(j)ijanan
*waikijanan
*werijanan
*wejdjjn

*saôaz
*skaró
*stelljaz
*strang(j)az
*swartaz
*treww(j)az
*waikaz
*werkaz
*wejdaz

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive

*wOôijanan

*wOóaz

stative

ljhten
magaren
missen
Oden
rclmen
sren
*setten
skerten
stillen
siTengen
swerzen
triuwen
weihhen
wirden
wTten
wuoten

factitive
factitive
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Table 16: NWGmc Class I Deadjectives

As can be seen from the above table, the vast majority (86.67%) of NWGmc
class I deadjectives are factitive in sense. This continues the function of creating
deadjectival formations with a factitive or causal value which class I already
clearly possessed in the Gmc stratum (4.4.2.1.). There are, however, a number of
stative verbs in this group, but these play a minor role in the derivation of
NWGmc class I deadjectives, accounting for only 13.33% of all such
formations.
In comparison to the earlier Gmc stratum, class I witnesses a decline in
productivity during the NWGmc period, accounting for 65.22% of all NWGmc
deadjectival formations as opposed to 81.63% of all Gmc deadjectival
formations. The lack of any clear semantic distinction between class I and class
II (see 4.5.2.2.) may have been a significant factor contributing towards this
increase in productivity, class II forming factitives at the expense of class I.
It is perhaps noteworthy that no class I NWGmc deadjectival verbs are
formed with an extension, the use of extensions being restricted to class II weak
verbs. For more detailed discussions regarding the various extensions and their
possible semantic functions, the reader should refer to 4.5.2.2., 4.6.2.2., 4.7.1.2.,
and 4.7.2.2.

4.5.2.2. Class II Northwest Germanic Deadjectives
There are thirteen NWGrnc class II deadjectives. These account for 28.26% of
all NWGmc deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak
Verb
bluotigon

NWGmc Weak
Verb
*bIoo(a)gojanan

haldon

Derivational
Base

Semantic
Relation
factitive

*ha1Ojaiian

*bloó(a)gaz
*halbaz

factitive

heilagon

*hailagOjanan

*hailagaz

factitive

heilisOn

*hailsOjanan

*hailaz

unclear

*kaltOn

*kaldOjanan

*kaldaz

inchoative

lazOn

*latOjanan

*lataz

stative

m ihhilOn

*mikilOjanan

*mikilaz

factitive

missilthhOn

*missaleikojanan

*missaleikaz

factitive

offanOn

*upenojanan

*upenaz

factitive

Extension

s-extension
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*otagon

*auagojanan

*auôagaz

factitive

(h)reinisOn

*hrajnsOjanan

*hrajnjz

factitive

(h)reinOn

*hrainOjanan

*hrainjz

factitive

wanOn

*wanOjanan

*wanaz

inchoative

s-extension

Table 17: NWGmc Class II Deadjectives

Factitive formations comprise the majority of verbs in the above table,
accounting for 69.23% of class II NWGmc deadjectives. If these figures are
compared with class I, we can see that there is no discernible semantic
distinction between class I and class II in the formation of deadjectival verbs in
NWGmc, both classes producing predominantly factitive formations. As has
been seen in 4.4.2.2., no discernible distinction between classes I and II existed
in the Gmc stratum as regards deadjectival formations.
However, whereas class II formations represented a relatively small
group among the Gmc deadjectives (accounting for only 12.24% of all Gmc
deadjectival derivations), this same group has witnessed a significant growth in
productivity in the NWGmc period, class II deadjectives comprising 28.26% of
all NWGmc deadjectival formations. The lack of any clear semantic distinction
between class I and class II outlined above may have been a significant factor
contributing towards this increase in productivity, class II forming factitives at
the expense of class I.
Nevertheless, an obvious difference between classes I and II exists in the
use of extensions. Whereas no class I NWGmc deadjectives employ extensions,
two class II deadjectival verbs are formed with an s-extension: *hailisjanan
(ORG heilisön) "to adjure, prophesy, greet" and *hreinisjanan (OHG
(h)reinisön) "to clean, make clean", the former deriving from an a-stem
adjective, the latter from an i-stem adjective base. However, it is impossible to
prove whether the stem of the adjective played any morphological role in
motivating these s-extension deadjectives, owing to the paucity of relevant data.
Similarly, no firm conclusions can be drawn in respect to the semantic role
played by these s-extensions in the derivation of deadjectival verbs.
Nevertheless, the limited occurrence of such extensions does point to the fact
that they did not seem to play a very significant or productive role in NWGmc.
For a more detailed discussion concerning weak verb derivations formed with
an extension, see 4.7.1.2.
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4.5.2.3. Class III Northwest Germanic Deadjectives
The three NWGmc deadjectives belonging to class III account for 6.52% of all
NWGmc deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
Semantic Relation
stative

1angn

*1angjanan

Derivational Base
*Iangaz

sparn

*sparajanan

*sparaz

stative

starn

*starajanan

*staraz

stative

OHG Weak Verb NWGmc Weak Verb

Table 18: NWGmc Class III Deadjectives

As can be seen from the above table, class III deadjectival verbs formed during
the NWGmc stratum are exclusively intransitive and stative. Thus, the class III
function of forming stative verbs already established in the Gmc period (see
4.4.2.3.) can be seen to continue into the NWGmc stratum. Accounting for only
6.52% of all NWGmc deadjectival formations, class III maintains, however, a
marginal status, the NWGmc period seeing no real increase on the small-scale
and relatively unproductive status of Gmc class III deadjectives.

4.5.3. Northwest Germanic Denominatives
There are seventy-seven denominative verbs which belong to the NWGmc
stratum, this sum accounting for 36.84% of all NWGmc derivational formations.

4.5.3.1. Class I Northwest Germanic Denominatives
A total of thirty-eight NWGmc denominative verbs belong to class I. These
represent 49.3 5% of all NWGmc denominative formations. The following table
presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak

NWGmc Weak

VerbVerb

bluoten
decken
diuten

*blOOijanan
*kjjanan
*keudjjanan

Semantic Relation
Derivational Base
________________________ _________________
factitive
*blOOan (n. a-stem)
*kan (n. a-stem)
*keudO (f. O-stem)

factitive
unclear
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dursten
*kurstjjanan
(m. u/i
stative
___________________ _____________________ stem)
____________________
erben
*arbijanan
*arbijan (n. a-stem)
factitive
fadimen
*fajmijanan
*fakmaz (m. a-stem)
objective
factitive
fren
*fèrijanan
*fraz/*ferapJ*frO (?)
fulken
*fulkijanan
*fulkan (n. a-stem)
objective
giften
*geftijanan
*geftiz (f. i-stem)
objective
harmen
*harmijanan
*harmaz (m. a-stem)
factitive
*kampazi*kampuz (m. alu- objective?
kampfen
*kampijanan
___________________ _____________________ stem)
____________________
*kambaz (m. a-stem)
kempen
*kambijanan
instrumental
*klaimijanan
*klaimaz (m. a-stem)
instrumental
kleimen
*landan (n. a-stem)
lenten
*landijanan
objective
*leimaz
(m.
a-stem)
instrumental
*leimijanan
limen
lusten
merken
murden
rahhanen

*Iustijanan
*markijanan
*murijanan
*rahanijanan

räsen
rosten
rouhhen
skiben
sculden
scuohen

*lustuzj*lustjz (m. u/i-stem) factitive
*markan (n. a-stem)
factitive
*murkaz (m. a-stem)
factitive
factitive
*rahanan (n. a-stem)
factitive
*rsan (n. a-stem)

*rsijanan
*rustijanan
*rustaz (m. a-stem)
*raukiz (m. i-stem)
*raukijanan
*skibijanan
*skibo (f. Wn-stem)
*skuldijanan
*skuldjz (f. i-stem)
*skohijanan
*skOhaz (m. a-stem)
smirwen
*smerwijanan
*smerwaz (m. a-stem)
sperren
*spar(r)ijanan
*spar(r)on (f. n-stem)
*speljaz/*speIjan (mm. j*spelj ijanai
spilden
____________________ ______________________ stem)
*spuran (n. a-stem)
spurien
*spurijanan
studen
*stuôijanan
(f. b-stem)
*sturmijanan
sturmen
*sturmaz (m. a-stem)
*swait(j)az (m. alj-stem)
sweizen
*swait(j)ijanan
*traustijanan
*traustan (n. a-stem)
trosten
troumen

*draumaz (m. a-stem)

wfanen

*draurnijanan
*wepnijanan

*wpnan (n. a-stem)

waten
wunsken

*wdijanan
*wunskijanan

*wdO (f. O-stem)
*wunskazJ*wi.jnsk (?)

zeinnen
zellen

*tainijanan
*talijanan

*tainaz (m. a-stem)
*talO/*talan (?)

stative
factitive
factitive
stative
objective
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
_____________________
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
objective
objective
stative
factitive
objective

Table 19: NWGmc Class I Denominatives

The above table indicates that of the thirty-eight class I denominatives derived
during the NWGmc period, seventeen (44.74%) express a factitive meaning in
relation to their derivational base, while nine (23.68%) can be classified as
objective, seven (18.42%) as instrumental, and five (13.16%) as stative. These
figures provide a clear indication that class I was primarily used to form
denominative verbs possessing a factitive meaning during the NWGmc stratum.
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If we compare the above figures with those of the Gmc stratum, we can
see that class I denominatives fonried then were also predominantly factitive
(4.4.3.1.). However, whereas 62.75% of class I Gmc denominatives were
factitive in meaning, this figure has fallen to 44.74% for the corresponding
NWGmc denominative formations. This points to a gradual weakening during
the NWGmc period of the pattern established in Gmc for forming class I
denominatives with a factitive sense. This weakening may perhaps be explained
on the grounds that the semantic relationship between denominative verbs and
their substantive base is often not as clear-cut or transparent as that between
deverbative formations and their corresponding verb base or deadjectives and
their adjective base. This is borne out by the fact that an overwhelming 86.67%
of NWGmc class I deadjectival formations stand in a factitive relation to their
derivational base, as opposed to the significantly lower percentage (44.74%) of
class I NWGmc denominative formations which exist in such a factitive relation
to their derivational base.
In terms of morphology there appears to be no significant factor
determining whether a substantive with a particular inflexional stem will form a
class I denominative verb or not. The majority (twenty-eight verb or 73.68% of
all class TI denominatives) have derivational bases in masculine or neuter a-stem
nouns, but this figure may not be of any great relevance as a-stem nouns
represent the largest inflectional group among substantives in the historical Gmc
languages.

4.5.3.2. Class [11 Northwest Germanic Denoniinatives
A total of thirty-six NWGmc denominative verbs belong to class II. These
represent 46.75% of all NWGmc denominative formations. The following table
presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak
NWGmc Weak
VerbVerb
avalOn
*abalOjanan
*baOjanan
badon

Derivational Base
Semantic Relation
______________________ ___________________
*abalan (n. a-stem)
objective
*bapaz (m. a-stem)

objective

factitive
*blOmOn (f. n-stem)
*engan (n. a-stem)
instrumental!
*engojanan
dingOn
__________________ ____________________ __________________________ objective
*ewaz (m. a-stem)
agentive
*ewanjanan
dionon
bluomon

*blomOjanan

entOn

*andijOjanan

*andijaz (m. j-stem)

factitive
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rOn

*aizOjanan

fezzarOn

*feturOjanan

*ajzO (f. O-stem)
*feturaz (m. a-stem)

fizzOn

*fitjOjanan

*firjo (f. j-stem)

fleckon
*flelcJ(Ojanan
*flekkazJ*flekkOn (m.
__________________ ____________________ am-stem)
*handuz (f. u-stem)
hantalOn
*handlOjanan
*harjaz (m. j-stem)
herion
*harjOjanan

stative
instrumental

instrumental
factitive
______________________
instrumental
objective

huorOn

*hOrOjanan

*horOn (f. n-stem)

stative

huoston

*hwOstOjanan

*hwoston (m. n-stem)

stative

husOn

*hUsOjanan

*hflsan (n. a-stem)

objective/factitive

Tsarnn

*TsarnOjanan

rnstrumental

kostn

*kustOjanan

*Tsarnan (n. a-stem)
*kustuz/*kustiz (?)

objective

lhanOn

*laihwnOjanan

*laihwnan (n. a-stem)

factitive

lidOn

*likoj

*lijuz (m. u-stem)

objective

lOnOn

*launjanan

*launan (n. a-stem)

factitive

maganon

*magnOjanan

*magnan (n. a-stem)

stative

marcOn

*markOjanan

*markan (n. a-stem)

factitive

meginOn

*maginojanan

*magnan (n. a-stem)

stative

reganon

*regnojanan

*regnan (n. a-stem)

factitive/stative

satulon

*saôulaz (m. a-stem)

objective

sindon

*saóulojanan
*senojanan

*senbaz (m. a-stem)

instrumental

scadOn

*skaojanan

factitive

stampfon
tagadingon

*stampojanan
*dagaengojanan

*ska,on (m. n-stem)
*stampaz (m. a-stem)
*dagaengan (n. a-stem)

factitive

touwon

*dauwojanan

*dauwan (n. a-stem)

factitive

waron

*warojanan

factitive

wehsalon

*weihsalojanan

*waro (f. 0-stem)
*weihsalan (n. a-stem)

wercOn

*werkOjanan

*werkan (n. a-stem)

objective

zalon

*talojanan

objective

zeihhanOn

*taiknOjanan

*talO/*talan (?)
*tailuian (n. a-stem)

zimbaron

*temrojanan

*temran (n. a-stem)

instrumental

instrumental

fctitive

factitive

Table 20: NWGmc Class II Denominatives

The above table indicates that of the thirty-five class II denominatives derived
during the NWGmc period, thirteen (36.11%) express a factitive meaning in
relation to their derivational base, while nine (25.00%) can be classified as
objective, eight (22.22%) as instrumental, and five (13.89%) as stative.
The above figures are very similar to those found among the class I
NWGmc denominative verbs, there being no major difference in terms of
semantic function between the two classes. Furthermore, as the number of class
II denominatives formed during the NWGmc period is roughly equal to the
corresponding number formed in class I, we can conclude that there was no real
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distinction, in terms of semantic function, productivity or importance, between
classes I and II in respect to denominative verbs in NWGmc.
Nevertheless, in comparison to the earlier Gmc stratum which produced
only fourteen class II denominative verbs (27.45% of the total number of
denominatives formed in Gmc), class II has clearly witnessed a significant
growth in productivity during the NWGmc era.
Seven of the above verbs exhibit an instrumental meaning. This
corresponds to the view set forth by Jacobi' 2 that the main function of class II
was to form verbs that were instrumental in meaning. However, as instrumental
formations only account for 22.22% of all NWGmc class II denominative
formations and a mere 7.14% of all Gmc class II denominatives, there is no
substantial evidence to support Jacobi's view. The standpoint taken by
Wilmanns' 3 that, of all the Gmc weak verb classes, class II represents the class
which is the least determined or fixed in any formal-semantic respect, is a more
convincing assertion, and one reinforced by the data collected here. This is also
true in respect to the NWGmc class II deverbatives which show a wide variety
of semantic relations to their derivational base, many of which cannot
adequately be classified (see 4.5.1.2.).
In terms of morphology there appears to be no significant factor
determining whether a substantive with a particular inflexional stem will form a
class II denominative verb or not. The majority (twenty - five verbs or 62.85% of
all class II denominatives) have derivational bases in masculine or neuter a-stem
nouns but, as previously stated, this figure may not be of any great relevance, as
a-stem nouns represent the largest inflectional group among substantives in the
historical Gmc languages.

4.5.3.3.

Class III Northwest Germanic Denominatives

A total of three NWGmc denominative verbs belong to class III. These represent
3.90% of all NWGmc denominative formations. The following table presents
these verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic
pattern of their formation:
OUG Weak
Verb
[n

NWGmc Weak
Verb
*aizjanan

Derivational Base
*aizO (f. 0-stem)

Semantic
Relation
stative

'2 Jacobi (1843: 156ff.).
,
Wilmanns (II 1930: 49).
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hogan

*hugjanan

*hugiz, *huguz (m. i/ustem)

instrumental

wartn

*wardejanan

*wardO (f. o-stem)

stative

Table 21: NWGmc Class III Denominatives

The majority of these NWGmc class III denominatives stand in a stative relation
to the substantive from which they derive. Although *hugëjfanan (OHG hogen)
"to think" has been classified here as instrumental, it is also possible to analyse
this verb as being stative in sense, i.e. the subject is in the process ofusing his or
her mind. This stative nature of NWGmc class III denominatives corresponds to
the stative function which class III clearly had in the production of NWGmc
deverbative and deadjectival formations. Moreover, when the NWGmc class III
denominatives are compared with their counterparts formed in preceding Gmc
stratum, it can clearly be seen that NWGmc, in using class III to derive largely
stative denominative verbs, is simply continuing a function already established
in Gmc.
As with the Gmc stratum, class III represents a small and relatively
unimportant way of forming denominative verbs. In fact, in comparison to the
Gmc period where five denominative formations are attested, class III shows a
decrease in productivity during NWGmc.
The denominatives belonging here are chiefly from feminine ö-stems,
with a masculine u-stem (existing alongside a variant i-stem) also providing a
derivational base. This preponderance of ö-stem substantive bases in NWGmc
class III denominatives reflects a similar preponderance found in Gmc class III
denominatives (see 4.4.3.3.), and may represent a NWGmc extension of a
pattern already established in Gmc.

4.5.4.

Northwest Germanic Prefix Formations

There is no certain evidence that compound verbs were formed during the
NWGmc period by means of prefixing an adjective or substantive. Any potential
formations of this sort would represent too small and unproductive a means of
derivation to be of importance or merit to this study.
Verbal derivation by means of prefixes presents a number of problems
when we deal with the NWGmc stratum. While 82 prefix formations can be
reconstructed for the Gmc stratum which figure rises to a massive 457 for the
WGmc stratum, very few prefix formations can be reconstructed for NWGmc
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stratum. This low proportion of NWGmc prefix formations in comparison to the
Gmc and WGmc strata can be explained by the following factors.
In Gmc verbal prefixes were unstressed, the accent falling on the initial
syllable of the root morpheme. This unstressed nature meant that verbal prefixes
in the North Gmc group (i.e. ON, OSwed., ODan.) underwent considerable
phonetic reduction, a process leading to the loss of the majority of verbal
prefixes in this group' 4. This phonetic reduction of verbal prefixes is not only
confined to the North Gmc group - in comparison to Gothic, the WGmc
languages all exhibit reduced forms of their verbal prefixes.
In addition to this factor, it is important to note that the North Gmc
group makes extensive use of phrasal verbs. Phrasal verbs are verbs coupled
with an adverbial or prepositional particle which, as in true prefix formations,
exists in a close semantic relationship with the verb which it modifies. A typical
ON phrasal verb would be teija up "to add up", formed with the adverbial or
prepositional particle up and based on the simplex teija "to count". However,
whereas in true prefix formations the adverbial or prepositional particle has
become compounded with the verb it serves to modify (often losing an
independent identity and thus free morpheme status), it remains in a looser, nonmorphological relationship with the verb in phrasal verbs. It would appear, then,
that North Gmc. has undergone considerable restructuring, abandoning true
prefix formations in which the relationship between adverbial or prepositional
particle and verb is expressed morphologically, in favour of formations where
the relationship is expressed syntactically.
This reduction and loss of verbal prefixes in the North Gmc group
combined with a tendency towards phrasal rather than prefixed verbs may have
deprived us of potential North Gmc cognates - cognates which might have
enabled us to reconstruct prefix formations which date back to the NWGmc
stratum. Consequently, many of the prefix formations which have been dated to
the WGmc stratum may, in fact, have an earlier origin in the NWGmc era. If this
is indeed the case, then our data in respect to WGmc prefix formations may be
somewhat distorted.
In summary then, the problem of prefix formation during the NWGmc
stratum is somewhat complex and involved. It is certainly an issue which merits
further research but, as such, is probably better examined from an ON starting
point rather than an OHG or WGmc one, and I have considered it beyond the
scope of this work. I have consequently made detailed examinations of prefix
formation for the Gmc, WGmc and OHG periods only.
14

Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 42).
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4.5.5. Northwest Germanic Loan Verbs

There are no weak verbs attested in OHG which can be shown with any degree
of certainty to be loan words dating from the NWGmc stratum. This is in
marked contrast to the later WGmc and OHG strata where a sizeable number of
loan verbs, for the most part from Latin, are extant. This evidence would
therefore seem to point to the fact that significant cultural and material
borrowing by the Germans did not occur to any major extent until the WGmc
stratum, when the expanding WGmc tribes inevitably came into increased
contact with the Romans and Roman culture in general.

4.5.6. Northwest Germanic Weak Verbs - Derivational Pattern

Unclear
Those weak verbs which have been analysed in the data section (Chapter 4) as
originating during the NWGmc stratum but which cannot be assigned
satisfactorily to any of the five derivational categories discussed above (i.e.
deverbative, deadjectival or denominative verbs, prefix formations and loan
verbs) belong to this grouping.
A total of sixteen NWGmc weak verbs are thus classifiable. This figure
represents 7.66% of all NWGmc weak verb formations. Of these sixteen
NWGmc weak verbs with no clear derivational pattern, nine belong to class I,
six belong to class II, and one verb inflects as a class III weak verb.
Although this category contains weak verbs which are largely
unclassifiable, there are nevertheless a number of formations which provide us
with interesting examples of onomatopoeic and sound symbolic formations.
The principle of phonetic symbolism needs to be discussed here in
relation to the etymology of the OHG weak verbs, as it may explain a number of
cases where certain verbs found in the data section (Chapter Three) are clearly
related in some way structurally and semantically, yet cannot be analysed as
derivations from each other by the normal rules of derivational morphology.
Moreover, as many sound-symbolic and onomatopoeic formations are
common to the North Gmc and WGmc languages, or indeed can even be shown
to derive from the NWGmc stratum, it has been decided to discuss such word
formation processes in this section. For a more detailed account of phonetic
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symbolism in general, together with a review of the main theories concerning
the origin and development of sound symbolic processes, the reader should refer
to Marchand t5, on whose approach to the subject much of this section is based.
The following types of phonetic symbolism are used in word formation
processes in Gmc:
1. Onomatopoeia. This involves the creation of words whose sound is
imitative or expressive of the sound of the noise or action designated. Typical
examples of weak verbs formed in this manner include: NWGmc *klappojanan
(OHG klapfon) beside WGmc *kloppojanan (OHG klopfon) "to clap, pound, tap
(imitative of either explosive or low, dull sounds)", - it is interesting to note that
both verbs have a geminated final p consonant, the gemination probably being
expressive or intensive; NWGmc *sUsojanan (OHG si7sön) "to buzz, fizz,
sizzle, whistle, hiss" - this verb has counterparts in the Slavic languages,
compare OCS sysati "to buzz, fizz, whistle", which might suggest a possible
origin in an onomatopoeic root common to Gmc and Slavic, 'I * süs'- "to buzz,
hiss, whistle (imitative of frictional noises in air)"; WGmc *%-wjttjrq/anan (OHG
zwizzirön)

"to twitter (imitative of birdsong)"- this verb too exhibits geniination

of the consonant t, the gemination probably serving an expressive or imitative
function. The medial r in this same verb may serve to "imitate or symbolize
continuously vibrating soi.nds" 6 similar to those heard in birdsong. Such
interpretations are, however, highly speculative and impossible to prove with
any degree of satisfaction.
2. Initial symbols and word families. This term is used to describe
lexemes formed around an initial consonant or consonant cluster and denoting
similar or closely related concepts or ideas - In other words associative fields
have been built up around certain consonants or consonant clusters. This will
now be discussed in more detail.
Over the course of time certain initial consonants, or more usually
consonant clusters, may develop a particular sound-symbolic character, denoting
various types of movement, noise, sounds etc. 17 . Although a large number of
sound symbolic word families may have developed out of forms that were
originally imitative or onomatopoeic, many may represent a secondary
development resulting from association with the meaning already possessed by
a particular word. For example, the initial consonant cluster gi- has no
convincing onomatopoeic value, but has produced in the Gmc languages an
extremely large group centred around it with sound-symbolic significance and
Marchand (1969: 3 97-428).
Marchand (1969: 399).
'' Marchand (1969: 398).
16
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denoting "light, shining". Such a group or complex is therefore probably best
analysed as developing as a result of semantic association with a certain lexeme
or lexemes, such as the Gmc strong verb *gleitanan (OHG glizan) "to glitter,
gleam, shine" or similar. In other words, lexemes such as *gleitanan may have
created, as it were, a pattern for new formations based on their initial consonant
cluster and denoting similar semantic concepts or ideas.
Although many lexemes belonging to such word families or complexes
are straightforward deverbative, deadjectival or denominative derivations
involving the normal rules of derivational morphology, a significant number
exist in a relationship to each other not clearly analysable by such rules. This
latter type frequently contains formations which are derived by means of
modifying the vowel of the root syllable. This process will now be outlined in
more detail.
3. Word-formation through internal vowel modification. In formations of
this type the sound symbolism is expressed by the root vowel, which is
modified, usually according to an already established and fixed pattern, for
expressive or derivational purposes. This frequently results in the existence of
numerous lexemes related in form and meaning, and differing only in the value
of their root vowel. Although the semantic relationship between lexemes
derived in this way is usually fairly transparent, the operation of this process
may sometimes result in formations radically different from each other in terms
of meaning.
Word families centred on an initial consonant or consonant clusters
frequently alter the vowel of the root syllable for expressive or derivational
purposes. A pertinent example can be seen in the NWGmc weak verb
*klapp ajanan (OHG klapfon) which exists beside a WGmc variant form
*kloppdjanan (OHG klopfon) "to clap, pound, tap", these verbs belonging to an
onomatapoeic complex denoting sound and based on the initial consonants ki-.
Compare the strong verb *klenganan (OHG klingan) "to sound, resound" as a
typical representative of this complex.
The following initial consonant clusters provide important examples of
word families or complexes possessing sound symbolic significance. They are
especially responsible for producing a significant number verbs formed through
modification of the root vowel:
fn-. The essential meaning centred on this complex was that of "panting,
gasping for breath, sneezing, sniffing and, in general, noises produced by the
nose, mouth or air-passage". It served as a productive base for a large number of
derivations, including: OHG fnatton "to snort"; OHG fr7ehan "to snort, pant,
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gasp for, desire"; OEfnesan "to pant, gasp"; OE fneosan "to sneeze"; ONfi7jsa
"to snort, pant". The complex as a whole probably derives from an earlier JE
base probably onomatopoeic in origin J*pneu- "to pant, breathe". Compare the
Greek icvw "I breathe, smell".
gi-. The essential idea expressed by this initial consonant cluster was, as
mentioned previously, that of "light, movement of light, effect of light on water,
shining etc." The complex is represented by the following lexemes, among
numerous others: ON glóa "to shine, gleam"; OE glowan "to glow"; OS glitan
"to gleam, glisten, sparkle"; OHG glosten "to glow, gleam"; glenzen "to shine,
sparkle".
Sn-. This consonant cluster acquired the expressive meaning of "noises
produced by the nose, sneezing, sniffling, snot etc.". It served as a productive
root for a large number of derivations, including: OE snofi "nasal mucus"; ON
snoppa "snout"; OHO snUzen "to blow one's nose, wheeze, puff, pant, snore".
The complex as a whole may have its ultimate origin in an TB root possibly
onomatapoeic in origin I*sna-, *sn(t), *snãu- *sneu, *sn-et "to flow, damp,
wetness", but this is by no means certain.
In conclusion, then, the Gmc languages have made extensive use of
phonetic symbolism in the derivation of certain related lexemes. The
derivational processes involved in creating lexemes with sound symbolic value
are frequently very different from the normal methods of word formation and
derivational morphology, consideration often being paid to the sound-symbolic
value of the initial consonant cluster or to derivation based on internal vowel
modification. This frequently results in the existence of entire word families or
complexes centred on a sound-symbolic initial consonant cluster, these
complexes containing numerous derivations formed by altering the root vowel
for sound symbolic or expressive purposes. The fluidity and expressive nature of
such complexes consequently makes identifying precise phonological relations
between the various individual members extremely difficult.
As a result, the Gmc linguistic group contains a large number of
lexemes, many of them weak verbs, which are clearly related in some way
structurally and semantically, but which cannot, however, adequately be
classified as normal deverbative, deadjectival or denominative derivations on
account of the fact that processes quite different from these latter are involved in
the derivation of such lexemes.
A complete list of the OHG weak verbs formed in the NWGmc stratum
can be found in Appendix One. However, as has been shown, these weak verbs
with no clear derivational pattern form a diverse set which cannot easily be
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categorized, and the reader should therefore refer to the data section (Chapter
Three) for a more detailed discussion of each individual verb.

4.5.7. Northwest Germanic Weak Verbs - Etymology Unclear
Verbs dating back to the NWGmc stratum for which no convincing etymology
can be ascertained, are to be found listed in Appendix Two.

4.5.8. Northwest Germanic Weak Verbs - Summary
From the above findings a number of general conclusions can be drawn in
respect to the derivation of weak verbs in the NWGmc stratum.
Class II plays a more prominent role in NWGmc than in Gmc, having
become significantly more productive, its portion of weak verb derivations
rising from 13.87% in Gmc to 36.84% in NWGmc. This increase is largely at
the expense of class I, this latter class sees a corresponding fall in its share of
new weak verb formations from 78.15% in Gmc to 58.37% in NWGmc. As in
Gmc, however, Class III remains marginal and unproductive in all derivational
categories during this period, its share of new derivations decreasing slightly in
comparison to the Gmc stratum. It would thus appear that class III is somewhat
in decline as a means of weak verb derivation during the NWGmc era.
The NWGmc stratum has also been seen to witness the following
developments or trends in terms of semantics.
Class I largely maintains its function of forming causative or factitive
verbs. Nevertheless, the formation of causative deverbatives has become less
important in NWGmc than in the previous Gmc stratum. Parallel to this fall in
the number of causative derivations is a significant increase in the number of
NWGmc class I weak verb derivations which exhibit no change in meaning
from that of their derivational base. This clearly points to a gradual erosion in
NWGmc of the more strictly causative nature possessed by class I deverbatives
in the Gmc stratum. Class I deverbatives denoting intensity occur in NWGmc
but remain relatively restricted and unproductive.
In contrast to the class I deverbative formations, however, the majority
of class I deadjectival derivations retain in NWGmc the predominantly factitive
nature which characterized their Gmc counterparts.
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NWGmc class I denominative formations, on the other hand, are more
diverse semantically, a significant number of derivations having been created in
NWGmc which exist in an objective or instrumental relation to their
derivational base. Nevertheless, factitive derivations still account for the
majority of NWGmc class I denominatives.
Class II remains diffuse semantically during the NWGmc era, this
reflecting the semantically diffuse status which class II had in the previous Gmc
stratum. In respect to deverbative formations class II yields for the most part
derivations which show no obvious change in meaning from that of their
derivational base, together with a smaller number of frequentative and intensive
deverbatives. These class II NWGmc intensive deverbatives were regularly
marked by the zero-grade of ablaut and intensive gemination, while the main
distinguishing feature of class II NWGmc frequentatives was the o-grade of
ablaut.
As regards deadjectival formations class II shows no real distinction
from deadjectives belonging to class I, both classes forming a majority of
factitive verbs. An important feature characterising NWGmc class II
deadjectives has been seen to be the use of verbal extensions. However, these
extensions do not appear to possess any distinctive semantic significance and, as
previously stated, no firm conclusions can therefore be drawn in respect to their
nature and function.
In relation to denominative formations class II also remains fairly
diverse semantically, forming verbs which show a wide variety of semantic
relations to their derivational base, objective and instrumental formations
playing an important role but the majority exhibiting, like class I NWGmc
denominatives, a factitive meaning.
Class III, although still marginal and relatively unproductive, derives
predominantly stative deadjectival and denominative verbs in NWGmc, thus
preserving the durative/stative semantic status characterising class III during the
Gmc stratum. Nevertheless, as only one class III deverbative can be dated to the
NWGmc stratum, this verb showing no obvious change in meaning from that of
its derivational base, no firm conclusions can be drawn concerning the semantic
function or status of class III deverbatives during NWGmc.
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4.6. West Germanic Weak Verb Formations
This stratum comprises 826 verbs and accounts for 17.63% of the total number
of weak verbs attested in ORG. Of these 826 verbs, 472 (57.14%) belong to
class I; 228 (27.60%) belong to class II; and 126 (15.25%) belong to class III.

4.6.1. West Germanic Deverbatives
There are eighty-six deverbatives which can be traced back to the WGmc
period. These verbs account for 10.41% (23.3 1% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all WGmc derivations.

4.6.1.1. Class I West Germanic Deverbatives
There are forty-seven WGmc deverbatives which belong to class I. This sum
comprises 54.65% of all WGmc deverbative formations. The following table
presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern oftheir formation:
OHG Weak
Verb
backen
bleckezzen
bluoen
bremen
brengen
bruoten
brutten
btien
diggen
draen
drucken

WGmc Weak
Verb
*baldcan
*blikkatjan
*blOjan
*bramejan
*brangejan
*brOdejan
*brugdjan
*bowwjan
*egjan
*rjan
*krukicjan

fallezzen
felgen
gluoen

*fallatjan
*falgejan
*glojan
*grimmezze *gremmatj an
a
gruen
*grOjafl
hellen
*halejan
hoppezzen
*huppatjan
kahhezzen
kienken

*kahhatjan
*klankjan

Derivational Base
Semantic
Relation
_________________
intensive
*bakanan stY vi
intensive
*bleikanan stY I
no
change
*blOanan rcdpl
no change
*bremanan stY IV
*brenganan stv/wkv no change
unclear
*brdanan redpl
*bregdanan sty iii
unclear
no change
*bOwwanan redpl
*egjanan sty V
no change
no
change
*ranan redpl
*rugojanan
*fallanan redp!
*felhanan sty III
*glOanan redpl
*gremm ij anan wkv
*grOanan redpl
*helanan sty IV
*huppOjanan?
*kaftjan wkv
*klenganan sty III

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
unchanged
zero-grade
unchanged
o-grade
o-grade
dehnstufe of 'o
zero-grade
unchanged
unchanged
unchanged

intensive

zero-grade

intensive
unclear
no change

unchanged
o-grade
unchanged

intensive

unchanged

no change

unchanged

no change
intensive

o-grade
unchanged

intensive
unclear

unchanged
o-grade
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kraen
leidezzen
lesken
murnen
saen
seigen
seihhen
srezzen
skeinen
screnken

*krjan
*Iaióatjan
laskejan
*murnjan
*sjan
*saigejan
*saihwejan
*sairatjan

*kjanan redpl
*laiôijanan wkv
*leskanan sty III
*murnanan stY in
*sanan redpl

no change

unchanged

intensive
causative
no change
no change

unchanged
o-grade
unchanged
unchanged

*seiganan sty I
*seihwanan sty I
*sairijanafl wkv

causative
unclear
intensive

0-grade
o-grade
unchanged

causative
causative
no change
causative
unclear
intensive
no change

o-grade
o-grade
______________________________
zero-grade
o-grade
o-grade
zero-grade
o-grade

*skainejan
*skeinanan sty I
*skrank(w)jan
*skrenk(w)anan sty
____________________________________
*skurpjan
*skerpanan stY III
*sleipanan sty I
*slaipejan
*sleitanan sty I
*slaitejan
*sleipanan stY I
*slippjan
*saugejan
*soganan w
111

scurpfen
sleifen
sleizzen
slipfen
sougen

________________________________

strtiten
stuzzen
tOwen
bi-tumbalen

*strfldejan
*stuttjan?
*daujan

*st-rudanan redpl
*stuóijanan? wlcv
*daujanan redpl

no change

unchanged

intensive
no change

unchanged
unchanged

*bi-dumb(a)ljan

*dumjan?

frequentative

unchanged

tupfen

*duppjan

*dflbanan redpl

intensive

zero-grade

gi-unstillen

*ga-unstelljijan

*ga-unstelljjan

unchanged

unchanged

wlcv j

______________ wkv III

weigen
weizen
winkezzen
zeisen
zerren
zucken

*waigejan
*waitejan
*wenkatjan
*taisejan
*tarejan
*tukkjan

*wiganan sty V
*wait pret pres
*wenlcjan wkv
*taisanan redpl
*teranan sty iv
*teuhanan stY II

____________

causative
causative
intensive
no change
no change
intensive

___________
o-grade
unchanged
unchanged
unchanged
0-grade
zero-grade

Table 22: WGmc Class I Deverbatives

Deverbatives formed with no obvious change in meaning from that of their
derivational base form the largest semantic group among the WGmc
deverbatives, totalling nineteen (40.43% of all WGmc class I deverbatives). Of
these eighteen verbs invloving no obvious change in meaning, eleven are
formed with no change in the ablaut grade of their root vowel. Indeed, ablaut as
an instrument of derivational morphology has become significantly less
important in WGmc, with twenty-four verbs (51.06% of all WGmc class I
deverbatives) being formed without ablaut modification. This figure of 51.06%
should be compared with the preceding NWGmc and Gmc strata in which only
23.08% and 24.32% of all class I deverbatives were formed without ablaut
respectively.
Deverbative formations involving no change in the ablaut grade of their
root vowel derive from both strong and weak verb derivational bases. Important
among the strong verbs giving rise to weak verbs of this nature are a number
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belonging to the small and increasingly marginalized reduplicating class and
which were composed of an extended grade ablaut vowel which was not
followed by a syllable-closing consonant (the most important of these extended
grade ablaut vowels being *-ë . and *-o . which characterize the so-called "verba
pura", for a discussion of which see 4.3.2.1). Typical examples include:

*kranan "to crow" which pairs with a weak verb *krëjanan (OHG kräen) "to
crow". In such instances the j-suffix may have started out as an intervocalic
glide, but then became interpreted as a marker for the weak inflection.
Additionally, earlier verba pura already belonging to the weak inflectional
category such as *mjanan (OHG muoen) "to tire, trouble" and *nejanan (OHG
nãen) "to sew" may have acted as a model for an increasing number of
reduplicating verbs to form weak deverbatives in WGmc. However, other
reduplicating verbs, the root syllable of which comprised a syllable-closing
consonant (the so-called "verba impura": see 4.3.2), have produced weak
deverbatives with normal ablaut variation in this stratum, e.g. *brëdanan "to
roast, warm" which pairs with a weak verb *bröijejanan (OHG bruoten) "to
brood, warm".
The majority of deverbatives which are derived from weak verbs and
which involve no change in the ablaut grade of their root vowel are intensive.
Intensives formed without ablaut take, in particular, the intensive suffix
*-atjanan. It appears then, that as the process of suffixing *-atjanan to a strong
verb stem gave the derived verb a weak inflection and an intensive meaning,
there was therefore no need for recourse to other morphological devices such as
ablaut modification.
The above figures show that intensive deverbatives form a large and
important derivational type among the WGmc class I deverbatives. Fourteen
class I deverbatives exhibit an intensive meaning (29.79% of all WGmc class I
deverbatives, this group composing the second largest semantic type after the
WGmc class I deverbatives which were formed with no obvious change in
meaning). WGmc class I deverbatives can be divided into two groups: The first
of these groups comprises intensives taking the intensive suffix *-atjanan, for
example, *laióatjanan (OHG leidezzen) "to hurt, injure" from *laióUanan
(OHG leiden) "to hurt, harm". It is interesting to note that a large number of
WGmc deverbatives formed with the intensive suffix *-atjanan derive from
weak verbs. The second group comprises intensive deverbatives formed with
intensive gemination (these are discussed in more detail in 4.6.1.2). Examples of
class I intensive deverbatives taking gemination include the following:
! See also Matzel (1988: 29-44).
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*J,rukkjanan (OHG drucken) "to press, squeeze, oppress" from *brugJjanan "to
threaten, oppress"; *tu/ckjanan (OHG zucken) "to pull violently, snatch, rob"
from *teuhanan (OHG ziohan) "to pull, draw".
In comparison to NWGmc, the number of intensive deverbatives found
in WGmc is considerably larger (this statement applies to classes II and III as
well as class I). This is particularly the case as regards intensive deverbatives
taking the suffix *-atjanan which only occurs in one class I NWGmc
deverbative, *rupatjanan (OHG roffezzen) "to belch". We can therefore
conclude that the intensive suffix *-atjanan only became a productive
morpohological device for forming intensive deverbatives during the WGmc
period, before which its role was extremely marginal.
As has been seen in the earlier strata (4.4.1.1., 4.5.1.1.), the o-grade of
ablaut was typical of class I deverbatives which were causal in sense, and this
pattern continues in WGmc, e.g. *waitejanan (OHG weizen) "to cause to know,
show, indicate" from the preterite-present verb * wait (OHG weiz) "I know".
Nevertheless, there are a growing number of WGmc class I o-grade deverbatives
which, instead of the expected causal sense, exhibit no obvious change in
meaning. There is thus a gradual movement away from using the existing
pattern referred to above to form causatives, with the result that the
morpho-semantic role of 9-grade deverbatives became extended to produce
deverbatives with no obvious or implicit causative sense, a tendency already
well established in NWGmc (4.5.1.1.). These remarks concerning the decline of
o-grade causative deverbatives, also apply to all verbs expressing a causal
semantic relation to their derivational base, the causatives attested in WGmc
comprising 14.89% of all WGmc class I deverbatives, this figure being
considerably lower than the corresponding figures for the earlier strata (4.4.1.1.,
4.5.1.1.). This therefore clearly shows that causatives have diminished
considerably in importance in the WGmc period.
It can therefore be said in summary that, although the use of ablaut still
remains very much a part of weak verb derivational morphology in WGmc, its
semantic significance has become less transparent, the o-grade of ablaut
increasingly becoming a tool in the formation of non-causative class I verbs.

4.6.1.2. Class II West Germanic Deverbatives
The thirty-one WGmc deverbatives which belong to class II represent 36.05% of
all WGmc deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs
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together with their derivational base arid the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
Semantic
Relation
unclear

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
zero-grade

brohhOn

*bjtOjan
*bnkOjan

Derivational
Base
*beitanan sty I
*brekanan sty IV

intensive

zero-grade

fangon

*fangQjan

*fanhanan redpl

unclear

unchanged

fanton

*fanóOjai

*fenkanan sty Hi

unclear

o-grade

fehon

*fehOjan

*fehanan sty V

unclear

unchanged

fergOn

*fergojan

*fregnanan sty V

intensive

irregular

fundOn

*funóOjan

*fenkanan stY III

unclear

zero-grade

geinon

*gainojan

*geinanan stY I

no change

o-grade

glizzinon

*glitnojan

*gleitanan sty I

unclear

zero-grade

greifon

*graipojan

*greipanan stY I

unclear

o-grade

klubOn

*klubOjan

*kleubanan stY II

unclear

zero-grade

*man pret pres

unclear

unchanged

OHG
Weak Verb
bizzon

WGmc Weak
Verb

manOn

*hneigwanan sty I

no change

zero-grade

(h)nopfOn

*hnigwjan
*hnuppjan

*lmeupanan sty II

intensive

zero-grade

scarbOn

*skarbOjan

*skerfanan sty Hi

intensive

o-grade

screiOn

*skrajOjan

*skreianan sty I

no change

o-grade

scrOtOn

*slcsaudojan

*skraudanan redp! no change

unchanged

streihhOn
supfen

*straikOjan

*steikanan sty I

frequentative

o-grade

*suppojan

intensive

zero-grade

swihhOn

*swikOjan

*supanan sty jj
*sweikanan sty I

unclear

zero-grade

tobon

*dubOjan

*deubanan stY H

durative

zero-grade

tretton

*treddOjan

*tredanan sty V

intensive

unchanged

wallOn

*wallojan

*wallanan redpl

unclear

unchanged

wantalOn

*wand(a)lOjan

*wandOjan wkv

frequentative

unchanged

wantarOn

*wand(a)rOjan

frequentative

unchanged

wantOn

*wandojan

*wandojan
*wendanan sty III

unclear

o-grade

warnOn

*warnojan

wegon

(h)nigon

unclear

unchanged

*wegojan

*warOjanan
*weganan sty v

unclear

unchanged

worfon

wurpojan

*werpanan sty iii

no change

zero-grade

zeigon

*taigojan

*teihanan stY i

unclear

o-grade

zweckOn

*twikkojan

*twigOjan? wk-v

intensive

zero-grade

Table 23: WGmc Class II Deverbatives

The majority (45.16%) of WGmc class II deverbatives involve no real change in
meaning or do not stand in any clear semantic relation to their derivational base,
a situation which has already been observed for the earlier strata (4.4.1.2.,
4.5.1.2). The WGmc period can therefore be seen to maintain this semantic
indefiniteness among class II formations, and with it the important role which
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class II had in creating deverbatives outside the usual semantic categories of
caustive (the role predominatly taken by class I) or durative/inchoative (the
primary function of class III), a situation already well-established in NWGmc
(4.5.1.2.). Although class II is to be seen as fairly mixed semantically, it does
nevertheless have a number of important and specific functions which WGmc
inherited from the previous strata and consequently systematically expanded
upon.
The first of these was the creation of intensive deverbatives, such
formations accounting for 22.58% of all class II WGmc deverbatives. These
more often than not took the zero-grade of ablaut (see 4.5.1.2.) and were formed
with what has traditionally been referred to as intensive gemination, e.g.
*hnuppojan (OHG (h)nopfdn) "to break off, pluck oft" from the strong verb
*hneupanan "to break, tear", or *treddjan (OHG trettön) "to stamp on,
trample, trample down" from the strong verb *tredanan "to tread, step, walk".
Intensive gemination is extremely widespread as a morpho-semantic process in
Gmc verbal derivation, and consequently deserves some attention in this study
of the OHG weak verbs.
The traditional view, first put forward by Osthoff'2 but dealt with
extensively by Kiuge (1884), regards deverbatives formed with intensive
gemination as originating in -no- verbs, which received their gemination as a
result of progressive assimilation. A typical example used to illustrate this
process is represented by Gmc *huppojan (OHG hopfdn) "to hop" which can be
derived, via an intermediate form *hupno-, from an IE base *kubnã- "to bend".
The intensive nature of such geminated consonants is then to be seen as a
secondary development3 , which established itself as a pattern for the formation
of predominantly zero-grade deverbatives. However, this theory has a number of
drawbacks. Firstly, there are virtually no cases in which a Gmc verb formed
with intensive gemination has a correspondence with an n-present in another
Indo-European language4 . Secondly, it does not adequately explain the existence
of unassimilated n-verbs with inchoative meaning (e.g. Gmc *wakn/anan "to
wake up, awake" which can be reconstructed from the Gothic class IV weak
verb ga-waknan "to awake" and the ON class II weak verb vakna "to awake"),
alongside the intensive group where the original -n- element underwent
progressive assimilation to produce gemination. Most importantly, however,
this theory does not fit in with the normal Gmc sound laws in which a fricative

2

Osthoff (1882: 297).
Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 243).
"Kramer (1971: 40).
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+n

does not normally undergo assimilation, as can be seen from numerous

examples such as ON svefii "sleep, dream"5.
The theory of expressive gemination sees the gemination of consonants
as originally being a spontaneous, expressive process, which Krahe summarizes
as: "mehr oder minder an innere Bedingungen (Schattlerungen in der
Wortbedeutung usw.) gebunden... Diese Doppelkonsonanten sind rein
dynamischer Natur; sie dienen der Lautmalerei oder Lautsymbolik"6.
Proponents of this theory stress the importance of gemination in such areas as
personal or nicknames, speech directed at babies, onomatapoeia and, of course,
verbs expressing an action performed intensively, all of which are discussed in
more detail by Wissmann 7 and Krahe8 . However, this theory has the significant
disadvantage that it requires from the potential advocate a considerable amount
of belief in and bias towards the importance and dynamism of sound symbolism.
Although sound symbolism and onomatopoeia are indeed important in Gmc (see
in particular 4.5.5.6.) they are probably not, in themselves, enough to provide an
adequate explanation concerning the origin of geminated intensive deverbatives
in Gmc. Furthermore, according to Fagan, theories which rely on expressive
gemination cannot adequately explain the motivation for the use of geminates in
intensive or frequentative verbs: "Why were these geminate obstruents
perceived as capable of epressing intensity and iterativity? How did they
acquire their special expressive characteristics?"9.
A more convincing theory aimed at explaining the origin of the
expressive geminates in Gmc is that put forward by Kurytowicz'°. Kurylowicz'
theory of morphological gemination takes as its starting point the fact that Gmc
also possessed geminated consonants in verbal forms outside the weak classes,
above all in the class III strong verbs, e.g. OHG skerran "to sound", kerran "to
creak, groan", OE hlimman "to resound, roar", Gothic brinnan "to burn"1.
Although these geminated consonants were originally restricted to the present
paradigm, they soon found their way into non-present and, more importantly,
derived forms where they would have existed beside forms derived without
gemination, e.g. *kurön beside *kurrön (attested in ON kurra "to creak")'2.
Many such derived forms would have been zero-grade or o-grade class II
Kramer (1971: 40).
Krahe (11969: 122).
Wissmann (II 1932: 162-170).
8
Krahe (11969: 122).
Fagan (1989: 42).
'° Kurytowjcz (1957: 13 1-144).
" Kurythwjcz (1957: 133).
12
See Kurythwicz (1957: 133-135), Kramer (1971: 41), Fagan (1989: 44-45).
6
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deverbatives with iterative-intensive meaning where the -a- of the ending
originally carried the main functional load (this is discussed in more detail in
4.5.1.2.). The iterative-intensive functional load can then be analysed as having
shifted from the ending to the geminated consonants (possibly helped by
interference from the class II denominative and deadjectival formations which
also carried the ending -a- but did not denote any intensive meaning, originating
from O-stem nouns rather than deriving from an intensive IE * -a- suffix, as has
been discussed in 4.4.3.2., 4.5.1.2.). The process, according to Kurytowicz, then
spread analogically: "This ... called forth the creation of geminated forms
outside the narrowly circumscribed, etymologically justified, original domain,
e.g.: kurön (< kerran) = tugdn (< tiuhan). Outside the original domain the
gemination invaded derivatives with pregnant semantic value of the derivational
suffix. Where this value had been weakened by the root, the doubling of the
final root-consonant did not take place. This fact is to be held responsible for the
••,,13 Nevertheless, Kurylowicz' theory
incomplete extension of the gemination
weakened considerably, according to Fagan, "because of the scarcity of
evidence for the existence of a period in which forms such as *kurön and
*/çur coexisted, a period that provides the crucial stage for the introduction of
gemination as a morphological device in Germanic"4.
In addition to intensives, class II also formed a limited number of
frequentative deverbatives during the WGmc period, these verbs accounting for
9.68% of all class II WGmc deverbatives. Two of these frequentatives,
*wand(a)lojan (OHG wantaldn) "to wander" and *wand(a)rojan (OHG
wantarJn) "to wander", are formed with 1 and r extensions respectively, which
appears to be a WGmc innovation replacing the older type particularly
productive in NWGmc and involving zero or o-ablaut grade combined with
intensive gemination (4.5.1.2.). This latter frequentative type survives in WGmc
only in the verb *straikjan (OHG streihhön) "to stroke in gentle and repeated
movements, to continuously stroke" which is derived from the strong verb
*streikanan "to stroke". Frequentative deverbatives formed with 1 and r
extensions became far more important and productive as morphological features
in the ONG period and will consequently be discussed in the sections of the
analysis dealing with the OHG stratum (4.7.1.2.).
The OHG class I verb supfen has been included here under class II, as it
most likely represents a later class change deverbative from an earlier, but OHG
unattested, class II verb cognate with an OE verb soppian "to sop, soak". This
'

KuryIowjcz (1957: 138).
' Fagan (1989: 46).
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justifies the reconstruction of a WGmc class II zero-grade intensive deverbative
*supp,fanan "to soak sop", which is the verb included in this list. For a more
detailed analysis of this verb see the data section (Chapter Three).

4.6.1.3. Class III West Germanic Deverbatives
The eight WGmc deverbatives which belongs to class III represent 9.3 0% of all
WGmc deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak WGmc Weak
Verb
Verb
borgn
*burgjan

Derivational
Base
*berganan sty III

Semantic
Relation
durative?

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
zero-grade

k1ebn

*kljbjan

*kleibanan sty I

durative

zero-grade

lernen

*lizj

*lais pret pres

durative/inceptive

zero-grade

1uzn

*1utjan

durative

unchanged

(h)negn

*lmigwjan

*Ifltanan sty j
*l-meigwanan sty

durative

zero-grade

rozzn

*nitjan

*reutanan sty II

durative

zero-grade

tobn

*dubjan

*deubanan sty It

durative

zero-grade

wern

*wezjan

*wesanan sty V

durative

unchanged

I

Table 24: WGmc Class III Deverbatives

These verbs are exclusively durative in meaning, the majority taking the zero
ablaut grade. Class III deverbatives shows no real increase in productivity
during the WGmc period, forming only eight new verbs (compare this with the
Gmc stratum where class III formed seven new deverbatives). This low rate of
productivity is in marked contrast to the WGmc class III deadjectival formations
which formed forty-two new formations during the WGmc period (see 4.6.2.3.).
The verb *liznëjan (OHG lern&z) "to learn (= to start to know)" may be a rare
example of a deverbative exhibiting an inceptive meaning during this period.

4.6.2. West Germanic Deadjectives
There are 104 deadjectival verbs in OHG which can be traced back to the
WGmc stratum. These account for 12.59% (28.18% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all WGmc derivational formations.
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4.6.2.1. Class I West Germanic Deadjectives
There are twenty-three WGmc deadjectives belonging to class I. These represent
22.11% of all WGrnc deadjectival formations. The following table presents
these verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic
pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
blenden
ermen
fèhen
frewen
gilthhen
Ttalen
kuolen

WGmc Weak Verb
*blandijan
*armijan
*faihijan

Derivational Base
*bjendaz
*armaz
*faihaz

Semantic Relation
factitive
factitive
factitive

*frawijan
*galeikijan

*frawaz
*galeikaz

factitive / stative
unclear
factitive

*Tdlijan

factitive

*kol(j)ijan
*leubijan

*kOlaz, *kOljaz
*leubaz

*hlQtrjjan

*hlQtraz

skenken
skerpfen
skilihen
stiufen

*hlfldjjan
*skaiikijan
*skarpijan
*skelhwijan
*steupijan

*hlfldaz
*skank
*skarpaz
*skelhwaz
*steupaz

strben
strecken

*strbijah
*strakicijan

*strbaz
*strakkaz

strciben
suozen

*strQbijan

*strflbaz

*swot(j)ijan
*darnj ijan
*deurjijan
*dauglijan

*swOtjaz
*darnjaz
*deurjaz
*dauglaz

*urwn(j)ijan

*urwnjaz, *urwnaz stative
j factitive
*wOstiz

liuben
(h)liutaren
(h)liuten

tarnen
tiuren
tougalen
gi-urwanen
wuosten

*wostijan

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
inchoative
factitive
factitive / stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

Table 25: WGmc Class I Deadjectives

The class I deadjectival verbs formed in WGmc are almost entirely factitive in
meaning, for example *kolfl/anan (OHU kuolen) "to cool, make cool" from the
adjective *kJljaz "cool, cold"; *swotO)Uan (OHG suozen) "to sweeten, make
sweet" from the adjective *swötjaz "sweet". This continues the function of
creating deadjectival formations with a factitive or causative value which class I
already clearly possessed in the NWGmc and Gmc strata (see 4.4.2.1. and
4.5.2.1.).
However, in contrast to the earlier strata, class I has become less
productive in relation to classes II and III as a means of forming deadjectives,
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accounting for only 22.11% of all WGmc deadjectival formations. If we
compare this figure with the older strata we can see that class I formed 65.22%
of all NWGmc deadjectives and 81.63% of all Gmc deadjectival formations.
This trend is reversed slightly during the OHG period, with class I producing
29.90% of all OHG deadjectival verbs. Nevertheless, and despite its renewed
productivity in the OHG stratum, class I does not regain the important role
which it played in the formation of deadjectives during the NWGmc and
particularly Gmc periods.
It is perhaps interesting to note that, in contrast to class II, no class I
WGmc deadjectival verbs are formed with an extension (this will be referred to
in more detail in the discussion on WGmc class II deadjectives (4.6.2.2.).
The verb *blandUanan (OHG blenren) "to make blind" is somewhat
problematic. It forms a semantic pair with the adjective *blendaz (OHG blind)
"blind", but differs from the latter in having the o-grade of ablaut in its root
syllable rather than the e-grade which would normally be expected. The are two
possibly ways of interpreting this apparent anomaly in the data series. Firstly,
the verb may be regarded as having derived from an otherwise unattested
adjective with the o-grade of ablaut in its root syllable. This is unconvincing,
however, as it is unlikely that two similar adjectives, one with o-grade and one
with e-grade and both meining "blind", would have existed alongside each
other. The verb *blanc4fanan is therefore best regarded as a deadjectival
formation from the lexeme *blendaz, but with exceptional ablaut. The reasons
for this ablaut alteration are unclear, as deadjectival or denominative formations
of this kind do not occur elsewhere in the Gmc linguistic group. It may perhaps
represent an instance of expressive ablaut, but this is impossible to prove given
the rarity of such a formation.

4.6.2.2. Class II West Germanic Deadjectives
There are thirty-nine class II WGmc deadjectives. These represent 37.50% of all
WGmc deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak
Verb

WGmc Weak
Verb

Derivational Base

abanstigon

*fanstigOjan

*fanstigaz

Semantic
Relation
stative

bezziron

*batizOjan

*batizOn, *batjst

factitive

Extension
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dickOn

*jjekojan

*kekuz

factitive

durhilOn

*burhjlOjan

*urhilaz

factitive

ebanlThhOn

*ebanlejkOj an

*ebanlejk

factitive

ebanOn

*ebnOjan

*ebnaz

factitive

einn

*ainojan

*ainaz

factitive

follon

*fullOjaii

*fullaz

factitive

fQhtOn

*fUhtOjan

stative

giniuntigon

*gamundigojan

*fflhtiz
*gamundig

stative

grimmison

*gremmisOjan

*gremmaz

stative

itaniuwOn

*edneujOjan

*edneujaz

factitive

kundOn

*kunjojan

*kunkaz

factitive

kwickOn

*kwjkwOjan

1eidn

*laijiojan

factitive/stative
*kwikuzl*
kwikwaz________________ __________
factitive
*laiaz

liubOn

*leubOjan

*leubaz

stative

managfaltOn

*managfalóOjan

*managfalôaz

factitive

mrn

*majzOjan

factitive

nackoton

*nakwaôOjan

*majzOn
*nakwaóaz

niuwOn

*neujOjan

*neujaz

factitive

rehhanOn

*reknOjan

*reknaz

factitive

satOn

*saOOjan

*saóaz

factitive

seragon

*sairagojan

*sairagaz

factitive

srOn

*sairojan

*sajr

factitive

sihhurOn

*sikurOjan

*sikuruz

factitive

siohhalOn

*seuklOjan

*seukaz

stative/

sculdigon

*skuldigOjan

___________________ frequentative
factitive
*skuldigaz

factitive

strebon

stative/
*stam(m)az
*stam(m) lOjan
____________________ ___________________ frequentative
stative/
*stam(m)
*stam(m)rOjan
___________________ frequentative
factitive
*strangaz
*strangojan
inchoative
*strbaz
*strthOjan

tragan

*tragjojan

tumbOn

*dumbOjan

stammalOn
stammarOn
strangon

*tragjaz
*dumbaz

stative/inchoative
stative/inchoative
factitive

1-extension
____________
1-extension
____________
r-extension
____________

stative

ungilrhhOn

*ungaleikOjan

*ubarmóagaz
*ungaleikaz

unsubarOn
widarwartOn

*unsflbrOj
*wjarwaróOjan

*unsflbraz
*winyaró

stative

wunnisamOn

*wuflfljsajflOjafl

*wunnisamaz

stative

zwifaltOn

*twifalóOjan

*twifalóaz

factitive

ubarmuotigOn *ubarmOóagOjan

s-extension

stative

Table 26: WGmc Class II Deadjectives

The majority (61.54%) of WGmc class II deadjectival formations are factitive in
meaning. As class II yields deadjectival formations during this stratum which
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are predominantly factitive in nature, there is consequently no real semantic
distinction in WGmc between class I and class II in the formation of
deadjectival verbs. This lack of any fundamental semantic distinction between
classes I and II in respect to deadjectival formations is not, however, a WGmc
development, but dates back to the late Gmc and NWGmc strata, as has
previously been seen (4.4.2.2. and 4.5.2.2.).
In comparison with the older strata there are, however, an increased
number of formations to be found in this class which possess a stative or
inchoative sense - these stative and inchoative verbs representing 3 5.90% of all
WGmc class II deadjectival verbs. This increase in the number of stative or
inchoative deadjectival verbs in class II is mirrored by a corresponding increase
in the productivity of class III during the WGmc period, the function of this
latter class also being the creation of stative or inchoative formations. However,
whereas class II produces a mixture of factitive and stative verbs, with factitive
verbs forming the majority of innovations, class III remains exclusively stative
or inchoative in nature, producing no factitive formations whatsoever during this
or any other stratum.
Four of the WGmc class II deadjectives are formed with an extension:
*gremmisjanan (OHG grimmisön) "to rage" from *gremmaz "wild, grim" is
formed with an s extensi9n which does not appear to have any particular
semantic funtion; *seukljanan (OHG siohhalön) "to be sick" from *seuJwz
"sick" is formed with an 1 extension which may possibly have a frequentative, or
perhaps a diminutive function "to be sickly, i.e. not mortally ill", but this is far
from certain; *stammlojanan (OHG stammaldn) and *stammröjanan (OHG
stammarön) from *stammaz "stuttering" are formed with 1 and r extensions
respectively which may have a frequentative function. If the reader refers to
4.5.2.2. it can be seen that two deadjectival formations with s extensions can be
traced back to the NWGmc stratum. As in the WGmc period, however, these
extended deadjectives are small in number with no obvious semantic function. It
is therefore extremely difficult to draw any firm conclusions concerning WGmc
deadjectives formed with extensions, except that 1 and r extensions seem to be
an independent WGmc innovation, as there is no evidence for their occurrence
in any of the earlier strata. Extensions play a much more prominent role during
the OHG period, and the reader should refer to 4.7. for a more detailed
discussion concerning the semantic function and uses of the various extensions
employed in weak verb derivational morphology.
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4.6.2.3. Class III West Germanic Deadjectives
The forty-two WGmc deadjectives belonging to class III account for 40.38% of
all WGmc deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
Semantic Relation
inchoative

berahtn

*a1ójan
*berhtijan

Derivational Base
*alóaz
*berhtaz

stative

b1eihhn

*bIaikjan

*blaikaz

stative / inchoative

b1intn

*b1endjan

*blendaz

inchoative

dickn

*ekOjan

*ekuz

inchoative

dunnn

*jan

*kulmuz

inchoative

fa1awn

*fa1wjan

*falwaz

stative / inchoative

fU1I

*tulj

stative / inchoative

gei1n

*gaiIjan

*ciiaz
*gailaz

grozzn

*grautjan

*grautaz

inchoative

gruonn

*gronjan

inchoative

haftn

*haftjan

*grniz
*haftaz

hartn

*harôjan

*haróuz

stative / inchoative

hei1n

*hai1j an1

*hailaz

inchoative

heisn

*haisjan

*haisaz

stative / inchoative

heizn

*haitjan

*haitaz

stative / inchoative

kalten

*kaIdjan

*kaldaz

inchoative

kweckn

*kwikwjan

*kwikuz, *kwikwaz stative / inchoative

kuo1n

*koIU)jan

stative / inchoative

1azzn

*1atjan

*kolaz, *kOljaz
*lataz

1eidn

*1aiaz

stative

liubn

*1aijan
*Ieubjan

*Ieub

stative / inchoative

mihhi1n

*miki1jan

*mikilaz

stative / inchoative

muodn

*moójan

inchoative

rTfn

*reipjjan

*moójaz
*reipjaz

rOtn

*rauójan

*rauóaz

stative / inchoative

srn

*sairejan

*sairaz

stative / inchoative

starkn

*starkjan

*starkuz

inchoative

stiI1n

*ste11jjan

*stelljaz

stative / inchoative

strangn

*strangjan

*strangaz

inchoative

st1rn

*snrejan

tOdn

*dauôjan

*sflr
*dauôaz

toubn

*daubejan

*daub

inchoative

trunkann

*drunkanjan

*drunkanaz

stative / inchoative

tumbn

*dumbjan

*dumbaz

stative / inchoative

OHG Weak Verb
a1tn

WGmc Weak Verb

stative / inchoative

inchoative

stative

inchoative

- stative / inchoative
inchoative
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unheilen

*flajJjfl

*unhailaz

stative

unstillen

*unstelljjan

*unstelljaz

inchoative

unwerdn

*unwerJ,jan

*unwerbaz

inchoative

warmn

*warmjan

*warmaz

stative / inchoative

weihhn

*waikjan

*waikaz

inchoative

(h)wizn

*hweitjan

*hweitaz

inchoative

I

Table 27: WGmc Class HI Deadjectives

The most remarkable fact concerning the class III deadjectival formations
during the WGmc period is the huge increase in productivity which they
experience. Whereas class III produced only 6.12% of all Gmc deadjectival
verbs and only 6.52% of all NWGmc deadjectives, class III accounts for an
outstanding 40.3 8% of all WGmc deadjectival formations. Another major
dinstinguishing feature exhibited by the WGmc class III deadjectivals is the
large number of verbs derived during this period which may exhibit at times a
stative at others an inchoative function, or which are exclusively inchoative in
nature. As has been seen (4.4.2.3., 4.5.2.3.), class III deadjectives formed during
the Gmc and NWGmc periods were almost exclusively stative in nature. The
WGmc period has therefore clearly made an important innovation, whereby
inchoative formations have achieved a prominence among the class III
deadj ectival formations which is uncharacteristic of the earlier strata. Inchoative
formations are not restricted to WGmc, however. In Gothic inchoative
formations formed the majority of the so-called class IV weak verbslD, e.g.
fuilnan "to become full", swin]rnan "to become strong", while in ON an
important group of verbs ending in -na and exhibiting an inchoative meaning is
extant within the class II weak verbs, e.g. haróna "to become hard", sofiza "to
fall asleep, become sleepy" 6. Except for a few isolated verbs, e.g. the class III
weak verb gi-storkanen "to become stiff, numb or paralysed (through cold or
fear)" which corresponds to the ON class II verb storkna "to coagulate, congeal"
and the Gothic class IV verb ga-staurknan "to wither", formations
corresponding to Gothic verbs in -nan and ON verbs in -na are not extant in the
WGmc dialects. It is therefore plausible to conclude that inchoative verbs
containing a nasal element either died out during the WGmc stratum or never
occurred to any major extent in the WGmc branch of Gmc, with the result that
class III took on an additional inchoative function in an innovation unique to
WGmc.

' See Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 253).
16

Krahe & Meid (1111969: 253).
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Nevertheless, the above table and its relevant statistics may be inaccurate
on account of the fact that the majority of the OE cognates collected in the data
section actually belong to class II. It has been assumed in this thesis that, as
there are an enormous number of class II OE verbs identical in meaning to, and
thus sharing a stative and/or inchoative function with, their OHG counterparts
belonging to class III, the sheer weight of numbers and identical meaning must
point to the fact that the OE and OHG verbs are cognate. The fact that the OE
verbs belong to class II can then be explained as the result of analogical
levelling from the smaller and less productive class III to the larger and more
productive class II. However, due to the problems and uncertainties outlined
above, these results should be treated with some degree of caution.

4.6.3. West Germanic Denominatives
There are 132 denominative verbs in OHG which were formed in the WGmc
stratum. This sum accounts for 15.98% (35.77% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all WGmc derivational formations.

4.6.3.1. Class I West Germanic Denominatives
The sixty-four WGmc denominatives belonging to class I account for 48.48% of
all WGmc denominative formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak Verb
ahten
angusten
arunten
bi-rinden
boulmen
bruogen
*brurten
brciten
buosumen
dingen
doumen
dulten
ebben

WGmc Weak Verb
*htijan
*angustijan
*jijdjjjan
*bi-rendijan

Derivational Base
*aI-itO
*angusti
*rundjan

*bauknijan
*brogijan
*brurdijan
*brtióijan

*rendOn
*bauknan
*brogan
*brurdaz
*bifdôjz

*bOsmijan
*engijan
*daumijan
*uIdijan
*abjijan

*bOsmaz
*engan
*daumaz
*buldiz
*abjOn

Semantic Relation
factitive
stative
objective
objective
factitive
factitive
instrumental
objective
unclear
instrumental/objective
factitive
factitive
factitive
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eggen

instrumental

eiden
feimen
fihlen
furhen

*agijan
*aiijan
*faimijan
*felljjan
*furhijan

grunden
halsen
heggen

*grundijan
*halsijan
*hagijan

hecken

*haldcijan

hersten
huosten

*harstijan

*hakOn, *hakkn
*harstaz

*hwostij

*hwoston

huoten
itarucken
kerien

*hOdijan
*edrokijan
*karijan

kreften
kusten
lubben
mesten

*kraftijan
*kustijan
*lubjijan
*m astijan

*karO?
*kraftiz
*kustuz, *kustiz
*lubjan
*mastO

factitive
objective
instrumental
objective

mieten

*mizdijan

*mjzdO

factitive

muosen

nisten
reifen
resten

*nistijan
*raipijan
*rastijan

rTmen

*rrmijan
*raustijan

*mosan
*musaz, *musan,
*musOn
*nistan
*raipaz, *raipan
*rastaz, *rastiz,
*rasmz
*rrmaz, *ran
*raustaz

objective

gi-musit-

*mosijan
*ga-musiôaz

rOsten
(h)ruomen
(h)rusten
skerien

swermen
terien

*hraumijan
*hrustijan
*skarijan
*skinijan
*smakkijan
*spodijan
*stainijan
*stallijan
*stampij an
*strikkijan
*sonijan
*swarmijan
*darijan

tungen
unden

*dungijan
*unJD(j)ijan

unmahten
urheizzen
wahhsen
wihsalen
williwurten

*unmahtijan
*urhaitijan
*wahsijan
*wihslijan
*weljowurdijan
*wintrijan
*werkijan

skinden
smecken
spuoten
steinen
stellen
stempfen
stricken
suonen

winteren
wirken

*ageJO
*aikaz
*faimaz
*feJl
*fijrlO
*grunduz
*halsaz
*hagaz, *hagOn

factitive
factitive
objective
factitive
objective
objective
instrumental
instrumental
instrumental
stative
instrumental

*edrokan

*hraumaz
*hrustiz
*skarO
*skinkaz
*smakkaz
*spOdiz, *spOdjaz
*stainaz
*stallaz
*stampaz
*strikkaz
*son
*swarmaz
*da
*dungaz, *dungjaz
*unIJO, *unjo
*uimiahtiz
*urhaitaz
*wahsan
*weihsalan
*weljOwurdan
*wiiitruz
*werkan

instrumental
factitive

factitive
factitive
instrumental
factitive
objective
instrumental
factitive
objective
factitive
objective
factitive
factitive
instrumental
objective
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
factitive
factitive
instrumental
factitive
factitive
factitive
instrumental
factitive
objective
objective
objective
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wisken
zlten

*wiskijan
*tTôijan

*trOjz

*wiskaz

instrumental
objective

zi]nen

*tOnijan

*tflnaz

instrumental

Table 28: WGmc Class I Denominatives

The above table indicates that of the sixty-four class I denominatives derived
during the WGmc period, twenty-seven (42.19%) express a factitive meaning in
relation to their derivational base, while eighteen (28.13%) can be classified as
instrumental, seventeen (26.56%) as objective, and two (3.13%) as stative.
These figures indicate that class I was primarily used to form denominative
verbs possessing a factitive meaning during the WGmc stratum, although
instrumental formations are also very important (see below).
If these figures are compared with the previous NWGmc and Gmc strata,
it can be seen that the majority of denominatives formed during these periods
were also factitive in meaning (4.4.3.1., 4.5.3.1.), 62.75% of class I Gmc
denominatives and 44.75% of class I NWGmc denominatives exhibiting a
factitive meaning. Thus class I sees no fundamental change during the WGmc
era in terms of the largely factitive role inherited from the previous strata.
The number of class I denominatives formed in WGmc which show an
instrumental relation to their derivational base is considerably higher than the
corresponding figure formd in NWGmc. This is in marked contrast to class II,
which forms only seven such instrumental formations (11.48% of all class II
WGmc denominatives) during the WGmc period. Thus, it appears that class I
has taken on a greater instrumental capacity, besides its factitive role, although it
should not be forgotten that factitive formations are still of far greater
productivity during the WGmc period.
In terms of morphology there appears to be no significant factor
determining whether a substantive with a particular inflexional stem will form a
class I denominative verb or not. The majority (thirty-nine verbs or 60.94% of
all class I denominatives) have derivational bases in maculine or neuter a-stem
nouns, but this figure may not be of any great relevance as a-stem nouns
represent the largest inflectional group among substantives in the historical Gmc
languages.

4.6.3.2. Class lIE West Germanic Denominatives
The sixty-one WGmc denominatives belonging to class II account for 46.2 1% of
all WGmc denominative formations. The following table presents these verbs
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together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:

ahtOn

*ahtOjan

Derivational Base Semantic Relation
objective
*ahtO

ambahtOn

*ambahtOjan

*ambahtaz

objective

anafangOn

*anafangojan

*anafangaz

factitive

antOn

*andojan

*andan

stative

arbeiton

*arbaiOjan

*arbaibiz

objective

artOn

*arOojan

*arôuz

objective

arunton

*rundjan

objective

aswihhOn

*rundjOjan
*swjJjan

*eswjkaz

factitive

atamon

*eômojan

*ômaz

instrumental

beton

*bedojan

*bedO

objective

brahhOn

*brkOjan

*brkO

factitive

bruckOn

*brugjOjan

factitive

dancOn

*anicOjan

*brugjO
*kankaz

*dillOn

*el(l)O, *kel(1)iz
*unraz

instrumental

donaron

*bel(l)Ojan
*unrojan

factitive

egison

*agesojan

*agez

factitive

ftlOn

*frlojan

instrumental

fnaston

*friastojan

*fl-lo
*friastan

gebon

*gebOjan

objective

grason

*grasojan

*gebo
*grasan

hackOn

*hakkOjan

instrumental

hazzOn

*hatOjan

*hakOn, *halcjcOn
*hatiz

helmon

*helmOjan

*helmaz

instrumental

heribergon

*harjabergojan

objective

houbitOn

*haubuóOjan

*harjabergo
*haubuóaz

houfon

*haupojan

*haupaz

factitive

itawizOn

*edwTtOjan

factitive

itlonOn

*edlaunOjan

*edwrtaz
*edlaunan

kiagon

*klagojan

stative

kosson
mahalOn

*kussOjan
*malOjan

*klago
*kussuz
*malan

objective

minnOn

*minnjOjafl

*minnjO

stative

munizOn

*munetojan

*munetO

factitive

muntOn

*mundojan

*mundO

objective

muotOn

*mOöOjan

*mOóaz

stative

namon

*namjaJ1

objective

nioton

*neudOjan

*namon
*neudaz

nuzzon

*nutjojan

*nutjo

objective

pinon

*prnojan

*prno

factitive

OHG Weak Verb

WGmc Weak Verb

objective

factitive
objective
stative

objective

factitive
objective

stative
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pflanzOn

*plantojan

redinOn

objective

*rabjnOjan

*planto
*rajo

objective

redOn

*ra,jojan

*rajo

objective

rThhisOn

*rTkisOjan

*rTkjan

stative

(h)rTtarOn

*hrrdrOjan

*hrrdrO

instrumental

(h)riuwisOn

*hreuwisOjan

*hreuwO

stative

(h)riuwOn

*hreuwOjan

*hreuw

stative

rtinOn

*rflnOjan

*rtinO, *rfJnaz

objective

sigiron

*segurOjan

*seguro?

stative

scamOn

*skamOjan

*skai
*spilan, *spelan

stative

spilon
*spilojan,
_____________________ *spelojan

objective

_____________________ ____________________
objective/stative
*sundjo

sunton

*sundjojan

undon

*unb(j)ojan

*uno, *unbjo

factitive

unrOn

*unaizojan

*unaizo

factitive

waton

*wdOjan

*wdO

objective

willOn

*weljQjan

stative

wizagon

*weitagojan

*weljOn
*weitagaz

agentive

wizinOn

*weitinojan

*weitiz

factitive

wuntaron

*wundrojan

*wundran

stative

wurzOn

*w-toj

*wurtiz

instrumental

zwehon

*twehojan

*tweho

stative

zwivalon

*twTflOja

*twTfl

stative

Table 29: WGmc Class II Denominatives

The above table indicates that of the sixty-one class II denominatives derived
during the WGmc period, twenty-two verbs (36.07%) exist in an objective
relation to their derivational base, while fifteen (24.59%) can be classified as
factitive, a further fifteen (24.59%) as stative, seven (11.48%) as instrumental,
and two verbs (3.28%) as agentive.
The above figures clearly show that class II was extremely diffuse
semantically during this period in respect to denominative formations,
exhibiting no clear morpho-semantic function and thus producing fairly similar
numbers of objective, factitive and stative verbs, as well as a small number of
instrumental derivations and one agentive verb. Except for the fact that class I
has a more marked factitive and instrumental role than class II, there is also
comparatively little semantic distinction between classes I and II in WGmc.
Moreover, in terms of size, classes I and II are very similar in the WGmc
stratum, each accounting for roughly half of all WGmc denominative
formations. It should be noted in relation to the above points that class III retains
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a marginal status at this time as regards denominative formations, the number of
such derivations being negligible in comparison to classes I and 11(4.6.3.3.).
It will be recalled from our discussion of the Gmc and NWGmc
denominative verbs (4.4.3.2., 4.5.3.2.) that a similar semantic indefiniteness
existed within class II, and that classes I and II were largely undifferentiated in
semantic significance during these periods. It will also be recalled that classes I
and II were also roughly equal in terms of productivity in NWGmc. Thus,
WGmc can be seen to continue a development already firmly established in the
earlier strata.
Three of the above verbs are formed with an extension: *ra],jnjan
(OHG redinön) "to count, recount, talk about" is formed with an n-extension,
while *rikisf an (OHG rihhisJn) "to rule, reign, govern" and *hreuwisqjan
(OHG (h)riuwön) "to rue, regret, feel sorrow" are formed with an s-extension. In
all three cases the extension appears to have no obvious semantic function.
Indeed, both *raJ,inöjan and *hreuwisojan exist beside parallel variants formed
without the aid of an extension: *rqb/an (OHG redOñ) "to to speak, recount,
tell" and *hreuwjan (OHG (l'z)riuwon) "to rue, regret, feel sorrow", both of
these latter unextended verbs being identical in meaning to their extended
variants. The limited extent of such verbal extensions in the above data, together
with the lack of any clear semantic function means that it is extremely difficult
to draw any firm conclusions concerning the morpho-semantics of verbal
extensions in respect to the WGmc denominative formations. However, the
limited occurrence of such extensions does point to the fact that they did not
seem to play a very significant or productive role in WGmc. For a more detailed
discussion concerning weak verb derivations formed with an extension, see
4.7.1.2.
In terms of morphology there appears to be no significant factor
determining whether a substantive with a particular inflexional stem will form a
class I denominative verb or not. The majority (twenty-seven verbs or 44.26%
of all class II denominatives) have derivational bases in feminine O-stem nouns,
while a significant further twenty-two verbs (36.07% of all WGmc class II
denominatives) have bases in masculine or neuter a-stem nouns, but these
figures may not be of any great relevance as ô- or a-stem nouns represent the
largest inflectional group among substantives in the historical Gmc languages.
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4.6.3.3. Class III West Germanic Denominatives
The seven WGmc denominatives belonging to class III account for 5.3 0% of all
WGmc denominative formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:

druon

WGmc Weak Verb Derivational Base
*rOjan
*froaz

frn

*frjan

*fran

stative

fragn

*fragjan

objective

harmn

*harmjan

*fragO
*ha

stative

nahtn

*nahtjan

*nahts

stative

senn

*sinwjan

stative

wemn

*wernjan

*sjn
*wernaz

OHG Weak Verb

Semantic Relation
stative

stative

Table 30: WGmc Class III Denominatives

The overwhelming majority of these formations are stative. This represents a
continuation of the stative function already possessed by class III in the earlier
strata (4.4.3.3., 4.5.3.3.).
As with the NWGrnc and Gmc strata, class III represents a small and
relatively unimportant method of forming denominative verbs in WGmc, its
share of denominative formations amounting to only 5.30%. If this figure is
compared to the previous NWGmc stratum where class III accounted for 3.90%
of all denominatives, it can be seen that class III does not undergo any signifcant
increase in productivity during the WGmc era. This is in marked contrast to the
class III deadjectives which witness a massive rise in productivity in WGmc
(see 4.6.2.3.).
Finally, in terms of morphology there is appears to be no significant
factor in WGmc determing whether a substantive with a particular inflexional
stem will form a class III denominative or not.

4.6.4. West Germanic Prefix Formations
There are 457 WGmc prefix formations. This sum represents 55.33% of all
WGmc derivational formations. These statistics clearly show the important role
played by verbal prefixes in the derivational morphology of the WGmc period.
This increase in importance and productivity exhibited by prefix formations in
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WGmc becomes even more evident if we compare the WGmc figures with the
corresponding Gmc figures. During the Gmc stratum prefix formations,
although still extremely important, accounted for 34.45% of all weak verb
derivations, a sum significantly lower than that found in WGmc period. (On the
problems faced for the NWGmc stratum in respect to prefix formations, see
4.5.4.).
General discussions of and more detailed information concerning prefix
formations are given in sections 4.4.4. and 4.7.4. and, to avoid unnecessary
repetition, will not be discussed here.
As the number of prefix formations shown to derive from the WGmc
stratum is extremely large, the same approach has been followed in regard to
examining these derivations as that outlined for the OHG stratum (4.7.4.). The
relative productivity of the various verbal prefixes employed during the WGmc
stratum, together with their main derivational functions and semantic
significance, is therefore summarized in Table 31 below. The first colunm lists
the WGmc prefix (the OHG form is cited immediately afterwards in brackets).
The number of WGmc formations made with this prefix is entered in the second
column. The third colunm indicates the number of formations made with this
prefix in tenns of their % of the total number (457) of prefix formations created
in WGmc. The fourth cojumn summarizes each function or semantic role
signalled by the prefix. The semantic definitions which follow are based on
those used by Kühnhold' 7, Marchand' 8 and Wilmanns19:

17
18

KQhnhold (1973: 142-286).
Marchand (1969: 127-208).
Wilmaims (II 1930: 115-175).
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Number of % of Total
Prefix signals:
Formations
*ana (ana-)
1.97% approach, contact
9
commencement, beginning
change of state
__________________ _____________ ____________ intensity
*anda_, *en_
16
3.50% separation, removal, deprivation
(int-, in-)
diection or movement into
change of state, transition into a new state
commencement, beginning
intensity
reversal
52
*bj- (bi-)
11.38% formation of transitive verbs from
intransitive verb bases
formation of ornative verbs from substantive
bases
formation of factitive verbs from adjectival
bases
privation
intensity
encirlement, surrounding
direction or movement past, by or over
________________ ____________ ____________ (spatial or temporal)
*fer- (fir-)
30
6.5 6% change of state, transition into a new state
thoroughness, completion
intensity
excess, action which has gone beyond an
agreed or desirable limit or standard
prohibition, prevention
action performed causes obstruction,
hindrance, concealment
removal, separation, loss
destruction, ruin
action performed is wrong, bad or erroneous
*fulla- (folla-)
2
0.44% thouroughness, completion
________________ ____________ ___________ fuliness, abundance, capacity
*fura_, *furi_
8
1.75% action performed in reference to the future,
(fora-, fun-)
action, event or circumstance takes place or
is carried out before another
location or movement before or in front of
*fura- (fort-)
1
0.22% movement or direction forwards
*ga_ (gi-)
188
41.14% no semantic distinction
_________________ ____________ ____________ thoroughness, completion (perfective aspect)
*missa (missi-) 5 1.09% action performed is wrong, bad or erroneous
_______________ ___________ __________ negation, lack of
0.22% direction or movement downwards
*nikra (nidar-)
1
3.72%
separation, loss, privation
17
*ti(z)?_, *..
(zi(r)-, zuo-)
action results in dissolution, breaking up of a
whole into its constituent parts, movement
asunder, disintegration
destruction, ruin, chaos
contact, direction towards (especially when
contact is desired or endeavoured for)
Prefix
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*uber- (ubar-)

7

1.53% location or direction above, over or beyond
action continues beyond a period of time
excess, action which has gone beyond an
agreed or desirable limit or standard
_______ superiority
*umbj- (umbi-)
7
1.53% encirclement, surrounding
______ turning round, reversal
0.88% location, direction under, beneath
*under- (untar-) I
4
intensity
________________ _____________ ____________ succession, following (spatial or temporal)
2
0.44% location or direction out of or from, removal
*ut(a)- (tlz-)
*uz- (ir-)

*lJurh (duruh-)

*wira_ (widar)

85

4

18.60% change of state, transition into a new state
thorou2hness. comnletion (nerfective asnect
mtensity
commencement,

I

0.88% direction through
action performed is uninterrupted or
continuous
0.22% reverse direction, movement backwards
direction against

Table 31: WGmc Prefix Formations

For specific examples illustrating the various semantic functions denoted by the
WGmc verbal prefixes in the above table, the reader is asked to refer to the data
section (Chapter Three).

4.6.5.

West Germanic Loan Verbs

There are 4 WGmc weak verbs which can be shown to be loan verbs. This sum
accounts for 0.48% (1.08% if prefix formations are ignored) of all WGmc weak
verb derivational formations.
The donor language for all of these verbs is Latin. As loan verbs, they
would have entered WGmc as a result of trade and contact with the
neighbouring Roman garrisons, or through Romanized peasants living in the
territories of the Roman Empire bordering the area occupied by the WGmc
tribes20. As can be expected, these loans from Latin have been made in cultural
spheres in which the Romans and the provinces of their empire were more
advanced, both materially and culturally. The cultural spheres which have
yielded WGmc loan verbs are as follows:

20

For a further discussion of this see Eggers (1986: 100-106).
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1. Bathing and personal hygiene, as shown by the verb *labojanan
(OHG labön) from Latin lavãre "to wash, bathe".
2. Music and entertainment, as indicated by the verbs *pfpjanan (OHG
pfffon) from Latin pip are "to pipe, blow an instrument", *saltdjanan (OHG
salzön) from saltãre "to dance".
3. The preservation and storage of materials, most probably drinks and
foodstuffs such as wine, as can be seen from the verb *stoppjanan (OHG
stopfdn) from Latin stupp are "to stop, plug with a cork".
As can be seen from the above, not only have these WGmc loans from
Latin been made in cultural domains in which the WGmc tribes had learnt a
great deal from the Romans, they are also extremely practical in nature, serving
everyday, down-to-earth needs and purposes.
In addition to the above, the WGmc weak verb *plantöjanan (OHG
pflanzon) "to plant" may represent a WGmc loan verb in the field of agriculture
or horticulture from the Latin verb plantflre "to plant". Alternatively, the verb
*plantdjanan may represent a denominative formation from a WGmc
substantive *plantö "plant", which itself is a loan word from Latin planta
"plant". Whatever the case, there has been lexical borrowing from Latin, if not
both the verb and substantive, at least the substantive itself
All of the above verbs belong to class II in WGmc, reflecting the fact
that the Latin source verbs belong to class II in Latin (see 4.7.5.).

4.6.6. West Germanic Weak Verbs - Derivational Pattern
Unclear
Those weak verbs which have been analysed in the data section (Chapter Three)
as originating during the WGmc stratum but which cannot be assigned
satisfactorily to any of the five derivational categories discussed above (i.e.
deverbative, deadjectival or denominative verbs, prefix formations and loan
verbs) belong to this grouping.
A total of twenty WGmc weak verbs are thus classifiable. This figure
represents 2.42% (5.42% if prefix formations are ignored) of all WGmc weak
verb formations. Of these twenty-one WGmc weak verbs with no clear
derivational pattern, fifteen belong to class I, five belong to class II, and one
verb inflects as a class III weak verb.
A complete list of the OHG weak verbs formed in the WGmc stratum
but which do not have a clear derivational pattern can be found in Appendix
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One. However, as these weak verbs with no clear derivational pattern form a
diverse set and do not therefore lend themselves easily to any satisfactory
method of classification, they are best referred under their entries in the data
section (Chapter Three). A general description of certain groups belonging to
this category, such as onomatopoeic, expressive or sound symbolic formations,
is given in section 4.5.6.

4.6.7. West Germanic Weak Verbs - Etymology Unclear
Verbs dating back to the WGmc stratum for which no convincing etymology
can be ascertained, are to be found listed in Appendix Two.

4.6.8. West Germanic Weak Verbs - Summary
From the above findings a number of general conclusions can be drawn in
respect to the derivation of weak verbs in the WGmc stratum.
A notable feature in respect to the development of the weak verb classes
during the WGmc stratum is the substantial increase in productivity witnessed
by class III, its share of weak verb formations rising from 4.78% in the NWGmc
stratum to 15.25% in the WGmc stratum. This increase in productivity is largely
at the expense of class II which undergoes a corresponding contraction in its
yield of new formations during the WGmc period, falling from 36.84% of all
NWGmc weak verb formations to 27.60% of all WGmc weak verb formations.
The WGmc growth in class III is also confined to deadjectival formations, class
III deverbative and denominative derivations undergoing very little increase in
productivity during this same period. Nevertheless, these figures concerning the
growth of class III in WGmc at the expense of class II must be treated with
some degree of caution, as the majority of the OE cognates collected in the data
section actually belong to class II. As stated previously, it has been assumed in
this thesis that, as there are a significant number of class II OE verbs identical in
meaning to, and thus sharing a stative and/or inchoative function with, their
OHG counterparts belonging to class III, the sheer weight of numbers and
identical meaning must point to the fact that the OE and OHG verbs are cognate.
The fact that the OE verbs belong to class II can then be explained as the result
of restructuring in North Sea Gmc or OE, in other words the smaller and less
productive class III underwent analogical levelling to fuse with the larger and
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more productive class II. This can further be reinforced by the fact that a number
of Gmc weak verbs which have been reconstructed as class III on the basis of
OHG and Gothic (these two languages preserving class III intact), have also
become class II in North Sea Gmc and OE. However, as stated above, this is far
from certain and it is quite plausible that the opposite development may have
occurred, i.e. a significant number of WGmc class II weak verbs may have
converted to class III in OHG. Finally, a further explanation can also be argued
for, which regards the OHG class III weak verbs and their class II counterparts
in North Sea Gmc (i.e. OE, OFs. and OS) as representing parallel but
independent formations and not cognate forms sharing a common origin.
Nevertheless, on the evidence presented in the above findings, the most
satisfactory explanation would be to assume a common class III WGmc
ancestor, which preserved its class III inflexion in OHG but which underwent
restructuring in OE, OFs. and OS to fall together with class II.
Class I, on the other hand, remains essentially unchanged in WGmc from
its NWGmc status in terms of productivity and importance, representing 58.37%
of all NWGmc and 57.14% of all WGmc weak verb derivations. As was the
case in the previous Gmc and NWGmc strata, class I consequently retains
throughout the WGmc period its status of representing the largest and most
productive weak verb class.
The above findings have also revealed the following semantic
developments or trends during the WGmc stratum.
Class I largely maintains its function of forming causative or factitive
verbs. Nevertheless, the formation of causative deverbatives, already
considerably weakened during the NWGmc stratum, has become even less
important in WGmc with the result that deverbatives formed with no obvious
change in meaning from that of their derivational base account for the largest
semantic group among the WGmc deverbatives. Class I deverbatives denoting
intensity have become considerably more important in WGmc than in the
previous NWGmc stratum.
As in the earlier strata, class I deadjectival verbs formed during the
WGmc period are almost entirely factitive in semantic significance, although a
small number of stative formations also occur. Nevertheless, in comparison to
factitives, statives play an extremely minor and insignificant role in the
derivation of WGmc class I deadjectives.
Similarly, the majority of WGmc class I denominative formations
express a factitive meaning in relation to their derivational base. Nevertheless,
the WGmc era does witness a significant increase in the percentage of
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denominatives standing in an instrumental relation to their derivational base. An
important group within the WGmc class I denominatives is also provided by
denominatives which are objective in relation to their derivational base.
As in the earlier strata, class II as a whole remains largely diffuse
semantically during the WGmc period. In respect to deverbative formations
class II yields for the most part derivations which show no obvious change in
meaning from that of their derivational base. Nevertheless, the above analysis
has shown that intensive deverbatives considerably increased in productivity
during the WGmc period, with the result that they now comprise an important
method of derivation within the class II deverbatives. These class II intensive
deverbatives were typically characterized by the zero-grade of ablaut and
intensive gemination, morphological features which WGmc had clearly
inherited from the previous strata, but which were systematically exploited as a
derivational morphological device in WGmc. In addition to intensives, class II
also formed a limited number of frequentative deverbatives during the WGmc
period and, from the above findings, it appears that 1 and r extensions played an
important morpho-semantic role in the derivation of these frequentative
deverbatives.
As regards deadjectival formations class II shows no real distinction
from deadjectives belonging to class I, both classes forming a majority of
factitive verbs. An important feature characterising WGmc class II deadjectives
has been seen to be the use of verbal extensions, the most important of which
are s, 1 and r extensions. S extensions do not appear to have any particular
semantic function in the above examples, and no firm conclusions can therefore
be drawn in respect to their nature and function in WGmc. However, the above
analysis has indicated that 1 and r extensions appear to have had a frequentative
or diminutive significance in the derivation of deadjectival verbs.
In relation to denominative formations class II also remains fairly
diverse semantically during the WGmc period, forming verbs which show a
wide variety of semantic relations to their derivational base. Although factitive,
stative and instrumental formations played an important role, the majority of
WGmc class II denominatives, however, have been seen to stand in an objective
relation to the substantive forming their derivational base.
It will be recalled that in the previous Gmc and NWGmc strata class III
was used to derive primarily stative/durative verbs. However, the above analysis
of the WGmc weak verb derivations has shown that class III has undergone an
important development in WGmc with the result that it now regularly forms
deadjectival verbs which exhibit an inchoative meaning in addition to a stative
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one. In respect to denominative formations, however, class III retains its
function of deriving stative verbs, while the WGmc class III deverbatives are
exclusively durative in semantic significance, as in the previous Gmc and
NWGmc strata, although one WGmc class III deverbative may be inceptive in
nature.
The above findings have also revealed that an important feature
distinguishing the WGmc stratum is the large number of prefix formations
derived during this period. Although important in Gmc (prefix formations
account for 34.45% of all weak verbs derived during the Gmc period), the rise in
importance of this method of derivation is particularly marked in WGmc where
prefix formations comprise 55.3 3% of all weak verb derivational formations. In
comparison to the Gmc stratum, WGmc also extended the range of locational
and directional particles which could be used as verbal prefixes. As a result, the
basic meaning of a given simplex verb could be modified through prefixation in
a wider and more elaborate range of ways in WGmc than in Gmc. This clearly
shows, therefore, that prefix formation had become an extremely important and
sophisticated method of derivation by the end of the WGmc era.
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4.7. Old High German Weak Verb Formations
This stratum contains 3312 verbs, which represents 70.69% of the total number
of weak verbs attested in OHG. Of these 3312 verbs, 1694 (51.15%) belong to
class I; 1269 (3 8.32%) belong to class II; and 349 (10.54%) belong to class III.

4.7.1. Old High German Deverbatives
There are 269 deverbatives which can be shown to have been formed in the
OHO stratum, which accounts for 8.12% (21.98% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all OHG weak verb derivations.

4.7.1.1. Class I Old High German Deverbatives
There are 148 OHG deverbatives which belong to class I, which sum comprises
5 5.02% of all OHG deverbative formations. The following table presents these

verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of
their formation:
OHG Weak
Verb
abanstigen
anazzen
atmezzen
bennen
bi-ligizzen
bi-rebezzen
bi-screnkilen
bi-smeizen
blabbezzen
blaen
blecken
blicken
blinterezzen
bluozen
bOzen
brahhen
bresten
brohhen
dahhezzen
dempfen
dwengen

Derivatiollal Base
Semantic
Relation
__________________
no
change
abanstigon wiv
*ananan sty
intensive
intensive
atamon wkv
bannan redpl
bi-liggan sty V
source verb unclear
screnken wkv
bi-smrtan stY
*blab(b)jan(an) wkv
*b1anan redpl
*bleikanan sty I
*bleikanan sty I
source verb unclear
bluozan redpl
bozan redpl
brehhan stY Iv
brestan stY III
*brfjkanan tv
*ahjan(an) wkv
*dempanan sty III
dwingan sty IH

Ablaut Grade
Extension
of Root Vowel _____________
unchanged
unchanged
unchanged

intensive
intensive

unclear
intensive
intensive
frequentative
no change

unchanged
unchanged
unclear
unchanged
o-grade

_____________
intensive
intensive
1-extension

intensive
no change

unchanged
unchanged

intensive

intensive
intensive
intensive
no change
no change

zero-grade
zero-grade
unclear
unchanged
unchanged

______________
_____________
intensive
______________

unclear

irregular

unclear
no change

o-grade
unchanged

_______________

intensive
causative
causative

unchanged
o-grade
o-grade

intensive
______________
______________
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eiginen

eiginon wlcv

no change

unchanged

faisken

faiscon wkv
faldan redupi

no change

unchanged

intensive
no change

unchanged
unchanged

_______________

no change
unclear

zero-grade
o-grade

_____________

unchanged
zero-grade
zero-grade
unchanged

______________
______________
_______________
intensive

faizen
fegen
fir-hunden

fegon wlcv
*fra-henanan
fir-liosan sty ii

sty iii

fir-lOren
fir-niozen
fir-scupfen
fir-smucken
flehezzen

flehen, flehon wkv

no change
intensive
intensive
intensive

flewen

*flOwanan redpl

unclear

irregular

fliden
flogarezzen
flogezzen
flucken
fluohhen

flidan stY
fliogan sty II
fliogan sty H
fliogan sty II

unclear

unchanged

intensive
intensive
intensive
no change

zero-grade
zero-grade
zero-grade
unchanged

intensive
intensive
______________

intensive
unclear
intensive
intensive

unchanged
zero-grade
unclear
unchanged

intensive
______________
intensive
intensive

intensive
intensive
no change

unchanged
unchanged
o-grade

intensive
intensive

no change
intensive

unchanged
zero-grade

______________

no change
no change

zero-grade
unchanged

______________

no change

unchanged

intensive
intensive
intensive

unchanged
unchanged
unchanged

intensive
intensive
intensive

intensive

unchanged

intensive

unclear

o-grade

causative

o-grade

fneskezzen
funden
gackezzen
geskizzen
gi-lindezzen
girezzen
gi-sweihhen
glien
gripfen
guzen
haben
hazzen
heilezzen
heskezzen
hogezzen
hrehhen
in-sleihhen
int-froren
int-gelten
lot- laden
int-slupfen
ir-sterben
itawizen
jerien
klahezzen
klapfen

fir-niozan sty II
skioban sty II
smiogan sty H

fluohhOn
*fnesanan sty V
findan sty Hi
source verb unclear
gescOn
linden wkv
giren wkv
swilthan sty i
glian redpl
grTfan
giozan sty ii
haben wlcv
hazzon, hazzen wk
heilen wicv
*heskjan(an) wlcv
huggen, hugen wkv
*hauzijanan wkv
slthhan sw
friosan sty Ii

no change
int-geltan sty Iii
no change
ladan sty Vi
intensive
*sleupanan sty ii
no change
ir-sterban stY HI
o change
itawTzOn wic
causative
jesan, gesan sty V
precise verb unclear intensive
no change
klaffon, kIapfn

unchanged
unchanged
zero-grade
unchanged
unchanged

______________
______________
_______________
______________

o-grade
unclear
unchanged

_______________
intensive
_______________

kleiben
knaen
koufen

*kleibanan stY I
kneanan redpl

causative
causative

o-grade
unchanged

kouThn wl

no change

unchanged

krahhen

krahhOn

no change

unchanged

krockezzen

krahhon
laikan redpl
*lekjan(an) wkv

intensive

zero-grade

intensive

no change
intensive

unchanged
unchanged

______________
intensive

leihhen
leckezzen
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lihhazzen

lihhisOn wkv

intensive

unchanged

intensive

lohezzen
loubezzen

lOhen wkv

intensive

unchanged

intensive

loubn

intensive

unchanged

intensive

lucken

lockon

no change

unchanged

(h)luoen

*hlOanan redpl

no change

unchanged

luzzen

*Ifltanan stY

unclear

zero-grade

maen

*manari redpl

no change

unchanged

malezzen
muckazzen
muoten

malon, mln
*mukkan(an) wlcv
muotOn

intensive

unchanged

intensive

intensive
no change

unchanged
unchanged

intensive

muotezzen

muoten, muotOn wiv intensive
intensive
*hnappojan(an) wlcv

unchanged

intensive

unchanged

intensive

intensive

unchanged

intensive

intensive
intensive

unchanged
zero-grade

_____________

unclear
intensive

zero-grade
unchanged

_____________
intensive

unclear
o-grade
unchanged

______________

(h)nafezzen
narrezzen
necken
(h)nicken
(h)nutten
(h)raskezzen
(h)rehhsen
(h)rempfen

wkv

fr..nai-n wlcv
gnaganan sty VI
(h)nTgan stY
*lijeudanan stY II

rascOn wicv
precise verb unclear no change
(h)rimpfan_sty iii
no change
no change
rrfèn wlcv

rifen
rizzen

rizan stY i

intensive

zero-grade

rUnen

runOn wlcv

no change

unchanged

runezzen
(h)ruzzen

runen, rUnOn

intensive

unchanged

(h)r[Izan sty II'

no change

zero-grade

sagen

sagn wIc
sertan sty III
skepfenstvVl
*skrepanan stY V
scoz(z)On
slahan stY Vi
smeizan sty III
smizan sty i
source verb unclear
snrdan
source verb unclear
source verb unclear
safan

no change

unchanged

no change
no change
no change
no change

o-grade
unchanged
unchanged
unchanged

______________
___________
_____________

intensive
no change
intensive

unchanged
o-grade
zero-grade

intensive
______________

intensive
intensive

unclear
zero-grade

intensive

intensive
intensive
causative

unclear
unclear
irregular

intensive
intensive

intensive

unchanged

intensive

intensive
no change

zero-grade
unchanged

intensive

no change
intensive
causative
no change

unchanged
unchanged
o-grade
unchanged

_____________
_____________
______________

causative
intensive
unclear
intensive

o-grade
zero-grade
zero-grade
unchanged

_______________
______________
_____________
intensive

serten
skepfen
scripfen
scuzzen
slagezzen
smeizen
smizzen
snepflizzen
snizzen
snopfizzen
snupfezzen
soufen
sprwizzen
sprungezzen
spuoen
stepfen
sticken
stouben
stouwen
streden
stucken
stungen
supfezzen

sprwan
springan stY III
spoanarl redpl
stapfan sty VI
stehhan sty IV
stioban stY ii
*stouwOn ,
stredan s V
stehhan stY iv
stingan stY III
supfen wkv

intensive
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sUsen
swahhezzen
sweden
sweifen
sweigen
sweinen
swenten
tallazzen
tobazzen
trennen
trepezzen
tropfezzen
trufteren
tumbezzen
turren

sUsOn

no change

unchanged

swahhOn
swedari sty V
sweifan redpl

intensive

unchanged

intensive

unclear
unclear
causative

o-grade
unchanged
o-grade

______________
_______________

causative

o-grade

causative
intensive
intensive

o-grade
unclear
unchanged

_______________
intensive
intensive

causative
intensive
intensive
frequentative
intensive

o-grade
unchanged
zero-grade
unchanged
unchanged

______________
intensive
intensive
r-extension
intensive

unclear
no change

zero-grade
unchanged

_______________

swrgen WkV
swrnan s
swintan sty in
source verb unclear
tobOn, tobn
*trennanan sty Ill
*trapjanan wkv
triofan stY Ii
*druftjanan wkv
tumbOn, tumbn
*dars pret pres

unren
untar-sleihhen

unrn

slthhan stY i

unclear

o-grade

wamezzen

wemOn

intensive

o-grade

intensive

warezzen
wenken

waren wlcv

intensive

unchanged

intensive

wancOn 'Ni

no change

unchanged

werdon wicy
wimmen wkv
wimmen wkv
werfan sty in

frequentative

unchanged

r-extension

unchanged
unchanged
zero-grade
unchanged

intensive
r-extension
intensive
intensive

werderen

wkv

wimezzen
wimmeren
worfezzen
wurzen

wurzOn w!cv

intensive
frequentative
intensive
no change

gi-zalezzen

zalon wicv

intensive

unchanged

zohen

*tuhjan

no change

unchanged

zotaren

frequentative
zotOn wkv
causative
*tenkanan stY iii
Precise verb unclear intensive

zunten
zwicken

wlcv

unchanged

r-extension

zero-grade
unchanged?

______________
________________

Table 32: OHG Class I Deverbatives

The above table yields the following results: sixty-six verbs (44.59% of all OHG
class I deverbatives) stand in an intensive relation to their derivational base,
forty-eight verbs (32.43% of all OHG class I deverbatives) exhibit no obvious
change in meaning from that of their derivational base, fifteen verbs (10.14% of
all OHG class I deverbatives) cannot be adequately classified semantically,
fourteen verbs (9.46% of all OHG class I deverbatives) are causative in nature,
and five verbs (3.3 8% of all 0110 class I deverbatives) express a frequentative
semantic relation to their derivational base.
It is thus evident that intensives played an extremely important role
among the OHG class I deverbatives. The majority of these intensives (57.58%
of all OHG class I intensive deverbatives) are formed with no ablaut
modification in the root vowel, these figures indicating that the intensive -ezz-
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ending has, by the OHG period, all but usurped modification in the ablaut grade
of the root vowel as a morpho-semantic device used to denote intensity. This
shift away from ablaut in the derivational pattern of the weak verb is not only
restricted to intensive deverbatives, but is characteristic of OHG deverbative
formations as a whole. However, as we have seen, this shift away from the use
of ablaut in the derivationál morphology of the weak verb is not an OHG
innovation, but was a trend already well established in the WGmc era (see
4.6.1.1.). The OHG stratum merely continues this development, affording it
greater precedence. Thus, whereas ablaut modification is absent in 51.06% of all
class I deverbatives formed during the WGmc stratum, this figure rises to
59.50% of corresponding class I deverbatives formed during the OHG period.

Although intensive deverbatives formed with the verbal extension -ezzcomprise the majority of OHG class I deverbative formations, there do exist,
however, a small number of derivations from verbs which evince an intensive
semantic relation to their derivational base, but which employ ablaut
modification rather than the intensive -ezz- extension in their derivational
process. The resultant ablaut grade taken in these intensive derivations is more
often than not the zero-grade, e.g. gripfen "to tear, seize, destroy, ravage" which
derives from the strong verb base grff'an "to grasp, seize" and displays intensive
gemination; (h)nicken "to: nod" which derives from the strong verb base
(h)nigan "to lean, incline" and displays intensive gemination and devoicing;
rizzen "to scratch, carve, engrave" which derives from the strong verb base rizan
"to scratch, carve, write" and exhibits intensive gemination. However, the
majority of intensive deverbatives formed with the zero-grade of ablaut employ
the intensive extension -ezz- in addition to such ablaut modification, a further
indication of the importance ascribed to the ending -ezz- in the deverbal
derivational system of OHG. Typical examples include the following: flogezzen
"to float, hover, waver" from the strong verb base fliogan "to fly"; worfezzen "to
throw about, throw hither and thither" from the strong verb base werfan "to
throw".
In addition to class I zero-grade intensive deverbatives formed with the ezz- extension, an -ezz- extended intensive taking the o-grade of ablaut in its root
vowel is also attested in the above table of OHG class I deverbatives: wamezzen
"to bubble or gush out, teem or swarm with" which derives from the weak verb
base wemön "to surge, wave, undulate".
It will be recalled from 2.4., that a large number of weak verbs have
double forms, that is they may appear in more than one inflectional class. The
problems surrounding these class pair verbs and the strategies used to analysis
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such verbs have already been discussed in 2.4. and need not be elaborated on
here. Instead, we shall now examine typical examples of class pairs in which
one verb in the pair can convincingly be analysed as representing a 'class
change' deverbative from the other member of the pair.
A number of OHG class I weak verbs can be analysed as deverbatives
deriving from a weak verb belonging to another inflectional class. Typical
examples of what may conveniently be termed 'class change' deverbatives
include the following: abanstigen "to be envious" which may derive from the
class II weak verb abanstigon "to be envious" this latter verb dating back to the
WGmc stratum; koufen "to buy" which may derive from the class II weak verb
koufon "to buy" this latter verb dating back to the Gmc stratum; sagen "to say,
tell" which may derive from the class III weak verb sag&z "to say, tell", this
latter verb probably representing a pre-Gmc primary verb; wenken "to sway,
wobble, rock, shake" which may derive from the class II weak verb wancön "to
sway,wobble, rock, shake", this latter verb probably representing a pre-Gmc
primary verb.
The reader will recall that the WGmc stratum witnessed a significant
decline in the productivity enjoyed by causative deverbatives (4.6.1.1.), a trend
which, as the above table indicates, is continued in the OHG period. A
comparison with the preceding strata will serve to illustrate this more clearly:
whereas causative deverbatives accounted for 72.97% of all class I deverbatives
formed during the Gmc period and 46.15% of all class I deverbatives formed
within the NWGmc period, the number of causatives created during the WGmc
stratum decreases dramatically, with the result that such formations account for
only 14.89% of all WGmc class I deverbatives. This decline increases yet
further during the OHG era, causatives accounting for a mere 9.46% of all OHG
class I deverbatives.
Finally, it should be noted that, in contrast to the OHG class II
deverbatives (4.7.1.2.), frequentatives play a minor role in the
morpho-semantics of deverbatives belonging to class I. In all five frequentative
deverbatives which belong to class I the frequentative meaning of the verb is
expressed by means of a verbal extension. The frequentative deverbative
bi-screnkilen "to furnish with nails, spikes or thorns, to nail" is formed with the
aid of an 1-extension, while trufteren "to sieve (corn etc.)", werderen "to
compare", wimmeren "to be overrun or teeming with worms", and zotaren "(of
hair), to hang loose, be shaggy" are formed with an i-extension. As both l and r
extensions belong more clearly to class II deverbatives (see 4.7.1.2.), it is
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therefore no surprise to find that frequentative verbs formed with these same
extensions are relatively restricted among the class I deverbatives.

4.7.1.2. Class II Old High German Deverbatives
The 110 OHG deverbatives which belong to class II represent 40.89% of all
OHG deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs together
with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:

ana-fallon

fallan redpl

Semantic
Relation
unclear

ana-gangon

gangan redpl

unclear

unchanged

beitOn

no change

o-grade

bellon

brtan ty i
bellan sty III

unclear

unchanged

betalon

bitten stY V

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

bi-fangalon

unclear

unchanged

1-extension

bi-galOn

thhen redpl
galan sty VI

no change

unchanged

blabizOn

*blabjan(an) wkv

intensive

unchanged

brehhOn

brehhan sty IV

unclear

unchanged

brohhisOn

brehhan stY IV;

unclear

zero-grade

bullon

bellan stY III

unclear

zero-grade

danson

dinsan stY III

no change

o-grade

dawalön

*daujanan stY

frequentative

unchanged

dOzon

diozan sty ii

no change

o-grade

drangon

dringan sty HI

no change

o-grade

eihhOn

eihhan st
yI

unclear

unchanged

fir-galon

galan stY VI

no change

unchanged

fligilOn
gackizzOn

frequentative
*flhOn wkv
precise verb unclear intensive

unclear

gangaron

gangan redpl

frequentative

unchanged

gelbon

*gelpanan? stY iii

unclear

unchanged?

geizon

gellan stY iii

unclear

unchanged

gi-kawaron

kiuwan stY ii

frequentative

o-grade

gi-langon

gi-lingan stY in

unclear

o-grade

gilon

gellan sty III

no change

unchanged

gi-risiron

frequentative

zero-grade

gi-tragon

risan sty i
tragan sty VI

unclear

unchanged

gi-zockaron

zockon wicv

frequentative

unchanged

r-extension

gnitison

unclear

zero-grade

s-extension

grabon

gnrtan stY i
graban stY VI

unclear

unchanged

granon

*grennanan s

unclear

o-grade

OHG Weak
Verb

Derivational Base

iH

Ablaut Grade
of Root Vowel
unchanged

unchanged

Extension

intensive
s-extension

1-extension

1-extension
intensive
r-extension
intensive
r-extension

r-extension
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gremizzon

gremmen wkv

intensive

unchanged

grubilon

graban sty VI

frequentative

irregular

grunnizon

*grunnatjanan wkv

intensive

unchanged

intensive

habalon

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

hebinOn

habn wlcv
heffen sty VI

unclear

unchanged

n-extension

houwOn

houwan redpl

no change

unchanged

ir-gruwison

unclear

unchanged

s-extension

juckilon

grc1n
jucken wkv

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

kahhizon

kahhezzen wlcv

class change

unchanged

intensive

karron

kerran stY III

no change

0-grade

kiengilon

klingan stY III

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

klengison

klingan sty III

unclear

unchanged

s-extension

klengOn

klingan sty Ill

no change

unchanged

koran

kiosan sty H

unclear

zero-grade

kragilon

*krakOjan

frequentative

unchanged

krAwOn

no change

unchanged

kwitilOn

*kranan redpl
kwedan sty V

unclear

unchanged

leiton

irdan sty i

no change

o-grade

lthhOn

lrhhen wkv

class change

unchanged

lizziton

intensive

unchanged

lohhOn

lizzon wiv
hogan sty II

unclear

zero-grade

(h)loufbn

(h)loufan redpl

unclear

unchanged

mangalon

frequentative

unchanged

(h)notOn

mangon wlcv
*lijieudanan stY II

intensive

zero-grade

(h)raspon

(h)respan sty III

unclear

o-grade

reisOn

rrsan sty i

unclear

o-grade

rizzOn

intensive
rTzan sty i
precise verb unclear intensive

runezzOn

1-extension

1-extension
1-extension

t-extension

1-extension

zero-grade
unchanged

no change

unchanged

skeidon

(h)ruzan
skeidan redpl

no change

unchanged

skidon

skeidan redpl

no change

zero-grade

scopfon

skioban st%' II

unclear

zero-grade

scrancolOn

screnkenlscrankon

unclear

unchanged

(h)rflzzon

intensive

intensive

1-extension

wkv___________ ___________

screvOn

*skrepanan stY V

unclear

unchanged

scribilon

skriban

frequentative

zero-grade

1-extension

scrudilon

unchanged

1-extension

scutilon

scrodonlscruton wiv frequentative
scutten wkv
frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

scutison

scutten wkv

unclear

unchanged

s-extension

slagon

slahan sty Vi

unclear

unchanged

slapfOn

slafan redpl

unclear

unchanged

snitOn

no change

zero-grade

spanon

snidan I
spanan stY VI

no change

unchanged

spiwizzon

sprwan sty

intensive

unchanged

intensive
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spornon

spurnen wkv

class change

sporon

*spurnanan stY iii

unclear

unchanged

sprangon

springan st y iii

frequentative

o-grade

spratalon

source verb unclear

unclear

unclear

sprehhon

sprehhan sty Iv

unclear

unchanged

sprizzalon

*spleitanan sty i

unclear

zero-grade

steckon

stehhan sty IV

intensive

unchanged

strUlihon

*streukanan stY II

unclear

irregular

stungon

stingan stY III

unclear

zero-grade

swebaron

*sweifanan sty I

unclear

zero-grade

sweibon

*sweifanan sty I

no change

o-grade

swillizzon

*swelanan sty IV

intensive

unchanged

teilon

teilen wkv

class change

unchanged

tockon

tuhhan jj
touben wkv

intensive

irregular

class change

unchanged

unclear

unchanged

troptbn

trthan stY
triofan stY II

intensive

zero-grade

troton

*trudanan redpl

unclear

unchanged

tilmilon

tUmon wicy

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

twalison

twalon wI

no change

unchanged

s-extension

ubar-fangalon

unclear

unchanged

1-extension

uobaron

fhen redpl
uoben wkv

frequentative

unchanged

r-extension

walgon

*walkanan stvVI

unclear

unchanged

waltinon

waltan redpl

no change

unchanged

n-extension

waltison

waltan redpl

no change

unchanged

s-extension

waizon

*weltanan stY Ill

no change

o-grade

wancolon

wincan stY iii

frequentative

o-grade

1-extension

(h)warbalOn

(h)warbOn wkv
werfan sty III

frequentative

unchanged

1-extension

unclear

unchanged

toubon
tribon

werfon

' unchanged

unclear

unchanged

willOn

wthhan sw
*wellanan sty iii

unclear

unchanged

wimidon

wimmen wkv

unclear

unchanged

wipfon

*weipanan sty I

intensive

zero-grade

zispilon

zispen wkv

frequentative

unchanged

zottOn

*todOjan
ziohan st II

intensive

unchanged

intensive

zero-grade

wihhon

zuckon

1-extension
1-extension

r-extension
intensive

d-extension
I-extension

Table 33: OHG Class II Deverbatives

The above table furnishes the following results: forty-four verbs (40.00% of all
OHG class II deverbatives) were unable to be adequately classified
semantically, twenty-seven verbs (24.55% of all OHG class II deverbatives)
exhibit no obvious change in meaning from that of their derivational base,
twenty-two verbs (20.00% of all OHG class II deverbatives) express a
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frequentative semantic relation to their derivational base, sixteen verbs (14.55%
of all OHG class II deverbatives) stand in an intensive relation to their
derivational base.
The same table also shows that the majority of OHG class II weak verbs
are formed with no ablaut modification to the root vowel of their derivational
base. There are, however, a number of derivations formed with the ablaut zerograde, a few of which carry an intensive meaning: (h)notön "to beat to a pulp,
thrash, smash" from (bi-)hniotan "to hit, strike"; rizzön "to scratch, carve" from
rizan "to inscribe, write"; tropfen "to drip, run" from triofan "to trickle,
dribble"; zuckön "to rob, snatch, grab" from ziohan "to pull, draw". This is a
clear continuation of a pattern of intensive verb derivation which occupied an
extremely important place in the derivational morphology of the WGmc and
NWGmc strata (see 4.6.1.2.).
Probably the most important characteristic of class II weak verbs in
OHG is the predominance of what have been termed extensions, that is suffixed
elements which have a purely semantic function rather than a derivational one,
and which cannot therefore form verbs on their own, i.e. cannot do so without
the three weak verb inflexional suffixes -en, -on, -. A total of forty-eight class
II weak verbs (43.64% of all OHG class II weak verbs) are formed with one of a
distinct set of extensions. Of the above-mentioned extensions the most
predominant are I-extensions, these forming twenty-two OHG class II weak
verbs. In addition to these, there are nine OHG class II weak verbs formed with
the intensive extension -ezz-, seven formed with an s-extension, six with an
r-extension and two with an n-extension. Dental extensions are extremely rare
and have no clear semantic function whatsoever. A significant point to note
concerning verbal extensions is the fact that (with the exception of the intensive
extension -ezz-) they are only productive among class II weak verbs - class I
weak verbs formed with a verbal extension other than -ezz- do exist but are
relatively few in number, while class III manifests even fewer such extended
verbs. This concentration of verbal extensions within class II and virtual absence
from classes I and III has also been observed for the WGmc period (4.6.2.1.).
As is the case with the OHG class I deverbatives (4.7.1.1.), class II weak
verbs which take the intensive extension -ezz- do not, in the majority of cases,
involve any alteration to the root vowel of the derivational base. Furthermore, in
contrast to class I, where the intensive -ezz- extension is highly productive, class
II intensive deverbatives formed with -ezz- are relatively small in number.
Moreover, the intensive -ezz- extension does not occur in class II weak verbs
formed in the strata antedating OHG (see 4.7.1.2.). From this, and the fact that
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the extension is formed with umlaut, we can therefore conclude that the
intensive extension -ezz- was originally restricted to class I verbs, thus allowing
the reconstruction of an original Gmc morpheme *-at- which was realized in
class I formations as *-atjanan. It can consequently be seen as having spread
later to class II where it formed verbs ending with the morphological structure
-ezzUn. Indeed, in a number of cases we have a class II verb formed with the
intensive extension existing alongside a class I counterpart, e.g. rãnezzön
opposite rUnezzen.
Among the most important discussions concerning 1-extension verbs in
the Gmc language group are those to be found in Wilmanns', Meid2 and
Marchand3 . According to both Wilmanns4 and Meid 5 verbs derived with an
1-extension have their ultimate origin in nominal bases formed with an
1-extension and having a typically diminutive or iterative meaning, the 1-element
then spreading to other derivations by analogy. From the WGmc data (see
4.6.1.2.) it is evident that such a process had already firmly taken hold by the
WGmc period, enabling 1-extension derivatives to become widespread in OHG.
Thus forms such as wortaldn "to talk a lot, chatter" deriving from an adjectival
base wortal "talkative" and nagalen "to nail" from nagal "nail" would have
formed the basis for a large number of formations in both OE and OHG.
Marchand, on the other hand dismisses looking for sources of derivation in
nominal forms such as those mentioned above as erroneous. Instead he sees the
phoneme [1] as "a primitive linguistic symbol expressive of duration or
continuation"6.
Class II OHG deverbatives taking an 1-extension typically have a
frequentative or continuative meaning. Pertinent examples include: betalUn "to
beg" from bitten "to ask, request"; jucldlön "to itch" from juckdn "to itch";
kiegilan "to ring, resound" from either klengon or klingan "to sound"; wancoldn
"to be wobbly, wobble, sway, shake" from either wancön "to sway, shake,
wobble" or wincan "to sway".
Class II OHG deverbatives formed with an 1-extension frequently
involve no modification during the derivational process to the root vowel of
their verb base, notable exceptions being grubilön, scribilön and spizzaldn
which take the zero grade of ablaut in the root vowel.

'Wilmanns (II 1930: 96-10 1).
Krahe & Meid (III 1969: 263-264).
Marchand (1969: 322-324).
Wilmanns (II 1930: 96).
Krahe & Meid (1111969: 263).
6
Marchand (1969: 322).
2
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Similar to the verbs formed with 1-extensions are those taking an
r-extension. Meid7 takes the same view as that for 1-extensions, i.e. that the
ultimate origin of r-extension verbs lies in derivations from nominal bases
themselves formed with an r-extension. Marchand, on the other hand states that
{r] "in the middle or end of a word imitates and symbolizes continuously
vibrating sounds"8.
Deverbative formations taking an r-extension also signal frequentative or
continuative verbal action, as can be seen from: gangaron "to wander around,
go about" from gangan "to go, move"; gi-kawaron "to chew (away at), devour"
from kiuwan "to chew". Extensions formed with an r element are therefore to be
seen as synonymous with those in 1, both equally functioning as markers of
frequentative or continuative verbal action, but with 1 being the more
widespread of the two extensions. Marchand, however, takes the view when
analysing present-day English word formation (but still relevant to this study),
that "words in -er denote continuous duration, uninterrupted succession of
sounds or movement, whereas -le is more or less suggestive of repeated small
acts"9. Neverthless, it should be noted that the same author goes on to qualif'
this by saying that the choice is very often dictated by phonetic reasons'°.
Whatever the case, it should be bourn in mind that such assumptions are
extremely difficult to prove with any degree of certainty.
Verbal derivations formed with s-extensions have been examined most
extensively by Wilmanns" and also by Meid' 2. Both take the view that verbs
taking an s-extension (in OHG all take the form -isön) were originally formed
from s-stem nominal forms. Thus we have verbs such as WGmc *agesöjan(an)
"to fear, be afraid" from a WGmc noun base * ages (earlier *agez) "fear, horror",
or Gothic hatizön "to hate" from the substantival base attested in Gothic as hatis
"hate, hatred". This then led to new derivations being formed from adjectival
and verbal bases on analogy with such denominative verbs. As a result, the
OHG stratum contains numerous instances of s-extension deverbatives, for
example: twalisãn "to delay, hesitate" from twalön "to stay, reside, tally, pause,
hesitate, delay"; waltisön "to rule, wield power" from walton "to reign, rule,
prevail". The data presented in the above table, however, presents us with no
clear semantic function which can be ascribed to s-extensions in respect to the

Meid (III 1969: 264).
Marchand (1969: 399).
Marcharid (1969: 273).
'° Marchancj (1969: 273).
"Wilmanns (II 1922: 104-106).
Krahe & Meid (III 1967: 255-256).
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formation of deverbatives. Indeed, in the majority of cases the meaning of the
derived verb remains unchanged from that of its derivational base.

4.7.1.3. Class III Old High German Deverbatives
The eleven OHG deverbatives which belongs to class III represent 4.09% of all
OHG deverbative formations. The following table presents these verbs together
with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:

dorrn

Derivational
Base
*ersanan stY iii

Semantic
Relation
durative/inceptive

Ablaut Grade
Extension
of Root Vowel _____________
zero-grade

fagn

*fehanan sty V

unclear

o-grade

ginn

*geinanan sty i

durative

zero-grade

gi-se1kn

*selkanan sty iii

unclear

unchanged

(h)lahhn

(h)lahan stY VI

durative

unchanged

magn

*mag pret pres

inceptive

unchanged

mann

*man pret pres

unclear

unchanged

selkenn

*selkanan sty iii

unclear

unchanged

swebn

*sweifanan sty I

durative

zero-grade

trehhann

*trekanan sty i

unclear

unchanged

zundn

*tenkanan stY iii

durative/inceptive

zero-grade

OHG Weak
Verb

n-extension
n-extension

Table 34: OHG Class Ill Deverbatives

Whereas for the WGmc stratum (4.6.1.3.) class III deverbatives were almost
exclusively durative in nature, many of those formed in the OHG stratum now
have an inceptive or inchoative function in addition to a durative one 13, for
example: dorrën "to start to dry, become dry, withered or barren, be withered"
from a strong verb not actually attested in OHG though reconstructable as
*Abersanan "to dry, make dry"; zunden "to start burning, catch on fire, be on fire,
be alight" from a strong verb not actually attested in OHG though
reconstructable as *ten],anan "to burn".
Although a high percentage of class III OHG deverbatives are either
durative or ingressive in nature, a large number have no clear semantic
relationship to their derivational base. This seems to reinforce the evidence seen
elsewhere in this thesis which points to a gradual breaking down of the morphosemantic categories exhibited by the verbal classes of the weak verb, a process
which greatly accelerates in the OHG period. Kramer summarizes the situation
' Kramer (1971: 57).
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as follows: "Zum ersten läI3t sich daraus ablesen, daB die Aktionsarten nicht
annäherend mehr in jener Verteilung an bestimmte Morpheme gebunden
erscheinen, wie wir dies furs Urgermanische wahrscheinlich zu machen bemüht
waren: Das Althochdeutsche erweist sich durch diese charakteristische
'Unfestigkeit' der schwachen Verbalkiassen in morphosemantischer Hinsicht als
em typisch 'westgermanischer Dialekt" 4. Although it is, in general, true that
WGmc exhibits a characteristic breaking down of the morpho-semantic
categories of the weak verb classes, WGmc weak verbs belonging to class III do
not fit such a pattern. The evidence for class III verbs belonging to the WGmc
stratum collected in this thesis (see 4.6.1.3.) shows that, far from losing a
distinct morpho-semantic identity, class III WGmc formations strengthened the
role of class III as a marker of durative verbs.
Two verbs are formed with an n-extension: selkenën "to slacken, become
calm or weak"; trehhanën "to glow (of ashes, a fire)". In both cases the
n-extension has no clear semantic function. Furthermore, as both verbs take the
root vowel appearing in the present form of their derivational base, they cannot
be seen to derive from the preterite participle, which might have helped to
explain the presence of such n-extensions. Instead, they are probably better
regarded as having arisen through analogy with those verbs which are formed
from the preterite participle of their derivational base.
Finally, the reader will recall from the observations made for the earlier
strata (4.4.1.3., 4.5.1.3., 4.6.1.3.) that the majority of class III deverbatives took
the zero-grade of ablaut in their root vowel. In the OHG period, however, the
majority of class III deverbative formations do not change the ablaut grade
present in the root vowel of their derivational base. This OHG departure away
from weak verb derivation by means of ablaut modification seems therefore to
point to a decline in the importance attached to ablaut as a morpho-semantic
process in the derivation of new verbal lexemes during this period.

4.7.2. Old High German Deadjectives
There are 313 deadjectival verbs which belong to the OHG stratum, which
figure accounts for 9.45% (25.5 7% if prefix formations are ignored) of all OHG
derivational formations.

14

Kramer (1971: 55).
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4.7.2.1. Class I Old High German Deadjectives
There are ninety-six OHG deadjectives which belong to class I. These account
for 30.67% of all OHG deadjectival formations. The following table presents
these verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic
pattern of their formation:

branen
diomuoten
feiziten
finstaren
Iirgihten
fir-wazenen
fravalen

Derivational Base
abuh
agaleizi
bittar
*tul
bran
diomuoti
feizit, feizt
finstar
firgiht
fir-wazan
fravali

fronen
fruoten
ftihten

frono
fruot
faht

OHG Weak Verb
abuhhen
agaleizzen
bittaren
bi-tullen

gahen
gastluomen
genzen
gi-arinden
gi-einigen
gi-fruoen
gi-gleifitgi-guoten
gi-inwerten
gi-krumben
gi-muozigen

gahi
gastluomi
ganz
arendi
einig, einag
fruo
gleif
guot
inwert, inwerti
krumb
muozTg
gi-muruwen
muruwi
girengin
gi-ringen
ringi
gi-roten
rot
gi-slhaften
gi-tapfaren
gi-untiuren
gi-urougen
glanzen
grimmigen
heitaren
hintaren
hulden
huldigen
hursken
int-adalen

s1haft
tapfar
untiuri
urougi
glanz
grimmig
heitar
hintaro
hold
*huldig
horsc
adal

Semantic Relation
factitive
stative
factative / stative
unclear
factitive

Extension

factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
stative
inchoative
factitive
factitive
stative
stative
unclear
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive

_______________
________________

_______________

________________
________________

factitive
factitive
factitive
inchoative
stative
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive

_______________
________________
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ir-laren
jungen
kalawen
kurzen
kwicken
lemsen
lidigen
linden

lan
jung
kalo
kurz
kwic, kwec
lam
*lidig
lindi

(gi-)liutbaren
mammunten
managluomen
milten
muntaren

liutbari
mammunti
*managluomi
milti
muntar

Odmuoten
reiden
resken

Odmuot, Odmuoti
reid
reski

rrhhen

rthhi

rtihen
salawen
skemmen
skiuhen
scOnen
slihten

rtih
salawi
scam
*skjuhj
scni
sleht, sliht

sitinigen

*sliunig, *slunig

smahen
spizzen
staten
sterken
stetihaften
stumbalen
stibaren

smahi
spizzi
stati
starc, starah
*stetthaft
stumbal
scibar

stiren
swangaren

stir
- swangar

swaren
touganen

swär
tougan

triuten, trtlten
truckanen
tuncalen
tUzzen

ti-jut, trOt
truckan
tuncal
*z

unbilden
unfesten
unfrewen

unblrdi
unfesti
unfr

unktisken
unreinen
unwatlthhen
unwirden
wanaheilen
wanawizzen
waren
wilken

unkOsc
unreini
unwatiih
unwerd
wanaheil
wanawizzi
war
weic, welh

I factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative

s-extension
________________
________________

factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
inchoative
factitive
factitive
stative
inchoative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
unclear
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative
stative
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
inchoative
factitive
factitive
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wuohharhaften
zerten
zieren
zorften

wuohharhaft
zart
zieri
zorft

zurwanen

zuvni

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive
stative

Table 35: OHG Class I Deadjectives

Of the above class I OHG deadjectival formations, seventy (72.92%) stand in a
factitive relation to the adjective which comprises their derivational base, while
a further twenty-three are stative and/or inchoative (33.33%) in nature. Three of
the above verbs (3.13%) resist any attempt at a satisfactory semantic
classification. Obviously, then, the formation of verbs expressing a factitive
relation to their derivational base was the main morpho-semantic function of
class I in respect to the deadjectival verbs derived during the OHG period. This
marks a distinct continuation in OHG of the factitive character of class I
deadjectivals formed during the earlier strata (see 4.4.2.1., 4.5.2.1., 4.6.2.1.).
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that formations standing in a stative and/or
inchoative relation to the adjective representing their derivational base form a
significant portion of the above ORG class I deadjectives. We would normally
expect these stative and/or inchoative formations to belong to class III, as indeed
the main function of class llI was the derivation of stative and/or inchoative
verbs. The sizeable number of stative and/or inchoative formations within class I
may therefore point to an incipient breaking down of the morpho-semantic
distinctions exhibited by the weak verb classes in OHG and the earlier strata.
A small number of class I deadjectives are formed with a prefix. As
these verbs only occur in prefixed form, there being no attested simplex verb, it
can be concluded that the verb was derived directly from an adjectival base,
without having gone through the intermediate stage of forming a simplex verb.
The prefix bi- occuring in the derivation bi-tullen "to devote oneself to pleasure,
lead a life of debauchery" is probably best analysed as having a factitive
function, but may also be somewhat intensive or expressive in character. In the
formation fir-wazenen "to damn, curse" the prefix fir- is used to signal
separation, loss or privation. In int-adalen "to deprive of one's noble rank, lose
dignity, degenerate" the prefix int- is also used to denote deprivation, loss or
removal. In ir-lãren "to free (from), loosen, untie, save, empty" the prefix iralso has the function of signalling separation, removal or deprivation.
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4.7.2.2. Class II Old High German Deadjectives
There are 146 class II OHG deadjectives. These represent 46.65% of all OHG
deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs together with
their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
I OHG Weak Verb I

Extension

Derivational Base
abuh

Semantic Relation
factitive

agaleizon

agaleizi

stative

agawisson

agawis, agiwis

factitive

altinon

alt

unclear

n-extension

altison

alt

unclear

s-extension

alton

alt

unclear

antarOn

antar, anter

unclear

argiron

argiro

factitive

argkustigOn

stative

baron

argkustlg
bar

factitive

berahaftOn

berahaft

factitive

bi-halbon

halba

factitive

birrgon

factitive

bittaron

birrg
bittar

stative / inchoative

bluhison

*bluc, *bluh, *blug

stative

boson

bosi

stative

burlthhon

buriih

factitive

drTfalton

drTfalt

factitive

durftTgon

durftig

stative

thtTgon

inchoative

einsamon

ehtrg
einsam

factitive

ellenton

ellenti

stative

ernezOn

emiz

stative

emizzigon

stative

fagon

emizzrg
(gi-)fag

unclear

feilon

feili

factitive

feimigon

*feimig

factitive

festinOn

festi

factitive

filosprehhon

unclear

fioreggon

filusprahhi
fioreggi

fiorfalton

fiorfalt

factitive

fiorOri

for

factitive

fir-meinsamOn

*mejnsam

factitive

fizusOn

fizuz

stative

fordarOn

fordaro

factitive

fraton

frat

factitive

Fabuhon

s-extension

n-extension

factitive
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freissamon

freissam

stative

frOOn

stative

geil isOn

fro
geil

stative

geron

ger

stative

gi-dunniron

dunniro

factitive

gi-duruhnohtrgon

factitive

gi-duruhnohton

duruhnhtlg, duruhnahtrg
duruhnoht, duruhnaht

factitive

gi-einidOn

em

factitive

gi-folliglThhon

*follrglih

factitive

gi-frhtTgOn

frhtTg

factitive

gi-froniscon

factitive

gi-furiron

frOnisc
furiro

factitive

gi-grasagon

grasag

factitive

gi-hevrgon

factitive

gihtigon

hevig
gihtig

stative

gi-inzihtigon

inzihtig

stative

gi-kreftigon

kreflTg

stative

gi-llbhafton

libhafi

stative

gilthhinOn

gilrh

unclear

n-extension

gilrhhison

gilih

unclear

s-extension

gi-Iioblthhon

liobiTh, liubith

factitive/stative

gi-mahtigon

mahtrg, mahtig
*meinam

factitive

ginadig
ginuhtsam

stative

gi-meinsamon
gindigon
ginuhtsamon
gi-rehthaftigon

s-extension

d-extension

factitive
stative
factitive

gi-rehthafton

rehthaftrg
rehthaft

factitive/stative

gi-rehtsamOn

*rehtsam

inchoative

gi-samahafton

samahaft

factitive

gi-sibunon

sibun

factitive

gi-tolon

to!

stative

gi-trurigon

trurag, trorig

inchoative

giturstTgon

stative

gi-unwirsiron

giturstTg
unwirsiro

giwisson

giwis, giwissi

factitive

gi-witiron

wTtiro

factitive

gi-wuntarlihhon

wuntarith

unclear

gi-zumftigOn

zumftrg

factitive

grawon

grao

stative

guollThhon, guotllhhon

factitive

guotison

guolith, guotirh
guot

unclear

hamalon

hamal

factitive

hasanon

hasan

factitive

hrisOn

hriro

stative

factitive

s-extension
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stative

houbithaftn

hOrsam
houbithaft

ir-entiscOn

entisc

inchoative

irrOn

irri

stative

ir-strobalon

strobal

stative

kalawOn

kalo

factitive

Iangsamon

langsam

factitive

leidigon

leidig

factitive

libhaftigOn

lTbhaftrg

unclear

lrhhisOn

(gi-)lth

unclear

IrhtirOn

factitive

mammuntOn

lthtiro
mammunti

factitive

mammuntsamOn

mammuntsam

factitive

meitisOn

(gi-)meit

stative

mezhaftigon

factitive

mezhaftOn

mezhaftig
mezhaft

factitive

mezsamn

*meZSafll

stative

mihhillihhOn

factitive

mihhilisOn

mihhilllh
mihhil

factitive

minniron

minniro

factitive

niunOn

niun

factitive

notagon

notag, notrg

factitive

nothaflon

nothaft
obaro

factitive

horsamOn

obarOn

factitive

s-extension

s-extension

stative
factitive

ougazorahtOn

odmuotrg
ougazoraht

factitive

rehtkundlthhOn

*rehtkundlTh, *

stative

rostagon

rehtkundlilthT
rostag

inchoative

rotagon

rotag

stative/inchoative

ruohhalOsOn

*pjo1iJaJOs

factitive

rutihhOn

*rutig, *rutth

stative

sairgon

factitive

sarpfison

salrg
sarpf, sarf

stative

slaffon

slaf

inchoative

slthtalon

sleht, sliht

stative

smeckaron

smeckar

factitive

sniumOn

Sfl1UflJA

stative

solagon

solag

factitive

sperzibeinon

*sperzibeino

stative

spizzon

spizzi

factitive

statigon

factitive

strengison

statig
strengi

factitive

stumbalon

stumbal

factitive

odmuotlgon

s-extension

s-extension
1-extension

s-extension
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swahhOn

*swah

factitive

tiurisOn

tiuri

factitive

trebanOn

triban

factitive

tretanOn

tretan

factitive

ubartruncanon

ubartruncan

stative

umbi-halbOn

halba

factitive

ungifrhtTgOn

*ungifrhtig

factitive

ungihirmigon

stative

unliumunthaftOn

*ungihirmlg
unliumunthaft

urgouwisOn

*urgouwi

unclear

tizarOn

unclear

wahharOn, wackarOn

Uzaro
wahhar, wackar

stative

weigaron

weigar

stative

weihhOn

weih

factitive

werdlThhon

inchoative

werdsamOn

werdlih
werdsam

unclear

wirsirOn

wirsiro

factitive

wortalon

wortal

stative

zamOn

zam

factitive

zanigon

*zanig, *zanag

unclear

zarton

zart

stative

zurheilon

*zijrhejlj

factitive

zweion

zwei

factitive

s-extension

factitive
s-extension

Table 36: OHG Class II Deadjectives

Of the above class II OHG deadjectival formations, eighty (54.79%) stand in a
factitive relation to the adjective which comprises their derivational base, while
a further forty-nine are stative andlor inchoative (33.56%) in nature. Sixteen of
the above verbs (10.96%) resist any attempt at a satisfactory semantic
classification. These statistics allow us to view class II, in respect to the
deadjectival verbs which it formed during the OHG period, as somewhat loose
and undefined semantically. As we have already seen, this state of affairs is not
unique to OHG but was already characteristic of the previous strata (see 4.5.2.2.,
4.6.2.2.).
Verbal extensions play a prominent role among the OHG class II
deadjectival formations. S extensions comprise the commonest verbal
extensions in the above table, twelve verbs (8.22% of all OHG class II
deadjectives) being formed in this manner. It is, however, impossible to
satisfactorily assign any clear-cut semantic function to these s-extensions.
Likewise, three of the above OHG class II deadjectival verbs are formed with an
n-extension, but have no clear semantic significance attached to their extension.
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The verb gi-einidon "to unite, settle something together" seems to be formed
with a d-extension. Extensions involving voiced dental consonants are
extremely rare in the OHG weak verb system and, like the above verb, have no
obvious morpho-semantic function. However, in the verb slihtalön "to flatter in
a sychophantic way", which is formed with an 1-extension, the verbal extension
has a recognisable diminutive function (in this case a pejorative or unfavorable
attitude is expressed by the diminutive). For a more detailed discussion
concerning the semantic significance and role played by verbal extensions in the
OHG weak verb system the reader is asked to refer to 4.7.1.2.

4.7.2.3. Class III Old High German Deadjectives
The seventy-one OHG deadjectives belonging to class III account for 22.68% of
all OHG deadjectival formations. The following table presents these verbs
together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic pattern of their
formation:
OHG Weak Verb
angn

Derivational Base
engi

Semantic Relation
stative

baldn

bald

inchoative

barren

bar

stative

bi-smhn

smahi

stative / inchoative

b1dn

blodi

stative

bogn

stative

breitn

(gi-)bOgn
breit

stative

diomuotn

diomuoti

inchoative

feiztn

feizit, feizt

inchoative

feseln

*fesjl

inchoative

finstarn

finstar

inchoative

firnn

firni

inchoative

fir-untriuwn

untriuwa

inchoative

fOhn

inchoative

freiden

fb, thher
freidi

inchoative

frOn

fro

stative

ganzn

ganz

inchoative

gern

ger

factitive

gi-storkann

storkan

stative

gisuntn

gisunt, gisunti

stative

gi-swiftn

swifti

stative

grawn

grao

stative / inchoative

Extension
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ha1dn

hald

stative

hrn

unclear

int-edi1n

hr
edili

ir-argen

arg

stative / inchoative

ir-egislthhn

stative

ir-mattn

egisiTh
*mat

ir-rotagn

rotag

inchoative

ir-seigarn

*seigar

inchoative

ir-skimba1gn

skim balag

inchoative

ir-skimbaIn

skimbal

inchoative

ir-smahn

stative / inchoative

ir-storkann

smahi
storkan

stative

ir-stummn

stum, stumb

stative / inchoative

ir-tofsn

toub

inchoative

ir-unganzn

unganz

inchoative

ir-wirsn

wirsiro

inchoative

jungn

jung

inchoative

kumTgn

ktlmrg

stative / inchoative

leidlThhn

Ieidlih

factitive

mrn

mer
naz

stative / inchoative

rihhen
rostagen
serawen
siohhen

rihhi
rostag i
serag?
sioh

inchoative

inchoative

stative / inchoative
inchoative
inchoative
inchoative
stative / inchoative
stative

slaffèn

sculdTg
slaf

slewen

sleo

inchoative

smahlthhen

inchoative

snellen

smahith
snel

stative

stamen

stam

stative

stracken

strac

stative

struben

strtib

stative / inchoative

swaren

stative

swelken

swar
*swelc

inchoative

tinibaren

timbar

inchoative

tragen

inchoative

truoben

tragr
truobi

inchoative

tuncalen

tuncal

inchoative

unblTden

stative

un&uoten

unblTdi
unfruot

stative

ungimagen

unmag?

stative

unmagen

unmag

stative

ursinnen

ursinni

inchoative

sculdigen

s-extension

inchoative
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(h)wassn

(h)was

inchoative

welkn

welc, welh

stative / inchoative

wesann

wesan

stative / inchoative

zuhtTgn

zuhtig
zurheili

stative

zurheiln

inchoative

Table 37: OHG Class III Deadjectives

As was the case during the WGmc stratum, class III enjoyed a considerable
degree of productivity during the OHG period in respect to deadjectives,
formations of this kind accounting for almost a quarter (22.68%) of all OHG
deadjectival formations.
The above table shows that verbs exhibiting a stative meaning form a
large and important group within the OHG class III deadjectival formations. As
has already been seen (4.4.2.3., 4.5.2.3, 4.6.2.3.), this was the main semantic
function possessed by class III throughout the earlier strata in respect to
deadjectival formations, and a distinct continuation of this function is therefore
to be seen in OHG. However, verbs exhibiting at times a stative at others an
inchoative function, or which are exclusively inchoative in nature have come to
form the majority of OHG class III deadjectival formations. Although this
inchoative function was inherited from the WGmc period of the development of
OHG (4.6.2.3.) it has clearly been accorded greater significance during the OHG
era.
A sizeable number of class III deadjectives are formed with a prefix (see
4.7.2.1.), the prefix ir- being clearly the most significant and productive prefix
in this group. According to Aumann, the close relation between class III weak
verbs and the prefix ir- is to be explained as the result of "Analogiebildungen",
and states that "Das Vorbild war die Zusainmensetzung der ursprunglichen
Richtungsadverbien mit echten intransitiven Bewegungsverben, z.B. got.
usgaggan, urrinnan. Die Konstruktionsweise dieser Verben wurde von den
nachgebildeten oder analogischen Zusammensetzungen ubernommen.

,,15

Thirteen verbs (18.31% of all OHG class III deadj ectival verbs) are formed with
the prefix ir-: ir-argen "to be or become angry"; ir-egislihhen "to become
paralysed with fear"; ir-mattën "to become dull, weak, or without energy"; irrötagön "to become rusty, to redden with rust"; ir-seigaren "to dry up, whither,
become parched"; ir-skimbalgen "to go moldy, become covered with mildew";
ir-skimbalën "to go moldy, become covered with mildew"; ir-smãhn "to fall
out of favour, become despised"; ir-storkanën; "to become stiff or numb,
15

Aumann (1934: 32).
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freeze"; ir-stumm ë'i "to fall silent, become mute, cease to talk"; ir-tofsen "to
become deaf"; ir-unganzën "to whither away, become sick"; ir-wirsën "to
become worse, worsen". In all these formations the prefix ir- has an inchoative
function, the verbal action expressed by the prefixed verb effecting a change of
state into the state or condition denoted by the adjectival base. It is important to
note here that whereas a° considerable number of OHG class III simplex
deadj ectivals fluctuate between a stative meaning and an inchoative meaning,
those class III deadjectives prefixed with ir- are exclusively inchoative in nature.
An important development can thus be observed in OHG whereby the main
functional load expressing inchoativeness appears to have shifted from the class
III ending - to the prefix ir-.
One OHG class III deadjectival verb is formed with the prefix fir-: firuntriuw5n "to deceive, be unfaithful to". In this formation the prefix may be
analysed as indicating a change of state into the state or condition denoted by
the adjectival base, untriuwa "deception, unfaithfulness". The change of state
involved is one which produces a negative result. The prefix fir- can also be
seen here in its function of signalling an action which leads to obstruction,
concealment and secrecy (see the table in section 4.7.4.).

4.7.3. Old High German Denominative Verbs
There are 490 denominative verbs which belong to the OHG stratum, which
sum comprises 14.79% (or 40.03% if prefix formations are ignored) of all OHG
derivational formations.

4.7.3.1. Class I Old High German Denominatives
A total of 155 OHG denominative verbs belong to class I. These represent
31.63% of all OHG denominative formations. The following table presents
these verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic
pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
abandmuosen
aharen
antlingen
argwarien

Derivational Base
bandmuos
ahar
lingua (Latin)
argwan

Semantic Relation
objective
objective
objective
factitive
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zen
balsamen
besten
bi-durnen
bi-kiemmen
biliden
bi-nezzen
bi-renten
bi-runnen
bisen
bi-skilben
bismerien
bluomen
bOren
brahten
brieven
deismen
diuben
drahhen
eiten
ren
wen
fackalen
farawen
fideren
fieren
fir-ihsilen

objective
balsam
bast
dorn
klam, klamm
bilidi
nezzi
rant
run
brsa
*skjlbi?
bismer, bismar
bluomo
bor
braht
brief
deismo
diob
drähhi
eit
ra

fir-snuoren
fiuren
fleisken
fluhten
fluobiren
fristen
frummen
fuotaren
gerten
gi-friuntscaften
gi-fullimenten
gi-hrtuomen
gi-hirzen
gimunden

wa
fackala
farawa
fedara
fiera
ihsilr
snuor
fiur
fleisc
fluht
fluobara
frist
fruma
fuotar
gart
friuntscaft
fullimunt
hrtuom
herza
gimunt

ginOzscaffen
ginuhten
gi-nusken
gi-runnen
gi-sIen
gi-stimnen
gi-unslihten
gi-wurten
gnaneisten
gotten
graden

ginzscaf
ginuht
nusca
run
sla
stimria
unsliht
wort
gnaneista
gott
grad

instrumental
instrumental
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
instrumental
objective
factitive
stative
unclear
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
factitive
instrumental
agentive
factitive
instrumental
stative
stative
factitive
factitive
stative
unclear
stative
instrumental
factitive
objective
factitive
factitive
unclear
factitive
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
factitive
stative
unclear
stative
factitive
stative
instrumental
unclear
unclear
objective
unclear
unclear
stative
unclear
unclear
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hahsenen
heien
hrwen
houbiten
int-beiten
int-bermen
int-hirnen
ir-himen
ir-lenken
ir-truosanen
gi-Tsarnitjihten
kirnen
kniwen
knupfen
krademen

hahsina, hahsna
*heie, *hei
hiwun
houbit
bein
*berm, *barm
hirn(i)
hirn(i)
(h)lanca
truosana
isarn
jiht
kern(o)
knio
knopf
kradam

kumen
leisanen
lisimen
listen
liutmaren

kuma
-leisa
lisina
list
Iiutmri

unclear
instrumental
stative
factitive

lohen

loha

stative

lOten
loubenen
lougezzen
missizumften
mittiferahen
multen
munden
nibulen
(h)nuoen
nuzzen

objective
unclear
objective
objective
objective
objective
objective
objective
unclear
objective
instrumental
factitive
unclear
instrumental
instrumental
stative
factitive

instrumental
loub
bug, louc, laug
missizumft
mittiferahi
multa
mund
nebul
(h)nuoa, nuoha

stative
stative
stative
stative

nuz, nuzzi

unclear
factitive
stative
instrumental
factitive

Osi

factitive

*rapfa
rarta
(h)ring
runs, runsa
(h)ruoz

factitive
factitive
factitive
factitive/instrumental
factitive
factitive

osen
rapfen
rerten
(h)ringen
runsen
(h)ruozzen
swazzen
sidalen
sigilen
silabaren
scaften
scahhen
scalken
skenten
skimpfen
skirmen
scflmen

so, s
sidal, sidila
*sigil
silabar
scaft
scah
scalc
scanta
skimpf
skirm
scum

slimen
soumen

slim
soum

unclear
instrumental
instrumental
instrumental
unclear
factitive
factitive
stative
instrumental
factitive
factitive
factitive
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spriuzzen
spunnen
steden
stivulen
stirnen
stralen
stullen
stupfen
gi-sohitsuizen
tarkanen
tranen
trisiwen
tuohhen
ubar-gulden
undulten
ungizumften
unrihten
untar-jouhhen
uozurnen
urdanken
urkunden
urkusten
urlouben
urlusten
urteilen
uz-Ienken
widamen
widarmuoten
wieren
wiffen
wiften
winiscaffen
winnen
wiohen
wirtskeften
wolakwetten
zanden
zeinen
zelgen
zelten
zennen
zihlen
zinsen
zuhten
zumften
zurnen
zwengen

spriuza
spunna
stad
*stivul
sterno
stral
stulla
stupf, stopf
sQl
sulza
terkT
trahan, u-an
triso, treso
tuoh
gold
undult
ungizumft
unriht
joh, juh
*uozom
urdanc
urkunda
urkust
urloub
urlust
urteil
(h)lanc
widamo
widarmuot
wiera
wiffa
*wift, giwift
winiscaf, winiscaft
winne
wiohha
wirtscaft
wolakwetr
zand, zant, zan
zein
zelga
*zelt
zand, zant, zan
zil
zins
zuht
zumft
zorn
zwanga

instrumental
objective
objective
instrumental
objective
instrumental
stative
factitive
objective
instrumental
factitive
objective
objective
factitive
instrumental
stative
stative
factitive
instrumental
stative
factitive
factitive
instrumental
objective
factitive
factitive
unclear
objective
stative
instrumental
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
objective
objective
unclear
factitive
instrumental
instrumental
factitive
stative
factitive
factitive
instrumental
objective
stative
stative
instrumental

Table 38: OHG Class I Denominatives
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The above table shows that of the 155 class I denominatives formed during the
OHG period, forty-seven (30.32%) exist in a factitive relation to their
substantive base, twenty-seven (17.42%) are instrumental in nature, twenty-six
(16.77%) exist in an objective relation to their derivational base, while nineteen
(12.26%) are unclear in their relationship, and one verb (0.65%) can be
classified as agentive. Thus, it is evident that class I denominative formations
are somewhat diverse semantically, as are the class II OHU denominative
formation (4.7.3.2.). Nevertheless, although the formal semantic relationship of
verb to substantive-base has now become less fixed in the OHG period, there is
nevertheless a marked continuation of trends firmly established in the earlier
strata. As a consequence, the core of class I OHG denominatives is formed by
factitive verbs, with instrumental formations also playing a sizeable and
significant role (it should be noted here that instrumental formations compose
the majority of class II OHG denominatives, as can be seen in 4.7.3.2.).
However, the formation of factitive denominatives has become less important in
Gmc in contrast to the earlier strata where the primary morpho-semantic role of
class I has clearly been seen to be the formation of such factitive denominatives
(4.4.3.1., 4.5.3.1., 4.6.3.1.). As in all the other Gmc periods, the number of
denominative verbs denoting an agentive meaning formed in OHG is extremly
small. This can probably be explained by the fact that an agentive verbal relation
would normally have been expressed syntactically, i.e. by means of an agentive
substantive together with the copula verb 'to be', e.g. the OHG syntactic
formula ih bim, du bist (etc.) fiscari would have been used to express that the
subject is a fisherman, rather than an agentive denominative verb, in this case a
hypothetical verb such as *JIscãrön "to be a fisherman".
A sizeable number of the verbs belonging here are formed with a prefix.
As these verbs only occur in prefixed form, there being no attested simplex
verb, it can be concluded that the verb was derived directly from a substantive
base, without having gone through the intermediate stage of forming a simplex
verb. The more important of these prefixes employed in the derivation of
denominative verbs will now be examined (examples will be taken from all
conjugational classes).
The prefix bi- occurs attached to a number of OHG denominative verbs
of all classes. It can be used to form denominative verbs in which the accusative
object is fitted out, equipped or furnished by the verbal activity. Although
classified in the above table as objective, such formations may alternatively be
termed 'ornative' verbs 16, for example: bi-renten "to provide with a border or
16

Wilmanns (II 1930: 138).
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edge" from rant "edge, border". The same prefix can also be used to form
denominative verbs in which the substantive base represents the instrument by
or with which the verbal action is carried out, in other words it is used to form
instrumental verbs' 7 : bi-durnen "to crown with thorns"; bi-listindn "to hinder,
disparage, slander" from list "craft, guile"; bi-nezzen "to catch in or with a net,
entangle" from nezzi "net"; bi-swertön "to vow to, conspire to" from swert
"oath, vow".
The prefix fir- is attested in a number of OHG denominative formations
where it has a variety of semantic functions. Infir-goumalosdn "to neglect, fail
to pay attention to"and fir-ruohhalon "to neglect, fail to pay attention to" the
verbal action produces a state which represents the reversal or opposite of the
state or condition implied by the substantive base. In both verbs this reversal is
wrong, bad or erroneous. Infir-ihsalen "to exile, expel" it expresses separation,
removal or deprivation. It is interesting to note that the substantive base for this
verb, OHG ihsil represents a loan word from the Latin sunstantive exilium
"exile" which is formed with the prefix ex-. The prefix ex- had a number of
important derivational and semantic functions in Latin, its use in exilium being
to denote separation, removal or privation, this function corresponding to the
privational function of the prefixfir- in OHG. The OHG prefixfir- appearing in
this verb is therefore to be regarded as redundant or pleonastic. It was probabaly
attached either to intensify the meaning derived from the substantive base, or
through a failure to recognize the status or function of the prefix ex- in the
phonetically altered form ih-. Inflr-grintilon "to bolt" and fir-snuoren "to bind,
tie up" it has a perfective function, signalling thoroughness, that the verbal
action has been completed or fulfilled. This latter verb may also be analysed
semantically as denoting prevention or obstruction, in which case it serves more
to intensify the meaning already possessed by the simplex verb. Finally, in firskirbinön it signals that the verbal action is performed badly or erroneously.
The prefix int- also occurs attached to a number of OHG denominative
verbs. It is used to form verbs which signal that the substantive base from which
they are derived has become separated, removed or released in some way: intbeinen "to cut off someone's legs"; int-bermen "to remove the yeast from,
purify (beer)"; int-brittilön "to unbridle, unharness > to gallop, run without
restraint"; int-hirnen "to remove the brains from, beat to death".
The prefix ir- is used in the formation of a number of OHG
denominative verbs. It is used to forms class III deverbatives where it has an
inchoative function, the verbal action expressed by the prefixed verb effecting a
' Wilmanns (II 1930: 138).
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change of state into the state or condition denoted by the substantive base: irfrosteii "to become frosty, freeze up" from frost "frost"; ir-narrën "to become a
fool or foolish" from narro "fool, idiot". The prefix ir- can also be used to form
denominative verbs which signal that the substantive base from which they are
derived has become separated, removed or released in some way, in which
function it is synonymous with the prefix int-: ir-hirnen "to remove the brains
from, beat to death"; ir-lenken "to dislocate, put out of joint"; ir-truosanen "to
purify', remove the sediment or dregs from".
The prefix ubar- is used in the formation of one OHG class I
denominative verb: ubar-gulden "to gild". Here the verbal action signals that the
substantive from which it is derived is, in some way, spatially located or
directed on or over something.
The prefix untar- appears in the OHG class I denominative: untarjouhhen "to put under a yoke, > subjugate, oppress, control, enslave". Here the
verbal action basically signals that the substantive from which it is derived is
spatially located or directed under or beneath something. However, in this verb
the physical sense of direction or location downwards or beneath has also been
extended metaphorically to the semantic field of social relations and hierarchies,
the verb implying a lower social status, slavery, bondage, defeat etc.
The prefix ãz- is found in the OHG class I deverbative where it is used to
signal that the substantive base from which the verb is derived has become
removed away from or out of something: tiz-lenken "to dislocate, put out of
joint".

4.7.3.2. Class II Old High German Denominatives
A total of 290 OHG denominative verbs belong to class II. These represent
59.18% of all OHG denominative formations. The following table presents
these verbs together with their derivational base and the morpho-semantic
pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
abandmuoson
abanston

Derivational Base
abandmuos
abanst

Semantic Relation
objective
stative

agezon

agez

stative
stative

amaron
anadOn

ariado

stative

ana-farton

fart

unclear
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ana-geltOn

gelt

unclear

anderlThhOn

anderlrhht

stative

antfrgOn

objective

antfristOn

antfraga
antfrist

agentive

antheizzOn

antheiz, antheiza

objective

antlazzon

objective

antlingon

antlz
lingua

unclear

antreitOn

antreit, antreita

objective

antseidon

antseida

factitive

arahon

*arah (< arahlahhan)

factitive

armeinsamOn

armeinsamT

factitive

awerfon

awerf

factitive

awiggon

awiggi

objective

azon

objective

banOn

az
ban

objective

barmon

barm

objective

barton

bart

stative

betton

betti

instrumentallfactitive

bi-griritilon

grintil

instrumental

biheizon

biheiz

factitive

bi-kimbot-

-kimbi

unclear

bilidOn

bilidi

factitive

bi-listinon

list

instrumental

billOn

billi

instrumental

bilOn

bil

instrumental

bi-seidon

seid

instrumental

bismaron

bismar

factitive

bismeron

bismer

factitive

bi-swerton

swert

factitive

blahmalon

instrumental

bolon

blahmal
bolla?

unclear

brehtisOn

braht?

unclear

brorton

brort

unclear

brusbintalon

brustbinta

instrumental

buhhilon

buhil

unclear

buosumon

buosum

unclear

burdinOn

objective

burgon

burdin, burdl
burg

factitive

deganon

degan

agentive

dezemon

dezemo

objective

doubon

doub

unclear

drittehanton

*thjttehant

unclear

driimOn

drum

unclear

duruh-trennilon

trennila

stative
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ebanbilidOn

ebanbilidi

objective

egon

stative

eidOn

egr
eid

unclear

eihhilOn

eihhila

objective

fadamon

fadum, fadam

instrumental

falawiscon

falawisca

stative

fascOn

faski, fasca

instrumental

fason

fasa, faso

unclear

fedelgoldon

fedelgold

instrumental

fetthhOn

fetth

objective

ftantscaffOn

fantscaf

stative

fir-goumaloson

factitive

fir-grintilOn

goumalosT
grintil

instrumental

firinOn

firma

factitive

fir-meinison

mein

stative

fiTrOn

stative

fir-ruohhalOn

ftra
ruohha

unclear

fir-skirbinon

skirbi

unclear

firston

first

stative

firwazOn

factitive

fogaln

firwaz
fogal

objective

fogalrartOn

fogairarta

instrumental

foraboton

foraboto

agentive

framspuotison

framspuot

stative

freisOn

stative

friston

freisa, freisr
fist

fundamenton

fundament

unclear

fuorOn

fuora

objective

fuozfallon

*fuozfall

objective

furistisOn

furisto, furist

agentive

fuston

instrumental

gaistaron

fust
galstar

garton

gart

instrumental

gi-arztOn

arzat

agentive

gi-arzinon

agentive

gi-brittilon

arzat
brittil

instrumental

gi-druhon

di-ah

instrumental

gi-frhton

factitive

gi-honagon

frht
honag

instrumental

gi-leson

lesa

factitive

gilihhamon

objective

gi-meiton

lihhamo
meito

ginadon

ginada

stative

ginozon

ginoz

unclear

unclear

instrumental

instrumental
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ginozsamon

ginôzsamr

factitive

ginozscaffon

factitive

gi-pflastarOn

ginOzscaf
pflastar

instrumental

girdinon

girida

stative

giturston

giturst

stative

gi-urdriozon

urdrioz

unclear

gizumftidon

gizumftida

factitive

gnaneistOn

gnaneista

stative

gougalon

gougal

instrumental

goumon

gouma

objective

gurgiln

gurgula

instrumental

hahsinon

objective

haisslegilon

hahsina, hahsna
*halsslegil

objective

harmison

harm

factitive

harmqueton

harmquiti

factitive

harmscarOn

harmscara

factitive

hertOn

herta

factitive/stative

gi-himilot-

himil

unclear

hizzon

hizza

stative

hhsangOn

hohsang
houbitbant

stative

houbitbanton
hflfn
huohon
htiwilon

htifo
liuoh

instrumental
factitive
factitive
unclear

ibbihhOn, ippihhon

hciwila
*ippth

unclear

imbizOn

imbiz

objective

in-boton

boto

instrumental

int-brittilon

brittil

objective

inzihtOn

inziht

factitive

ir-spreckiln

*spreckil

stative

kapituln

kapitul, kapital

unclear

kaston

kasto

instrumental

kebison

kebis

agentive

gi-kelisonot-

kelisa

instrumental

kestigon

factitive

ketinon

kestiga, kestigi
ketina

instrumental

kindn

kind

objective

korOnon

korona

instrumental

koson

stative

gi-krapfOt-

ksa
krapfo, kraffo

gi-kresamot-

kresamo, krisamo

instrumental

gi-krinnOt-

krinna

factitive

instrumental

factitive

kruohhon
krcizOn

I

krtizi, krcize

instrumental
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kumon

kcima

factitive

kutOn

kute, kute

unclear

lagOn

stative

lastaron

laga
lastar

objective

leisanOn

leisa

unclear

lizzôn

liz

unclear

lockon

bc

objective

bosungOn

unclear

loubirOn

-losunga
boub

objective

loubon

loub

objective

lubbon

lubbi

instrumental

lustidon

lustida

stative

lustisOn

lust

stative

malon

factitive

mammalOn

ma!
mamma

unclear

manahoubiton

manahoubit

unclear

mantalon

mantal

instrumental

martiron

martira, martyra, martara

factitive

mazzon

maz(a)
meistar

objective

meistaron

agentive
stative

gi-mirrot-

mendl
mirra

missizumfton

missizumft

stative

miston

mist

instrumental

mnhhOn

agentive

mundilon

mtihho
mund

muotfagon

muotfaga

factitive

muozzon

muozza

stative

neston

nest

factitive

nTdOn

stative

niumOn

nid
niumo

ortOn

orta

factitive

orzon

see data section

unclear

pfadon

pfad

instrumental

pfanton

pfant

objective

pimenton

pigmentum

instrumental

gi-plumot-

*pluma

instrumental

pfropfon

pfropfa

factitive

proventon

proventa

objective

prugilon

*prugil

instrumental

gi-purpurot-

purpura, purpur

instrumental

rahhon

rahha

objective

rammilon

ram, rammo

agentive

rang isOn

rang-

stative

mendilon

-

instrumental

instrumental

objective
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rastOn

rasta

factitive

ratfrganOn

rtfrga

objective

ratfrgon

ratfraga

objective

ratiscon

ratisca, ratiskr

objective

rtissOn

objective

(h)regilOn

ratissa
hregil, regil

rehtOn

reht

unclear

rehtsprahhon

instrumental

reizon

rehtsprahhi
reiz

factitive

rentOn

*renta

factitive

(h)rOn

objective

rezzon

hro, ro
rezza, reiza

instrumental

ridilon

ridil, ridila

instrumental

rigilon

rigil

instrumental

rigon

riga

unclear

ringilot-

instrumental

ringon

ringill
ring

factitive

(h)rottOn

hrotta, rotta

instrumental

runzOn

runza (200)

factitive

ruobon

ruoba

objective

ruodaron

ruodar

instrumental

gi-sarockot-

sarroc

instrumental

segon

saga

instrumental

selidon

selida

instrumental

scahhon

stative/factitive

scazzon

scah
scaz

objective

skifsangon

skifsang

factitive

skeitilon

skeitila

factitive

skemOn

skem

objective

skesson

skesso

instrumental

sculdon

sculd

stative

slahton

slahta

factitive

smahton

*smJjt

stative

snabulon

snabul

instrumental

solon

sol, sul

objective

gi-sperot-

sper

instrumental

spilaworton

spilawort

factitive

spotton

spot

objective

sprahhon

instrumental?

springon

sprahha
*spring

unclear

spurilon

spur

instrumental

stabon

stab

instrumental

stapfn

stapf

factitive

statOn

statOn

unclear

instrumental
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stegon

stega

instrumental

steinOn

stein

instrumental

gi-sternot-

sterno

instrumental

stTgOnstrga
stollo
stollon

instrumental?
____________________________
instrumental
instrumental

softon

stOhha
suft

factitive

sulzon

suiza

instrumental

swegalon

swegala, swegel

instrumental

swintilon

*swintil

objective

gi-stflhhOt-

instrumental

swiron

objective

taron

tagalti
tara

tavalot-

tavala, tabela

instrumental

titulon

titul

factitive

topfOn

topfo

instrumental

trisewOn

ti-iso, treso

objective

truginon

trugina

instrumental

uion

tunihha

instrumental

gi-turrot-

turra

instrumental

ubbOn

ubbi, uppi

factitive

cif-scorzon

*scurz

objective

undalon

unda

stative

unliumunton

unliumunt

factitive

untarskeitOn

untarskeit

objective

unwillon

unwillo

objective

urkundon

urkunda

factitive

urlustisOn

urlust

factitive

wegon

weg

instrumental

weidinon

weida

instrumental

weidon

weida

instrumental

wellon

wella

stative

wenescafton

wenescaft

instrumental

wettiskeffon

*weftiscaf

factitive

(h)wrlOn

(h)wil

unclear

wrIOn

instrumental

windemOn

wrl
windema

objective

wintOn

winta

instrumental

wipfilon

wipfel

instrumental

wirtOn

wirt

agentive

wTtbreitOn

factitive

witton

witbreitl
witta

wolcanon

wolcan

stative

wunnisangon

*wunnisang

factitive

tagalton

factitive

instrumental
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wurmOn

wurmo, wormo

stative?

wurzalon

wurzala

stative/instrumental?

zadalon

zdal

instrumental

zalon

objective

zanOn

zala
zand, zant, zan

zehhOn

zehha

unclear

zeinOn

zein

instrumental

zeisalOn

zeisala, zeisalo

instrumental

zessOn

zessa

stative

zinsilon

zinsilo

instrumental

ziugOn

ziug

instrumental

zorn

stative

zotOn

zota, zata, zato

stative

zoubaron

zoubar

factitive

zugidOn

*zugida

unclear

zuhtOn

zuht

factitive

zurlustison

zurlust

stative

zurlustOn

zurlust

stative

zwangon

zwanga

factitive

zwigOn

*zwig

stative

zwlOn

zwl

unclear

instrumental

Table 39: OHG Class II Denominatives

With 290 weak verbs either directly attested in OHG or reconstructable from
MHG sources (together with cognate verbs if the reconstructed OHG verb in
question predates the OHG stratum), class II accounts for the largest and most
productive means of forming denominative verbs during the OHG period.
Of the above class II OHG denominatives, eighty-five (29.3 1%) stand in
an instrumental relationship to their derivational base, while fifty-eight
(20.00%) are factitive in nature, a further fifty (17.24%) being objective, fortytwo (14.48%) stative and eleven (3.79%) agentive. These figures show that, like
class I, class II was fairly 'mixed' semantically, there being no one clear
semantic function ascribed to this class, but rather a number of competing
semantic functions. Furthermore, it is interesting to note the high percentage of
instrumental formations created in class II during the OHG period, these
formations comprising the majority of OHG class II denominative verbs.
Although instrumental formations formed a large and significant portion of
WGmc class II denominatives (4.6.3.2.), they did not achieve the status and
productivity which they now have in the OHG stratum.
As in the earlier strata, both objective and factitive formations form a
large portion of class II denominative formations. Deverbatives which have an
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agentive relation to the substantive representing their derivational base,
however, remain small in number, this reflecting their marginal status
throughout the earlier strata.
A number of the above verbs are formed with an extension. Typical such
extensions are s-extensions, e.g. harmisön from the substantive base harm;
1-extensions, e.g. n-extensions, e.g. leisanJn from the substantive base (eisa; and
1-extensions, e.g. mammal on from the substantive base mamma. However, in all
cases no single, clear semantic function can be attributed to the verbal extension.
Furthermore, in comparison to the OHG deverbative and deadjectival
formations, extensions play an extremely minor role in the derivational
morphology of OHG denominative verbs.

4.7.3.3. Class III Old High German Denominatives
A total of forty-five OHG denominative verbs belong to class III. These
represent 9.18% of all OHG denominative formations. The following table
presents these verbs together with their derivational base and the
morpho-semantic pattern of their formation:
OHG Weak Verb
bandn

Derivational Base

Semantic Relation
inchoative

ambahtn

aband
ambaht

agentive

angustn

angust

stative

amen

am

factitive

bartn

bail

stative

bismern

bismer

factitive

donn

dona

stative

fiurn

fiur

stative/inchoative

gansen

gans

inchoative

ginadn

objective

gingn

ginade
gingo

stative

ha1sn

hals

objective

hein

hei

stative

horgn

horo, hor

stative

homn

horn

stative/inchoative

ir-frostn

frost

inchoative

ir-narrn

narro

inchoative

ir-wa1dt-

wald

stative

Tsn

is
kraft

stative

kraftn

inchoative
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kregen

*kreg, *krega

stative

lewn

*lew

objective

1oubn

loub

stative

maln

factitive

masarn

ma!
masar

stative/inchoative

meldn

melda

factitive

metamn

metamo

objective

molawn

*molawi

inchoative

rämn

ram

factitive

rawn

stative

(h)riuwn

rawa, rawi
(h)riuwa

stative

runn

rUna

objective

sewn

factitive

scorrün

se(o)
scorre

stative

smakn

smac

objective

stabn

stab

stative/inchoative

swi1ln

swil

objective

tagn

tag

inchoative

ursagen

ursaga

objective

wahtn

wahta

stative/inchoative

winnn

winne

objective

wituwn

wituwa

stative

zannn

zand, zant, zan

unclear

zi1n

zil

factitive

zwirnn

zwirn

objective

Table 40: OHG Class III Denominatives

The majority (55.56%) of the above denominatives exist in a stative and/or
inchoative semantic relation to their derivational base. This marks a clear
continuation of the stative role possessed by class III in the formation of
denominatives throughout the earlier strata (see 4.4.5.6., 4.5.5.6., 4.6.5.6.). It
should also be noted that, in comparison to the WGmc period where class III
accounted for only 5.30% of all denominative formations, class III has
undergone a noticeable increase in productivity with the result that class III in
OHG comprises 8.84% of all denominative formations. However, this figure of
8.84% is still small when compared with classes I and II which account for
31.63% and 59.18% of all OHG denominative formations respectively.
Furthermore, it is interesting to observe that the OHG class III
denominatives are not exclusively stative (and inchoative) - ten (22.22%) verbs
exist in an objective relation to their derivational base while a further seven
(15.56%) are factitive in character. A further two are exclusively inchoative
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(4.44%, these being formed with the prefix ir-, see 4.7.3.1.) and one (2.22%)
verb is agentive. One class III denominative cannot adequately be classified into
the above, or any other, semantic groups. This may point to the gradual
beginnings of a break down in the functional semantic load carried by the weak
verb classes during this same period.

4.7.4. Old High German Prefix Formations
There are 2088 OHG weak verbs which are formed with a verbal prefix or
prefixes. This figure represents 63.04% of all OHG weak verb derivational
formations.
Before beginning a proper discussion of prefix formations in OHG, it
should be noted, however, that there are also a number of prefixed verbs which
derive directly from substantive or adjectival bases, without having gone
through the intermediate stage of forming a simplex verb. Such verbs are both
deadj ectival or denominative derivations and prefix formations at the same time,
but will be examined in the sections dealing with deadjectival or denominative
verbs respectively.
The above figure i a clear illustration of the sheer number of prefix
formations created during the OHG period, indicating that verbal prefixing
played a key role in derivational morphology during this same period.
Nevertheless, we should not let the sheer weight of numbers concerning the
OHG prefix formations distort the overall picture which this thesis aims to
provide in respect to the derivational morphology of the OHG weak verbs.
Prefix formations per se should be treated with caution in respect to the
derivational morphology of the OHG weak verb, as the following reasons will
make clear:
Firstly, although the addition of a verbal prefix serves to create a new
lexical item, such a process merely changes the meaning of the base to which
the relevant prefix is attached. It does not change the word-class that a base
belongs to. Thus, when analysing the OHG weak verbs, the derivational
function of a verbal prefix should only be regarded as enabling an existing
simplex weak verb to develop a new and modified meaning. It does not in itself
form a weak verb from a strong verb or, similarly, from an adjective or
substantive.
Secondly, the derivation of new lexical units by means of prefixing
distinct elements is not a phenomenon specific to the domain of weak verb
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derivational morphology. Thus, when dealing with the Gmc laiiguages, the
process can equally be employed in the derivation of prefixed strong verbs from
existing simplex strong verbs. Prefixing also occurs with substantive bases in
the Gmc languages, though to a significantly lesser extent than with verb bases,
the vast majority of prefixed substantives probably representing post-verbal
nouns from prefixed verb bases, e.g. OHG cf-gang "going up, rising" which
derives from the prefixed reduplicating verb, OHG Uf-gangan "to go up, rise".
Furthermore, many verbal prefixes in Gmc are the direct result of
syntactic collocations which have combined to form a morphological
compound, rather than as a result of derivation per se, as can be witnessed from
the phenomenon of separable prefixes in OHG. (The term 'compound' has been
used here, as prefix formations may be regarded as a specific type of
compounding involving bound morphemes, as opposed to the 'normal'
definition of a compound which consists of free morphemes combing to form a
morphological unit).
To explain what is meant by verbal prefixes arising from syntactic
collocations more clearly: Many prefixes derive from adverbial or prepositional
complements, which formerly existed in a loose connection with the verb in
question, losing their independent existence to become attached to the relevant
verb as a verbal prefix.
Most OHG verbal prefixes may also exist independently as locative
particles, i.e. adverbs or prepositions, but a number (e.g. bi-, fir-, gi-, zir-) are
true bound morphemes only existing as prefixes. However, as can be seen from
4.4.4., the majority of these prefixes with a bound morpheme status have their
origins in extinct locative particles which once existed independently as free
morphemes, but which died out as independent lexemes at an earlier historical
period.
In a limited number of cases an adjective or substantive may be prefixed
to a verb but in practice such instances, especially those involving substantives,
are extremely rare - eban and folla being the only adjectives sufficiently
productive as verbal prefixes to merit inclusion in the following table.
For a general description of prefix formation the reader is asked to refer
to 4.4.4. A detailed examination of the OHG prefix formations is, however,
beyond the scope of this thesis owing to the vast number of formations created
during this period. It has therefore been thought best to summarize by means of
a table the relative productivity of the various verbal prefixes employed during
the OHG stratum together with their main derivational functions and semantic
significance.
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The following table is intended to provide such a summary of the OHG
prefixes. The first column lists the relevant OHG prefix. The number of OHG
formations made with this prefix is entered in the second column. The third
colunm indicates the number of formations made with this prefix in terms of
their % of the total number (2088) of prefix formations created in OHG. Finally,
the fourth colunm summarizes each function or semantic role signalled by the
prefix. The semantic definitions which follow are based on those used by
Kübnhold' 8 Marchand' 9 and Wilmanns20:
Prefix
abaaftar-, after-

ana-

109

avur-, abur-

5
2

azbi-

195

dana9
dara21
duruh-, durh-33

eban-

fir-

% of Total

Number of
Formations
16
2

10

209

I

Prefix signals:

0.77% separation, removal
0.10% aim or progression towards a moving or
changing goal situated away from or
______ beyond_subjectof verb
5.22% approach, contact
commencement, beginning
change of state

I

0.24% I repetiti
____________ I reverse direction, movement backwards
0.10% direction or movement towards, contact
9.34% formation of transitive verbs from
intransitive verb bases
formation of ornative verbs from
substantive bases
formation of factitive verbs from adjectival
bases
intensity
encirclement, surrounding
direction or movement past, by or over
_______ (spatial_or_temporal)
0.43% direction or movement away from
1.0 1% direction or movement towards
1.58% direction through
action performed is uninterrupted or
continuous
0.48% mutual or joint action, co-operation
action is performed to the same or a similar
_______ degree as another,_equality
10.00% change of state, transition into a new state
successful completion, result
intensity

18

KUhnhold (1973: 142-286).
Marchand (1969: 127-208).
20
Wilmanns (II 1930: 115-175).
19
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folla-

fort-

fun-

gagan-

herahinainingagan-

int-, in-

excess, action which has gone beyond an
agreed or desirable limit or standard
cessation, conclusion, termination of
activity performed
reversal, action performed is the reverse of
that expressed by the simplex base
prohibition, prevention
action performed causes obstruction,
hindrance, concealment, secrecy
removal, separation, loss
destruction, ruin
action performed is wrong, bad or
erroneous
0.8 1% thouroughness, completion
17
fullness, abundance, capacity
40 1.92% action performed in reference to the future,
action, event or circumstance takes place or
is carried out before another
location or movement before or in front of
0.05% movement or direction forwards
18
0.86% direction out from a source, movement
forwards or forth
movement away from
40 1.92% action performed in reference to the future,
action, event or circumstance takes place or
is carried out before another
location or movement before or in front of
thoroughness, completion
change of state, transition into a new state
intensity
action performed causes obstruction,
hindrance, concealment
prohibition, prevention
________ removal,_separation,_loss
0.34% reverse direction, movement backwards
7
direction against
________ opposition, contrariness
22.41% no semantic distinction
468
thoroughness, completion @erfective
9
13
-

0.43% direction or movement towards
0.62% direction or movement away from
direction or movement into, entry

10

0.48% direction against
opposition, contrariness
direction or movement towards, contact
4.89%
change of state, transition into a new state
separation, removal, privation
direction or movement away from
action results in dissolution, breaking up of
a whole into its constituent parts, movement
asunder, disintegration
action is performed in an incorrect or
abnormal manner

102
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I

ir-

itamissi-

mitinah-

nidar-, nidereobasamasamant-, saman-

ubar-

nf-

umbi-

untar-

liz-

widar-,

zi-, zir-

opposition, contrariness
reversal
243
11.64% change of state, transition into a new state
thoroughness, completion (perfective
aspect)
successful completion, result
intensity
opening up, revealing
commencement, beginning
___________ extraction, removal, privation
0.05% repetiton, continuation
0.8 1% action performed is wrong, bad or
17
erroneous
___________ negation, lack of
O.l9% accompaniment, co-operation
4
4
0.19% aim or progression towards a moving or
changing goal situated away from or
- __________ beyond subject of verb
22
1 .OS% direction or movement downwards
0.05% direction or movement upwards
3
0.14% bringing together, making close or unified
__________ accompaniment, co-operation
7
0.34% bringing together, making close or unified
accompaniment, co-operation
_____________ intensity
40
1.92% location or direction above, over, on top of,
beyond (temporal or spatial)
action continues throughout or beyond a
period of time
excess, action which has gone beyond an
agreed or desirable limit or standard
- ____________ superiority, success
1.34% direction or movement upwards
28
direction or movement towards
- ___________ intensity (with positive meaning)
28
1.34% encirclement, surrounding
turning round, reversal
change of state, transition into a new state
intensity (with verbs denoting deception or
___________ mockery)
1.72% location, direction under, beneath or
36
downwards
relation between one amount and another
____________ intensity
46
2.20% location or direction out of or from,
removal
movement upwards (and outwards)
- ___________ thoroughness, completion, intensity
2.59% reverse direction, movement backwards
54
direction against
_____________ repetition
1.72% separation, loss, privation
36
action results in dissolution, breaking up of
a whole into its constituent parts, movement
asunder, disintegration
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________________ ____________ ___________ destruction, ruin, chaos
zisamane20
0.96% bringing together, making close or unified
________________ ____________ ___________ encirclement, surrounding
zuo1.87% contact, direction towards (especially when
39
contact is desired or endeavoured for)
OTHER
124
5.94% Miscellaneous, or minor uses
PREFIXES
Table 41: OHG Prefix Formations

For specific examples illustrating the various semantic functions denoted by the
OHG verbal prefixes in the above table, the reader is asked to refer to the data
section (Chapter 4).

4.7.5. Old High German Loan Verbs

There are thirty-eight ORG weak verbs which can be shown to be loan verbs.
This sum accounts for 1.15% (or 3.10% if prefix formations are ignored) of all
ORG weak verb derivational formations.
The ORG loan verbs are listed in table below. The first colunm lists the
ORG loan verb. The second column then indicates the inflectional class of weak
verb to which this loan verI belongs in OHG. The third column gives the source
verb, from which the ORG loan verb cited in column one has been borrowed.
The fourth colunm indicates the inflexion class to which this source verb
belongs in the donor language. Finally, the fifth column indicates the donor
language, i.e. the language which has loaned the source verb in question.
OHG Loan Verb
bredigon
dihtOn

Class
'I
11

dilOn, tiligon

Source Verb
praedicare

Class
I

Donor Language
Latin

dictare

I

Latin

dilegian

II

OE

faiscOn

II

*f(j)

I

Vulgar Latin

fir-damnon

11

damnare

I

Latin

fir-dilOn

11

for-dTlegian

II

OE
Latin

firmare

I

fir-spumen

I

de-spumare

I

Latin

genren

I

generare

I

Latin

germinon

11

carminare

I

Latin

gi-ginnen
guotspellOn

I
II

genere
godspellian

III
II

Latin
OE

impiton, impfOn

11

imputare

I

Latin

koborOn

II

(re)cobrar

I

Provençal

firmon

kohhn

coquere, cocere
II
III
I________________________________________________________________________

Latin
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I

j Latin

I

Latin

I, IV

Latin

I

Latin

IV

Latin

I

Latin

krl]zigOn

11

cruciare

kuppulOn
mennen

11

copulare

miskelon
misken

II

miscutare

I

miscre

muzOn

II

offrOn

II

mutare
offere (>OE offrian)

III

Latin, OE

opfarOn

11

operari

I

Latin

ordinon

"

ordinare

I

Latin

peizOn

II

im-pellrtare

I

Latin

presson

II

pressare

I

Latin

rengon

11

ringari

I

Latin

seganon

IT

I

(Vulgar) Latin

seswn
siconden

II

segnare, signare
sistere

III

Latin

ob-secundare

II

Latin

sicondOn

II

ob-secundare

II

Latin

scrodon, scrutOn

11

I

Latin

spenton

II

scrotari
spendere

III

Latin

temparon

II

temperare

I

Latin

trahtOn
turnen

II

tractare

I

Latin

I

tomare

I

Latin

*wigilen, gi-wigilen

I

vigilare

I

Latin

zircOn

II

circare

I

Latin

minare, mannrre

I
j

I

Table 42: OHG Loan Verbs

The majority of these loan verbs are in the semantic field of Christianity and
Christian terminology, also monastic life and ecclesiastical learning. This is to
be expected, as the texts in which OHG has been recorded are almost entirely
ecclesiastical, owing to the exclusivity of writing to monks and clerics during
this period (see sections 3.3. and 3.4.).
Ecclesiastical Latin loan words are also to be expected in OHG owing to
the fact that the German tribes had been pagan before the OHG period. They
therefore lacked the Christian terms and concepts, many philosophical and
abstract, which the Church and its missionaries and preachers brought with
them. The Church, furthermore, shared the heritage of the late Roman Empire, a
civilization more advanced in learning, culture and material standards than the
pagan German tribes. With the importation of new ideas would obviously come
the importation of new words to denote these new ideas and concepts.
Furthermore, being the language of the Church and the Bible, Latin
possessed a sacred, exclusive status, which was not shared by OHG. As the text
of the Vulgate was sacred, it was therefore important that a monk should not
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alter or digress from the meaning of the original Latin text when rendering it
into a language such as OHG. This, however, presented a number of problems,
as ORG frequently had no native word corresponding to the Latin original. The
solution, therefore, in many cases was simply to import the verb of the original
Latin text as a loan verb, thus avoiding the danger of altering the original text's
meaning. It should also • be mentioned in relation to this, that many
corresponding native OHG words may have possessed too many pagan
connotations for them to have been considered as suitable glosses for
ecclesiastical Latin texts.
ORG loan verbs denoting Christian terms include: bredigon "to preach";
JIr-damnön "to damn, condenm to hell"; krUzigön "to crucify"; opfaron "to
offer, sacrifice, bring an oblation"; seganon "to bless"; spenton "to give (a
present or alms), donate"; gi-wigilen "to hold vigil (night spent in fasting or
prayer on the eve of a religious festival)". OHG loan verbs pertaining to
monastic life and learning in general include: dihtön "to write, versify, compose,
dictate, arrange, order"; ordinön "to order, arrange"; sestön "to ascertain, find
out"; scrodön "to scrutinize"; trahtön "to treat, comment on, expound, consider,
interpret, translate".
There are a small number of loan verbs not directly connected with
Christianity or Christian trminology. These have been taken from cultural
domains in which the Romans themselves, or more precisely the Romanized
territories in immediate contact with the Germans such as Frankish Gaul, were
more advanced. The most important of these cultural spheres are food, cooking
and horticulture, as can be seen from: impiton "to implant, imp, graft"; kohhön
"to cook, prepare food"; misken, miskelön "to mix" (these latter are also found
in the context of herbal lore and medicinal recipes in texts dating from the early
MHG period). The verb germinön "to sing, enchant, bewitch" possibly belongs
here as well, if we consider that it may have been borrowed in the context of
Roman medicine and healing practices which, although more advanced than
native German practices, still usually involved the recitation of charms and
blessings as a fundamental part of the treatment process21.
Loan verbs connected with the above cultural spheres of cooking,
horticulture etc. are more likely to be the result of everyday contact between
ORG speaking peasants or craftsmen and their Romanized neighbours, rather
than the deliberate borrowing of a monk or cleric 22. They can thus be seen as
having entered the language as a result of lexical diffusion.
2!

See Bonser (1963: 34-41) and Payne (1904: 29-30) which, although studies of Anglo-Saxon
medicine, contain information equally applicable to the OHG linguistic area.
22
Eggers (1986: 104-105).
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The vast majority of loan verbs from Latin (78.95% of all OHG loan
verbs are from Latin) belong to class II in OHG, as this was probably regarded
as the nearest equivalent in OHG to the Latin class II conjugation.
There are also a small number of loan verbs from OE, all of which are
connected with Christianity or the monastic life, and which are therefore to be
seen as examples of the influence of Anglo-Saxon missionaries on the OHG
speaking area. They are represented by: dilön (variant form tiligon) "to delete,
erase", for-dilon "to delete, erase", guotspillon "to evangelize, spread the
gospel", and possibly, though by no means certainly, offion "to offer (in
sacrifice)". All of the aforementioned belong to class II in both OHG and OE,
class II being seen as the most favourable and authentic way of rendering the
historically cognate OE second class of weak verb into OHG.
The verb guotspellon presents us with an interesting example. Its OE
source godspellian is a denominative formation from the noun godspel "gospel,
literally good news" which itself is a loan translation of the Greek (via Latin
evangelium) iayyéXtov "gospel, literally good news". A caique was obviously
regarded by the missionaries involved in converting the pagan Anglo-Saxons as
a more effective means of conveying the Christian concept of the gospel than
the foreign evangelium, which would have been meaningless to the non-speaker
of Latin or Greek. In view Qf this, it is noteworthy that the OE initial element of
this verb, god "good", has been replaced in OHG by its semantically more
transparent OHG equivalent guot. The second element, spillön, would also have
been semantically transparent to the speaker of OHG, as this language possessed
the native substantive spel "story, sermon".
With the exception of the loan translation guotspellön, these OHG loan
verbs from OE are in turn OE borrowings from Latin.
In addition to the above verbs, the OHG (Bavarian) verb tulden "to
celebrate, hold a festival" may represent a loan verb from the Gothic class I
weak verb dulbjan "to celebrate". If the verb itself is not a loan word, then the
noun with which it is paired, OHG (Bavarian) tult "festival, fair", may be a loan
,,23
from the Gothic substantive dul1bs festival, fair, celebration . Alternatively,
the above verbs tulden and dubjan may quite probably represent cognate
inherited forms deriving from a Gmc verb *dulJjanan "to celebrate, hold a
festival", which would itself most likely represent a denominative formation
from a Gmc substantive *dul],az "festival, fair", reconstructable from OHG tult
and Gothic dubs. Nevertheless, there is a conspicuous absence of attested

23

Eggers (1986: 149).
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cognates in the other Gmc languages, most notable OE or ON, which speaks in
favour of a loan verb or substantive from Gothic.
According to Eggers 24, a number of potential OHG loan words from
Gothic, such as du Abs or dulJjan, may not have entered OHG directly from
Gothic missionaries or preachers themselves. They are, he states, rather to be
regarded as having spread from Gothic as a result of contact between bordering
peoples, in other words through lexical diffusion.
A loaned lexeme from Gothic is also perfectly plausible, given the
influence of the Gothic Church on the south of the OHG speaking area, and the
fact that at this time many of the Goths were still settled in Pannonia, an area
roughly corresponding to present-day Hungary25.
It is perhaps surprising that we have no evidence for any weak verb
borrowed from an OIr. source, considering the great zeal and tremendous
influence of Irish missionary activity during this period, for a discussion of
which see Eggers26.
Finally, it should be noted, as an indication of the productivity of weak
verbs and non-productivity of strong verbs in OHG, that all loan verbs taken
into the language in this stratum are assigned to one of the weak verb classes
(see Table 42 above). I have found no evidence of any loan verb inflecting as a
strong verb in the OHG peri1od.

4.7.6. Old High German Weak Verbs - Derivational Pattern
Unclear
Those weak verbs which have been analysed in the data section (Chapter Three)
as originating during the OHG stratum but which cannot be assigned
satisfactorily to any of the five derivational categories discussed above (i.e.
deverbative, deadjectival or denominative verbs, prefix formations and loan
verbs) belong to this grouping. A total of fifty-five OHG weak verbs are thus
classifiable. This figure represents 1.66% (4.49% if prefix formations are
ignored) of all OHG weak verb formations. Of these fifty-three OHG weak
verbs with no clear derivational pattern, nineteen belong to class I, twenty-seven
belong to class II, and seven verbs inflect as a class III weak verbs.

24

Eggers (1986: 148-149).
Eggers (1986: 148-149). Further evidence of late Gothic-OHG contact can be found in
Kuffner (1972: 91).
26
Eggers (1986: 154-163).
25
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A complete list of the weak verbs formed in the OHG stratum but which

do not have a clear derivational pattern can be found in Appendix One.
However, as these weak verbs with no clear derivational pattern form a diverse
set and do not therefore lend themselves easily to any satisfactory method of
classification, they are best referred under their entries in the data section
(Chapter Three). A general description of certain groups belonging to this
category, such as onomatopoeic, expressive or sound symbolic formations, is
given in section 4.5.6.

4.7.7. Old High German Weak Verbs - Etymology Unclear
ORG verbs for which no convincing etymology can be ascertained are to be
found listed in Appendix Two.

4.7.8. Old High German Weak Verbs - Summary
From the above findings a number of general conclusions can be drawn in
respect to the derivation of peak verbs in the OHG stratum.
As in all of the previous strata, class I remained the largest class for
forming weak verbs in OHG, accounting for 51.15% of all OHG weak verb
derivations. Although class I still represented the largest weak verb class in
OHG, in comparison with the WGmc period where 57.14% of all weak verb
derivations belonged to class I, this same class can be seen to have actually
undergone a relative fall in productivity during the OHG era. This decline in
productivity was largely as a result of a corresponding increase in productivity
enjoyed by class II during the ORG period. Thus, whereas class II comprised
27.60% of all WGmc weak verb derivations, this same class now accounts for
3 8.32% of all OHG weak verb formations. It will be recalled from the WGmc
stratum that class III underwent a dramatic increase in productivity and
importance during this period, with the result that it formed 15.25% of all
WGmc weak verb derivations. During the OHG period, the productivity of class
III actually falls slightly, 10.54% of all OHG weak verbs subsequently taking
this inflection. Nevertheless, class III still maintains an important place within
the derivational morphology of the weak verb in OHG, far in excess of the
marginal and insignificant place which it occupied during the Gmc and NWGmc
strata. Moreover, it will be remembered from the analysis of the WGmc stratum
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that many of the OHG class III weak verbs were reconstructed as having been
formed during the WGmc stratum on the assumption that their OE class II
counterparts were also originally class III but underwent an analogical
conversion to the larger and more productive second weak verb class in the
North Sea Gmc dialects. However, as was also discussed, this analysis is
somewhat uncertain. As a result of this, the ORG verbs belonging to class III
may either represent parallel but independent formations, or may constitute a
specifically ORG development whereby large numbers of originally WGmc
class II weak verbs underwent a change of class to become class III in OHG,
possibly through a stronger identification of class III with stative and inchoative
formations in OHG. If this is indeed the case, then class III must be viewed as
having undergone a dramatic increase in productivity in OHG alone and not
during the previous WGmc stratum. However, as previously stated, the firm
correspondence in meaning between large numbers of OE class II weak verbs
and their OHG class III equivalents speaks strongly in favour of a common
WGmc origin for such verbs
The above findings have also revealed the following semantic
developments or trends during the OHG stratum.
The majority of OHG class I deverbatives have been seen in the above
analysis to be intensive in sLemantic significance, verbs derived with no obvious
change in meaning from that of their derivational base comprising another
important and productive means of derivation within the class I deverbatives. In
contrast to the previous strata, however, causative deverbatives now play a
somewhat marginal role in the OHG weak verb derivational system, a trend
which, as we have seen, began in the NWGmc period and continued through
WGmc. The vast majority of class I intensives were formed with the intensive
suffix -ezz- in OHG, a minority, however, being formed with the zero-grade of
ablaut and intensive gemination, this a typical characteristic of class II intensive
deverbatives. Frequentative deverbatives also occur in class I in OHG, but these
are small in number and represent an insignificant means of derivation.
As in the earlier strata, class I deadjectival verbs formed during the OHG
period are almost entirely factitive in semantic significance, although a
significant number of stative formations also occur. However, these stative
formations play a much smaller role than factitives in the derivation of OHG
class I deadjectives.
Similarly, the majority of OHG class I denominative formations express
a factitive meaning in relation to their derivational base. Nevertheless,
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instrumental and objective formations also comprise important groups within
the OHG class I denominatives.
As in the earlier strata, class II as a whole remains largely diffuse
semantically during the OHG period. In respect to deverbative formations class
II yields for the most part derivations which show no obvious change in
meaning from that of their derivational base. However, frequentative and
intensive deverbatives also comprise important methods of derivation within
class II. As previously discussed, the usual features distinguishing class II
intensive deverbatives were the zero-grade of ablaut and intensive gemination,
although in comparison with the earlier strata, these morphological features
have become considerably less important in OHG. The most striking feature of
OHG class II deverbatives is the use of verbal extensions, 43.64% of all OHG
class II deverbatives employing an extension, the most important of these being
1, r and s extensions. As in the previous strata, s extensions appear to have had
no obvious semantic function or significance. However, 1 and r extensions
clearly played an extremely important role in the formation of frequentative
deverbatives within class II during the OHG era, a development which, as we
have seen, had already begun during the WGmc period.
As regards deadjectival formations class II shows no real distinction
from deadjectives belonging to class I, both classes forming a majority of
factitive verbs, although stative and/or inchoative formations also play a
significant role. As in the WGmc stratum, s extensions form an important
morphological characteristic within the OHG class II deadjectival verbs. The
most important of these extensions are s extensions, a smaller number of n
extensions also occurring. As in the previous stratum, however, these s and n
extensions do not appear to have any particular semantic function in the above
examples, and no firm conclusions can therefore be drawn in respect to their
nature and function in OHG.
In relation to denominative formations class II also remains fairly
diverse semantically during the OHG period, forming verbs which show a wide
variety of semantic relations to their derivational base. The most productive
method of OHG class II denominative derivation, however, has been seen to be
the formation of verbs standing in an instrumental relation to their derivational
base. In addition to instrumental formations, factitive and objective formations
also played a significant role within the OHG class II denominatives.
As in the previous WGmc stratum, the main role of class III in OHG was
the formation of durative and/or inceptive deverbatives, and stative and/or
inchoative deadjectival and denominative formations. The above analysis has
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also shown that a significant number of OHG class III deadjectival and
denominative verbs involved the prefix ir- in their derivational process. This
clearly shows that prefixes had increased in importance as a means of indicating
morpho-semantic relationships. Indeed, the use of prefixes to express
morpho-semantic functions such as an inchoative or inceptive aspect probably
helped diminish the functional load carried by the class endings of the weak
verbs with the result that the three classes of weak verbs had become merged in
most dialects by the MHG period. In contrast to the preceding strata where the
zero-grade of ablaut was a typical characteristic of class III deverbatives, the use
of ablaut has clearly become less important in OHG, the majority of OHG class
III deverbatives involving no change in the ablaut-grade of their root vowel.
Nevertheless, the OHG period still forms a small number of zero-grade
deverbatives, showing that ablaut as a morphological process was still active to
a certain extent in OHG.
As we have already observed, the use of verbal prefixes to derive new
verbs was an important feature characterising the WGmc period. The derivation
of verbs by means of prefixes not only continues during the OHG stratum but
becomes yet more productive and important. Consequently, prefix formations
account for 63.04% of all OHG weak verb formations as opposed to 55.33% of
all WGmc weak verb derivations. The range of locational and directional
particles which could be used as verbal prefixes was also further extended
during OHG, with the result that prefix formation continued to become more
elaborate and sophisticated as a derivational process during this time.
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5.

FURTHER RESEARCH

As has already been stated in the Introduction, the work for the thesis has been
carried out in the context of a much larger research project, an etymological
dictionary of the Gmc weak verbs as a whole, which will involve cognate
studies made in each of the earliest historically attested forms of the languages
of the Germanic group, i.e. OHU, OS, OLF, OFs., OE, ON and Gothic. Such a
unified pan.-Gmc study of the weak verb will, by providing a comprehensive and
accurate data-set, compensate for the limitations of the present work - for this
thesis is restricted in scope and extent by being confined to OHG weak verb
data. Indeed, a full understanding of the origin and growth of the weak verb in
Gmc and its subsequent development in each of the daughter languages of Gmc
can only be achieved by examining the etymology of the weak verbs in each of
the older Gmc languages.
As has also been mentioned in the Introduction, corresponding research
has already been carried out in the field of Gothic weak verb etymology by
Skinner (1994), and the same author is also currently working on a similar
project looking at the etymology of the ON weak verbs. Research projects
involving OS and OE are expected to follow in the very near future, thus
bringing the realization of a Gmc etymological dictionary a step closer.
An etymological dictionary of the Gmc weak verbs such as this should
thus enable us to distinguish between later developments characterising the
derivational patterns of the weak verbs in the individual languages, and
formation types which are common Gmc and therefore clearly more ancient. By
showing which derivational types characterize the earliest stages of the Gmc
weak verb, we can therefore provide considerable scope for further analysis of
such morpho-semantic types and the role which they may have played in the
origin and growth of the weak verb in subsequent research.
However, the present work and the pan-Gmc etymological dictionary
which it and its cognate studies are intended to spawn will, it is hoped, not
simply provide a firm basis for future research into Gmc philology, but also for
Indo-European studies as a whole. As a result of the chronological stratification
which, the reader will recall, has been established for OHG weak verbs collected
here, a key group of verbs were isolated, the so-called primary verbs, which
were shown to pre-date the separation of the Gmc language group, and which
thus comprised the earliest set of verbs to have adopted the weak inflection.
Further research carried out on these primary verbs may therefore not only
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contribute to our understanding of the early history of the Gmc dental suffix but,
by relating the verbal system of Gmc to that of its predecessor, IE, may also lead
to a greater knowledge of the IE verb system as a whole. Indeed, the merger or
confusion of the IE perfect with the aorist tense, as well as the loss of ablaut and
the adoption of regular endings in the perfect is a process which has occurred in
IE languages outside the Gmc group. Comparative studies indicating these
developments and showing how they may have occurred in each of the separate
language groups, may consequently bring to light key factors influencing the
development of the IE verbal system, from Proto-IE to its separation into its
various daughter languages.
A pan-Gmc etymological dictionary of this kind will also complement
Seebold's (1970) etymological study made into the Germanic strong verbs, and
thus enable us to gain a more comprehensive picture than has hitherto been
achieved of the entire verbal system of Gmc, taking into account both the strong
and weak inflections. A more complete understanding of the entire Gmc verb
system will have obvious rewards and should stimulate further research into all
aspects of verbal derivation and morphology in Gmc and its daughter languages.
Indeed, a comparative study made between the weak and strong verb
inflectional types may help explain further how and why the weak verbs
gradually came to replace, the strong verbs during the history of the Gmc
languages as the only productive category for deriving new verbs.
Finally, this thesis, by providing important data on the derivational
patterns of the weak verbs from Grnc to OHG, will not only contribute to our
understanding of the etymology of the Gmc and lB verbal systems as a whole,
but may also provide a firm base for future research into word-formation in
OHG and Gmc in general. Moreover, a greater understanding of Gmc
derivational morphology may, in turn, have wider implications for future studies
carried out on Gmc semantics and syntax.
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APPENDIX 1
The following is a complete list of the OHG weak verbs occurring in the data section
which are unclear in their derivational pattern. The verbs are listed in alphabetical order
and an indication of the historical stratum in which each verb was derived is given in
brackets after the verb:
amarön (NWGmc)
bifen (OHG)
bi-deppen (OHG)
bi-tussen (OHG)
bläzen (WGmc)
bluh/zen (OFIG)
*bruoen (WGmc)
diuwen (OHG)
drUsten (NWGmc)
dül en (WGmc)
dunken (Gmc)
figidon, fiadon (OHO)
fitafu/zhon (OHG)
flogaron (OHG)
fnatton (OHG)
folgon (WGmc)
folon (OHG)
furben (OHG)
gris-grain on (OHG)
gris-grimmen (OHG)
gris-grimmOn, gristgrimmOn (OHG)
guckon (OHG)
*/,opfon (NWGmc)
*hupfen (WGmc)
kapfOn (OHG)
kOren (NWGmc)
kizzilOn, kuzzilOn
(NWGmc)
kiecken (OHG)
klockön (OHG)
knussen (NWGmc)
krahhdn (WGmc)

krazzOn (NWGmc)
krizzOn (OHG)
krouwOn (WGmc)
b/iOn (OHG)

spirdaren (OHG)
stften (WGmc)
stOren (WGmc)
storn On (NWGmc)

priisten (OHG)

storrOn (OHG)
*strejfen (OHG)
striunen (WGmc)
stroufen (WGmc)
sturen (NWGmc)
sturzen (WGmc)
si7sOn (NWGmc)
swigOn (WGmc)
trUrOn (OHG)

(h)rãiz/zisön (OHG)

tugOn (OHG)

(h)rascOn, (h)rescon
(OHG)
rOren (WGmc)
(h)retten (WGmc)
roufen (Gmc)
rizo/ihen (NWGmc)
sarna-stocken (OHG)
sengen (WGmc)
scopfezzen, scoffezzen
(OHG)
screcken (OHG)
screckOn (OHG)
scricken (WGmc)
scunten (NWGmc)
smielOn (OHG)
sinierOn (OHG)
snzierOn (OHG)

tUrn On (OHG)

loskOn (OHG)
lu/i/zen, liu/zhen (OHG)
marawen (OHG)
mãven (OHG)
*mizcken (WGmc)
murmulOn (OHG)
mutilOn (OHG)

snarh On (NWGmc)
snUden (OHG)

wadabon (OHG)
weib On (OHG)
(h) weiOn, (h)weigOn
(OHG)
werien2 (Gmc)
(I,) winis On (OHG)
(h)wispalOn (OHG)
wiOn (OHG)
wuoleiz (WGmc)
wurgen (NWGmc)
zag On (OHG)
zascOn (OHG)
zeckOn (OHG)
zetten (NWGmc)
zispen2 (OHG)
zusken (OHG)
*Z5n (WGmc)

sn Ozen (NWGmc)
soffon, sofon (Gmc)
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APPENDIX 2

The following is a complete list of the OHG weak verbs occurring in the data section for
which no convincing etymology can be found. The verbs are listed in alphabetical order
and an indication of the historical stratum to which each verb may at least be traced is
given in brackets after the verb:
ana-bi-truzzen (OHG)
asOn (OHO)
bani/thOn (OHG)
birnen (OHG)
bi-seiten (OHG)
bi-scrimen (OHG)
bi-trolisilen (OHG)
bi-tuhhen (OHG)
blesten (OHG)
blitihhen (OHG)
blunkezzen (OHG)
bolezzen (OHG)
bretOn (WGmc)
druozen (OHG)
dwffden (OHG)
dwesben (OHG)
faton (OHG)
fir-brasen (OHG)
fir-wesen (OHG)
fledirOn (OHG)
fliminen (OHG)
flisteren (OHG)
fnotOn (OHG)
form On (WGmc)
frehten (OHG)
furen (WGmc)
gi-h elwen (OHG)
gi-hugilihh on (OHG)
gi-riispen (OHG)
(gi-)sarawen (OHG)
gi-semOn (OHG)
gi-streihizen (OHG)
gnjffen (OHG)
gougarOn (OHG)
grunt-sell On (OHG)

hintar-skipfen (OHG)
huolen (OHG)
in-blumfen (OHG)
in(t)-keinen (OHG)
ir-dilOn (OHG)
ir-reimen (OHG)
ir-scatarOn (OHG)
ir-spuolen (WGmc)
ir-zibOn (OHG)
item on (OHG)
jagOn (WGmc)
jufen, juven (OHG)
jucken (WGmc)
jupezzen (OHG)
kiammezzen (OHO)
knisten (OHG)
kotezzen (OHG)
lerken (OHG)
liluhhen (OHG)
luogOn (OHO)
lustrihh On (OHG)
mezzalOn (OHG)
motezzen (OHG)
*m,jsken (WGmc)
muzzen (OHG)
neckinzen (OHG)
nidar-snipfen (OHG)
nidar-sucken (OHG)
pfriemen (OHG)
rãnen (OHG)
reibOn (OHG)
renfen (OHG)
romOn (OHG)
rospOn (OHG)

rucken (NWGznc)
ruotezzen (OHG)
rUtOn (OHG)
skepfOn (OHG)
scrouwezzen (OHG)
slapfen (OHG)
spolken (OHG)
sprenzen (OHG)
spulgen (OHG)
spilnOn (OHG)
stabarOn (OHG)
stiuwen (OHG)
stripalen (OHG)
talOn (OHG)
tantarOn (OHG)
torrazzen (OHG)
tuh/,alen (OHG)
tummen (OHG)
tiirnalOn (OHG)
untar-skipfen (OHG)
Jrön (OHG)
iiz-wffzen (OHG)
wanii On (OHG)
wataren (OHG)
wemOn (OHG)
(h)wennen (OHG)
_2
weren (OHG)
wimmen, wiumen
(OHG)
wimmeren2 (OHG)
zorcalOn (OHG)
zwizzirOn (WGmc)

roupOn (OHG)
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